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Preface

Features

When we wrote C Primer Plus in 1984, we aimed to create a friendly, easy-to-use,

self-study guide to learning and using the C programming language. The book's sub-

sequent success makes us think we met that goal. However, use of C Primer Plus has

now moved from self study into the classroom as more institutions offer courses in C.

This shift prompted us to develop a new edition of the book, one more directed toward

the classroom environment. We surveyed instructors who use our book to find out what

features they felt a textbook edition should have. Their advice and our own experiences

in teaching C in the classroom have led to this book: C Step by Step.

We've retained the major features of the original book, for they are what made the book

work for many readers. These features include the following:

•

•

The book is an introduction to programming as well as to C. We don't assume you

already are proficient in some other language; however, we do assume you are not

a complete computer novice. We don't discuss the history of computing or how-

computers work.

We emphasize an interactive approach. In computing, you learn by doing. We
often use short, easily typed examples to illustrate just one or two concepts at a

time. This gives you quick feedback on how specific concepts work.

We clarify ideas with figures and illustrations.

We summarize the main C features in boxes highlighted with a screened back-

ground. These boxes simplify finding the summaries when you flip through the

text.

• We offer occasional tidbits of information and advice in unscreened boxes.

• Each chapter contains review questions and programming exercises.

•

J



• We cover a full range of C topics, including pointers, structures, and bitwise

operations.

To this tried and true foundation, we've also added several modifications and features:

• There are many more review questions and exercises. These increase your feed-

back on concept development and skills comprehension.

• We've increased the emphasis on programming skills by discussing structured

programming, step-wise refinement, and top-down programming.

• We've increased the number of programming examples to provide more insight

into programming design and analysis.

• More attention is given to developing the skills to find and avoid programming

errors.

• We've integrated coverage of the ANSI C standard into the text.

• We cover loops and files earlier than before, and we've augmented the treatment

of files.

• We've rewritten and expanded explanations, when necessary, to clarify the sub-

ject matter.

• The chapters are structured in a more organized fashion. Each begins with a list of

contents and a list of objectives. Each ends with a summary, review questions,

and exercises.

• We provide answers for half the review questions at the end of the book.

All in all, we believe we've retained the flavor of the original while adding elements

that make this version more suitable for classroom use.

Hardware/'Software

Nearly all the examples are "generic" C; that is, they're meant to run on any standard C
implementation. We've tested the programs on a VAX 1 1/750 computer running under

BSD 4.3 UNIX and on an IBM AT clone using Microsoft 5. 1 C, Microsoft QuickC, and

Borland Turbo C, all under MS-DOS. We've pointed out places where the program

results may be implementation-dependent, that is, where they may depend on the

particular hardware or software in use. Occasionally, we do discuss implementation -

dependent matters, although we've confined our remarks to UNIX and DOS (PC-DOS
or MS-DOS), which are currently the two most common C environments.



Advice to the Student

In general, learning works best as an active, not a passive process. This is particularly

true for programming. Therefore, we encourage you to try out the examples in the book.

Such practice will give you a better idea of how C works. If you have questions about a

program, you can explore them by modifying the example. Be an active, experimenting

leamer, and you will leam C more quickly and in greater depth.

We wish you good fortune in learning C. We've tried to make this book meet your

needs, and we hope it helps you reach your goals.

XIX
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elcome to the world of C. This chapter introduces you to the basics of this

powerful and increasingly popular language. We begin by examining

briefly C's history and features. Then we discuss the process of program-

ming from both a design and a practical standpoint. There is more to using

a computer language than learning the language rules and the mechanics of creating a

program, just as there is more to writing a novel than learning grammar and the use of a

keyboard. We introduce you to a productive programming style called structured

programming. Finally, we look at the question of language standards.

I.I C History

Dennis Ritchie of Bell Labs created C in 1972 as he and Ken Thompson worked on

designing the Unix operating system. C didn't spring full-grown from Ritchie's head,

however. It came from Thompson's B language, which came from.... But that's another

story. The important point is that C was created as a tool for working programmers.

Thus, its chief goal is to be a useful language.

Most languages, we suppose, aim to be useful, but often they have other concerns. For

instance, one of Pascal's main goals is to provide a sound basis for teaching program-

ming principles. BASIC, on the other hand, was developed to resemble English, so that

it could be easily learned by students unfamiliar with computers. These are important

criteria, but they are not always compatible with pragmatic, workaday usefulness. C's

background as a programming tool does, however, support its role as a pragmatic,

programmer-oriented language. For example, consider the interface between programs

and hardware. Pascal emphasizes general programming principles and attempts to

isolate the programmer from hardware considerations. On the other hand, C is designed

to work with hardware. So when programmers began using Pascal for real-world

programming, Pascal vendors were forced to add many nonstandard extensions to the

language, such as the ability to specify hardware addresses. These features often paral-

leled those already found in C. In addition, C offers many programming shortcuts that

reduce your work load.

1.2 C Virtues

During the last decade, C has become one of the most important and popular program-

ming languages. Its use has grown because people try it and like it. As you learn C, you

too will recognize its many virtues. Let's mention a few.

Design Features

C incorporates many features that computer science theory and practice find desirable.

It has modern control structures: three forms of loops for handling repetitive operations

and three structures for choosing alternative paths of action. Through its various types

of variables, arrays, and other data structures, C can represent a wide range of informa-

tion. C encourages you to break down programs into modules (calledfunctions in C). It

makes it simple for you to document your programs by including explanatory com-

2 / - C and Programming



Efficiency

Portability

merits. This feature makes it natural for you to use sound programming techniques such

as top-down planning, structured programming, and modular design. The result is a

more reliable, understandable program. As you master C. you'll come to appreciate all

these points more fully.

C is an efficient language. It's a concise language that lets you say what you mean in

fewer words. The final code tends to be compact and to run quickly.

C is a portable language, which means that C programs written on one system can be

run with little or no modification on other systems. If modifications are necessary, they

often can be made just by changing a few entries in a "header" file that accompanies the

main program. Of course, most languages are meant to be portable, but anyone who has

converted an IBM PC BASIC program to Apple BASIC or who has tried to run an IBM
mainframe FORTRAN program on a VAX computer using the UNIX operating system

knows that there can be many troublesome details. C is a leader in portability. C
compilers are available for many systems, running from 8-bit microprocessors to 32-bit

minicomputers to mighty Cray mainframes.

Power and Flexibility

C is powerful and flexible (two favorite words in computer literature). For example,

most of the powerful, flexible UNIX operating system is written in C. (An operating

system is a set of programs designed to manage a computer and its interactions with

hardware and users.) So are many of the supporting programs commonly found on

UNIX systems, including text editors and compilers and interpreters for other lan-

guages, such as FORTRAN, APL, Pascal, LISP, Logo, and BASIC. When you use

FORTRAN on a UNIX machine, ultimately a C program produces the final executable

program. C programs have been used for solving physics and engineering problems and

even for animating movie sequences.

C exhibits some of the fine control usually associated with assembly language. (As-

sembly language is a fairly direct representation of the set of instructions built into a

particular processor.) If you choose, you can fine-tune your programs for maximum
efficiency.

Programmer Orientation

C is oriented toward programmer needs. It gives access to hardware. It lets you manipu-

late individual bits in memory. It has a rich selection of operators that let you express

yourself succinctly. Note: C is less strict than, say, Pascal in limiting what you can do.

This freedom is both an advantage and a danger. The advantage is that many operations

such as converting forms of data are simpler in C. The danger is that C will allow you to

make mistakes that are impossible in some languages. C also has a large library of

useful functions that are generally available on most C implementations.
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Potentially Disadvantageous Disvirtues (Faults)

(We include this phraseology for those of you who may have to deal with bureau-

cratese.) C does have some faults. Often, as with people, faults and virtues are opposite

sides of the same feature. For example, we've mentioned that C's freedom of expression

requires added responsibility. As a computer preliterate once commented, the price of

liberty is eternal vigilance.

C's conciseness combined with its wealth of operators makes it possible to prepare code

that is extremely difficult to follow. You aren't compelled to write obscure code, but the

opportunity is there. After all, what other language has a yearly "obfuscated code"

contest? In addition, C's power, especially its use of pointers, enables you to make

programming errors that are quite difficult to trace.

7.3 C Trends

By the early 1980s, C was already a dominant language in the minicomputer world of

UNIX systems. Since then, it has spread to personal computers (microcomputers) and to

mainframes. Many software houses use C as the preferred language for producing

word-processing programs, spreadsheets, compilers, and other large-scale software

products. These companies know that C produces compact and efficient programs.

More important, they know that these programs are easy to modify and adapt to new

computer models.

Many people in computer science learned their field using the UNIX C environment.

Their desire to take their C programs and experience home and to new job environments

also worked to spread C availability.

What's good for companies and C veterans is good for other users, too. More and more

users are turning to C to secure its advantages for themselves, and you don't have to be

a computer professional to use this powerful language. See Figures 1.1 and 1.2 for the

virtues of C and where it is used.

In short, C is currently one of the most important programming languages and will

continue to be so during the next decade. It is used on mainframes, minicomputers, and

on personal computers. It is used by software companies, computer science students,

and enthusiasts of all sorts. And if you apply for a job writing software, one of the first

questions you should be able to answer "yes" to is: "Oh, say can you C?"

7.4 Using C: Seven Steps

C is a compiled language. If you are accustomed to using a compiled language such as

Pascal or FORTRAN, you are already familiar with the basic steps in putting together a

C program. But if your background is in an interpreted language such as BASIC or

Logo, or if you have no background at all, you must learn how to compile. We soon

guide you through the compiling process, and you'll see that it is actually pretty

straightforward and sensible.
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First, to give you an overview of programming, we break down the act of writing a C
program into seven steps. We then discuss some of them in more detail.

Step 7; Define the Program Objectives

Naturally enough, you should start with a clear idea of what you want the program to

do. Think in terms of what information you need to include in the program, what feats

of calculation and manipulation the program must be able to do, and what information

the program should report back to you. At this level of planning, you should be thinking

in general terms, not in terms of some specific computer language.

Step 2: Design the Program

Once you have a conceptual picture of what the program is to do, you should decide

how the program will go about its implementation. What should the user interface be

like? How should the program be organized?
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You also need to decide how to represent the data and what methods to use to perform

the processing. As you first learn programming in C, the choices are pretty obvious; but

as you move on to deal with more complex situations, you will find that such decisions

require more thought. Choosing a good way to represent the information often can make

the processing much easier. Again, you should be thinking generally, not about code,

although some of your decisions may be based on general characteristics of the C
language. For example, a C programmer has more options in data representation than,

say, a BASIC programmer.

Computer science has developed several principles to guide you toward good program

design. We discuss these soon when we go through a short design example.

Step 3: Write the Code

Now that you have a clear idea of what your program will do and how it will do it, you

can begin to implement it by writing the code. That is. you translate your program

design into the C language. At this stage you put your knowledge of C to work. You can

play with your ideas on paper, but eventually you must input your code into the*

computer. The mechanics of this process depend on your programming environment.

We present the details for some common environments shortly. In general, you use a

text editor to create what is called a source code file. This file contains the C rendition

of your program design.
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As part of this step, you should document your work. The simplest way is to use C's

comment facility to incorporate explanations into your source code.

Step 4: Compile the Code

The next step is to compile the source code. Again, the details depend on your program-

ming environment, and we look at some common environments shortly. First, let's take

a conceptual look at the task of compiling.

The compiler is a program whose job is to convert source code into executable code.

Executable code is code in the machine language, or native language, of the computer

on which the final program is to be run. Different computers have different machine

languages, and a C compiler translates C into a particular machine language. C com-

pilers also incorporate code from C libraries into the final program. These libraries

contain a fund of standard routines for your use. (More accurately, a program called a

linker incorporates the library routines, but on most systems the compiler runs the linker

for you.) The end result is an executable file containing code the computer understands.

The compiler also checks that your program is valid C. If the compiler finds errors, it

reports them to you and doesn't produce an executable file. Understanding a specific

compiler's complaints is another skill you will pick up.

Step 5: Run the Program

Traditionally, the executable file is a stand-alone program. To run the program in many

common environments, including UNIX and MS-DOS, just type the name of the

executable file. Other environments, such as VMS on a VAX, may require a run

command or some other mechanism. More recently, integrated environments such as

Turbo C and QuickC let you run your executable C program from within the integrated

environment by selecting names from a list or by pressing special keys. Again, we
provide more details soon.

Step 6: Test and Debug the Program

That your program runs is a good sign, but it's possible that it may run incorrectly.

Therefore you should check to see that your program does what it is supposed to do.

Some of your programs will have mistakes, called bugs in computer jargon (named after

the moth that caused the vacuum tubes in an early computer to fail). Making mistakes is

a natural part of learning. Debugging is the finding and fixing of program mistakes

(called errors). Since making errors seems inherent to programming in C, you had best

prepare yourself to be reminded often of your fallibility. As well, as you become a more

powerful and subtle programmer, your errors, too, will become more powerful and

subtle.

You have many opportunities to err in making a program. You can make a basic design

error. You can implement good ideas incorrectly. You can overlook some unusual input

that will confound your program. You can use C incorrectly. You can make typing

errors. You can put parentheses in the wrong place. And so on.
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Fortunately, the situation isn't hopeless, although there may be times when you feel it is.

The compiler catches many kinds of errors, and there are things you can do to help you

track down the errors that the compiler doesn't catch. Throughout this book we provide

debugging pointers.

Step 7: Maintain and Modify the Program

Once you complete a programming assignment, you may never use that program again.

But when you create a program for yourself or for someone else, that program may see

extensive use. If it does, most often you'll find reasons to make changes in it. Perhaps

there's a minor bug that only shows up when someone enters a name beginning with

"Zz." You may think of a better way to do something in the program. You may add a

clever new feature. Or, you may adapt the program so that it runs on a different

computer system (called "porting"). All these tasks are simplified greatly if you docu-

ment the program clearly and if you follow sound design practices such as structured

programming. Figure 1.3 shows the seven steps of programming in C.

Figure 1.3
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Commentary for Beginners

Most students tend to neglect steps 1 and 2 (defining program objectives and designing

the program) and go directly to step 3 (writing the program). Teachers often see students

come into a computer lab, start the editor, and with no particular forethought or plan,
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start to program. (In fact, most of us have been guilty of this approach ourselves.) One

problem is that, at first, it often works. The first programs you write are fairly simple,

and it's usually easy to visualize the entire process in your head. As well, if you make a

mistake, it's easy to find. But as the programs grow longer and become more complex,

mental visualizations begin to fail, and errors become harder to find. Eventually,

students who neglect the planning steps are condemned to hours of lost time, confusion,

and frustration as they produce dysfunctional and obtuse programs.

The moral: Develop the habit of planning before coding. Use the ancient but honorable

"lead-graphite" technology (a pencil) to jot down the program objectives and to outline

the design. If you do so, you eventually will reap substantial dividends in time and

satisfaction.

Another point is that usually you must go back and forth between steps. For instance,

when you are writing code, you may find your plan was impractical or you may see a

better way of doing things. Even after you see how a program runs, you may feel

motivated to change the design. Documenting your work will help you move back and

forth between levels.

Let's take a closer look now at some of these steps in writing a C program. First, we

look at an example to illustrate some aspects of design, then we explore the editing and

compiling processes in more detail.

7.5 A Design Example

Let's go though some of the design stages with a relatively simple example. Suppose

you want a program that figures your United States federal income tax obligation from

your taxable income.

Defining the Program Objectives

First, consider the program objectives. Our original statement ("a program that figures

your United States federal income tax obligation from your taxable income") is not

specific enough. The more vague the objectives are, the harder they are to program. The

goal is to specify exactly what information the program needs and how the program is to

use the information. It turns out your tax obligation depends on two factors: your

taxable income and your filing status. Therefore, the first objective is that the program

can read these two facts as input. The second objective is that the program should

correctly calculate the tax from this information. Finally, the program should report the

calculated tax.

Designing the Program

When it comes to organizing the program, think "modular." Like many programming

problems, our tax example falls rather naturally into three tasks: obtaining information,

performing some sort of calculation or processing, and reporting information. It makes

sense, then, to organize the program into three modules, one devoted to each of these
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tasks. The modules break down the programming problem into smaller, easier-to-handle

parts. If necessary, you can break down a large module into its own separate modules.

This process is called step-wise refinement or decomposition. The idea is that you keep

breaking a problem into smaller and smaller subproblems, until you reach a level at

which the solution to the subproblem is obvious.

Once you decompose the problem into parts, you consider the parts individually. For

our example, the input module involves the most decisions. Should the program be

interactive? That is, should it be designed so that the program and the user carry on a

dialogue? (Program: "What was your taxable income?" User: "10234.34" Program:

"My sympathies. Which of the following is your filing status?" And so on.) Or do you

want the program to read data from a file or a punched card? Should the program

process just one tax case, or should it process a series of cases? If the program is

interactive, do you want to use a simple teletype-like display, or do you want boxes,

highlighted text, and an active mouse? What should the program do if bad data are

entered? Depending on how ambitious your design is, you may have to continue the

process of step-wise refinement another level or two. As you can see, designing the

interface can be more involved than programming the actual calculations.

The next module is calculating the tax. You can use the instruction book provided by the

United States Internal Revenue Service to determine how the tax is calculated. Your

task is to devise a method, or algorithm, for reproducing the calculation. (An algorithm

is a step-by-step recipe for computing a particular result.)

Finally, the third module is reporting the result. You have to decide whether to display

the answer on the next line on the screen or to put it into a file, or whatever. This module

is the simplest one in this example.

One final element to this stage is deciding what each module should communicate to the

others. In this case, the answer is simple. The input module should communicate the

taxable income and the filing status to the calculation module, and the calculation

module should communicate the tax to the output module. See Figure 1.4.
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filing status
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tax liability

filing status

report

result
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Writing the Program

Now you are ready to implement your work by writing the C code. It's a good idea to

ha\ e the program reflect the modularity of your design. In fact, C is designed so that you

can create complete programs from modules caUed functions. Thus, your main program

contains three functions, one for each primary module. If necessary, some of these

functions may be decomposed into smaller functions. Also, in C. the main program

itself is a function called maim ).

Next you write the code for the individual functions. Usually, the best method is first to

write the code for maim ), the top-level module, then write the codes for the next level

of functions, and so on. This process is called top-down programming. The opposite

process, writing the lowest-level functions first and working your way up, is called

bottom-up programming. (See Figure 1.5). One advantage of top-down programming is

that it is much better at exposing fundamental design flaws in a program, since it deals

w ith broad issues before the details. With bottom-up programming, your programming

units may not work together correctly.

Top-down

Figure 1.5

Top-down and
bottom-up

programming

First, define the most general

functions and write high-level code.

Next, define and code the next

most general functions.

Last, define and code the lowest

level, most specific code.

s^W\7
Last, define the most general

function.

Next, define the next least specific

functions.

First, define the lowest level

functions.

Bottom-up

Top-down programming sounds much like step-wise refinement, and the two concepts

are closely related. The difference is that step-wise refinement refers more to the

conceptual analysis of a problem, and top-down programming refers more to the actual

coding process. Step-wise refinement leads to a program's organization. Top-down

programming describes the order in which you write the code implementing that
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organization. In principle, you can use bottom-up programming to implement the same

organization, by writing the functions in the opposite order.

Structured Programming

Step-wise refinement, top-down programming, and modularity are all aspects of a

programming style called structuredprogramming. It evolved in response to the morass

in which large programming projects in the 1960s and early 1970s floundered. It aims to

produce better designed programs that are completed more quickly and are easier to

test, debug, and modify. It's easy to see that this style meets those goals. First, careful

planning beats haphazard planning or no planning for complex problems. Second,

modularity is quite helpful. Consider our tax example. Suppose you opt for a fancy user

interface but have problems with that part of the project. You can temporarily substitute

a simpler module and use it to test the rest of the program. Or if you have to modify the

program output, you can work just on that one module, leaving the rest alone. Or if your

programming for the input module is sufficiently general, you can use it in other

programs. Also, you can have different programmers work on different modules. In

short, structured programming serves to increase productivity, program reliability, pro-

gram testing, program debugging, and programming serviceability. We follow the

ideals of structured programming throughout the book, especially when the program-

ming becomes more complex.

7.6 Programming Mechanics

The exact steps you must follow to produce a program depend on your computer

environment. Currently, the most widespread environments are UNIX C, Microsoft 4.0,

5.0, and 5.1 , QuickC, and Borland's Turbo C. We discuss all four environments, filling

in some of the details we glossed over when summarizing the programming process.

First, however, let's look at some aspects shared by many C environments. You don't

really need to know what follows to run a C program, but it's good background, and it

may help you understand why you must follow certain steps.

Source Code Files

When you write a program in the C language, you store what you write in a file called a

source code file, or source file. Most C systems, including the ones mentioned pre-

viously, require that the name of the source file end in .c: wordcount.c and budget.c.

for example. The part of the name before the period is called the basename, and the part

after the period is called the extension. Thus budget is a basename, and c is an extension.

The combination budget.c is the filename. The name should also satisfy the require-

ments of the particular computer operating system. For example, PC-DOS and MS-
DOS (hereafter simply called DOS) are operating systems for IBM PCs and clones.

They require that the basename be no more than eight characters long. Older UNIX
systems place a thirteen-character limit on the entire name including the extension;

newer systems allow longer names.
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Let*s assume w e ha\ e a source code file called concrete.c that contains the following C
source code:

^include <stdio.h>
main( )

{

pri ntf

(

"Concrete contains gravel and cement . \n" )

;

}

Don't worry about the details of this program yet. For now. it's enough to have an

example of a source code file.

Object Code Files, Executable Files, and Libraries

The basic strategy in C programming is to use programs that convert your source code

file to an executable file, which is a file containing ready-to-run machine language code.

C implementations accomplish this conversion in two steps: compiling and linking. The

compiler converts your source code into an intermediate code, and the linker combines

this code w ith other code to produce the executable file. C uses this two-part approach

to facilitate the modularization of programs: You can compile individual modules

separately, then combine the compiled modules later. Therefore, if you need to alter one

module, you don't have to recompile the other ones.

You have several choices for the form of the intermediate files. The most prevalent

choice, and the one taken by the implementations we describe, is to convert the source

code to machine language code, placing the result in what's termed an object code file.

or objectfile. (Here we assume that your source code consists of a single file.) Although

the object file contains machine language code, it's not ready to run. The object file

contains the translation of your source code, but it is not yet a complete program.

What is missing from the object code file is something called the start-up code, which is

the code that acts as an interface between your program and the operating system. For

example, you can run. say. an IBM AT clone under DOS or under XENIX, a UNIX
variety. The hardw are is the same in either case, so the same object code will work with

both. But DOS requires different start-up code than XENIX, since these systems handle

programs differently from one another.

Also missing from the start-up code is the code for library routines. Nearly all C
programs make use of routines (functions) that are part of the standard C library. For

example, concrete.c uses the function printfi ). The object code file does not contain the

code for this function: it merely contains instructions saying to use the printf( ) func-

tion. The actual code is stored in another file, called a library, which contains object

code for many functions.

The role of the linker is to bring together the object code, the standard start-up code for

your system, and library code into a single file, the executable file. For library code the

linker extracts from the library just the code for the functions you use. See Figure 1 .6.

In short, an object file and an executable file both consist of machine language instruc-

tions. The object file, however, contains the machine language translation only for the
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Figure 1.6
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code you used, whereas the executable file also has machine code for the library

routines you use and for the start-up code.

On some systems you must run the compile and the link programs separately. Other

systems have the compiler start up the linker automatically, so that you just have to give

the compile command. Let's look at some specific systems.

Preparing a C Program on a UNIX System

Because C's popularity began on UNIX systems, we begin here.

Editing on a UNIX System

Unlike BASIC, UNIX C does not have its own editor. Instead, you use one of the

general-purpose UNIX editors such as ed, ex, edit, emacs, or vi. Your two main

responsibilities are typing the program correctly and choosing a name for the file that

will store the program. Recall that .c is the way the name should end. (Note: UNIX
distinguishes between uppercase and lowercase letters.) Thus, budget.c, BUDGET.c,
and Budget.c are three distinct and valid names for C source files; BUDGET.C is not a

valid name because it uses an uppercase C instead of a lowercase c.

Let's look at an example. Using the vi editor we prepared the following program and

stored it in a file called inform. c:
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#include <stdio.h>
main( )

{

printfC'A .c is used to end a C program file name.Vn");

>

The text is the source code, and inform.c is the source file. The important point is that

the source file is the beginning of a process, not the end.

Compiling on a UNIX System

Our program example is still gibberish to a computer, which can't understand words

like #include or printf. (At this point, you probably don't either.) As discussed earlier,

we need the compiler to translate our source code into the computer's machine code.

The result is the executable file, which contains all the machine code the computer

needs to run the program correctly. See Figure 1.7.
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The UNIX C compiler is called cc. To compile the program at the UNIX shell prompt

(% or $), we type:

cc i nf orm.

c

After a few seconds, the UNIX prompt reappears, telling us the program has been

compiled. (Note: If there are any errors, we may get warnings and error messages.) If

we use Is to list our files, we discover a new file called a.out, which is the executable

file containing the translation (or compilation) of our program. To run a.out, we just

type:

a . out

and the following appears:

A .c is used to end a C program filename.

If you want to keep the executable file (a.out), you should rename it. Otherwise, the file

is replaced by a new a.out file the next time you compile a program.

What about the object code? The cc compiler creates an object code file having the

same basename as the source code, but with a .o extension. In our example, the object

code file is called inform.o, although for the linker deletes this file once the executable

program is completed. However, if the original program uses more than one source code

file, the object code files are saved. When we discuss multiple-file programs later in the

text, we describe the usefulness of saving the object code files.

Preparing a C Program on an IBM PC (Microsoft C)

Now let's describe preparing a C program using Microsoft 4.0, 5.0, and 5.1. (QuickC

merits a separate discussion.) Note: We assume you are using PC-DOS 3.1 or later or

MS-DOS 3.1 or later.

Editing on an IBM PC

First, you need to select a text editor. PC-DOS and MS-DOS come with a rather

primitive, although adequate, editor called EDLIN. However, many users probably

have access to a word processor such as WordStar, WordPerfect, or Microsoft Word.

You can use any of these word processors to write C programs, however you cannot use

the default file formats normally used by these word processors. The proprietary files

contain a lot of text-formatting information in addition to the text you see when writing.

This additional information is not understood by the compiler, so you must take care to

create simple ASCII files, that is, files containing nothing but text. For example, in

WordStar, use the N (non-document) mode for program files. In WordPerfect, use the

Text In/Out key to save the file as a DOS file.

A better choice is to use an editor specifically designed for programming. Microsoft, for

example, includes a programming editor called the Microsoft Editor (ME) with release

5.1 of the Microsoft C compiler. Similarly, WordPerfect includes its Program Editor in
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the WordPerfect Library package. Several commercial program editors are available,

including Kedit and Brief, as well as ports of the vi and emacs editors to the DOS
environment

Whatever editor you use. you should, as with UNIX, use a filename ending with the .c

extension. Also, with DOS, recall that the basename (the part of the name preceding the

period) is limited to eight characters. Unlike UNIX, DOS does not distinguish between

uppercase and lowercase letters, so both budget.c and BUDGET.C are valid names for

the same file.

As an example, use the editor of your choice to create the following file called in-

form.c:

^include <stdio.h>
main( )

{

printfC'A .c is used to end a C program f i Lename . \n")

;

>

Compiling

Once you have a source code file whose name ends in .c. you can invoke the Microsoft

C compiler with the command:

c L i nf orm. c

Like the UNIX cc compiler, the Microsoft cl compiler first produces an object code file.

For DOS systems, the basename of the original file is used, but the .c extension is

replaced by .obj. In our example, the object code file is called inform.obj. Next, the

compiler requests the system linker to finish compiling the program. On DOS systems,

this program is called link, and it inputs code from the C library (which comes with the

compiler) and adds in the start-up code to produce an executable file called inform.exe.

In general, the name of the executable file is the basename of the source file with the .c

extension replaced with .exe. Unlike the UNIX compiler, cl does not erase the object

file when the executable program is completed. See Figure 1.8.

To run the program, type the following command at the DOS prompt (C>):

inform

Under DOS, this command is equivalent to typing inform.exe.

Preparing a C Program on an IBM PC (Turbo C and QuickC)

Both Borland Turbo C and Microsoft QuickC provide low-cost, fast, integrated environ-

ments for putting together C programs. The key points are that these two programs have

built-in editors that you can use to write a C program. Each program provides menus

that allow you to name and save your source code file, and each provides menus that let

you compile and run your program without exiting the Turbo C or QuickC environment.

Each dumps you back into the editor if the compiler finds any errors, and each identifies
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the offending lines and matches them to the appropriate error messages. Each allows

you to create object and executable files, so that you can create stand-alone programs

that can be run directly from the DOS level. Both follow the standard DOS naming

conventions. So source code files should have a .c extension. Object files are given the

.obj extension, and executable files are given the .exe extension.

Why Compile?

Those of you who have used BASIC may wonder about going through these steps to run

a program. It may seem time-consuming, but once a program is compiled, it will run

much faster than a standard BASIC program. You trade some inconvenience in getting

a program running for a much swifter final product. As well, if you use an integrated

package, the inconvenience is much reduced.
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7.7 Language Standards

Currenth . mum C implementations are available. Ideally, once you write a C program,

it should work the same using any implementation, providing it doesn't use machine-

specific programming. For this statement to be true in practice, different implementa-

tions need to conform to a recognized standard.

In the beginning, there was no official standard for C. Instead, the first edition of The C
Programming Language by Brian Kernighan and Dennis Ritchie (1978) became the

accepted standard. In particular, the C Reference Manual in the book's appendix acted

as the guide to C implementors. Compilers, for example, would claim to offer a full

K & R implementation. However, although the appendix defined the C language, it did

not define the C library. More than most languages, C depends on its library, so there

was also need for a library standard. In the absence of any official standard, the library

supplied with the UNIX implementation became a de facto standard.

As C evolved and as it became more widely used on a greater variety of systems, the C
community realized it needed a more comprehensive, up-to-date, and rigorous standard.

To meet this need, the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) established a

committee (X3J11) in 1983 to develop a new standard. At the time of this writing

(1989) the committee has nearly completed its work. This new standard, called ANSI C.

defines both the language and a standard C library.

For the most part, ANSI C and K & R C are much the same. However, ANSI C supports

some extensions and changes. We mention many of these as appropriate throughout this

text. Keep in mind, however, that experts expect about a two-year lag between the final

acceptance of ANSI C and the full conversion of all implementations to the standard. In

the meantime, you may find yourself using implementations that lack some ANSI C
features. For that reason, most of our examples avoid ANSI-specific features except

where those features are explained.

7.8 Some Typographic Conventions

We are almost ready to begin our study of the C language. Here we mention some

conventions we will use in presenting material.

Typeface

For text representing programs, computer input and output, and the names of files,

programs, and variables, we use a type font that resembles what you might see on a

screen or printed output. We have already used it a few times, for example:

^include <stdio.h>
main( )

{

printf ("Concrete contains gravel and cement . \n" );

}
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Screen Output

Computer output is indicated with a light grey screen. Where lines of output are

interspersed with user input, only the screen output is highlighted. For instance:

Please enter the book title.

Press CenterD at the start of a line to stop.

My Life as a Budgie

Now enter the author.

Mack Zackles

The lines in light grey screen are program output, and the other lines are user input.

Input and Output Devices

There are many ways that you and a computer can communicate with each other.

However, we assume that you type in commands using a keyboard and that you read the

response on a screen.

Special Keystrokes

Usually you complete a line of instructions by pressing a key that is labeled "Enter,"

"c/r," "Return," or some variation of these. In this text, we refer to this key as the Enter

key. When showing it as part of input in a program example, we use [enter]. The

brackets mean that you press a single key rather than type out the word "enter."

We also refer to control characters such as Control-D. This notation means to press the

d key while pressing the key labeled "Control" (sometimes labeled "Ctrl").

Our System

Some aspects of C, such as the amount of space used to store a number, depend on the

system. When we give examples and refer to "our system," we speak of a Zenith Z-200

(an IBM AT-compatible) running under MS-DOS 3.21 and using a Microsoft C com-

piler. We also occasionally refer to running programs on a UNIX system. The one we

use is Berkeley's BSD 4.3 version of UNIX running on a VAX 1 1/750 computer.

7.9 Summary

C is a vigorous, professional programming language. It's popular with those who
develop application programs, such as spreadsheets and word processors, because it

provides good control over the hardware and because C programs are easier than most

to transport from one system to another. Also, C is well-suited for structured program-

ming, which is a collection of techniques that increases the readability, reliability, and

maintainability of programs.

C is a compiled language. C compilers and linkers are programs that convert C language

source code into executable code.
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Programming in C can bo laving, difficult, and frustrating, but it also can be intriguing,

evening, and satisfv ing. We hope you find it as enjoyable and fascinating as we do.

Review Questions

1 . What does portability mean in the context of programming?

2. Distinguish between source code file, object code file, and executable file.

3. What are the seven major steps in programming?

4. What's step-wise refinement?

5. What's top-down programming?

6. What does a compiler do?

7. What does a linker do?

Programming Exercises

We don't expect you to write C code yet, so these exercises concentrate on the earlier

stages of the programming process.

1 . You have just been employed by MacroMuscle. Inc. (Software for Hard Bodies). The

company is entering the European market and wants a program that converts inches to

centimeters (1 in = 2.54 cm). The program is to be set up so that it prompts the user to

enter an inch value. Your assignment is to define the program objectives and to design

the program (steps 1 and 2 of the programming process).

2. Dr. Hunk. MacroMuscle 's master physiotheorist, has developed an algorithm that cal-

culates a "fitness level" from a person's weight, sex. age. and pulse rate after a

prescribed exercise. He wants this algorithm incorporated into an interactive program

that processes just one set of input data. Your assignment is to define the program

objectives and to design the program.

3. Handley Bilkem. MegaMuscle's kindly president, has developed an algorithm that

calculates a software retail price from a program size and from a "zing" value. He wants

a program made from the algorithm. Your job is to define the program objectives and to

design the program. Note: as usually is the case in real-life situations, the people

requesting the program have been a little vague. Does Bilkem want a program that

converts a single set of values provided interactively? Does he want the program to

process a file of measurements? Imagine going back to Bilkem and asking for whatever

further information you need. Since it's your exercise, you also get to imagine the

answers, which are not included at the end of the text.

Programming Exercises 2
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hat does a C program look like? If you scan through this book, you'll see

many examples. Quite likely, you'll find C peculiar-looking, sprinkled

with symbols like { and *ptr++. As you read through this book, you will

find that the appearance of these and of other characteristic C symbols

grows less strange, more familiar, perhaps even welcome! In this chapter, we begin by

presenting a rather simple example program and explaining what it does. We also

highlight some of the basic features of C. In the following chapters, we'll elaborate on

what we introduce here.

2,1 A Simple Sample of C

Let's look at a simple C program. We have to admit that this example is not very

practical, but it serves to point out some of the basic features of a C program. Before you

read the line-by-line explanation, read through the program shown in Listing 2.1 to see

if you can figure out for yourself what it does.

* simple.

c

Listing 2.

1

I * s i m p I e . c * /

# include <stdio.h>
mainO
{

i n t num;

n u m = 1 ;

/* a simple program */

/* define a variable called num */

/* assign a value to num */

printfC" I am a simple ");

/* use the printfC) function */

printfC computer. \n" ) ;

printfC'My favorite number is %d because it is

first.\n",num);

If you think this program will print some words on the screen, you are right! But exactly

what is printed may not be clear, so let's run through the program.

The first step is to use your editor to create a file containing the text from Listing 2.1.

You must give the file a name, which should end in .c and meet your local system's

name requirements (for example, first.c). Now compile and run the program. If all went

well, the output should look like the following:

I am a simple computer.

My favorite number is 1 because it is first.

This result is not too surprising. But what happened to the \n's and the %d in the

program? What did some of the strange lines mean?
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2.2 The Explanation

We lake two passes through the program. The first pass highlights the meaning of each

line. The second pass explores some of the implications and details. Refer to Figure 2.1

for the anatomy of a C program.

1

typical C
program

i

1

oreprocessor

nstructions

mainQ is always the

Irst function called

include

ma i n ( )

statements
functions are made

1

1

ufj uf statements

function a() t

Figure 2. J
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program
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1
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C language
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a ss i gnment
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^^\opera\ors J
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c
language

Pass 1 : Quick Synopsis

The first line tells the computer to include information found in the file stdio.h. which

file is part of the C compiler package:
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tfinclude <stdio.h> <= Include another file

C programs consist of one or more functions, which are the basic modules of a C
program. This program consists of one function called main. The parentheses identify

maim ) as a function name:

main() <= Function name

You can use the symbols /* and */ to enclose comments, which are remarks to help

clarify a program. They are intended only for the reader and are ignored by the

computer:

/* a simple program */ <= Comment

The opening brace ({) marks the start of the statements that make up the function. The

function definition is ended with a closing brace (}):

•C <^= Beginning of the body of the function

The declaration statement announces that we will use a variable called num and that

num is an integer:

int num; <= Declaration statement

The assignment statement assigns the value 1 to num:

num =1; <= Assignment statement

The following line prints the phrase within the quotation marks (I am a simple ).

printfC'I am a simple "); <= Print statement

The following line prints the word computer to the end of the last phrase printed. The

\n tells the computer to start a new line:

print f ( "computer . \n") ; <= Another print statement

The following line prints the value of num (which is 1) embedded in the phrase in

quotation marks. The %d instructs the computer where and in what form to print num's

value:

printfC'My favorite number is %d because it is first. \n", num);

As noted earlier, the program ends with a closing brace:

} <= Program end
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Pass 2: Details

Let's lake a closer look at the program.

#include Directives and Header Files

The stdio.h file is supplied as part of a C compiler package, and it contains information

about input and output functions (such as printf( )) for the compiler to use:

^include <stdio.h>

The name stands for standard input/output header. C users refer to a collection of

information that goes at the top of a file as the header, and C implementations typically

come with several header files. One goal of ANSI C is the standardization of which

header files must be provided.

The effect of #include <stdio.h> is the same as if we were to copy the entire contents of

the stdio.h file into our file at the position the line appears. Such #include files provide

a convenient way to handle information that is required by many programs.

Some programs need to include stdio.h; some don't. The documentation for a particular

C implementation should describe the functions in the C library and identify which

header files are needed. For example, the description for printf( ) calls for use of

stdio.h. It may happen that omitting the proper header file may not affect a particular

program, but it's best not to rely on that. Because the compiler uses the information in

stdio.h to build a program, any information that the compiler does not use does not

become part of the program. Therefore, including an unnecessary file does not make the

final program any longer.

Perhaps you are wondering why something as basic as input and output information

isn't included automatically. One answer is that not all programs use this I/O

(Input/Output) package, and part of the C philosophy is not to carry along unnecessary

weight. Incidentally, the #include line is not even a C language statement: The #

symbol identifies it as a line to be handled by the C preprocessor. The preprocessor

handles some tasks before the compiler takes over. We discuss more examples of

preprocessor instructions later in the text.

The main( ) Function

A C program always begins execution with the function called main( ):

mainO

We are free to choose names for other functions we may use, but main( ) must be there

to start things off. What about the parentheses? They identify main( ) as a function. We
learn more about functions later. For now, remember that functions are the basic

modules of a C program.

The parentheses following a function name generally enclose information being passed

along to the function. For our simple example, nothing is passed along with maim ), so
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ANSI C Note

The proposed ANSI standard recognizes two kinds of environments in which C
programs can run. A hosted environment is one in which the C program is run under

the management of another program, such as an operating system like DOS, OS/2, or

UNIX. A freestanding environment is one in which the program may run without the

benefit of an operating system. Our comments about mainf) apply to hosted environ-

ments, but not to freestanding environments.

the parentheses remain empty. Don't leave them out, but there's no need to worry about

them yet.

Comments

Using comments makes it easier for someone (including yourself) to understand your

program. One nice feature of C comments is that they can be placed on the same line as

the material they explain. A longer comment can be placed on its own line or even

spread over more than one line. Everything between the opening /* and the closing */ is

ignored by the compiler:

/* a simple program */

Braces, Bodies, and Blocks

Braces ({,}) mark the beginning as well as the end of the body of a function:

(Note: Parentheses and brackets do not serve this purpose.) Braces can also be used to

gather together statements inside a program into a unit or block. If you are familiar with

Pascal, Ada, Modula-2, or Algol, you will recognize the braces as being similar to the

begin and end statements in those languages.

Declarations

The declaration statement is one of the most important features of C. As noted earlier,

our example declares two things:

int num;

First, somewhere in the function, we use a variable having the name num. In C, all

variables must be declared, which means you must list all the variables you use in a

program, and you must show what "type" each variable is.
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Second, int proclaims num as an integer, that is, a whole number without a decimal

point. The word int is a C keyword that identifies one of the basic C data types.

Keywords are specific words used to express a language; they may not be usurped for

other purposes. For instance, you can't use int as a function name or variable name.

The compiler uses the information in the declaration statement to arrange for suitable

storage space in memory for the num variable. The semicolon at the end of the line

identifies the line as a C statement or instruction. (Note: The semicolon is part of the

statement, not just a separator between statements as it is in Pascal.)

At this point, you may have three questions. First, what are data types? Second, what

choices do you have in selecting a name? Third, why do you have to declare variables at

all? Let's look at some answers.

Data Types

We deal with data types more fully in Chapter 3, but here is a short summary. C deals

with several kinds (or types) of data: integers, characters, and "floating point," for

example. Declaring a variable to be an integer or a character type makes it possible for

the computer to store, fetch, and interpret the data properly.

Name Choice

We suggest that you use meaningful names for variables. The number of characters you

can use varies among implementations, but the upper limit is at least 8 characters. The

ANSI C standard calls for up to 31 characters, except for external identifiers (Chapter

13). for which only 8 characters need be recognized. Actually, you can use more than

the maximum number of characters, but the compiler won't pay attention to the extra

ones. Thus on a system with an 8-character limit. Shakespeare and shakespencil would

be considered the same name, since they have the same first 8 characters. To name

variables you may use lowercase letters, uppercase letters, digits, and the underscore

(_), which is counted as a letter. The first character must be a letter. The following are

some examples:

Valid Names Invalid Names

wiggles $Z]**

catl lcat

Hot_Tub Hot-Tub

_kcab don't

Library routines often use names beginning with the underscore symbol. The assump-

tion is that users are unlikely to choose names beginning with this symbol: thus, there is

little chance of a user accidentally using one of these names to mean something else.

Resist the temptation to begin names with an underscore symbol, and you will avoid a

clash with the library.

Four Good Reasons to Declare Variables

1 . Gathering all the variables together in one place makes it easier for a reader to grasp

what the program is about. This statement is particularly true if you give your

variables meaningful names (such as taxrate instead of r). If the name doesn't
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suffice, use the comment facility to explain what the variables represent.

Documenting a program in this manner is one of the basic techniques of good

programming.

2. Thinking about what to put into the variable declaration section encourages you to

plan before you plunge into writing a program. What information will the program

need to get started? What exactly do I want the program to produce as output?

What's the best way to represent the data?

3. Declaring variables helps prevent one of programming's more subtle and hard-to-

find bugs, that of the misspelled variable name. For example, suppose that in some

language (not C), you made the statement:

RADIUS1 = 2 0.4;

and that elsewhere in the program you mistyped:

CIRCUM = 6.28 * RADIUSL;

Thus unwittingly, you have replaced the numeral 1 with the letter 1. The program

would therefore create a new variable called RADIUS! and use whatever value it

had (perhaps zero, perhaps garbage). CIRCUM would be given the wrong value,

and you might have a difficult time trying to find out why. (Fortunately, this can't

occur in C—unless you had declared two such similar variable names—because the

compiler would complain when the undeclared RADIUSI was used.

4. Your C program will not run properly if you don't declare your variables.

Assignment

The assignment statement is one of the most basic operations, as shown in Figure 2.2. In

our example, the assignment statement means "give the variable num the value of 1":

num = 1

;

The int num; line allotted computer space for the variable num. and this line gives it its

value. We may assign num a different value later if we wish, which is why we call num

num = 1

;

Figure 2.2

The assignment

statement, s one of assignment
the most basic 9
operations. operator
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a variable. Note that the assignment statement, like the declaration statement, is com-

pleted with a semicolon.

The printf( ) Function

The following lines all use a standard C function called printf( ):

printfC'I am a simple ");

pri ntf (" computer. \n" )

;

printfC'My favorite number is %d because it is f i rst . \n",num);

The parentheses tell us that we are dealing with a function. The material enclosed in the

parentheses is information passed from the main) ) function to the printf( ) function.

For instance, the first line passes the phrase "I am a simple to the printf( ) function.

Such information is called the argument of a function. And what does the function

printf( ) do with this argument? Obviously, it looks at whatever lies between the double

quotation marks and prints that on the terminal's screen. See Figure 2.3.

pr i n t f ( )

Figure 2.3

The function

printf( ) with an

argument.

&

printf(" That's mere contrariness!\n");

The printfC'I am a simple") line provides an example of how we call or invoke a

function in C. To do so, we need only type the name of the function and include the

desired argument(s) in the parentheses. When your program reaches this line, control is

turned over to the named function (printf( ) in this case). When the function is finished,

control is returned to the calling (original) program.

What about the next line? It has the characters \n included in the quotation marks, and

they didn't get printed. The \n is actually an instruction to start a new line. The \n

combination represents a single character, for which there is no single key repre-

sentation, called the newline character. Its meaning is "start a new line at the far left

margin." In other words, this character performs the same function as the Enter key of a

typical keyboard, but pressing Enter would be interpreted as an immediate command,

not as an instruction to be stored away. In other words, when you press the Enter key.

the editor quits the current line on which you are working and starts a new one.

The newline character is an example of an escape sequence, which is used to represent

difficult- or impossible-to-type characters. Other examples are \t for tab and \b for

backspace. In each case the escape sequence begins with the backslash character (\). We
return to this subject in Chapter 3.
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That explains why our three print statements produced only two lines; the first print

instruction didn't have a newline character in it.

The final printf( ) line brings up another oddity: What happened to the %d when the

line was printed? Recall that the output for this line was the following:

My favorite number is 1 because it is first.

Note that the digit 1 was substituted for the symbol group %d when the line was

printed, and 1 was the value of the variable num. The %d is a kind of placeholder to

show where the value of num is to be printed. This line is similar to the BASIC
statement:

PRINT "My favorite number is"; num; "because it is first."

The C version actually accomplishes a little more than the BASIC version. The % alerts

the program that a variable is to be printed at that location, and the d tells it to print the

variable as a digit. The printf( ) function allows several choices for the format of

printed variables. Indeed, the f in printf( ) is there to remind us that this is a formatted

print statement.

2.3 The Structure of a Simple Program

Now that you've seen a specific example, you are ready for a few general rules about C
programs. A program consists of a collection of one or more functions, one of which

must be called main( ). The description of afunction consists of a header and a body, as

shown in Figure 2.4. The header contains any preprocessor statements, such as in-

clude, and the function name. You can recognize a function name by the parentheses,

which may be empty. The body is enclosed by braces and consists of a series of

statements, each terminated by a semicolon. Our example had a declaration statement,

announcing the name and type of variable that we were using. It had an assignment

statement, giving the variable a value. Finally, there were three print statements, each of

which called the printf( ) function. The print statements are examples offunction call

statements.

2.4 Tips on Making Your Programs Readable

Making your programs readable is good programming practice. It makes it much easier

to understand the program, which correspondingly makes it easier to correct or modify

the program, if necessary. The act of making a program readable also helps clarify your

own concept of what the program does. We point out useful techniques as we go along.

We've already mentioned two techniques: choosing meaningful variable names and

using comments. Note that these techniques complement each other. For example, if

you give a variable the name width, you don't need a comment saying that this variable
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Figure 2.4

A function has

a header and a
body.

preprocessor instructions —
function name with arguments

declaration statement

assignment statement

function statement —

Header

^include <stdio.h>

ma i n ( )

Body

{

i n t n u m ;

n u m = 1 ;

pri ntf <"%d

}

is neat.\n");

represents a width. But a variable called video_routine_4 might benefit from an expla-

nation.

Another technique is using blank lines to separate one conceptual section of a function

from another. For example, in our simple program, we had a blank line separating the

declaration section from the action section (assigning and printing). The blank line is

not required by C. but it is part of the C tradition to use it as we did.

A fourth technique is to use one line per statement. Again, this convention is not

required by C. as C has a "free-form format.*' If you wish, you can place several

statements on one line or spread one statement over several. The following is legitimate

code:

main() { int four; four

4

r

print f

(

"Xd\n",

four); >

The semicolons tell the compiler where one statement ends and the next begins, but the

logic of a program is much clearer if you follow the one-line-per-statement conventions.

Figure 2.5 gives guidelines for writing readable C programs.
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Figure 2.5

Making your

program readable

mainO /* converts 2 fathoms to feet*/

int feet, fathoms;

f a t homs = 2;

feet=6*fathoms;

use comments

pick names
- use space

one statement per line

pri nt

(

"There are %d feet in %d fathoms ! \n", feet, fathoms);

>

2.5 Taking Another Step

Our next example program isn't much more difficult than our first (Listing 2.2). In this

program, we provide a program description, declare multiple variables, perform some

multiplication, and print the values of two variables. Let's examine these points in more

detail.

fathm ft.c

Listing 2.2

I* fathm_ft.c— converts 2 fathoms to feet */

tfinclude <stdio.h>
ma i n( )

{

int feet, fathoms;

fat horns = 2;

feet = 6 * fathoms;
pr i nt f

(

"There are %d feet in %d fathoms!\n", feet, fathoms);
>

Documentation

The program begins with a comment identifying the filename and the purpose of the

program. This kind of program documentation takes only a moment and is quite helpful

when, at some later time, you browse through several files or print them out.

Multiple Declarations

In this program, we declare two variables instead of just one. All that is necessary is to

separate the two variables (feet and fathoms) with a comma in the declaration state-

ment.
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Multiplication

The program performs a calculation: We harnessed the tremendous computational

power of our computer system to multiply 2 by 6. In C, as in many languages, the *

symbol stands for multiplication. Thus the statement:

feet = 6 * fathoms;

means "look up the value of the variable fathoms, multiply it by 6. and assign the result

of this calculation to the variable feet."

Printing Multiple Values

This program makes fancier use of printf( ). If you run the example, the output should

look like the following:

There are 12 feet in 2 fathoms!

This time we have made two substitutions. The first %d in the quotation marks is

replaced by the value of the first variable (feet) in the list following the quoted segment.

The second %d is replaced by the value of the second variable (fathoms) in the list.

Note how the list of variables to be printed comes at the tail end of the statement after

the quoted portion.

This program is a bit limited in scope, but it can form the nucleus of a program to

convert fathoms to feet. All we need is some way to assign other values to feet, which

we cover later in the text.

2,6 Multiple Functions

Here is one more example (Listing 2.3). So far our programs have used the standard

printf( ) function. In this listing we show how to include and use a function of your own
devising.

two func.c

Listing 2.3

I* two_f unc . c--a program using two functions in one file */

#include <stdio.h>
mai n( )

{

printfC'I will summon the butler f unc t i on . \n" ) ;

butterO;
printfC'Yes. Bring me some tea and floppy disks. \n");

>

but ler( )

{

printf("You rang, sir?\n");
>
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The output looks like the following:

I will summon the butler function.

You rang, sir?

Yes. Bring me some tea and floppy disks.

The function butler( ) is defined in the same manner as main( ). with the body enclosed

in braces. The function is called simply by giving its name, including parentheses.

When butler( ) finishes its work, the program moves to the next statement in main! ).

As you can see, using your own functions can be easy.

Note: It is the location of the butler( ) call in main! ), not the location of the butler( )

definition in the file, that determines when the butler( ) function is executed. You can,

for instance, put the butler( ) definition above the main* ) definition in this program,

and the program will still run the same, with the butler( ) function executed between the

two calls to printff ) in maim ).

Rigorous C usage requires that we declare functions as well as variables. That is, we
should assign butler( ) a type and declare the function before it is used in main! ). This

convention becomes even more important with ANSI C. We discuss function declara-

tions later in the text when we reach cases in which even nonrigorous C requires them.

2.7 Debugging

Now that you can write a simple C program, you are in a position to make simple errors.

For instance, Listing 2.4 presents a program with some errors. See how many you can

spot.

->good.c

I* nogood.c--a program with errors */

#include <stdio.h>
ma i n(

)

(

Listing 2.4 int n ^ int nZ , int n3;
/* this program has several errors ^f/

n = 5;

n2 = n * n;

n3 = n2 * n2;

printfC'n = %d, n squared = %d, n cubed %d\n",n,n2,n3)'

Syntax Errors

This example contains several syntax errors. You commit a syntax error when you don't

follow C's rules. It's analogous to a grammar error in English. For instance, consider the

following sentence: Bugs frustrate be can. This statement uses valid English words, but
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doesn't follow the rules for word order, and it doesn't use quite the right words, anyway.

C S) ntax errors use \ alid C s\ mbols in the wrong places.

Let's now discuss the syntax errors in Listing 2.4. First, we used parentheses instead of

braces to mark the body of the function. We used a valid C symbol in the wrong place.

Second, the declaration should have been the following:

int n, n 2 , n 3

;

We also used the valid C keyword int too often. Next, we omitted the */ code necessary

to complete a comment. Finally, we omitted the mandatory semicolon that should

terminate the printfl ) statement.

How do you detect syntax errors? First, before compiling, you can look through the

source code and see if you spot anything obvious. Second, part of the compiler's job is

to detect syntax errors. If you compile this program, the compiler will report back the

errors it finds, identifying their nature and location.

However, the compiler can become confused. A true syntax error in one location may

cause the compiler mistakenly to think it has found other errors. For instance, because

our example does not declare n2 and n3 correctly, the compiler may think it has found

further errors w hen those variables are used. If some of the supposed errors don't make

sense to you. first correct the errors before them, recompile, and see if the compiler still

complains.

Semantic Errors

Semantic errors are errors in meaning. For instance, consider the follow ing sentence:

Furry inflation thinks greenly. The syntax is fine, for adjectives, nouns, verbs, and

adverbs are in the right places. But the sentence doesn't mean anything. In C. you

commit a semantic error w hen you correctly follow the C rules to an incorrect end. Our

example has one such error:

n3 = n2 * n2;

Here. n3 is supposed to represent the cube of n. but we've set it up to be the fourth

power.

The compiler cannot detect semantic errors, for they don't violate C rules. The compiler

has no way of divining your true intentions. Thus, you must find these kinds of errors

yourself. One way is to compare what a program does what you expected it to do. For

instance, suppose you fix the syntax errors in our example so that it now reads as shown

in Listing 2.5.

Its output is the follow ing:

n is 5, n squared is 25, n cubed is 625

If you are cube w ise. you can see that 625 is the wrong value. The next stage is to track

down how we wound up w ith this answer. For this example, you probably can spot the
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stillbad.c

/* stillbad.c— a program with its syntax errors fixed */

tfinclude <stdio.h>
mainO
i

Listing 2.5 int n, n2, n3;
/* this program has a semantic error */

n = 5;

n2 = n * n;

n3 = n2 * n2;

printfC'n = %d, n squared = %d, n cubed = %d\n",n,n2,n3);

error by inspection, although in general, you need to take a more systematic approach.

One method is to pretend you are the computer and follow the program steps one by

one. Let's try this method:

The program body starts by declaring three variables: n, n2, and n3. We can simulate

this by drawing three boxes and labeling them with the variable names (see Figure 2.6).

Next, the program assigns 5 to n. Simulate that by writing 5 into the n box. Next, the

program multiplies n by n and assigns the result to n2. So we look in the n box, see that

the value is 5, multiply 5 by 5 to get 25, and place 25 in box n2. To duplicate the next C
statement (n3 = n2 * n2;) we look in n2 and find 25. We multiply 25 by 25, get 625, and

place it in n3. Aha! We are squaring n2 instead of multiplying it by n.

This method of tracing a program is a bit of overkill for this example, but often going

through a program step by step in this fashion is the best way to discover the error.

is

executing line

in program stillbad.c

«"

«
» int n , n 2 , n 3 ; variables initialized

« •
» «

Figure 2.6

Tracing a
n = 5; variable n set to 5

program

«
»

n2 = n*n;
variable n2 set to

n squared

•
variable n3 set to n2

« n3 = n 2 * n 2 ;
squared when it

should be n * n2
_ !

» *
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Program State

By tracing the program step by step, keeping track of each variable, we monitor the

program stare. \\ hich is simply the set of values of all the variables at a given point in

program execution. It's a snapshot of the current state of computation.

We just discussed one method of tracing the state: executing the program step by step

yourself. In a program that makes, say, 10,000 iterations, you may not feel up to that

task. Still, you can go through a few iterations to see if your program does what you

meant it to do. However, there is alu ays the possibility that you will execute the steps as

you intended them to be rather than as you actually wrote them, so try to be faithful to

the actual code.

Another approach is to sprinkle extra printf( ) statements throughout your program to

monitor the values of selected variables at key points. Seeing how the values change can

illuminate what's happening. Once you have the program working to your satisfaction,

you can remove the extra statements.

A third method for examining the program state is to use a debugger, which is a

program that let's you run another program step by step and to examine the value of that

program's variables. Debuggers come in various levels of ease of use and sophistica-

tion. The more advanced debuggers show which line of source code is being executed.

This feature is handy for programs with alternative paths of execution, as it makes it

easy to see which specific paths are followed.

2.8 Keywords

Keywords are the vocabulary of C. Because they are special to C, you can't use them for

variable names. Many of these keywords specify various types, such as int. Others such

as if are used to control the order in which program statements are executed. Table 2.

1

lists the keywords recognized by the proposed ANSI C standards.

Table 2.1 ANSI C Keywords

auto break case char const continue

default do double else enum extern

float for goto if int long

register return short signed sizeof static

struct switch typedef union unsigned void

volatile while

2.9 Summary

A C program consists of one or more C functions. Every C program must contain a

function called main( ). because that is the function called when the program starts up.
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A simple function consists of a header, followed by an opening brace, followed by the

statements constituting the function body, followed by a terminating closing brace.

Each C statement is an instruction to the computer and is marked by a terminating

semicolon. A declaration statement creates a name for a variable and identifies the type

of data to be stored in the variable. An assignment statement assigns a value to a

variable, or more generally, to a storage area. A function call statement causes the

named function to be executed. When the called function is completed, the program

returns to the next statement after the function call. The printf( ) function can be used to

print phrases and the values of variables.

The syntax of a language is the set of rules that governs how valid statements in that

language are put together. The semantics of a statement is its meaning. The compiler

helps you detect syntax errors, but semantic errors only show up in how a program

behaves after it is compiled. Detecting semantic errors may involve tracing the program

state, that is, the values of all variables, after each program step. Keywords are the

vocabulary of a language.

Review Questions

1 . What are the basic modules of a C program called?

2. What function should every hosted C program contain? Why?

3. What's a syntax error? Give an example of one in English and of one in C.

4. What's a semantic error? Give an example of one in English and of one in C.

5. Ichabod Bodie Marfoote has prepared the following program and brought it to you for

approval. Please help him out.

include studio. h

mainO /* this program prints the number of weeks in a year /*

(

i nt s

s := 56;

printCThere are s weeks in a year.);

6. In Question 5, which errors are syntax errors and which are semantic errors?

7. Assuming that each of the following examples is part of a complete program, what will

each one print?
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a. printf("Baa Baa Black Sheep.");
printf ("Have you any wooL?\n");

h. printf("Begone!\nO creature of Lard!");

C. printf ("What?\nNo/nBonzo?\n");

d. int num;

n u m = 2 ;

printf("%d + %d = %d", num, num, num + num);

8. Identity and correct the errors in the following C program:

main::

(

print 'Welcome to error-free programmi ng/n '

)

9. Which of the following are C keywords: main. int. function, char. =.

1 0. How would you declare words and lines to be type int variables?

1 1 . How would you print out the values of words and lines in the form There were 3020
words and 350 lines.? Here 3020 and 350 represent values for the two variables.

1 2. Consider the following program. What is the program state after line 7? line 8? line 9?

^include <stdio.h>
main( )

i

int number;

number = 6; /* Line 7 */

number = 3 * number; /* Line 8 */

printf ("%d", number + 2); /* Line 9 */

>

1 3. Consider the following program. What is the program state after line 5? line 6? line 7?
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^include <stdio.h>

{

i n t a , b ;

a = 5;

b = 2; /* Line 5 */

b = a; /* Line 6 */

a = b; /* Line 7 */

printf("%d %d\n", b, a);

Programming Exercises

Reading about C isn't enough. You should try writing a simple program or two and see

if it goes as smoothly as it looks in this chapter. Here are a few suggestions, but you

should also try to think up some problems yourself.

1 . Write a program that uses one printf( ) call to print your first and last name on one line,

uses a second printf( ) call to print your first and last name on two separate lines, and

uses a pair of printfl ) calls to print your first and last name on one line. The output

should look like the following:

Mae West <= First print statement

Mae <= Second print statement

West <= Still the second print statement

MaeWest <= Third and fourth print statements

2. Write a program to print your name and address.

3. Write a program that converts your age in years to days. At this point, don't worry about

fractional years and leap years.

4. Write a program that produces the following:

For he's a joLLy good fellow!

For he's a joLLy good fellow!

For he's a jolly good fellow!

Which nobody can deny!

Have the program use two user-defined functions: one that prints the first three lines,

and one that prints the final line.

5. Write a program that creates an integer variable called toes. Have the program set toes

to 10. Also have the program calculate what twice toes is and what toes squared is. The
program should print out all three values, identifying them.
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6. Write a program that produces this output:

Smi le ! Smi le! Smi le

!

Smi le ! Smi le

!

Smi le

!

It should use two user-defined functions: one to print Smile! once and one to start a new

line.
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rograms work with data. We feed numbers, letters, and words to the

computer, and we expect it to do something with the data. In the next two

chapters we concentrate on data concepts and properties. Following that,

we begin examining what we can do with data.

The main topics covered in this chapter are the two great families of data types: integer

and floating point. C offers several varieties of these types. We describe what the types

are, how to declare them, how to use them, and when to use them. We also discuss the

differences between constants and variables.

3.1 A Sample Program

Once again, we present a sample program in Listing 3.1. The program's general intent

should be clear, so try compiling and running the source code shown. To save time, you

can omit typing the comments. (For reference, we've included a program name as a

comment. We will continue this practice with future programs.)

Listing 3.

1

$ goldyou.c

/* go Ldyou . c--t he worth of

include <stdio.h>
mai n( )

i

float weight, value;
char beep;
beep = '\007

your weight in gold */

/* 2 floi. »a t i ng-poi nt variables
/*a character variable */

assigning a special character to bee
printf("Are you worth your weight in gold?\n");
pr i nt f

(

"Please enter you
J _ 4. .£ / II I ..-III - V —

*/

/* p */

Lis mg J. pr i nt f

(

"Please enter your weight in pounds, ");

printfC'and we'll see.\n");
,i'W£ •fttnt+is'^i. scanf("%f", Sweight); /* getting input from the user */

>c
^vaTue = 400.0 * weight * 14.5833;

pJ^veS"^ /* assumes gold is $400 per ounce */

/* 14.5833 converts pounds to ounces troy */

pr i nt f

(

"%cYour weight in gold is worth $%.2f%c.\n",
beep, value, beep);

printfC'You are easily worth that! If gold
printfC'eat more\nto maintain your value. \n

>

prices drop, ");

When you type in this program, you may wish to change the value 400.00 to the current

price of gold. Don't change the 14.5833, however; it represents the number of troy

ounces in a pound. Note that 'entering" your weight means to type in your weight and

then press the Enter key. (Don't just type your weight and wait.) Pressing Enter informs

the computer that you have finished typing your response. When we run the program,

the results look like the following:
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Are you worth your weight in gold?

Please enter your weight in pounds, and we'll see.

175

Your weight in gold is worth $1020831.00.

You are easily worth that! If gold prices drop, eat more

to maintain your value.

The program also has a nonvisual aspect. Run the program yourself to find out what that

is, but the name of one of the variables should provide a clue.

What's New in This Program

We've introduced several new elements of C in this program:

1 . You probably noticed that we use two new kinds of variable declarations. Pre-

viously, we used only an integer variable type; now we've added a floating-point

variable type and a character variable type so that we can handle a wider variety of

data. The float type can hold numbers with decimal points. The char type can hold

characters.

2. We've included some new ways of writing constants. We now have numbers with

decimal points, and we have a rather peculiar-looking notation to represent the

character named beep.

3. To print these new kinds of variables, we use the %f and the %c codes of printf( )

to handle floating-point and character values, respectively. We use the .2 modifier

to the %f code to fine-tune the appearance of the output so that it displays two

places to the right of the decimal.

4. To provide keyboard input to the program, we use the scanf( ) function. The %f
instructs the program to read a floating-point number, and the &\\ eight tells scanf( )

to assign the value to the weight variable. The scanf( ) function uses the & notation

to indicate where it can find the weight variable. (We discuss & further in the next

chapter.)

5. Perhaps the most outstanding new feature is that this program is interactive. The

computer asks you for information and then uses the number you type in. This

interactive approach lets us create more flexible programs. For instance, our ex-

ample program can be used for any reasonable weight, not just for 175 pounds. We
don't have to rewrite the program every time we want to run it for a new person.

The scanfl ) and printf( ) functions make possible this two-way communication.

See Figure 3.1. The scanfl ) function reads data from the keyboard and delivers that

data to the program; and printf( ) reads data from a program and delivers that data

to your screen.

This chapter discusses the first two items in this list of new features: variables and

constants of various data types. Chapter 4 covers the latter three items, although we
continue to make limited use of scanf( ) and printf( ) in this chapter.
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Body

Figure 3. I

The functions

scanf( ) and
printf

( ) at work

/*go L denyou*/
»

ma i n ( )

{

scanf (" ) « getting keyboard input

printf("Are you )

»
print ( )

«

>

_

«

displaying

program output

3.2 Data: Variables and Constants

Under the guidance of a program, a computer can do many things. It can add numbers,

sort names, command the obedience of a speaker or video screen, calculate cometary

orbits, prepare a mailing list, dial telephone numbers, draw stick figures, draw con-

clusions, or do whatever else your imagination can create. To accomplish these tasks,

the program needs to work with data, the numbers and characters that bear the informa-

tion you use. Some data are preset before a program is used and keep their values

unchanged. Such data are called constants. Other data may change or be assigned values

as the program runs. These data are variables. In our sample program, weight is a

variable and 14.5833 is a constant. The program treats 400.0 as a constant, although the

price of gold isn't a constant in real life.

The difference between a variable and a constant is fairly clear: A variable can have its

value assigned or changed while the program is running; a constant can' t. This dif-

ference makes the variables a little tougher and more time-consuming for a computer to

handle, but it can do the job.
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3.3 Data: Data Types

Beyond the distinction between variable and constant is the distinction between dif-

ferent types of data. Some data are numbers. Some are letters, or more generally,

characters. The computer needs a way to identify and use these different kinds of data.

C accomplishes this task by recognizing several fundamental data types. If a datum is a

constant, the compiler usually can tell its type just by the way it looks: 46 is an integer;

46.100 is a floating point. A variable, however, needs to have its type announced in a

declaration statement. We describe this procedure as we move through the chapter.

First, though, let's look at the fundamental types recognized by standard C. C uses

seven keywords to set up the types: int. long, short, unsigned, char, float, and double.

ANSI C adds four more keywords to the list: signed, void, const, and volatile. We now

discuss all the data types in the first list and signed from the second list.

The int keyword provides the basic class of integers used in C. The keywords long,

short, and unsigned and the ANSI addition signed are used to provide variations of the

basic type. We elaborate on our discussion of these data types shortly.

The keyword char designates the data type used to represent letters of the alphabet and

for other characters such as #, $, %, and &. Finally, float, double, and the combination

long double are used to represent numbers with decimal points.

Integer versus Floating-Point Types

The Integer

The data types created with the keywords can be divided into two families on the basis

of how they are stored in the computer. The first five keywords from the pre-ANSI C
list create integer types, whereas the last two create floating-point types. For a human,

the difference between an integer and a floating-point number is reflected in the way

they can be written. For a computer, the difference is reflected in the way they are

stored . Let's look at each of the two classes in turn.

First, if you are unfamiliar with the terms "bits," "bytes," and "words," you may wish to

read the box, "Bits, Bytes, and Words," before continuing with the main text. Knowing

a little about what goes on inside a computer can occasionally help you use it more

effectively.

An integer is a whole number. It never has a fractional part, and in C it never is written

with a decimal point. Examples are 2, -23, and 2456. Numbers like 3.14, Vi, and 2.000

are not integers. Integers are stored as binary numbers. The integer 7, for example, is

written 1 1 1 in binary. Thus to store this number in a one-byte word, we set the first five

bits to and the last three bits to 1 . See Figure 3.2.

The Floating-Point Number

A floating-point number more or less corresponds to what mathematicians call a real

number. Real numbers include the numbers between the integers, for example: 2.75,
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Figure 3.2

Storing the

integer 7 using

a binary code

one byte word

22 2"! 2°

4+2+1 =7 integer 7

Bits, Bytes, and Words

The terms "bit," "byte," and "word" can be used to describe units of computer data or

to describe units of computer memory. We concentrate on the second usage here.

The smallest unit of memory is called a bit. It can hold one of two values: or 1 . (We

can also say the bit is set to "off" or "on.") You can't store much information in one

bit. but a computer can hold a tremendous number of them. The bit is the basic building

block of computer memory.

The byte is a more useful unit of memory. For most machines, a byte is 8 bits. Since

each bit can be set to either or 1. there are 256 (2) possible bit patterns of Os and Is

that can fit in a byte. These patterns can be used, for example, to represent the integers

from to 255 or to represent a set of characters. Representation can be accomplished

using binary code, which uses Os and 1 s to represent numbers. (We discuss binary code

in Chapter 15. but you can read through the introductory material for that chapter now
if you like.)

A word is the natural unit of memory for a given computer design. For 8-bit microcom-

puters, such as the original Apples, a word is just 1 byte. The IBM AT and its clones

are 16-bit machines, which means they have a word size of 1 6 bits, or 2 bytes. Machines

like the 80386-based PCs and the Macintosh II have 32-bit words. More powerful

computers can have 64-bit words or even larger. Naturally, the larger a word is, the

more information it can store. Computers usually can string two or more words together

to store larger items, but this process slows down the computer. As an analogy, if you

know your multiplication tables up through 20, then 15 x 17 is a single operation. But

if you only know the tables through 10, then you have to break up 15 x 17 into smaller

operations involving single digits.

We assume a word size of 16 bits for our examples, unless we tell you otherwise.

3.16E7. 7.00, and 2e-8. There are many ways to write a floating-point number. We
discuss the "E"-notation more fully later. For now, the notation 3.16E7 means to

multiply 3.16 by

"exponent" of 10.

10 , that is. by 1 followed by seven zeros. The 7 is termed the
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The key point here is that the scheme used to store a floating-point number is dit'feren

t

t'roni_the_one used to store an integer Floating-point representation involves breakin g

up a number into a fractional part and an exponent part and storing the portions

separately. Thus. 7.00 in this list is not stored in the same manner as 7. even though both

have the same \alue. The decimal analogy is to write 7.0 as 0.7E1: Here 0.7 is the

fractional part, and "1" is the exponent part. Figure 3.3 shows another example of

floating-point storage.

Figure 3.3

Storing the number
pi in floating-point

format (decimal

version)

.314159

sign fraction exponent

.314159 x10 1 3.14159

4

As noted in the box "Bits. Bytes, and Words." the computer uses binary numbers and

powers of two instead of powers of ten for internal storage. You'll find more on this

topic in Chapter 15. Here, let's concentrate on the practical differences:

1 . Integers are whole numbers, whereas floating-point numbers can represent both

whole and fractional numbers.

2. Floating-point numbers can represent a much larger range of values than integers

-— can. See Table 3. 1 near the end of this chapter.

3. For some arithmetic operations such as subtracting one large number from another.

"~ floating-point numbers are subject to greater loss of precision. See the box
'

'Float -

ing-Point Roundoff Errors."

4. Floating-point operations normally are slower than integer operations. However,

^ microprocessors specifically developed to handle floating-point operations are now
available, and they are quite swift.

^ Floating-Point Roundoff Errors

Listing 3.2

Take a number. Add 1 to it. and subtract the original number. What do you get?

Answer: 1. But a floating-point calculation, such as in the following listing (Listing

3.2), may give another answer.

/* f Loater r .
c—demonst rates round-off error */

^include <stdio.h>
ma i n (

)
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{

float a , b ;

b = 2.0e20 + 1.0;
a = b 2.0e20;
printf("%f \n", a);

>

In this case, the output is the following:

0.000000 - VAX 750, UNIX
-13584010575872.000000 -> Turbo C
4008175468544.000000 - QuickC

The reason for these odd results is that the computer doesn't keep track of enough

decimal places to perform the operation correctly. The number 2.0e20 is 2 followed

by 20 zeros, and by adding 1, we are trying to change the 21st digit. To accomplish

this task correctly, the program would need to be able to store a 2 1 -digit number. But

a float number typically is just 6 or 7 digits scaled to bigger or smaller numbers with

an exponent. Therefore, the attempt is doomed. On the other hand, if we use, say, 2.0e4

instead of 2.0e20, we get the correct answer; for here we are trying to change the 5th

digit, and float numbers are precise enough for that operation.

3.4 C Data Types

Now let's look at the specifics of the basic data types used by C. For each type, we

describe how to declare a variable, how to represent a constant, and what a typical use

would be. Some C compilers do not support all these types, so check your manual to see

which ones you have available.

The int Type

C offers a variety of integer data types. They vary in the range of values offered and in

whether or not negative numbers can be used. The int type is the basic choice, but

should you need others to meet the requirements of a particular task or machine, they

are available.

The int type is a signed integer, which means it must be a whole number and can be

positive, negative, or zero. The range in possible values depends on the computer

system. Typically, int uses one machine word for storage. Thus, an IBM PC, which has

a 2-byte word, uses 2 bytes (16 bits) to store an int. This specification allows a range in

values from -32768 to +32767. Other machines may have different ranges. See Table

3. 1 near the end of this chapter for examples. ANSI C specifies that the minimum range

for int should be from -32767 to +32767. Typically, systems represent signed integers

by reserving one bit for indicating the sign.
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Declaring an int Variable

As we saw in Chapter 2. the keyword int is used to declare variables of that type. First

comes int. then the chosen name of the variable, then a semicolon. To declare more than

one \ ariable. you can declare each variable separately, or you can follow the int with a

list of names in which each name is separated from the next by a comma. The following

are valid declarations:

int ems;
int hogs, cows, goats;

We could have used a separate declaration for each variable, or we could have declared

all four variables in the same statement. The effect is the same: Arrange storage space

for four int-sized variables and associate a name with each one. Declarations that create

storage for the variable are termed definitions of the variable. So far, all the declarations

we've used are definitions, but in Chapter 13 we describe cases in which that is not true.

That is, not all declarations cause storage to be set aside for a variable. Some declara-

tions merely announce that you plan to use a variable defined elsewhere. Until Chapter

13. all our declarations will be definitions.

These declarations create variables, but they don't provide values for them. They pick

up values in the program, for example:

cows = 112;

A variable can also pick up a value from a function, for example, from scanf( ).

Initializing a Variable

If we know in advance the starting value for a variable, we can initialize that variable.

To initialize a variable means to assign it an initial value. In C, this task can be

accomplished in the declaration statement by following the variable name with the

assignment operator (=) and the value you want the variable to have. Here are some

examples:

int hogs - 21;

int cows = 32, goats = 14;

int dogs, cats = 94; /* valid, but poor form */

Note: In the last line, only cats is initialized to 94. A quick reading may lead you to

think that dogs is also initialized to 94, therefore it is best to avoid putting initialized and

noninitialized variables in the same declaration statement.

In short, the declaration (when it's a definition) creates and labels the storage. The

initialization process then places a value in that storage. See Figure 3.4.

Type int Constants

The various integers (21.32. 14. and 94) in the last example are integer constants. When
you write a number without a decimal point and without an exponent, C recognizes it as

an integer. Thus, 22 and -44 are integer constants, and 22.0 and 2.2E1 are not. C treats
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Figure 3.4

Defining and
initializing

a variable

int sows;

create storage

int boars=2;

create storage and give it value

boars

J
most integer constants as type int. Very large integers may be treated differently, as we

discuss in the section on the long int type.

Normally, C assumes you are writing integers as decimal integers, that is, in the base 10

number system. However, octal (base 8) and hexadecimal (base 16) numbers are

popular with many programmers. Because 8 and 16 are powers of 2 (and 10 is not),

these number systems are more natural for computers to use. For example, the number

65536, which often pops up in 16-bit machines, is simply 10000 in hexadecimal (also

called hex). How can the computer tell whether 10000 is meant to be a decimal,

hexadecimal, or octal value? In C, special prefixes indicate which number base you are

using. A (zero) prefix means you are writing in octal; for example, the decimal value

16 is written as 020 in C octal. Similarly, a prefix of Ox or OX means you are writing in

hexadecimal, so 16 is written as 0x10 or 0X10 in hexadecimal. Chapter 15 discusses

these alternative number bases more fully.

One important point to realize is that the option of using different number systems is

provided as a service for your convenience. It doesn't affect how the number is stored.

That is, you can write 16 or 020 or Ox 10, and the number will be stored exactly the same

way in each case—in the binary code used internally by the computer.

Printing int Values

We can use the printfl ) function to print ints. As we saw in Chapter 2, the %d notation

is used to indicate just where in a line the integer is to be printed. The %d is an example

of a format specifier, for it indicates the format used to display a value. Each %d must

print! .c

I* printl.c— displays some properties of printfO */

^include <stdio.h>
Listing 3.3 mainO

{

int ten = 10;

printf("%d minus %d is %d\n", ten, 2, ten - 2 );
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be matched by an int value, which can be an int variable, an int constant, or any other

expression having an int value. Listing 3.3 presents a simple program that initializes a

\ unable and prints some values.

Compiling and running the program produces the following output:

10 mi nus 2 i s 8

Thus, the first %d represents the int variable ten. the second %d represents the int

constant 2. and the third %d represents the int expression ten - 2.

Just as C lets you write a number in any one of three number systems, it also lets you

print a number in any of these systems. To print an integer in octal notation instead of

decimal, use %o instead of %d. To print an integer in hexadecimal, use %x. Listing 3.4

shows a short example.

/* bases. c

—

prints 100 in decimal, octal, and hex */

^include <stdio.h>
Listing 3.4 ma i n (

)

{

int x = 100;

printfC'dec = %d; octal = %o; hex = %x\n", x, x, x);

>

Compiling and running this program produces the following output:

dec = 100; octal = 144; hex = 64

We see the same value displayed in three different number systems: the printf( )

function makes the conversions. Note that the and the Ox prefixes are not displayed in

the output. ANSI C provides that the specifiers %#o. %#x. and %#X will generate the

0. Ox, and OX prefixes, respectively.

Other Integer Types

When you are first learning the C language, the int type is probably the only integer

type you will need. But let's also look at the other forms. If you like, you can skim over

this section to the discussion of the char type and return here when you have the need.

C offers three adjective keywords to modify the basic integer type: unsigned, long, and

short.

1 . The type short int, or short, may use less storage than int, thus saving space when
only small numbers are needed. Like int. short is a signed type.
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2. The type long int, or long, may use more storage than int, thus allowing larger

integers to be used. Like int, long is a signed type.

3. The type unsigned int, or unsigned, shifts the range of numbers that can be stored.

For example, a two-byte unsigned int allows a range from to 65535 in value

instead of from -32768 to +32767. The bit used to indicate the sign of signed

numbers now becomes another binary digit, allowing the larger number.

4. ANSI C and many pre-ANSI C compilers also recognize unsigned long int, or

unsigned long, and unsigned short int, or unsigned short, as valid types.

Why do we say long and short types "may" use more or less storage than int? Because

all that C guarantees is that short is no longer than int and that long is no shorter than

int. The idea is to fit the types to the machine. On an IBM PC, for example, an int and a

short are both 16 bits, whereas a long is 32 bits. On a VAX 750, however, a short is 16

bits, and both int and long are 32 bits. The natural word size on a VAX is 32 bits. Since

this capacity allows integers in excess of two billion (see Table 3.1), the implementors

of C on the VAX did not see a necessity for anything larger; thus, on the VAX long is

the same as int. But for many VAX uses, integers of that size are not needed, so a

space-saving short was created. The IBM PC, on the other hand, has only a 16-bit word,

which means that a larger long was needed.

The most common practice today is to set up long as 32 bits, short as 16 bits, and int to

either 16 bits or 32 bits, depending on the machine's natural word size. In principle,

however, these three types can represent three distinct sizes.

ANSI C provides guidelines that specify the minimum allowable size for each basic

data type. The minimum range for both short and int is -32767 to 32767, correspond-

ing to a two-byte unit; the minimum range for long is -2147483647 to 2147483647,

corresponding to a four-byte unit. For unsigned short and unsigned int, the minimum
range is to 65535, and for unsigned long the minimum range is to 4294967295.

Let's now discuss the uses of the various int types. First, let's consider unsigned types.

It is natural to use these for counting, since you don't need negative numbers and the

unsigned types let you reach higher positive numbers than the signed types.

You use the long type if you need to use numbers that long can handle and that int

cannot. However, on systems for which long is bigger than int, using long may slow

down calculations. Therefore, it's a good idea not to use long if it is not essential. One
further point: If you are writing code on a machine for which int and long are the same

size, and if you need 32-bit integers, you should use long instead of int, so that the

program will function correctly if transferred to a 16-bit machine.

You use short to save storage space or if, say, you need a 16-bit value on a system in

which int is 32 bits. Saving storage space usually is important only if your program uses

large arrays of integers.
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«$ Integer Overflow

Listing 3.5

What happens if an integer gets too big for its type? Let's now set an integer to its

largest possible value, add to it. and see what happens (Listing 3.5 below). The behavior

described is not mandated by the rules of C, but it is the typical implementation.

/* toobig.c—exceeds maximum int size on our system */

#i nc lude <s tdi o . h>

ma i n ( )

{

int i = 32767;

printf("%d %d %d\n", i, i+1, i+2);

Here's the result for our system:

32767 -32768 -2767

The integer i is acting like a car's odometer. When it reaches its maximum value, it

starts over at the beginning, in this case at -32768. Notice that you are not informed

that i has exceeded ("overflowed") its maximum value. You would have to include

your own programming to keep tabs on that.

Declaring Other Integer Types

Other integer types are declared in the same manner as the int type. The following list

shows several examples, although not all pre-ANSI C compilers can recognize the last

two:

Long int estine;

Long Johns;

short int erns;

short ribs;

unsigned int s_count;

unsigned pLayers;

unsigned Long headcount;
unsigned short yesvotes;

Type long Constants

Normally, when you use a number like 2345 in your program code, it is stored as an int

type. But what if you use a number like 1000000 on a system in which int cannot hold

such a large number? Then the compiler treats your number as a long int. assuming that

type is large enough. If the number is larger than the long maximum, C treats it as

unsigned long.

Sometimes you may need to store a small number as a long integer. Programming that

involves explicit use of memory addresses on an IBM PC, for instance, can create such

a need. Also, some standard C functions require type long values. To cause a constant to
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be stored as type long, you can add an I or L as a suffix. We recommend the second

form, since it looks less like the digit 1. Thus on a system with a 16-bit int and a 32-bit

long, the integer 7 is stored in 2 bytes, and the integer 7L is stored in 4 bytes. The I and

L suffixes also can be used with octal and hex integers.

Printing long, short, and unsigned Types

To print an unsigned int number, use the %u notation. To print a long value, use the

%ld format specifier. If int and long are the same size on your system, %d will suffice,

but your program will not work properly when transferred to a system on which the two

types are different. You can also use the I prefix for x and o; thus, %lx means to print a

long integer in hexadecimal format.

ANSI C provides several additional forms. First, you can use an h prefix for short

types. Thus, %hd displays a short integer in decimal form, and %ho displays a short

integer in octal form. Both the h and 1 prefixes can be used with u for unsigned types.

For instance, you can use the %lu notation for printing unsigned long types. Listing 3.6

provides a sample.

V print2.c

Listing 3.6

/* pr i nt2 . c--mor e printfO properties */

^include <stdio.h>
ma i n ( )

{

unsigned un = 40000;
Long In - 2000000000;
unsigned Long uln = 2 * 2000000000; /* or 4000000000 */

short sn 200;

printf ("un = %u and not %d\n", un, un);
printfC'n = %ld and not %d\n". In, In);
printf("uln = %lu and not %u\n", uln, uln);
printf("sn = %hd and, on this system, %d\n", sn, sn);

The output is as follows:

un = 40000 and not -25536

In = 2000000000 and not -27648

uln = 4000000000 and not 10240

sn = 200 and, on this system, 200

This example points out that using the wrong specification can produce unexpected

results. It also points out that you should be wary of implementation differences. For

instance, we use 2 [*] 2000000000 instead of 4000000000 because one of our im-

plementations does not recognize written decimal integers beyond the long limit. In this

respect, it falls short of the ANSI C standard. Also, because we ran this program on a
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system in which int and short arc the same si/e. both the %hd and the %d produced

the same result.

Using Characters: Type char

As we've said, the char type is used for storing characters such as letters and punctua-

tion marks, although technically it is an integer type because it actually stores integers,

not characters. After all. a computer can only store a pattern of Is and Os. To handle

characters, the computer uses a numerical code in which certain integers represent

certain characters. The most commonly used code is the ASCII code given in Appendix

E. and it is the code we assume for this book. In it. for example, the integer 65 represents

the uppercase letter A. Thus to store the letter A, we actually need to store the integer

65. < Many IBM mainframes use a different code called EBCDIC, but the principle is the

same.)

The standard ASCII code runs numerically from to 127. The numbers are small

enough that seven bits can hold the largest code value. The char type typically is

defined as a one-byte (or eight-bit) unit of memory, so it is more than large enough to

encompass the standard ASCII code. Many systems such as the IBM PC and the Apple

Macintosh offer extended ASCII codes (not the same for both systems) that also remain

within an eight-bit limit. More generally, C guarantees that the char type will be large

enough to store the basic character set for the system on which C is implemented.

Declaring Type char Variables

As you may expect, char variables are declared in the same manner as other variables.

Here are some examples:

char response;

char itable, latan;

This program creates three char variables: response, itable. and latan.

Signed or Unsigned?

Some C implementations make char a signed type, which means it can hold values

typically in the range -128 through +127. Other implementations make char an un-

signed type, which provides a through 255 range. Your compiler manual should tell

you which type char is.

ANSI C and many newer implementations allow you to use the keywords signed and

unsigned with char. Then regardless of what char is. signed char is signed, and

unsigned char is unsigned.

Character Constants and Initialization

Suppose you want to initialize a character constant to the letter A. You can use the

following numerical code:

char grade = 65;
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In this example, 65 is type int, but since the value is smaller than the maximum char

size, it can be assigned to grade without any problems.

On the other hand, computer languages are supposed to make tasks easier for us to

accomplish. We shouldn't have to memorize the ASCII code to initialize a character

constant to the letter A. We can assign the character A to grade with the following

initialization:

char grade - '
A

'

;

A single letter contained between single quotation marks is a C character constant.

When the compiler sees ' A '
, it converts it to the proper code value. For example, on

an EBCDIC system, the compiler uses the EBCDIC code for the letter A. The single

quotation marks are essential:

char broiled; /* declare a char variable */

broi led = '

T
'

;

/* OK */

broiled = T; /* NO! Thinks T is a variable */

broiled = "T"; /* NO! Thinks "T" is a string */

If you leave them off, the compiler in this case thinks T is the name of a variable. If you

use double quotation marks, the compiler thinks you are using a "string." A string

(Chapter 4) is a sequence of characters treated as a unit.

Nonprinting Characters

The single-quotation technique is suitable for use with characters, digits, and punctua-

tion marks, but if you look through Appendix E, you will see that some of the ASCII

characters are designated as nonprinting. For example, some represent actions such as

backspacing, going to the next line, or making the terminal bell ring (or speaker beep).

C offers three ways to represent nonprinting characters.

The first way we have already mentioned: just use the ASCII code. For example, the

ASCII code for the beep character is 7, thus:

char beep = 7;

The second method is to use a special form of the ASCII code. To do so, take the octal

ASCII code, precede it with a backslash (\), and place the entire statement within single

quotation marks. We followed this in Listing 3.1 at the beginning of this chapter:

beep = ' \007';

You can omit the leading zeros, so ' \07 ' or even ' \7 ' will work. This notation causes

numbers to be interpreted as octal even if there is no initial 0. Note: Using ' \007 ' is

different from using 7. One difference is that ' \007 ' can be incorporated into a string,

whereas 7 cannot.

ANSI C and many new implementations accept a hexadecimal form for character

constants. In this case, the backslash is followed by an x or X and one to three

hexadecimal digits. For example, the Control-P character has an ASCII hex code of 10
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Figure 3.5
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family
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char N . A .
' \034' N . A.

short rOX23 ±078 ±9 2

unsigned
short

0X23 078 92

Long ±0X2 3 L ±078L ±92L

(16. in decimal), so it can be expressed as ' \xl0 ' or ' \X010 *
. Figure 3.5 summarizes

the representation of integer constants.

When you use ASCII code, note the difference between numbers and number charac-

ters. For example, the character 4 is represented by ASCII code value 52. This code

represents the symbol "4" and not the numerical value 4.

The third method to represent certain nonprinting characters in C is to use special

symbol sequences, which are called escape sequences:

\a alert (ANSI C)

\b backspace

\f form feed

\n newline
\r carriage return

\t horizontal tab

\v vertical tab (ANSI C)

\\ backslash(\)
\ ' single quote( '

)

\" double quoteC) (ANSI C)

These, too, are enclosed in single quotation marks when assigned to a character vari-

able. For example, we can make the statement:

nerf \n'

and then print the variable nerf to advance the printer or screen one line.

Let's take a closer look at what each escape sequence does. The alert character (\a).

added by ANSI C, produces an audible or visible alert. The nature of the alert depends

on the hardware; at present, the beep is the most common alert. The ANSI standard

states that the alert character shall not change the active position, which is the location

on the display device (screen, teletype, printer, and so on) at which the next character

output will appear. In short, the active position is a generalization of the screen cursor

you probably are accustomed to. Therefore, using the alert character in a program using

a screen display should produce a beep without moving the screen cursor. If you have a

compiler that supports this escape sequence, you can use it instead of ' \007 ' in Listing

3.1.
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Next, the \b, \f, \n, \r, \t, and \v escape sequences are common output device control

characters. They can be described in terms of how they affect the active position. A
backspace (\b) moves the active position back one space on the current line. A form

feed (\f) advances the active position to the start of the next page. A newline (\n) sets the

active position to the beginning of the next line. A carriage return (\r) moves the active

position to the beginning of the current line. A horizontal tab (\t) moves the active

position to the next horizontal tab stop: typically, these are found at character positions

1,9, 17, 25, and so on. A vertical tab (\v) moves the active position to the next vertical

tab position.

These escape characters do not necessarily work with all display devices. For instance,

the form feed and vertical tab characters produce odd symbols on a PC screen rather

than any cursor movement, although they work as described if sent to a printer instead

of to the screen.

The last three escape sequences (\\, \
' , and \") let you use \, '

, and " as character

constants. (Because these symbols are used to define character constants as part of a

printf( ) command, the situation could become confusing if you use them literally.) If

you want to print the line:

Gramps sez, "a \ is a backslash."

use:

printf ("Gramps sez, \"a \\ is a backs Lash . \"\n")

;

At this point you may have two questions. (1) Why didn't we enclose the escape

sequences in single quotation marks in the last example? (2) When should you use the

ASCII code, and when should you use the escape sequences? The answers:

1 . When a character, be it an escape sequence or not, is part of a string of characters

enclosed in double quotation marks, don't enclose it in single quotation marks.

Notice that none of the other characters in this example (G,r,a,m,p,s. and so on) are

marked off by single quotation marks.

2. If you have a choice between using one of the special escape sequences, say ' \f '

.

or an equivalent ASCII code, say ' \016 *
, use the ' \f ' . First, the representation is

more mnemonic. Second, it is more portable. For example, if you have a system

that doesn't use ASCII code, the ' \P will still work.

Printing Characters

The printf( ) function uses %c to indicate that a character should be printed. Recall that

a character is stored as an integer; so if we print the value of a char variable, we should

get an integer. The %c format specifier tells printfl ) to convert the integer to the

corresponding character. The program in Listing 3.7 takes both uses of a character, as

the sample run that follows the listing shows.
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charcode.c

Listing 3.7

/* cha rcode . c--di spL ay s code number for

#include <stdio.h>
ma i n ( )

{

char c h

;

character */

printfC Please enter a character. \n");
scanf ("Xc", 8ch); /* user inputs character */

printfC'The code for %c is %d.\n", ch, ch);

Please enter a character.

C

The code for C is 67.

When you use the program, remember to press Enter after typing the character. Scanf( )

then fetches the character you typed, and the ampersand (&) sees to it that the character

is assigned to the character variable ch. Printf( ) then prints out the value of ch twice,

first as a character (prompted by the %c code), then as a decimal integer (prompted by

the %d code). Note that the printf( ) specifiers determine how data is displayed, not

how it is stored. See Figure 3.6.

Types float and double

The various integer types serve well for most software development projects. However,

mathematically oriented programs often make use of floating-point numbers. In C, such

numbers are called type float: they correspond to the real types used in FORTRAN and

Pascal. The floating-point approach, as already mentioned, allows you to represent a

much greater range of numbers, including decimal fractions. Floating-point numbers

ch lo storage (ASCII code)

Figure 3.6

Data display versus

data storage

"%C" "%d" code

67 display
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representation is similar to scientific notation, a system used by scientists to express

very large and very small numbers.

In scientific notation, numbers are represented as decimal numbers multiplied by

powers of ten. Here are some examples:

Number Scientific Notation Exponential Notation

1 ,000,000,000 = 1 .0 x 1

9 =1 .0e9

123,000 = 1.23 x 10
5

=1.23e5

322.56 = 3.2256 xlO2 = 3.2256e2

0.000056 =5.6xl0"
5 = 5.6e-5

The first column shows the common notation, the second column scientific notation,

and the third column exponential notation, which is the way scientific notation is

usually written for and by computers, with the "e" followed by the power of ten.

Often, 32 bits are used to store a floating-point number: Eight bits are used to give the

exponent its value and sign, and 24 bits are used to represent the nonexponent portion.

This produces a digit precision of six or seven decimals and a range of 10" to 10
+

.

Such a range is handy if you like to use numbers such as the mass of the sun (2.0e30

kilograms), the charge of a proton ( 1 .6e- 1 9 coulombs), or the national debt.

C also has a double (for double precision) floating-point type. Although it is not

required to be any more precise than float (just as long is not required to be larger than

int), double usually uses twice as many bits, typically 64. Some systems use all 32

additional bits for the nonexponent portion to increase the number of significant figures

and reduce roundoff errors. Other systems use some of the bits to accommodate a larger

exponent, which increases the range of numbers that can be accommodated. See Figure

3.7.

ANSI C allows for a third floating-point type, called long double, whose intent it is to

provide for even more precision than double. However, all that ANSI C guarantees is

that long double is at least as precise as double.

Declaring Floating-Point Variables

Floating-point variables are declared and initialized in the same manner as their integer

cousins, for example:

float noah, jonah;

double trouble;

float planck = 6.63e-3A;
long double gnp;

Floating-Point Constants

We have many choices when we write a floating-point constant. The basic form is a

signed series of digits including a decimal point, then an e or E, then a signed exponent

indicating the power of 10 used. Two examples are

-1.56E+12 2.87e-3
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Figure 3.7

Some floating-

point numbers

1.6E-19

12E20

You can omit positive signs. You can also omit a decimal point (2E5) or an exponential

pan (19.28), but not both simultaneously. Also, you can omit a fractional part (3.E16)or

an integer part (.45E- 6). but not both. Some valid floating-point constants follow:

3.14159 .2 4el6 .8E-5 100

You cannot use spaces in a floating-point constant, such as

1.56 E+12 (Wrong)

Floating-point constants are taken to be double precision. Suppose, for example, that

some is a float variable, and that you have the statement:

some - 4.0 * 2.0;

Then the 4.0 and 2.0 are stored as double, using (typically) 64 bits for each. The product

is calculated using double-precision arithmetic, and only then is the answer trimmed

down to regular float size. This procedure ensures greater precision for your calcula-

tions.

ANSI C lets you specify how a floating-point constant is stored. An f or F suffix on a

floating-point number makes it type float: Examples are 2.3f and 9.1 1E9F. An 1 or L
suffix makes it type long double: Examples are 54.31 and 4.32e4L. Note that L is much
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less likely to be mistaken for a 1 than is 1. If the floating-point number has no suffix, it's

type double.

Printing Floating-Point Values

The printf( ) function uses the %f format specifier to print type float and double

numbers using decimal notation, and it uses %e to print them in exponential notation.

See Listing 3.8.

showf_pt.c

Listing 3.8

/* showf_pt . c--di sp lay float value two ways */

#include <stdio.h>
mainO
{

float value = 32000.0;
printfC %f can be written %e\n", value, value);

>

Other Types

The output is the following:

32000.000000 can be written 3. 200000e+004

Listing 3.8 illustrates the default output. The next chapter discusses how to control the

appearance of this output by setting field widths and the number of places to the right of

the decimal. Those implementations that support the new ANSI C long double type use

the %Lf and %Le specifiers to print that type.

That finishes our list of fundamental data types. C does have other types derived from

the basic types. These types include arrays, pointers, structures, and unions. Although

these are subject matter for later chapters, we already have smuggled some pointers into

this chapter's examples. See Figure 3.8. (A pointer "points to" the location of a variable

or other data object. The & prefix we used with the scanf( ) function creates a pointer

telling scanf( ) where to place information.)

^ Floating-Point Overflow and Underflow

What happens if you try to make a float variable exceed its limits? For example,

suppose you multiply 1.0e38 by 100 (overflow) or divide 1.0e-37 by 1.0e8 (under-

flow)? The result depends on the system. With Microsoft C on an IBM PC. any number

that overflows will cause the program to abort and print a "runtime error" message;

any number that underflows will be replaced by 0. Turbo C, on the other hand, aborts

a program for both overflow and underflow. Other systems may not issue warnings or

may offer you a choice of responses. If this matter concerns you. check out the rules

on your system. If you can't find the information, don't be afraid to try a little trial and

error.
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Table 3.1 shows type sizes for some common C environments.

Table 3. 1 Type Facts for Representative Systems

DEC PDP-11 DEC VAX IBM PC

(Microsoft

and Turbo C)

ANSIC
Minimum

char 8 8 8 8

int 16 32 16 16

short 16 16 16 16

long 32 32 32 32

float 32 32 32 6 digits*

double 64 64 64 10 digits*

Exponent range

(double) -38 to 38 -38 to 38 -307 to 308 -37 to 37

*Decimal digits of precision
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What is your system like? Try running the program in Listing 3.9 to find out. C has a

built-in operator called sizeof that gives the size of things in bytes.

typesize.c

/* typesize.c— prints out type sizes */

^include <stdio.h>
mainO

Listing 3.9 i

printfCType int has a size of %d by tes . \n" ,s i zeof ( i nt ) )

;

printf("Type char has a size of %d bytes. \n",sizeof(char)) ;

printf("Type long has a size of %d by tes . \n", si zeof

(

Long) ) ;

printf("Type double has a size of %d bytes. \n",

s i zeof ( doub le ) ) ;

Our output from this program is the following:

Type int has a size of 2 bytes.

Type char has a size of 1 bytes.

Type long has a size of 4 bytes.

Type double has a size of 8 bytes.

We found the size of just four types, but you can easily modify the program in Listing

3.9 to find the size of any type. Incidentally, notice in the last line how we spread the

printf( ) statement over two lines. This format is okay as long as the break does not

occur in the section in quotation marks or in the middle of a word.

4 ^ Summary: The Basic Data Types

Keywords. The basic data types are set up using the following eight keywords: int,

long, short, unsigned, char, float, double, signed (ANSI C).

Signed integers. These can have positive or negative values:

int: the basic integer type for a given system.

long or long int: can hold an integer at least as large as the largest int and possibly

larger.

short or short int: the largest short integer is no larger than the largest int and

may be smaller. Typically, long is larger than short, and int is the same as one

of the two. For example, Turbo C and Microsoft C for the IBM PC provide 16-bit

short and int and 32-bit long. Other systems may vary.
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I nsigned integers. These have zero or positive \alues only, and extend the range of

the Iarg. >le positive number. Use the keyword unsigned before the desired

type: unsigned int. unsigned long, unsigned short A lone unsigned is the same as

unsigned int

Characters. These are txpographic symbols such is A .v. and - Typically, they use

one byte of memory.

char: the keyword for this type. Some implementations use a signed char: others

use an unsigned char. ANSI C allocs \ou to use the keyword> signed and

unsigned to specif) vshich form you want.

Floating point. These can have positive or negative va

float: the basic floating-point type for the system.

double: a (possibly) larger unit for holding floating-point numbers. It may allow

more significant figures and perhaps larger exponents than float.

long double: a (possibly i even larger unit for holding floating-point numbers. It

may allow more significant figures and perhaps larger exponents than double

*
^ Summary: How to Declare a Simple Variable

1 . Choose the type yon ne

2. Choose a name for the variable.

3. Use the following format for a declaration statement: type-specifier variable-

name. The type-specifier is formed from one or more of the type keywords.

Examples are: int erest: and unsigned short cash.

4. You may declare more than one variable of the same type by separating the

variable names with commas, for example, char ch. init. ans:

5. You can initialize a variable in a declaration statement, for instance, float mass

= 6.0E24:

3,5 Using Data Types

When you develop a program, take note of the variables you need and of what type they

should be. Most likely you can use int or possibly float for the numbers and char for the

characters. Declare them at the beginning of the function that uses them, and choose a

name for the variable that suggests its meaning. When you initialize a variable, match

the constant type to the variable type:

int apples = 3;

int oranges = 3.0;

/* RIGHT */

/* WRONG */
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C is more forgiving about type mismatches than, say, Pascal. Most compilers will pass

the second initialization, but they may complain, particularly if you have activated a

higher warning level. It is best not to develop sloppy habits.

3,6 I/O Arguments and Pitfalls

Listing 3.10

As you may recall, the items of information passed to a function are termed arguments.

For instance, the function call printf(" Hello, pal.") has one argument: "Hello, pal.".

A series of characters in quotes, such as "Hello, pal.", is called a string. One string,

even one containing several words and punctuation marks, counts as one argument.

Similarly, the function call scanf("%d", &weight) has two arguments: "%d" and

&weight. C uses commas to separate arguments to a function. The prinlf ( ) and

scanf( ) functions are unusual in that they aren't limited to a specific number of

arguments. For instance, we've used calls to printf( ) with one, two, and even three

arguments. For a program to work properly, it needs to know how many arguments

there are. Printf( ) and scanf( ) use the first argument to indicate how many additional

arguments are coming. The trick is that each format specification in the initial string

indicates an additional argument. For instance, the statement:

printf("%d cats ate %d cans of tuna\n", cats, cans);

has two format specifiers: %d and %d. These specifiers tell the program to expect two

more arguments: cats and cans.

It's the programmer's responsibility to make sure the number of format specifications

matches the number of additional arguments. The new ANSI standard provides a

mechanism (function prototyping) for checking whether a function call has the correct

number of arguments, but it doesn't work with printf( ) and scanf( ) because they take

a variable number of arguments.

What happens if you don't live up to the programmer's burden? Suppose, for example,

you write a program like that of Listing 3.10. None of the four compilers we tried raised

any objections to this code. Nor were there any complaints when we ran the program.

! pitfalls.

C

/* pi tfalls.c */

^include <stdio.h>
ma i n( )

{

i n t f = 4 ;

int g a 5;

pr i nt f
( "%d\n" , f, g ) ; /* too many arguments */

printf("%d %d\n",f); /* too few arguments */

}
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All four \ersions primed 4 for the first line. For the second line ue got 4 5 (twice), 4

130. and 4 936. As \ou can see. the computer doesn't catch this kind of error during run

time. And because the program may even run correctly, you may not notice the errors,

either. But if a program doesn't print the expected number of values or if it prints

unexpected values, check the printfi i arguments.

3.7 One More Example

Let's run one more printing example, one that makes use of some of C's special escape

characters. In particular, the program in Listing 3.1 1 shows how backspace ( b). tab (\t),

and carriage return fr> work.

Listing 3.

1

J

/* escape . c--use escape characters */

#include <stdio.h>
»ai n(

)

{

float salary;

printfC Enter your desired monthly salary:"); /* 1 */

printf(" $_ .\b\b\b\b\b\b\b");
scanf("%f", Ssalary);
pri nt f

(

"

\n\tS%. 2f a month is $%.2f a year
salary * 12.0);

printf("\rGee!\n");

salary,
/* 3 */

/* 4 */

What Happens

Let's walk through this program step by step as it would work under an ANSI C
implementation. The first printfi i statement (the one we've numbered 1 1. prints the

following:

Enter your desired monthly salary:

Because there is no \n at the end of the string, the cursor is left positioned after the

colon.

The second printfi i statement picks up after the first stops, so after it's finished, the

screen looks like the following:

Enter your desired monthly salary: S_
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The space between the colon and the dollar sign occurs because the string in the second

printf( ) statement begins with a space. The effect of the seven backspace characters is

to move the cursor seven positions to the left, which backs the cursor over the seven

underline characters, placing the cursor directly after the dollar sign. Note that back-

spacing does not erase the characters that are backed over.

At this point, you type in your response, say 2000.00. Now the line looks like the

following:

Enter your desired monthly salary: $2000.00

The characters you type replace the underline characters, and when you press Enter to

enter your response, the cursor moves to the beginning of the next line.

The third printf( ) statement begins with \n\t. The newline character moves the cursor

to the beginning of the next line. The tab character moves the cursor to the next tab stop

on that line, typically to column 9. Then the rest of the string is printed. After this

statement, the screen looks like the following:

Enter your desired monthly salary: $2000.00

$2000.00 a month is $24000.00 a year.

Because the printf( ) statement doesn't use the newline character, the cursor remains

after the final period.

The fourth printfi ) statement begins with \r. which positions the cursor at the begin-

ning of the current line. Then Gee! is displayed, and the \n moves the cursor to the next

line. The final appearance of the screen is the following:

Enter your desired monthly salary: $2000.00

Gee! $2000.00 a month is $24000.00 a year.

A Possible Problem

Some older C implementations do not work as we*ve just described. The problem lies in

when printfi ) actually sends output to the screen. In general, printfi ) statements send

output to an intermediate storage area called a buffer. Every now and then, the material

in the buffer is sent on to the screen. Under ANSI C. the rules for when output is sent

from the buffer to the screen are clear: It is sent when the buffer becomes full, when a

newline character is encountered, or when there is impending input. (This clearing of

the buffer is called flushing the buffer.) For instance, the first two printf( ) statements

don't fill the buffer and don't contain a newline, but they are immediately followed by a

scanf( ) statement asking for input. This statement forces the printfi ) output to be sent

on to the screen.

Some older C implementations, however, do not invoke the third condition (impending

input) for flushing the buffer. If you run Listing 3.1 1 with one of these compilers, the

output of the first two printfi ) statements remains in the buffer. If you type in a

response anyway and then press Enter, the newline generated by the return key flushes
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the buffer. Therefore, you have to type your answer before you see the question! The

solution to this awkward situation is to use a newline at the end of the printf( )

statement preceding the input. That newline will flush the buffer. To accomplish this

task, the code can be changed to look like the following:

pr i nt f

(

"Enter your desired monthly sa Lary : \n" )

;

scanfC'Zf", Ssalary);

This code works whether or not impending input flushes the buffer. However, it also

places the cursor on the next line, preventing you from entering data on the same line as

the prompting string. A sample run follows:

Enter your desired monthly salary:

2000.00

To maintain greater portability, we follow this model (response on the line follow ing the

prompt) for the rest of the book.

3,8 Summary

\ C has a variety of data types, but the basic types fall into two categories: integer types

and floating-point types. The two distinguishing features for integer types are the

amount of storage allotted to a type and whether it is signed or unsigned. The smallest

integer type is char, which may be either signed or unsigned, depending on the

implementation. ANSI C allows you to use signed char and unsigned char to specify

explicitly which you want to use. The other integer types include short, int. and long. C
guarantees that each of these types is at least as large as the preceding type. All three of

these are signed types, but with ANSI C you can use the unsigned keyword to create the

corresponding unsigned types: unsigned short, unsigned int. and unsigned long. K &
R C recognizes only unsigned int.

The three floating-point types are float, double, and, new with ANSI C. long double.

Each is at least as large as the preceding type.

Integers can be expressed in decimal, octal, or hexadecimal form. A leading indicates

an octal number, and a leading Ox or OX indicates hexadecimal numbers. For example.

32, 040. and 0x20 are decimal, octal, and hexadecimal representations of the same

value. An 1 or L suffix indicates a long value.

Character constants are represented by placing the character in single quotation marks:
1 Q '

.
' 8 ' , and ' $ ' for example. C escape sequences such as * \n ' represent certain

nonprinting characters. You can use the form ' \007 ' to represent a character b\ its

ASCII code. Floating-point numbers can be written with a fixed decimal point, as in

9393.9 1 2. or in exponential notation, as in 7.38E 1 0.

The printf( ) function lets you print various types of values by using conversion

specifiers that, in their simplest form, consist of a percent sign and a letter indicating the

type, as in %d or %f.
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Review Questions

1 . Which data type would you use for each of the following kinds of data?

a. The population of Rio Frito

b. The average weight of a Rembrandt painting

c. The most common letter in this chapter

d. The number of times that letter occurs

2. Identify the type and meaning, if any, of each of the following constants:

a. '\b'

b. 1066

c. 99.44

d. OXAA

e. 2.0e30

3. Virgila Ann Xenopod has concocted an error-laden program. Help her find the mis-

takes:

#include <stdio.h>
mai n

(

float g; h;

float tax, rate;

9 - e21;

tax = r a t e * g ;

4. Identify the data type (as used in declaration statements) and the print( ) format

specifier for each of the following constants:

Constant

a. 12

b. 0X3

c. C
d. 2.34E07

e. '\040'

f. 7.0

g. 6L

Type Specifier
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5. Identity the data type (as used in declaration statements) and the printf( ) format

specifier for each o\~ the following constants:

Constant Type Specifier

a. 012

h. 2.9e05L

c. ' ?

'

d. 100000

e. '\n'

f. 20.0f

g. 0x44

6. Suppose that ch is a type char variable. Show how to assign the carriage return

character to ch by using an escape sequence, a decimal value, an octal character

constant, and a hex character constant.

7. Correct this silly program (the / in C means division):

main() / this program is perfect /

i

cows. Legs integer;

printfC'How many cow legs did you count?\n);

scanf("%c", legs);

cows = Legs / 4;

printfC'That implies there are %f cows.\n", cows)

>

8. Identify what each of the following escape sequences represents:

a. \n

b. \\

c. \"

d. \t

Programming Exercises

1 . Find out what your system does with integer overflow, floating-point overflow, and

floating-point underflow by using the experimental approach (that is, write programs

having these problems).

2. Write a program that asks you to enter an ASCII code value (such as 66) and prints out

the character having that ASCII code.
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3. Write a program that sounds the alert and then prints the following text:

Startled by the sudden sound, Sally shouted, "By the Great

Pumpkin, what was that!"

4. Write a program that reads in a floating-point number, then prints it in decimal-point

notation, then in exponential notation. Have the output use the following format:

The input is 21.290000 or 2. 129000e+001

.

n

5. There are approximately 3.156 x 10 seconds in a year. Write a program that requests

your age in years and then displays the equivalent number of seconds.

6. The mass of a single molecule of water is about 3.0 x 10" grams. A quart of water is

about 950 grams. Write a program that requests an amount of water, in quarts, and

displays the number of water molecules in that amount.
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n this chapter we concentrate on input and output. Programs are more

interesting when they can deal with text, so we begin our study of charac-

ter strings and how to handle them interactively. We also take a more

detailed look at printf( ) and scanf( ). These two important C I/O func-

tions give you the tools to communicate with a C program and to format output to meet

your needs and tastes. We also discuss the C preprocessor, an important C facility, and

learn how to define and use symbolic constants.

4. 7 Introductory Program

Listing 4. 1 presents a program that engages in a dialogue with the user.

/* talkback.c— nosy, informative program */

#include <stdio.h>
#define DENSITY 62.4 /* human density in Lbs per cu ft */

ma i n(

)

< ^
float weight, volume;
int size, letters;III. Z> l £. *Z f \. C U L ^ I O , «

char name[40]; 3 j

Listing 4.1 printf("Hi! What's your first name?\n");
scanf("%s", ,riame);

printf("%s, what's your weight in pounds?\n", name);
scanf("%f", &weight);
size = sizeof name; /

letters = strlen(name);
volume = weight/DENSITY;
pr i nt f

(

"Wei I , %s, your volume is %2.2f cubic feet.Xn",
name, volume);

pr i nt f
(

" A I so, your first name has %d letters, \n",
letters);

printf("and we have %d bytes to store it in.\n", size);

Running the program produces results such as the following:

Hi! What's your first name?
Angel i ca

Angelica, what's your weight in pounds?
102.5

Well, Angelica, your volume is 1.64 cubic feet.

Also, your first name has 8 letters,

and we have 40 bytes to store it in.
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The following arc the main new features of this program (the terms used are defined and

described throughout this chapter).

1 . We have used an array to hold a character string, in this case, someone's name.

2. We used the %s conversion specification to handle the input and output of the

string. Note that name, unlike weight, does not use the & prefix when used with

scanf( ). (As we will see later, both & \\ eight and name are addresses.)

3. We used the C preprocessor to define the symbolic constant DENSITY.

4. We used the C function strlen( ) to find the length of a string.

The C approach may seem a little complex compared to the input/output modes of, say,

BASIC. However, this complexity buys a finer control of I/O and greater program

efficiency.

4.2 Character Strings—An Introduction

A character string is a series of one or more characters, for example:

"Zing went the strings of my heart!"

The double quotation marks are not part of the string. They are there to mark off the

string, just as single quotation marks are used to mark off a character.

Type char Arrays and the Null Character

C has no special variable type for strings. Instead, strings are stored in an array of char

type. More exactly, an array is an ordered sequence of data elements of one type.

Therefore, you can think of the characters in a string as being stored in adjacent memory
cells, one character per cell. See Figure 4.1.

Note in the figure that we show the character \0 in the last array position. This character

is the null character, and C uses it to mark the end of a string. The null character is not

Figure 4. J

A string in an array
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the digit zero; it is the nonprinting character whose ASCII code number is 0. Strings in

C are always stored with this terminating null character. The presence of the null

character means that the array must have at least one more cell than the number of

characters to be stored.

We can think of an array as several memory cells in a row. In Listing 4. 1 , we create an

array of 40 memory cells, each of which can store one char-type value. We accomplish

this array with the declaration:

char name [40];

The brackets identify name as an array. [40] indicates the number of elements in the

array, and char identifies the type of each element. Also see Figure 4.2

symbolic links

Figure 4.2 byte byte byte
Declaring an array

name of type char

char name [3] "links" together

three char-type data objects

One compiler we've used in the past required the following declaration instead:

static char nameCAO];

Here static is a storage class specifier (discussed in Chapter 14). The difference

between the two declarations was due to a bug in the scant! ) function for the second

implementation. That bug has since been fixed, but we mention this difference to point

out that there may be discrepancies between C as we describe it and C as it exists on

your system.

Using Strings

Using character strings may sound a bit complicated, but fortunately the computer can

take care of most of the details itself. Try the program in Listing 4.2 to see how easily

using strings can be in practice:

The %s tells print l'i ) to print a string. We use %s twice because we print two strings:

the one stored in the name array and the one represented by PRAISE.
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«£ praise 1 .c

Listing 4.2

/* praisel .c--use an assortment of strings */

^include <stdio.h>
fldefine PRAISE "My sakes, that's a grand name!"
mainO
i

char nameC50];

pri nt f ( "Wha t ' s your name?\n");
scanf("%s", name);
printfC" Hello, Xs. Xs\n", name, PRAISE);

>

Running this program should produce output similar to the following:

What's your name?

Elmo Blunk

Hello, Elmo. My sakes, that's a grand name!

Note: We do not have to put the null character into the array name ourselves. That task

is done for us by scanfi ) when it reads the input. Nor do we include a null character in

the character string constant PRAISE. We discuss the #define statement soon; but for

now. you should know that the double quotation marks that enclose the phrase follow-

ing PRAISE identify it as a string and take care of putting in the null character.

Note: Scanf( ) reads only Elmo Blunk's first name. After this function starts to read

input, it stops at the first whitespace (blank, tab. or newiine) it encounters. Thus, it stops

scanning for name when it reaches the blank between '"Elmo" and "Blunk." In general.

scanfi ) used with %s reads just single words, not whole phrases as a string. C has other

input-reading functions such as gets( ) for handling general strings. We explore strings

more fully later in Chapter 1 1

.

y Strings Versus Characters

The string "x" is not the same as the character ' x '
. One difference is that ' x ' is a

basic type (char), and "x" is a derived type, an array of char. A second difference is

that "x" consists of two characters: ' x ' and the null character. See Figure 4.3 for the

differences.

String Length— strlen(
)

In the last chapter we described the sizeof operator, which gives us the size of things in

bytes. The strlen( ) function gives us the length of a string in characters. Since it takes

one byte to hold one character, you may suppose that both will provide the same result

when applied to a string—but they don't. Let's add a few lines to our example and see

why. (See Listing 4.3.) If you are using an ANSI C compiler, you should add the line:

flinclude <string.h>
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Figure 4.3

The character 'x'

and the string "x."

'x' the character

"x" the string \0

null character ends string /\

after the first #include line. Although not necessary, this addition will make the

program more harmonious with the ANSI spirit. We discuss this file more fully in

Chapter 12.

praise2.c

Listing 4.3

I * praise2.c */

tfinclude <stdio.h>
#define PRAISE "My sakes, that's a grand name!"
mainO
{

char nameC50];

printfC" What's your name?\n");
scanf ("Xs", name) ;

pr i nt f
( "Hel lo, %s. %s\n", name, PRAISE);

printfC'Your name of %d letters occupies %d memory cells. \n",

s t r len( name ) , sizeof name);
printf("The phrase of praise has %d letters ",

strlen(PRAISE));
printf("and occupies %d memory cells. \n", sizeof PRAISE);

Incidentally, note that we have used two methods to handle long printfl ) statements.

(Remember: we spread one print statement over two lines. We can break a line between

arguments but not in the middle of a string.) Then we used two printf( ) statements to

print just one line. We accomplished this task by using the newline character (\n) only

in the second statement. Running the program can produce this interchange:

What's your name?

Perky

Hello, Perky. My sakes, that's a grand name!

Your name of 5 letters occupies 50 memory cells.

The phrase of praise has 30 letters and occupies 31 memory cells.
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The array name has 50 memory cells, which is what the sizeof operator reports to us.

But only the first 5 cells are needed to hold Perky, which is what strlen( ) reports. The

6th cell in the array name contains the null character, and its presence tells strlen( )

when to stop counting. See Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4

The strien(
)

function knows
when to stop.

terminating null character

5 characters garbage (in general)

\0

strlenf.] stops here

When we move on to the PRAISE statement, we find that strlenl ) again gives us the

exact number of characters (including spaces and punctuation) in the string. The sizeof

operator gives us a number one larger, for it also counts the null character used to end

the string. We don't tell the computer how much memory to set aside to store the

phrase; it counts the number of characters between the double quotation marks itself.

One other point: In the preceding chapter we used sizeof with parentheses, and in this

chapter we didn't. Whether or not you use parentheses depends on whether you want

the size of a type class or the size of a particular quantity. Parentheses are required for

type classes, but they are optional for specific quantities. That is, you use sizeof(char)

or sizeof(float), but sizeof name or sizeof 6.28.

In Listing 4.3, our use of strlen( ) and sizeof was not crucial, although they are

important programming tools. Strlen( ), for example, is useful in all sorts of character

string programs, as we'll see in Chapter 1 1.

4.3 Constants and the C Preprocessor

Sometimes we need to use a constant in a program. For example, we can give the

circumference of a circle as follows:

circ = 3.14 * diameter;

Here we use the constant 3.14 to represent the famous constant pi. To use a constant, we
simply type in the actual value, as we did here. However, there are good reasons to use

a symbolic constant instead. That is, we can use a statement like the following:

circ = pi * diameter;

and have the computer substitute in the actual value later.
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Why is this method better? First, a name tells us more than a number does. Compare

these two statements:

owed = 0.015 * housevl;

owed = taxrate * housevl;

If we are reading through a long program, the meaning of the second version is plainer.

Second, suppose we have used a constant in several places and it becomes necessary to

change its value. After all, tax rates do change, and a state legislature once passed a law

stating that the value of pi would henceforth be a simple 3 Yi. (Presumably many a circle

became a fugitive from justice.) In this case, we need merely alter the definition of the

symbolic constant rather than find and change every occurrence of the constant in the

program.

How do we set up a symbolic constant? One way is to declare a variable and set it equal

to the desired constant, for example:

float taxrate ;

taxrate = 0.015;

This method works well for a small program, but it is a little wasteful because the

computer has to check into the taxrate memory location every time it is used. It is an

example of execution time substitution, for the substitutions take place while the pro-

gram is running.

The C preprocessor provides a better method. In Chapter 2 we saw how the preproces-

sor uses #include to include information from another file. The preprocessor also lets us

define constants. For example, all you have to do is add a line like the following at the

top of the file containing your program:

tfdefine TAXRATE 0.015

When your program is compiled, the value 0.015 is substituted everywhere you have

used TAXRATE. This method is called a compile time substitution. By the time you

run the program, all the substitutions already have been made. Such defined constants

often are termed manifest constants.

Note the format. First comes #define. In older implementations, the # should be in the

leftmost column; ANSI C removes this restriction. Next comes the symbolic name for

the constant, then the value for the constant:

tfdefine NAME value

No semicolon is used, since this is not a C statement. Also note that it is a sensible C
tradition to type constants in all uppercase letters; for example TAXRATE. Then when

you come across one in a program, you know at once that it is a constant and not a

variable. This convention is another example of trying to make programs readable. Your

programs will still run if you don't capitalize the constants, but capitalizing them is a

good habit to cultivate.
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Listing 4.4 provides a simple example. The c
/c 1.2f in the printf( ) statement causes the

printout to be rounded to two decimal places.

Listing 4.4

/* pizza.c—used defined constants in a pizza context */

^include <stdio.h>
#def ine PI 3.14159
mainO
{

float area, circum, radius;

printf("What is the radius of your pizza?\n");
scanf("%f", &radius);
area = PI * radius * radius;
circum = 2.0 * PI * radius;
printf("Your basic pizza parameters are as foLLows:\n");
pri nt f

(
" c

i

rcumf erence = %1.2f, area = %1.2f\n", circum,
area);

Here is a sample run:

What is the radius of your pizza?
6.0

Your basic pizza parameters are as follows:

circumference = 37.70, area = 113.10

See Figure 4.5 for the difference between what you type and what is compiled.

The #define statement can be used for both character and string constants: Use single

quotation marks for the former and double quotation marks for the latter. Thus, the

following examples are valid:

#define BEEP '\007'

#define TEE 'T'

#define ESC '\033'

#define OOPS "Now you have done it!"

Remember that everything following the symbolic name is substituted for it. Don't

make this common error:

/* the following is wrong */

fldefine TOES = 20

If you do so. TOES is replaced by = 20. not just 20.
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Figure 4.5

What you type

versus what is

compiled

#define taxrate 0.015

mainO

bill=taxrate * sum;
9

i

ma i n ( )

{

bi 11=0.015 * sum;

« what you type

4
preprocessor

at work

COMPILER

Using #define and #include Together

Suppose you develop a whole packet of programs that use the same set of constants.

You can do the following:

1 . Collect all your #define statements in one file; call it, say, const. h.

2. At the head of each file of programs, insert the statement #include "const.h".

Then when you run the programs, the preprocessor will read the file const.h and use all

the #define statements contained with it. The .h at the end of the filename is a reminder
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to you that the extra file is a header. The preprocessor itself doesn't care if you use thh

naming convention or not.

Note that we used "const.h" and not <const.h>. The difference lies in where the

compiler first looks for the include file and is implementation dependent. On UNIX
systems, placing the filename in angle brackets causes the preprocessor to look in

specific s\stem directories for the files. Placing the filename in quotation marks causes

the preprocessor to look in the current director) first, then in the system directories. You

can also specify a full pathname, as in "/usr/tiger/myincludes/bar.h". in which case

just the indicated director) (/usr/tiger, myincludes) is searched. Microsoft C and Turbo

C follow similar conventions in the DOS environment. Microsoft C has you set an

environmental variable called INCLUDE to the system directory you use for the

standard include files, and Turbo C uses an environment menu to identify the standard

include directory. For both programs, using angle brackets means to search the standard

include directory first, and quotation marks mean to search the current directory first.

C

—

A Master of Disguise: Creating Aliases

The capabilities of #define go beyond the symbolic representation of constants. Con-

sider, for instance, the program in Listing 4.5. This listing looks a little like Pascal, and

it doesn"t seem to be C. The secret is in the file alias.h:

/* alias.h— a silly abuse of preprocessing power */

#define program main( )

fldefine begin {

#define end >

#define then ;

#define takein scanf

fldefine spitout printf
fldefine TWO 2

^define times *

^define whole int

The example illustrates how the preprocessor works. Your program is searched for

items defined by #define statements, and its finds are then replaced. In our example, all

thens are rendered into semicolons at compilation. The resulting program is identical to

/* alias.c— uses alias.h */

^include <stdio.h>
#include "alias.h"/* see below for more on this file */

Listing 4.5 program
begin

whole yours, mine then

spi tout ( "Gi ve me an integer, please. \n ") then
takein("%d", Syours) then

mine = yours times TWO then

spitout("%d is twice your number!\n", mine) then
end
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what we would have received by typing in the usual C terms. (Note: This example is

meant to be an entertaining illustration of how the preprocessor works: it is not intended

to be a model to emulate.) This powerful defining facility also can be used to define a

macro, which we discuss in Chapter 16.

The define feature does have limitations. For example, parts of a program within double

quotation marks are immune to substitution. For instance, the following combination

doesn't work:

#define MN "mi mimi fi di ani sm"

printfC'He was a strong believer in MN.\n");

The printout will read:

He was a strong believer in MN.

because MN is enclosed in double quotation marks in the printff ) statement. However,

the statement:

printfC'He was a strong believer in %s.\n", MN);

produces:

He was a strong believer in mi nimi f idi ani sm.

In this case, the MN was outside the double quotation marks and is therefore replaced

by its definition.

The C preprocessor is a useful, helpful tool. We'll show you more applications as we

move along.

4.4 Exploring and Exploiting printf
( ) and scanf(

)

The functions printfl ) and scanf( ) let us communicate with a program. We call these

functions input/output functions, or I/O functions. They are not the only I/O functions

we can use with C, but they are the most versatile. Historically, like all other functions

in the C library, these functions were not part of the definition of C. C originally left the

implementation of I/O to the compiler writers, which made it possible to match I/O

better to specific machines. In the interests of compatibility, various implementations all

came with versions of scanf( ) and printf( ). However, there were occasional discrepan-

cies between implementations. The ANSI C standard describes standard versions of

these functions, and we follow that standard. The discrepancies should disappear as the

standard is implemented. Generally. printf( ) and scanfi ) work much the same, each

using a control string and a list of arguments.
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prinrf(
)

*

Using printf

(

The instructions we give printf( ) when we ask it to print a variable depend on what

type the variable is. For instance, we have used the %d notation when printing an

integer and the 9cc notation when printing a character. These notations are called

conversion specifications . for they specify how the data are to be converted into

displayable form. We list the conversion specifications that the ANSI C standard

pro\ ides for printfi ). and the type of output they cause to be printed in Table 4.1 (those

in boldface did not appear in the first edition of Kernighan and Ritchie, and they are not

yet commonly found in all implementations).

Table 4.1 ANSI C Conversion Specifications

Conversion Output

Specification

c
'c c Single character

%d Signed decimal integer

%e Floating-point number, e-notation

%E Floating-point number. E-notation

%f floating-point number, decimal notation

%g Use %f or %e, whichever is shorter

%G Use %f or % E, whichever is shorter

%\ Signed decimal integer

%o Unsigned octal integer

%p Pointer

%s Character string

%u Unsigned decimal integer

%x Unsigned hexadecimal integer, using hex

digits a-f

%X Unsigned hexadecimal integer, using hex

digits A-F

Let"s now show how to use the more common conversion specifications. Listing 4.6

contains a program that uses some of the examples we will discuss.

The output is the following:

The 5 women drank 13.500000 glasses of ouzo.

The value of pi is 3.141593.

Farewell! thou art too dear for my possessing,

$62000

The format for using printfi ) follows:

printf (Control-string, iteml, item2,...);
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printout.

c

Listing 4.6

I* pri ntout . c— use conversion specifiers */

#i nclude <stdio. h>

#define PI 3.141593
m a i n ( )

{

int number = 5;

float ouzo = 13.5;
int cost = 31000;

printf("The %d women drank %f glasses of ouzo . \n"

,

number,

ouzo);
printf("The value of pi is %f.\n", PI);

pri nt f

(

"Farewel I ! Thou art too dear for my possessi ng, \n" )

;

printf ("%c%d\n", '$', 2 * cost);

Iteml. item2. and so on are the items to be printed. They can be variables, constants, or

even expressions that are evaluated first before the value is printed. Control-string is a

character string describing how the items are to be printed. As mentioned in Chapter 3,

the control string should contain a conversion specifier for each item to be printed. For

example, in the following statement:

printfC'The %d women drank %f glasses of ouzo.Xn", number, ouzo);

the control string is the phrase in double quotation marks. It contains two conversion

specifiers that correspond to number and ouzo, which are the two items to be dis-

played. See Figure 4.6 for arguments for printf( ).

Figure 4.6

Arguments for

prmtf(
)

control statement variable list

Iprintf ( "You look great in %s\n color );

Here is a another line from our example:

printfC'The value of pi is %f.\n", PI);

This time, the list of items has just one member, the symbolic constant PI.

Therefore, we see that control-string contains two distinct forms of information:
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1 . Characters that arc actually printed

2. Conversion specifications

See Figure 4.7 for control strings.

"The value of pi is %f. \n"

Figure 4.7 —
Anatomy of a ...

control string literal literal

characterscharacters

conversion specification

Also, don't forget to use one conversion specification for each item in the list following

control-string. Don't do the following:

printfC'The score was Squids %d. Slugs %d.\n", scorel);

Here, there is no value for the second %d. The result will depend on your system, but at

best you will get nonsense.

If you just want to print a phrase, you don't need any conversion specifications, and if

you just want to print data, you can dispense with the running commentary. Thus, each

of the following statements from Listing 4.6 is acceptable:

printf (" Farewe I L ! Thou art too dear for my possessing, \n" )

;

printf ("%c%d\n", '$', 2 * cost);

In the second statement, note that the first item on the print list is a character constant

rather than a variable and that the second item is a multiplication. The statement

illustrates that printf( ) uses values, be they variables, constants, or expressions.

Since the printf( ) function uses the % to identify the conversion specifications, there is

a slight problem if you wish to print the % sign itself. If you use a lone % sign, the

compiler will think you have bungled a conversion specification. The way out is simple.

Just use two % symbols:

pc = 2*6;

printfC'Only %d%% of Sally's gribbles were edible. \n", pc);

The following output then results:

Only 12% of SalLy's gribbles were edible.
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Conversion Specification Modifiers for printf
( )

We can modify a basic conversion specification by inserting modifiers between the %
and the defining conversion character. Tables 4.2 and 4.3 list the symbols you can place

there legally. If you use more than one modifier, they should be in the same order as

they appear in Table 4.2. Not all combinations are possible. The tables reflect the ANSI

C standard; your implementation may not yet have all the options shown.

Table 4.2 Conversion Specification Modifiers

Modifier Meaning

flag The five flags (-, +, space, #, and 0) are described in Table

4.3. Zero or more flags may be present. Example: %-10d

digit-string The minimum field width. A wider field is used if the printed

number or string won't fit in the field. Example: %4d

.digit-string Precision. For e, E, and f conversions, the number of digits

to be printed to the right of the decimal. For g and G conver-

sions, the maximum number of significant digits. For s

conversions, the maximum number of characters to be printed.

For integer conversions, the minimum number of digits to

appear; leading zeros are used if necessary to meet this mini-

mum. Using . (period) alone is the same as using .0. Example:

%5.2f (two decimal places in a field five characters wide)

Used with an integer conversion to indicate a short int or

unsigned short int value. Examples: %hu, %hx, %6.4hd

Used with an integer conversion to indicate a long int or

unsigned long int. Examples: %ld, %81u

Used with a floating-point conversion to indicate a long

double value. Examples: %Lf, %10.4Le
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* Table 4.3 Conversion Flags

Flag Meaning

- The item is left-justified: that is. it's printed beginning at

the left of the field. Example: %-20s

+ Signed values are displayed with a plus sign if positive and

with a minus sign if negative. Example: %+6.2f

space Prepends a space to positive signed quantities when no plus

sign is used: a space overrides a + flag. For instance,

printfC'S^f 6.2fMO) prints as $10.00. Example: % 6.2f

# Use an alternative form for the conversion specification.

Produces an initial for the o form, an initial Ox or OX for the

x and X forms. For all floating-point forms, guarantees a

decimal point character is printed, even if no digits follow.

For g and G forms, prevents trailing zeros from being

removed. Examples: %#o. %#8.0f. % + #10.3E

For numeric forms, pad the field width with leading zeros

instead of with spaces. This flag is ignored if a - flag is

present or if. for an integer form, a precision is specified.

Examples: %010d. %08.3f

One point you may notice in the tables is that although there are provisions for printing

floating types double and long double, there is no specifier for float. The reason is that

under K&RC. float values were automatically converted to type double before being

used in an expression or as an argument. In general. ANSI C does not call for automatic

conversion of float to double, but to protect the enormous number of existing programs

that use printf( ). float arguments to printf( ) are still automatically converted to

double. Thus under either K & R C or ANSI C, no conversion specifier is needed for

type float.

width.

/* width. c— field widths */

flinclude <stdio.h>
mai n( )

Listing 4.7 {

printf ("/%d/\n", 336);
printf ("/%2d/\n", 336);
printf ("/%10d/\n", 336);
printf C , /%-10d/\n", 336);
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Examples

Let's put these modifiers to work. We begin by looking at the effect of the field width

modifier on printing an integer. See Listing 4.7. This program prints the same quantity

four times, using four different conversion specifications. We use a slash (/) to let you

see where each field begins and ends.

The output follows:

/336/

/336/

/ 336/

/336 /

The first conversion specification is %d with no modifiers, which is the so-called

default option, that is, what occurs automatically if you don't give further instructions.

Here we see that %d produces a field with the same width as the integer being printed.

The second conversion specification is %2d, which should produce a field width of 2,

but since the integer is three digits long, the field is automatically expanded to fit the

number. The next conversion specification is %10d, which produces a field 10 spaces

wide. Indeed, there are 7 blanks and 3 digits between the /'s, with the number tucked

into the right end of the field. The final specification is %-10d. It also produces a field

10 spaces wide, and the - puts the number at the left end of the field. Once you are used

to it, this system is easy to use and gives you nice control over the appearance of your

output.

Now let's look at some floating-point formats. See Listing 4.8.

floats.c

Listing 4.8

I* floats.c— some floating-point combinations
# i nc I ude <stdio.h>
mai n( )

{

printf ("/%f /\n", 12 34.56);
printf ("/%e/\n", 1234.56);
printf ("/%4.2f/\n", 1234.56);
printf ("/%3.1f /\n", 1234.56);
printf ("/%10.3f /\n", 12 34.56);
printf ("/%10.3e/\n", 1234.56);
printf C

M /X+4.2f/\n", 1234.56);
printf C/%0 10. 2f/\n", 12 34.56);

This time the output is as follows:

/1234. 560000/

/1.234560e+003/

/1234.56/
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/1234.6/

/ 1234.560/

/1.235e+003/

/+1234.56/

/0001234.56/

Again we begin with the default version, %f. In this case, there are two defaults: the

field width and the digits to the right of the decimal. The second default is six digits, and

the field width is whatever it takes to hold the number.

Next is the default for %e. We can see that it prints one digit to the left of the decimal

point and six places to the right. We seem to be getting a lot of digits, and the cure is to

specif) the number of decimal places to the right of the decimal. The next four examples

in this segment accomplish this task. Notice how the fourth and the sixth examples

cause the output to be rounded off.

Finally, the + flag causes the result to be printed with its algebraic sign, which is a plus

sign in this case. The flag produces leading zeros to pad the result to the full field

width. Note that in the specifier %010 the first is a flag and the remaining digits (10)

specify the field width.

Listing 4.9 demonstrates a few more combinations.

flags.c

Listing 4.9

I* flags.c— illustrates some flags */

#include <stdio.h>
mai n( )

i

printf("%x %X %#x\n", 31, 31, 31);
printf ("**%d**% d**% d**\n", 42, 42, -42);
printf ("**%5d**%5.3d**%05d**%05.3d**\n", 6, 6, 6, 6);

}

On a system that conforms to the ANSI C standard, the output looks like the following:

1f 1F 0x1f
**42** 42**-42**

** 6** 006**00006** 006*

First. If is the hex equivalent of 3 1 . The x specifier yields a If, and the X specifier

produces IF. Using the # flag provides an initial Ox.

The second line illustrates how using a space in the specifier produces a leading space

for positive values but not for negative values. This result means that positive and

negative values with the same number of significant digits occupy the same field

widths.
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The third line illustrates how using a precision specifier with an integer form produces

enough leading zeros to pad the number to the minimum value of digits. Using the

flag, however, pads the number with enough leading zeros to fill the entire field width.

If you provide both the flag and the precision specifier, the flag is ignored.

Let's now examine some of the string options. See Listing 4.10.

strings.c

Listing 4.10

/* st r i ngs . c--s t r i ng formatting */

#include <stdio.h>
tfdefine BLURB "Outstanding acting!'
mainO
{

printf ("/%2s/\n", BLURB);
printf ("/%22s/\n", BLURB);
printf ("/%22. 5s/\n", BLURB)
printf ("/%-22.5s/\n M

, BLURB);
}

Here's the output:

/Outstanding acting!/

/ Outstanding acting!/

/ Outst/

/Outst /

Notice how the field is expanded to contain all the specified characters. Also notice how

the precision specification limits the number of characters printed. The .5 in the format

specifier tells printf( ) to print just five characters.

Applying Our Knowledge

How would you set up a statement to print something having the following form?

The NAME family just may be SXXX.XX dollars richer!

Here NAME and XXX.XX represent values that will be supplied by variables in the

program, say, name[40] and cash.

Here is one solution:

printfO'The %s family just may be $%.2f r i cher ! \n", name, cash);

The Meaning of Conversion

A conversion specification converts a value stored in the computer in some binary

format to a series of characters (a string) to be displayed. For example, the number 76
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Listing 4. 1 1

ma) he stored internal!) as 01001100. The %d conversion specifier converts this

internal number to 7 and 6. displaying 76. The %x conversion converts the same value

(01001100) to the hexadecimal representation 4c. The %c conversion converts the

same value to the character representation L.

The term "conversion" probably is somewhat misleading, since it wrongly suggests the

original value is replaced with a converted value. Conversion specifications really are

translation specifications: for example. %d means translate the given value to a decimal

integer representation and print the translation. Yet conversion is the term used in the

literature, so we use it. too.

Mismatched Conversions

Naturally, you should match the conversion specification to the type of value being

printed. Often, you have choices. For instance, if you want to print a type int value, you

can use %d. %x, or %o. All these specifiers assume you are printing a type int value:

the> merely provide different representations of the value. Similarly, you can use %f.

%e, or 9cg to represent a type double value.

But what if you mismatch the conversion specification to the type? Listing 4.1 1 shows

some examples within the integer family.

intconv.c

/* intconv.c— some mismatched integer conversions */

#include <stdio.h>
mainO
t

int num = 336;
int mnum = -336;

printf("%d %u Xd %u\n", num, num, mnum, mnum);
printf("%d %c\n", num, num);
printf("%ld %d\n", 65616, 65616);

>

Our system produces the following results:

336 336 -336 6520

336 P

65616 80

Looking at the first line, we see that both %d and %u produce 336 as output, which

presents no problem. But the %u (unsigned) version comes out as 65200. not as the 336

you may have expected. This result occurs because of the way signed integers are

represented on our reference system. This system uses a method called the two's

complement, in which the numbers to 32767 represent themselves, and the numbers

32768 to 65535 represent negative numbers, with 65535 being -1. 65534 being -2. and
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so on. Thus. -366 is represented by 65536-336, or 65200. Therefore 65200 represents

-336 when interpreted as a signed int and represents 65200 when interpreted as an

unsigned int; one number can be interpreted as two different values. Not all systems

use this method to represent negative integers. Nonetheless, don't expect a %u conver-

sion simply to strip the sign from a number.

The second line shows what happens if you try to convert a number larger than 255 to a

character. On our system, an int is two bytes, and a char is one byte. When printfl )

goes to print 336 using %c, it looks at only one byte out of the two bytes used to hold

336. This truncation amounts to dividing the integer by 256 and keeping just the

remainder. See Figure 4.8. In this case, the remainder is 80, which is the ASCII decimal

code for the character P. More technically, we can say the number is interpreted modulo

256, which means using the remainder when the number is divided by 256.

Finally, we tried printing an integer (65616) larger than the maximum int (32767)

allowed on our system. This time, the computer interprets the number as modulo 32768.

Because of its size, the number 65616 is stored as a four-byte long value on our system.

When we print it using the %d specification, printf( ) only uses the last two bytes,

which corresponds to using the remainder after dividing by 65536. In this case, the

remainder is 80. A remainder between 32767 and 65536 would be printed as a negative

number because of the way negative numbers are stored. Systems with different integer

sizes have the same general behavior, but with different numerical values.

When you start mixing integer and floating-point types, the results are even more

bizarre. Consider, for example, Listing 4.12.

floatcnv.c

/* f l oa t cnv

.

c--mi sma

t

ched floating-point coversions */

^include <stdio.h>
main (

)

{

float n1 = 3.0;
Listing 4.12 double n2 = 3.0;

long n3 = 2000000000;
long n4 = 1234567890;

print f<"%.1e % . 1 e % . 1 e % . 1 e \ n " , n1 , n 2 , n 3 , n 4 ) ;

printf("%ld %ld\n", n3, n4);
printf("%ld %ld %ld %ld\n", n1, n2, n3, n4);

>

On our system, it produces the following output:

3.0e+000 3.0e+000 3.1e+046 3 . 1 e+046

2000000000 1234567890

1074266112 1074266112
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The first line of output shows that using a %e specifier does not convert an integer to a

floating-point number. Consider, for example, what happens when we try to print n3

(type int) using the %e specifier. First, the %e specifier causes printf( ) to expect a

type double value, which is an eight-byte value on our system. So when printfl ) looks

at n3, which is a four-byte value on our system, it also looks at the adjacent four bytes.

Thus, it looks at an eight-byte unit in which the actual n3 is embedded. Second, it

interprets the bits in this unit as a floating-point number. Some bits, for example, are

interpreted as an exponent. Thus even if n3 had the correct number of bits, they would

be interpreted differently under %e than under %ld. The net result is nonsense.

The first line also points out what we mentioned earlier: Float is converted to double

when used as arguments to printf( ). On our system, float is four bytes, but nl was

expanded to eight bytes so that printf( ) would display it correctly.

The second line of output shows that printf( ) can print n3 and n4 correctly if the

correct specifier is used. The third line of output shows that even the correct specifier

can produce false results if the printf( ) statement has mismatches elsewhere. As you

may expect, trying to print a floating-point value with a %ld specifier fails. But here,

trying to print a type long using %ld also fails. The problem lies with how C passes

information to a function. The exact details of this failure are implementation-depend-

ent, but they are representative of what can go wrong. Let's take a look.

Passing Arguments

The mechanics of argument passing depend on the implementation. On our system,

argument passing works in the following manner. We used the following function call.

printf ("%ld Hd %ld %ld\n", n1, n2, n3, n4);

This tells the computer to give the values of the variables nl. n2. n3. and n4 to the

computer. The computer accomplishes this by placing them in an area of memory called

the stack. When the computer puts these values in the stack, it's guided by the types of

the variables, not by the conversion specifiers. So for nl, the computer places eight

bytes in the stack (float is converted to double). Similarly, it places eight more bytes for

n2. followed by four bytes each for n3 and n4. Control then shifts to the printfl )

function, which reads the values off the stack. But when it does so. it reads them
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according to the conversion specifiers. The %ld specifier indicates that printfl ) should

read four bytes. So printf( ) reads the first four bytes in the stack as its first value, which

is only the first half of nl, and this value is interpreted as a long integer. The next %ld

specifier reads four more bytes, which is the second half of nl, and this value is

interpreted as a second long integer. Similarly, the third and fourth instances of %ld

cause the first and second halves of n2 to be read and interpreted as long integers.

Therefore, although we have the correct specifiers for n3 and n4, printf( ) is reading the

wrong bytes.

The Return Value of printf
( )

In general, a C function has a return value, which is a value the function computes and

returns to the calling program. For example, the C library contains a sqrt( ) function that

takes a number as an argument and returns its square root. The return value can be

assigned to a variable, used in a computation, passed as an argument, and so on. In other

words, the return value can be used like any other value. The printf( ) function also has

a return value: It returns the number of characters it printed. If there is an output error,

printf( ) returns a negative value.

The return value for printfl ) is incidental to its main purpose of printing output, and it

usually isn't used. One reason to use the printfl ) value is to check for output errors,

although this task is more commonly performed when writing to a file rather than to a

screen. For example, if a full floppy disk prevents writing from taking place, you can

then have the program take some appropriate action, such as beeping for 30 seconds.

But you first must know about using the If statement. Let's look at a simple example.

See Listing 4. 13.

prntval.c

Listing 4.13

/* prnt va I . c--f i ndi ng printf( )'s return value */

#i nc t ude <stdio.h>
mai n( )

<

int n = 212;
i n t r v ;

rv = printf("%d F is water's boiling point. \n", n);
printf("The printfO function printed %d char ac ters . \n" ,

rv);

The output is as follows:

212 F is water's boiling point.

The printfO function printed 32 characters.

First, we use the form rv = printf(...); to assign the return value to rv. Therefore, this

statement performs two tasks: printing information and assigning a value to a variable.
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Second, note that the count includes all the printed characters, including the spaces and

the unseen newline character.

Printing Long Strings

Occasionally. printf( ) statements become too long to put on one line. Because C
ignores vvhitespace (spaces, tabs, new lines) except when used to separate elements, you

can spread a statement over several lines, as long as line breaks are placed between

elements. For instance, in Listing 4.13, we use two lines for a statement:

printf ("The printfO function printed %d characters . \n",

rv);

As you can see. the line is broken between the comma element and rv. To show you that

we are continuing the line, we indent the rv. Again, note that C ignores the extra spaces.

However, you cannot break a string in the middle. For example, if you use the following

statement:

printfO'The printfO function printed %d

characters. \n", rv);

C will complain that you have used an illegal character in the string. You can use \n in a

string to symbolize the newline character, but you can't have the actual newline charac-

ter generated by the return key in a string.

If you must split a string, you have three choices, as shown in Listing 4.14.

longstrg.c

Listing 4.14

I* longstrg.c— printing Long strings */

#incLude <stdio.h>
roai n( )

{

pri nt f
( "Here * s one way to print a ");

printf("long string. \n");
pri nt f

( "Here ' s another way to print a \

Long string. \n" ) ;

printf(" Here's the newest way to print a
"

"Long string. \n"); /* ANSI C */

The output follow s:

Here's one way to print a Long string.

Here's another way to print a Long string.

Here's the newest way to print a Long string.
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i The first method is to use more than one printf( ) statement. Since the first string

printed doesn't end with a \n character, the second string continues where the first ends.

The second method is to terminate the end of the first line with a backslash-return

combination. This procedure causes the text on the screen to start a new line but without

including a newline character in the string. The effect is to continue over the string to

the next line. However, the next line must start at the far left, as shown in the example.

If we indent that line, say, five spaces, then those five spaces become part of the string.

The third method, new with ANSI C, is string concatenation. If you follow one quoted

string with another, separated only by whitespace, C treats the combination as a single

string. The following three forms are therefore equivalent:

printf ("Hel Lo, young Lovers, wherever you are.");

printf ("Hello, young " "lovers", " wherever you are.");

printf ("Hel lo, young lovers"

", wherever you are.");

Note: When using any of these methods to split a string, you should include any

required spaces in the strings. For example, "Jim" "Smith" becomes "JimSmith", but

the combination "Jim ""Smith" is "Jim Smith".

Using scanf
( )

*

Let's move from output to input and examine the scanf( ) function. The C library

contains several input functions, and scanl'i ) is the most general of them, for it can read

a variety of formats. Of course, input from the keyboard is text because the keys

generate text characters: letters, digits, and punctuation. When we desire to enter, say,

the integer 2002, we type the characters 2, 0, 0, and 2. If we want to store those

characters as a numerical value rather than as a string, our program has to convert the

string input to a numerical value—which is the job of scanf( ). Scanf( ) converts string

input into various forms: integers, floating-point numbers, characters, and C strings. It's

the inverse of printf! ), which converts integers, floating-point numbers, characters, and

C strings to text to be displayed on the screen.

Like printf i ), scanff ) uses a control string followed by a list of arguments. The control

string indicates into which formats the input is to be converted. The chief difference

between these two functions is in the argument list. Printf( ) uses variable names,

constants, and expressions. Scanff ) uses pointers to variables. Fortunately, we don't

have to know anything about pointers to use the function. Just remember these two

rules:

1 . If you wish to read in a value for one of the basic variable types discussed, precede

the variable name with &.

2. If you wish to read in a value for a string variable, don't use &.

Listing 4.15 illustrates these rules.
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input.

c

l

/* i npu t

.

c--when to use S */

^include <stdio.h>
mainO
{

• • *.- a ic int age;
Listing 4.15 ,

.

r float assets;
char petC30D;

pri nt f( "Enter your age, assets, and favorite pet.\n");
scanf("%d %f". Sage, Sassets); /* use the 8 here */

scanf("%s", pet); /* no 8 for char array */

printf("%d $ % . f %s\n ", age, assets, pet);
}

The following is a sample exchange:

Enter your age, assets, and favorite pet.

82

8345245.19 rhino

82 $8345245 rhino

Scanf( ) uses whitespace (blanks, tabs, and spaces) to decide how to divide the input

into separate fields. It matches up consecutive conversion specifications to consecutive

fields, skipping over the whitespace in between. Note how we spread our input over two

lines. We could just as well have used one or five lines, as long as we had at least one

newline, space, or tab between each entry. The only exception to this rule is when using

the %c specification, which reads the very next character, even if it is whitespace. We
return to this topic shortly.

The scanf( ) function uses pretty much the same set of conversion-specification charac-

ters as printf( ) does. Table 4.4 lists the main conversion specifiers as described in

ANSI C. You can also use modifiers in these conversion specifiers. These modifiers go

between the percent sign and the conversion letter, and if you use more than one in a

specifier, they should appear in the same order as shown in Table 4.5.

Table 4.4 ANSI C Conversion Specifiers for scanf( )

Conversion Meaning

Specifier

%c Interpret input as a character

%d Interpret input as a signed decimal integer

%e, %f, %g Interpret input as a floating-point number

%E, ^G Interpret input as a floating-point number

%i Interpret input as a signed decimal integer

%o Interpret input as a signed octal integer

%p Interpret input as a pointer
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*

%s Interpret input as a string; input begins with the

first non-whitespace character and proceeds to the

first whitespace character

%u Interpret input as an unsigned decimal integer

%x, %X Interpret input as a signed hexadecimal integer

Table 4.5 scanf( ) Conversion Modifiers

Modifier Meaning

* Suppress assignment (see rest of chapter for fuller description).

Example: %*d

integer-string The maximum field width. Input stops when the maximum field

width is reached or when the first whitespace character is encountered,

whichever comes first. Example: %10s

h, 1, or L %hd and %hi indicate the value will be stored in a short int. %ho,

%hx. and %hu indicate the value will be stored in an unsigned

short int. %ld and %Ii indicate the value will be stored in a long.

%lo. %Ix, and %lu indicate the value will be stored in unsigned

long. %le, %lf, and %lg indicate the value will be stored in type

double. Using L instead of I with e, f, and g indicates the value will

be stored in type long double. In the absence of these modifiers,

d, i, o, and x indicate type int: e, f. and g indicate type float.

As you can see. the use of conversion specifiers can become involved, and there are

other features that we have omitted. Such features primarily facilitate reading selected

data from highly formatted sources, such as punched cards or other data records. Since

we use scant'! ) here primarily as a convenient means for feeding data interactively to a

program, we don't discuss these features.

The scanf( ) View of Input

V

Let's look in more detail at how scant! ) reads input. Suppose you use a %d specifier to

read an integer. Scanfl ) begins reading input one character at a time. As mentioned, it

skips over whitespace characters (spaces, tabs, and newlines) until it finds a non-

whitespace character. Because it is attempting to read an integer, scanf! ) expects to

find digit characters or, perhaps, a sign. If it finds a digit or a sign, it saves it and then

reads the next character. If that next character is a digit, it saves it and reads the next

character. Scant! ) continues reading and saving characters until it encounters a non-

digit. It then concludes it has reached the end of the integer. Scanfl ) then places the

nondigit back into the input. This means the next time the program goes to read input, it

will start at that character. Meanwhile, scanfl ) computes the numerical value that

corresponds to the digits it read and places that value in the specified variable. If you use

a field width, scanf! ) halts at the field end or at the first whitespace. whichever comes

first.
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What it the first non-whitespace character is, say, an A instead of a digit? Then scant! )

stops and places the character back into the input. No value is assigned to the specified

variable, and the next time the program reads input, it begins at the A again. If all your

program has are %d specifiers. scanf( ) will never get past that A. Also, if you use a

scanfl ) statement with several specifiers, ANSI C requires the function to stop reading

input at the first failure.

Reading input using the other numeric specifiers works much the same as the %d case.

The main difference is that scanf( ) may recognize more characters as being part of the

number. For instance, the %\ specifier requires that scanf( ) recognize the hexadecimal

digits a-f and A-F. Floating-point specifiers require scanfl ) to recognize decimal

points and E-notation.

If you use a 9cs specifier, any character other than whitespace is acceptable. So scanfl )

skips whitespace to the first non-whitespace character, then saves up non-whitespace

characters until encountering whitespace again. Therefore, %s results in scanfl ) read-

ing a single word, that is, a string with no whitespace in it. If you use a field width.

scanf( ) stops at the end of the field or at the first whitespace. You can't use the field

width to make scanfl ) read more than one word for one %s specifier. One final point:

When scanfl ) places the string in the designated array, it adds the terminal ' \0
' to

convert the input to a C string.

If you use a %c specifier, all input characters are fair game. If the next input character

is a space or a newline, then a space or a newline is assigned to the indicated variable:

whitespace is not skipped. One subtle point: If %c is preceded by a space in the format

string, scanfl ) skips to the first non-whitespace character. Thus, the command
scanfl" %c", &ch) reads the first character encountered in input, and scanfl" 9cc",

&ch) reads the first non-whitespace character encountered.

Actually, scanfl ) is not the most commonly used input function in C. It is featured here

because of its versatility; it can read all the different data types. C has several other input

functions such as getchar( ) and gets! ) that are better suited for specific tasks, for

example, reading single characters or reading strings containing spaces. We cover some

of these functions in Chapters 7, 11, and 12. In the meantime, if we need an integer or

decimal fraction or a string, we can use scanfl ).

The scanf( ) Return Value

The scanfl ) function returns the number of items it successfully reads. If it reads no

items, which occurs if you type in a nonnumeric string when the function expects a

number, then scanfl ) returns the value 0. It returns EOF if it detects the condition

known as end offile. EOF is a special value defined in the stdio.h file. Typically, a

#define directive gives EOF the value -1 . We discuss EOF in Chapter 6 and make use

of the return value later in the book.

The * Modifier with printf
( ) and scanf

( )

Both printfl ) and scanfl ) can use * to modify the meaning of a specifier, but the) do

so in dissimilar fashions. First, we examine * with printfl ).
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Suppose that you don't want to commit yourself to a field width in advance but that you

want the program to specify it. You can accomplish this task by using * instead of a

number for the field width, although you also have to use an argument to tell what the

field width should be. That is, if you have the conversion specifier %*d, the argument

list should include a value for * and a value for d. The technique also can be used with

floating-point values to specify the precision as well as the field width. Listing 4.16 is a

short example.

vorwid.c

Listing 4.16

I* varwid.c— uses variable-width output field */

^include <stdio.h>
mai n(

)

{

unsigned width, precision;
int number = 256;
double weight = 242.5;

printfC'What field width?\n">;
scanf("%d", Swidth);
printf("The number is :%*d:\n", width, number);
printf("Now enter a width and a preci si on : \n" )

;

scanf("%d %d", Swidth, &precision);
pri nt f ( "Wei ght = %*.*f\n", width, precision, weight);

The variable width provides the field width, and number is the number to be printed.

Because the * precedes the d in the specifier, width comes before number in the

argument list. Similarly, width and precision provide the formatting information for

printing weight. Here is a sample run:

What field width?
6

The number is : 256:

Now enter a width and a precision:
8 3

Weight = 243.500

In this run we answered the first question with 6, so that was the field width used.

Similarly, our second reply produced a width of 8 with 3 digits to the right of the

decimal. More generally, a program can decide on values for these variables after

looking at the value of weight.

The * serves quite a different purpose for scanf( ). When placed between the % and the

specifier letter, it causes that function to skip over corresponding input. Listing 4.17

provides an example. This scant! ) instruction says, "Skip two integers and copy the

third into n."
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skip2.c

/* ski p2

.

c--ski ps over first two integers of input */

^include <stdio.h>
mai n( )

Listing 4.17 <

i n t n ;

printff." Please enter three integers:\n");
scanf("%*d %*d %d", 8n);
printfC'The Last integer was %d\n", n);

Here is a sample run:

Please enter three integers:

445 345 1212

The Last integer was 1212

This skipping facility is useful, for example, if a program needs to read just certain items

from a file that has data arranged in a standard format.

4.5 Usage Tips

Specifying fixed field widths is useful when you want to print columns of data. Since

the default field width is simply the width of the number, the repeated use of, for

example:

printf("%d %d %d\n", vail, val2, val3);

produces ragged columns if the numbers in a column have different sizes. For example,

the output may look like the following:

12 234 1222

4 5 23

22334 2322 10001

(This output assumes that the value of the variables has been changed between print

statements.)

The output can be cleaned up using a sufficiently large fixed field width. For example:

printf("%9d %9d %9d\n", vaL1, val2, val3);

yields:
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12 234 1222

4 5 23

22334 2322 10001

Leaving a blank between one conversion specification and the next ensures that one

number will never run into the next, even if it overflows its own field. This situation

occurs because the regular characters in the control string, including spaces, are printed

out.

On the other hand, if a number is to be embedded in a phrase, it often is convenient to

specify a field as small or smaller than the expected number width. This situation makes

the number fit in without unnecessary blanks. For example:

printf ("Count Beppo ran %.2f miles in 3 hours. \n", distance);

may produce:

Count Beppo ran 10.22 mites in 3 hours.

On the other hand, changing the conversion specification to %10.2f gives:

Count Beppo ran 10.22 miles in 3 hours.

4.6 Summary

A string is a series of characters treated as a unit. In C, strings are terminated by the null

character, which is the character whose ASCII code is 0. Strings can be stored in

character arrays. An array is a series of items, or elements, all of the same type. To

declare an array called name and having 30 elements of type char, use:

char nameC30D;

Be sure to allot a number of elements sufficient to hold the entire string, including the

null character. String constants are represented by enclosing the string in double quota-

tion marks, for example: "This is an example of a string."

The strlen( ) function can be used to find the length of a string (not counting the

terminating null character). Scanf( ), when used with the %s specifier, can be used to

read in single-word strings.

The C preprocessor searches a source code program for preprocessor directives, which

begin with the # symbol, and acts on these directives before the program is compiled.

The #include directive causes the processor to add the contents of another file to your

file at the location of the directive. The #define directive lets you establish manifest

constants, that is, symbolic representations for constants.

The printf( ) and scanf( ) functions provide versatile support for input and output. Each

uses a control string containing embedded conversion specifiers that indicate the num-
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her and type of data items to be read or printed. Also, you can use the conversion

specifiers to control the appearance of the output: field widths, decimal places, and

placement within a field.

Review Questions

1 . Run Listing 4. 1 again, but this time give your first and last name when it asks you for

your first name. What happens? Why?

2. Assuming that each of the following examples is part of a complete program, what will

each one print?

a. printf("He sold the painting for $%2.2f.\n", 2.345e2);

b. print f ("%c%c%c\n", ' H', 105, ' \41*>;

c. fldefine Q His Hamlet was funny without being vulgar.
printf("%s\nhas %d characters. \n", Q, strlen(Q));

d. printfC'Is %2.2e the same as %2.2f?\n", 1201.0, 1201.0);

3. In Question 2c, what changes can we make so that string Q is printed out enclosed in

quotation marks?

4. Find the errors in the following program:

define B booboo
define X 10

mai n(

)

{

i n t age;

char name;

pri ntf

(

"Please enter your first name.");
scanf("%s", name)

printfCAll right, %c, what's your age?\n", name);
scanf("%f", age);

xp = age + X;

printf ("That ' s a %s! You must be at least %d.\n", B, xp);

>

5. Suppose a program starts like the following:

^define BOOK "War and Peace"

main( )

{

float cost =12.99;

float percent = 80.0;
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Now construct a printf( ) statement that uses BOOK and cost to print the following:

This copy of "War and Peace" sells for $12.99.

That is 80% of list.

6. What conversion specification can you use to print each of the following?

a. A decimal integer with a field width equal to the number of digits

b. A hexadecimal integer in the form 8A in a field width of 4

c. A floating-point number in the form 232.346 with a field width of 10

d. A floating-point number in the form 2.33e+002 with a field width of 12

e. A string that is left-justified in a field of width 30

7. What conversion specification can you use to print each of the following?

a. An unsigned long integer in a field width of 15

b. A hexadecimal integer in the form 0x8a in a field width of 4

c. A floating-point number in the form 2.33E+002 that is left-justified in a field width

of 12

d. A floating-point number in the form +232.346 in a field width of 10

e. The first eight characters of a string in a field eight characters wide

8. What conversion specification can you use to print each of the following?

a. A decimal integer having a minimum of four digits in a field width of 6

b. An octal integer in a field whose width will be given in the argument list

c. A character in a field width of 2

d. A floating-point number in the form +3.13 in a field width equal to the number of

characters in the number

e. The first five characters in a string that is left-justified in a field width of 7

9. For each of the following input lines, provide a scanf'l ) statement to read it. Also

declare any variables or arrays used in the statement.

a. 101

b. 22.3 28.34E-09

c. Chelsea

d. catch 22

e. catch 22 (but skip over catch)
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1 0. What is whitespace?

1 1 . Suppose you would rather use parentheses than braces in your programs. How well do

the following statements work?

fldefine ( {

tfdefine ) >

Programming Exercises

1 . Write a program that asks for your first name, then your last name, and then prints the

names in the format last, first.

2. Write a program that requests your first name and does the following with it:

a. Prints it enclosed in double quotation marks

b. Prints it in a field 20 characters wide, with the entire in quotation marks.

c. Prints it at the left end of a field 20 characters wide, with the entire field enclosed in

quotation marks.

d. Prints it in a field 3 characters wider than the name.

3. Write a program that reads in a floating-point number, then prints it in decimal-point

notation, then in exponential notation. Have the output use the following formats:

a. The input is 21.3 or 2.1e + 001.

b. The input is +21.290 or 2.129E+001.

4. Write a program that requests your height in inches and your name, and then displays

the information in the following form:

Dabney, you are 6.208 feet tall.

Hint: Use type float, and use / for division.

/5. Write a program that requests the user's first name and last name. Have it print the

entered names on one line and the number of letters in each name on the following line.

Have each letter count aligned with the end of the corresponding name, as in the

following:

Melissa Honeybee

7 8

Then have it print the same information, but with the counts aligned with the beginning

of each name:

Melissa Honeybee

7 8
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n Chapters 3 and 4 we talked about the kinds of data that C recognizes and

about data input/output. Now we look at ways to process the data. C offers

many possibilities. We start with basic arithmetic: addition, subtraction,

multiplication, and division. To make our programs more interesting and

useful, we first look at loops.

5. 7 Introducing Loops

Listing 5. 1 calculates the length in inches of a foot that wears a men's size 9 shoe. The

program uses multiplication and addition. It takes your shoe size (if you wear a size 9)

and tells you how long your foot is in inches. You may say to yourself that you could

solve this problem by hand more quickly than you could type the program. That's a

shoes 1 .c

Listing 5.

1

/* shoesl . c— conver ts

^include <stdio.h>
fldefine OFFSET 7.64
tfdefine SCALE 0.325
mainO
{

float shoe, foot;

a shoe size to inches */

shoe = 9.0;
foot = SCALE*shoe + OFFSET;
printf ( "Shoe size (men's) foot lengthW);
printf ( "%10.1 f %15.2f inchesW, shoe, foot);

shoe2.c

/* shoe2.c calculate foot lengths for several sizes */

^include <stdio.h>
fldefine OFFSET 7.64
^define SCALE 0.325
mai n( )

{

Listing 5.2 float shoe, foot;

printfC'Shoe Size (men's) Foot LengthW);
shoe = 3.0;
while (shoe < 18.5) /* starting the while loop */

< /* start of block */

foot = SCALE*shoe + OFFSET;
printf ("%10.1 f %15.2f inchesW, shoe, foot);
shoe = shoe + 1.0;

> /* end of block */

printfC'If the shoe fits, wear it.W);
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good point. It is a waste of time and effort to produce a one-shot program that calculates

only one shoe size. We could make this program more useful by writing it as an

interactive program, but that still barely taps the computer's potential.

What we need is some way to instruct the computer to perform repetitive calculations

for a succession of shoe sizes. C offers several methods to accomplish this, and we

outline one here. This approach, called a while loop, enables us to make a more

interesting exploration of operators. Listing 5.2 presents our improved shoe-sizing

program.

Here is a condensed version of the output:

Shoe Size (men's) Foot Length

3.0 8.61 inches

4.0 8.94 inches

17.0 13.16 inches

18.0 13.49 inches

If the shoe fits, wear it.

(Incidentally, the constants for this conversion were obtained during an incognito visit

to a shoe store. The only shoe-sizer left lying around was for men's sizes. Those of you

interested in women's sizes will have to make your own visit to a shoe store.)

The following is how the while loop works. When the program first reaches the while

statement, it checks to see if the condition within parentheses is true or not. In this case,

the expression is the following:

shoe < 18.5

The < symbol means "less than." The variable shoe was initialized to 3.0. which

certainly is less than 18.5— therefore the condition is true. In this case the program

proceeds to the next statement, which converts the size to inches. Then it prints out the

results. The set of braces ({ }) delimits the while loop. The statements between the two

braces are the ones that may be repeated. The section of program between and including

the braces is called a block. The next statement:

shoe = shoe + 1.0;

increases shoe by 1.0, making it 4.0. At this point the program returns to the while

portion to check the condition because the closing brace (}) marks the end of the loop.

The value 4 is less than 18.5, so the while loop cycle is repeated. (In computerese, the

program is said to loop through these statements.) This activity continues until shoe

reaches a value of 19.0, at which time the condition

shoe < 18.5
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becomes false, since 19.0 is not less than 18.5. When this situation occurs, control

passes to the next statement following the while loop, in this case, the final printf( )

statement.

You can modify this sample program to perform other conversions. For example, if you

change SCALE to 1.8 and OFFSET to 32.0 and alter the printed message, you have a

program that converts Centigrade to Fahrenheit. If you change SCALE to 0.6214 and

OFFSET to and alter the printed message, you convert kilometers to miles. And so

on.

The while loop provides a convenient, flexible means of controlling a program. Let's

now turn to the fundamental operators that we can use in our programs.

5.2 Fundamental Operators

C uses operators to represent arithmetic operations. For example, the + operator causes

the two values flanking it to be added together. Let's look at operators you can use for

basic arithmetic: =, +, -, *, and /. (Note: C does not have an exponentiating operator. In

Chapter 9, we present a function to accomplish this task.)

Assignment Operator: =

In C, = does not mean "equals." Instead, it is a value-assigning operator and is called the

assignment operator. The statement

bmw = 2002;

assigns the value 2002 to the variable named bmw. That is, the item to the left of the =

sign is the name of a variable, and the item on the right is the value of the variable.

Again, don't think of the line as saying, "bmw equals 2002." Instead, read it as "assign

the value 2002 to the variable bmw." The action reads from right to left for this

operator.

Perhaps this distinction between the variable name and the variable value seems like

hair-splitting, but consider the following common type of computer statement:

i =i + 1

;

As mathematics, it makes no sense. If you add one to a finite number, the result isn't

equal to the number you started with. But as a computer assignment statement, it is

perfectly reasonable: "Find the value of the variable whose name is i; to that value, add

1, then assign this new value to the variable whose name is i." See Figure 5.1.

A statement such as

2002 = bmw;
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Figure 5.

1

The statement

i = U 1;

makes no sense in C because 2002 is just a number. You can't assign a value to a

constant: it already is its value. Therefore, remember that the item to the left of an =

must be the variable name. Actually, the lefthand side must refer to a storage location.

The simplest method is to use the name of a variable, but as we discuss later, a "pointer"

can be used to point to a location. More generally. ANSI C uses the term modifiable

lvalue to label those entities to which you can assign values. "Modifiable lvalue" is not.

perhaps, the most intuitive phrase you've encountered, so let's look at some definitions.

Some Terminology: Objects, Lvalues, and Operands

An object is a general term for a region of data storage that can be used to represent

values. For instance, the data storage used to hold a variable or an array is an object.

ANSI C uses the term lvalue to mean a name or expression that identifies a particular

object. The name of a variable or an array, for instance, is an lvalue. Therefore, object

refers to the actual data storage, and lvalue is a label used to identify, or locate, that

storage.

Not all objects can have their values changed, so ANSI C uses the term modifiable

lvalue to identify objects whose values can be changed. Thus, the lefthand side of an

assignment operator should be a modifiable lvalue. Indeed, the / in lvalue comes from

/eft. for modifiable lvalues can be used on the lefthand side of assignment operators.

golf.c

Listing 5.3

/* golf.c— golf tournament score card */

#include <stdio.h>
mai n( )

{

int jane, tarzan, cheeta;

cheeta = tarzan = jane = 68;
printfC" cheeta tarzan jane\n");
pri nt f

( "Fi rst round score XU6 %8d %8d\n" , cheeta , tarzan,

j a n e ) ;
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The proper term for what we have called an "item" (as in "the item to the left of the =")

is the operand, which are what operators operate on. For example, you can describe

eating a hamburger as applying the "eat" operator to the "hamburger" operand. Or you

can say the left operand of the = operator shall be a modifiable lvalue.

The basic C assignment operator is a little flashier than those of most other program-

ming languages. Try the short program in Listing 5.3.

Many languages would balk at the triple assignment made in this program, but C
accepts it routinely. The assignments are made right to left; first jane gets the value 68,

then tarzan does, and finally cheeta does. Thus, the output is the following:

cheeta tarzan jane

First round score 68 68 68

C has several other assignment operators that work differently from the one described

here; we discuss these in Chapter 6.

Addition Operator: +

The addition operator (+) causes the two values on either side of it to be added

together. For example, the following statement:

printf ("%d", 4 + 20);

causes the number 24 to be printed, not the expression 4 + 20.

The operands can be variables as well as constants. Thus, the statement:

income = salary + bribes;

causes the computer to look up the values of the two variables on the right, add them,

and assign this total to the variable income. The + operator is termed a binary or dyadic

operator, meaning that it takes two operands.

Subtraction Operator: -

The subtraction operator (-) causes the number after the - sign to be subtracted from

the number before the sign. The following statement:

takehome = 224.00 - 24.00;

assigns the value 200.0 to takehome.

Sign Operators: - and +

The - sign is also used to indicate or change the algebraic sign of a value. For instance,

the following sequence:
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rocky = -12;

smokey = -rocky;

gives smokey the value 12. When - is used in this manner, it is called a unary operator,

meaning that it takes just one operand. See Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2

Unary and binary

operators

binary

36-12

unary

-16

both

-(12-20)

value is 24

two operands

value is -16

one operand

two operands

one operand

value is 8

The ANSI standard adds a unary + operator to C. It doesn't alter the value or sign of its

operand; it simply lets you use statements such as the following:

dozen = +12;

without getting a compiler complaint. Formerly, this construction was not allowed.

Multiplication Operator: *

The multiplication operator is indicated by the * symbol. The statement

cm = 2.54 * in;

multiplies the variable in by 2.54 and assigns the answer to cm.

C doesn't have a squaring function, but as shown in Listing 5.4, we can use multiplica-

tion to calculate squares.
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squares.

c

Listing 5.4

/* squares.c— produces a table of first 20 squares */

#include <stdio.h>
main ( )

i nt num = 1 ;

while ( num < 21)

pri nt f
( "%10d %10d\n", num, num * num);

num = num + 1 ;

}

This program prints out the first 20 integers and their squares, as you can verify for

yourself.

Exponential Growth

You probably have heard the story of the powerful ruler who seeks to reward a scholar

who has done him a great service. When the scholar is asked what he would like, he

points to a chessboard and says, "Just one grain of wheat on the first square, two on the

second, four on the third, eight on the next, and so on." The ruler, lacking mathematical

erudition, is astounded at the modesty of this request, for he had been prepared to offer

great riches. The joke, of course, is on the ruler, as the program in Listing 5.5 shows.

wheat, c

Listing 5.5

I* squares on a checkerboard */

/* US wheat crop in grains */

/* wheat. c

—

exponential growth */

# i nc I ude <stdio.h>
tfdefine SQUARES 64

tfdefine CROP 7E14
ma i n( )

{

double current, total;
int count = 1 ;

pri nt f

(

"Square Grains Added
printfC" Fraction of \n");

printf ("

printfC'US Total\n");
total = current = 1.0; /*start with one grain *

/

printf("%4d %15.2e %13.2e %13.2e\n", count, current,
total, total/CROP);

while ( count < SQUARES )

{

count = count + 1;

current = 2.0 * current; /*double grains on next square*/

Total Grains ");
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total = total + current; /* update total */

Listing 5.5 printf("%4d %15.2e %13.2e %13.2e\n", count, current,
(cont'd.) total, tot a I / CROP ) ;

>

>

This program calculates how many grains go on each square and keeps a running total.

Since you may not be up-to-date on wheat crops, we also compare the running total to a

rough estimate of the annual wheat crop in the United States.

The output begins innocuously enough:

ua re Grains Added Total Grains Fraction of

US Total

1 1 .00e+000 1 .00e+000 1 .43e-015

2 2.00e+000 3.00e+000 4.29e-015

3 4.00e+000 7.00e+000 1 .00e-014

4 8.00e+000 1 .50e+001 2.14e-014
5 1 .60e+001 3.10e+001 4.43e-014
6 3.20e+001 6.30e+001 9.00e-014
7 6.40e+001 1 .27e + 002 1 .81e-013

8 1 .28e+002 2.55e+002 3.64e-013
9 2.56e+002 5.11e+002 7.30e-013

10 5.12e+002 1 .02e+003 1 .46e-012

After 10 squares, the scholar acquires just a little over a thousand grains of wheat. But

look what happens by square 50:

50 5.63e+014 1.13e+015 1.61e+000

The haul has exceeded the total U.S. annual output! If you want to see what happens by

the 64th square, you will have to run the program yourself. This example illustrates the

phenomenon of exponential growth.

Division Operator: /

C uses the / symbol to represent the division operator. The value to the left of the / is

divided by the value to the right, for example:

four = 12.0/3.0;

gives four the value of 4.0. Division works differently for integer types than it does for

floating-point types. Floating-point type division gives a floating-point answer: integer

division yields an integer answer. An integer has to be a whole number, which makes
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dividing 5 by 3 awkward, since the answer isn't a whole number. In C, any fraction

resulting from integer division is discarded. This process is called truncation.

divide.

Listing 5.6

I* di vi de . c--di vi si ons we have known */

#include <stdio.h>
ma i n( )

<

pr i ntf

(

"Integer division: 5/4 is %d \n", 5/4);
pr i nt f

(
" I nt eger division: 6/3 is %d \n", 6/3);

printfC Integer division: 7/4 is % d \n", 7/4);
pri ntf ( "F Loat ing division: 7.1k. is %1.2f \n", 7./4.);
printf( "Mixed division: 7./4 is % 1 . 2 f \n", 7 . / 4 ) ;

Try the program in Listing 5.6 to see how truncation works and how integer division

differs from floating-point division.

Note that we also include a case of "mixed types" by having a real number divided by

an integer. C is a more forgiving language than some and will let you get away with this

activity, although normally you should avoid mixing types. The results follow:

Integer division:

Integer division:

Integer division:

F Loat i ng di vi sion :

Mi xed di vi si on

:

5/4 is 1

6/3 is 2

7/4 is 1

7./4. is 1.75

7./4 is 1 .75

Notice how integer division does not round to the nearest integer but always truncates.

Also notice that when we mix integers with floating-point numbers, the answer is the

same as the floating-point answer. When a calculation mixes both integer and floating-

point types, the integer is converted to floating point before division.

The properties of integer division are quite handy for some problems. We present an

example shortly; first we must discuss what happens when you combine more than one

operation into one statement.

Operator Precedence

Consider the following line:

butter = 25.0 + 60.0 * n / SCALE;

This statement includes addition, multiplication, and division. Which operation takes

place first? Is 25.0 added to 60.0, the result of 85.0 then multiplied by n, and that result

then divided by SCALE? Or is 60.0 multiplied by n, the result added to 25.0, and that
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answer divided by SCALE? Or is it some other order? Let's take n to be 6.0 and

St" \LE to be 2.0. If you work through the statement using these values, you find that

the first approach yields a value of 255, and the second approach gives 192.5. A C
program, on the other hand, gives a value of 205.0.

Clearly the order of executing the various operations can make a difference, so C needs

unambiguous rules for choosing which to perform first. Therefore, C assigns each

operator a precedence level. Multiplication and division have a higher precedence than

addition and subtraction, so they are performed first. If the operators of equal

precedence share an operand, they are executed according to the order in which they

occur in the statement. For most operators, the order is from left to right. (The =

operator is an exception.) Therefore, in the statement:

butter = 25.0 + 60.0 * n / SCALE;

the order of operations is the following:

60.0 * n The first * or / in the statement, then (assuming n = 6

so that 60.0 * n = 360.0)

360.0 SCALE The second * or / in the statement, and finally (since

SCALE = 2.0)

25.0 + 180 The first + or - in the statement to yield 205.0

Many people like to represent the order of evaluation with a type of diagram called an

expression tree. Figure 5.3 is an example of such a diagram, and it shows how the

original expression is reduced by steps to a single value.

sea I e = 2 ;

n = 6;
25.0+60.0*n/scale;

Figure 5.3

Expression trees

showing operators,

operands, and
order of evaluation

1 +
1

25.0

scale

1 *

60.0 n

p 205.0
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If you want, say, an addition to take place before a division, then you can modify the

statement by adding parentheses:

flour = (25.0 + 60.0 * n) / SCALE;

Whatever is enclosed in parentheses is executed first. Within the parentheses, the

general rules hold. For this example, the multiplication takes place first, then the

addition. Only then is the result divided by SCALE.

Table 5. 1 summarizes the rules for operators we've used so far. (Appendix B contains a

table covering all operators.) Notice that the two uses of the minus sign have different

precedences, as do the two uses of the plus sign. The associativity column tells us how

an operator associates with its operands. For example, the unary minus sign associates

with the quantity to its right, and in division the left operand is divided by the right.

A Table 5.1 Operators in Order of Decreasing Precedence

Operators Associativity

() Left to right

+, -(unary) Left to right

*,/ Left to right

+, - (binary) Left to right

= Right to left

Precedence and the Order of Evaluation

Operator precedence provides vital rules for determining the order of evaluation in an

expression, but it doesn't necessarily determine the complete order. C leaves some

choices up to the implementor. Consider this statement:

y = 6 * 12 + 5 * 20;

Precedence tells us how to establish the order of evaluation when two operators share an

operand. For example, the 12 is an operand for both the * and the + operators, and

precedence tells us multiplication comes first. Similarly, precedence tells us that the 5 is

to be multiplied, not added. In short, the multiplications 6 * 12 and 5 * 20 take place

before any addition. What precedence does not establish is which of these two multi-

plications occurs first. C leaves that choice to the implementor, because one choice may
be more efficient for one kind of hardware, and the other choice may work better on

another kind of hardware. In either case, the expression reduces to 72 + 100, so the

choice doesn't affect the final value for this particular example.

"But." you say, "multiplication associates from left to right. Doesn't that mean the

leftmost multiplication is performed first?" Let's discuss it. The association rule applies

for operators that share an operand. For instance, in the expression 12 / 3 * 2 the / and *

operators, which have the same precedence, share the operand 3. Thus the left-to-right

rule applies in this case, so the expression reduces to 4 * 2, or 8. (Going from right to left
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gi\cs 12 / 6. or 2. Here the choice does matter.) In the previous example, the two *

operators did not share a common operand, so the left-to-right rule did not apply.

Trying the Rules

Lets try out these rules on a more complex example. See Listing 5.7.

/* rules, c— precedence test */

^include <stdio.h>

Listing 5.7 main()
{

int top, score;
top = score = -(2 + 5 ) * 6 + (4 + 3 * ( 2 + 3));
printfC'top = Xd \n", top);

>

What value will this program print out? Figure it out. then run the program or read the

following description to check your answer.

First, parentheses have the highest precedence. Whether the parentheses in -(2 + 5) * 6

or in (4 + 3 * (2 + 3)) are evaluated first depends on the implementation, as just

discussed. Either choice leads to the same result for this example, so let's take the left

one first. The high precedence of parentheses means for the subexpression -(2 + 5) * 6.

we evaluate (2 + 5) first, obtaining 7. Next, we apply the unary minus operator to 7 to

obtain -7. The expression now reads as follows:

top = score = -7*6 + (4 + 3*(2 + 3))

The next step is to evaluate 2 + 3. The expression then becomes:

top = score = -7*6 + (4 + 3*5)

Since * has priority over +, the next expression becomes the following:

top = score = -7*6 + (4 + 15)

and then:

top = score = -7*6 + 19

Multiply -7 by 6, and you get this expression:

top - score = -42 + 19

Addition makes it:

top = score = -23
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Now score is assigned the value -23, and finally, top gets the value -23. Remember that

the = operator associates from right to left.

5.3 Some Additional Operators

C has about 40 operators, but some are used much more than others. The ones just

covered are the most common, and here we add four more useful operators to the list.

The sizeof Operator

Listing 5.8

We've used this operator already in Chapter 3. To review, sizeof returns the size, in

bytes, of its operand. The operand can be a specific data object such as the name of a

variable, or it can be a type. If it is a name type, the operand should be enclosed in

parentheses. For instance, the example in Listing 5.8 shows both forms.

sizeof.

/* sizeof. c— size of operator */

#include <stdio.h>
ma i n( )

{

i n t n ;

printf("n has %d bytes; all ints have %d bytes. \n",

sizeof n, sizeof (int) );

>

Modulus Operator: %

The modulus operator (%) is used in integer arithmetic. It gives the remainder that

results when the integer to its left is divided by the integer to its right. For example, 13

% 5 (read as "13 modulo 5") has the value 3, since 5 goes into 13 twice, with a

remainder of 3. Note: This operator does not work with floating-point numbers.

At first glance, the % operator may strike you as an esoteric tool for mathematicians,

but actually it is rather practical and helpful. One common use is to help you control the

flow of a program. Suppose, for example, you are working on a bill-preparing program

that is designed to add in an extra charge every third month. To accomplish this task,

simply have the program evaluate the month number modulo 3 (that is, month % 3) and

use an "if statement" (Chapter 9) to check to see if the result is 0. If so, add in the extra

charge.

Listing 5.9 shows another use for %.
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/* mi n_sec

.

c--convert s seconds to minutes and seconds */

#include <stdio.h>
#define SEC_PER_HIN 60 /* seconds in a minute */

mai n( )

(

int sec, min, left;

Listing 5.9
printfC Convert seconds to minutes and seconds! \n");
pri nt f

(

"Enter number of seconds you wish to conve rt . \n" )

;

scanf("%d", &sec); /* number of seconds is read in */

min = sec / SEC_PER_MIN;
/* truncated number of minutes */

left = sec % SEC_PER_MIN;
/* number of seconds left over */

printfC'Xd seconds is %d minutes, %d seconds. \n", sec,
min, left);

Here is a sample output:

Convert seconds to minutes and seconds!

Enter number of seconds you wish to convert.

234

234 seconds is 3 minutes, 54 seconds.

One problem with this interactive program is that it processes just one input value. Can

you figure out a way to have the program prompt you repeatedly for new input values?

We return to this problem in this chapter's "Review Questions" (Question 4).

Listing 5.10

/* add_one.c— incrementing: prefix and postfix */

#include <stdio.h>
mainO
{

int ultra = 0, super = 0;

while ( super < 5

)

i

super++;
++ultra;
printf ("super = %d, ultra = % d \n", super, ultra);

>
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The Incrementing Operator: ++

The increment operator (++) increments (increases) the value of its operand by one.

The operator comes in two varieties: The ++ may come before the affected variable,

which is the prefix mode; the ++ may come after the affected variable, which is the

postfix mode. The two modes differ with regard to the precise time the incrementing

takes place. We look at the similarities first and then return to the difference. The short

example in Listing 5.10 shows how the increment operators work. A sample run

produces the following:

super = 1, ultra = 1

super = 2, ultra = 2

super = 3, ultra = 3

super = 4, ultra = 4

super = 5, ultra = 5

In this program we count to 5 twice and simultaneously. We confess we could have

achieved exactly the same results by replacing the two increment statements with the

following:

super = super + 1;

ultra = ultra + 1;

These are simple enough statements. Why bother creating one, let alone two, abbrevia-

tions? One reason is that the compact form makes your programs neater and easier to

follow. These operators give your programs an elegant gloss that cannot fail to please

the eye. For instance, we can rewrite part of Listing 5.2:

shoe = 3.0;

whi le (shoe < 18.5)

{

foot - SCALE*size + OFFSET;

printf ("%10.1f %20.2f inches\n", shoe, foot);

++shoe;

But we still haven't taken full advantage of the increment operator. We can shorten the

fragment this way:

shoe = 2.0;

while (++shoe < 18.5)

{

foot = SCALE*shoe + OFFSET;
printf ("%10.1f %20.2f inches\n", shoe, foot);

}

Here we have combined the incrementing process and the while comparison into one

expression. This type of construction is so common in C that it merits a closer look.

First, how does it work? Simply. The value of shoe is increased by one, then compared

to 18.5. If shoe is less than 18.5, the statements between the braces are executed once.

Then shoe is increased by one again, and the cycle is repeated until shoe exceeds 18.5.
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Note: We changed the initial value of shoe from 3.0 to 2.0 to compensate for shoe being

incremented before the first evaluation of foot. See Figure 5.4.

The incrementing process also makes your programs more compact, and more impor-

tant, it gathers in one place the two processes that control the loop. The first process is

the test: do we continue or not? In this case, the test is checking to see if the shoe size is

less than 18.5. The second process changes an element of the test; in this case, the shoe

size is increased.

Figure 5.4

Through the

loop once

while loop

shoe 2.0^.

while (++shoe < 18.5)

{
'

foot=SCALE*shoe + OFFSET;

printfC" ", shoe

>

, foot);

1. increment shoe to 3

2. evaluate test (true)

"- 3. do these statements

4. return to beginning of loop

Now suppose we forget to change the shoe size. Then shoe is always less than 18.5. and

the loop never ends. The computer churns out line after identical line, caught in an

infinite loop. Eventually, you will have to halt the program execution. Having the loop

test and the loop change at one place instead of at separate locations makes it easier to

remember to include a loop change.

Another advantage of the increment operator is that it usually produces slightly more

efficient machine language code, since it is similar to actual machine language instruc-

tions. However, as implementers produce better C compilers, this advantage may
disappear: a smart compiler will recognize that x = x + 1 can be treated the same as ++x.

Finally, the prefix and postfix increment operators have an additional feature. Try

running the program in Listing 5.11.

post_pre.c

Listing 5. 1

1

I* post_pre.c— postfix vs prefix */

#include <stdio.h>
mai n(

)

{

int a = 1, b = 1;

int aplus, plusb;
aplus = a++;
plusb = ++b;
printfC'a aplus b plusb \ n " ) ;

printf("%1d X5d X5d %5d\n", a, aplus, b, plusb);

/* postfix */

/* prefix */
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You should get the following result:

aplus

1

plusb

2

*

Both a and b are increased by 1, as promised. However, aplus has the value of a before

a changed, and plusb has the value of b after b changed. The following is the difference

between the prefix and the postfix forms:

aplus = a++; /* postfi x : a changed after its value is used */

plusb = ++b; /* pref i x: b changed before its value is used */

See Figure 5.5.

Figure 5.5

Prefix and
postfix forms

prefix
• «t

q = 2*++a;
t

postfix
t

q = 2*a++;

• *

first, increment a by 1;

then, multiply a by 2 and assign to q

first, multiply a by 2, assign to q
then, increment a by 1

When one of the increment operators is used by itself, as in a solitary ego++; statement,

it doesn't matter which form you use. The choice does matter, however, when the

operator and its operand are part of a larger expression, as in the assignment statements

just shown. In this kind of situation, you must give some thought to the result you want.

For instance, recall our use of the following:

while (++shoe < 18.5)

This statement produced a table up to men's size 18 shoes. But if we had used shoe++

instead of ++shoe. the table would have gone to size 19, since shoe would be increased

after the comparison instead of before. (Of course, you can always fall back on the less

subtle shoe = shoe + 1; statement, but then no one will believe you are a true C
programmer.) We suggest that you pay special attention to the examples of increment

operators as you read through this book. Ask yourself if we could have used either one

or if circumstances dictated a particular choice.

Counting Sheep

Do computers ever sleep? Listing 5.12 reveals what really goes on.
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sheep.

c

Listing 5.12

/* sheep.c—using the + + operator in a Loop */

^include <stdio.h>
tfdefine MAX 40

main (

)

<

int count = ;

printf ("I count sheep to go to sleep. \n");

whi Le ( + + count < MAX )

printf("%d million sheep and still not asleep. . .\n",

count);
printf("%d million sheep and zzzzzz. ...\n", count);

What would be the effect of replacing the prefix form of the increment operator with the

postfix form? Note: When you have just one statement in a while loop, you don't need

to enclose it in braces: \\ ith two or more statements, you need braces.

The Decrementing Operator: —

For each increment operator, there is a corresponding decrement operator. Instead of

++. we use - -.

— count; /* prefix form of decrement operator */

count --; /* postfix form of decrement operator */

Listing 5.13 illustrates that computers can be accomplished lyricists. Note: The >

operator stands for "is greater than." Like <. it is a "relational operator." which is

described in Chapter 6.

Listing 5.13

/* bo t t les . c--count i ng down */

^include <stdio.h>
fldefine MAX 100
mainO
i

int count = MAX + 1;

while ( --count > 0) {

printf

(

"%d bottles of beer on the wall, Xd bottles of beer!\n",
count , count )

;

pri nt f
( "Take one down and pass it around, \n");

printf("%d bottles of beer!\n\n", count-1);
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Precedence

The output begins as follows:

100 bottles of beer on the wall, 100 bottles of beer!

Take one down and pass it around,

99 bottles of beer!

99 bottles of beer on the wall, 99 bottles of beer!

Take one down and pass it around,

98 bottles of beer!

It ends this way:

1 bottles of beer on the wall, 1 bottles of beer!

Take one down and pass it around,

bottles of beer!

Apparently our program has a problem with plurals, but that can be fixed by using the

conditional operator discussed in Chapter 7.

The increment and decrement operators have a high precedence of association: Only

parentheses are ranked higher. Thus, x*y++ means (x)*(y++), not (x*y)++. (This

situation is fortunate because the letter statement is meaningless. The increment and

decrement operators affect a variable (or more generally, a modifiable lvalue), and the

combination x*y is not itself a variable, although its parts are.)

Don't confuse precedence of these two operators with the order of evaluation. Suppose

we have the following:

Y = 2;

n = 3;

nextnum = (y + n++)*6;

What value does nextnum have? Substituting in values yields the following:

nextnum = (2 + 3)*6 = 5*6 = 30

Only after n is used is it increased to 4. Precedence tells us that the ++ is attached only

to n, not to 2 + n. It also tells us when the value of n is used for evaluating the

expression, but the nature of the increment operator determines when the value of n is

changed.

When n++ is part of an expression, you can think of it as meaning "use n; then

increment it." On the other hand. ++n means "increment n; then use it."
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Don't Be Too Clever

You can get fooled if you try to do too much at once with the increment operators. For

example. \ on may think that you can improve on our program to print integers and their

squares (Listing 5.4) by replacing the while loop with this one:

while ( num < 21

)

{

pri ntf ( "%10d %10d\n", num, num*num++);

}

In this case, we print the number num. multiply it by itself to get the square, and then

increase num by one. In fact, this program may even work on some systems—but not

all. The problem is that when printf( ) retrieves the values for printing, it may evaluate

the last argument first and increment num before getting to the other argument. Thus,

instead of printing, say:

5 25

it may print:

6 25

C gives the compiler the freedom to choose which arguments in a function to evaluate

first; this freedom increases compiler efficiency but can cause trouble if you use an

increment operator on an argument.

Another possible source of trouble is a statement like the following:

ans = num/2 + 5*(1 + num++);

Again, the problem is that the compiler may not perform operations in the same order

you have in mind. You may think that it will find num/2 first, then move on. But it may
find the last term first, increase num, and use the new value in num/2. There is no

guarantee.

A third troublesome case is the following:

n = 3;

y = n++ + n++;

Certainly, n winds up larger by two after the statement is executed, but the value for y is

ambiguous. A compiler can use the old value of n twice in evaluating y. then increment

n twice. This procedure gives y the value 6 and gives n the value 5. Or it can use the old

value once, increment n once, use that value for the second n in the expression, then

increment n a second time. This procedure gives y the value 7 and n the value 5. Either

choice is allowable.

It is easy enough to avoid these problems:
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V
1 . Don't use increment or decrement operators on a variable that is part of more than

one argument of a function.

2. Don't use increment or decrement operators on a variable that appears more than

once in an expression.

5.4 Expressions and Statements

Expressions

We have been using the terms "expression" and "statement" throughout these first few

chapters, and now the time has come to study their meanings more closely. Statements

form the basic program steps of C, and most statements are constructed from expres-

sions.

An expression consists of a combination of operators and operands. (An operand, recall,

is what an operator operates on.) The simplest expression is a lone operand, and you can

build in complexity from there. Here are some expressions:

4

-6

4+21

a*(b + c/d)/20

q = 5*2

x = ++q X 3

q > 3

As you can see, the operands can be constants, variables, or combinations of the two.

Some expressions are combinations of smaller expressions, which we can call sub-

expressions. For instance, c/d is a subexpression of the fourth example.

Every Expression Has a Value

An important property ofC is that every C expression has a value. To find the value, we

perform the operations in the order dictated by operator precedence. The value of the

first few expressions is clear, but what about the ones with = signs? Those expressions

simply have the same value that the variable to the left of the = sign receives. Thus, the

expression q = 5*2 has the value 10. Such relational expressions as q > 3 have the value

1 if true and if false. Here are some expressions and their values:

Expression Value

-4 + 6 2

c = 3 + 8 11

5>3 1

6 + (c = 3 + 8) 17

The last expression looks strange, but it is perfectly legal in C, for it is simply the sum of

two subexpressions, each of which has a value.
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Statements

Statements are the primary building blocks of a program. In other words, a program is a

series of statements with punctuation. A statement is a complete instruction to the

computer. In C. statements are concluded by a semicolon. Thus:

Legs = 4

is an expression (which may be part of a larger expression ). But

legs = A

;

is a statement.

A complete instruction concludes an action. The following expression:

2 + 2

is not a complete instruction. It tells the computer to add 2 and 2. but it fails to tell the

computer what to do with the answer. However, if we sa>

:

kids = 2 + 2;

we are telling the computer to store the answer (4) in the memory location labeled kids.

With the number 4 thus disposed of. the computer can move on to the next task.

Although a statement is a complete instruction, not all complete instructions are state-

ments. Consider the following statement:

x = 6 + (y = 5);

In it. the subexpression y = 5 is a complete instruction, but it is only part of the

statement. Because a complete instruction is not necessarily a statement, a semicolon is

needed to identify instructions that truly are statements.

So far we have encountered four kinds of statements. Listing 5.14 gives a short sample

that uses all four.

Let's discuss the example. By now you are pretty familiar with the declaration state-

ment. Nonetheless, we remember that it establishes the names and tvpes of variables

and causes memory locations to be set aside for them.

*\
The assignment statement is the workhorse of most programs: it assigns a \alue to a

variable. It consists of a variable name, followed by the assignment operator i = i.

followed by an expression, followed by a semicolon. Note that the while statement

includes an assignment statement within it.

-

A function statement causes the function to do whatever it does. In our example, the

printfl ) function is invoked to print out some results.
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addemup.c

Listing 5.14

/* addemup . c--f our kinds of statements */

#include <stdio.h>
mainO /* finds sum of first 20 integers */

{

int count, sum; /* declaration statement */

count = ;

sum = 0;

whi Le ( count++ < 20 )

sum = sum + count;

/* assignment statement */

/* ditto */

/* whi le */

/* statement */

printf("sum = %d\n", sum); /* function statement */

A*

p

A while statement has three distinct parts: (1) the keyword while, (2) a test condition in

parentheses, and (3) the statement that is performed if the test is met. See Figure 5.6.

Only one statement is included in the loop. It can be a simple statement, as in this

example, in which case no braces are needed to mark it off. Or the statement can be a

compound statement, like some of our earlier examples, in which case braces are

required. We discuss compound statements in the next section.

The while statement belongs to a class of statements sometimes called structured

statements, because they possess a structure more complex than that of a simple

assignment statement. In later chapters we encounter many other kinds of structured

statements.

Compound Statements (Blocks)

A compound statement is two or more statements grouped together by enclosing them in

braces. It is also called a block, as was mentioned with regard to the while statement that

Figure 5.6

Structure of a

simple while loop

false

go to next

statement

while

loop
back

true

t

printf("Be my Valentine ! \n");
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encompassed several statements in Listing 5.2. Compare the following program frag-

ments:

/* fragment 1 */

index = 0;

while (index++ < 10 )

sam = 10*index + 2;

printf ("sam = %d\n", sam);

/* fragment 2 */

index = 0;

while (index++ < 10 )

{

sam = 10*index + 2;

printf ("sam = %d\n", sam);

}

In fragment 1. only the assignment statement is included in the while loop. (In the

absence of braces, a while statement runs from the while to the next semicolon.) The

printout will occur just once, after the loop has been completed.

In fragment 2, the braces ensure that both statements are part of the while loop, and a

printout is made each time the loop is executed. The entire compound statement is

considered to be the single statement in terms of the structure of a while statement. See

Fiaure 5.7.

Figure 5.7

While loop with

a compound
statement

note prefix notation:

fish gets incremented
before each test

calculation

true loop
back

f ood = quot a*f i sh
printf("%d M

, food, fish);
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^ Style Tips

Look again at the two while fragments described in the section "Compound Statements

(Blocks)" and notice how indentations mark off the body of the while loops. The

indentation makes no difference to the compiler, which uses the braces and its

knowledge of the structure of while loops to decide how to interpret our instructions.

The indentation is there so that we can see at a glance how the program is organized.

We have shown one popular style for positioning the braces for a compound statement.

Another common style is the following:

while ( index++ < 1 0) {

sam = 10*index + 2;

printf ("sam = %d \n" , sam);
}

This style highlights the attachment of the block to the while loop; the other style

emphasizes that the statements form a block. Again, as far as the compiler is concerned,

both forms are identical.

To sum up, use indentation as a tool to point out the structure of a program to the

reader.

5.5 Type Conversions

\

k

Statements and expressions normally use variables and constants of just one type. If,

however, you mix types, C doesn't complain the way, say, Pascal does. Instead, it uses

a set of rules to make type conversions automatically. This can be a convenience, but it

can also be a danger, especially if you are mixing types inadvertently. (The lint program

found on many UNIX systems checks for type "clashes." Many non-UNIX C compilers

report possible type problems if you select a higher "error level.") It is a good idea to

have at least some knowledge of the type conversion rules:

1 . When appearing in an expression, char and short, both signed and unsigned,

automatically are converted to int, or if necessary, to unsigned int. (If short is the

same size as int, then unsigned short is larger than int: in that case, unsigned

short is converted to unsigned int.) Because these are conversions to larger types.

they are called promotions.

2. In any operation involving two types, both values are converted to the "higher"

ranking of the two types.

3. The ranking of types, from highest to lowest, is long double, double, float,

unsigned long, long, unsigned int, and int. One possible exception is if long and

int are the same size; in this case, unsigned int outranks long. The short and char

types don't appear in this list because they would have already been promoted to

int or perhaps unsigned int.
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& 4. In an assignment statement, the final result of the calculations is converted to the

type of variable that is being assigned a value. This process can result in promotion,

as described in item 1, or demotion, in which a value is converted to a lower-rank-

ing type.

Summary: Expressions and Statements

Expressions. An expression is a combination of operators and operands. The simplest

expression is a constant or a variable with no operator, such as 22 or beebop. More

complex examples are 55 + 22 and vap = 2 * (vip + (vup = 4)).

Statements. A statement is a command to the computer. There are simple statements

and compound statements. Simple statements terminate in a semicolon, such as:

Declaration statements: int toes;

Assignment statements: toes = 12;

Function call statements: printf(" %d\n", toes);

Control statements: while ( toes < 20

)

toes = toes + 2;

Null statement: ; /* does nothing */

Compound statements, or blocks, consist of one or more statements (which themselves

can be compound) enclosed in braces. The following while statement contains an

example:

whi Le ( years < 1 00 )

{

wisdom = wisdom + 1;

printf("%d %d\n", years, wisdom);
years = yea rs + 1 ;

>

Promotion to higher-ranking type values usually is a smooth, uneventful process, but

demotion can lead to trouble. The reason: The lower-ranking type may not be large

enough to hold the complete number. For example, char variable can hold the integer

101 but not the integer 22334. When floating-point types are demoted to integer types,

they are truncated (rounded) toward zero; thus 23.12 and 23.99 are both truncated to 23

and -23.5 is truncated to -23.

Listing 5.15 illustrates how these rules work.
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con vert, c

Listing 5.15

/* convert. c automatic type conversions */

tfinclude <stdio.h>
mainO
{

char ch;

int i

;

float fl;

fl = i = ch = 'A'

printfC'ch = %c

,

ch = ch + 1

;

i = fl + 2*ch;
fl = 2.0*ch + i;

printf("ch = %c ,

ch = 5212205.17;
printf("Now ch =

i = %d, fl =

i = %d, fl

%c\n", ch);

/* line 8 */

%2.2f\n", ch, i, fl);
/* line 10 */

/* line 11 */

/* line 12 */

= %2.2f\n", ch, i, fl);
/* line 14 */

The output follows:

ch = A, i = 65, fl = 65.00

ch = B, i = 197, f I = 329.00

Now Ch :

This is what happens on our system:

Lines 8 and 9: The character ' A ' is stored as a one-byte ASCII code in ch. The

integer variable i receives the integer conversion of ' A *
, which is 65 stored as two

bytes. Finally, fl receives the floating-point conversion of 65, which is 65.00.

Lines 10 and 13: The character variable ' A ' is converted to the integer 65, which then

is added to 1. The resulting two-byte integer 66 is truncated to one byte and stored in ch.

When printed using the %c specifier. 66 is interpreted as the ASCII code for ' B '

.

Lines 1 1 and 13: The value of ch is converted to a two-byte integer (66) for multiplication

by 2. The resulting integer ( 132) is converted to floating point to be added to fl. The result

(197.00) is converted to int and stored in i.

Lines 12 and 13: The value of ch ( ' B ' . or 66) is converted to floating point for

multiplication by 2.0. The value of i (197) is converted to floating point for addition, and

the result (329.00) is stored in fl.

Lines 14 and 15: Here we try a case of demotion, setting ch equal to a rather large number.

After truncation takes place, ch winds up with the ASCII code for the hyphen character.

One other promotion may take place: To preserve numerical accuracy, K & R C
converts all float values to double when arithmetic calculations are performed. This

conversion greatly reduces roundoff error. The final answer, of course, is converted

back to float if the result is assigned to a float type. ANSI C drops this conversion as a

requirement, but it doesn't prohibit it from taking place.
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The Cast Operator

Usually it is best to steer clear of type conversions, especially of demotions. But

sometimes it is convenient to make conversions, providing you exercise care in what

you do. The type conversions we've discussed so far are done automatically. It is also

possible for you to give instructions for the precise type conversion you want. The

method is called a cast, and it consists of preceding the quantity \\ ith the name of the

desired type in parentheses. The parentheses and type name together constitute a cast

operator. The general form follows:

( type)

in which the actual type desired is substituted for the word type.

Consider the follow ing two lines, in w hich mice is an int variable:

mice = 1.6 + 1.7;

mice = (int) 1.6 + (int) 1.7;

The first example uses automatic conversion. First. 1.6 and 1.7 are added to yield 3.3.

This number is then convened through truncation to the integer 3 to match the int

variable. The second line contains two casts to type int. Here. 1.6 is converted to an

integer (1) before addition, as is 1.7, so that mice is assigned the value 1 + 1. or 2.

^ Summary: Operating in C

Assignment Operator.

= Assigns value at its right to the variable at its left.

Arithmetic Operators.

+ Adds value at its right to the value at its left.

- Subtracts value at its right from the value at its left.

- As a unary operator, changes the sign of the value at its right.

* Multiplies value at its left by the value at its right.

/ Divides value at its left by the value at its right. Answer is truncated if both

operands are integers.

9c Yields the remainder when the value at its left is divided by the value to

its right (integers only).

++ Adds 1 to the value of the variable to its right (prefix mode) or of the variable

to its left (postfix mode).

Miscellaneous Operators.

sizeof Yields the size, in bytes, of the operand to its right. The operand

can be a type specifier in parentheses, as in sizeof (float), or it
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can be the name of a particular variable, array, and so on, as

in sizeof foo.

(type) Cast operator: converts following value to the type specified by

the enclosed keyword(s). For example, (float) 9 converts the

integer 9 to the floating-point number 9.0.

5.6 Function Arguments and Type Conversions

Automatic type conversions may also take place in the arguments to a function call. By
default, type char and short values (signed or unsigned) are promoted to type int (or

unsigned int if int is not large enough) when used as an argument. Similarly, float is

promoted to double. The char and short promotions are the same as the promotions

that occur when these types appear in expressions elsewhere. However, whereas the

promotion of float to double is a general requirement under K & R C, it is required by

ANSI C only when the float value is a function argument.

While we are discussing function arguments, let's preview how to write a function that

uses an argument. (At this point, you may wish to review the butler( ) function example

near the end of Chapter 2; it shows how to write a function without an argument.)

Listing 5.16 includes a pound! ) function that prints a specified number of pound signs

(#s). The example also illustrates some points about type conversion.

/* pound

.

c--def i nes a function with an argument */

tfinclude <stdio.h>
mainO
{

int times = 5;

char ch = '!'; /* ASCII code is 33 */

f Loat f = 6.0;

Listing 5.16 pound ( t imes ) ; /* int argument */

pound(ch); /* char automatically -> int */

pound((int) f); /* cast forces f -> int */

>

pound(n) /* old-style function header */

int n; /* says pound( ) takes one type int argument */

{

while ( n-- > )

p r i n t f ( " n " ) ;

printf("\n");
}

Running the program produces this output:

UUtiUti

HuuuuuuttUMUtiMuuuttutitiuuunMHnununun

UttUUUU
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First, let's examine the function heading:

i

\

I

pound(n)

i n t n ;

If the function took no arguments, then the parentheses would be empty. Since the

function takes one argument, we include one variable name: n. You can use any name

consistent with C's naming rules. Next, on the follow ing line, we declare the type of n.

This declaration is like other declarations we've made, except it precedes the opening

brace. Argument declarations come between the function name and opening brace.

Declaring an argument creates a variable called the formal argument, or the formal

parameter. In this case, we've created a type int variable called n. Making a function

call like pound(lO) acts to assign the value 10 to n. Or in the case of our program, the

call pound(times) serves to assign the times value of 5 to n. We say the function call

passes a value, and this value is called the actual argument, or the actual parameter.

Therefore the function call pound(lO) passes the actual argument 10 to the function,

u here 10 is assigned to the formal argument. Variable names are private to the function,

which means that a name defined in one function doesn't conflict with the same name

defined elsewhere. For example, if we use times instead of n in pound! ). that creates a

variable distinct from the times in maim ). That is. we may have two variables with the

same name, and the program keeps track of which is which.

Let's look at the function calls. The first one is pound(times). and as we said, it causes

the times value of 5 to be assigned to n. This action causes the function to print five

pound signs and a newline. The second call is pound(ch). Here ch is type char. It is

initialized to the ! character, which on ASCII systems, means ch has the numerical

value 33. The automatic promotion of char to int on our system converts ! from 33

stored in one byte to 33 stored in two bytes. So the value 33 now is in the correct form

to be used as an argument to this function. The last call, pound) (int) f). uses a type cast

to convert f to the proper type for this argument.

Suppose we omit the type cast. Then the default promotion converts f to type double.

On our system, the function call then places an eight-byte value into the stack, a

temporary storage area. Then the pound! ) function, expecting type int. reads only two

of those eight bytes. The result bears little resemblance to the original value. In short,

using a float or double argument when a function expects type int does not lead to an

automatic type conversion, which is why we use an explicit type cast to convert f to the

proper type.

ANSI C introduces a new feature calledjunction prototyping that can force automatic

type conversions to take place when the types appearing in a function call don't match

the function's argument types. ANSI C also provides an alternative form for declaring

function variables. We discuss these points in Chapter 9.

5,7 An Example Program

Listing 5.17 illustrates several of the ideas in this chapter. It appears length), but all the

calculations are performed in six lines near the end. The bulk of the program relays
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information between the computer and the user. We've tried using enough comments to

make it nearly self-explanatory.

/* running. c--A useful program for runners */

#include <stdio.h>
fldefine S_PER_M 60 /* seconds in a minute */

^define S_PER_H 3600 /* seconds in an hour */

#define M_PER_K 0.62137 /* miles in a kilometer */

mai n( )

{

float distk, distm; /* distance run in km and in miles */

float rate; /* average speed in mph */

int min, sec; /* minutes and seconds of running time */

int time; /* running time in seconds only */

float mtime; /* time in seconds for one mile */

int mm in, msec; /* minutes and seconds for one mile */

Listing 5.17 printf(
"This program converts your time for a metric race\n");

printf <

"to a time for running a mile and to your averageNn");
printfC "speed in miles per hour.Xn");
pr i nt f

(

"Please enter, in kilometers, the distance run.Vn");
scanf("%f", Sdistk);
printf("Next enter the time in minutes and seconds . \n" )

;

pr i nt f

(

"Beg i n by entering the mi nut es . \n" )

;

scanf("%d", &min);
printf("Now enter the seconds. \n");
scanf("%d", Ssec);
time = S_PER_M * min + sec;

/* converts time to pure seconds */

distm = M_PER_K * distk;
/* converts kilometers to miles */

rate = distm / time * S_PER_H;
/* miles per sec X sec per hour = mph */

mtime = (float) time / distm;
/* time/distance = time per mile */

mmin = (int) mtime / S_PER_H; /* find whole
minutes */

msec = (int) mtime % S_PER_M; /* find remaining
seconds */

printf("You ran %1.2f km (%1.2f miles) in %d min, %d

sec . \n" ,

distk, distm, min, sec);
printf("That pace corresponds to running a mile in %d min,"

mmi n )

;

printf("%d sec.XnYour average speed was % 1 . 2 f mph . \n"

,

msec,
r at e

)
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In this listing we utilize the same approach we used in Listing 5.9 to convert the final

time to minutes and seconds, but this program also requires some type conversions.

Why? Because we need integer arguments for the seconds-to-minutes part of the

program, but the metric-to-mile conversion involves floating-point numbers. We have

used the cast operator to make these conversions explicit.

Actually, it should be possible to write the program using just automatic conversions. In

fact, we did so, using mtime of type int to force the time calculation to be converted to

integer form. However, that version failed to run on one of the five systems that we

tried. Using casts makes your intent clearer not only to the reader but perhaps to the

compiler as well.

Here's a sample output:

This program converts your time for a metric race

to a time for running a mile and to your average

speed in miles per hour.

Please enter, in kilometers, the distance run.

10.0

Next enter the time in minutes and seconds.

Begin by entering the minutes.

36

Now enter the seconds.

23

You ran 10.00 km (6.21 miles) in 36 min, 23 sec.

That pace corresponds to running a mile in 5 min, 51 sec.

Your average speed was 10.25 mph

.

5.8 Summary

C has many operators. In general, operators operate on one or more operands to produce

a value. Operators that take one operand such as the - sign and sizeof are termed unary

operators. Operators that require two operands such as + and * are called binary

operators.

Expressions are combinations of operators and operands. In C. even expression has a

value, including assignment expressions and comparison expressions. Rules of operator

precedence help determine how terms are grouped when expressions are evaluated.

Statements are complete instructions to the computer and are indicated in C by a

terminal semicolon. So far we have worked with declaration statements, assignment

statements, function call statements, and control statements. Statements included with a

pair of braces constitute a compound statement, or block. One particular control state-

ment is the while loop, which repeats statements as long as a test condition remains true.

In C, many type conversions take place automatically. The char and short types are

promoted to type int whenever they appear in expressions or as function arguments. The

float type is promoted to type double when used as a function argument. Under K & R
C (but not ANSI C). float also is promoted to double when used in an expression. When
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a value of one type is assigned to a variable of a second type, the value is converted to

the same type as the variable. When larger types are converted to smaller types (long to

short or double to float, for example), there may be a loss of data. In the case of mixed

arithmetic, smaller types are converted to larger types following the rules outlined in

this chapter.

When you define a function that takes an argument, you declare a variable, or formal

argument, in the function definition. Then the value passed in a function call is assigned

to this variable, which then can be used in the function.

Review Questions

1 . Assume all variables are of type int. Find the value of each of the following variables:

a. x = (2 + 3)*6;

b. x = (12 + 6)/2*3;

c. y = x = (2 + 3)/4;

d. y = 3 + 2*(x = 7/2);

2. Assume all variables are of type int. Find the value of each of the following variables:

a. x = (int) 3.8 + 3.3;

b. x = (2 + 3) * 10.5;

c. x = 3/5* 22.0;

d. x = 22.0* 3/5;

3. Fine the errors in the following program:

main( )

{

int i = 1

,

float n;

printf( "Watch out! Here comes a bunch of f Tactions ! \n" );

whi Le ( i < 30)

n = 1/i;

printfC" %f", n);

printf ("That's all, folks ! \n">;
}

4. Here's a first attempt at making Listing 5.9 interactive. The program is not satisfactory.

Why not? How can it be improved?
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^include <stdio.h>
tfdefine S_TO_M 60

main( )

(

int sec, min, left;

printfC'This program converts seconds to minutes and");

print f ("seconds. \n");
pri ntf ("Just enter the number of seconds. \n");

printf( "Enter to end the program. \n" )

;

whi Le ( sec > ) (

scanf("%d", &sec);

min = sec/S_T0_M;

Left = sec % S_T0_M;

printf("%d sec is %d min, %d sec. \n", sec,

min, left);

printfC'Next input?\n");

}

pri ntf ( "Bye ! \n" );

5. What will this program print?

#incLude <stdio.h>
fldefine FORMAT "%s is a stringW
main( )

(

int num = 0;

pri ntf ( FORMAT, FORMAT);

pri ntf ( "%d\n", ++num);

printf ("%d\n", num++);

printf ("%d\n", num— );

pri nt f
( "%d\n", num);

6. What will this program print?

^include <stdio.h>
main( )

(

char d, c2;

int diff;

float num;

d = 'D';

c2 = 'A';

diff = d - c2;

num = diff;
printf ("%c%c%c:%d %3.2f\n", d, c2, d, diff, num);

>

7. What will this program print?
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//include <stdio.h>
//define TEN 10

main( )

{

i n t n = ;

whi Le (n++ < TEN)

printf ( "%5d", n);

pr i ntf ( "\n" );

8. Modify the program in Question 7 so that it prints the letters a through g instead.

9. If the following fragments were part of a complete program, what would they print?

a. int x 0;

while ( ++x < 3 )

printf("%4d", x ) ;

b. int x = 100;

whi Le ( x + + < 103 )

printf("%4d\n",x);
printf("%4d\n",x);

c. char ch = ' s '

;

whi Le (ch < 'w' )

{

printfC'Xc", ch);

c h + + ;

}

printf("%c\n",ch);

1 0. What will the following program print?

tfdefine MESG "COMPUTER BYTES DOG'

//include <stdio.h>

main( )

{

int n = ;

whi le ( n < 5 )

printf ("%s\n", MESG);
n + + ;

printf ("That's all.W);

1 1 . Construct statements that do the following:

a. Increase the variable x by 10

b. Increase the variable x by 1
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Assign twice the sum of a and b to c

d. Assign a plus twice b to c

1 2. Construct statements that do the following:

a. Decrease the variable x by 1

b. Assign to m the remainder of n divided by k

c. Divide q by b minus a and assign the result to p

d. Assign to x the result of dividing the sum of a and b by the product of c and d

Programming Exercises

1 . Use a while loop to convert time in minutes to time in hours and minutes. Use #define

and a sensible method of ending the loop.

2. Write a program that asks for an integer and then prints out all the integers from (and

including) that value up to (and including) a value larger by 10. (That is. if the input is

5. the output runs from 5 to 15.)

3. Write a program that asks you to enter the number of days and converts that value to

weeks and days. For example, it must convert 18 days to 2 weeks. 4 days.

4. Review Listing 5.14. which found the sum of the first 20 integers. (If you prefer, you

can think of it as a program that calculates how much money you get in 20 days if you

receive SI the first day. S2 the second day. S3 the third day. and so on.) Modify it so that

you can tell it interactively how far the calculation should go: that is, replace the 20 with

a variable that is read in.

5. Modify Listing 5. 14 so that it computes the sum of the squares of the integers. (Or if \ ou

prefer, how much money you receive if you get SI the first day. 54 the second day, S9

the third day. and so on.) C doesn't have a squaring function, but you can use the fact

that the square of n is n * n.

6. Modify Listing 5.14 so that when it finishes a calculation, it asks you for a new limit so

that it can repeat the process. Have the program terminate when you enter a 0. (Hint:

Use a loop within a loop. Also, see Review Question 4 and its answer.)

7. Write a program that requests a floating-point number and prints the value of the

number cubed. Use a function of your own design to cube the value and print it. The
main) ) program should pass the entered value to this function.
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f you want to create powerful, intelligent, versatile, and useful programs,

then you need a language that provides the three basic forms of program

"flow" control. According to computer science, a good language should

provide these three forms of program flow:

1 . Executing a series of statements

2. Repeating a sequence of statements until some condition is met (looping)

3. Using a test to decide between alternative actions (branching)

You already know the first four; all our programs have consisted of a sequence of

statements. The while loop is one example of the second form. We take a closer look at

the while loop along with two other loop structures, the for and do while loops, in this

chapter. The final form, choosing between different possible courses of action, makes a

program much more "intelligent" and increases enormously the usefulness of a com-

puter. We discuss this form in Chapter 7, although in this chapter we look at the

varieties of relational expressions and operators that are used both with loop structures

and branching structures. In this chapter, we also talk a bit about arrays, which are often

used with loops. Finally, we take a first look at functions that return values.

6. 7 An Initial Example

We have used the while loop a few times, but let us review it with a program that sums

integers entered from the keyboard. See Listing 6.1. This example makes use of the

scanf( ) return value to terminate input.

summing.

c

Listing 6. 1

/* summi ng . c— sum integers entered interactively */

flinclude <stdio.h>
ma i n( )

{

long num;
long sum = OL; /* initialize sum to zero */

int status;

pr i n t f
(
" P I ease enter an integer to be summed. ");

printfC Enter q to quit.Xn");
status = scanfC'Xld", &num);
while ( status == 1) /* == means "is equal to" */

{

sum = sum + num;
printfC Please enter next integer to be summed. ");

printf ("Enter q to quit.Xn");
status = scanf("%ld", &num);

}

pr i nt f

(

"Those integers sum to %ld.\n", sum);
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We use type long to allow for larger numbers. For consistency, we initialize sum to OL

(type long zero) rather than to (type int zero), even though C's automatic conversions

allow us to use a plain 0. Here is a sample run:

Please enter an integer to be summed. Enter q to quit.

20

Please enter next integer to be summed. Enter q to quit.

5

Please enter next integer to be summed. Enter q to quit.

30

Please enter next integer to be summed. Enter q to quit.

q

Those integers sum to 55.

Program Comments

Let*s look at the while loop in Listing 6.1. The test condition for this loop is the

following expression:

status == 1

The == operator is C's equality operator, that is, this expression tests to see if status is

equal to 1. Don't confuse this expression with status = 1. which assigns 1 to status.

With the status == 1 test condition, the loop repeats as long as status is 1. During each

cycle, the loop adds the current value of num to sum. so that sum maintains a running

total. Once status receives a value other than 1. the loop terminates, and the program

reports the final value of sum.

For the program to work properly, it should read a new value of num during each loop

cycle, and it should reset status during each cycle. We accomplish this task by using

two distinct features of scanf( ). First, we use scanfl ) to attempt to read a new value for

num. Second, we use the scanf( ) return value to report on the success of that attempt.

Recall that scanf( ) returns the number of items successfully read. If scanf( ) succeeds

in reading an integer, it places the integer in num and returns the value 1, which is

assigned to status. (Note that the input value goes to num, not to status.) This action

updates both num and the value of status, and the while loop goes through another

cycle. If you respond with nonnumeric input, such as q, no items are read, so the return

value and status are 0, and the loop terminates.

This dual use of scanf( ) gets around a troublesome aspect of interactive input to a loop:

how to tell the loop when to stop. Suppose, for instance, that scanf( ) does not have a

return value. Then all that can change each loop is the value of num. In this case we can

use the value of num to terminate the loop, using, say, num > (num greater than 0) or

num != (num unequal to 0) as a test condition, but this prevents us from entering

certain other values such as -3 or as input. We can also add new code to the loop to

instruct the program when to terminate, such as asking "Do you wish to continue?

<y/n>" on each cycle and testing if the user enters a y. This method is a bit clunky and

slows down input. Using the scanfi ) return value avoids both of the preceding

problems.
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To return to the while loop in Listing 6.1, we insert a scanf( ) before we get to the loop

to obtain the input and check the value of status before we get to the body of the loop.

But for the loop to continue, we have to insert a read statement inside the loop so that it

can find out the status of the next input. Therefore, we also have a scanf( ) statement at

the end of the loop to ready the program for the next iteration.

^ Pseudocode

Let's take a closer look at the program structure in Listing 6.1. We can summarize it

thus:

initialize sum to

prompt user

read input

while the input is an integer,

add the input to sum,

prompt user,

then read next input

Such pseudocode is the art of expressing a program in simple English that parallels the

forms of a computer language. Pseudocode is useful for working out program logic.

Once the logic seems correct, you then can attend to the details of translating the

pseudocode into the actual programming code. The advantage of pseudocode is that it

lets you concentrate on the logic and organization of a program while sparing you the

effort of simultaneously worrying about how to express the ideas in a computer

language.

C-Style Reading Loop

The last example could be written in Pascal, BASIC, or FORTRAN using the same

design displayed in the box "Pseudocode." C, however, offers a short-cut. The original

construction looks like this:

status = scant ("%ld", &num);

whi le ( status == 1

)

{

/* Loop actions */

status = scant ( "%ld", &num);

}

We can replace it with the following:

while ( scant ("%ld", &num) == 1)

{

/* Loop actions */

}

This form uses scanfi ) in two different ways simultaneously. First, the function call, if

successful, places a value in num. Second, the function's return value (which is 1 or
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and not the value of num) controls the loop. Since the loop condition is tested during

each iteration, scant) ) is called during each iteration, providing a new num and a new

test.

6,2 The while Statement

Let*s now take a more formal look at the while statement. The general form is the

following:

while ( expression )

statement

Our examples so far have used relational expressions for the expression part; that is,

expression has been a comparison of values. More generally, you can use any expres-

sion. The statement portion can be a simple statement with a terminating semicolon, or

it can be a compound statement enclosed in braces. If expression is true (or more

generally, nonzero), the statement is executed once, and then the expression is tested

again. This cycle of test and execution is repeated until expression becomes false (or

more generally, zero). Each cycle is called an iteration. See Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.

7

Structure of the

while loop

Terminating a while Loop

Important note: When you construct a while loop, it must include something that

changes the value of the test expression so that the expression eventually becomes false.
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Otherwise, the loop will never terminate. (Actually, you can use the break and an if

statement to terminate a loop, and we discuss these later in the text.) Consider this

example:

index = 1 ;

while ( i ndex < 5 )

printfC'Good morning

!

\n" )

;

This fragment prints its cheerful message indefinitely, for nothing in the loop changes

the value of index from its initial value of 1.

The following fragment isn't much better:

index = 1;

while ( — i ndex < 5 )

printfC'How are the old atoms vi brat i ng ! \n");

It changes the value of index, but in the wrong direction! At least this version will

terminate eventually when index drops below the most negative number the system can

handle.

When a Loop Terminates

It"s important to realize that the decision to terminate or continue the loop takes place

only at the time the test condition is evaluated. For instance, consider the program

shown in Listing 6.2.

fhen.c

Listing 6.2

/* when.c— when a loop quits */

#include <stdio.h>
mainO
{

i n t n = 5 ;

whi le ( n < 7) /* line 7 */

{

printf ("n = %d\n", n);

n++; /* line 10 */

printf("Now n = %d\n", n);

>

This produces the following output:

n = 5

Now n = 6

n = 6

Now n = 7
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The variable n first assumes the value 7 on line 10 during the second cycle of the loop.

But the program only quits the loop when the test condition on line 7 is evaluated for the

third time. (The variable n was 5 on the first test and 6 on the second test.)

while: An Entry-Condition Loop

The while loop is a conditional loop using an entry condition. It is called a conditional

/<><>/> because the execution of the statement portion depends on the condition we

describe through the expression portion. Is index less than 5? Is the last character read

as n? The expression is an entry condition because the condition must be met before the

body of the loop is entered. In a situation like the following, the body of the loop is

never entered because the condition is already false:

index = 10;

whi Le ( index + + < 5)

print f ("Have a fair day or better. \n");

If we change the first line to the following:

index = 3;

the loop will execute.

Syntax Points

Keep in mind when using the while loop that only the single statement, simple or

compound, following the test condition is part of the loop. Indentation is an aid to the

reader, not the computer. Listing 6.3 illustrates what can happen if you forget this

important point.

Listing 6.3

/* whi le1 . c— wa tc h your braces */

#include <stdio.h>
mainO
<

i n t n = ;

whi le (n < 3 )

printfC'n is %d\n", n);

n + +;

printfC That's all this program does\n");

Running this program produces the following output:
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n i s

n is

n i s

n is

Although we indent the n++; statement, we didn't include it and the preceding state-

ment in braces. So only the single statement immediately following the test condition is

part of the loop. Thus n is never updated, the condition n < 3 remains eternally true, and

the loop prints n is until you kill the program. Listing 6.3 is an example of an infinite

loop, which is one that does not quit without outside intervention.

Another point is that the while statement itself, even if it uses compound statements,

counts syntactically as a single statement. The statement runs from the while to the first

semicolon, or in the case of using a compound statement, to the terminating brace.

In addition, be careful where you place your semicolons. For instance, consider the

program in Listing 6.4.

while2.c

/* wh i l e2 . c--wa t ch your semicolons */

^include <stdio.h>
ma i n( )

Listing 6.4 {

i n t n = ;

while (n + + < 3 )

;

/* line 7 */

printf("n is %d\n", n); /* line 8 */

printfC That's all this program does.Nn");

This program has the following output:

n i s 3

That's all this program does.

As noted earlier, in the absence of a compound statement, the loop ends at the first

semicolon. Since a semicolon immediately follows the test condition on line 7, the loop

ends there; the print statement on line 8 is thus not part of the loop. Therefore, n is

incremented each loop, but it's printed only after the loop is exited.

In this example, the test condition is followed by a lone semicolon, which represents the

null statement. Occasionally, programmers use the while statement with a null state-

ment either to create a time delay or because all the work is done in the test. For

example, suppose you want to skip over input to the first character that isn't whitespace

or a digit. You can use a loop like the following:
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while ( scanf("%d", Snum) == 1 )

; /* skip integer input */

As long as scanf( ) reads an integer, it returns 1, and the loop continues. Note that in this

example we put the semicolon on the following line instead of immediately after the test

condition. This placement makes it easier to pick out when you read a program and also

reminds you that it is there deliberately.

6.3 Which Is Bigger: Using Relational Operators and Expressions

While loops often rely on test expressions that make comparisons, which we have

already termed relational expressions. The operators that appear in them are called

relational operators. Table 6.1 lists all of the C relational operators.

*
Table 6.1 Relational Operators

Operator Meaning

< is less than

<= is less than or equal to

== is equal to

>= is greater than or equal to

> is greater than

J = is not equal to

That pretty much covers all the possibilities for numerical relationships. (Numbers,

even complex ones, are less complex than humans.) Caution: Do not use = for ==. Some
computer languages (BASIC, for example) use the same symbol for the assignment

operator as for the relational equality operator, but the two operations are quite dif-

ferent. As noted in Chapter 5, the assignment operator assigns a value to the lefthand

variable. The relational equality operator, however, checks to see if the lefthand and

righthand sides are already equal. It doesn't change the value of the lefthand variable, if

one is present. For example, canoes = 3 assigns the value 3 to canoes; canoes == 5

checks to see if canoes has the value 5. Also see Figure 6.2. Some care is needed, for a

compiler will let you use the wrong form in some cases, yielding results other than what

you expect. We show an example shortly.

The relational operators are used to form the relational expressions used in while

statements and in other C statements we discuss later. These statements check to see if

the expression is true or false. Here is a trio of examples:
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Figure 6.2

The relational

operator == and
the assignment

operator =

comparison

canoes == 5

•

assignment

canoes = 3

.« i

== checks to see if the

value of canoes is 5

= gives canoes
the value of 3

while ( number < 6)

{

printf ("Your number is too small. \n");

scanf("%d", Snumber);

>

while ( ch != '$')

{

count++;

scanf("%c", &ch);

>

while ( scanf("%f", &num) == 1)

sum = sum + num;

Note that the relational expressions can also be used with characters. The machine code

(which we have been assuming is ASCII) is used for the comparison. However, you

can't use relational operators to compare strings; in Chapter 11 we discuss how to

handle strings.

The relational operators can be used with floating-point numbers, too. However, you

should limit yourself to using only < and > in floating-point comparisons because

roundoff errors can prevent two numbers from being equal even though logically they

should be. Consider, for example, the following decimal system analog: Certainly the

product of 3 and 16 is 1.0, but if we express Vi as a six-place decimal fraction, the

product is .999999. which is not quite equal to 1

.

What Is Truth?

Each relational expression is judged to be "true" or "false," which raises an interesting

question. The answer, at least as far as C is concerned, is to recall that an expression in

C always has a value. This situation is so even for relational expressions, as the example

in Listing 6.5 shows. In it we assign the values of two relational expressions, one true

and one false, to two variables. We assigned true as the value of a true expression, and

false as the value of a false expression.
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t and f.c

Listing 6.5

I* t_and_f . c--t rue and false values in C */

#include <stdio.h>
mai n( )

i

int true, false;

true = ( 10 > 2 ) ; /* value of a true relationship */

false = ( 10 == 2); /* value of a false relationship */

printf("true = %d; false = %d \n", true, false);

Running the program produces the following simple output:

true = 1; false =

Note: In C. a true expression has the value 1; a false expression has the value 0. Indeed,

some C programs use the following construction:

while (1 )

{

for loops meant to run forever.

So What Else Is True?

If we can use a 1 or a as a while statement test expression, can we use other numbers?

If so. what happens? Let's experiment by trying the program in Listing 6.6.

Listing 6.6

/* t rut h . c--wha t values are true? */

#include <stdio.h>
mai n(

)

i

int n = 3 ;

whi le ( n )

pri nt f
( "%d\n", n--);

n = -3;

while ( n )

printf ("X2d\n", n++);
>
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The results follow:

3

2

1

-3

-2

-1

The first loop executes when n is 3, 2, and 1, but it terminates when n is 0. Similarly, the

second loop executes when n is -3, -2, and -1, but it terminates when n is 0. More

generally, all nonzero values are regarded as "true," and only is recognized as "false."

C is quite tolerant of the notion of truth!

Alternatively, we can say a while loop executes as long as its test condition evaluates to

nonzero values and that relational expressions evaluate to 1 if true and to if false. This

situation places test conditions on a numerical basis instead of a true/false basis.

Many programmers make use of this property of test conditions, for example:

while (goats ! = 0)

can be replaced by the following:

while (goats)

since the expression (goats != 0) and the expression (goats) both become (false) only

when goats has the value 0. We think the second form is not as clear in meaning as the

first, but many C programmers prefer the second form. The popular lore has been that

the second form is more efficient, for it requires fewer processing operations for the

computer when the program runs. But some compilers are clever enough to use the

same efficient code for either form. The current tendency is to try for clear code and

leave it to clever compilers to maximize the efficiency.

Troubles w/f/i Truth

C's tolerant notion of truth can lead to trouble. For example, let's make one small

change in the program in Listing 6.1, producing the program in Listing 6.7.
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Listing 6.7

trouble.

c

I* trouble. c

—

misuse of = */

#include <stdio.h>
ma i n( )

{

long num;

long sum = L ;

int status;

pri nt f
( "P lease enter an integer to be summed. ");

printfC Enter q to quit.Xn");
status = scanf ( "% Id", Snum);
while ( status = 1)

i

sum = sum + num;

pri ntf( "Please enter next integer to be summed. ");

printfC "Enter q to quit.Vn");
status = scanf("%ld", 8num);

pri nt f

(

"Those integers sum to %ld\n", sum);

Running this version produces output like the following:

Please enter an integer to be summed. Enter q to quit.

20

Please enter next integer to be summed. Enter q to quit.

5

Please enter next integer to be summed. Enter q to quit.

30

Please enter next integer to be summed. Enter q to quit.

q

Please enter next integer to be summed. Enter q to qui t

.

Please enter next integer to be summed. Enter q to qui t.

Please enter next integer to be summed. Enter q to qui t

.

Please enter next integer to be summed. Enter q to qui t

.

f

The modification replaces status == 1 with status = 1. The second statement is an

assignment statement, so it gives status the value 1. Furthermore, the value of an

assignment statement is the value of the left side, so status = 1 has the numerical value

1. For all practical purposes, our while loop is the same as using while(l); that is, it is a

loop that never quits. We enter q, and status is set to 0, although the loop test resets

status to 1 and starts another cycle.

You may wonder why, since the progTam keeps looping, the user doesn't get a chance to

type in any more input after entering q. When scanf( ) fails to read the specified form of

input, it leaves the nonconforming input in place to be read the next time . So when scanf( )

tries to read the q as an integer and fails, it leaves the q there. During the next loop
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cycle, scanf( ) attempts to read where it left off last time, which is at the q. Once again,

scanf( ) fails to read the q as an integer.

To sum up, the relational operators are used to form relational expressions. Relational

expressions have the value 1 if true and if false. Statements such as while and if that

normally use relational expressions as tests can use any expression as a test, with

nonzero values recognized as true and zero values recognized as false.

Precedence of Relational Operators

I

The precedence of the relational operators is lower than that of the arithmetic operators,

including + and -, and greater than that of assignment. For example:

x > y + 2

means the same as the following:

x > (y + 2)

Also:

x = y > 2

means the following:

x = (y > 2)

That is, x is assigned 1 if y is greater than 2 and otherwise; x is not assigned the value

ofy.

The relational operators are themselves organized into two different priorities. The

higher-priority group are the following: <, <=, >, and =>. The lower-priority group are

the following: == and !=.

Like most other operators, the relational operators associate from left to right. Thus:

ex != wye -- zee

is the same as the following:

(ex != wye) == zee

First C checks to see if ex and wye are unequal. Then the resulting value of 1 or (true

or false) is compared to the value of zee. This sort of construction is uncommon, but it

is good to know that it is possible in C. (Note: Appendix B contains a complete

precedence ranking of all operators.)
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Summary: The while statement

Keyword: while

General comments. The while statement creates a loop that repeats until the test

expression becomes false, or zero. It is an entry-condition loop, which means that the

decision to go through one more pass of the loop is made before the loop is traversed.

Thus, it is possible that the loop is never traversed. The statement part of the form can

be a simple statement or a compound statement.

Form.

while ( expression

)

statement

The statement portion is repeated until the expression becomes false, or zero.

Examples.

whi le ( n++ < 1 00 )

printfC %d %d\n",n, 2*n+1 );

whi le ( f argo < 1000 )

i

fargo = fargo + step;

step = 2 * step;

^ Summary: Relational Operators and Expressions

Relational operators. Each of these operators compares the value at its left to the

value at its right:

< Is less than

<= Is less than or equal to

== Is equal to

>= Is greater than or equal to

> Is greater than

;_ Is unequal to

Relational expressions. A simple relational expression consists of a relational

operator with an operand on each side. If the relation is true, the relational expression

has the value 1. If the relation is false, the relational expression has the value 0.

Examples.

5 > 2 is true and has the value 1

(2 + a) == a is false and has the value
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6.4 Indefinite Loops and Counting Loops

Some of our while loop examples have been indefinite loops, which means that we

don't know in advance how many times the loop will be executed before the expression

becomes false. For instance, when we use an interactive loop to sum integers, we don't

have prior knowledge of how many integers will be entered. Other of our examples

have been counting loops, which means that they execute a predetermined number of

repetitions. Listing 6.8 is a short example of a while counting loop.

sweetie J . c

Listing 6.8

I* sweet i e1 . c--a counting loop */

#include <stdio.h>
#define NUMBER 22

mai n(

)

i

i nt count = 1 ;

while ( count <= NUMBER )

{

printf("Be my Valentine !\n");

count ++;

>

/* initialization */

/* test */

/* action */

/* increment count */

Although this form works fine, it is not the best choice for this situation, since the

actions defining the loop are not all gathered together. Let's elaborate on this point.

Three actions are involved in setting up a loop that is to be repeated a fixed number of

times: A counter must be initialized; it must be compared with some limiting number:

and it must be incremented each time the loop is traversed. In Listing 6.8, the initializa-

tion of the counter is performed outside the loop, which makes it possible to forget to

initialize a counter. The while loop condition takes care of the comparison. And at the

end of the loop, the increment operator takes care of the incrementing, which makes it

sweetie2.c

Listing 6.9

I* sweet i e2 . c--a counting loop using for */

^include <stdio.h>
#define NUMBER 22

mai n(

)

{

int count;

for ( count = 1; count <= NUMBER; count++)
printf("Be my Va I ent i ne ! \n" ) ;
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possible to omit the incrementing accidentally. It would be better to combine the test

and update actions into one expression by using count++ <= NUMBER.

6.5 The for Loop

Let's look at a control statement that avoids these problems. The for loop gathers all

three actions into one place. By using this construction, we can replace the preceding

program with the one shown in Listing 6.9.

The parentheses following the keyword for contain three expressions separated by

semicolons. The first expression is an initialization, and it is performed once, when the

for loop first starts. The second expression is a test condition; it is evaluated before each

potential execution of a loop. When the expression is false (when count is greater than

NUMBER), the loop is terminated. The third expression is evaluated at the end of each

loop. We use it here to increment the value of count, but it needn't be restricted to that

use. The for statement is completed by following it with one simple or compound

statement. Figure 6.3 summarizes the structure of a for loop.

To show another example. Listing 6.10 uses a for loop in a program that prints a table of

cubes. Looking at the first line of the for loop tells us immediately all the information

about the loop parameters: the starting value of num. the final value of num. and the

amount that num increases each looping.

for cube.c

Listing 6. 1

I* for_cube.c— using a for Loop to make a table of cubes */

^include <stdio.h>
mainO
{

i nt num;

printfC n n cubed\n");
for ( num = 1; num <= 6; num++)

printf("%5d %5d\n", num, num*num*num)

;

The program prints the following output:

n n cubed

1 1

2 8

3 27

4 64

5 125

6 216
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Figure 6.3

Structure of a

for loop

initialize expression once
before loop begins

for

false

count=1 ;

true

this expression is done
at end of each loop

count++;

printf("Be my Valentine!\n");

One common use of a for loop is to have the computer mark time, slowing its responses

down to human levels. For example:

for ( n = 1; n <= 10000; n++)

instructs the computer to count to 10000. The lone semicolon on the second line is the

null statement. One problem with this delay loop is that it depends on the processor

speed. A VAX or a 386 machine counts to 10000 much faster than, say. an Apple or the

original IBM PC. Some implementations provide library functions that enable you to

specify delays in terms of time instead of counts. The ANSI C library, for example, has

a clock( ) function that can be used to create a delay function.

Using for for Flexibility

Although the for loop seems similar to the FORTRAN DO loop, the Pascal FOR loop,

and the BASIC FOR...NEXT loop, it is much more flexible than any of these. This

flexibility stems from how the three expressions in a for specification can be used. So

far we have used the first expression to initialize a counter, the second expression to

express the limit for the counter, and the third expression to increase the counter by 1.

When used in this fashion, the C for statement is indeed much like the others. But many

other possibilities exist.

1 . To count down instead of up, use the decrement operator:
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^include <stdio.h>
ma i n ( )

<

i n t n ;

for ( n = 5; n > 0; n—

)

printfC'Zd seconds!\n", n);

printf("We have ignition!\n");

The output follows:

5 seconds

4 seconds

3 seconds

2 seconds

1 seconds

We have ignition!

2. You can count by twos, tens, and so on:

^include <stdio.h>
ma i n (

)

{

i n t n ;

for ( n=2; n<60; n=n+ 13)

printfC "%d \n", n);

This program increases n by 13 during each cycle, printing the following:

2

15

28

41

54

Note: C also offers a shorthand notation for incrementing a variable by a fixed

amount. Instead of the following:

n = n + 1

3

we can use:

n += 13

The += is the additive assignment operator, and it adds whatever expression is at its

right to the variable name at its left. See the boxes "More Assignment Operators"

and "Summary: New Operators" for more details.
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3. You can count by characters instead of by numbers:

^include <stdio.h>
ma i n ( )

i

char c h ;

for ( ch = 'a'; ch <= '

z
'
; ch++)

pr

i

nt f

(

"The ASCII value for %c is %d.\n", ch, ch);

>

The abridged output follows:

The ASCII value for a is 97.

The ASCII value for b is 98.

The ASCII value for x is 120.

The ASCII value for y is 121.

The ASCII value for z is 122.

The program works because characters are stored as integers.

4. You can test some condition other than the number of iterations. In Listing 6. 10, we

can replace the following:

for ( num = 1; num <= 6 ; num++)

with

for (num = 1; num*num*num <= 216; num++)

if we are more concerned with limiting the size of the cube than in limiting the

number of iterations.

5. You can let a quantity increase geometrically instead of arithmetically. That is,

instead of adding a fixed amount each time, you can multiply by a fixed amount:

//include <stdio.h>
ma i n ( )

<

float debt;

for ( debt = 100.0; debt < 150.0; debt = debt*1.1 )

printf("Your debt is now $%.2f.\n", debt);
}

This program fragment multiplies debt by 1.1 each cycle, increasing it by 10

percent. The output follows:
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Your debt

Your debt

Your debt

Your debt

Your debt

s now $100.00

s now $110.00

s now $121 .00

s now $133. 10

s now $146.41

Note: There is also a shorthand notation for multiplying debt by 1.1:

debt *= 1 .1

The *= operator is the multiplicative assignment operator, and it multiplies the

variable to its left by whatever is to its right. See the boxes "More Assignment

Operators*' and "Summary: New Operators" for more details.

6. You can use any legal expression you want for the third expression. Whatever you

put in is updated during each iteration:

#include <stdio.h>
ma i n ( )

i

i n t x ;

i n t y = 5 5;

for ( x = 1; y <= 75; y = ++x*5 +

printf("%10d %10d\n", x, y);

50)

This loop prints out the values of x and of the algebraic expression 5 * x + 50. The

output follows:

1 55

2 60

3 65

4 70

5 75

Notice that the test involves y and not x. Each of the three expressions in the for

loop control can use different variables. (Note that although this example is valid, it

does not show good style. The program would be clearer if we didn't mix the

updating process with an algebraic calculation.)

7. You can even leave one or more expressions blank (but don't omit the semicolons).

Just be sure to include within the loop itself some statement that will eventually

cause the loop to terminate:

^include <stdio.h>
ma i n ( )

{

int ans, n;

a n s = 2 ;
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a n s = 2

;

for (n = 3 ; ans <= 2 5;)

ans = a n s * n ;

printfC'n = %d; ans = %d.\n", n, ans);

The output follows:

n = 3; ans = 5^

The loop keeps the value of n at 3. The variable ans starts with the value 2, then

increases to 6, 18, and obtains a final value of 54. (The value 18 is less than 25, so

the for loop goes through one more iteration, multiplying 18 by 3 to get 54.)

The following loop:

for ( ; ; )

printfC'I want some action\n");

goes on forever, since an empty test is considered to be true.

8. The first expression need not initialize a variable. Instead, it can be a printff )

statement of some sort. Just remember that the first expression is evaluated or

executed only once, before any other parts of the loop are executed:

#include <stdio.h>
ma i n (

)

{

i nt num;

for ( printf("Keep entering numbers!\n"); num != 6; )

scanf("%d", &num);
printf (" That's the one I want!\n");

This fragment prints the first message once, then keeps accepting numbers until

you enter a 6:

Keep entering numbers!
3

5

8

6

That's the one I want!

9. The parameters of the loop expressions can be altered by actions within the loop.

For example, suppose you have the loop set up like the following:

for ( n = 1; n < 10000; n += delta)
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If after a few iterations your program decides delta is too small or too large, an if

statement inside the loop can change the size of delta. (If statements are discussed

in Chapter 7.) In an interactive program, delta can be changed by the user as the

loop runs.

In short, the freedom you have in selecting the expressions that control a for loop

makes this loop able to do much more than just perform a fixed number of

iterations. The power of the for loop is enhanced further by the operators we will

discuss shortly.

1
^ Summary: The for statement

Keyword: for

General comments. The for statement uses three control expressions, separated by

semicolons, to control a looping process. The initialize expression is executed once,

before any of the loop statements are executed. If the test expression is true (or

nonzero), the loop is cycled through once. Then the update expression is evaluated,

and the test expression is checked again. The for statement is an entry-condition loop,

which, as noted earlier, means that the decision to go through one more pass of the

loop is made before the loop is traversed. Thus, it is possible that the loop is never

traversed. The statement part of the form can be a simple statement or a compound

statement.

Form.

for ( initialize; test; update )

statement

*

The loop is repeated until test becomes false, or zero.

Example.

for(n=0;n<10;n++)
printfC %d %d\n", n, 2*n + 1 );

^ More Assignment Operators

In Chapter 5 we mentioned that C has several assignment operators. The most basic

one, of course, is =, which simply assigns the value of the expression at its right to the

variable at its left. The other assignment operators update variables: +=. -=. *=, /=,

%=. Each is used with a variable name at its left and an expression at its right. The

variable is assigned a new value equal to its old value adjusted by the value of the

expression at the right. The exact adjustment depends on the operator. For example:
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Scores += 20

Dimes -= 2

Bunnies *= 2

Time /= 2.73

Reduce %=3

Is the same as

Is the same as

Is the same as

Is the same as

Is the same as

Scores = scores + 20

Dimes = dimes - 2

Bunnies = bunnies * 2

Time = time / 2.73

Reduce = reduce % 3

Here we used simple numbers on the right, but we could have used more elaborate

expressions:

x *= 3*v + 12 Is the same as x = x * (3*y + 12)

These assignment operators have the same low priority that = has, that is. less than that

of + or -. This precedence is reflected in the preceding example.

There is one difference between using a combination assignment operator and writing

out the code the long way. C guarantees that the object to the left of a combination

assignment operator is evaluated only once.

Note: You are not required to use these forms. They are. however, more compact, and

they may produce more efficient machine code than the longer form. They are

particularly useful if you are trying to squeeze something into a for loop specification.

The Comma Operator

The comma operator extends the flexibility of the for loop by allowing you to include

more than one initialization or update in a for loop specification. For example. Listing

6. 1 1 shows a program that prints out first class postage rates. (At the time of this

writing, the rate is 25 cents for the first ounce and 20 cents for each additional ounce.)

postage, c

Listing 6.1

1

/* post age . c--f i rst-c lass postage rates */

^include <stdio.h>
tfdefine FIRST 25

fldefine NEXT 20

mai n( )

{

i nt ounces, cos t

;

printfC" Ounces Cost\n");
for ( ounces=1, cost=FIRST; ounces<= 16; ounces ++,

cost += NEXT)
printf("%d %7d\n", ounces, cost);
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The first four lines of output look like the following:

Ounces Cost

1 25

2 45

3 65

We use the comma operator in the first and the third expressions. Its presence in the first

expression causes ounces and cost to be initialized. Its second occurrence causes

ounces to be increased by 1 and cost to be increased by 20 (the value of NEXT) during

each iteration. All the calculations are done in the for loop specifications. See Figure

6.4.

Figure 6.4

The comma
operator and
the for loop

for

ounces=1,
cost=FIRST;

false ounces++,
cost+=NEXT;

The comma operator is not restricted to for loops, but that is where it is most often used.

The operator has two further properties. First, it guarantees that the expressions it

separates will be evaluated in a left-to-right order. Thus, ounces is initialized before

cost. This ordering is not important for the example, but it would become important if

the expression for cost contained ounces. Second, the value of the entire comma
expression is the value of the righthand member. Therefore the effect of the following

statement:

x = (y = 3, (z = ++y + 2) + 5);

is to first assign 3 to y, then increment y to 4, then add 2 to 4 and assign the resulting 6

to z, then add 5 to z and assign the resulting value of 11 to x. Note, however, that the

reasons for such usage are beyond the scope of this book.
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The comma is also used as a separator. Thus, the commas in the following:

char ch, date;

and

printf("%d %d\n", chimps, chumps);

are separators, not comma operators.

V
^ Summary: New operators

Assignment operators. Each of these operators updates the variable at its left by the

value at its right, using the indicated operation (we use r-h for righthand, and 1-h for

lefthand).

+=

*=

/=

%=

Adds the r-h quantity to the 1-h variable

Subtracts the r-h quantity from the 1-h variable

Multiplies the 1-h variable by the r-h quantity

Divides the 1-h variable by the r-h quantity

Gives the remainder from dividing the 1-h variable

by the r-h quantity

Example.

Rabbits *= 1.6; Is the same as Rabbits = rabbits * 1.6;

Miscellaneous: The comma operator. This operator links two expressions into one and

guarantees that the leftmost expression is evaluated first. It is typically used to include

more information in a for loop control expression.

Example.

for ( step = 2, fargo = 0; fargo < 1000; step *= 2)

fargo += step;

Zeno Meets the for Loop

Let's see how the for loop and the comma operator can help solve an old paradox. The

Greek philosopher Zeno once argued that an arrow would never reach its target. First,

he said, the arrow had to cover half the distance to the target, then it had to cover half of

the remaining distance, then it still had half of what was left to cover; and so forth. Since

the journey had an infinite number of parts, Zeno argued, it would take the arrow an

infinite amount of time to reach its journey's end. (We doubt, however, that Zeno would

have volunteered to be a target just on the strength of this argument.)

Let's take a quantitative approach and suppose that it takes the arrow 1 second to travel

the first half. It then takes l/i second to travel half of what is left, 1/4 second to travel half

of what is left next, and so on. We can represent the total time by the infinite series 1 +
l/> + 1/4 + 1/8 + 1/16 + ...
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Listing 6. 1 2 finds the sum of the first few terms.

Listing 6.12

/* zeno.c— series sum */

#include <stdio.h>
#define LIMIT 15

mai n(

)

{

i n t count;
float time, x;

for ( time=0.0, x=1.0, count=1; count <= LIMIT; count++,
x *= 2.0)

{

t ime += 1 . 0/x;
printfC'tirae = %f when count = %d.\n". ti me, count);

>

>

The following gives the sum of the first 15 terms:

time = 1.000000 when count = 1.

time = 1.500000 when count = 2.

time = 1.750000 when count = 3.

time = 1.875000 when count = 4.

time = 1.937500 when count = 5.

time = 1.968750 when count = 6.

time = 1.984375 when count = 7.

time = 1.992188 when count = 8.

time = 1.996094 when count = 9.

time = 1.998047 when count = 10.

time = 1.999023 when count =11.
time = 1.999512 when count = 12.

time = 1.999756 when count = 13.

time = 1.999878 when count = 14.

time = 1.999939 when count = 15.

We can see that although we keep adding more terms, the total seems to level out.

Indeed, mathematicians have proven that the total approaches 2.0 as the number of

terms approaches infinity, just as our program suggests. For instance, suppose S = 1 +

V2 + Va+V% + ... Then dividing by 2 gives 5/2 = Vl + Va + V% + Vie + ... Subtracting the

second expression from the first gives 5 - S/2 = 1 +Vi -Vi + Va -Va + .... which is S/2 -

\.otS = 2.

The program also shows that we can use more than one comma operator in an expres-

sion. We initialize time, x, and count. Once we set up the conditions for the loop, the

program itself is extremely brief.
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6.6 An Exit-Condition Loop: do while

The while loop and the for loop are both entry-condition loops. C also has an exit-con-

dition loop, in which the condition is checked after each iteration of the loop. This

variety is called a do while loop. Listing 6.13 shows an example.

do while.c

/* do_while.c— exit-condition loop */

tfinclude <stdio.h>
mainO
{

Listing 6.13 char ch '

do

{

scanf ( "%c", &ch )

;

printf("%c" , ch);

} whi Le ( ch != '#' )*

The program reads input characters and reprints them until the # character appears. How
is this program different from a while loop version such as that shown in Listing 6.14?

entry, c

Listing 6.14

I* ent ry

.

c--ent ry condition loop */

^include <stdio.h>
mai n( )

{

char c h ;

scanf("%c", &ch )

;

while ( ch != "#")

{

printf("%c", ch);

scanf ("Xc", &ch);
}

The behavioral difference appears when the # is read. The while loop prints out all the

characters up to the first #: the do while loop prints out all the characters up to and

including the #. Only after it has printed the # character does the while loop check to see

it a newline character appears: in a do while loop, that action precedes the test condi-

tion.
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The general form of the do while loop follows:

do

statement

while ( expression );

The statement can he simple or compound. Note that the do while loop itself counts as

a statement and therefore requires a terminating semicolon. Also see Figure 6.5.

Figure 6.5

Structure of a do
while loop

do
1!

printf("Fa La La La!\n");

while
!!

next
st a t ement

false ^s^
4 „^^ r m\ p t +k L i mi t ^\

true

A do while loop always is executed at least once, since the test is made after the body of

the loop is executed. On the other hand, a for loop or a while loop may be executed zero

times, since the test is made before execution. You should restrict your use of do while

loops to cases that require at least one iteration. For example, a password program can

include a loop along these lines:

do

{

promptfor password

read user input

} while ( input not equal to password );

You should avoid a do while structure of the type shown in the following pseudocode:

ask user ifhe or she wants to continue

do

some clever stuff

while ( answer is yes );

After the user answers "no." "some clever stuff is performed anyway because the test

follows the body of the loop.
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\ ^ Summary: The do while Statement

Keywords: do, while

Genera] comments. The do while statement creates a loop that repeats until the test

expression becomes false, or zero. The do while statement is an exit-condition loop,

which means that the decision to go through one more pass of the loop is made after

the loop is traversed. Thus, the loop must be executed at least once. The statement part

of the form can be a simple statement or a compound statement.

Form.

do

statement

while ( expression );

The statement portion is repeated until the expression becomes false, or zero.

Example.

do

scanf("%d", Snumber)
while( number != 20 );

6.7 Which Loop?

Once you decide you need a loop, which one should you use? First, you must decide

whether you need an entry-condition loop or an exit-condition loop, although your

answer should usually be an entry-condition loop. There are several reasons why

computer scientists consider an entry-condition loop superior. One is the general prin-

ciple that it is better to look before you leap (or loop) than after. A second reason is that

a program is easier to read if the loop test is found at the beginning of the loop. Finally,

in many uses, it is important that the loop be skipped entirely if the test is not initially

met.

Let's assume you need an entry-condition loop. Should it be a for loop or a while loop?

Your decision is partly a matter of taste, since what you can accomplish with one loop,

you can also accomplish with the other. To make a for loop like a while loop, you can

omit the first and third expressions:

for ( .test; )

is the same as the following:

while ( test

)

To make a while loop like a for loop, preface it with an initialization and include update

statements:
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initialize;

while ( test

)

{

body:

update;

}

is the same as the following:

for ( initialize; test; update )

body:

In terms of style, it seems appropriate to use a for loop when the loop involves

initializing and updating a variable and to use a while loop when the conditions are

otherwise. Thus, while is natural for the following idiom:

while (scanf ("%Ld", &num) == 1)

The for loop is a more natural choice for loops involving counting with an index:

for ( count = 1; count <= 100; count++)

6.8 Nested Loops

A nested loop is a loop that is inside another loop. One common context for nested loops

is displaying data in rows and columns. One loop can handle, say, all the columns in a

row, and the second loop can handle the rows. Listing 6.15 shows a simple example.

rows 1 .c

Listing 6.15

/* rowsl .c— uses nested Loops */

//include <stdio.h>
//define ROWS 6

//define CHARS 6

mai n( )

(

int row;

cha r ch;

for (row = 0; row < ROWS; row++)
{

for (ch = 'A'; ch < 'A' + CHARS; ch++)
printfC'Xc", ch);

printf("\n">;
>

/* line 10 */

/* line 12 */
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Running the program produces this output:

ABCDEF

ABCDEF

ABCDEF

ABCDEF

ABCDEF

ABCDEF

Discussion

The for loop beginning on line 10 is called the outer loop, and the loop beginning on

line 12 is called an inner loop because it is inside the other loop. The outer loop starts

with row having a value of and terminates when row reaches 6. Thus it goes through

six cycles, with row having the values through 5. The first statement in each cycle is

the inner for loop. This loop also goes through six cycles, printing the characters A
through F on the same line. The second statement of the outer loop is printf("\n");,

which starts a new line so that the next time the inner loop is run, the output is on a new

line. Note that with a nested loop the inner loop runs through its full range of iterations

each single iteration of the outer loop. So in the last example, the inner loop prints six

characters to a row. and the outer loop creates six rows.

A Nested Variation

In the last example, the inner loop performed the same activity each cycle of the outer

loop. But you can also instruct the inner loop to behave differently each cycle by

making part of the inner loop depend on the outer loop. Listing 6. 1 6, for example, alters

the last program slightly by making the inner loop starting character depend on the cycle

number of the outer loop.

Listing 6.16

n* rows2.c

/* rows2 . c--usi ng dependent nested loops */

^include <stdio.h>
//define ROWS 6

//define CHARS 6

ma i n ( )

{

i n t row;

char ch;

for (row = 0; row < ROWS; row++)
{

for (ch = 'A' + row; ch < 'A' + CHARS; ch++)
printf("%c", ch);

printf("\n");
>

>
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This time the output is as follows:

ABCDEF

BCDEF

CDEF

DEF

EF

F

Because row is added to A during each cycle of the outer loop, ch is initialized to one

character later in the alphabet on each row. The test condition, however, is unaltered, so

each row still ends on F, which results in one less character being printed for each row.

6.9 Arrays

Arrays are important features in many programs. They let you store several items of

related information in a convenient fashion. We devote all of Chapter 10 to arrays later,

but because arrays often are used with loops, we introduce them now.

An array is a series of data objects of the same type, such as 10 chars or 15 ints, stored

sequentially. The entire array bears a single name, and the individual data objects, or

elements, are accessed by using an integer index. For instance, the following declara-

tion:

float debtsC20];

announces that debts is an array with 20 elements. The first element is called debts[0]:

the second element is called debts[l]: and so on up to debts[19]. Note that the number-

ing of array elements starts with and not 1 . Because we declare the array to be type

float, each element can be assigned a float value, for example:

debtsC5D = 32.54;

debts[6D = 1 .2e+21;

An array can be of any data type:

int nanni esC22]; /* an array to hold 22 integers */

char alphaf.263; /* an array to hold 26 characters */

Long bigC500]; /* an array to hold 500 long integers */

For example, in Chapter 4 we discussed strings, which are a special case of char arrays.

(In general, a char array is one whose elements are assigned char values. A string is a

char array in which the null character, ' \0 '
, is used to mark the end of the string. See

Figure 6.6.)

The numbers used to identify the array elements are called subscripts or indices. The

subscripts must be integers, and as mentioned the subscripting begins with 0. The arra>

elements are stored next to each other in memory . See Figure 6.7.
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character array but not a string

Figure 6.6

Character arrays

and strings

character array and a string

Using a for Loop with an Array

\0

null character

There are many, many uses for arrays. Listing 6.17 is a relatively simple one. It's a

program that reads in 10 scores that are to be processed later. By using an array, we
avoid inventing 10 different variable names, one for each score. Also, we can use a for

loop to do the reading. The program goes on to report the sum of the scores and their

average.

! scores m.c

Listing 6.17

/* scores_in.c— use Loops for array processing */

#include <stdio.h>
tfdefine SIZE 10

mainO
{

int index, sum, scoreCSIZED;
float average;

printfC Enter %d scores:\n", SIZE);
for (index = 0; index < SIZE; index++)

scanf("%d", SscoreEindexD); /* read in the ten scores */

printf("The scores read in are as follows:\n");
for (index = 0; index < SIZE; index++)

printf("%5d", scoreCindex]); /* verify input */

pr i nt f
( "\n" )

;

for (index = 0; index < SIZE; index++)
sum += scoreCindex]; /* add them up */

average = (float) sum / SIZE; /* time-honored method */

printfC'Sum of scores = %d, average = %.2f\n", sum,
average) ;

Let's check to see if it works; then we can make a few comments. The output follows:
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int b o o C 4 : (note: 2 bytes per int)

1980 b~J 46 p~Tl 4816 «zrf
Figure 6.7 booCOD booC1] booC2: booC3D
77ie char and int

arrays in memory
char foot 4] (note: 1 -byte char)

Enter 10 scores:

76 85 62 48 98 71

66 89 70 77 99

The scores read in are as follows:

76 85 62 48 98 71 66 89 70 77

Sum of scores = 742, average = 74.20

It works, so let's analyze some of the details. First, note that although we typed 1

1

numbers, only 10 were read, for the reading loop reads just 10 values. Also, remember

that because scanf( ) skips over whitespace, we can type all 10 numbers on one line or

spread them over several lines.

Next, using arrays and loops is much more convenient than using 10 separate scanf( )

statements and 10 separate printf( ) statements to read in and verify the 10 scores. The

for loop provides a simple and direct way to utilize the array subscripts. Notice that an

element of a float array is handled like a float variable. To read a float variable fue. we

would use scanf("%f", &fue). Here we are reading a float element score[index], so

we use scanf(" %f", &score[index]).

This example illustrates several style points. First, we use a #define directive to create a

manifest constant (SIZE) to specify the size of the array. We use this constant in

defining the array and in setting the loop limits. If we need to expand the program to

handle 20 scores, we simply redefine SIZE to be 20, and we don't have to change every

part of the program that uses the array size.

Second, the following idiom:

for (index = 0; index < SIZE; index++)

is a handy one for processing an array of size SIZE. It's important to use the correct

array limits. The first element has index 0, and the loop starts by setting index to 0.

Because the numbering starts with 0, the element index for the last element is SIZE - 1.

That is. the 10th element is score[9]. The test condition i < SIZE accomplishes this task,

for the last value of index used in the loop is SIZE - 1. You can also use the test index

<= SIZE - 1. although this statement is more awkward-looking.
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Third, it is good practice to have a program repeat, or echo, the values it has just read in.

It helps ensure that the program is processing the data you think it is.

Finally, note that we use three separate for loops. You may wonder if this step is really

necessary. Can we have combined some of the operations in one loop? The answer is

that we could have done so, and the program would have been more compact. However,

we were swayed by the principle of modularity. The idea behind this phrase is that a

program should be broken into separate units with each unit having only one task to

perform. Modularity makes it easier to read a program. Perhaps even more important, it

makes it much easier to update or modify a program if different parts of it are not

intermingled. Once we know enough about program functions, we can also make each

unit into a function, enhancing the program modularity.

6,10 A Loop Example Using a Function Return Value

For our last example in this chapter, let's design a function that calculates the result of

raising a number to an integer power. The three main tasks in this exercise are devising

the algorithm for calculating the answer, expressing the algorithm in a function that

returns an answer, and providing a convenient way of testing the function.

First, let's look at an algorithm. We keep the function simple by restricting it to positive

integer powers. If we want to raise a to the b power, we multiply a by itself b times.

This type of task is natural for a loop. We can set a variable pow to 1, then multiply it by

a repeatedly:

for (i = 1; i <= b; i++)

pow *= a;

Recall that the *= operator multiplies the lefthand side by the righthand side. So after

the first loop cycle, pow is l*a, or a. After the second cycle, pow is its previous value

(a) multiplied by a, or a squared, and so on. Once b is known, the for loop is natural in

this context because the loop is executed a predetermined number of times.

Now that we have an algorithm, we should decide on what data types to use. The

exponent b, being an integer, should be type int. To allow maximum range in values for

a and its power, we make a and pow type double.

Next let's consider how to put the function together. We need to give the function two

values, and the function should give back one. To get information to the function, we
can use two arguments, one double and one int. specifying which number to raise to

what power. But how do we arrange for the function to return a value to the calling

program? To write a function with a return value, do the following:

1 . When you define a function, state the type of value it returns.

2. Use the keyword return to indicate the value to be returned.

For example:
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double power(a,b)/* power( ) returns type double */

double a;

i n t b ;

{

double pow = 1;

i n t i ;

for (i = 1; i <= b; i++)

pow *= a;

return pow; /* return the value of pow */

To declare the function type, we preface the function name with the type, just as we do

when declaring a variable. The keyword return causes the function to return the

following value to the calling variable. Here we return the value of a variable, but you

can return the value of expressions, too. For instance:

return 2 * x + b;

is a valid statement. The function then computes the value of the expression and returns

it. In the calling program, the return value can be assigned to another variable, be used

as a value in an expression, or be used as an argument to another function, as in

printf(" 9cf", power(6.28, 3)). The return value also can be ignored.

Now let's use the function in a program. To test the function, it is convenient to be able

to feed several values to the function, which suggests setting up an input loop. The

natural choice for this operation is the while loop. We can use scanf( ) to read in two

values at a time. If successful in reading two values. scanf( ) returns the value 2, so we

can control the loop by comparing the scanf( ) return value to 2. One more point: To use

the power( ) function in our program, we need to declare it, just as we declare variables

that the program uses. Listing 6.18 shows the program.

/* power.c—using return values */

#include <stdio.h>
ain()

double x, xpow; js rX^V
double power ( ) ;

' /* a function declaration */

i n t n ;

pri nt f

(

"Enter a number and the positive integer power");
printfC" to which\n the number will be raised. Enter q");

printfC to qui

t

. \n") ;

hite ( scanf ("%lf%d", &x, &n) == 2)

<

xpow = p_ower ( x , n ) ; /* function call */

printf("%.3e to the power %d is %.3e\n", x, n, xpow);
>

\

ti>>
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double power(a,b) /* function definition */

double a;

i n t b ;

"ML19S:
18 double pow = 1;

i n t i ;

(cont'd.)

for (i = 1; i <= b; i++)
*-pow *= a;

return pow; /* return the value of pow */

>

The following is a sample run:

Enter a number and the positive integer power to which

the number will be raised. Enter q to quit.

2.2 5

2.200e+000 to the power 5 is 5.154e+001

8.0

8

8.000e+000 to the power 8 is 1.678e+007
144 2

1.440e+002 to the power 2 is 2.074e+004

q

Program Discussion

The maim ) program is an example of a driver, which is a short program designed to

test a function. The while loop is a generalization of a form we've used before. Entering

2.2 5 causes scanfl ) to return 2, and the loop continues. Because scanf( ) skips over

whitespace, input can be spread over more than one line, as the sample output shows.

But entering q produces a return value of 0, because q can't be read using the %lf

specifier. Entering q therefore terminates the loop. Similarly, entering 2.8 q produces a

return value of 1, which also terminates the loop.

Let's look at the function-related matters. The power( ) function appears three times in

this program. The first appearance:

double power( ); /* a function declaration */

declares that the program will be using a function called power( ). The parentheses

following power indicate that power( ) is the name of a function, much as brackets

indicate an array name. The keyword double indicates that the power( ) function

returns a type double value. The compiler needs to know what kind of value power(

)

returns so that it will know how many bytes of data to expect and how to interpret them

(which is the reason why we have to declare the function).
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The second appearance:

xpow = power(x,n); /* function call */

calls the function, passing it two values. The function calculates the nth power of x and

returns it to the calling program, where the return value is assigned to the variable

xpow.

The third appearance is in the head of the function definition:

double power(a,b) /* function definition */

double a;

i n t b ;

Here we find that power( ) takes two arguments: a double and an int. Note that powert )

i^jlQlJ^QJirj^y^gLbA_a_^£iiu£oJon when it appears in a function definition, although it is

followed by a semicolon when in a function declaration. After the function heading is

the code that specifies what power( ) does.

Recall that the power( ) function uses a for loop to calculate the value of a to the b

power and assign it to pow. The following line:

return pow; /* return the value of pow */

makes the value of pow the function return value.

Using Functions With Return Values

Declaring the function, calling the function, defining the function, and using the return

keyword are the basic elements in defining and using a function with a return value. Our

example follows traditional K & R C practices in performing these steps. In Chapter 9,

we look at the new, more powerful ANSI C techniques.

At this point, you may have some questions. For example, since our definition of power(

)

says it is type double, why do we have to declare it separately? Or, if we are supposed

to declare functions before we use their return values, why did we use the scanf( ) return

value without declaring scanfl )?

We answer the first question first. The compiler needs to know what type power( ) is

when it first encounters it in the program. At this point, the compiler has not yet

encountered the definition of power( ), so it doesn't know that the definition says the

return type is double. To help the compiler, we preview what is to come by using what

is termed a forward declaration, which informs the compiler that power( ) is defined

elsewhere and that it will return type double. If we place the power( ) function defini-

tion ahead of main! ) in the file, we can omit the forward declaration, for in this case,

the compiler will know all about power( ) before reaching mainl ). However, such a

format is not standard C style: Since maim ) usually provides the overall framework for

a program, it's best to show it first. Also, functions are often kept in separate files, so

that a forward declaration is essential.
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Next, why didn't we declare scanf( )? Well, we did. The stdio.h header file has in it

function declarations for scanf( ), printf( ), and several other I/O functions. The scanf( )

declaration states it returns type int. However, if you forget to include stdio.h, the

program will still run, because C assumes that if you don't declare the function type it is

type int. Early C programming often relied heavily on this assumption, but modern

practice is to declare the function type even if it is int.

6. 7 7 Summary

This chapter described program control. C offers many aids for structuring your

programs. The while and for statements provide entry-condition loops. The latter are

particularly suited for loops that involve initialization and updating. The comma
operator lets you initialize and update more than one variable in a for loop. For the rare

occasion when an exit-condition loop is needed, C provides the do while statement.

All these loops use a test condition to determine if another loop cycle is to be executed.

In general, the loop continues if the test expression evaluates to a nonzero value and

terminates otherwise. Often, the test condition is a relational expression, which is an

expression formed using a relational operator. Such an expression has a value of 1 if the

relation is true and a value of otherwise.

In addition to the relational operators, the chapter discussed several of C's arithmetic

assignment operators such as += and *=. These operators modify the value of the

lefthand operand by performing an arithmetic operation on it.

We also discussed arrays further. These are declared in the same fashion as ordinary

variables, but they contain a number in brackets to indicate the number of elements. The

first element of an array is 0, the second is 1 , and so on. The subscripts used to number

arrays can be manipulated conveniently by using loops. Finally, we showed how to

write and use a function with a return value.

Review Questions

1 . Find the value of quack after each line:

int quack = 2 ;

quack += 5;

quack *= 10;

quack -= 6;

quack /= 8;

quack %= 3;

2. What output does the following loop produce?

for ( value = 36; value > 0; value /= 2)

pri nt f ("%3d", value);

3. Represent each of the following test conditions:
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a. \ is greater than 5

b. Scanfl ) attempts to read a single double and fails

C \ has the \alue 5

4. Represent each of the following test conditions:

a. Scanf( 1 succeeds in reading a single integer

b. x is not 5

c. x is 20 or greater

5. Find the errors in the following program:

mainO /* Line 1 */

{ /* Line 2 */

int i, j, ListCIO); /* Line 3 */

for (i = 1, i <= 10, i++) /* Line 5 */

{ /* Line 6 */

ListHiJ" = 2*i + 3; /* Line 7 */

for (j = 1, j > = i, j++) /* Line 8 */

printf ("%d\n", ListCj]); /* Line 9 */

} /* Line 10 */

6. Use nested loops to write a program that produces the follow ing pattern:

$$$$$$$$

$$$$$$$$

$$$$$$$$

$$$$$$$$

7. What does each of the follow ing programs print out?

a. ^include <stdio.h>

ma i n ( )

{

int i =0;

while ( + +i < 4

)

printf ("Hi ! ");

do

printf ("Bye! "
)

;

while ( i++ < 8 ) ;

>

b. #include <stdio.h>
ma i n ( )

{

int i ;

char ch;
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for (i = 0, ch = 'A'; i < 4; i+ + , ch += 2 * i)

printf("%c", ch);

}

8. Given the input "Saddle up my horse!," what do each of the following programs

produce for output? (Note: the ! follows the space character in the ASCII sequence.)

a. //include <stdio.h>
ma i n ( )

i

i n t c h ;

scant ("/ic", & c h ) ;

whi Le ( ch != 'o' )

{

printf("%c", ch);

scanf("%c", &ch);
}

}

b. //include <stdio.h>
ma i n ( )

{

i n t c h ;

scanf ("Xc", &ch);
whi le ( ch != 'o' )

{

printf("%c", ++ch);
scanf C7c", &ch);

}

}

c. //include <stdio.h>
ma i n ( )

{

i n t c h ;

do {

scanf ("7.c", 8ch);
printf("%c", ch);
} while ( ch != 'o' );

}

d. //include <stdio.h>
ma i n ( )

{

i n t c h ;

for ( ch = '!'; ch != 'o'; scanf("%c", &ch) )

putchar(ch);
}
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9. What does the following program print?

^include <stdio.h>

ma i n(

)

{

i n t n , m ;

n = 10;

whi Le ( ++n <= 13 )

printf ("%d",n)

;

do

printf ("%d",n)

;

while ( ++n <= 12);

printf ("\n***\n");

for ( n = 1; n*n < 60; n +=3)

printf ("%d\n", n);

printf ("\n***\n");

for ( n = 1 , m = 5; n < m; n *= 2, m+= 2)

printf("%d %d\n", n, m);

printf ("\n***\n");

for ( n = 4; n > 0; n—

)

{

for ( m = 0; m <= n; m++)

printf <"+");

printf ("\n");
>

}

1 0. Consider the following declaration:

double mintCIO];

a. What is the array name?

b. How many elements does the array have?

c. What kind of value can be stored in each element?

d. Which of the following is a correct usage of scanf( ) with this array?

(a)scanf("%lf", mint)

(b)scanf("%lf\ mint[2])

(c)scanf("%lf", &mint[2])

(d)scanf("%lf", &mint)
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1 1 . Mr. Noah likes counting by twos, so he's written the following program to create an

array that is filled with the integers 2, 4, 6, 8, and so on. What, if anything, is wrong with

this program?

//include <stdio.h>

//define SIZE 8

main( )

i

int by_twosCSIZE];
int index;

for ( index = 1; index <= SIZE; index++)

by_twosCi ndex] = 2 * index;

for ( index = 1; index <= SIZE; index++)

printf("%d ", by_twos);

printf ("\n");
}

1 2. You want to write a function that returns a long value. What should your definition of

the function include?

1 3. Define a function that takes an int argument and returns, as a long, the square of that

value.

1 4. What does the following program print?

//include <stdio.h>

ma i n(

)

{

int k ;

for (k = 1, printf("%d: Hi!\n", k); printfC'k = %d\n",k>,

k*k < 26; k+=2, printfC'Now k is %d\n", k) )

printfC'k is %d in the loop\n",k);

}

Programming Exercises

1 . Write a program that creates an array with 26 elements and stores the 26 lowercase

letters in it. Also have it show the array contents.

2. Use nested loops to produce the following pattern:

$

$$

$$$

$$$$

$$$$$

3. Use nested loops to produce the following pattern:
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F

FE

FED

FEDC

FEDCB

FEDCBA

4. Write a program that prints a table with each line giving an integer, its square, and its

cube. Ask the user to input the lower and upper limits for the table. Use a for loop.

5. Write a program that reads a single word into a character array and then prints the word

backward. Hint: Use strlen( ) to compute the index of the last character in the array.

6. Consider the following two infinite series:

1.0 + 1.0/2.0 + 1.0/3.0 + 1.0/4.0 +

1.0 - 1.0/2.0 + 1.0/3.0 - 1.0/4.0 +

Write a program that evaluates running totals of these two series up to some limit of

number of terms. Have the user enter the limit interactively. Examine the running totals

after 20 terms. 100 terms, and 500 terms. Does either series appear to be converging to

some value? Hint: -1 multiplied by itself an odd number of times is -1. and -1

multiplied by itself an even number of times is 1

.

7. Write a program that requests two floating-point numbers and prints the value of their

difference divided by their product. Have the program loop through pairs of input

values until the user enters nonnumeric input.

8. Modify Question 7 so that it uses a function to return the value of the calculation.

9. Write a program that creates an eight-element array of type int. sets the elements to the

first eight powers of 2, and then prints out the values. Use a for loop to set the values,

and for variety, use a do while loop to display the values.

1 0. Write a program that reads eight integers into an array and then prints them out in

reverse order.

11. Write a program that reads in a line of input and then prints out the line in reverse order.

Recall that you can use scanfi ) with the %c specifier to read characters and that the

newline character (\n) is generated when you press the Enter key.

^ 12. Daphne invests $100 at 10 percent simple interest. That is, every year, the investment

earns an interest equal to 10 percent of the original investment. Deirdre invests S100 at

5 percent interest compounded annually. That is, interest is 5 percent of the current

balance, including previous addition of interest. Write a program that finds out how
many years it takes for the value of Deirdre's investment to exceed the value of

Daphne's investment. Also show the two values at that time.
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s you tackle more complex tasks, your flow program becomes more in-

volved. You need programming structures to control and organize the

workings of these programs. C provides you with valuable tools to meet

these needs. Already, you've learned about looping. In this chapter, we

feature branching structures such as if and switch that let you choose alternatives. Also,

we look at the logical operators that let you test for more than one relationship in a while

or if condition. As well, we study C's jump statements, which shift the program flow to

another part of a program.

7. 7 The if Statement

Let's start with a simple example of an if statement. See Listing 7.1. This program reads

in a list of daily low temperatures (in Celsius) and reports back the total number of

entries and the percent that are below freezing. We use scanf( ) in a loop to read in the

values. During each loop cycle, we increment a counter to keep track of the number of

entries. An if statement detects temperatures below freezing and keeps track of their

number.

colddays.c

/* colddays.c— find fraction of days below freezing */

# i nc I ude <stdio.h>
#define SCALE "Celsius"
#define FREEZING
ma i n( )

{

float temperature;
int freezing = 0;

int days = 0;

Listing 7. J

pri nt f

(

"Enter the list of daily low t empera tures . \n" )

;

printfC'Use %s, and enter q to quit.\n", SCALE);
while( scanf("%f", &t empe ra tu re ) == 1)

{

d a y s + + ;

if ( temperature < FREEZING )

freezing++;

i f ( days != ) V

printf("%d days total: %.1f%% are below f reez i ng . \n",

days, 100.0 * (float) freezing / days);
if ( days == )

printf("No data entered!\n");
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if Basics

Here's ,i sample run:

Enter the List of daily low temperatures.

Use Celsius, and enter q to quit.

20 11 3 -4 -6 -10 -2.5 10 8 -5 q

10 days total: 50.0% are below freezing.

The while loop test condition uses the return value of scanf( ) to terminate the loop

when scant! ) encounters nonnumeric input. By using float instead of int for tempera-

ture, the program is able to accept input like -2.5 as well as 8.

The new statement in the block is the following:

if ( temperature < FREEZING )

f reezi ng + + ;

This if statement instructs the computer to increase freezing by 1 if the value just read

(temperature) is less than zero. If temperature is not less than zero, then the freez-

ing++; statement is skipped, and the while loop moves on to read the next temperature

value.

We use the if statement two more times to control the output. If there are data, the

program prints the results. If there are no data, the program reports that fact. (Soon we

describe a more elegant way to handle this part of the program.)

We use a cast to float in finding the percent to avoid integer division. Strictly speaking,

the cast is superfluous, for in the expression 100.0 * freezing / days, the subexpression

100.0 * freezing is evaluated first and is forced into floating point by the automatic type

conversion rules. We use the type cast to document our intent and to protect the program

from faulty compilers.

The if statement is called a branching statement because it provides a junction at which

the program has to select which of two paths to follow. The general form follows:

if ( expression )

statement

If expression is true (or more generally, nonzero), the statement is executed; otherwise,

it is skipped. As with a while loop, statement can be a single statement or a single block,

or compound statement. The if structure is similar to a while statement. The chief

difference is that in an if statement, the test and (possibly) the execution are performed

just once; but in the while loop, the test and execution may be repeated several times.

Normally expression is a relational expression; that is, it compares the magnitude of two

quantities (x > y or c == 6, for example). If the expression is true (x is greater than y or

c equals 6), then the statement is executed. Otherwise, it is ignored. More generally, any

expression can be used, and an expression with a value is taken to be false.
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The statement portion can be a simple statement, as in Listing 7.1, or it can be a

compound statement or block, marked off by braces:

if ( score > big)

pri ntf ("Jackpot ! \n" ); /* simple statement */

if ( joe > ron)

i

joecash++;

printfC'You lose, Ron.Nn"); /* compound statement */

>

The entire if structure counts as a single statement, even when it uses a compound

statement.

7,2 Adding else to the if Statement

The simple form of an if statement gives you the choice of executing a statement

( possibly compound) or skipping it. C also lets us choose between two statements by

using the if else structure.

We can use if else to fix an awkward segment from Listing 7.1:

if ( days != )

printf("%d days total: %.1f%% were below f reezi ng . \n",

days, 100.0 * (float) freezing / days);

if ( days == )

printfC'No data entered ! \n" );

If the program finds that days is not unequal to 0. it should know that days must be

without retesting. With if else, we can rewrite the fragment:

if ( days != )

printfCXd days total: %.1f%% were below f reezi ng . \n",

days, 100.0 * (float) freezing / days);

e Ise

printfC'No data entered ! \n" ) ;

With this revised code, one test is made. If the test expression is true, the temperature

data are printed. If it's false, the warning message is printed.

Note the general form of the if else statement:

if ( expression )

statementl

else

statementl

If expression is true, or nonzero, statementl is executed. If expression is false, or zero,

the single statement following the else is executed. The statements can be simple or
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compound. The indentation is not required by C, but it is the standard style. It shows at

a glance those statements whose execution depends on a test.

You must use braces to create a single block if you want to insert more than one

statement between the if and the else. The construction:

if ( x > 0)

pri ntf

(

"Increment ing x:\n");

x++;

e Lse

printfC'x < \n");

is not valid. Instead, use:

if ( x > 0)

<

pri ntf

(

"Increment i ng x:\n");

x++;

}

else

printfC'x < \n");

The if statement lets us choose whether or not to do one action. The if else statement lets

us choose between two actions. See Figure 7. 1

.

Another Example: Introducing getchar( ) and putchar(
)

Most of our examples have been using numeric input. To provide some variety and

practice with other types, let's look at a character-oriented example. We can, of course,

use scanf( ) and printf( ) with the %c specifier to read and write characters, but C also

provides a pair of functions specifically designed for character I/O: getchar( ) and

putchari ).

The getchar( ) function takes no arguments, and it returns the next character from input.

For instance:

ch = getcharO;

reads the input character and assigns it to the variable ch. The putchari ) function prints

its argument. For example:

putchar(ch);

prints out the character previously assigned to ch.

Because these functions only deal with characters, they are faster and more compact

than the more general scanfl ) and printf( ) functions. Also, for the same reason, they

don't need to be provided with format specifiers. Both functions typically are defined in
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Figure 7.

1

The if versus

the if else

false

if

true

num=2*num;

printf("%d\n",num);

else

if

true

printf("%d\n",num); num=2*num;

next statement

the stdio.h file. (Typically, they are preprocessor macros rather than true functions. We
discuss functionlike macros in Chapter 16.)

To see how these functions work and to see another example of if else, let's write a

program that repeats an input line but replaces each nonspace character with the

character that follows it in the ASCII code sequence, except that spaces will be

reproduced as spaces. We can state the desired response this way: //the character is a

space, print it. else print the next character in the ASCII sequence. The C code looks

much like this statement. See Listing 7.2.
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cypher! .c

Listing 7.2

/* cypherl.c— alter input, preserving spaces */

^include <stdio.h>
tfdefine SPACE ' •

m a i n ( ) J- vf

char c h

;

Jff
ch = getcharO; v^

whi le (ch != '\n' )

if (ch == SPACE)
putchar(ch);

^f else
* putchar(ch + 1 ) ;

/ ch = getcharO;

/* read a character */

/* while not end of line */

/* leave the space */

/* character unchanged */

/* change other characters */

/* get next character */

A sample run follows:

CALL ME HAL.

DBMM NF IBM/

One point to notice is how this loop compares to the one in Listing 7.1. On the one hand,

Listing 7.1 uses the status returned by scanf( ) rather than the value of the input item to

determine when to terminate the loop. On the other hand, Listing 7.2 uses the value of

the input item to decide when to terminate the loop. This difference results in a slightly

different loop structure for Listing 7.2, with one read statement before the loop and one

read statement at the end of each loop. C's flexible syntax, however, lets us emulate

Listing 7.1 by combining reading and testing into a single expression. Listing 7.3

presents Listing 7.2 rewritten in a more typically C style:

<£ cypher2.c

I* cypher2.c—alter input, preserving spaces */

^include <stdio.h>
#define SPACE '

mainO
C

Listing 7.3 char ch ''

while ((ch = getcharO) != '\n')

{

if (ch == SPACE) /* leave the space */

putchar(ch); /* character unchanged */

else
putchar(ch + 1); /* change other characters */

}
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The critical line in Listing 7.3:

while ( (ch = getcharO ) != '\n')

demonstrates a characteristically C programming style: combining two actions in one

expression. The actions are assigning a value to ch and comparing this value to the

newline character. The parentheses around ch = getchar( ) make it the left operand of

the != operator. To evaluate this expression, the computer must call the getcharf )

function and assign its return value to ch. The value of an assignment expression is the

value of the left member, so the value of ch = gettharl ) is simply the value of ch. After

ch is read, the test condition is thus ch != * \n ' , that is, ch not being the newline

character.

This idiom is common in C programming. All the parentheses are necessary. Suppose

instead we used:

while ( ch = getcharO != '\n' )

The != operator has higher precedence than =, so the first expression to be evaluated is

getchar( ) != ' \n ' . Because this expression is relational (is the return value not a

newline character?), its value is 1 or (true or false). This value is then assigned to ch.

Therefore, omitting the parentheses means ch is assigned or 1 rather than the return

value of getchar( ), which is not desirable.

Multiple Choice: else if

Life often offers us more than two choices. We can extend the if else structure with else

if to accommodate this fact. Let's look at an example. Utility companies often charge

depending on the amount of energy you use. Here are the rates we are charged for

electricity, based on kilowatt-hours (kWh):

First 240 kWh: $0.06898 per kWh

Next 300 k\Vh:$0. 1 2032 per kWh

Over 540 kWh: $0.14022 per kWh

If you worry about your energy management, you may wish to prepare a program to

calculate your energy costs. The program in Listing 7.4 is a first step in that direction.

electric.c

/* electric.c— calculate electric bill */

Listing 7.4 # include <stdio.h>
tfdefine RATE1 0.06898
tfdefine RATE2 0.12032
tfdefine RATE3 0.14022
tfdefine BREAK1 240.0
tfdefine BREAK2 540.0

/* rate for first 240 kwh */

/* rate for next 300 kwh */

/* rate for over 540 kwh */

/* first breakpoint for rates
/* second breakpoint for rates */
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fldefine BASE1 RATE1 * BREAK1 /* cost for 240 kwh */

fldefine BASE2 BASE1 + RATE2 * (BREAK2 - BREAK1)
/* cost for 540 kwh */

mai n( )

{

float kwh; /* kilowatt-hours used */

float bill; /* charges */

Listing 7.4
(cont'd.) pri ntf( "Please enter the kwh used.Xn");

scanfC'Xf", Skwh);
if (kwh <= BREAK1)

bill = RATE1 * kwh;

else if (kwh <= BREAK2)/* kwh between 240 and 540 */

bill = BASE1 + RATE2 * (kwh - BREAK1);
else /* kwh above 540 */

bill = BASE2 + RATE3 * (kwh - BREAK2);
printfC'The charge for %.1f kwh is $%1.2f.\n", kwh, bill);

We have used symbolic constants for the rates, therefore our constants are gathered in

one place. If the power company changes its rates, having the rates in one place makes

it less likely that we will fail to update a rate. We also have expressed the rate

breakpoints symbolically. They too are subject to change. BASE1 and BASE2 are

expressed in terms of the rates and breakpoints. Then if the rates or breakpoints change,

the bases are updated automatically. You may recall that the preprocessor does not

perform calculations. Where BASE1 appears in the program, it is replaced by 0.06898 *

240.0. The compiler, however, does evaluate this expression to its numerical value

(16.56). so the program code uses this final value.

The flow of the program is straightforward, with the program selecting one of three

formulas, depending on the value of kwh. Figure 7.2 illustrates the flow. We should

point out that the only way the program can reach the first else is if kwh is equal to or

greater than 240. Thus, the else if ( kwh <= BREAK2 ) line really is equivalent to

demanding that kwh be between 240 and 540. as we noted in the program comment.

Similarly, the final else can be reached only if kwh equals or exceeds 540. Finally, note

that BASE1 and BASE2 represent the total charges for the first 240 and 540 kilowatt-

hours, respectively. Thus, we need only add on the additional charges for electricity in

excess of those amounts.

Actually, the else if is just a variation on what we already know. For example, the core

of our program is another way of writing the following:

if ( kwh <=BREAK1 )

bill = RATE1 * kwh;

else

if ( kwh <=BREAK2 )

bill = BASE1 + RATE2 * (kwh - BREAK1);
else

bill = BASE2 + RATE3 * (kwh - BREAK2);
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Figure 7.2

Program flow for

Listing 7.4

bi L L = RATE1*kwh

bi L L = BASE2 +

RATE3*
(kwh-540)

bi L L=BASE1 +

RATE2*
(kwh-240)

That is. the program consists of an if else statement for which the statement part of the

else is another if else statement. The second if else statement is said to be nested in the

first. (Recall that the entire if else structure counts as a single statement, which is why
we don't have to enclose the nested if else in braces.)

These two forms are equivalent. The only differences are in where we put spaces and

newlines. and these are ignored by the compiler. Nonetheless, the first form (Listing

7.4) is preferred, for it shows more clearly that we are making a three-way choice. This

form makes it easier to scan the program and see what the choices are. The nested forms

of indentation should be used, for instance, when you must test two separate quantities.

An example would be if there were a 10 percent surcharge for kilowatt-hours in excess

of 540 during the summer only.

You may string together as many else ifs as you need (within compiler limits, of

course), as illustrated by this fragment:

if (score < 1000)

bonus = 0;

else if ( score < 1500)

bonus = 1;

else if ( score < 2000)

bonus = 2;

else if ( score < 2500)

bonus - 4;

else

bonus = 6;
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(This fragment could be part of a game program, in which bonus represents how many

additional photon bombs or food pellets you get for the next round.)

Pairing elses wifh ifs

\

When you have many ifs and elses. how does the computer decide which if goes with

which else? For example, consider the following program fragment:

if ( number > 6 )

if ( number < 12 )

printf ("You ' re close!\n");

else

pri ntf ("Sorry, you lose a turn!\n");

When is "Sorry, you lose a turn!" printed: When number is less than or equal to 6, or

when number is greater than 12? In other words, does the else go with the first if or the

second? The answer: when number is greater than 12. That is:

Number Response

5 (None)

10 You're close!

15 Sorry you lose a turn!

The rule is that an else goes with the most recent if unless braces indicate otherwise. See

Figure 7.3. We indent our example to make it look as if the else goes with the first if, but

remember that the compiler ignores indentation. If we really want the else to go with the

first if, we can write the fragment as follows:

if ( number > 6 )

{

if (number < 12 )

printf ("You' re close!\n");
>

else

pri ntf ("Sorry, you lose a turn!\n");

Now we get these responses:

umber Response
5 Sorry you lose a turn!

10 You're close!

15 (None)

More Nested ifs

We've already seen that the if else if else sequence is a form of nested ifs, one that

selects from a series of alternatives. Another kind of nested if is used when choosing a

particular selection leads to an additional choice. For example, a program can use an if

else to select between males and females. Each branch within the if else then can

contain another if else to distinguish between different income groups.
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Figure 7.3

The rule for if else

pairings

i f ( condi t i on )

do this;

if (condition)

do t h i s

;

else

do t h i s

;

"else" goes with the most
recent "if"

if (condition)

{

do this;

if (condition)

do t h i s

;

}

else

do this;

"else" goes with the first

"if" since braces enclose

inner "if" statements

Let's apply this form of nested if to the following problem: Given an integer, print out

all the integers that divide into it evenly; if there are no divisors, report that the number

is prime. This problem requires some forethought. First, we need an overall design for

the program. For convenience, the program should use a loop to let us input numbers to

be tested: that way, we don't have to run the program again each time we want to

examine a new number. We've already developed a model for this kind of loop:

prompt user

while the scanf( ) return value is I

analyze the number and report results

prompt user

Recall that by using scanf( ) in the loop test condition, we attempt to read in a number

and also check to see if the loop should be terminated.

Next we need a plan for finding divisors. Perhaps the most obvious approach is

something like the following:
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for ( div = 2; div < num; div++)

if ( num % div == 0)

printf("%d is divisible by %d\n", num, div);

The loop checks all the numbers between 1 and num to see if they divide evenly into

num. However, this approach is quite wasteful of computer time. We can do much

better. Consider, for example, finding the divisors of 144. We find that 144 % 2 is 0,

meaning 2 divides evenly into 144. If we then actually divide 2 into 144, we get 72,

which also is a divisor. So we can get two divisors instead of one out of a successful

num % div test. The real payoff, however, comes in changing the limits of the loop test.

To see how this procedure works, let's look at the pairs of divisors we get as the loop

continues: 2.72; 3,48: 4,36; 6,28; 8,18; 9,16; 12,12; 16,9; 18.8.... Note: Once we get past

the 12.12 pair, we start getting in reverse order the same divisors that we already found.

So. instead of running the loop to 143, we can stop after reaching 12. That saves a lot of

cycles!

Generalizing this discovery, we see that we only have to test up to the square root of

num instead of to num. For numbers like 9, there is no big savings, but the difference is

enormous for a number like 10,000. Rather than messing with square roots, however,

we can express the test condition as follows:

for ( div = 2; div * div <= num; div++)

if ( num % div == 0)

printf("%d is divisible by %d and %d.\n",
num, div, num / div);

If num is 144. the loop runs through div = 12. If num is 145, the loop runs through div

= 13. (The reason for using this test instead of the square root test is that integer

multiplication is much faster than extracting a square root.)

We need to address two more problems, and then we'll be ready to create the program.

First, what if the test number is a perfect square? Reporting that 144 is divisible by 12

and 12 is a little clumsy. But we can use a nested if to test if div equals num /div. If so,

the program will print out just one divisor instead of two:

for (div = 2; div * div <= num; div++)

{

if (num % div == 0)

{

if ( div * div != num)

printf("%d is divisible by %d and %d.\n",
num, div, num / div);

else

printf("%d is divisible by %d.\n", num, div);
}

}

(Note: Because the if else statement counts as a single statement, the braces around it

are not needed. The outer if is also a single statement, so the braces around it are not

needed. But when statements get long, the braces make it easier to see what is happen-
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ing in the program. In addition, they offer protection if you later add another statement

to an if or to the loop.)

Second, how do we know if a number is prime? If num is prime, then program flow

never gets inside the if statement. To solve this problem we can set a variable to some

value, say 1 , outside the loop and reset the variable to inside the if statement. Then

after the loop is completed, we can check to see if the variable is 1. If it is, the if

statement was never entered, and the number is prime. Such a variable often is called a

flag-

Listing 7.5 incorporates all the ideas we've discussed. Note that to extend the range, we

switch to type long. Also notice that we use the comma operator in the for loop control

expression to let us initialize prime to TRUE for each new input number.

divisors.

c

/* di vi sors .
c— nested ifs display divisors of a number */

#include <stdio.h>
#define NO

#define YES 1

ma i n( )

{

Long num;

Long di v;

int prime;

/* number to be checked */

/* potential divisors */

Listing 7.5

printfC Please enter an integer for analysis; ");

printfC enter q to quit.Vn" );

while ( scanf("%ld", Snum) == 1)

{

for (div = 2, prime = YES; div * div <= num; div++)
{

if (num % div == 0)

{

if ( div * div != num)
printf("%ld is divisible by %ld and %ld.\n",

num, div, num / div);
else

printf("%ld is divisible by %ld.\n", num, div);
prime = NO; /* number is not prime */

}

}

if (prime = = YES)

printfC %ld is prime. \n", num);
printfC Please enter another integer for analysis; ");

printfC enter q to quit.\n");
}
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A sample run follows:

Please enter an integer for analysis; enter q to quit.

36

36 is divisible by 2 and 18.

36 is divisible by 3 and 12.

36 is divisible by 4 and 9.

36 is divisible by 6.

Please enter another integer for analysis; Enter q to quit.

149

1 49 is prime.

Please enter another integer for analysis; enter q to quit.

30077

30077 is divisible by 19 and 1583.

Please enter another integer for analysis; enter q to quit.

q

ESS ifrira EB5mmumimMmmmm
Keywords: if, else

General comments. In each of the following forms, the statement can be either a

simple statement or a compound statement. A true expression, , more generally, means

one with a npnzero value.

Form 1.

if ( expression )

statement

The statemen t is executed if the expression i s true.

Form 2.

if ( expression )

statementl

else

statementl

If the expression is true, statementl is executed; otherwise statementl is executed.

Form 3.

if ( expression! )

statementl

else if ( expression! )

statementl

else

statement3
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If expression! is true, then statpnipntl is executed \f pxprp^innl is fakp hut expres-

sion! is true, statement! is executed. Otherwise, if b"th pyprp^inrK ai-p fal.se, twtf-

ment3 is executed.

Example.

if ( Legs == 4)

printfC'It might be a horse. \n");

else if (Legs > A)

printfC'It is not a horse. \n");

else /* case of legs < 4 */

i

legs++;
printf("Now it has one more leg.\n")
>

7.3 Let's Get Logical

We've seen how if and while statements often use relational expressions as tests.

Sometimes it is useful to combine two or more relational expressions. For instance,

suppose we want a program that counts only nonwhitespace characters in an input

sentence. That is, we wish to keep track of characters that are not spaces, not newline

characters, and not tab characters. We can use logical operators to meet this need. And
we can use the period character (.) to identify the end of a sentence. Listing 7.6 presents

a short program illustrating the method.

chcount.c

Listing 7.6

/* chcount.c— counts nonwhitespace characters */

//include <stdio.h>
#define PERIOD '.'

ma i n ( )

{

i n t c h ;

i nt charcount = 0;

while ((ch = getcharO) != PERIOD)
if( ch != ' ' && ch != '\n' && ch != '\t')

charcount++;
pr i ntf

(

"There are Xd non-whi tespace charac te rs . \n" ,

charcount);

Here's a sample run:

Logical operators
combine relationships.

There are 36 non-whi tespace characters.
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Precedence

The action begins as the program reads a character and checks to see if it is a period,

since the period marks the end of a sentence. Next comes something new. a statement

using the logical "and" operator &&. We can translate the if statement thus: If the

character is not a blank, and if it is not a newline character, and if it is not a tab

character, then increase charcount by one.

All three conditions must be true if the entire expression is to be true. The logical

operators have a lower priority than the relational operators, so it is not necessary to use

additional parentheses to group the subexpressions. There are three logical operators in

C:

f
Operator Meaning

&& And

II Or

! Not

Suppose expl and exp2 are two simple relational expressions like cat > rat or debt ==

1000. Then we can state the following:

1 . expl && exp2 is true only if both expl and exp2 are true.

2. expl || exp2 is true if either or both of expl and exp2 are true.

3. lexpl is true if expl is false.

Here are some examples:

5>2&84>7 is false because only one subexpression is true.

5 > 2
| |

4 > 7 is true because at least one of the subexpressions is true.

! ( 4 > 7 ) is true because 4 is not greater than 7.

Note: The last expression is equivalent to the following:

4 <= 7

If you are unfamiliar or uncomfortable with logical operators, remember:

(practice 8& time) == perfect

The ! operator has a very high precedence, higher than multiplication, the same as the

increment operators, and just below that of parentheses. The && operator has higher

precedence than ||, and both rank below the relational operators and above assignment

in precedence. Thus, the following expression:

a > b 88 b > c || b > d

is interpreted as:

((a > b) 88 (b > c)) | | (b > d)
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That is, b is between a and c, or b is greater than d.

Order of Evaluation

Aside from those cases in which two operators share an operand, C ordinarily does not

guarantee which parts of a complex expression will be evaluated first. For example, in

the statement:

apples = (5 + 3) * (9 + 6);

the expression 5 + 3 may be evaluated before 9 + 6 or it may be evaluated afterward.

This ambiguity was left in the language to enable compiler designers to make the most

efficient choice for a particular system. One exception is the treatment of logical

operators, for which C guarantees that logical expressions are evaluated from left to

right. Furthermore, C guarantees that as soon as an element is found that invalidates the

expression as a whole, the evaluation stops.

Such guarantees make it possible to use constructions like the following:

while((c = getcharO) 88 c != '\n')

This sets up a loop that reads characters up to the first space or newline character. The

first subexpression gives a value to c which then can be used in the second subexpres-

sion. Without the order guarantee, the computer may try to test the second expression

before finding out the value of c.

Another example is:

if ( number != 88 12/number == 2)

printfC'The number is 5 or 6.\n");

If number has the value 0, the expression is false, and the relational expression is not

evaluated any further. This spares the computer the trauma of trying to divide by zero.

Many languages do not have this feature; after seeing that number is 0, they still move

on to check the next condition.

^ Summary: Logical Operators and Expressions

Logical operators. Logical operators normally take relational expressions as

operands. The ! operator takes one operand. The rest take two: one to the left, one to

the right. The logical operators are the following:

&& And
Or
Not
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Logical expressions.

expression I && expression! is true if both expressions are true.

expressionl || expression! is true if either one or both expressions are true.

Expression is true if the expression is false.

Order of evaluation. Logical expressions are evaluated from left to right. Evaluation

stops as soon as something is discovered that renders the expression false.

Examples.

6 > 2 && 3 == 3 is true.

! ( 6 > 2 && 3 = = 3 ) is false.

x !=0&&20/x<5 The second expression is evaluated only if x is nonzero.

7.4 A Word-Count Program

Now we have the tools to make a word-counting program, that is, a program that reads

input and reports the number of words it finds. We may as well also count characters

and lines. Let's discuss what such a program involves.

First, it should read input character by character, and it should have some way of

knowing when to stop. Second, it should be able to recognize and count the following

units: characters, lines, and words. Here's a pseudocode representation:

read a character

while there is more input

increment character count

if a line has been read, increment line count

if a word has been read, increment word count

read next character

We already have a model for the input loop:

white ( (ch = getcharO) != STOP)

{

Here STOP represents some value for ch that will signal the end of the input. So far we
have used the newline character and a period for this purpose, but neither is satisfactory

for a general word-counting program. For the present, we'll choose a character (|) that is

not common in text. In Chapter 8, we present a better solution that also allows the

program to be used with text files as well as keyboard input.

Now let's consider the body of the loop. Since the program uses getchar( ) for input, it

can count characters by incrementing a counter during each loop cycle. To count lines,
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the program can check for newline characters. If a character is a newline, then the

program should increment the line count.

The trickiest part of the program is identifying words. First, we have to define what we

mean by a word. We take a relatively simple approach and define a word as a sequence

of characters that contains no whitespace. Thus, "glymxck" and "r2d2" are words. A
word starts, then, when a program first encounters nonwhitespace, and it ends when the

next whitespace character appears. To keep track if a nonwhitespace character is the

first character in a word, we can set a flag (call it wordflag) to 1 when the first character

in a word is read. We also can increment the word count at that point. As long as

wordflag remains 1, subsequent nonwhitespace characters don't mark the beginning of

a word. At the next whitespace character, we reset the flag to 0, and the program is

ready to find the next word. Let's look at the pseudocode:

if c is not whitespace and wordflag is

set wordflag to 1 and count the word

if c is whitespace and wordflag is 1

set wordflag to

This approach sets the flag to 1 at the beginning of each word and to at the end of each

word. Words are counted only at the time the flag setting is changed from to 1.

Listing 7.7 translates these ideas into C.

% wordcnt.c

Listing 7.7

/* wordcn t

.

c--count s characters, words, Lines */

#include <stdio.h>
«def ine STOP '

|

'

#define YES 1

#define NO

raainO
{

char c

;

Long n_chars = 0L;

int n_ Lines = 0;

int n_words = 0;

int wordflag = NO;

/* read in character */

/* number of characters */

/* number of Lines */

/* number of words */

/* ==YES if c is in a word */

while(( c = getcharO) != STOP)
{

n_chars++; /* count characters */

if ( C == '\n'

)

n_lines++; /* count Lines */

if (c != ' ' &8 c != '\n' 8S c != '\t' && wordflag == NO)

<

wordflag = YES; /* starting a new word */

n_words++; /* count word */

}
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Listing 7.7
(cont'd.)

if (( c == ' '
| | c '\n'

| | c == '\t' ) 88

wordflag == YES)

wordflag = NO; /* reach end of word */

>

printf(" characters = %ld, words = %d, lines = %d\n",
n_chars, n_words, n_lines);

>

Here is a sample run:

Reason is a

powerful servant but

an inadequate master.

I

characters = 55, words = 9, lines = 3

Since there are three different whitespace characters, we use the logical operators to

check for all three possibilities. Consider, for example:

if( c != ' ' 88 c != '\n' 88 c != '\f 88 wordflag == NO)

It says: "If c is not a space and not a newline and not a tab. and if we are not in a word."

(The first three conditions together ask if c is nonwhitespace.) If all four conditions are

met, then we must be starting a new word, and n_words is incremented. If we are in the

middle of a word, then the first three conditions hold, but wordflag will be YES, and

n_words is not incremented. When we reach the next whitespace character, we set

wordflag equal to NO again. Check the coding to see whether or not the program gets

confused if there are several spaces between one word and the next. In the next chapter,

we show how to modify this program to count words in a file.

7.5 The Conditional Operator: ?:

C offers a shorthand way to express one form of the if else statement. It is called a

conditional expression and uses the ?: conditional operator. This operator is a two-part

operator that has three operands. Here is an example that yields the absolute value of a

number:

x=(y<0)?-y:y;

Everything between the = and the semicolon is the conditional expression. The meaning

of the statement is this: If y is less than zero, then x = -y; otherwise, x = y. In if else

terms:

if (y < 0)

x = -y;

else

x = y;
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V

4

?

The general form of the conditional expression follows:

expression! ? expression! : expressions

If expression! is true (nonzero), then the entire conditional expression has the same

value as expression! . If expression! is false (zero), the entire conditional expression has

the same value as expression3.

You can use the conditional expression when you have a variable to which can be

assigned two possible values. A typical example is setting a variable equal to the

maximum of two values:

(a > b) b;

Usually, an if else statement can accomplish the same end as the conditional operator.

The operator versions, however, are more compact, and they usually lead to more

compact machine language code.

Let's look at a paint program example, one that calculates how many cans of paint are

needed to paint a given number of square feet. The basic algorithm is simple: Divide the

square footage by the number of square feet covered per can. But suppose the answer is

1.7 cans. Stores sell whole cans, not fractional cans, so you must buy 2 cans to paint

such a surface. Therefore, the program should round up to the next integer when a

fractional can is involved. The conditional operator can handle this task. Also, we use

the conditional operator to print cans or can, as appropriate. See Listing 7.8.

V paint, c

Listing 7.8

I* paint. c

—

use conditional operator */

//include <stdio.h>
//define COVERAGE 200 /* square feet per paint can */ mainO
{

int sq_feet;
int cans;

pr i nt f

(

"Enter number of square feet to be pai nted : \n" )

;

while (scanf("%d", 8sq_feet) == 1 )

{

cans = sq_feet / COVERAGE;
cans += (sq_feet % COVERAGE == 0) ? : 1;

printfC'You need %d %s of paint. \n", cans,
cans == 1 ? "can" : "cans");

>

k
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*

Here's a sample run:

Enter number of square feet to be painted:

200

You need 1 can of paint.

210

You need 2 cans of paint.

q

Because we're using type int. the division is truncated, that is, 210/200 becomes 1; so

cans is rounded down to the integer part. If sq_feet % COVERAGE is 0, then

COVERAGE goes into sq_feet evenly, and cans is left unchanged. Otherwise, there is

a remainder, so 1 is added. The following statement accomplishes this task:

cans += (sq_feet % COVERAGE == 0) ? : 1;

It adds the value of the expression to the right of += to cans. The expression to the right

is a conditional expression having the value or 1, depending on whether or not

COVERAGE goes into sq_feet evenly.

The final argument to the printf( ) function also is a conditional expression:

cans == 1 ? "can" : "cans");

If the value of cans is 1, then the string "can" is used: otherwise "cans" is used. This

line demonstrates that the conditional operator can use strings for its second and third

operands.

The conditional operator: ? This operator takes three operands, each of which is an

expression. They are arranged as follows:

expressionl ? expression! : expression3

The value of the entire expression equals the value of expression! if expressionl is

true: it equals tne valu e ot expressions otherwise.

Examples.

( 5 > 3 ) ? 1 : 2 has the value 1

( 3 > 5 ) ? 1 : 2 has the value 2

( a > b) ? a : b has the value of the larger of a or b
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7,6 Multiple Choice: switch and break

The conditional operator and the if else construction make it easy to write programs that

choose between two alternatives. Sometimes, however, a program needs to choose

among several alternatives. To accomplish this task, we can use if else if else, but in

many cases it is more convenient to use the C switch statement. Listing 7.9 shows how

the switch structure works. This program reads in a letter, and then responds by printing

an animal name that begins with that letter.

animals.

/* an ima L s . c—use a switch statement */

#include <stdio.h>
mai n( )

i

char ch;

printfC'Give me a Letter of the alphabet; I will give ");

printf("an animal\nname beginning with that Letter. \n");
pr i nt f

(

"Please type in a letter; type a # to end my act.\n");
whileUch = getcharO) != '#')

{

-—if ( ch >= 'a' SS ch <= 'z') /* lowercase only */

switch (ch)

ri

-^case ' a '
:

printfC "argali, a wild sheep of Asia\n");
break;

- case 'b' :

printfC'babirusa, a wild pig of MalayNn");
, break;

case ' c '
:

pri ntf ( "coat i , racoonlike mammal\n");
break;

"case ' d ' :

pri ntf ( "desman, aquatic, molelike critter\n");
break;

case '
e

' :

printfC echidna, the spiny anteater\n");
break;

-^default :

pri ntf ( "That ' s a st umper ! \n")

;

> /* end of switch */

else
printfCI only recognize lowercase letter s . \n") ;

whi lei^r get cha r ( 1 ! = '\n')

; vT^J^p^^jL- /* skip rest of input line */

printfC Please enter another letter or a #.\n");
} /* while loop end */
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A sample run follows:

Give me a letter of the alphabet; I will give an animal

name beginning with that letter.

Please type in a letter; type a # to end my act.

a [return]

argali, a wild sheep of Asia

Please enter another letter or a #.

dab [return]

desman, aquatic, molelike critter

Please enter another letter or a #.

r CreturnD

That's a stumper!

Please enter another letter or a #.

Q [return]

I only recognize lowercase letters.

Please enter another letter or a #.

U [return]

(Note: we use [return] to indicate that you press the Enter key.

The program's two main features are its use of the switch statement and its handling of

input. We look first at how switch works.

Using the switch Statement

The expression in the parentheses following the word switch is evaluated. In this case,

it has whatever value we last entered for ch. Then the program scans a list of labels

tease ' a '
:, case ' b *

:, and so on, in this instance) until it finds one that matches that

value. The program then jumps to that line. If there is no match, the program moves to

the line labeled default :. Otherwise, the program proceeds to the statement following

switch.

The break statement causes the program to break out of the switch and skip to the next

statement after the switch. See Figure 7.4. Without the break statement, every state-

ment from the matched label to the end of the switch will be processed. For example, if

we remove all the break statements from our program and then run the program using

the letter d, we have the following exchange:

Give me a letter of the alphabet; I will give an animal

name beginning with that letter.

Please type in a letter; type a # to end my act.

d [return]

desman, aquatic, molelike critter

echidna, the spiny anteater

That's a stumper!

Please enter another letter or a U.

# [return]

In this situation, all the statements from case 'd' : to the end of the switch are executed.
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Figure 7.4

Program flow

using the switch
statement, with

and without

breaks

swi t c h

(

numbe r

)

{

case 1 : statement 1 ;

break;

case 2 : statement 2 ;

break;

case 3: statement 3 ;

break;

default: statement 4;

}

statement 5;

switch (number )

case 1

-case 2

case 3

statement 1;

statement 2;

statement 3;

default: statement A;
l

aetauu: sta

P*- statement 5;

in each case, number has the value 2

If you are familiar with Pascal, you will recognize the switch statement as being similar

to the Pascal case statement. The most important difference is that the switch statement

requires the use of a break if you want only the labeled statement to be processed.

The switch labels must be type int (including char) constants or constant expressions

(expressions containing only constants). You can't use a variable for a label. The

expression in the parentheses should be one with an integer value (again, including type

char). The structure of a switch follows:

switch ( integer expression )

{

case constant 1 :

statements; (optional)

case constant! :

statements; f optional)

default : (optional)

statements; (optional)

}
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Reading Only the First Character of a Line

The other new feature incorporated into Listing 7.9 is how it reads input. As you may

have noticed in the sample run, when dab was entered, only the first character was

processed. Often this behavior is desirable in interactive programs looking for single-

character responses. The code responsible for this behavior follows:

while( getcharO != '\n')

; /* skip rest of input line */

This loop reads characters from input up to and including the newline character

generated by the Enter key. Note that the function return value is not assigned to ch:

thus the characters are merely read and discarded. Because the last character discarded

is the new line character, the next character to be read will be the first character of the

next line. This new character is read by the getchar( ) and assigned to ch in the outer

while loop.

If we omit this loop, the program runs into a bit of trouble. Suppose, for instance, you

respond with the letter a. Entering it involves pressing Enter, so you actually send the

sequence a followed by the newline character. After the program processes the a. it

reads the newline character and prints the "I only recognize lowercase letters." message.

Thus each letter entered causes the program to run through the outer while loop twice,

which is disconcerting to the user. Later in this chapter we discuss the continue

statement, which offers another way to handle the intrusive newline character.

Multiple Labels

We can use multiple labels for a given statement. For instance, consider the example in

Listing 7.10.

vowels. C

Listing 7.10

I* vowels. c— use multiple labels */

^include <stdio.h>
aainO
{

char c h ;

int a_ct, e_ct, i_ct, o_ct, u_ct;

act=ect=i ct o_ct = u_ct = 0;

printfC" Enter some text; enter # to quit.Xn");
while((ch = getcharO) != '#')

{

switch (ch)

{

I 3 Icase 'a

case ' A ' a_ct++;
break;
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Listing 7.10
(cont'd.)

case
case

case
case

case
case

case
case

"e '

' E'

M '

•I '

'o'
•0'

' u '

•U'

e_c t + + ;

break;

i _c t + + ;

break

o_ct++;
break;

u_c t++;

break;
default : break;

} /* end of switch */

} /* while loop end */

printfC" number of vowels: A E I U\n");
printfC %4d %Ud %4d %4d %4d\n",

a_ct, e_ct, i_ct, o_ct, u_c t )

;

If ch is, say, the letter i. the switch statement goes to the location labeled case 'i\

Because there is no break associated with that label, program flow continues to the next

statement, which is i_ct++;. If ch is I, program flow continues directly to that statement.

In essence, both labels refer to the same statement. Here's a sample run:

Enter some text; enter U to quit

I see under the overseer J
number of vowels: A E I U

7 111

Multiple Choice with switch

Keyword: switch

General comments. Program control jumps to the statement bearing the value of the

expression as a label. Program flow then proceeds through the remaining statements

unless redirected again. Both the expression and the labels must have integer values

(type char is included), and the labels must be constants or expressions formed solely

from constants. If no label matches the expression value, control passes to the statement

labeled default, if present. Otherwise, control passes to the next statement following

the switch statement.

Form.

switch ( expression )

{

case label/ : statement!

case label! : statement!
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default : statement3

default : statements

}

There can be more than two labeled statements, and the default case is optional.

Example.

switch (Letter)
i

case a

case ' e

'

case ' c

'

case ' n

'

default
>

printf("%d is a voweLVn", letter);

printf("%d is in \"cane\"\n", letter);
printf("Have a nice day.\n");

If letter has the value 'a' or 'e', all three messages are printed; 'c' and 'n' cause the

last two to be printed. Other values print only the last message.

switch and if else

When should you use a switch and when should you use an if else construction? Often

you don't have a choice. You can*t use a switch if your choice is based on evaluating a

float variable or expression. Nor can you conveniently use a switch if a variable must

fall into a certain range. For example, it is simple to write the following:

if (integer < 1000 88 integer > 2 )

but covering this possibility with a switch involves setting up case labels for each

integer from 3 to 999. However, if you can use a switch, often your program will run a

little faster and require less code.

7.7 Other Control Statements: break, continue, goto

The branching and looping statements we have discussed are the most important control

mechanisms in C. They should be used to provide the overall structure of a program.

The three statements we discuss next should be used much more sparingly. Using them

excessively will make a program harder to follow, more error-prone, and harder to

modify.

The break Statement

The most important of these three control statements is break, which we encountered

when studying switch. It can be used with switch, where often it is necessary, and also

with any of the three loop structures. When encountered, break causes the program to
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break free of the switch, for, while, or do while that encloses it and to proceed to the

next stage of the program. If the break statement is inside nested structures, it affects

only the innermost structure containing it.

Sometimes break is used to leave a loop when there are two separate reasons to leave.

Here's an echo loop that stops when it reads either a newline character or a tab

character:

while ( ( ch = getcharO) != '\n' )

{

if (ch == '\t')

break;

putchar(ch) ;

>

However, we can make the logic clearer if we put both tests in one place:

while ( ( ch = getcharO ) != '\n' &S ch != '\t' )

putchar (ch)

;

Note: If you find that you have used a break as a part of an if statement, see if you can

express the condition differently (as we did in the preceding fragment), so that there is

no need for the break.

The continue Statement

This statement can be used in the three loop forms but not in a switch. Like break,

continue interrupts the flow of a program. Instead of terminating the entire loop,

however, continue causes the rest of an iteration to be skipped and the next iteration to

be started. See Figure 7.5.

Let"s replace the break in the preceding fragment with a continue:

while ( ( ch = getcharO ) != '\n')

{

if ( ch == '\t' )

conti nue;

putchar (ch) ;

>

The break version quits the loop entirely when a tab character is encountered. The

continue version merely skips over the tabs and quits only when a newline character is

encountered.

Of course, this fragment can be expressed more economically as follows:

while ( ( ch = getcharO ) != '\n' )

if ( ch != '\t ' )

putchar( ch);

Often, as in this case, reversing an if test eliminates the need for a continue.
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Figure 7.5

break and
continue

while ( (ch = getcharO ) !=E0F)

blahblah(ch);

if (ch == ' \n ' )

break;

yakyak(ch);

}

v
blunder(n,m);

while ( (ch = getcharO ) !=E0F)

{

blahblah(ch);

if (ch == ' \n' )

continue;

yakyak(ch);
3-

blunder(n,m);

On the other hand, the continue statement can shorten some programs, especially if

they involve long switch or nested if else statements. For example, recall that in Listing

7.9 we used an inner while loop to discard extra characters on the input line, particularly

the newline character:

while ((ch = getcharO) != '#' )

(

if ( ch >= 'a' && ch <= 'z') /* lowercase only */

switch ( ch)

(

case ' a ' :

> /* end of switch */

else

printfCI only recognize lowercase letters . \n" );

while ( getcharO != '\n')

; /* skip rest of input line */

pri ntf( "Please enter another letter or a #.\n");

A different approach uses the continue statement. It doesn't discard extra characters on

a line, but it does skip over the troublesome newline character:
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while ((ch = getcharO) ! = '#')

{

if ( ch == '\n'

)

continue; /* skip newline characters */

if ( ch >= 'a' 88 ch <= 'z') /* lowercase only */

swi tch ( ch)

{

case '
a

' :

> /* end of switch */

else

printfC'I only recognize lowercase letters . \n" );

printf ("Please enter another letter or a #.\n");

>

The goto Statement

The goto statement, the bulwark of BASIC and FORTRAN, is available in C. However,

unlike those two languages, C can get along quite well without it. Kernighan and

Ritchie refer to the goto statement as "infinitely abuseable" and suggest that it "be used

sparingly, if at all." First let's look at how to use the goto statement in C: then let's show

why you don't need it.

The goto statement has two parts: the goto and a label name. Naming a label follows the

same conventions used in naming a variable, for example:

goto part2;

For this statement to work, there must be another statement bearing the part2 label.

This other statement begins with the label name followed by a colon:

part2: pri ntf ( "Ref i ned ana lysi s: \n")

;

Avoiding the goto

In principle, you never need to use the goto in a C program. But if you have a

background in FORTRAN or BASIC, both of which require its use, you may have

developed programming habits that depend on using the goto. To help you get over that

dependence, we outline some familiar goto situations and then show you a more C-like

approach.

1 . Handling an if situation that requires more than one statement:

if ( size > 12)

goto a

;

goto b ;

a: cost = cost * 1.05;
flag = 2;

b: bill = cost * flag;
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In old-style BASIC and FORTRAN, only the single statement immediately follow-

ing the if condition is attached to the if: no provision is made for blocks or

compound statements. We have translated that pattern into the C equivalent. The

standard C approach of using a compound statement or block is much easier to

follow:

if (size > 12)

{

cost = cost * 1.05;
flag = 2;

>

bill = cost * flag;

2. Choosing from two alternatives:

i f ( ibex > 14)

goto a

;

sheds = 2 ;

goto b

;

a: sheds = 3 ;

b: help = 2 * sheds;

Having the if else structure available allows C to express this choice much more

cleanly:

i f ( ibex > 14)

sheds = 3

;

else
sheds = 2;

help = 2 * sheds;

Indeed, newer versions of BASIC and FORTRAN have incorporated the else into

their syntax.

3. Setting up an indefinite loop:

readin: scanf("%d", Sscore);
if( score < 0)

goto s t a g e 2 ;

lots of statements;
goto readin;
stage2: more stuff;

C uses a while loop instead:

scanf("%d", Sscore);
while( score >= 0)

i

lots of statements;
scanf C7d", Sscore);
}

more stuff;
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4. Skipping to the end of a loop. C uses continue instead.

5. Leaving a loop. C uses break instead. (Actually, break and continue are special-

ized forms of a goto. The advantages of using them are that their names tell you

what they are supposed to do and that, since they don't use labels, there is no

danger of putting a label in the wrong place.)

6. Leaping madly about to different parts of a program: DON'T!

There is one use of goto that is tolerated by many C practitioners: getting out of a

nested set of loops if trouble begins:

while ( f unct > )

{

for (i = 1; i <= 100; i++)

{

for ( j = 1; j <= 50; j++)

{

statements galore;
if ( big trouble)

goto help;
statements;
>

more s t a t emen t s;

}

yet more statements;
>

and more statements;
help : bail out;

(A single break gets you out of only the innermost loop.)

As you can see, the alternative forms are clearer than the goto forms. This difference

grows even greater when you mix several of these situations together: Which gotos are

helping ifs? Which are simulating if elses? Which are controlling loops? Which are just

there because you have programmed yourself into a corner? And so on. Using goto

excessively lets you create a labyrinth of program flow. If you aren't familiar with goto,

keep it that way. If you are used to using it, try to train yourself not to. Ironically, C,

which doesn't need a goto, has a better goto than most languages, because it lets you use

descriptive words for labels instead of numbers.

Summary: Program Jumps

Keywords: break, continue, goto

General comments. These three instructions cause program flow to jump from one

location of a program to another location.

The break command. The break statement can be used with any of the three loop

forms (while, do while, and for) and with the switch statement. It causes program
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control to skip over the rest of the loop or switch containing it and to resume with the

next command following the loop or switch.

Example.

switch ( number )

{

case 4: printfC That's a good choice. \n");

break;
case 5: printfC That's a fair choice. \n");

break;
default: pri nt f

( "Tha t
' s a poor choice. \n");

>

The continue command. The continue statement can be used with any of the three

loop forms but not with a switch. It causes program control to skip the remaining

statements in a loop. For a while or for loop, the next loop cycle is started. For a do

while loop, the exit condition is tested, and then if necessary, the next loop cycle is

begun.

Example.

while ( (ch = getcharO) != EOF)

{

if ( ch == ' ' )

cont i nue;
putchar(ch);
c hcount++;

}

This fragment echoes and counts nonspace characters.

The goto command. A goto statement causes program control to jump to a statement

bearing the indicated label. A colon is used to separate a labeled statement from its

label. Label names follow the same rules that apply to variable names. The labeled

statement can precede or follow the goto.

Form.

goto label;

label : statement

Example.

top : ch = getcharO;

if ( ch != 'y ' )

goto top;
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7.8 Summary

The if statement uses a test condition to control whether or not a program executes the

single simple statement or block following the test condition. Execution occurs if the

test expression has a nonzero value; it doesn't occur if the value is zero. The if else

statement lets you select from two alternatives. If the test condition is nonzero, the

statement before the else is executed; if the test expression evaluates to zero, the

statement following the else is executed. By using another if statement immediately

following the else, you can set up a structure that chooses between a series of alterna-

tives.

The test condition often is a relational expression, that is. an expression formed using

one of the relational operators discussed in Chapter 6. By using C's logical operators,

you can combine relational expressions: for example, you can test to see if x is greater

than and less than 20.

The conditional operator (?:) creates an expression whose value is governed by its first

operand and is given by one of the next two operands. If the first operand is nonzero, the

entire expression has the value of the second operand; otherwise, the value is that of the

third operand.

The switch statement lets you select from a series of statements labeled with integer

values. If the integer value of the test condition following the switch keyword matches

a label, execution continues at the statement bearing that label. Execution then proceeds

through the statements following the labeled statement unless you use a break state-

ment.

The break, continue, and goto instructions are jump statements that cause program

flow to jump to another location in a program. They are not as important control

mechanisms as are the branching and looping statements discussed in Chapters 5 and 6,

and they should be used more sparingly. A break statement causes the program to jump
to the next statement following the end of the loop or switch containing the break. The

continue statement causes the program to skip the rest of the containing loop and to

start the next cycle.

Review Questions

1 . Determine which expressions are true and which are false.

a. 100 > 3 && ' a ' > '

c

'

b. 100 > 3
| |

' a ' > ' c
'

c. ! (100 > 3)

2. Construct an expression to express the following conditions.

a. number is equal to or greater than 1 but smaller than 9

b. ch is not a q or a k
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C. number is between 1 and 9 but is not a 5

d. number is not between 1 and 9

3. The following program has unnecessarily complex relational expressions as well as

some errors. Simplify and correct it:

^include <stdio.h.>
mainO /* 1 */

{ /* 2 */

int weight, height; /*weight in Lbs, height in inches */

/* 4 */

scanf("%d, weight, height); /* 5 */

if ( weight < 100) /* 6 */

if ( height >= 72 ) /* 7 */

printfC'You are very tall for your weight. \n");

else if ( height < 72 && > 64) /* 9 */

printfC "You are tall for your weight. \n");

else if ( weight > 300 && Kweight <= 300) )/* 11 */

if ( ! (height >= 48) /* 12 */

printfC " You are quite short for your weight. \n");

else /* 14 */

printfC'Your weight is ideal. \n"); /* 15 */

/* 16 */

}

4. What is the numerical value of each of the following expressions?

a. 5 > 2

b. 3 + 4 > 2 && 3 < 2

c. x >= y | |
y > x

d. d = 5+(6>2)

e.
, X'> , T'?10:5

f. x>y?y>x:x>y

5. What will the following program print?

^include <stdio.h>
main( )

{

int num;

for ( num = 1; num <= 11; num++)
{

if (num % 3 == 0)
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putcharC '$');

else

putcharC *');
putcharC' #');

putcharC "/.' );

}

putcharC ' \n ' );

}

6. What will the following program print?

#include <stdio.h>

mainC )

{

int i = 0;

while C i < 3) {

switchCi++) <

case 0: pri ntf C'Merry) ;

case 1 : pri ntf ("Merr") ;

case 2: pri ntf C'Mer") ;

default : printfCOh no!");

>

putcharC ' \n' );

}

7. What's wrong with this program?

#include <stdio.h>
mainC )

<

char c h

;

int Ic = 0; /* lowercase char count

int uc = 0; /* uppercase char count

int oc = 0; /* other char count

whi le C Cch = getcharO) != '#' )

{

if C 'a' <= ch >= 'z'

)

lc++;

else if C !Cch < 'A' )
|

| ! Cch > 'Z')

uc++;

oc++;

>

printfC%d lowercase, %d uppercase, %d other, Ic, uc, oc);

}

8. What will the following program print?
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/* reti re . c */

^include <stdio.h>
main( )

{

int age = 20;

while (age++ <= 65

)

i

if (( age X 20) == 0) /* is age divisible by 20? */

printfC'You are %d. Here is a raise. \n", age);

if (age = 65)

printfC'You are %d. Here is your gold watch. Xn", age);

}

>

9. What will the following program print when given this input?

Input:

Program:

^include <stdio.h>
main(

)

{

char ch;

while ( (ch = getcharO ) != '#')

{

if (ch == '\n')

cont i nue;

printfC'Step 1\n");

if (ch == 'c')

conti nue;

else if (ch == 'b'

)

break;

else if ( ch == ' g '

)

goto laststep;

printfC'Step 2\n");

laststep: printfC'Step 3\n");

}

pri ntf ("Done\n" );

1 0. Rew rite the program in Question 9 so that it exhibits the same behavior but does not use

a continue or a goto.
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Programming Exercises

*

1 . Write a program that reads input until encountering the # character and that reports back

the number of spaces read, the number of newline characters read, and the number of all

other characters read.

2. Write a program that reads input until encountering #. Have the program print out each

input character and its ASCII decimal code. Print eight character-code pairs per line.

Suggestion: Use a character count and the modulus operator (%) to print a newline

character every eight cycles of the loop.

3. Using if else statements, write a program that reads input up to #, replaces each period

with an exclamation mark, replaces each exclamation mark initially present with two

exclamation marks, and reports at the end the number of substitutions it has made.

4. Rewrite the program in Exercise 3, using a switch.

5. Write a program that reads input up to # and reports back the number of times that the

sequence "ei" occurs. Note: The program will have to "remember" the preceding

character as well as the current character. Test it with input like "Receive your eieio

award."

6. Write a program that requests the hours worked in a week and then prints the gross pay,

the taxes, and the net pay. Assume the following:

Basic pay rate = $10.00/hour

Overtime (in excess of 40 hours) = time and a half

Tax rate =15 percent of the first $300

20 percent of the next $ 1 50

25 percent of the rest

Use #define constants, and don't worry if the example does not conform to current tax

law.

7. Modify the basic pay rate in Exercise 6 so that the program presents a menu of pay rates

to choose from. Use a switch to select the pay rate. The beginning of a run should look

something like the following:

Enter the number corresponding to the desired pay rate or action:

1)$8.75/hr 2)$9.33/hr

3)$10.007hr 4)$11.20/hr

5)quit

If choices 1-4 are selected, then the program should request the hours worked. The
program should recycle until choice 5 is entered. If something other than choices 1-5 is

entered, the program should remind the user what the proper choices are, and then

recycle. Use #define constants.

8. Write a program that accepts an integer as input and displays all the prime numbers
smaller than or equal to that number.
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9. The 1988 United States Federal Estimated Tax Schedule is the simplest in recent times.

It has four categories, and each category has two rates. Here is a summary (dollar

amounts are taxable income):

Category Tax

Single 1 5 % of first $ 1 7,850 plus 28 % of excess

Head of household 1 5 % of first $23,900 plus 28 % of excess

Married, joint 1 5 % of first $29,750 plus 28 % of excess

Married, separate 15 % of first $14,875 plus 28 % of excess

For instance, a single wage earner with a taxable income of $20,000 dollars owes 0. 15 x

$20,000 + 0.28 x ($20,000 - $17,850). Write a program that lets the user specify the tax

category and the taxable income and then calculates the tax. Use a loop so that the user

can enter several tax cases.
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/ *>,

n^I*

he words input and output have more than one use in computing. We can

talk about input and output devices such as keyboards, disk drives, and

dot-matrix printers. We can talk about the data that are used for input and

output. And we can talk about the functions that perform input and output.

Our main intent in this chapter is to discuss input and output functions.

By I/O functions, we mean functions that transport data to and from your program.

We've used several already: printf( ), scanf( ), getchar( ), and putchari ). In this

chapter we take a closer look at the conceptual basis for these functions. Also, we

describe how to improve the program-user interface.

Input and output functions originally were not part of the definition of C; their develop-

ment was left to implementors. In practice, the UNIX implementation of C has served as

v a model for these functions. The ANSI C standard library, recognizing past uses,

vjf contains a large number of these I/O functions, including the ones we've used. Such

standard functions must work in a wide variety of computer environments, so they don't

take advantage of features peculiar to a particular system. Thus, many C implementors

supply additional I/O functions that do make use of special features, such as the 8086

microprocessor I/O ports. These functions let you write programs that utilize a specific

computer more effectively, but often they can't be used on other computer systems. We
concentrate on the standard I/O functions available on all systems, for they allow you to

write portable programs that can be moved easily from one system to another.

8. 7 Single-Character I/O: getchar( ) and putchar(
)

As we saw in Chapter 7, getchar( ) and putchari ) perform input and output one

character at a time. Such a system may strike you at first as rather silly. After all, you

and I easily read groupings larger than a single character. But this method well suits the

ability of a computer. Furthermore, this approach is the heart of most programs that deal

with text, that is, with ordinary words. To remind you how getchar( ) and putchari )

work. Listing 8.1 shows a simple example that fetches characters from keyboard input

and sends them to the screen. We call this type of activity echoing the input. We use a

while loop that terminates when the # character is encountered.

^

Listing 8.

1

/* echo.c— repeat input */

#include <stdio.h>
mai n( )

{

char c h

;

while ( (ch = getcharO ) != '#')

putchar(ch);
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On most systems the definitions of getchar( ) and putchar( ) are found in the system

file stdio.h. which is why we include that file in the program. (Typically, these func-

tions are not true functions but are defined using preprocessor "macros." which we

cover in Chapter 16.) Using this program produces exchanges such as the following:

Hello, there. I wouldCreturn]

Hello, there. I would

like a HZ bag of potatoes . [return]

I i ke a

Remember: The [return] is our way of indicating that you press the Enter key.

The program raises two questions. First, why do you have to type a whole line before

the input is echoed? Second, is there a better way to terminate input? Using a specific

character such as # to terminate input, prevents us from including that character in the

text. To answer these questions, we must look at how C programs handle keyboard

input. In particular, we need to examine buffering and the concept of a standard input

file.

8.2 Buffers

When you run Listing 8.1 on some systems, the text you input is echoed immediately.

That is. a sample run looks like the following:

HHeelloo,, tthheerree.. II wwoouu I IddC return]

'^^ iikkee aa #

r

Hr

&$$<**

The immediate echoing is an instance of unbuffered, or direct, input, meaning that the

character vou type is immediately made available to the waiting program. On most

systems, nothing happens until you press Enter, as in the example we showed first. This

delayed echoing illustrates buffered input, in which the characters you type are collected

and stored in an area of temporary storage called a buffer. Pressing Enter then causes the

block of characters (or single character, if that is all you typed) to be made available to

your program . See Figure 8.1.

Why have buffers? First, it is much less time-consuming to transmit several characters

as a block than one by one. Second, if you mistype, you can use your keyboard

correction facilities to fix your mistake. When you finally press Enter, the corrected

version can be transmitted. Unbuffered input
1

on the other hand, is desirable for some

interactive programs. In a word processor, for instance, you would like each command
to take place as soon as you press a key. Therefore, both buffered and unbuffered outpu t

have their uses.

We can distinguish between fully buffered I/O and line-buffered I/O. If input is/»//v

buffered, it's not sent on to the program until the buffer is full. Sendin g the buffer

^ contents on is called flushing the buffer, as we mentioned in Chapter 3. Since C
s tvpicallv sets up 512-hyte buffers, fullv buffered input requires a lot of typing before

anything is sent on to a program. With line buffered I/O. the buffer is flushed whenever
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Figure 8.

1

Buffered versus

unbuffered input

unbuffered input

!IH

contents made
available to program

buffered input

characters sent

buffer

H 1 !

buffer contents made

one by one to buffer as typed available to program

4

a newline yh ararrpr i<; "^ Keyboard input normally is line-buffered, so that pressing

Enter flushes the buffer.

Which do you have: buffered or unbuffered? You can find out by running the program

in Listing 8.1 and seeing which behavior results. Some C compilers give you your

choice. On our microcomputer system, for example, getcharl ) provides buffered input,

and getche( ) gives direct input. Also, some operating systems provide a choice. On
UNIX, for instance, the stty command and the ioctl( ) function let you specify the type

of input that you want. In ANSI C, the setbufl ) and setvbuf( ) functions supply some

control over buffering, but the inherent limitations to some systems can restrict the

effectiveness of these functions. (We discuss setbuf( ) and setvbuf( ) in Chapter 12.) In

this book, we assume that you are using buffered input.

8,3 Terminating Keyboard Input

The program in Listing 8. 1 terminates when # is entered, which is convenient as long as

we exclude that character from normal input. What is the ideal character for program

termination? It should be one that normally does not show up in text. That way, it won't

pop up accidentally in the middle of some input, stopping the program before we want

it to stop. C has an answer to this need, but to understand it, we need to know how C
handles files.

Files, Streams, and Keyboard Input

A file is a block of memory in which information is stored. Normally a file is kept in

some sort of permanent memory, such as on a floppy disk, a hard disk, or tape. You
probably are aware of the importance of files to computer systems. For instance, your C
programs are kept in files. And programs used to compile your programs are kept in

files. This last example points out that some programs need to be able to access
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particular files. When you compile a program stored in a file called echo.c, the compiler

opens the echo.c file and reads its contents. When the compiler finishes, it closes the

file. Other programs, such as word processors, not only open, read, and close files, they

also write to them.

C, being powerful, flexible, and so on, has the capacity to open, read, write to, and close

files. On one level, it can[deal with files using the basic file tools of the host operating

system. This feature is called low-level //^T| Because of the wide differences among

computer systems, it is impossible to create a standard library of universal low-level I/O

functions, and ANSI C does not attempt to do so. But C also deals with files on a second

level called the ^standard I/O package^ which involves creating a standard model and a

standard set jjfjTO functions for dealing with files. Differences between systems are

handled by the C implementation so that you deal with a uniform interface^

What are these differences? Different systems store files differently. Some store the file

contents in one place and information about the file elsewhere. Some build a description

of the file into the file. In dealing with text, some systems use a single newline character

to mark the end of a line; others may use the combination of the carriage return and

linefeed characters to represent the end of a line. Some systems measure file sizes to the

nearest byte; some measure in blocks of bytes.

When you use_the standard I/O package , these differences are hidden. Thus to check for

a newline. you can use if (ch = '\n '

)

. If the system uses the carriage return and

linefeed combination, the I/O function automatically translates back and forth between

the two representations.

Conceptually, the C program deals with a stream instead of directly with a file. A
sneam is an idealized flow of data to wh ich the actual input or output is mapped.

Therefore, various kinds of input with di fferin g prnpprties,are represented by streams

with more uniform properties. The process of opening a file then becomes nnp of

associating a stream with the file, and reading and writing take place via the stream.

We discuss files in general in Chapter 12. The relevance here is that C treats input and

output devices the same as it treats regular files on storage device s. In particular, the

keyboard and display device are treated as files that are opened automatically by every

C programiKeyboard input is represented by a stream called stdinjjputpiit rq^the screen

( or teletype, or other output device) is represented by a stream called stdouD The

getchar( ), putchar( ), printfi ), and scanf( ) functions all are members of the standard

I/O package, and they deal with these two streams.

One implication of C's treatment of input and output is that we can use the same

techniques with keyboard input as we do with files. For example, a program reading a

file needs a way to detect the end of the file so that it knows where to stop reading.

Therefore C input functions come equipped with built-in end-of-file detectors.. Since

keyboard input is treated like a file, we should be able use the end-of-file detector to

terminate keyboard input. Let's explore the end-of-file concept, beginning with files.
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The End of File

A computer operating system needs some way to tell where each file begins and ends.

One method to detect the end of a file is to place a special character there, which is the

method used, for example hy TP/M TRM-DOS anH MS.nOS tevt files These operat-

ing systems use (or once used) the Control-Z character to mark the ends of files;

Control-Z is the character generated by holding the Control key down while pressing

the z key. Figure 8.2 illustrates this approach.

prose:

Ishphat the robot

Figure 8.2 s/,y open the hatch

A file with an and shouted his challenge.
end-or-file marker

prose in a file:

Ishphat the robot\n slid open the hatch\n and shouted his challenge.^ AZ

A_second approach is for the operating system to store information on the size of the

file. If a file has 3000 bytes and a program has read 3000 bytes, then it has rpa.rheH thp

end of the file. MS-DOS and its relatives use this approach for hinary fi les since it_

allows the files to hold all characters, including Control-Z. Newer version s of DOS alsn

use this approach for text files. UNIX uses t
nis appmarh fnr al1 filp S

C uses the getchar( ) function to return a special signal when the end of a file is

detected, regardless of the method actually nseH tn find the end of the file. The name

given to this signal is EOF (end of file). Thus, the return value for getchar( ) when it

detects an end of file is EOF. The scanf( ) function also returns EOF on detecting the

end of file.

Typically. EOF is defined in the stdio.h file as follows :

^define EOF (-1)

Why -1? Normally, getchar( ) returns a value in the range through 127, since those

values correspond to the standard character set. It may return values from through 255

if the system recognizes an extended character set. In either case, the value -1 does not

correspond to any character, so it can be used as a signal.

Some systems may define the EOF constant with a different numerical value, but any

value chosen always is different from a return value produced by a legitimate input

character. If you include the stdio.h file and use the EOF symbol, you don't have to

worry about the numerical definition. The important point to keep in mind is that EOF
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zrP
t>

represents a signal from getchar( ) that it found the end of a file; i t is not a symbo l

actually found in the file

—

£$^ ^, ^^ a ^ ^JjoA o*X*Mh j^u-^J.-^- A-*-*

To use EOF in a program, we compare the return value of getchar( ) witn EOF . If they

are different, we ha\e not yet reached the end of a file. In other words, we can use an

expression like the following:

while ( (ch = getcharO ) != EOF)

What if we are reading keyboard input and not a file? Most systems provide a way to

^U simulate an end-of-file condition from the keyboard . Therefore, we can rewrite our

basic read-and-echo program (Listing 8.1) as shown in Listing 8.2.

echo eof.c

/* echo_eof.c— repeat input to end of file */

#include <stdio.h>
mainO

Listing 8.2 {

i n t c h ; J )**

while ( (en = getcharO

4

while ( (ch = getcharO ) != EOF)

putchar(ch);
}

Note these points:

1 . We don*t have to define EOF: stdio.h takes care of that detail.

We don*t have to worry about the actual value of EOF. for the #define statement in

stdio.h lets us use the symbolic representatiemjEOF.

f

f

3. We change ch from type char to type int. We do so because char variables may be

represented by unsigned integers in the range to 255. but EOF may have the

numerical value -1. Such a value is an impossible value for an unsigned char

variable, but it is not for an int. Fortunately. getchar( ) is actually of type int itself .

so it can read the EOFcharacter . Implementations that use a signed char type may

get by with declaring ch as type char, but it is better to use the more general form.

4. The fact that ch is an integer doesn't bother putchar ( ). which still prints out the

character equivalent.

5. To use this program on keyboard input, we need a way to type the EOF character.

You can't just type the letters E-O-F or the value -1. (Typing -1 in fact transmits

two characters: a hyphen and the digit 1.) Instead, you have to find out what your

system requires. On most UNIX systems, for example, typing Control-D at the

beginning of a line causes the end-of-file signal to be transmitted. Many microcom-

puting systems recognize a Control-Z typed anywhere on a line as an end-of-file

signal.
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Here is a buffered example of running Listing 8.2:

She walks in beauty, like the night

She walks in beauty, like the night

Of cloudless climes and starry skies.

Of cloudless climes and starry skies.

Lord Byron

Ccontrol-d]

Each time we press Enter, the characters stored in the buffer are processed, and a copy

of the line is printed out. This pattern continues until we simulate the end of file

UNIX-style.

Let's consider the possibilities for Listing 8.2. It copies onto the screen whatever input

we feed it.

1 . Suppose we can somehow feed a file to it: Then it will print the contents of the file

onto the screen, stopping when it reaches the end of the file, because it will have

encountered an EOF signal.

2. Suppose instead that we can find a way to direct the program's output to a file:

Then we can type data on the keyboard and use Listing 8.2 to store what we type.

3. Suppose we can simultaneously direct input from one file into Listing 8.2 and send

the output to another file: Then we can use Listing 8.2 to copy files.

Therefore, such a program has the potential to look at the contents of files, to create new

files, and to make copies of files. The key is to control the flow of input and output.

8.4 Redirection and Files

&*

Input and output involve functions, data, and devices. For instance, Listing 8.2 uses the

input function getchar( ). The input device (we have assumed) is a keyboard, and the

input data are individual characters. Let's now consider keeping the same input function

and the same kind of data and changing where the program looks for data. A good

question to ask is: "How does a program know where to look for its input?"

v ^0 /" By default, a C program using the standard I/O package looks to the standard input as a

source for input, which is the stream we earlier identified as stdin. This source is

whatever has been set up as the usual way for reading data into the computer. It can be

magnetic tape, punched cards, a teletype, or (as we continue to assume) a video

terminal. A modern computer is a suggestible tool, however, and we can influence it to

look elsewhere for input. In particular, we can instruct a program to seek its input from

a file instead of from a keyboard.

There are two methods to instruct a program to work with files instead of the keyboard.

One way is to use explicitly special functions that open files, close files, read files, write

in files, and so forth (which we discuss in Chapter 12). A second way is to use a
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program designed to work with the keyboard and the screen but to redirect input and

output along different channels, for example, to and from files. In other words, we

reassign the stdin stream to the file. The getchar( ) program continues to receive its

data from the stream, not really caring from where the stream gets its data. This

approach is more limited in some respects than the first one, but it is much simpler to

use. and it is the one we use in this chapter.

One major problem with redirection is that it is a feature of the operating system, not of

C. But the most popular C environments (UNIX and DOS 2.0 and later) allow for

redirection, and some C implementations simulate it on systems lacking the capacity.

UNIX and DOS Redirection

UNIX and current DOS versions let you redirect both input and output. Redirecting

input enables you to use a file instead of the keyboard for input. Redirecting output

enables you to use a file instead of the screen for output.

Redirecting Input ^ c\ ^U £jd0u4 A •&- ^$™*A

Suppose you have compiled the program in Listing 8.2 and placed the executable

version in a file called echo_eof (or echo_eof.exe on DOS systems). To run the

program, you just type the filename:

echo eof

and the program runs as described earlier, taking its input from what you type at the

keyboard.

Now suppose you wish to use the program on a text file called words. A textfile is one

that^ontains text, that is, data stored as characters. This file can be an essay or a

program in C, for example. A file that contains machine language instructions such as

the file holding the executable version of a program is not a text file. Since our program

works with characters, it should be used with text files. All you need to do to run the file

called words is enter the following command:

echo_eof < words

The < symbol is a UNIX redirection operator. (Note: The spaces on either side of the <

are optional for UNIX.) It causes the words file to be associated with the stdin stream,

channeling the file contents into echo_eof. The echo_eof program itself doesn't know
(or care) that the input is coming from a file instead of the keyboard. All it knows is that

a stream of characters is being fed to it, so it reads them and prints them one character at

a time until the end-of-file symbol appears. Because C regards files and I/O devices on

the same basis, the file is now the I/O "device."

The following is a sample run for a specific words file:
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Ac

$ echo_eof < words

To see a World in a grain of sand.

And a Heaven in a wild flower,

Hold Infinity in the palm of your hand.

And Eternity in an hour.

$

The $ is one of the two standard UNIX prompts. On a DOS system, you will see the

DOS prompt, perhaps an A> or C>.

Redirecting Output j^ik. w LaJU pwh+4 <^ a/wtyva^

Now suppose that you wish to have the words you type sent to a file called mywords.

Then you can enter:

echo_eof > mywords

i* and begin typing. The > is a second redirection operator. It causes a new file called

Jr?^ mywords to be created for your use, and then it redirects the output of echoeof (that is,

/ y)° . J* a copy of the characters you type) to that file. The operator reassigns stdout, so that it is

jJ*^ associated with the mywords file instead of with the display screen. If you already have

[^ 0$ a mywords file, normally it is erased and replaced with the new version. (Note: Some
' j£" UNIX systems give you the option of protecting existing files, however.) All that

appears on the screen are the letters you type, and the copies go to the file instead. To

end the program on a UNIX system press Control-D at the beginning of a line; on a

DOS system press Control-Z. The following example uses the UNIX prompt:

$ echo_eof > mywords

You should have no problem recalling which redirection

operator does what. Just remember that each operator points

in the direction the information flows. Think of it as a

funnel .

Ccontrol-d]

$

Remember : Each line must end with a freturjlLlQ_send the buffer__.contents to the

program . Once Control-D or Control-Z is processed, the program terminates and returns

control to the UNIX or DOS operating system , as is indicated by the return of the

prompt. To find out if the program copied the text to the mywords file, first use the

UNIX Is command or DOS dir command, which lists filenames, to show that the

mywords file exists. Then use the UNIX cat or DOS type command to check the

contents. As well, you can run echo_eof again and redirect the file to the program:

C> echo_eof < mywords

You should have no problem recalling which redirection

operator does what. Just remember that each operator points

in the direction the information flows. Think of it as a

funnel .

O
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This time, we show the DOS C> prompt.

Combined Redirection

Now suppose you want to make a copy of the file mywords and call it savewords. Issue

the following command:

echo_eof < mywords > savewords

and the deed is done. The command:

echo_eof > savewords < mywords

can serve as well, since the order of redirection operations doesn't matter.

Note: Don't use the same filename for both input and output in one command:

echo_eof < mywords > mywords <=Wrong

Remember that > mywords causes the original mywords to be erased before it is ever

used as input.

In brief, the following rules govern the use of the two redirection operators < an_d>^

i 1. A redirection operator connects an executable program (including standard UNIX
commands) with a file. It cannot be used to connect one fi |e w ' th another fji P nr one

program with another program . \/uvt JL6-vy-*\*£k ^>^- K^- L~

jfc> 2. Input cannot be taken from more than one file, nor can output be directed to more

than one file using these operators. C^w^^c-^: >ta. JbJb. "K .A-o-fv t „

jk 3. Normally, the spaces between the names and operators are optional, except oc-

casionally when some characters with special meaning to the UNIX shell or DOS
are used. For example, in general we can use echo_eof<words.

We have already given several proper examples. Here are some incorrect examples

(addup and count are executable programs: fish and stars are text files):

K , fish > starsViolates Rule 1 j- jfoA \j

.4^ addup < countViolates Rule 1
!
J-W \) j> \r\

addup < fish < starsViolates Rule 2 y Q

**\\t*
ycount > stars fishViolates Rule 2 ~*!rL V if ^

UNIX and DOS also feature a » operator. whirh lpK yn" afld data to the end of an

V existing file, and the pipe operator (I), which lets you connect the output of one program

^^ to the input of a second program. See a UNIX book such as UNIX Primer Plus (Waite.

A. • \-> Prata, and Martin, Indianapolis: Howard W. Sams, 1987) for more information on all

*y\ these operators.
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Comment

Redirection enables us to use keyboard-input programs with files. But for this process to

work, the program has to test for end of file. For example, in Chapter 7 we presented a

word-counting program that counted words up to the first
|
character. If we change ch

from type char to type int and replace '|' with EOF in the loop test, we can use the

program to count words in text files.

\
^ Summary: How to Redirect Input and Output

With most C systems you can use redirection, either for all programs through the

operating system or else just for C programs, courtesy of the C compiler. In the

following, let prog be the name of the executable program and let filel and flle2 be

names of files.

Redirecting output toj^fijejj>

prog > fileI

RedirectinjgjnpjitJrorD a file: <

prog <file2

Combined redirection:

prog <file2 > ftlei

prog > filel <file2

Both forms use File2 for input and Filel for output.

Spacing. Some systems require a space to the left of the redirection operator and no

space to the right. Other systems (UNIX, for example) will accept either spaces or no

spaces on either side.

8.5 A Graphic Example

We can use getchar( ) and putchar( ) to produce geometric patterns using characters.

See Listing 8.3. This program reads a character and then prints it a number of times, the

number depending on the ASCII value. It also prints a sufficient number of leading

spaces to center each line.

The program uses nested loops. The outer while loop gathers input characters. The first

inner while loop prints spaces to center the following text, and the second while loop

prints the character. The number of the character printed is determined from the

numeric code for the character.
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patterns.

c

Listing 8.3

/* patterns.c—produces a symmetric pattern of

characters */

^include <stdio.h>
mainO
{

i n t c h ;

int index;
int chnum;

/* read character */

while ((ch = getcharO) != '\n') <

chnum = ch % 26; /* produces a number from to 25 */

index = 0;

while (index++ < (30 chnum))
putcharC' '); /* spaces to center pattern */

index = 0;
while (index++ < (2*chnum + 1))

putchar(ch); /* print ch several times */

put char (' \n' );

>

Your printout depends on the data you input. If, for example, you type:

What's up?

then the response is the following:

wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
h

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
ttttttttttttttttttttttttt

i i i i i i i i i i i i

sssssssssssssssssssssss
uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu

ppppppppppppppppp

With this program, you can combine input characters into patterns. For example, the

following input:

hi j klmnopqrstui i i

produces:
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h

i i i

J J J J J

kkkkkkk
ULLLLLLL

mmmmmmmmmmm
nnnnnnnnnnnnn

ooooooooooooooo
ppppppppppppppppp

qqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqq
rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr

sssssssssssssssssssssss
ttttttttttttttttttttttttt

uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu

8.6 Creating a More Friendly User Interface

Sometimes programmers, especially beginning ones, neglect the interface between the

program and the user. It is often possible to facilitate data entry and smooth over the

effects of faulty input. Let's look at some typical input problems and solutions.

Working with Buffered Input

Although buffered input often is a convenience to the user, it can be bothersome to the

programmer when character input is used. The problem, which we've seen in some

examples earlier in this book, is that buffered input requires the user to press Enter to

transmit input. This action also transmits a newline character, which the program must

handle.

Let's review this problem with a guessing program. We pick a number, and the

computer tries to guess it. The method is a plodding one, but we are concentrating on

I/O here, not algorithms. The program has input problems in addition to handling

newlines; let's solve them, too. See Listing 8.4 for the starting version of the program.

guess.

c

/* guess. c— an inefficient number-guesser */

^include <stdio.h>
Listing 8.4 mainO

{

int guess = 1;

char response;

printfC'Pick an integer from 1 to 100. I will try to ");
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Listing 8.4
(cont'd.)

print f ("guess it.NnRespond with a y i f my guess is right");

printfC'and with\nan n if it is wrong. \n" );

printf ("Uh . . . i s your number %d?\n", guess);
wh i I e(

(

response = getcharC)) != 'y') /* get response */

printf ( "We 1 1 , then, is it %d?\n", ++guess);
printf ("I knew I could do it!\n");

Here's a sample run:

Pick an integer from 1 to 100. I will try to guess it

Respond with a y i f my guess is right and with

an n if it is wrong.

Uh...is your number 1?

n

Well,

Well,

then,

then.

is

is

it 2?

it 3?

n

Well,

Well,

then,

then.

i s

is

it 4?

it 5?

y

I knew I could do it?

Out of consideration for the program's pathetic guessing algorithm, we choose a small

number; fortunately, it was odd. What's happening is that the program reads our n

response as a denial that the number is 1, then reads the newline character as a denial

that the number is 2.

One solution is to use a while loop to discard the rest of the input line, including the

newline character. This method has the additional merit of treating responses such as no

or no way the same as a simple n. The original version treats no as two responses. Here

is the revised loop:

whi le( ( response = getcharC)) != 'y') /* get response */

<

pr i ntf ("Wei I, then, is it %d?\n", ++guess);
while ( getcharO != '\n')

; /* skip rest of input line */

}

Using this loop produces responses like the following:

Pick an integer from 1 to 100. I will try to guess it

Respond with a y i f my guess is right and with

an n if it is wrong.

Uh...is your number 1?
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n

Well, then, i s it 2?

no

Well, then, i s it 3?

no sir

Well, then, is it 4?

forget it

Well, then, i s it 5?

y

I knew I could do it!

We therefore have solved the problem with the newline character. But as a purist, you

may not like f being treated as meaning the same as n. To eliminate this defect, we can

use an if statement to screen out other responses:

whi le( (response = getcharO) != 'y') /* get response */

{

if ( response == 'n')

print f ("Wei I, then, is it %d?\n", ++guess);
else

printf ("Sorry, I only understand y or n.\n");

while ( getcharO != '\n') — ..

/* skip rest of input line */

, *m -jU Uv*i\ • \ Jz (jhjJ&A

Now the program response looks like the following:

Pick an integer from 1 to 100. I will try to guess it.

Respond with a y if my guess is right and with

an n i f it is wrong.

Uh. . .is your number 1?

n

Well, then, is it 2?

no

Well, then, is it 3?

no sir

Well, then, is it 4?

forget it

Sorry, I only understand y or n,

n

Well, then, is it 5?

y

I knew I could do it!

When you write interactive programs, you should try to anticipate ways in which users

will fail to follow instructions. Then you should design the program to handle these user

failures gracefully. Tell them when they are wrong, and give them another chance.
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Mixing Numeric and Character Input

Sometimes we use getchar( ) to read input a character at a time, and sometimes we use

scanf( ) to read numbers or strings. This mixture can create problems because getchar( )

reads every character, including spaces, tabs, and newlines, whereas scanf( ), when

reading numbers, skips over spaces, tabs, and newlines. (However, when reading char-

acters using the %c specifier. scanf( ) behaves like getchar( ).)

To illustrate a representative problem. Listing 8.5 presents a program that reads in a

character and two numbers as input. It then prints the character using the number of

rows and columns specified in the input.

showchor.c

/* showchar.c— program with/an I/O problem */

^include <stdio.h>
mai n( )

{

int ch; /* character to be printed */

int rows, cols; /* number of rows and columns */

void displayC); /* print ch as directed */

IMng 8.3^^y

''^

while( (ch = getcharO) != EOF)

scanf("%d %d",&rows, Scols);
ay(ch, rows, cols);

/UA^U fate*.

fyti**/*
void display(c, n, m)

char c

;

int n , m ;

i

int row, col;

for ( row = 1; row <= n; row++)

for ( col = 1; col <= m; col++)
putchar(c);

putchar (
' \n ' ); /* end line and start a new one */

>

/2axAa3 d~&J<-

. \^ We've set up the program so that main! ) reads the data and display! ) does the printing.

Note the new keyword void. Modem C usage calls for declaring functions without

return values as type void. Here void indicates emptiness, the absence of a return value.

Our emphasis, however, is on the input process. Let's look at a sample run and see what

the problem is:
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a 2 3

aaa

aaa

b 1 2

bb

Ccont roL-z3

Ccont rol-zJ

0*

The program works well at first: We enter a 2 3, and the program prints two rows of

three a characters, as expected. Then we enter b 1 2, and the program prints one row

with two b characters. But in between the program prints eight blank lines! The newline

character is at fault again. The first newline character immediately follows the 3 on the

first input line. Since getchar( ) doesn't skip over newline characters, this newline

character is read by getchar( ) during the next cycle of the loop and becomes the

character to be displayed.

Our scanf( ) statement also adds to our problems. Because getchar( ) reads the newline,

the next input is the b character, which scanf( ) attempts to read as an integer and fails.

Therefore, rows retains its previous value of 2, and scanf( ) tries to read the cols value.

Input remains stuck on the b. so that read also fails, and cols remains at 3. The net result

is that the program instructs display( ) to print two rows of three newline characters.

Because each newline character generates a new line, the program prints a total of eight

blank lines. The next loop cycle then begins, and getchar( ) finally is able to read the b.

which allows scanf( ) to read the next two numbers. Similarly, the newline following

this line results in our having to enter Control-Z twice to end the program (assuming the

program is run on a DOS system).

To clear up this problem, the program has to skip over any newlines or spaces between

the last number typed for one cycle of input and the character typed at the beginning of

the next line. Also, it would be nice if the program could be terminated at the scanf( )

stage in addition to the getchar( ) test. Listing 8.6 updates our program to accomplish

this task.

showchar.c

Listing 8.6

I* showchar.c— print chars in rows and columns */

#i nc Lude <stdi o. h>

ma i n ( )

i

int ch; /* character to be printed */

int rows, cols; /* number of rows and columns */

void displayO; /* print ch as directed */
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while( (ch = getcharO) != EOF)

{

)[ if ( ch != '\n' && ch != ' • && ch != '\t

I >/s "

if (scanfC'Xd %d",&rows, &cols) != 2)

break;
display(ch, rows, cols);

Listing 8.6
(cont'd.)

void display(c, n, m)

char c ;

i nt n,m;
i

int row, col;

for ( row = 1; row <= n; row++)
{

for ( col = 1; col <= m; col++)
putchar(c);

put c ha r
(

' \n ' ) ; /* end line and start a new one */

>

The if statement causes the program to skip over the scanf( ) and display! ) instructions

if ch is whitespace. Thus we can now enter data fairly freely:

a 2 3

aaa

aaa

b 1 2 c 3 5

bb

ccccc

ccccc

ccccc

[control - z]

By using an if statement with a break, we terminate the program if the return value of

scanf( ) is not 2. This situation occurs if one or both input values are not integers or if

the end-of-file marker is encountered. The if statement also allows the program to skip

over spaces as well as newlines. Therefore, the program can handle the second input

line. If we omit the space-skipping, the input line will have to look like the following:

b 1 2c 3 5

Otherwise, a space between the 2 and c will be read into ch. and scanf( ) will try to read

c as an integer.
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8.7 Character Sketches

Let's now create a program that draws rough, filled-in figures using characters. Each

line of output consists of an unbroken row of characters. We choose the character and

the starting and stopping positions for printing the character in the row. The program

keeps reading our choices until it finds EOF. See Listing 8.7. The program illustrates

several programming techniques, which we discuss shortly.

sketcher.c

I* sketcher.c— this program makes solid figures */

#include <stdio.h>
fldefine TRUE 1

#define FALSE
fldefine MAXLENGTH 8

mainO
<

int ch; /* character to be printed */

int start, stop; /* starting and stopping points */

int badl imi t s( ) ; /* returns TRUE for bad limits */

void displayO; /* print ch as directed */

Listing 8.7
while((ch = getcharO) != EOF) /* read in character */

{

if ( ch == '\n' || ch == ' • || ch == '\t')
continue; /* skip newlines, spaces */

if (scanf("%d %d", Sstart, Sstop) != 2)

/* read limits */

break;
if( badlimits(start, stop, MAXLENGTH) )

printfC Inappropriate limits were entered. \n");
else

display(ch, start, stop);
> <T

int bad I imi ts (begi n, end, limit)
int begin, end, limit;
{

if (begin > end || begin < 1 || end > limit)
return TRUE;

else
return FALSE;

}

void display(c, n, m)

char c;

int n , m

;

{

int column; /* position counter */
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Listing 8.7
(cont'd.)

for ( column = 1; column < n; column++)
putcharC' '); /* print blanks to starting point */

for ( column = n; column <= m; column++)
putchar(c); /* print char to stopping point */

putcha r
(

' \n ' ); /* end line and start a new one */

The general structure is similar to that of Listing 8.6, with three main differences:

1 . Instead of running the main part of the program as a part of an if statement that tests

to see if ch is not whitespace. we u^e a continue statement to skip to the end of the

loop if ch is whitespace.

2. The displa\ i ) function is rewritten to display the character in a different manner.

Now n represents the first column for displaying the character, and m represents

the last column for displaying the character. Previously they represented the num-

ber of rows and columns.

3. We've added a badlimits( ) function to screen out bad input values.

Suppose we call the executable program sketcher. To run the program, we type its

name. Then we enter a character and two numbers. The program responds, we enter

another set of data, and the program responds again until we provide an EOF signal. On
a UNIX system using the % to prompt an exchange can look like the following:

% sketcher

B 10 20

BBBBBBBBBBB
Y 12 18

YYYYYYY

Ccont rol-dD

%

The program prints out the character B in columns 10 to 20. and it prints Y in columns

12 to 18. Unfortunately, when we use the program interactively, our commands are

interspersed with the output. A much more satisfactory way to use the program is to

create a file containing suitable data and then to use redirection to feed the file to the

program. Suppose, for example, the file fig contains the following data:

30 50

1 30 50

1
30 50

1 30 50

1
30 50

1 30 50
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31 49

30 49

29 49

27 49

25 49

30 49

30 49

30 49

35 48

: 35 48

Then the command sketcher < fig produces the output shown in Figure 8.3. (Note:

Printers and screens have different values for the vertical-to-horizontal ratio for charac-

ters, and this discrepancy causes figures of this sort to look more compressed vertically

when printed than when displayed on a screen.)

Figure 8.3

Output of character

sketch program

Analyzing the Program

The program in Listing 8.7 is short, but it is more involved than the examples we have

given previously. Let's look at some of its elements.

Line Length

We limit the program to print no farther than the 80th column, since 80 characters is the

standard width of many video monitors and of normal-width paper. However, you can

redefine the value of MAXLENGTH if you wish to use the program with a device

having a different output width.
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Program Structure

We follow the modular approach, using functions to verify input and to manage the

display. The maim ) function handles data acquisition:

while ( (ch = getcharO) != EOF)

{

if ( ch == '\n' || ch == ' ' || ch == '\t')

continue; /* skip newlines, spaces */

if (scanf("%d %d", Sstart, Sstop) != 2) /* read Limits */

break;

With Listing 8.6. we already discussed the rationale for reading in data the way we do,

skipping over whitespace. One more point is that separating the character input from the

numeric input lets the program decide whether or not to read numbers based on the

character value. Note, however, that this situation wouldn't be true if we used some-

thing along the following lines:

while ( scanf ("%c%d%d", Sch, Sstart, Sstop) == 3)

Next the program checks to see if the input makes sense:

if( badlimits(start, stop, MAXLENGTH) )

pri ntf

(

"Inappropri ate limits were entered . \n" )

;

else

The purpose of this if else statement is to let the program skirt around values of start

and stop that lead to trouble. We discuss the details of the badlimitsl ) function later in

the next section. The important point here is that badlimitsl ) returns a value of TRUE
if the data fail to pass the testing procedure. In that case, the computer prints a message

and skips over the else portion, which is the display output.

The display! ) function uses one for loop to print spaces up to where the character is

first to appear. The second for loop then prints the character from the start column to the

end column. Finally, the display i ) function prints a newline to end the line:

void display(c, n, m)

char c

;

int n,m;

i

int column; /* position counter */

for ( column = 1; column < n; column++)
putchar(' '); /* print blanks to starting point */

for ( column = n; column <= m; column++)

putchar(c); /* print char to stopping point */

putcharC ' \n ' ) ; /* end line and start a new one */
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Error-Checking

The problem of getting the user to input data that the computer can use properly is a

pervasive one. One technique is to use error-checking, which means having the com-

puter check the data to see if it is okay before using it. We have included a beginning

effort at error-checking in this program with the badlimitsl ) function:

int badlimi ts(begi n, end, limit)

int begin, end, limit;

i

if (begin > end || begin < 1 || end > limit)

return TRUE;

else

return FALSE;

>

What are we protecting against? First, it makes no sense for the starting position to

follow the final position; terminals normally print from left to right, not vice versa. The

expression begin > end checks for that possible error. Second, the first column on a

screen is column 1; we can't write to the left of the left margin. The begin > 1

expression guards against making that kind of error. Finally, the expression end > limit

checks to see that we don't try to print beyond the right margin.

Are there any other erroneous values we could give to begin and end? Well, we could

try to make begin greater than limit. Our program doesn't check for this error directly.

However, suppose begin is greater than limit. Then, either end is also greater than

limit, in which case the error is caught, or end isn't greater than limit. If end is less than

limit, it must also be less than begin, so this error is caught by the first test. Another

possible error is that end is less than 1. We leave it to you to make sure that this error

doesn't sneak through.

Out test is pretty simple. If you design a program for serious use, you should put

additional effort into this part of the program. For instance, you should put in error

messages to identify which values are wrong and why. You can also inject more

personality into the messages, for example:

Your value of 897654 for stop exceeds the screen width.

Oh my! Your START is bigger than your STOP. Please try again,

THE START VALUE SHOULD BE BI6GER THAN 0, HONORED USER.

Another potential input problem is having letters appear when scanfl ) expects num-

bers. As the program is set up, such a situation causes the program to terminate, which

is preferable to it getting stuck or misinterpreting input. It's also possible to have scanfl )

skip over data it can't read; we discuss this technique in Chapter 9.
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8.8 Menu Browsing

Many computer programs use menus as part of the user interface. Menus make pro-

grams easier for the user, but they pose some problems for the programmer. Let's see

what's involved.

A menu offers the user a choice of responses. Here's a hypothetical example:

Enter the letter of your choice:

a . advi ce b. bel I

c. count d. quit

Ideally, the user then enters one of these choices, and the program acts on that choice.

As a programmer, you want this process to go smoothly. Your first subgoal is for the

program to work well when the user follows instructions. Your second subgoal is for the

program to work well when the user fails to follow instructions. As you may expect, the

second goal is the more difficult, for it's hard to anticipate the possible mistreatment

that users may invent.

Tasks

Let's look specificaly at the tasks the program needs to perform. It needs to obtain the

user's response, and it needs to select a course of action based on that response. Also,

the program should allow the user to return to the menu for further choices. C's switch

statement provides a natural vehicle for choosing actions, for each user choice can be

made to correspond to a particular case label. We can use a while statement to provide

repeated access to the menu. In pseudocode, we can describe the process this way:

get choice

while choice is not 'd

switch to desired choice and execute it

\ get next choice

Toward a Smoother Execution

Program smoothness comes into play when we decide how to implement our goals. One
thing we can do, for example, is have the "get choice" segment screen out inappropriate

responses so that only correct responses are passed on to the switch. This idea suggests

representing the input process by a function that can only return correct responses.

Combining this screening procedure with a while loop and a switch leads to the

follow ing program structure:

^include <stdio.h>
main( )

{

int choice;

int getchoiceO;
void countO;
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while ( (choice = getchoi ce( ) ) != '
d'

)

{

switch ( choi ce)

{

case 'a' : printfC'Buy Low, sell high.Xn");

break;

case 'b' : putchar (
' \a ' ) ; /* ANSI */

break;

case 'c' : countO;
break;

default : printf ("Program error!\n");

break;

The getchoice( ) function is defined so that it can return only the values 'a', 'b', 'c', and

'd'. We use it much as we use getchar( ): obtaining a value and comparing it to a

termination value, 'd', in this case. We've kept the actual menu choices simple, so that

we can concentrate on the program structure; we discuss the count( ) function in greater

detail shortly. The default case is handy for debugging. If our getchoice( ) function fails

to limit its return value to the intended values, the default case lets us know we've run

into a problem.

The getchoicef ) Function

Here, in pseudocode, is one possible design for this function:

show choices

get response

while response is not acceptable

promptfor more response

get response

The following is a simple, but awkward, implementation:

int getchoi ce(

)

{

int ch;

printf ( "Enter the letter of your choice:\n");
printfC'a. advice b. bell\n");
printfC'c. count d. quit\n");
ch = getcharO;
whi le ( ch < 'a' | | ch > 'd')

(

print f ("Please respond with a, b, c, or d.\n");
ch = getcharO;

}

return ch;
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.*-\

^

The problem is that with buffered input, every newline generated by the Enter key is

treated as an erroneous response. To make the program interface smoother, the function

should skip over newlines.

There are several ways to implement this feature. One is to replace getchar( ) with a

jiew function, call it getfirst( ), that reads the first character on a line and discards the

rest. This new function also has the advantage of treating an input line consisting of,

say, advice, as being the same as a simple a, instead of treating it as one good response

followed by d for quit. With this goal in mind, we can reprogram the input function as

follows:

int getchoi ce(

)

{

int c h ;

int getfirstO;

pri ntf ("Enter the Letter of your choi ce : \n");

printfC'a. advice b. bell\n");

printfC'c. count d . quit\n");

ch = getfirstO;
while ( ch < 'a'

|
| ch > 'd')

{

printf ("Please respond with a, b, c, or d.\n");
ch = getfirstO;

>

return ch;

>

int getf i rst (

)

{

int c h

;

ch = getcharO;
whi le (getchar( )

r

return ch;

/* read next character */

= '\n')

/* skip rest of line */

Mixing Character and Numeric Input

As we saw in Listing 8.7, mixing character and numeric input poses problems, and that

is true with our menu example, too. Suppose, for instance, the count( ) function (choice

c) looks like the following:

void count( )

t

int n,i

;

pri ntf ("Count how far? Enter an i nteger : \n" );

scanf("%d", 8n);

for (i = 1; i <= n; i++)

printf ("%d\n", i);

>
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If you then respond by entering 3, scanf( ) will read the 3 and leave a newline character

as the next character in the input queue. The next call to getchoice( ) will then result in

getfirst( ) returning this newline character, leading to undesirable behavior.

One way to fix the problem is to rewrite getfirst( ) so that it returns the next non-

whitespace character rather than just the next character encountered. We leave this task

as an exercise (Programming Exercise 7).

A second approach is to have the count( ) function tidy up and clear the newline itself:

void countO

i n t n , i ;

pr

i

ntf( "Count how far? Enter an i nteger : \n" );

if CscanfCZd", &n) != 1)

{

printf ("Please use digits next time; this time");

printfC I'll use the integer 5.\n");

n = 5;

}

for (i =1; i <= n; i++)

printf ("%d\n", i )

;

while ( getcharO != '\n')

; /* clear newline, bad input */

We also use the return value of scanf( ) to detect nonnumeric input. To simplify matters,

we have the program substitute a default value for n if the input is bad. Also, in that

case, the while loop at the end of the function disposes of the bad input. If you are more

ambitious, you can have the function prompt for new input instead of using a default

value. We show an example in Chapter 9.

Listing 8.8 shows the final menu program.

Listing 8.8

/* menu.c— a menu example */

^include <stdio.h>
mai n( )

i

int choice;
int getchoiceO;
voi d count ( ) ;

while ( (choice = getchoiceO) != 'd')

{

switch (choice)
i

case 'a' : printfC'Buy low, sell high.W);
break;
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Listing 8.8
(cont'd.)

case 'b' : put char (' \a ') ; /* ANSI */

break;
case 'c' : countC);

break;
default : printfC "Program error! \n")

;

break;
}

>

}

void count (

)

i

i n t n , i ;

pri ntf

(

"Count how far? Enter an i nteger : \n") ;

if (scanf ("%d", &n) != 1)

i

printfC "Please use digits next time; this time");
printfC" I'll use the integer 5.\n");
n = 5;

}

for (i = 1; i <= n; i++)

pr i ntf ("%d\n", i )

;

while ( getcharC) != '\n')

int getchoice()
i

int c h

;

int getf i r st ( )

;

pr i nt f
( "Ente r the letter of your choice:\n");

printfC'a. advice b. bell\n");
printfC'c. count d. quit\n");
ch = getfirstC);

pr i ntf ("Please respond with a, b, c, or d.\n");
ch = getfirstC);

>

return ch;

}

int getfirstC)

int c h

;

ch = getcharC);
while CgetcharC) != '\n')

r

return ch;

>
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Here is a sample run:

Enter the Letter of your choice:

a . advi ce b. bell

c. count d. quit

a

Buy low, sell high.

Enter the letter of your choice:

a. advice b. bell

c. count d. quit

count

Count how far? Enter an integer:

two

Please use digits next time; this time I'll use the integer 5.

1

2

3

4

5

Enter the letter of your choice:

a. advice b. bell

c. count d. quit

q

Please respond with a, b, c, or d.

d

It can be hard work getting a menu interface to work as smoothly as you may want, but

once you develop a viable approach, you can reuse it in a variety of situations.

8.9 Summary

Many programs use getchar( ) to read input character by character. Typically, systems

use line-buffered input, meaning input is sent on to the program when you press Enter.

This action also transmits a newline character that may require programming attention.

C features a family of functions, called the standard I/O package, that represents

different file forms on different systems in a uniform manner. The getchar( ) and scanf(

)

functions belong to this family. Both functions return the value EOF (defined in the

stdio.h header) when they detect the end of a file. UNIX systems let you simulate the

end-of-file condition from the keyboard by typing Control-D at the beginning of a line:

DOS systems use Control-Z for the same purpose.

Many operating systems, including UNIX and DOS, feature redirection, which lets you

use files instead of the keyboard and screen for input and output. Programs that read

input up to EOF can be used either with keyboard input with simulated end-of-file

signals or with redirected files.
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Review Questions

1 . The expression putchar(getchar( )) is a valid expression. What does it mean? Is

getehar(putchar( )) also valid?

2. What will each of the following statements accomplish?

a. putchar( ' H ' ):

b. putchar( ' \007 ' ):

c. putchar( * \n ' );

d. putchar( ' \b ' );

3. Suppose you have a program named count that counts the characters in its input. Devise

a command that counts the number of characters in the file essay and stores the result in

file essavct.

4. Given the program and files described in Question 3, which of the following are valid

commands?

a. essavct <essay

b. count essay

c. essav >count

5. What is EOF?

6. What is the output of each of the following fragments for the indicated input (assume

that ch is type int and that the input is buffered):

a. The input:

If you quit, I wi I I . C ret urn]

The fragment:

while (( ch = getcharO ) != 'i' )

putchar(ch);
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b. The input:

Ha r ha r[ re turn]

The fragment:

while ( ( ch = getcharO ) != '\n' )

{

putchar(ch++);
putchar(++ch) ;

>

7. How does C deal with the fact that different computer systems have different file and

newline conventions?

8. What potential problem do you face when intermixing numeric input with character

input on a buffered system?

Programming Exercises

1 . Produce the program described in "Review Questions." Question 3. That is. devise a

program that counts the number of characters in its input up to the end of the file.

2. Modify the program in Exercise 1 so that it beeps each time it counts a character. Insert

a short delay loop (a loop that does nothing but increment a counter) to separate one

beep from the next. (Note: Do not use this program for long files.)

3. Write a program that reads input until it encounters EOF. Have the program print out

each input character and its ASCII decimal code. Note that characters preceding the

space character in the ASCII sequence are nonprinting characters: give them special

treatment. If the nonprinting character is a newline or tab. print \n or \t. respectively.

Otherwise, use control character notation. For instance. ASCII 1 is Control-A. which

can be displayed as A A. Note that the ASCII code for A is simply the code for

Control-A plus 64. A similar relation holds for the other nonprinting characters. Print

ten pairs of input characters and their ASCII decimal codes per line, except start a fresh

line each time a newline character is encountered.

4. Write a program that reads input until it encounters EOF. Have it report the number of

uppercase letters and the number of lowercase letters in the input. Assume the numeric

code for the lowercase letters is sequential; assume the same for uppercase letters.

5. Write a program that reads input until it encounters EOF. Have it report back the

average number of letters per word. Don*t count whitespace as being letters in a word.

Note: Punctuation shouldn't be counted either, but don't worry about that now.

6. Modify the guessing program of Listing 8.4 so that it uses a more intelligent guessing

strategy. For example, have the program initially guess 50, and have it ask the user

whether the guess is high, low, or correct. If, say, the guess is low, have the next guess

be halfway between 50 and 100, that is, 75. If that guess is high, let the next guess be

halfway between 75 and 50, and so on. Using this binary search strategy, the program

quickly zeros in on the correct answer, at least if the user does not cheat.
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7. Modify the getfirst( ) function in Listing 8.8 so that it returns the first nonwhitespace

character encountered. Test it in a simple program.

8. Modify Programming Exercise 7 in Chapter 7 so that the menu choices are labeled by

characters instead of by numbers.
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he C design philosophy is based on using functions. We have used several

functions already: printf( ), scanf( ), getchar( ), putcharl ), and strlen( ).

These functions come with the system, but we also created several func-

tions of our own. Most of them have been called main! ), for programs

always start by executing the instructions in main( ); after that, mainl ) can call other

functions such as printf( ) or ones of our own design into action. We've already

previewed several aspects of creating your own functions. In this chapter we con-

solidate and expand on this information. We also look at the new ANSI C methods for

defining and using functions.

9. 7 Review

First, what is a function? Afunction is a self-contained unit of program code.designed to

accomplish a particular task . A C function plays the same role that functions, sub-

routines, and procedures play in other languages, although the details may be different.

Some functions cause action to take place; for example. printf( ) causes data to be

printed on your screen. Some functions find a value for the program to use: for instance,

strlen( ) tells a program how long a certain string is. In general, a function can both

produce actions and provide value s.

We use functions to save us from repetitious programming. If we have to perform a

certain task several times in a program, we write an appropriate function once, then

have the program use that function wherever needed. We can use the same function in

different programs, just as we use putcharl ) in many programs. As well, even if we

perform a task only once in just one program, it is worthwhile to use a function because

functions make a program more modular, hence easier to read and easier to change or

fix. Suppose, for example, we want to write a program that does the following:

Reads in a list of numbers

Sorts the numbers

Finds their average

Prints out a bar graph

We can use this program:

^include <stdio.h>
^define SIZE 50

main( )

{

float ListCSIZED;

readlistdist, SIZE);

sortdist, SIZE);

average( L i st, SIZE);
bargraphC li st, SIZE);

Once we have the basic program design, we can write the four functions: readlisti ), sort( ),

average( ), and bargraph( ). By using descriptive function names, we can make it quite
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clear what the program does and how it is organized. We then can work with each

function separately until it performs its job correctly. An added benefit is that if we

make the functions general enough, they can prove useful in other programs.

Main programmers like to think of a function as a "black box" defined in terms of the

information that goes in (its input) and of what it produces (its output). What goes on

inside the black box is only of concern to those who write the functions. For example,

when we use printf( ), we know we have to give it a control string and. perhaps, some

arguments. We also know what output printf( ) should produce. We never had to think

about the programming that went into creating printf( ). Thinking of functions in this

manner helps us concentrate on the overall design of the program rather than on the

details. Before writing and code, you should consider what the function should do and

how it relates to the program as a whole.

What do we need to know about functions? We need to know how to define them

properly, how to call them up for use, and how to set up communication between a

function and the program that invokes it. We begin with a simple review example and

then elaborate on it, adding more features.

Creating and Using a Simple Function

Our modest first goal is to create a function that types 65 asterisks in a row. To give our

function a context, we include it in a program that prints a simple letterhead. See Listing

9.1. The program consists of the functions main! ) and starbar( ). See Figure 9.1.

lethead 1

Listing 9. 1

/* letheadl .c */

^include <stdio.h>
#define NAME "MEGATHINK, INC."
fldefine ADDRESS "10 Megabuck Plaza"
fldefine PLACE "Megapolis, CA 94904"
#define LIMIT 65

mai n( )

i

void starbarO; /* decjjar e the function */

starbarO; (J&A i^^~lv^^^^^-^>^
printf ("%s\n", NAME); *

printf ("%s\n", ADDRESS);
printf ("%s\n", PLACE);
starbarO;

/*def ioe the starbarO function */

voi d starbar (

)

i

i nt count ;

for ( count = 1; count <= LIMIT; count++)
putchar ( •**);

put char ( ' \n" );
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Figure 9.

1

Control flow for

listing 9.

1

starbarO

starbarO

printf( )

pri nt f ( )

pri nt f O

starbarO

putcharO

each function may "call" other functions

each function is "run" in turn

putcharC )

Here is the output:

************************************************************

MEGATHINK, INC.

10 Megabuck Plaza

Megapolis, CA 94904
************************************************************

There are several major points to note about this program:

^ 1 . We call (invoke, summon) the function starbarl ) from main! ) by using just its

name. We follow the name and parentheses with a semicolon, creating_a statement:

starbar( )

;

Whenever the computer reaches a starbari ) statement, it looks for the starbar( )

function and follows the instructions there. When finished, it returns to the next line

of the calling program, main( ), in this case. (This method is only one way to call

up a function.)

cv2. We follow the same form in writing starbar( ) as we do in main( ): First the name^
then the opening brace,

t

then a declaration of variables used, then the defining

statements of the function, then the closing brace. See Figure 9.2.
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Figure 9.2

Structure of a
simple function

header

tt i nc I ude<s t di o . h> -c.

fldefine LIMIT 65 —

r

void starbarO

body

int count;

for (count=1; )

putcharC '*'
) ;

putcharC ' \n ' );

>

• preprocessor instructions

- function name

declaration statement

control loop statement

function statement

function statement

I 3. We include starbarl ) and main! ) in the same file, although we can use two

separate files. The single-file form is slightly easier to compile, but two separate

files make it simpler to use the same function in different programs
:
If we place the

functions in separate fites , then we also must place the necessary #define and

#inc|ude directives in those files. We discuss using two or more files later in the

chapter. For now, we keep all our functions together. The closing brace of main ( )

tells the compiler where that function ends. The parentheses in starbar( ) tell the

compiler that starbar( ) is a function . Note that this instance of starbar( ) is not

followed by a semicolon, which tells the compiler that we are defining starbar( )

rather than using it.

4. The variable count in starbar ( ) is a local variable , which means it is a variable

known only to starbar( ). You can use the name count in other functions, includ-

ing main( ), and there is no conflict. In this case, you simply wind up with separate,

independent variables having the same name. Internally, the program uses different

identifiers for these name twins, sn there, is no confnsjon^

A 5. Like variables, functions have types. The type void, is used for functions without

* return values. . The type appears in the function definition . (The void type is part of

ANSI C and is not part of K & R C. However, most C implementations added the

void type prior to the ANSI standard.)

*

*
6. Programs that use a function should declare the type before the function is used.

Therefore, maim ) contains this declaration:

void starbarO;

The parentheses indicate that starbar( ) is a function name. The void indicates the

type. The semicolon indicates that we are declaring the function, not defining it.
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That is, we are announcing that the program uses a type void function called

starbar( ) and that the compiler should expect to find the definition for this

function elsewhere. We return to function types again when we review return

values.

7. If we think of starbar( ) as a black box, its action is the line of asterisks that is

printed. It doesn't have any input because it doesn't need to use any information

from the calling program. This function doesn't require any communication with

the calling program.

Function Arguments

Let's create a case where communication is needed. The letterhead will look a little

nicer if the text is centered. We can center the text by printing the correct number of

spaces before the rest of the line is printed. This action sounds similar to the starbar( )

function that printed a certain number of asterisks, except now we want to print a certain

number of spaces. Rather than writing separate functions for each task, we follow C
philosophy and write a single, more general function that performs both tasks. We call

the function n_chars( ). Instead of having the display character and number of repeti-

tions built into the function, we use function arguments to indicate the character to be

displayed and the number of times it's to be printed.

Let's look at the details. Our bar of stars is 65 characters wide, and the function call

n_chars( ' *
' , 65) should print these specifications. To center the letterhead, we first

note that MEGATHINK, INC. is 15 spaces wide. Thus in our first version, there were

50 spaces following the heading. To center it, we should lead off with 25 spaces, which

will result in 25 spaces on either side of the phrase. We can therefore use the call

n_chars( ' ' , 25) to accomplish this task.

Aside from using arguments, the n_char( ) function is quite similar to starbar( ),

although one difference is that it won't add a newline the way starbar( ) does. This

difference allows us to print other text on the same line if we wish. Listing 9.2 shows the

new program. To emphasize how arguments work, the program uses a variety of

argument forms.

Iethead2.

I* lethead2.c */

//include <stdio.h>
//define NAME "MEGATHINK, INC."
//define ADDRESS "10 Megabuck Plaza'

Listing 9.2 //define PLACE "Megapolis, CA 94904'

//define LIMIT 65

//define SPACE ' *

mai n( )

{

int spaces;
void n_char ( )

;
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n_char('*', LIMIT); /* using constants as arguments */

putcharC '\n' );

n_char (SPACE, 25); /* using constants as argument */

printf ("%s\n", NAME);
spaces = (65 - st r len( ADDRESS )) /2;
/* we let the program calculate how many spaces to skip */

n_char (SPACE, spaces) ; /* a variable as argument */

printf ("%s\n", ADDRESS);
n_char (SPACE, (65 -strlen( PLACE) )/2);

/* an expression as argument */

printf ("%s\n", PLACE);
n_char('*', LIMIT);

fcZltii
2 PutcharCXn.);

/* here is n_char() */

void n_char(ch, num)

char c h

;

int num;
{

int count;

for ( count = 1; count <= num; count ++)

putchar(ch);
}

Here is the result of running the program:

************************************************************

MEGATHINK, INC.

10 Megabuck Plaza

Megapolis, CA 94904
************************************************************

Defining a Function v/ith an Argument: Formal Arguments

Let's now review how to set up a function with an argument. Our function definition

begins with three lines:

void n_char(ch, num) J

char ch; ^> w^b*^

The first line informs the compiler that n_char( ) uses two arguments and that the

arguments are called ch and num. The second line is a declaration informing the

compiler that ch is of type char. The third line declares that num is an int variable. Note

that the arguments are declared before the brace that marks the start of the body of the

function. Both the ch and num variables are called formal arguments. Like variable s

defined inside the function, formal arguments are local variables, private to the func-
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tion. Therefore, you don't have to worry about whether or not the names you use

duplicate variable names used elsewhere in a program. Although the n_char( ) function

accepts values from main! ). it doesn't return a value; thus, n_char( ) is type void.

Calling a Function with an Argument: Actual Arguments

The trick to using a function is to assign a value to the formal arguments. Once that

variable has a value, then the program can perform its task . We give ch and num values

by using actual arguments in the function call. Consider our first use of n_char( ):

n_chars(SPACE,65);

The actual arguments are the space character and 65. These values are assigned to the

corresponding formal arguments, the variables ch and num. In short, the^ojmaJLaigu-

ment is a variable in the called program, and the actual argument is the particular value

assigned to that variable by the calling program. As we show in Listing 9.2, the actual

argument can be a constant, a variable, or an even more elaborate expression.

Regardless of which it is, the actual argument is evaluated, and it is the value that is sent

to the function . For instance, consider our final use of n char( ):

n_cha r

(

SPACE, (65-str I en( PLACE ))/2);

First, that long expression forming the second actual argument is evaluated to 23. Then

the value 23 is assigned to the variable num. The function neither knows nor cares

whether that number came from a constant, a variable, or a more general expression.

Again, the actual argument is a specific value that is assigned to the variable known as

the formal argument. See Figure 9.3.

arguments

•

• ma i n ( )

{

•

•

* space(25);
Figure 9.3

•
•

}

Formal arguments
*

and actual

4

formal argument = name J\
created by function definition 1/

actual argument = 25 passed by
main() to spaceQ and
assigned to number

space ( numbe r

)

i nt numbe r :

i
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The Black-Box Viewpoint
J)

In the black-box view of n_char( ). the input is the character to be displayed and the

number of spaces to be skipped. The resulting action is printing the character the

indicated number of spaces. The input is communicated to the function via arguments .

This infQrmajiQD_is_enough to tell you how to use the function in main( ). It also_serves

jn a design specification for writing thefunction.

The fact that the variables ch. num. and count are local variables private to the function

is an essential aspect of the black-box approach. If we use variables of the same name in

maim ). they are separate, independent variables; that is. if maim ) has a count vari-

able, changing its value doesn't change the value of count in n_char( ). and vice versa.

What goes on inside the black box is hidden from the calling function.

Returning a Value from a Function v/ith return

We have seen how to communicate information from the calling program to the called

function. To send information the other way we u se the function return value . To
review, let's construct a function that returns the smaller of its two arguments. We call

the function imin( ) because it's designed to handle int values. Since imin( ) is to be

called by another function, we create a simple maim ) whose sole purpose is to check to

see if imin( ) works. Ajprogram designed to test functions in this manner is called a

driver . If the function pans out, then it can be installed in a more noteworthy program.

Listing 9.3

/* lesser . c--f i nds the lesser of two evils */

#include <stdio.h>
mai n( )

i

int evi 1 1 , evil2;
int iminO;

while ( scanf("%d %d", &evil1, 8evil2) == 2)

printfC'The lesser of %d and %d is %d.\n",
eviM, e v i 1 2 , imin(evil1,evil2) );

int imin(n,m)
int n,m;

{

int m i n

;

i f ( n < m)

m i n = n ;

else
in i n = m ;

return min;
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(The term "driver" also is used for programs that run dev ices.^ Listing 9.3 on the

previous page shows our driver and our minimum value function.

Here is a sample run:

88 92

The lesser of 88 and 92 is 88.

q

The keyword return causes the vahae of whatever expression follows it to be the return

value of the function containing the return. In this case the function returns the value

assigned to min. Because min is type int, so is the imin( ) function.

The variable min is private to imin( ), but the value of min is communicated back to the

calling program with return. The effect of a statement such as

Lesser = imin(n,m);

is as if we could say the following:

imin(n,m) ;

Lesser = min;

Actually, we can't use the latter statements because the calling program doesn't even

know that min exists. Remember: imin( ) variables are local variables. The function

call imin(evill,evi!2) copies the values of one set of variables to another set.

The return value can be assigned to a variable or used as part of an expression, for

example:

answer = 2*imi n(z,zstar ) + 25;

printf ("%d\n", imin(-32 + answer, LIMIT));

This value can be supplied by any expression, not just a variable. For example, we can

shorten our program to the following:

v>y-/ /* minimum value function, second version */

^* ^v,imin(n,m) j\*-

The conditional expression is evaluated to either n or m, whichever is smaller, and that

value is returned to the calling program. Note: You may choose to enclose the return

value in parentheses for clarity or style, although parentheses are not required.

U sing return also has one other effect. It terminates the function and returns contro l to

the next statement in the calling function. Tftis action occurs even if the return state-

ment is not the last one in the function. Thus, we can also write imin( ) in the following

manner:
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/* minimum value function, third version */

imin(n,m)

int n,m;

<

if ( n < m)

return (n);

else

return (m);

}

It is generally better to use return just once in a function to make it easier for someone

to follow the control flow through the function. However, it's no great sin to use

multiple returns in a function as short as this one. In any case, all three versions are the

same to the user, since all take the same input and produce the same output. Just the

innards are different. Even this fourth version works the same:

/* minimum value function, fourth version */

imi n( n,m)

int n,m;

{

if ( n < m )

return(n);

else

return(m) ;

pr i ntf ("Prof essor Fleppard is a f opdoodle . \n"

)

}

The return statements prevent the printf( ) statement from ever being reached. Profes-

sor Fleppard can use the compiled version of this function in his own programs and

never learn the true feelings of his student programmer.

You can also use a statement like

return;

which causes the containing function to terminate and return control to the calling

function. Because no expression is included in parentheses, no value is given to the

function, so this form is used in a type void function.

i<^H
Functions should be declared by type . A function with a return value should be declared

to be the same type as the return value. Functions with no return value should be

declared as type void. If no type is given for a function , C assumes the function is type

»c, I** jnt. In the early days of C, most functions were type int, so defaulting to int was

»* convenient.

The type declaration is part of the function definition. Keep in mind that the declaration

refers to the return value, not to the function arguments. For instance, the function

heading
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double klink(a,b)

i n t a , b ;

indicates that we are defining a function that takes two type int arguments but that

returns a type double value.

To use a function correctly, a program needs to know the function type. The compi ler

must have this information at hand before the function is used for the first time . One

way to accomplish this task is to place the function definition ahead of its first use

,

although such placement may make the program harder to read. Also, the functions may

be part of the C library or in some other file. So most often we inform the compiler

about Tunctions we will use by declaring them in advance . For example, the main! )

function in Listing 9.3 contains these lines:

tfinclude <stdio.h>
main( )

{

int evill, evil2. Lesser ;

int iminO;

The statements establish that imin is the name of a function that returns a type int value.

The compiler therefore knows how to treat imin( ) when it appears later in the program.

So far we've placed the function declarations inside the function using thejjT^TlTeyalso

can_he placed outside the function . For instance, we can rewrite the beginning of Listing

9.3 as follows:

^include <stdio.h>
int iminO; /* imin() declaration */

main( )

{

int evill, evi 12, lesser;

f<*

The chief concern is that the function declaration appear before the function is used.

The ANSI C standard library groups functions into families each having its own header

file. The header files contain, among other things, the declarations for the functions in

the family. For instance, the stdio.h header file contains function declarations for the

standard I/O library functions such as printf( ) and scanf( ). The math.h header file

contains function declarations for a variety of mathematical functions. For example,

math.h may contain the declaration

C);

(or the ANSI equivalent) to tell the compiler that the sqrt( ) function returns a type

double value. Don't confuse these declarations with definitions. A function declaration

tells the program what type the function is. but the function definition supplies the

actual code. In other words, the math.h header tells the compiler that sqrt( ) returns

type double, but the code for sqrt( ) resides in a separate file of library functions.
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9.2 ANSI C Function Prototyping

The traditional C scheme for declaring functions is deficient in that it declares the

function hut not its arguments. For instance, the declaration

int i m i n ( ) ;

informs the compiler that imin( ) returns a type int value. But. it says nothing about the

number or type of arguments that this function requires. Thus if you use iminl ) with the

wrong number or type of arguments, the compiler doesn't catch the error.

The Problem

Let*s look at some examples involving imax( ). a close relation to iminl ). Listing 9.4

shows a program that uses imaxl ) incorrectly.

Listing 9.4

/* misuse. c

—

use a function incorrectly */

^include <stdio.h>
int imax ( )

;

ma i n (

)

{

printf("The maximum of %d and %d is Xd.\n",
3, 5 , imax(3) );

printfC'The maximum of %d and %d is %d.\n",
3, 5, imax(3.0, 5.0) );

>

int i max ( n ,m )

int n,m;

i

int max;

i f ( n > m)

max = n;

else
max = m;

return max;

The first call to printf( ) omits an argument to imaxl ). and the second call uses

floating-point arguments instead of integers. Despite these errors, the program compiles

and runs. QuickC gave us the following output:

The maximum of 3 and 5 is 130.

The maximum of 3 and 5 is 0.
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But Turbo C outputs values of 273 and 0. Both compilers are functioning fine; they

merely are following the older C standards.

The actual mechanics may differ among systems, but let's describe here what goes on

with an IBM PC or VAX. The calling function places its arguments in a temporary

storage area called the stack, and the called function reads arguments off the stack .

B These two processes are not coordinated with one another: The calling function decides

i
V'

jji L_ what type to pass based on theactual arguments in the call; the called function reads

U7 & values based on the'types of its formal arguments. Thus, the call imax(3) places one

integer on the stack. When the imax( ) function starts up, it reads two integers off the

stack. Only one integer is actually placed on the stack; the second value read is simply

whatever value is in that memory location.

The second time we call up imaxl ) in the example program results in the calling

function placing two double values on the stack. On our system, these values are 8

bytes each, so 16 bytes of data are placed on the stack. Then imaxl ) reads two ints from

the stack, which are the first two bytes on the stack. In this case, they are zeros, so imaxl )

sets n and m to 0.

The ANSI Solution
fa ^^uy^JjuOJ^ j^M>^^

The ANSI standard's solution to the problems of mismatched arguments is to permit the

function declaration also to declare the variable types. The result is a function prototxpe.

a declaration that states the return type, the number of arguments, and the type of

arguments. For example, to indicate that imaxl ) requires two int arguments, we can

declareit using either of the following ways:

int imaxdnt, int);

int i max (int a, int b);

f. typest^TheThe first forrn_j^sjt£omma;separated list of. types^Vhe second also uses variable

names. These names-arg_dummy names and don't have to match the names used in the

function dejuutjom

With this information, the compiler can check to see if the function call matches the

prototype: Are there the correct number of arguments? Are they the correct type? If

there is a type mismatch, the compiler performs a type cast to convert the actual

arguments to the same type as the formal arguments. For instance, imax(3.0,5.0)

becomes imax ((int) 3.0, (int) 5.0).

Listing 9.5 is a modification of Listing 9.4 that uses a function prototype.

We attempted to compile this program on two separate implementations. One compiler

gave an error message stating that the call to imaxl ) had too few parameters. A second

compiler gave a warning to the same effect. (The difference between an error and a

warning is that an error prevents compilation, whereas a warning permits compilation.)

In both cases, the compiler now checked to see that the correct number of arguments

was present.
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proto 1

/* protol.c— use a function prototype */

^include <stdio.h>
int imax(int, int); /* prototype */

mainO
<

printfC'The maximum of %d and %d is %d.\n",

3, 5, imax(3) )

; printfC'The maximum of %d and %d is %d.\n",

3, 5, imax(3.0, 5.0) );

Listing 9.5 }

int imax(n,m)
i nt n,ra;

int max;

if ( n > m)

max = n

;

else
max = m;

return max;

To investigate the type errors, we replaced imax(3) with imax(3,5) and tried compila-

tion again. This time there were no messages, and we ran the program, which produced

the following output:

The maximum of 3 and 5 is 5.

The maximum of 3 and 5 is 5.

Note: Both of our sample compilers automatically convert the 3.0 and 5.0 of the second

call to 3 and 5 so that the function can handle the input properly. However, by resetting

the warning level features, we can instruct them to warn us whenever they have to make

a type conversion.

No Arguments and Unspecified Arguments

Suppose you input a prototype such as the following:

void pri nt_name( )

;

An ANSI C compiler assumes that you have decided to forego function prototyping,

and it therefore does not check arguments. To indicate that your function really has no

arguments, use the keyword void within the parentheses. That is, ANSI C interprets

void pri nt_name( void) ; V
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to mean that print_name( ) takes no arguments. It then checks to see that you, in fact,

do not use arguments when calling this function.

A few functions such as printf( ) and scanf( ) take a variable number of arguments. In

printf( ), for instance, the first argument is a string, but the remaining arguments are

fixed neither in type nor number. ANSI C allows partial prototyping for such cases. For

instance, we can use the following prototype for printf( )

int printf(char *, ...); VI

that says that the first argument is a string and that there may be further arguments of an

unspecified nature. (Chapter 1 1 discusses strings in detail.)

ANSI-Style Function Definitions

The ANSI standard allows us to use the same form for function definitions as we do for

prototypes. The old-style function used the following form:

(

int imax(n,m)

int n, m;

Under the ANSI standard, we can use this setup instead:

int imax( int n, int m)

Eventually, the ANSI version will become the standard way to head a function defini-

tion, and the old way will be phased out. At the present, your compiler may allow both

forms, or if it is not yet fully compliant with the new standard, it may only recognize the

older form. Note that we use the older style version in this text because it is more widely

accepted at this time. But if you are using a compiler that implements ANSI-style

declarations, use the newer standard to avoid obsolescent code.

9.3 Finding Addresses: The & Operator

i

\
Some functions assign values to variables in the calling program. These functions, such

as scanf( ), use the address operator (&) in arguments . The & operator gives us the

address at which a variable is stored . For example, if pooh is the name of a variable,

then &pooh is the address of the pooh variable. We can think of the address as a

location in memory, but we also can think of it as the label the computer ns^ s tn irtpntify

a variable. Suppose we have the following statement:

pooh = 24;

Also suppose that the address where pooh is stored is 12126. Then the statement

printf("%d %u\n", pooh, &pooh);

produces this output:
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24 12126

Furthermore, the machine code for the assignment statement is something like "store 24

in location 12126."

Listing 9.6 uses the & operator to see where variables of the same name, but in different

functions, are kept.

loccheck.

Listing 9.6

/* I occheck . c--check where variables are stored */

^include <stdio.h>
void mikadoO; /* declare function */

ma i n (

)

{

int pooh = 2, bah = 5; t$P*
printfC'In mainO, pooh = %d and Spooh = %p\n",

pooh, Spooh);
printfC'In mainO, bah = %d and Sbah = %p\n",

bah, &bah);
mi kado(pooh) ;

void mikado(bah) /* define function */

int bah;

{

int pooh = 10;

printfC'In mikadoO, pooh = %d and Spoon = %p\n",
pooh, Spooh);

printfC'In mikadoO, bah = %d and &bah = %p\n",
bah, Sbah);

Here we use the %j)_format for printing the addresse s. This format is used for display-

ing addresses but is not available on some systems. If your system lacks %p, try %u.
On our system, the output is the following:

In mainO, pooh = 2 and Spooh = FFD8

In mainO, bah = 5 and Sbah = FFDA

In mikadoO, pooh = 10 and Spooh = FFDO

In mikadoO, bah = 2 and Sbah = FFD6

The manner in which %p represents pointers varies between implementations. This

one. Turbo C on a PC, displays the address in hexadecimal form.

What does this output show? First, the two poohs have different addresses. The same is

true of the two bahs. Thus, the computer considers these to be four separate variables.

Second, the call mikado(pooh) conveys the value (2) of the actual argument (pooh of

mainl )) to the formal argument (bah of mikado( )). Note that only the value is
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transferred. The two variables involved (pooh of maim ) and bah of mikadol )) retain

their distinct identities.

We raise the second point because it is not true for all languages. In a FORTRAN
VyX" subroutine, for example, the subroutine uses the variables in the calling program. The

^ subroutine may call the variables by different names, but the addresses are the same. In

C, each function uses its own variables, which is preferable, for it means that the

original variables won't be altered mysteriously by some side effect of the called

function. But, the C method can make for some difficulties, too, as the next section

describes.

9.4 Altering Variables in the Calling Program

Sometimes we want one function to make changes in the variables of a different

function. For example, a common task in sorting problems is interchanging the values

of two variables. Suppose we have two variables called x and y and we wish to swap

values. The following simple sequence

does not work, for by the time the second line is reached, the original value of x has

already been replaced by the original y value. We have to put in an additional line to

save the original value of x:

temp = x;

x = y;

y = temp;

We can now use this approach in a function and construct a driver to test it. To make

clear which variables belong to main( ) and which belong to the interchange( ), we use

x and y for the maim ) variables and u and v for the interchange! ) variables. See

Listing 9.7.

* swapl.c

Listing 9.7

/* swap1.c--1st attempt at a swapping function */

flinclude <stdio.h>
void interchangeO; /* declare function */

mai n( )

{

int x = 5, y = 10;

pri nt f ( "Or i gi na L ly x = 7.6 and y

interchanged, y);
printfC'Now x = %d and y = %d.\n", x, y);

%d.\n", x , y);
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Listing 9.7
(cont'd.)

void interchange(u,v) /* define function */

intu,v; i

int temp;

temp = u;

u = v;

v = temp;
3.v^

We then run the program and get the following output:

Originally x = 5 and y = 10.

Now x = 5 and y = 10.

Oops—variables aren't switched! Let's input some printing statements into inter-

change( ) to see what has gone wrong. See Listing 9.8.

<$» swap2.c

/* swap2.c— researching swapl.c */

tfinclude <stdio.h>
void i nterchange ( )

;

ma i n(

)

{

int x = 5, y = 10;

Listing 9.8

printfC Originally x = %d and y = %d.\n", x , y);
interchanged, y);
printfC'Now x = %d and y = %d.\n", x, y);

void i nterchange (u,v

)

int u , v

;

{

int temp;

printfC Originally u = %d and v = %d.\n", u , v);

temp = u;

u = v;

v = temp;
printfC'Now u = %d and v = %d.\n", u, v);

Here is the new output:

Originally x = 5 and y = 10.

Originally u = 5 and v = 10.

Now u = 10 and v = 5.

Now x = 5 and y = 10.
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Well, nothing is wrong with interchange! ); it does swap the values of u and v. The

problem is communicating the results back to main! ). As we pointed out, inter-

change( ) uses different variables from maim ), so interchanging the values of u and v

has no effect on x and y! Can we use return somehow? Well, we could finish inter-

change( ) with the line

return(u);

and changing the call in maim ) to the following:

x = interchanged, y)

;

The outcome gives x its new value, but does nothing for y. Note that with return you

can send just one value back to the ca lling program.

9.5 Pointers: A First Look

To communicate two values, we must use pointers, whichjtre symbolic representations

of addresses. For example, earlier we used the & operator to find the address of the

variable pooh; therefore, &pooh is a pointer-to-pooh. The actual address is a number

(0xFFD8, in our case), and the symbolic representation &pooh is a pointer constant.

After all, the variable pooh will not change addresses while the program is running.

yvi A . C also has pointer variables. Just as a char variable has a character as a value and an int

j$*a^ . variablejias^an integer as a value^ the pointer variable has an address as a value. If we

") aW*^ i)L N^i •
give a particular pointer the name ptr, then we can have statements like

-J^* ^ <* ptr = Spooh; /* assigns pooh's address to ptr */

fpn*
in which we say that ptr points to pooh. The difference between ptr and &pooh is that

ptr is a variable and &pooh is a constant. If we want, we can make ptr point elsewhere:

ptr = Sbah; /* make ptr point to bah instead of pooh */

Now the ptr value is the bah address.

To create a pointer variable, we need to be able to declare its type. For instance, we may

declare ptr to be a pointer-to-int. To make this declaration, we need to use a new
operator, the indirection operator.

The Indirection Operator: « ^rW^-^^W^ "^ %^
Suppose we know that ptr points to bah:

ptr = &bah;

Then we can use the indirection operator (*) (also called the dereferencing operator) to

find the value stored in bah:
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val = *ptr; /* finding the value ptr points to */

(.Don't confuse this unary indirection operator with the binary * operator of multiplica-

tion.) The statements ptr = &bah; and val = *ptr; taken together amount to the

following: \ '
. \- . .

I sing the address and indirection operators is a rather indirect way of accomplishing

this result, hence the name "indirection operator.

"

^ Summary: Pointer-Related Operators

a;

p The address operator: &. When followed by a variablejnarng^& gives the address of

that variable.

Example.

& nurse is the address of the variable nurse

The indirection operator: *. When followed by a pointer, * gives the value stored at

the pointedTto address.

Example Vtf
nurse = 22; W-

. ptr = &nurse; /* pointer to nurse */

JT val - *ptr;

f
The net effect is to assign the value 22 to val.

Declaring Pointers

Declaring pointers involves a new twist. You might guess that we use the following

form:

pointer ptr; /* not the way to declare a pointer */

*& [

But it is not enough to say that a variable is a pointer. We also have to say what kind of

variable the pointer points to. The reason is that different variable types take up different

amounts of storage, and some pointer operations require knowledge of the storage size.

As well, the program has to know what kind of data are stored at the address. A long and

a float may use the same amount of storage, but they store numbers quite differently.

Here's how pointers are declared:

int *pi; /* pi is a pointer to an integer variable */

char *pc; /* pc is a pointer to a character variable */

float *pf,*pg;' /* pf, pg are pointers to float variables */

V
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The type_sgecification identifies the type of variable pointed to, and the asterisk (jf)

identifies_rtie_yariablejtselXasjy)ointer. The declaration int *pi; therefore says that pi is

a pointer and that *pi is type int. See Figure 9.4.

Figure 9.4
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using pointers
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by te byte byte by

i
ch

7776 1942 2.015x10 30

feet date sunma ss quit

int *pf eet

;

pfeet = Sfeet;
*pf ee

t

l— indirection operators

float *psun;
psun - Ssunmass ;

*psun

j value in memory

variable name

declaring pointers

giving pointer values (addresses)

getting value stored at address

Similarly, the value of what pc points to, which is *pc, is of type char. We describe pc

itself as being a pointer to char. Because its value is an address, pc is an unsigned

integer on most systems. We can thus use the %u format to print the pc value on those

systems. But this feature need not hold true universally, so ANSI C provides the %p
form specifically for pointers.

Using Pointers to Communicate Between Functions

We have touched only the surface of the rich topic of pointers, but our concern here is in

using pointers to solve the communication problem of Listing 9.8. Listing 9.9 shows a

program that uses pointers to make the interchange function work.

$ swap3.c

/* swap3 . c--usi ng pointers to make swapping work */

^include <stdio.h>
void interchangeO;
mainO

J W
Listing 9.9 int x = 5, y = 10;

pr i nt f
( "Or i g i na I Ly x = Xd and y = %d.\n", x, y);

interchange(&x,&y); /* send addresses to function */

printfC'Now x = %d and y = %d.\n", x, y);
>

void i nterchange( u, v)

int *u, *v; /* u and v are pointers */
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i n t temp;

Listing 9.9
(cont'd.) temp = *u; /* temp gets value that u points to */

* u = * v ;

*v = temp;

}

The output follows:

Originally x = 5 and y = 10.

Now x = 10 and y = 5.

Let's now look at how the program works. First, our function call looks like the

following:

interchange(8x r 8y);
tf

Instead of transmitting the values of x and y, we transmit their addresses . Therefore, the

tr formal arguments u and v that appear in „« "
. „„„_„*

;/ void 1„,e r c„,n 9e<u,v> ^^ f^f^^Z.
k have addresses as values ; hence they should be declared as pointers . Since x and y are

^H integers, we declare u and v as pointers to integers:

* *

In the body of the function, we declare

int temp;

to provide the temporary storage we need. We then store the value of x in temp:

temp = *u;

Remember, u has the value &x, so u points to x. Thus, *u gives us the value of x, which

is what we want. We don't want to write

temp = u; /* NO */ u^V 0-A| ^^ \ ^
<f ' wwl #0 <K jftHsfrx

for that will store the address of x rather than its value; and we are trying to interchange

values, not addresses.

Similarly, to assign the y value to x, we use

* u = * v ;

which translates to
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Let's summarize: We want a function that alters the values x and y. By telling the

function the addresses of x and y, we give interchange! ) access to those variables.

Using pointers and the * operator, the function can examine the values stored at those

locations and change them.

More generally, we can communicatejwokinds of information about a variable to a

function. If we use a call of the form

>
/"

. £^^6-
f u n ct ionl (x) ;

we transm it the value of x . If we use a call of the form

2J &>L> ;

i «jj» k we transm

i
\j 'r__^f unct i on

\ / we transmit the address of x. The first form requires that the function definition include

V a formal argument of the same type as x:

I Jk function1(num) M/i^ti^-hV^
int num;

\2(ptr)

int * p t r

;

The second form requires that the function definition include a formal argument that is

a pointer to the correct type:

^ f unct i on2(pt r ) > uitf*^ .
• fUr ^

, '

We use the first form if the function needs a value to perform some calculation, or

actipn. We use the second form if the function needs to alter variables in the calling

program . We have been doing this all along with the scanf( ) function. That is, when we
want to read in a value for a variable num, we use scanf( " %d "

, &num). That function

reads a value, then uses the address we give it when it stores the value.

Pointers let us get around the fact that the interchange( ) variables are local. They let

our function reach into main! ) and alter what is stored there. See Figure 9.5.

52000 52ooi 5200? 5200J 5200* 52005 . . . 52009 52010— machine address

e by t e| byte| byte| byte| byte| byte|byte|bytejbyte |bytejbyte|by

Figure 9.5

Names,
addresses, and
values in a
byte-addressable

system such as

the IBM PC

I 7776 1942 2.015x10 30

3
ch feet date sunmas s quit

value in memory

variable name

Sch = 52000
Meet = 52001
Sdate = 52003
Ssunmass = 52005
Squit = 52009

address operator

"float" type variable

takes 4 bytes
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Pascal and Modula-2 users may recognize the first form of function argument as being

the same as Pascal's value parameter and the second form as being similar (but not

identical) to Pascal's variable parameter. BASIC users may find the whole setup unset-

tling. If this section seems strange to you, be assured that a little practice will make at

least some uses of pointers seem simple, normal, and convenient.

Variables: Names, Addresses, and Values

Our discussion of pointers hinges on the relationships between the names, addresses,

and values of variables, so let's discuss these matters further. When we write a program

we think of a variable as having two attributes: a name_and a valuq . (There are other

attributes, including type, but these attributes don't concern us here.) After the program

has been compiled and loaded, the computer also thinks of the same variable as hav ing

two attributes: an^ddxess
flfid^

a yalue^ An address is the computer's version of a name.

In many languages, the address is the computer's business, concealed from the

programmer. In C, however, we can learn and use the address through the & operator.

For example:

&barn is the address of the variable barn

We can get the value from the name jus£by using the name, for instance:

printf( " %d\n " , barn) prints the value of barn

We can get the value from the address by using the *operator: Given pbarn = &barn;.

then *pbarn is the value stored at address &barn

Although we can print out an address to satisfy our curiosity, that use is not the primarj

function of the & operator. More important, using &, *, and pointers lets us manipulate

addresses and their contents symbolically, as we did in Listing 9.9.

9.6 Recursion ^^ Wfo^ nth ^^
C also permits a function to call itself, which is called recursion._ Recursion is a

sometimes tricky, sometimes convenient tool. One_nf the tricks js to get recursion to

end, for a function that calls itself tends to keep doing so indefinitely unless the^

programming includes a conditional test to terminate recursion.

Recursion Revealed

To see what's involved, let's look at an example. The function mainl ) in Listing 9.10

calls the up_and_down( ) function. We term this call the first level of recursion. Then

up_and_down( ) calls itself, which we term the second level of recursion. The second

level calls the third level, and so on. The example program is set up to have four

recursion levels.
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Listing 9.10

/* recur. c— recursion illustration */

^include <stdio.h>
void up_and_down( i nt )

;

ma i n (

)

{

up_and_down( 1 )

;

>

void up_and_down( n)

i n t n ;

{

printfC" Level %d\n", n);

if ( n < A )

up_and_down( n + 1 ) ;

printf ("LEVEL %d\n", n);

>

/* print #1 */

/* print #2 */

The output follows:

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

LEVEL 4

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 1

In the program, maim ) first calls up_and_down( ) with an argument of 1. As a result,

the formal argument n in up_and_down( ) has the value 1, so print statement #1 prints

Level 1. Then because n is less than 4, up_and_down( ) (level 1) calls up_and_-

down( ) (level 2) with an argument of n + l,or 2. This action causes n in the level 2 call

to be assigned the value 2, so print statement #1 prints Level 2. Similarly, the next two

calls lead to the printing of Level 3 and Level 4.

Once level 4 is reached, n is 4. The if test now fails, and the up_and_down( ) function

is not called again. Instead, the level 4 call proceeds to print statement #2, which prints

LEVEL 4, since n is 4. It then reaches the return statement. At this point, the level 4

call ends, and control passes back to the function that called it, the level 3 call. The last

statement executed in the level 3 call was the call to level 4 in the if statement.

Therefore, level 3 resumes with the following statement, which is print statement #2.

This action causes LEVEL 3 to be printed. Then level 3 ends, passing control to level 2,

which prints LEVEL 2, and so on.
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Recursion Fundamentals

There are several important points to understand about recursion. First, each level of

function call has its own variables. The n of level 1 is a different variable from the n of

level 2. So our program creates four separate variables, each called n. but each having a

distinct value. When the program finally returns to the level 1 call of up_and_down( ).

that n still had the value 1 it started with. See Figure 9.6.

Figure 9.6

Recursion variables

variables: n n n n

after level 1 call

after level 1 call
1 2

after level 1 call
1 2 3

after level 1 call

after return from level 4
12 3 4

after return from level 3
12 3

after return from level 2 1 2

after return from level 1

(all gone)

Second, each function call is balanced with a return. When program flow reaches the

return at the end of the last recursion level, control passes to the previous recursion

level. The program does not jump all the way to the original call. Instead, it must move

back though each recursion level.

Third, statements in a recursive function that precede the recursive call are executed in

the same order that the functions are called. For instance, in Listing 9. 10 print statement

#1 precedes the recursive call. It is executed four times in the order of the recursive

calls: Level 1. Level 2, Level 3, and Level 4.

Next, statements in a recursive function that follow the recursive call are executed in the

opposite order from which the functions are called. For instance, print statement #2

follows the recursive call, and it is executed in this order: LEVEL 4, LEVEL 3. LEVEL
2. and LEVEL 1. This feature of recursion is useful for programming problems involv-

ing reversals of order. (We study such an example shortly.)

Finally, although each level of recursion has its own set of variables, the code itself is

not duplicated. The code is a sequence of instructions, and a function call really is an

instruction to go to the beginning of that set of instructions. So a recursive call returns

the program to the beginning of the instruction set. Aside from the fact that recursive

calls create new variables with each call, they are much like a loop. Indeed, sometimes

recursion can be used instead of loops, and vice versa.
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Tail Recursion

The simplest form of recursion has the recursive call at the end of the function, just

before the return statement. This type of call is termed tail recursion or end recursion.

This type of recursion is the simplest form because it acts like a loop.

Let's look at a loop version and a tail recursion version of a function to calculate

factorials. The factorial of an integer is the product of the integers from 1 through that

number. For instance. 3 factorial (written 3!) is 1 x 2 x 3. 0! is taken to be 1. The

function isn"t defined for negative numbers. Listing 9.1 1 presents a function that uses a

for loop to calculate factorials.

factor, c

/* f actor . c— use Loops to calculate factorials */

#i nc lude <stdio.h>
ma i n (

)

{

i n t nura;

long f a c t ( ) ;

while (scanf ("%d", Snum) == 1)

{

if (num < )

printfC'No negative numbers, please. \n");

Listing 9.11 else if (num > 15)

printf ("Keep input under 16. \n");
else

printf("%d factorial = %ld\n", num, fact (num) )

;

>

>

long fact(n) /* loop finds factorial */

i n t n ;

i

long ans;

for ( ans = 1 ; n > 1 ; n—

)

a n s * = n ;

return ans;

The test driver program limits input to the integers 0-15. 15! is slightly over 2 billion,

which makes 16! much larger than long on our system. To go beyond 15!. we must use

a type double function.

The loop initializes ans to 1. then multiplies it by the integers from n down to 2.

TechnicalK . ue should multiply by 1. but such multiplication doesn't change the value.

Here's a sample run:
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3 factorial = 6

10

10 factorial = 3628800

q

Now let's try a recursive version. The key here is that /;! = /; x (/; - 1)!, which follows

because (// - 1)! is the product of all the positive integers through n — 1. Therefore,

multiplying by // gives the product through /;. This fact suggests a recursive approach. If

we call the function rfact( ). then rfact(n) is n * rfact(n-l), so we can evaluate rfact(n)

b\ having it call rfact(n-l). See Listing 9.12. Of course, we have to end the recursion at

some point, and we do so by setting the return value to 1 when n is 0. The output is the

same as that for Listing 9.11.

rhetor.

c

/* r f act or . c— use recursion to calculate factorials */

#include <stdio.h>
mai n ( )

{

int num;
long rfactO;

listing 9.12

while ( scanf ( " %d", 8num) == 1)

{

i f ( num < )

printf ("No negative numbers, please. \n");
else if ( num > 15)

printfC'Keep input under 16. \n");
else

printf("%d factorial = %ld\n", num, rfact(num));
}

long rfact(n) /* recursive function */

int n;

{

long ans;

if (n > 0)

ans = n * r f ac t ( n-1 )^
else

ans = 1

;

return ans;

Recursion and Reversal

Let's look at a problem in which recursion's ability to reverse order is handy. The
problem: Write a function that prints out the binary equivalent of an integer. Binary
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notation represents numbers in terms of powers of two and uses only the digits and 1

.

Therefore, 101 in binary means 1x2" + 0x2' + 1x2 Just as 234 in decimal means 2

x 10
2
+ 3x 10' +4x 10°.

First, we need a method. How can we, say, find the binary equivalent of 5? Well, odd

numbers must have a binary representation ending in 1. Even numbers end in 0. For our

example, we can find if the last digit is a 1 or by evaluating 5 % 2. If the result is 1,

then 5 is odd, and the last digit is 1 . In general, if n is a number, the final digit is n % 2.

Therefore, the last digit is what we want to print first, which suggests using a recursive

function in which n % 2 is calculated before the recursive call and is printed after the

recursive call.

To get the next digit, we divide the original number by 2. This action is the binary

equivalent of moving the decimal point one place to the left so that we can examine the

next binary digit. If the value is even, the next binary digit is 0; if it's odd, the next

binary digit is 1. For example, 5/2 is 2 (integer division), so the next digit is 0. Thus far

we have 01 for our example. Now we repeat the process: Divide 2 by 2 to get 1; evaluate

1 % 2 to get 1. The next digit is thus 1, giving us 101. We stop the procedure only when

the result of dividing by 2 is less than 2, for as long as it is 2 or greater, there is one more

binary digit. Each division by 2 lops off one more binary digit until we reach the end. (If

this logic seems confusing, try working through a decimal analogy. The remainder of

628 divided by 10 is 8, so 8 is the last digit. Integer division by 10 yields 62, and the

remainder from dividing 62 by 10 is 2. so that's the next digit. And so on.)

binary, c

Listing 9.13

/* bi na ry . c--pr i nt integer in binary form */

Sine Lude <stdi o . h>

void t o_bi na ry ( i nt n);

ma i n (

)

{

int number;

while (scanf("%d", Snumber) == 1)

t o_bi nary(number);
put char( ' \n' );

void to_binary(n) /* recursive function */

int n ;

{

int r ;

r = n % 2;

if ( n >= 2)

t o_b inary( n / 2);
putchar('0' + r); v^
return; ^ C"
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Listing 9.13 implements our approach using ANSI C prototyping. You'll have to

change the declaration for to_binary( ) if your compiler doesn't support this feature.

The expression * ' + r evaluates to the character ' ' if r is and to the character
1

1 ' if r is 1. This outcome assumes the numeric code for the 1 character is one greater

than the code for the ' ' character; both the ASCII and the EBCDIC codes satisfy the

assumption. Here's a sample run:

5

101

255

1111111

256

10000000

q

^ Summary: Functions

Form. A typical function definition has this form:

name ( argument list )

argument declarations

function body

The presence of argument list and argument declarations is optional. Variables other

than the arguments are declared within the body, which is bounded by braces.

ANSI C encourages the following form:

name ( argument declaration list )

function body

The argument declaration list is a comma-separated list of variable declarations.

Example.

dif f (x,y)
int x,y;
i

int z;

/* function name and argument List */

/* declare arguments */

/* begin function body */

/* declare local variable */

z = x - y;
return z;

> /* end function body */

diffdnt x,int y) /* ANSI version */

•C /* begin function body */

int z; /* declare local variable */

z = x - y;
return z;

/* end function body */
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Communicating values. Arguments are used to convey values from the calling

program to the function. If variables a and b have the values 5 and 2. then the call

c = diff(a,b);

transmits 5 and 2 to the variables x and y. The values 5 and 2 are called actual

arguments, and the diff( ) variables x and y are called formal arguments. The keyword

return communicates one value from the function to the calling program. In the

preceding example, c receives the value of z, which is 3. A function ordinarily has no

effect on the variables in a calling program. Use pointers as arguments to affect

variables directly in the calling program. This procedure may be necessary if you wish

to communicate more than one value back to the calling program.

Function type. Functions must have the same type as the value they return. Functions

are assumed to be of type int. If a function is of another type, it must be declared in

the calling program and in the function definition.

Example.

mainO
{

double q , x, duffO; /* declare in calling program */

i n t n ;

q = duff(x,n);

}

double duff( u, k ) /* declare in function definition */

double u ;

i n t k ;

{

double tor;

return tor; /* returns a double value */

>

9,7 All C Functions Are Created Equal

Each C function in a program is on equal footing with the others. Each can call any

other function or be called by any other function. This feature makes the C function

somewhat different from Pascal and Modula-2 procedures, for those procedures can be

nested u ithin other procedures. In those languages, procedures in one nest are ignorant

of procedures in another nest.

The function main) ) is a little special, in that when a program of several functions is put

together, execution starts with the first statement in main( ). But that capability is the

limit of its preference. Even main! ) can be called by other functions, as the example in

Listing 9.14 shows.
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re mom.c

/* re_main.c—another program calls main() */

^include <stdio.h>
mainO
{

char ch

;

void more ( ) ;

Listing 9.14
printf ("Enter any character you want. ");

printfC'A Q will end things. \n");

ch = getcharO;
printf("Aha! That was a %ci\n" r ch);

if (ch != 'Q'

)

m o r e ( ) ;

void more (

)

{

m a i n ( ) ;

}

The function maim ) calls more( ), and more( ) calls maim ). When maim ) is called,

it starts at the beginning, so we have made a sneaky loop. Not only does this program

illustrate that maim ) can be called like any other function, it also demonstrates mutual

recursion, in which two programs call each other.

Some sample output shows how the program works. Note how it even processes the

newline character that is transmitted when we press the Enter key.

Enter any character you want. A Q will end things.

ICreturn]

Aha ! That was a I

!

Enter any character you want. A Q will end things.

Aha! That was a <= Prints newline

Enter any character you want. A Q will end things.

QCreturn]

Aha! That was a Q!

9.8 Compiling Programs v/ith Two or More Functions

The simplest approach to using several functions is to place them in the same file. We
then compile that file just as you do a single-function file. Other approaches are more

system dependent, as we illustrate in the next few sections.
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UNIX

Suppose filel.c and file2.c are two files containing C functions. The command

cc filel.c f i le2 . c

thus compiles both files and produces an executable file called a.out. In addition, two

object files called filel.o and file2.o are produced. If you later change filel.c and not

file2.c, you can compile the first and combine it with the object code version of the

second file using the following command:

cc filel.c file2.o

Microsoft C 4.0-5. 7

QuickC

Turbo C

You can use the cl command to compile the two files:

c I f i le1 . c f i le2 . c

which produces two object code files called filel.obj and file2.obj and the executable

file called filel.exe. The basename of the first file in the list is used for the executable

file. If you need to edit only file2.c, you can recompile using this command:

c I f i le1 .obj f i le2 .c

You can use the Set Program List entry from the File menu to create a .mak file that

indicates which files belong to the program. You can use the Edit Program List entry

to modify this list. QuickC compiles the files in the current program list.

You can create a text file with a .prj extension (for project) and put in the names of the

files used for the program. For instance, the file filel.prj can contain the following text:

f i le1 .c

file2.c

Use the Project menu to select the desired project file, then select the Run or Compile

menu.

Using Header Files

Often you use the C preprocessor to define constants used in a program. Such defini-

tions hold only for the file containing the #deflne directives, so if you place the program

functions into separate files, you also must make the #define directives available to

each file. The most direct way is to retype the directives for each file, but this task is
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time-consuming and increases the possibility for error. Also, it poses a maintenance

problem, for if you revise a value, you have to remember to do so for each file.

A better solution is to place the #define directives in a header file, then use the #include

directive in each source code file. For instance, in Chapter 7, Programming Exercise 7

a>ked you to write a program that computed gross pay, net pay, and taxes for a set of

hourly rates. Following the precepts of top-down programming, we can organize the

program as follows:

while menu selection is nor quit

assign hourly pay rate

get hours worked

compute and display pay and taxes

Next, we can translate this plan to C, using functions to implement the different

modules. For simplicity, we use just two files: one for main! ) and one for the support-

ins functions. See Listings 9.15 and 9.16.

payroll 1 .c

Listing 9.15

/* payrol 11 . c--a payroll program. Continued in payroll2.c */

^include <stdio.h>
#include "payroll. h"

/* defines constants, declares functions */

mai n( )

{

double hours, payrate;
int code;

while ( (code = menuO ) != QUIT )

swi tch( code )

i

case 1 : payrate = PAYRATE1;
break;

case 2 : payrate = PAYRATE2;
break;

case 3: payrate = PAYRATE3;
break;

case 4: payrate = PAYRATE4;
break;

default: payrate = 0;
printf("0ops!\n");
break;

}

hours = gethours();
showt ax (pay ra te, hours);

}
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payroll2.

/* payrol 12

.

c--rest of payroll program */

tfinclude <stdio.h>
^include "payroll. h"

i nt menu( )

{

int code, status;

Listing 9.16

printf ("\n%s%s\n", STARS, STARS)

pr i nt f

(

"Enter the number corresponding to the desired ");

printfC'pay rate or action:\n");
printf("1) $%5.2f2) $%5.2f\n", PAYRATE1, PAYRATE2);
printf("3) $%5.2fA) $%5.2f\n", PAYRATE3, PAYRATE4);
printf("5) quit\n");
printf ("%s%s\n", STARS, STARS);
while ( (status = scanf("%d", &code)) != 1 ||

( code < 1 || code > 5 ) )

{

i f (status ! = 1 )

scanf("%*s");
pri nt f

( "Ent er an integer from 1 to 5, please. \n");

}

return code;
}

double gethoursO
{

double hours;

printfC'How many hours did the employee work "
)

;

printfC'this week?\n");
while ( scanf ( "% I f ", Shours) != 1)

{

scanf ("X*s");
pri nt f

( "P lease enter a number, such as 37.5.\n");
}

return hours;
>

void showtax ( pay ra t e, hours)
double payrate, hours;
{

double gross, net, tax;

if ( hours <= WEEK)
gross = payrate * hours;

else
gross = payrate * WEEK +

OVERTIME * payrate * (hours - WEEK);
i f (gross <= BREAK1 )

tax = RATE1 * gross;
else if (gross <= BREAK2)

tax = CHUNK1 + (gross - BREAK1 ) * RATE2;
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Listing 9.16
(cont'd.)

else
tax = CHUNK2 + (gross - BREAK2) * RATE3;

net = gross tax;

printf ("Gross - $%.2f. Net = $%.2f. Tax = $%.2f\n", gross,
net, tax);

The various constants the program uses are defined in the header file payroll. h. Recall

that in UNIX and DOS environments, the double quotation marks in the directive

#include " payroll.h" indicate that the #include file is in the current working direc-

tor}, which typically is the directory containing the source code. We also can use the

#include file to provide declarations for the functions used in the program. Listing 9.17

shows the header file.

payroll, h

Listing 9.17

/* payr ol L . h— cons t an t s and declarations for payroll. c */

fldefine QUIT 5

tfdefine PAYRATE1 8.75
#define PAYRATE2 9.33
fldefine PAYRATE3 10.00
#def ine PAYRATE4 11 .20

tfdefine WEEK 40

#def ine OVERTIME 1 .5

#define BREAK1 300
#define BREAK2 450
tfdefine RATE1 0.15
fldefine RATE2 0.20
#define RATE3 0.25
#define CHUNK1 (BREAK1
#define CHUNK2 (CHUNK1

RATE1 )

(BREAK2 - BREAK1) * RATE2)
tfdefine STARS
i nt menu( ) ;

double gethoursO;
void show tax () ;

**********************************'

As well, the program itself (Listings 9.15 and 9.16) has some interesting features. In

particular, the menu! ) and gethours( ) functions skip over nonnumeric data by noting

the scanf( ) return value and using the scanf("%*s") call to skip to the next

whitespace. Note how menu! ) checks for both nonnumeric input and out-of-limits

numeric input:

while ( (status = scanf("%d", Scode)) != 1 ||

( code < 1 | | code > 5) )
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This example uses C's guarantee that logical expressions are evaluated from left to right

and that evaluation ceases the moment the statement is clearly false. In this instance, the

values of code are checked only after it is determined that scanf( ) has succeeded in

reading an integer value.

Assigning separate tasks to separate functions encourages this sort of refinement. A first

pass at menu( ) or gethours( ) may use a simple scanf( ) without the data verification

features we've added. Once the basic version works, you can try to improve each

module.

9.9 Summary

4

V

i

You should use functions as building blocks forjarger program s. Each function should

have a single, well-defined purpose. The function is a naturaf tool to use to provide

modularity to a program.

Use arguments to communicate values to a function, and use the keyword return to

communicate a value back to the calling program. If the function returns a value not of

type int. then you must specify the function type in the function definition and in the

declaration section of the calling program. If you want the function to affect variables in

the calling program, you should use addresses and pointers. A C function can also call

itself, which is called recursion.

ANSI C offers function prototyping. This feature is a powerful C enhancement that

allows compilers to verify that the proper number and types of arguments are used in a

function call.

Review Questions

1 . What's the difference between an actual argument and a formal argument?

2. Write function headings (K & R style and the new ANSI C style) for the functions

described (note that we are asking for headings only, not the body):

a. donut ( ) takes an int argument and prints that number of Os

b. gear( ) takes two int arguments and returns type int

c. stuff_it( ) takes a double argument and the address of a double variable and stores

the first value in the given location

3. Write function headings (K & R style and the new ANSI C style) for the functions

described (note that we are asking for headings only, not the body):

a. n_to_char( ) takes an int argument and returns a char

b. digits! ) takes a double argument and an int argument and returns an int

c. random! ) takes no argument and returns an int
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4. Devise a function that returns the sum of two integers.

5. What changes, if any, do you need to make to have the function of Question 4 add two

double numbers instead?

6. Devise a function alter( ) that takes two int variables x and y and changes their values

to their sum and their difference, respectively.

7. Is there anything incorrect about this function definition?

void salami (num)

int num, count;

for(count = 1; count <= num; num++)

printfC salami mio!\n");

}

8. Write a function that returns the largest of three integer arguments.

9. a. Write a function that displays a menu of four numbered choices and asks you to choose

one. That is, the output should look like the following:

Please choose one of the following:

1) copy files 2) move files

3) remove files 4) quit

Enter the number of your choice:

b. Write a function that has two int arguments, a lower limit and an upper limit. The

function should read an integer from input. If the integer is outside the limits, the

function should print a menu (using the function from Question 9a) and get a new

value. When an integer in the proper limits is entered, the function should return that

value to the calling program.

c. Write a minimal program using the functions from Questions 9a and 9b. By "mini-

mal," we mean that your program need not actually perform the promised actions

from the menu; it should just show the choices and get a valid response.

Programming Exercises

1 . Devise a function min(x,y) that returns the smaller of two double values and test it with

a simple driver.

2. Devise a function chlinelch, i, j ) that prints the requested character in columns i through

column j. Test it in a simple driver.

3. Write a function that takes three arguments: a character and two integers. The character

is to be printed. The first integer specifies the number of times that the character is to be

printed on a line. The second integer specifies the number of lines to be printed. Write a

program that makes use of this function.
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4. The harmonic mean of two numbers is obtained by taking the inverses of the two

numbers, averaging them, and taking the inverse of the result. Write a function that

takes two double arguments and returns the harmonic mean of the two numbers.

5. Write a program that reads characters from the standard input to the end of the fde. For

each character, have the program report whether or not it is a letter. If it is a letter, the

program should also report its numerical location in the alphabet. For example, c and C
are both letter 3. Incorporate a function that takes a character as an argument and returns

the numerical location if the character is a letter and returns -1 otherwise.

6. In Chapter 6. Listing 6.18, we wrote a power( ) function that returned the result of

raising a type double number to a positive integer value. Improve the function so that it

correctly handles negative powers. Also build into the function that to any power is

and that any number to the power is 1 . Use a loop. Test the function in a program.

7. Rewrite the program for Exercise 5 using a recursive function.

8. Generalize the to_binary( ) function of Listing 9.13 so that it takes a second argument

in the range 2-10. It should then print the number that is its first argument to the number
base given by the second argument.

9. The payroll program organization shown in Listings 9.15 though 9.17 is not the only

possible model. For example, we can envision the program working this way:

while another set ofdata is gathered

calculate and show the results

That is, the while loop can be controlled by a function that gathers data and reports

whether the program should continue. This function reports three values: the pay rate,

the hours worked, and whether or not to continue. Since functions return just one value,

you must use pointers to provide the other two.
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rrays and pointers have an intimate relationship to each other, so tradition-

ally they are discussed together. Before we explore that relationship, how-

ever, we review and augment our knowledge of arrays. We will then study

the connection with pointers.

70.7 Arrays.

&f

By now you are familiar with the fact that an array is composed of a series of elements

of one data type . We use declarations to tell the compiler when we want an array. To set

up an array properly, the compiler needs to know how many elements the array contains

d what the type is for these elements. Array elements can have the same types as

ordinary variables. Consider the following example of array declarations:

/* some array declarations */

main( )

{

float rainC365];

char codeC12D;
int statesC50:,-

/* array of 365 floats */

/* array of 12 chars */

/* array of 50 ints */

Recall, too, that brackets ([ ]) identify arrays and that the enclosed number indicates the

number of elements in the array. We identify an individual element by using its

subscript number, also called an index. The numbering starts with 0. Hence, rain[0] is

the first element of rain array, and rain[364] is the 365th and last element.

Initialization and Storage Classes

Often we use arrays to store data needed for a program. For instance, a 12-element array

can store the number of days in each month. In cases such as these, there is a convenient

way to initialize the array at the beginning of a program. Let's describe the process.

We know that we can initialize scalar (single-valued) variables in a declaration with

expressions like

int fix = 1

;

float flax = PI*2;

in which we assume PI was defined earlier as a macro. Can we conduct a similar

operation with arrays? Yes and maybe: Yes for ANSI C; maybe for K & R C. If the

array is an external array or a static array, it can be initialized. If it is an automatic array,

it can be initialized under the ANSI C standard but not under the older K & R definition

of the language. We cover these terms in Chapter 13, but we preview them now.

The terms external, static, and automatic describe different storage classes that C
allows. The storage class determines how widely known a data item is to various

functions in a program and for how long it is kept in memory. Until now, we have only

used automatic variables. Let's look at these three storage classes.
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. <> tunctior

f Automatic Variables and Arrays

An automatic variable or automatic array is one defined inside a function {including

L j
j

prmal arguQientsX As we've emphasized, a variable defined in a function is private to

>^ that function, even if it reuses a name that appears in another function. In addition, such

a variable exists only for the duration of a function call to the function using it. When a

function finishes and returns to the calling function, the space used to hold its variables

ANSI C allows us to initialize automatic arrays as shown:

ma i n(

)

{

int powersC8: = {1,2,4,6,8,16,32,64}; /* ANSI only */

Because the array is defined inside maim ), it is an automatic array. It's initialized by-

using a comma-separated list of values enclosed in braces. The first element

(powers[0]) is assigned the value 1. and so on.

K & R C. however, does not allow this initialization. The only way to give values to an

automatic array in K & R C is to assign values to the elements individually, perhaps by

using a loop. We show an example soon.

JL External Variables and Arrays

An external variable or external array is one defined outside a function. Here, for

/"•
I . .t example, we define an external variable and an external arrav:

KyvM^ mainO

l-JU-
V

int report;

OtT^yi int sowsC5] = {12, 10, 8, 9, 6>; /* ok in ANSI an

_^t/v\ o*. LZt~x~

int feed(n) 2- fiP**& ^ U*»fo ,&Lp*?*"" ^^4.

int n ;

{

.,£• External variables and arrays differ from their automatic cousins in three respects (^irsi.

AM-' V- tjiev are known to all functions following them in a file! In our example, both maim )

^W^vt^ an<^ feed( ) can use and modify report and the array sows. [Second, external variables

P ^ "

and arrays persist as long as the program runsj Because they are not defined in a

particular function, they don't expire when a particular function terminates. pTiird.

external variables and arrays are initialized to zeros bv default: therefore report is

initialized to 0j
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J^ Static Variables and Arrays

,0 '
J

You can define a static variable or static array inside a function by beginning the

J§ definition with the keyword static:

% ^^ ^ Lj^
v

4SR
int account (n,m)

int n,m; 5. ^OaUi/A ft 3^3 frj Jlt^A*.

static int beansC23 = {343, 332);/* ok in ANSI, K&R */

i ^ This keyword creates an array that, like an automatic array, is local to the function

~z j^wJ&^q7
o

c^ account( ). However, like an external array, a static array retains its values between

function calls and is initialized to zeros by default.

Storage Classes: Comments

C offers multiple storage classes to meet different programming needs. In Chapter 13

we investigate the uses of each type. For most cases, automatic variables and arrays are

the best choice. But because K&R didn't allow automatic arrays to be initialized, many

programs used external or static arrays instead. We, too, often use external and static

arrays for that reason. Therefore, our examples work with pre-ANSI compilers as well

as with ANSI compilers.

More Array Initialization

Listing 10.1 presents a short program that prints the number of days per month.

day_mon 1 .c

I* day_mon1

.

c--pr i nt s the days for each month */

^include <stdio.h>
tfdefine MONTHS 12

int daysCMONTHSD = {31,28,31,30,31,30,31,31,30,31,30,31};
ma i nC)
{

Listing 10.1
i nt index;

extern int daysCD; /* optional declaration */

for ( index = 0; index < MONTHS; index++)
pr i nt f

(

"Month %d has %d days.Xn", index + 1,

daysCindexD);
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The output follow n (note that the program is incorrect for one month every four years):

Month 1 has 31 days.

Month 2 has 28 days.

Month 3 has 31 days.

Month 4 has 30 days.

Month 5 has 31 days.

Month 6 has 30 days.

Month 7 has 31 days.

Month 3 has 31 days.

Month 9 has 30 days.

Month 10 has 31 days

Month 11 has 30 days

Month 12 ! has 31 days

By defining days[ ] outside the function, we make it external. We initialize it with a list

enclosed in braces: commas are used to separate the members of the list. Inside the

function the optional declaration

extern int daysC];

uses the keyword extern to remind us that the days array is defined elsewhere in the

program as an external array. Because the array is defined elsewhere, we needn't give

its size here. (See Chapter 13 for more on extern.) Note: Omitting this entire declaration

statement has no effect on how the program works.

,The number of items in the list should match the size of the array. What if we count

wrong? Let's modify our example with a list that is too short. See Listing 10.2.

day_mon2.c

Listing 10.2

I* day_raon2.c

—

initialize 10 out of 12 elements */

^include <stdio.h>
#define MONTHS 12

int daysCMONTHS: = {31 ,28,31 ,30,31 , 30, 31 , 31 ,30,31 >;
mai n(

)

{

int index;
extern int daysCD; /* optional declaration */

for ( index = 0; index < MONTHS; index++)
pr

i

ntf ( "Month %d has %d day s

.

\n" , index + 1,

daysCindexl);
>
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This time the output looks like the following:

Month 1 has 31 days.

Month 2 has 28 days.

Month 3 has 31 days.

Month 4 has 30 days

.

Month 5 has 31 days.

Month 6 has 30 days.

Month 7 has 31 days

.

Month 8 has 31 days

.

Month 9 has 30 days .

Month 1C I has 3"
I days.

Month 11 has days

.

Month M ! has days

.

;

As you can see. when the compiler runs out of suggestions from the list, it initializes the

remaining elements to 0.

The compiler is not so forgiving if you have too many list members, which it considers I

an error condition. However, you can let the compiler match the array size to the list.
]

See Listing 10.3.

i

day_mon3.c

/* day_mon3

.

c--i ni t i a L i ze 10 out of 12 elements */

tfinclude <stdio.h>
int daysLH = 01 ,28,31 ,30,31 , 30,31 ,31 ,30, 31 >;

ma

{

Listing 10.3 Ant index;
extern int daysC]; /* optional declaration */

^8,31,3U,31,3U,31,31,3U,.

for ( index = 0;. index < sizeof days / sizeof (int);
i ndex + +

)

pr i nt f
( "Mon t h Xd has %d days.Xn", index + 1,

^^"" daysCindex]);

There are two main points to note in the program:

1 . If you use empty brackets when initializing an array, the program will count the

number of items in the list and make the array that large.

2. Notice what we do in the for control statement. Lacking faith in our ability to count

correctly, we let the computer give us the size of the array. The sizeof operator

gives us the size, in bytes, of the object or type following it. (See Chapter 3 to

review this operator.) On our system, each int element occupies two bytes, so we
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divide the total number of bytes by two to get the number of elements. Other

systems may have a different size int. Therefore, to be general, we divide by sizeof

(int).

Here is the result of running this program:

Month 1 has 31 days.

Month 2 has 28 days.

Month 3 has 31 days.

Month 4 has 30 days.

Month 5 has 31 days.

Month 6 has 30 days.

Month 7 has 31 days.

Month S has 31 days.

Month 9 has 30 days.

Month 10 has 31 days.

Note that we put in just 10 values, but our method of letting the program find the array

size keeps us from trying to print beyond the end of the array. This feature points out a

potential disadvantage to using automatic counting: Errors in the number of elements

may pass unnoticed.

There is also one other short method of initializing arrays that works only for character

strings. We discuss this method in Chapter 11.

Assigning Array Values

You can assign values to array members, regardless of storage class. For example, the

following fragment assigns even numbers to an automatic array:

/* array assignment */

#include <stdio.h>
fldefine SIZE 50

main( )

{

int counter, evensCSIZE];

for ( counter = 0; counter < SIZE; counter++)
evensCcounterU = 2 * counter;

Note that this assignment is element by element. Unlike some languages, C doesn't let

you assign one array to another as a unit. Nor can you use the list-in-braces form except

when initializing:
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/* nonvalid array assignment */

fldefine SIZE 5

ma i n(

)

{

int oxenCSIZE: = {5,3,2,8>; /* ok here */

int yaksCSIZEH;

yaks = oxen;

yaksCSIZED = oxenHSIZEH;

yaksHSIZEH = {5,3,2,8};

/* not allowed */

/* invalid subscript */

/* doesn ' t work */

10.2 Pointers to Arrays

)&*

Recall from Chapter 9 that pointers give us a symbolic way of using addresses. Since

the hardware instructions of computing machines use addresses heavily, pointers allow

us to express ourselves in a way that is close to the way the machine expresses itself.

Therefore, programs with pointers are more efficient. In particular, pointers offer a

useful way to deal with arrays. Indeed, our array notation is simply a disguised use of

pointers.

An example of this disguised use is that an array name is also a pointer to the first

element of an array.. That is. if flizny is an array, then

f li zny &f liznyCO:

9

Listing 10.4

and both represent the memory address of that first element. (Recall that & is the

address operator.) Bo^ar^rjointerconstants. for they remain fixed for the duration of

the program. However, they can be assigned as values to a pointer variable, which we

can alter. See Listing 10.4. Notice what happens to the value of a pointer when we add

a number to it.

pnt_add.c

I* pn t_add . c--poi nter addition */

^include <stdio.h>
#def ine SIZE 4 V \

'

mainO *

int datesCSIZE], *pti, \ index ;

float bi I Is [SIZE], *ptf;

pti = dates; /* assign address of array to pointer */

p t f = bills;
for (index = 0; index < SIZE; index ++)

pri nt f
( "poi nt ers + %d: %10u %10u\n",
index, pti + index, ptf + index);
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Here is the output:

pointers +

pointers + 1

pointers + 2

pointers + 3

560U 56026

56016 56030

56018 56034

56020 56038

The first line prints the beginning addresses of the two arrays. The next line gives the

result of adding 1 to the address, and so on. What?

r

£6014 + 1 = 56016?

V" 56026 + 1 ^ 56030?

\Jt^
V

6 -^VTretty dumb? Not so. Our system is addressed by individual bytes, but type int uses two

bytes and type float uses four bytes. What is happening here is that when you say "add

- to_a^oinjer." C adds one storage unit. For arrays. this_addition meansJhe address is

increased to the address of the next element, not just the next byte. See Figure 10.1. This

situation presents one reason why we have to declare what sort of object a pointer points

to: the address is not enough, for the computer needs to know how many bytes are used

to store the object. (This fact is true even for pointers to scalar variables: otherwise, the

*pt operation to fetch the value can't work correctly^

Now we can define more clearly what is meant by pointer-to-int or pointer-to-float or

. oointer-to-anv-other-data-obiect. Firsj. the value of the pointer is the address of the

pbject. How the address is represented internally is hardware dependent. Many com-

pters including the PC and VAX are byte-addressable systems, meaning that each byte

memory is numbered sequentially. In this case, the address of a large object such as a

^pe double variable typically is the address of the first byte of the object. Second.

Applying the * operator to the pointer yields the value represented by the pointed-to

*

pointer addition increases by 2
since p t i its type i n t

Figure 10.1

An array and
pointer addition

pti pti = 1 pti 2 pti = 3

S7 S7 SZ S7
56014 56015 56016 56017 56018 56019 56020 56021

datesCO] datesCID datesr.2: datesF.3]-

int datestyD, *pt i

;

pti = dates; (or pti = & datesCO];)

pointer variable called "pti" is assigned the

address of the first element of the array dates

machine address

array elements
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object . XJiird. adding 1 to the pointer increases its value hv the size of the pointed-to

object.
""

"

Pointer addition is an example of ooerqtpy pvprlnnrlinp \he manning of the + operator

P <^Kj depends on to what sort of object it is applied . Adding 1 to a type long object produces

* vr^ a different result from adding 1 to a type pointer-to-int object. The C compiler uses the

\^ ^" «/^ context to determine how to interpret the + operator. (Note: The C++ language carries

S~\& -y\? operator overloading further by letting the user define new context-dependent meanings

5>>^ for operators.) As a result, we have the following equalities:

dates + 2 == £3ates:2]

\tdates + 2) == datesC2]

same address */

same value */k
*

These relationships sum up the close connection between arrays and pointers. They

mean that we can use a pointer to identify an individual element of an array and to get

its value. In essence, we have two different notations for the same thing. Indeed, the C
language standard describes array notation in terms of pointers.

Incidentally, don't confuse *(dates+2) with *dates+2. The value operator (*) binds

more tightly (has higher precedence) than +. so the latter means (*dates)+2:

*(dates + 2)

*dates + 2

/* value of the 3rd element of dates */

/* 2 added to the value of the 1st element */

The relationship between arrays and pointers also means that we can often use either

approach when writing a program. Listing 10.5. for instance, produces the same output

as Listing If). I when compiled and run.

Here days points to the first element of the array; days + index points to element

daysfindex]: and *(days + index) is the value of that element, just as days[index] is.

V

Listing 10.5

day_mon4.c

I* day_mon4 . c— use pointer notation */

^include <stdio.h>
tfdefine MONTHS 12

int daystMONTHS: = <31 ,28,31 ,30,31 ,30,31 ,31 ,30,31 ,30,31 >;

ma i n(

)

{

int index;
extern int daysCD; /* optional declaration */

for ( index = 0; index < MONTHS; index++)
pri nt f

(

"Month %d has %d days.\n", index + 1,

*(days + index));
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10.3 Functions, Arrays, and Pointers

ln__sojne cases, however, we have to use pointers. One example is when we have a

function with an array as an argument. Let's suppose we wish to write a function that

operates on an arra\ . For instance, suppose we want a function that returns the sum of

the elements of an array. See Listing 10.6. To point out an interesting fact about array

arguments, we also print out the size of the relevant arrays.

K
sum orrl .c

Listing 10.6

/* sum_arr1.c— sum elements of an array */

#include <stdio.h>
tfdefine SIZE 10

Long s u m ( ) ;

ma i n( )

{

static int ma rb I est SI ZED = {20,10,5,39,4,16,19,26,31,20);
Lwer;

* Jp/ answer = sum(ma rbles, SIZE);
1 printf("The total number of marbles is %ld.\n", answer);

printfCThe size of marbles is %d bytes. \n",
s i zeof marbles);

r
Long sum(ar,n)
i nt„ a r [ T ; /* how big an array? */

>-
int n;

{

int i ;

long total 0;

for(i = 0; i < n; i++)

total += arJXl*
printf("The size of ar is %d bytes. \n", sizeof ar);
return total;

Recall that the += operator adds the value of the operand on its right to the operand on

its left: thus total is a running sum of the array elements. The output on our system looks

like the following:

The size of ar is 2 bytes.

The total number of marbles is 190.

The size of marbles is 20 bytes.
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Array Names as Arguments

The function successfully sums the number of marbles, but what is ar? From the

function argument declarations, you may expect that ar is a new array into which are

copied the values found in marbles, the actual argument to the function. After all, the

formal argument n is assigned the value of its corresponding actual argument. Yet ar is

only 2 bytes, so it can't be assigned the 20 bytes of data in marbles. Thus ar is not an

array of 10 ints.

The reason that ar is not an array is that C does not allow arrays to be passed as function

arguments. Look at the function call:

'#•
sum (marbles, SIZE);

The first argument is marbles, the name of an array. Recall that the name of an array is

a pointer to the first element of the array. That is, the identifier marbles is not an array,

it is the address of marbles[0]. an int. So the function call sum(marbles,SIZE); passes

two numbers: a pointer and an integer. Therefore the formal arguments to sum( ) should

be a pointer-to-int and an int, which suggests that the function heading should look like

the following:

int sum(ar,n)

int *ar; /* pointer to int */

int n ;

Indeed, if you replace the heading in Listing 10.6 with the preceding heading, the

program works exactly the same as before. When you declare a formal argument in C.

the forms

int

and

int a r C ]

;

are exactly equivalent. Both state that ar is a pointer-to-int. Thus on our system sizeof

ar is 2 because our system uses two-byte pointers.

If ar is a pointer, why can we use the expression ar[i] in sum( )? In C, remember, ar[i ]

is the same as *(ar + i) . Both represent the value stored at address ar + i. This is true if

ar is the name of an array, and it is also true if ar is the name of a pointer variable.

Therefore we can use pointer notation to process an array, and we can use array notation

with a pointer variable. In this instance, ar starts out pointing to the first element of the

\marbles array. Increasing i then makes ar + i point to each element in turn. Because we

ilso pass the size of the array, the sum( ) function knows when the end of the array is

''reached. In short, when you use an array name as a fimypnn argument, you pass a

pointer to the function. The function then uses this pointer to effect changes on the

original array in the calling program.
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Using Pointer Arguments

cidentally, note thai in Listing 10.6 we design the function to include a parameter

presenting the arraj size. This feature lets us use the same function for differently

[zed arrays. Note that the onlv wav the function can know the array size is if we tell it .

As the example shows, apphing the si/eof operator to an array name yields the size of

au arra\ . hut applying sizeof to a poin lf r v:""i:ihlf» yi^lrk thp dye of the pointer, not the

si/e of the object that is pointed to.

The fact that ar is a variable offers us an alternative way to write the sum( ) function.

Rather than adding i to a fixed value ar. we can alter the value of ar itself. Listing 10.7

illustrates this approach.

Again ar starts out pointing to the first element of marbles, so the assignment expres-

sion total += *ar adds the value of the first element (20) to total. Then the expression

ar++ increments the pointer variable ar so that it points to the next element in the array.

Since ar points to type int. C increments the value of ar by the size of int.

\ sum arr2.c

#
Mt

/* sum_arr2.c— sum elements of an array */

^include <stdio.h>
#define SIZE 10

Long sumpO;
mai n( )

static int ma rb lesCSI ZE] = {20,10,5,39,4,16,19,26,
31,20); \ \

long answer; \ n

answer = sump(ma r b I es , SIZE); W™^
printf("The total number of marbles is %ld.\n", answer);

Listing 10.7 J
J^long sump(ar,nT /* use pointer arithmetic */

int *ar; /* ar is a pointer */

int n ;

{

int i ;

long total = 0; ^J^

for(i = 0; i < n; i ++

)

, CJ^k^V

*>-

total += *ar; /* add value to total */

a r + + ; / * advance pointer to next element *

/

}

return total;
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We can condense the body of the loop to one line:

total += *ar++;

The unary operators * and ++ have the same precedence but associate from right to left.

Therefore, the ++ applies to ar, not to *ar. That is, the pointer is incremented, not the

value pointed to. The fact that we use the postfix form (ar++ rather than ++ar) means

that the pointer is not incremented until after the pointed-to value is added to total. If we

use *++ar. then the order would be: increrpent tne pointer, then use the value pointed to. .»fi

But if we use (*ar)++. the program will use the value of ar, then increment the value -

not the pointer . This case will leave the pointer pointing to the same element, but the
\

element will contain anew number. Listing 10.8 illustrates these niceties of precedence. .

order, c

Listing 10.8

/* order.c—precedence in pointer
#include <stdio.h>
int dataC2D = {100, 300>;
int moredataC23 = -MOO, 300>;
mai n(

)

<

ope ra t i ons */

# int 'p1, *p2, *p3;

p1 = p2 = data;
p3 = moredata;
printfC'Zd %d 2d\n",
printfCXd %d Zd\n",

*p1++, *++p2, (*p3)++)
*p1, * P 2, *p3);

m too

Here is its output:

100 300 100

300 300 101

The only operation in the program that alters an array value is (*p3)++, which we use to

point to a different array from the other pointers so that the data array will be un-

changed.

Pointers and Arrays: A Comment

As we have seen, functions that process arrays actually use pointers as arguments. But

we do have a choice between array notation and pointer notation for writing array-

processing functions. Using array notation as we do in Listing 10.6 makes it more

obvious that the function is working with arrays. Also, array notation has a more

familiar look to programmers versed in other languages such as FORTRAN. Pascal,

Modula-2, or BASIC. Still other programmers may be more accustomed to working

with pointers and find the pointer notation more natural.
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As tar as C is concerned, the two notations are equivalent in meaning. Some program-

mers believe that pointer notation, particularly when used with the increment operator,

is closer to machine language and leads to more efficient code. Others feel the

programmer's main concerns should be correctness and clarity and that code optimiza-

tion should be left to the compiler.

70.4 Pointer Operations

C offers five basic operations that we can perform on pointers. See Listing 10.9. To
show the results of each operation, we print out the value of the pointer (which is the

address it points to), the value stored in the pointed-to address, and the address of the

pointer itself. (If your compiler supports the %p specifier, use it instead of %u for

printing the addresses.)

*

Listing 10.9

rj^° ? printfC

> - >

pt_ops.c

I* pt_ops . c--poi n ter operations */

^include <stdio.h>
ma i n ( )

{

static int urnC3: = { 1 00,200,300}

;

/• int *ptr1, * p t r 2 ;

, Cp t r 1 = urn; V* assign an address to a pointer */

\ptr2 = &urnC2]; 11* ditto */

printf <"ptr1 - %u, *ptr1 = %d, &ptr1 = %u\n",
ptrl, *ptr1, &ptr1)

ptr1++; /* increment a pointer */

printf("ptr1 = %u, *ptr1 = %d, Sptrl = %u\n",
ptrl, *ptr1, 8ptr1)

printf("ptr2 = %u, *ptr2 = %d, 8ptr2 = %u\n",
ptr2, *ptr2, 8ptr2)

/* going past end of the array */

"ptr2 = %u, *ptr2 = %d, 8ptr2 = %u\n",
ptr2, *ptr2, &ptr2)

printf("ptr2 - ptrl = %u\n", ptr2 - ptrl);

•f
<#

?'
I

.V.t
tf>

The output follows:

ptrl = 234, *ptr1 =100, &ptr1 = 3606

ptrl = 236, *ptr1 =200, Sptrl = 3606

ptr2 = 238, *ptr2 =300, 8ptr2 = 3604

ptr2 = 240, *ptr2 =1910, &ptr2 = 3604

ptr-2 - ptrl
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This example shows the five basic operations that we can perform with or on pointer

variable s:

by using an^j^ /w*"'
v>^~ 1 . Assie^^j^ We can assign an address to a pointer. Typically we do so b

) ^
iIa**^*

1 \ array name or by using the addrpgQ nppratnr <&} In our example, ptrl i

J. o*^ the address of the beginning of the array urn; this address happens to b

f.
*<T*'"fcn

is assigned

^ginning ot tne array urn; tnis address happens to be memory

cell number 234. (On our system, static variables are stored in low memory

locations.) The variable ptr2 gets the address of the third and last element, urn.

Value-findine (dereferencing) . The * operator gives us the value stored in the

pointed-to location. Thus. *ptrl initially is 100, which is the value stored at

location 234.

q -*-^ 3. Take a politer nddrrsf . Like all variables, pointer variables have an address and a

|. V°T^ \ value. The & operator tells us where the pointer itself is stored. In our example.

ptrl is stored in memory location 3606. The content of that memory cell is 234, the

address of urn.

(ncremenf-dprrpniPHt n p^i^fr We can increment a pointer by using regu lar

addition or by using the increment operator. Incrementing a pointer to an array

element instructs it to move to the next element of an array Thus. ptrl++ increases

the numerical value of ptrl by 2 (two bytes per int) and makes ptrl point to

urn[l]. See Figure 10.2. Now ptrl has the value 236 (the next array address), and

*ptrl has the value 200. which is the value of urn[l]. Note that the address of ptrl

itself remains 3606. After all, a variable doesn't move around just because it

changes value. Of course, we can also decrement a pointer.

There are some cautions to note, however, when incrementing or decrementing a

pointer. The computer does not keep track of whether or not a pointer still points to

Figure 10.2

Incrementing a
type int pointer

urnCO] urnC1] urnC2]

234 235 234 235 234 235

I I I I I I

100 200 300

pt r 1 + +

ptrl

3606 3607

I I I

>i 234

array

element

memory
address

array

values

address stored here

* p t r 1 is the value of the address

234, which is currently 100

ptr1=urn;
ptrl stores 234

then

ptr2++s tores 236

etc.
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:m_nrrny clemen t. The operation ++ptr2 in our example causes ptr2 to move up

another t\\ o bytes, and now it points to whatever is stored after the array. Also, ym;

can use the increment or decrement operators for pointer variables but not for

pointer constants, iust as vou can't use the increment operator on regular constants.

You can use simple addition for pointer variables and constants.

Valid

p t r 1 + + ;

x + +;

ptr2 = ptrl + 2 ;

ptr2 = urn + 1 ;

Invalid

u r n + + ;

3 + + ;

ptr2 = u r n + + ;

x = y + 3 + +;

rt-jr x
njff/>rf(ifinf You can find the difference between two pointers. Normally vou

perform this Operation tO find Ollt how far apart tan pninrprs tn plptnmk a rp jn the-

same arrav_. Note that the result is in the same units as the type size.

These five pointer operations open many gateways. C programmers create arrays of

pointers, pointers to functions, arrays of pointers to pointers, arrays of pointers to

functions, and so on. We discuss here only the basic uses we have already mentioned.

Jut'^WN^ I' The first use is to communicate information to and from functions
,
We have seen that

l^^ji^ we must use pointers if we want a function to affect variables in the calling function.

r) J The second use is in functions designed to manipulate arrays .

J 0,5 Another Example

Let's look at another programming example using functions and arrays. See Listing

10.10. This time we write a function to display an array and a function that multiplies

each element of an array by a given value. The second functionemphasizes the fact that

arrayjunctions operate on the original array, not on a copy. To provide some variety, we

use array notation for one function and pointer notation for the other.

array, c

' /*array.c— funtions and arrays */

^include <stdio.h>
#define SIZE 5

void show_array(), mu L t_ar ray( )

;

mainO
{

listing 10.10 static double dipCSIZED = {20.0, 17.66, 8.2, 15.3, 22.22>;

s h o w_a rray(dip, SIZE);
mu I t_a rray (2 . 5, dip, SIZE);
show_a rray (di p, SIZE);

}

void show_array ( ar ,n)

double a r C ] ; /* array notation */

i n t n ;

{
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i n t i ;

for (i = 0; i < n; i++)

printf("%8.3f ", arCiD);
putchar('\n');

>

Listing 10.10 f* multiplies each array member by the same multiplier */

(cont'd.) void mul t_array (mu 1 1 , ar, size)

double mult; /* multiplier */

double *ar; /* pointer to first element of array */

int size;

{

int i ;

for (i = 0; i < size; i++)

*ar++ *= mult;
>

Here is the output:

20.000 17.660 8.200 15.300 22.220

50.000 44.150 20.500 38.250 55.550

Note that both functions are type void. The mult_array( ) function does provide new

values to the dip array, but not by using the return mechanism.

70.6 Multidimensional Arrays

Tempest Cloud, a weather person who takes her subject cirrusly, wants to analyze five

years of monthly rainfall data. One of the first decisions she must make is how to

represent the data. One choice is to use 60 variables, one for each data item—which is a

senseless choice. Using an array with 60 elements is an improvement, but it will be

nicer still if we can keep each year's data separate. We can also use 5 arrays, each with

12 elements, but this method is clumsy and can become quite awkward if Tempest

decides to study 50 years' worth of rainfall instead of 5. We need something better.

A good answer is to use an array of arrays. In this case, the master array will have 5

elements, and each element wjll be a 12-elemefrt-array:

static float rai nC5D:i 2]^. rrkW^ 6^ ./

We can also visualize the rain array as a two-dimensional array consisting of 5 rows,

each of 12 columns. See Figure 10.3. By changing the second subscript we move along

a row, and by changing the first subscript we move vertically along a column. For our

example, the second subscript takes us through the months, and the first subscript takes

us through the years.
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12

Figure 10.3

Two-dimensional

array

5 -

static float rainC5:][:i23;

The two-dimensional view is a way of visualizing an array with two indices. Internally,

such an array is stored sequentially, beginning with the first 12-element array follower!

by the second 12-element array, and so on.

Let's use this two-dimensional array in a weather program. Our goal is to find the total

rainfall for each year, the average yearly rainfall, and the average rainfall for each

month. To find the total rainfall for a year, we have to add all the data in a given row. To

find the average rainfall for a given month, we have to add all the data in a given

column. The two-dimensional array makes it easy to visualize and execute these ac-

tivities. Listing 10.1 1 shows the program.

Listing 10.11

i

/* rai n . c--f i nds yearly totals, yearly average, and month-
ly average for several years of rainfall data */

flinclude <stdio.h>
tfdefine MONTHS 12/* number of months in a year */

^define YRS 5 /* number of years of data */

ma i n(

)

{

static float ra i nC YRSKM0NTHS3 = {

1 {10.2, 8.1, 6.8, 4.2, 2.1, 1.8, 0.2, 0.3, 1.1, 2.3, 6.1,
7.4},

2 <9.2, 9.8, 4.4, 3.3, 2.2, 0.8, 0.4, 0.0, 0.6, 1.7, 4.3,
5.2>,

{6.6, 5.5, 3.8, 2.8, 1.6, 0.2, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 1.3, 2.6,
4.2),

% {4.3, 4.3, 4.3, 3.0, 2.0, 1.0, 0.2, 0.2, 0.4, 2.4, 3.5,
6.6},

5, {8.5, 8.2, 1.2, 1.6, 2.4, 0.0, 5.2, 0.9, 0.3, 0.9, 1.4,
7.2}

>;
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/* initializing rainfall data for 1970 - 1974 */

int year, month;
float subtot, total;

printfC YEAR RAINFALL (

i

nches ) \n" )

;

for ( year = 0, total = 0; year < YRS; year++)
{ /* for each year, sum rainfall for each month */

for ( month = 0, subtot = 0; month < MONTHS; month++)
subtot += rai nCyear DCmont h3

;

printf ("%5d %15.1f\n", 1970 + year, subtot);
total += subtot; /* total for all years */

Listing 10.11 >

(cont'd.) pri nt f ( " \nThe yearly average is %.1f i nches . \n\n",
total/YRS);

printf ("MONTHLY AVERAGES : \n\n" )

;

printfC Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct ");

printfC Nov Dec\n");

for ( month = 0; month < MONTHS; month++ )

{ /* for each month, sum rainfall over years */

for ( year = 0, subtot = 0; year < YRS; year++)
subtot += rai nCyear JCmont h J

;

printf ("%4. 1f " , subtot/YRS);
}

pr i nt f C\n" );

The output follows:

YEAR RAINFALL ( inches)

1970 50.6

1971 41.9

1972 28.6

1973 32.2

1974 37.8

The yearly average is 38.2 inches.

MONTHLY AVERAGES:

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

7.8 7.2 4.1 3.0 2.1 0.8 1.2 0.3 0.5 1.7 3.6 6.1

The main points to notice in this program are the computation scheme and the initializa-

tion. The initialization is the more involved of the two, so we look at the computation

first.
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\
Computation Scheme

\

\

To find the total for a given year, we keep year constant and let month run its full

range. This operation is the inner for loop of the first part of the program. We then

repeat the process for the next value of year, which is the outer for loop of the first part

of the program. A nested loop structure like this one is natural for handling a two-

dimensional array. One loop handles one subscript: the other loop handles the second

subscript.

The second part of the program has the same structure, but now we change year with

the inner for loop and month with the outer for loop. Remember, each time the outer

loop cycles once, the inner loop cycles its full allotment. Thus, this arrangement cycles

through all the years before changing the months, which gives us a five-year total for the

first month, then a five-year total for the second month, and so on.

Initializing a Two-Dimensional Array

sw^ ^

For the irntialization we include five embraced sets of numbers, all enclosed by another

set of braces^Tneaata in the first interior set of braces is assigned to the first row of the

array, the data in the second interior set is assigned to the second row, and so on. The

rules we discussed earlier in this chapter about mismatches between data and array sizes

\ apply to each row. That is. if the first set of braces encloses 10 numbers, only the first 10

elements of the first, row are affected. The last 2 elements in that row receive the

s

t

andard default initialization to zero . Too many numbers represent an ^rrorjcondition;

they_donpt get pushed into the next row.

We could have left out the interior braces and just retained the two outermost braces. As

long as we have the right number of entries, the effect is the same. If we are short of

entries, however, the array is filled sequentially without regard to row until the data run

out. Then the remaining elements are initialized to 0. See Figure 10.4.

.iiky^Al Every thing we have said about two-dimensional arrays can be generalized to three-

dimensional arrays and further. We declare a three-dimensional arrav this way:

int solidoC10::20::30:;

Figure 10.4

Two methods of

initializing an array

static int sqC2DC3D={

>;

<5.,6>,
<7,8>,

static int sqC2 ] C3D={ 5 ,6, 7, 8},
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We can visualize this multidimensional array as 10 two-dimensional arrays (each 20 x

30) stacked atop each other. We can also think of it as an array of arrays of arrays. That

is, it is a 10-element array, each element of which is a 20-element array. Each of these

20-element arrays has elements that are 30-element arrays. As well, we can simply think

of arrays in terms of the number of indices needed. We won't go beyond two dimen-

sions.

70.7 Pointers and Multidimensional Arrays

How do pointers relate to multidimensional arrays? Suppose we have this declaration:

ppoC4:C2:; /* an array of arrays of ints */ "fe <*•
p^^vvtlA

Then zippo. being the name of an array, is a pointer. As an array name, zippo points to

the first element of the array. In this case, the first element of zippo is itself an array of

two ints, so zippo points to an array of two int s. Let's analyze this situation in terms of

pointer properties:

t-

,/->

1 . The value of a pointer is the address of the pointed-to object. The name of an array

is a pointer to its first element. Therefore, as with all array names, zippo equals

&zippo[0]. Next, zippo[0] is itself an array of two integers, so zippo[0] equajs

5i./ippo[0][0], which is the address of its first element, an int. In short, zippo[0] is

the address of an int-sized object, and zippo is the address of a two-int-sized

qbjecL_Because both the integer and the array of two integers begin at the same

location, the zippo and zippo[0] pointers are the same numerically.

2. Adding one to a pointer yields a value larger by the size of the pointed-to object. In

this respect, zippo and zippofOl differ, for zippo points to an object two ints in

si/.e. and zippo|0| points to an object one int in size. Therefore, zippo + 1 and

zippo[0] + 1 are not the same numerically.

3. Dereferencing a pointer (applying the * operator) yields the value represented by

the pointed-to object. Because zippo[0] points to its first element, which is

zippo[0][0], and *(zippo[0]) represents the value zippo[0][0], an int value.

Similarly, *zippo represents the value of its first element, zippo[0]. But zippo[0)

itself is a pointer-to-int: it's the address &zippo[0][0]. So *zippo, too, is a pointer-

to-int. Since zippo is equivalent to zippo[0] and since *(zippo[0]) is equivalent to

zippo[0][0], then **zippo is also equivalent to zippo[0][0], which is an int. In

short, zippo is a pointer to a pointer and must be dereferenced twice to get an

ordinary value. A pointer to a pointer is an example of double indirection.

Clearly, increasing the number of array dimensions increases the complexity of the

pointer view. It's at this point that most students of C begin realizing why pointers are

considered one of the more difficult aspects of the language. You may wish to study the

preceding points carefully and see how they are born out by the following examples.

First. Listing 10. 12 is a program that prints out addresses.
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* zippol.c

Listing 10.12

/* zippol.c— arrays and addresses */

tfinclude <stdio.h>
roai n( )

i

int zippoCA]C2];

pri nt f
( "z i ppo = %u , zippoCOJ = %u, SzippoCODCO]

zippo, zippoCCn, &z i ppoCCnCOJ );

printf("*zippo = %u\n", *zippo);

= %u, ",

Here is the output:

zippo = 3512, zippoCOD = 3512, SzippoCOJCO] = 3512, *zippo = 3512

The output shows that the address of the two-dimensional array zippo and the address

of the one-dimensional array zippo[0] are the same. Each is the address of the cor-

responding array's first element, which is numerically the same as &zippo[0][0]. Also,

note that zippo and *zippo have the same value.

Nonetheless, there is a difference. On our system, int is two bytes. So as discussed

earlier, zippo[0] and *zippo point to two-byte data objects. Adding 1 to either should

produce a value larger by 2. The pointer zippo is the address of an array of two ints, so

it points to a four-byte data object. Thus, adding 1 to zippo should produce an address

four bytes larger. Let's modify the program to check this capability. See Listing 10. 1 3.

«£ zippo2.c

/* zippo2.c--more arrays and addresses */

tfinclude <stdio.h>
mainO
{

int zippoC41C2D;

Listing 10.13 pri nt f ( "z i ppo = %u, zippoCOD = %u, &z i ppoCOHCO: = %u\n",
zippo, zippoCOD, &z ippoCOHOD );

printf("*zippo = %u\n", *zippo);
pri nt f

( "z i ppo + 1 = %u, zippoCOD + 1 = %u\n",
zippo + 1, zippoCO] + 1 );

pri ntf ("fczippoCODCCn + 1 = %u, *zippo + 1 = %u\n",
&zippoC03C0D + 1, *zippo + 1);

pri nt f
( "* ( z i ppo + 1) = %u\n", *(zippo + 1)>;
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The output follows:

*

zippo = 3512, zippoCO] = 3512, SzippoCODCOD = 3512

*zippo = 3512

zippo + 1 = 3516, zippoCOD + 1 = 3514

&zippoC03C0] + 1 3514, *zippo + 1 = 35U
*(zippo + 1) = 35166

As predicted, adding 1 to zippo moves us from one two-int array to the next array, and

adding 1 to zippo[0] moves us from one int to the next. See Figure 10.5. Also note what

happens if we add 2 to zippo[0] (or equivalently, to *zippo). This action will take us

beyond the end of the first two-int array to the beginning of the next. Both Listings

10.12 and 10.13 illustrate that zippo[0], &zippo[0][0], and *zippo are all three different

notations for the same array—all are pointers to the same int.

Figure 10.5

An array of arrays

\ r

z i ppo
1

z i ppo + 1 z i ppo + 2 z i ppo + 3

z i ppo
I

z i ppo C 1

]

I

z i ppo C 2 ]

I

z i ppo C3D

zippo
co: co:

z i ppo
co] ci ]

z i ppo
en co3

addresses 3512 3514

*z i ppo

z i ppo
en en

z 1 ppo
C2] CO]

zippo
C2] C1]

z 1 ppo
C3] CO]

* z i ppo + 1

* z i ppo + 2

z i ppo
C3] C1

]

3516 3518 3520 3522 3524 3526

n*

Note the difference between *zippo + 1 and *(zippo + 1). The first form applies the *

first, then adds; the second form adds, then dereferences. In the first case, because

*zippo is a pointer to int, adding 1 increases the value by two bytes on our system. In

the second case, because zippo is a pointer to a two-int object, 4 is added. In this case

zippo + 1 points to the second two-int array element, and applying the * operator yields

a pointer to the first element of that array. Thus, *(zippo + 1) is a pointer-to-int. In

particular. *(zippo + 1) points to the element zippo[l][0]. The *zippo + 1 expression

also is a pointer-to-int, but it points to zippo[0][l]. In short, dereferencing and then

adding moves tly pointer along a row (changes the second index), whereas adding and

then dereferencing moves the pointer along a column (changes the first index).

Another point to note is that each element of zippo is an array and hence is a pointer to

a first element. Thus we have the following relationships:

zippoCO] = :

zippod] ==

zippoC23 ==

zippoC3] ==

SzippoHOHOD =

&zippon::oD
&zippoC2::o:
&zippo:3]:o:

zippo
= *(zippo + 1

)

= *(zippo + 2)

= *(zippo + 3)

Applying the * operator to each gives these results:
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*zippoCO] ==

*zippoC1D ==

*zippoC23 ==

*zippoC3] —

zippo[o::o: =

zippoCIHO] =

zippo:2]:o: =

zippo:3K0: =

= **zippo
= *(*(zippo + 1 )

)

= *(*( zippo + 2)

)

= *(*(zippo + 3)

)

^
More generally, we can represent individual elements using array notation and pointer

notation as follows: t> #$!? .^^^^^^^x
zippoCmDCn] == *(*(zippo + m) + n)

The value m. being the index associated with zippo. is added to zippo. The value n .

being the index associated with the subarray zippo[m], is added to zippo[m]. which is

*(zippo + m) in array notation. Therefore. *(zippo + m) + n is the address of element

zippo[m][n], and applying the * operator yields the contents at that address.

Now suppose we want to declare a pointer variable pz that is compatible with zippo.

Such a pointer can be used, for example, in writing a function to deal with zippo-like

arrays. The type pointer-to-int won't suffice in this case. That type is compatible with

zippo[0]. which points to a single int. but we want pz to point to an array of ints. We
can us

(*pz)r.2:;

which says that pz is a pointer to an array of two ints ._We include parentheses because

under the rules of precedence. [ 1 have a higher precedence ihnn * Using parentheses

i*

allows us to apply the * first, creating one pointer to an array of two ints. In other words.

in a declaration like

-pJO*

we apply the brack ets, fi
rst making pax an array of two somethings. After that we apply

the *. making pax an array of two pointers. Finally, we use the int. making pax an array_

of two pointers to int. Thus, this declaration creates two pointers.

Functions and Multidimensional Arrays

Suppose we want to write a function to deal with two-dimensional arrays. We have

several choices. We can use a function written for one-dimensional arrays on each

subarray. We can use the same function on the whole array, but treat the whole array as

one-dimensional instead of two-dimensional. Or^ve can write a function that explicith

d^als_^ithjwo-dimensionaj_array_s^ To illustrate these three approaches, let's take a

small two-dimensional array and apply each of the approaches to double the magnitude

of each element.

•yf/^ I Applying a One-Dimensional Function to Subarrays

To keep matters simple, we declare junk to be a static array of arrays so that we can

initialize it. We write a function that takes an array address and an array size as

arguments and doubles the indicated elements. We use a for loop to apply this function
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to each subarray of junk. We also print out the array contents. Listing 10.14 shows the

program.

dubarrl .c

Listing 10.14

/* duba rr1

.

c--double array elements */

tfinclude <stdio.h>
mainO
i

static junkC3DCAD = {

{2,4, 5, 8>,

{3,5,6,9>,
{12,10,8,6}
>;

i n t i , j

;

void dub();

for (i = 0; i < 3 ; i++ )

dub(junkCi], 4 )

;

for (i = 0; i < 3; i++ )

{

for (j = 0; j < 4; j++)

pri ntf ("%5d", j unkC i H j ] >

;

putchar( ' \n ' );

}

void dub (ar, size)
int arC3; /* or int *ar; */

int size;

{

int i ;

for ( i = 0; i < size; i++ )

arCi] *= 2;

The first for loop in main( ) uses dub( ) to process subarray junk[0], then junk[l], and

so on. This approach works because junk[0] and so forth are each one-dimensional

arrays. Note that we pass dub( ) a size parameter of 4, since that is the number of

elements in each subarray.

Here is the output:

4 8 10 16

6 10 12 18

24 20 16 12
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& rfbdhk. 2. Applying a One-Dimensional Function to a Tv/o-Dimensional Array

In Listing 10.14. we looked at junk as being an array of 3 arrays of 4 ints. We also can

look at junk as being an array of 12 ints. Suppose, for instance, we pass dub( ) the

\alue junk[0] as an argument. This action initializes the pointer ar in dub( ) to the

address of junk[0][0]. which means ar[0] corresponds to junk[0][0] and ar[3] cor-

responds to junk[0][3]. The element ar[4] represents the element following junk[0][3].

which is junk[l][0]. the first element of the next subarray. In other words, ar[4] begins

the next row in the array.

The program in Listing 10.15 continues in the preceding fashion to cover the entire

array, with ar[ll] representing junk[2][3].

duborr2. c

/* duba r r2 . c--doubl e array elements */

#include <stdio.h>
mainO
•C

static junk:3D[4] = {

<2,4,5,8>,
<3,5,6,9>,
{12,10,8,6}
>;

i n t i , j ;

void dub();

dub(junkC0:, 3*4);
Listing 10.15 for (i = 0; i < 3; i++ )

i

for (j = 0; j < 4; j++)

printf ("%5d", j unkC i ] C j 3 )

;

putchar( ' \ n ' ) ;

}

void dub (ar, size)
int a r C J ;

int size;
{

int i ;

/* or int * a r ;

for ( i = 0; i < size; i++ )

arCiD *= 2;

Note that dub( ) is unchanged from Listing 10. 14: we merely change the limit to 3*4 (or

12) and use one call to dub( ) instead of three. We write the limit as 3*4 to emphasize

that it is the total number of elements calculated by multiplying the number of row s

times the number of columns. The output follows:
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4 8 10 16

6 10 12 18

24 20 16 12

4-y))\iJM«L3 /Sk. Applying a Two-Dimensional Function

Both of the approaches so far lose track of the column-and-row information. In this

application in which we double each element, that information is unimportant. But

suppose each row represents a year and each column a month. Then you may want a

function to, say, total individual columns. In that case, the function should have the row

and column information available. This task can be accomplished by declaring the

correct kind of formal variable so that the function can pass the array properly. ,In this

case, the array junk is an array of three arrays of four ints. As our earlier discussion has

implied, junk is thus a pointer to an array of four ints. A variable of this type can be

declared in the following manner:

int (*pj)C4];

Alternatively, if pj is a formal argument to a function, we can declare it this way:

int pj[:C4];

Such a variable can then be used in the same way as junk. See Listing 10.16.

dubarr3.

Listing 10.16

/* dubarr3.c— double array elements */

tfinclude <stdio.h>
ma i n(

)

{

static junkC3]C4] = {

<2,4,5,8>,
C3,5,6,9>,
{12,10,8,6}
>;

int i, j

r voi d dub2 ( )

;

dub2( junk, 3);
for (i = 0; i < 3; i ++ )

{

for (j = 0; j < 4; j++)
printf ("%5d", j unkC i D C j D )

;

putchar('\n');
>

>

void dub2 (ar, size)
int arCDC4D; /* or int (*ar)C43; */

int size;
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Listing 10.16
(cont'd.)

int J ;

for ( i = 0; i < size; i++
for ( j = 0; j < 4; j++)

arCiKjII *= 2;
---¥{% frv^+3

The output follows:

4 8 10 16

6 10 12 18

24 20 16 12

This time we pass as arguments junk, which is a pointer to the first array, and 3, the

number of row s. The dub2( ) function jhen treats ar as an array of arrays of 4 ints. The

length of the row is built into the function, but the number of rows is left open. The same

function works with, say, a 12-by-4 array if 12 is passed as the number of elements. This

situation is true because size is the number of elements; but since each element is an

array or row, size becomes the number of rows.

Note that ar is used in the same fashion as junk is used in mainl ). This similarity is

possible because ar and junk are the same type: pointer-to-array-of-four-ints. Also note

that this declaration will not work properly:

int ar[][]; fi faulty declaration */

a^ Recall that the compiler converts array notation to pointer notation. For example. ar[l]

-5^ V w^' Decorne ar+l. But for the compiler to evaluate this expression, it needs to know

int arCDC4: ; ^WXS^

-5^ *J> wiH become ar+l. But for tr

V'£^ what size object ar points to.

The following declaration:

says that ar points to an array of four ints, hence to an object eight bvtes long on our

system. So ar+l means the following: Add eight bvtes to the address. With the empty -

bracket version, the compiler will not know how to handle the situation. You can also

include a size in the other bracket pair, but it is ignored:

void dub2(ar, n)

int arC3:C4D; /*(

int n ;

3 is ignored"*]^

In general. tO declare a pnin^r Porre^pnnrljpp to nn »-rlimpnv;inn :l 1 flrniv von mns,t

provide values for all but the first set of brackets.
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10.8 Planning a Program

Now that we've seen the mechanics of writing array functions, let's try a more program-

ming-oriented example. Our task is to write a program that reads numbers into an array,

prints out the entered numbers, and reports the average. To make the program more

realistic, we require that it can terminate input, if desired, before the array is filled. This

constraint enables the program to process any number of items up to a maximum
determined by the array size. Also, we want to avoid calculating the average if no

numbers are entered.

General Plan

Let's take a top-down approach to the problem. Conceptually, we expect the program to

perform three major tasks: reading in a set of numbers, printing out the set of numbers,

and calculating the average. Now that we know how to process arrays with functions,

we can use functions to modularize the work. As a first pass, we can visualize the

program as follows:

/* first draft of program skeleton */

#include <stdio.h>

#define MAX 25

void read_array( )

;

void show_ar ray( )

;

double mean();
main( )

{

double dataCMAX:,-

read_ar ray (data );

show_array (data);

printfC'The average is %.2lf.\n", mean(data) )

;

}

This version reflects the modularity we desire, but it doesn't address data communica-

tion satisfactorily. For instance, the read_array( ) function should know the maximum
number of items it's allowed to read; therefore, it should also take MAX as an argu-

ment. Incidentally, the fact that data is a pointer means that the read_array( ) function

can modify directly the data array in main( ), which is exactly what we want for this

function.

Similarly, the show_array( ) and mean! ) functions should know the size of an array

they are using, so they each need an additional argument. In general, this argument

should not be MAX, for the user may enter fewer numbers. We can use a variable size

to represent the actual number of items entered; it can be the second argument to these

two functions.

Our plan thus far raises a new problem: How does maim ) know what size is? One

solution is to have the read_array( ) function return that value. That is, read_array( )

takes as arguments the array to be filled and the maximum number of values the array

holds. It then reads data into the array and returns the actual number of items read. If this
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number is zero, we can skip the rest of the program. This line of thought leads to a

second draft:

/* second top-level draft for the program */

^include <stdio.h>
#define MAX 25

i n t r e a d_a r r a y ( ) ;

void show_array( )

;

double meant )

;

main( )

{

double dataCMAX:;

i n t size;

double average;

size = read_array(data, MAX);

if ( size == )

printfC'No data. Bye.\n");

else

{

printfCThe following numbers were entered : \n\n" ) ;

show_ar ray (data, size);

printf ("\nThe average of these values is %.2f.\n",

mean(data, size));

Note that we change the type for read_array( ) to reflect that it now has a return value.

The read_array Function

Now that we have the overall design for the program and its data flow, we can turn to

the individual functions. The read_array( ) function is the most ambitious of the three

functions in our program. It should read in values until the array is filled or until the user

wants to stop, whichever occurs first. The main question is how to let the user inform

the program that he or she wants to terminate the work. We can use the properties of

scanf( ) to help here. Recall that scanfl ) returns the number of values successfully read.

Nonnumeric input or the end of the file cause scanf( ) to return or EOF, respectively.

Thus we can terminate input if scanf( ) doesn't return the value 1. Also, we can use a

counter to track the number of entries, and we terminate input if this number exceeds the

size of the array. Here's one approach:

int read_array(ar, limi t

)

double art];

int limit;

{

int i = 0;
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pri ntf ("Enter up to %d numbers. To terminate\n". Limit);

pri ntf ("earlier, enter a Letter or E0F.\n");

while ( i < limit && scanf("%lf", SarCiD) == 1 ) i++;

return i;

>

Notice some subtle points in this effort. The first is that the test i < limit comes first.

Recall that the && operator guarantees that the second operand is not evaluated if the

first operand is false. Therefore, the expression scanf("%lf", &ar[i] == 1 is not

evaluated if i equals limit. Thus the scanf( ) function is not called, which is good.

Suppose we use the opposite order:

while ( scanf ("%lf", &arCi:) == 1 && i < limit )

In this case scanf( ) reads a value into ar[limit] before finding out it's gone too far.

Remember, because array numbering begins with 0, ar[Iimit] is one position beyond

the end of the array. You don't want to put data there!

Another subtle point is that the loop increments i after reading a value into ar[i]. This

action makes i one greater than the index of the last array element filled. Because

indexing begins with 0. i at that point equals the number of array items, not the array

index. This feature is convenient, because the number of array items is the value we
wish to return.

The show array
( ) Function

Next we want a function to display the array values. We already wrote one for Listing

10.10. However, this function prints everything on one line. Here we have more data, so

we want to insert some newlines. One scheme is to use a for loop as before and to print

a newline every time, say, six values have been printed. We can achieve this feature by

using the modulus operator (%):

void show_array(ar, n)

double arC3;

i n t n ;

{

i n t i ;

for ( i = 0; i < n; i++)

i

printf ("7.10. 2f ", arCi:);

if ( i % 6 == 5 )

putchar (
' \n ' )

;

}

if (i % 6 != 0)

putchar('\n');
}

Since i starts at 0, i % 6 first becomes 5 after six values have been printed. The

expression subsequently becomes 5 after each additional six values have been printed.
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The if (i % 6 != 0) test causes a newline to be printed after all the values have been

printed unless the last value printed already was at the end of a line, in which case the

loop itself prints a newline. If i % 6 is 5 inside the loop, the i++ operation at loop's end

makes i % 6 into after leaving the loop.

The mean( ) Function

This function presents only a simple problem. We can use a for loop to sum the

numbers, then divide by the total number of items to get the average:

double mean( ar, n)

double arC3;

i n t n ;

{.

i n t i ;

double total = 0;

for( i=0;i<n
total += arCi];

return total / n;

i++ )

The only potential trouble spot is if n is 0, for dividing by is undesirable. Therefore,

we designed the program to shield mean( ) from this possibility. To build the protection

into mean( ) itself is more involved, since we also will have to design a way for meant

) to inform the calling program that it has a problem. One way is to use a pointer

argument to meani ) to tell it where to place the average value and to use the return

value to indicate problems:

meani ( ar, n, p_ave)

double arC];

i n t n ;

double *p_ave;

{

i n t i ;

double total = 0;

if ( i > )

i

for(i=0;i<n;i++)
total += arCi];
*p_ave = total / n;

return 0;

>

else /* i == */

return - 1 ;
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The Result

Putting the parts together results in the program shown in Listing 10.17.

mean.c

Listing 10.17

/* mean.c— find the mean of a set of numbers */

^include <stdio.h>
fldefine MAX 25

int read_ar ray( );

void show_ar ray ( )

;

double meanO;
mai n( )

{

double dataCMAXD;
int size;

double average;

size = rea d_a rray(data, MAX);
if ( size == )

printf("No data. Bye.\n");
else
{

printf("The following numbers were en tered : \n\n" )

;

s h o w_a rray(data, size);
pr i nt f

(

"\nThe average of these values is %.2f.\n",
mean(data, size));

}

>

int r ead_ar ray (ar, I imi t

)

double a r [ ]

;

int limit;
{

int i = ;

pr i nt f

(

"Enter up to %d numbers. To termi nat e\n"

,

limit);
printf(" earlier, enter a letter or E0F.\n") ;

while ( i < limit 88 scanf ( "% I f ", SarCill) == 1 )

i++;

return i;

}

void show_a r ray (a r, n)

double art];
int n ;

{

int i ;

for ( i = 0; i < n; i++)
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printf("Z10.2f ", arCiT);
if ( i X 6 == 5 )

putchar('\n');
>

if < i Z 6 == 5 )

putchar('\n');
>

double mean( ar, n)
Listing 10.17 . . . r -,

.7. , double arLJ;
- i n t n ;

<

i n t i ;

doubl e total = 0;

for ( i = 0; i < n ; i++ )

total += a r t i

1

;

return totral/n;
>

(cont'd.)

Here's a sample run:

Enter up to 25 numbers. To terminate

earlier, enter a letter or EOF.

1 2 34 5 6 789 10

The following numbers were entered:

1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 6.00

7.00 8.00 9.00 10.00

The average of these values is 5.50.

Thanks to top-down programming, the program works exactly as intended.

10,9 Summary

An array is a set of elements all having the same data type. These elements are stored

sequentially in memory and are accessed by using an integer index^ In C. the first

element of an array has an index of 0. so the finaj element in an array of n elements has

an index of n^ 1.

To declare a simple one-dimensional array, use the follow ing form:

Here type is the data type, name is the name of the array, and size is the number oi

elements.
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C interprets the name_ofj|n array to be the address of the first element of the array. In

other terms, the name of an array is a pointer to the first element. In general, arrays and

pointers are closely connected. If ar is an array, then the expressions ar[i] and *(ar + i)

are equivalent.

C does not allow entire arrays to be passed as function arguments, but you can pass the

address of an array. The function then can use this value to manipulate the original

array. You can use either array notation or pointer notation in the function. In either

case, you're actually using a pointer variable.

Adding an integer to a pointer or incrementing a pointer changes the value of the pointer

by the number of bytes of the object the pointer points to. That is. if pd points to an

eight-byte double value in an array, adding 1 to pd increases its value by eight so that it

will point to the next element of the array.

Two-dimensional arrays are represented by an array of arrays. For instance, the declara-

tion

creates an array sales having 5 elements. Each of these elements is itself an array of 12

floats. The first of these one-dimensional arrays can be referred to as salesfO]. Similar-

ly, sales[l] is the second array of 12 ints. You can use a second index to call up a

particular element in these arrays. For instance. sales[2][5 ] is the sixth element of

sales[2]. and sales[2] is the third element of sales.

We've used int and double arrays in this discussion, but the same concepts apply to

other t\pes. Character strings, however, have man} special rules. The difference stems

from the fact that the terminal null character in a string provides a way for functions to

detect the end of a string without being passed a size. We look at character strings in

detail in the next chapter.

Review Questions

1 . What printout does this program produce?

flinctude <stdio.h>
char refC: = { 'D 1

, '0', 'L', 'T'>;

main( )

{

char * p t r ;

int index;

for( index = 0, ptr = ref; index < 4; index++, ptr++)
printf("%c %c\n", ref Ci ndexH, *ptr);

}

2. In Question 1, why was ref declared before main) )?
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3. In Question 1. what does ref point to? What does ref + 1 point to? What does ++ref

point to?

4. What is the value of *ptr and of *(ptr + 2) in each case?

a. in * p t r ;

static int boopt4] = {12,21,121, 212>;

pt r = boop;

b. float *ptr;
static float awkC2::2] = { {1.0, 2.0>, {3.0, 4.0) }

;

ptr = awkCO:,-

c. int *ptr;
static int j i rbC4D = { 10023, 7>;

ptr = jirb;

5. What is the value of *ptr and of *(ptr + 2) in each case?

a. int * p t r ;

static int torfC2:C2D = £ 12, 14, 1 6 } ;

ptr = torfCO];

b. int * p t r ;

static int f or t C2 ] :2 : = { {12>, {14,16} >;

ptr = fortCO];

6. Suppose we have the declaration static int grid[30][100];

a. Express the address of grid[22][56] one way

b. Express the address of grid[22][0] two ways

c. Express the address of grid[0][0] three ways

7. Create an appropriate declaration for each of the following variables:

a. digits is an array of 10 ints

b. rates is an array of 6 floats

c. mat is an array of 3 arrays of 5 integers

d. pstr is a pointer to an array of 20 chars

e. psa is an array of 20 pointers-to-char

8. a. Declare a static array of six ints and initialize it to the values 1,2,4.8.16.32.

b. Use array notation to represent the third element (the one with the value 4) of the array

in Question 8a.

c. Use pointer notation to represent the third element of the array.

9. Fill in the blanks: for a 10-element array, the index range is through .
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1 0. Suppose we have these declarations:

float rootbeerCIOD, thingsC10]t:53, *pf, value = 2.2;

i n t i = 3 ;

Identify each of the following statements as valid or invalid:

Valid Invalid

a. rootbeerC2] = value;

b. scant C7.f ", Srootbeer);

C. rootbeer = value;

d. printf("%f", rootbeer);

e. thingsC4]CA3 = rootbeerC3D;

f. thingsC5] = rootbeer;

g. pf = value;

h. pf = rootbeer;

i. rootbeer = pf;

Programming Exercises

1. Modify Listing 10.11 so that it performs the calculations using pointers instead of

subscripts. (Note: You still have to declare and initialize the array.)

2. Write a program that initializes an array and then copies the contents of the array into

two other arrays. (All three arrays should be declared in the main program.) To make
the first copy, use a function with array notation. To make the second copy, use a

function with pointer notation and pointer incrementing. Have each function take as

arguments the name of the source array, the name of the target array, and the number of

elements to be copied.

3. Write a function that returns the largest value stored in an array. Test the function in a

simple program.

4. Write a function that returns the index of the largest value stored in an array. Test the

function in a simple program.

5. Write a function that returns the difference between the largest and smallest elements of

an array. Test the function in a simple program.

6. Write a program that initializes a two-dimensional array and uses one of the copy

functions from Exercise 2 to copy it to a second two-dimensional array. (Note: Since a

two-dimensional array is an array of arrays, a one-dimensional copy function can be

used with each subarray.)
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7. Use a copy function from Exercise 2 to copy the third through the fifth elements of a

se\ en-element array into a three-element array. The function itself need not be altered;

just choose the correct arguments. (Note: The actual arguments need not be an array

name and array size; they only have to be the address of an array element and a number

of elements to be processed.)

8. Write a function that sets each element in an array to the sum of the corresponding

elements in two other arrays. That is, if array 1 has the values 2, 4, 5, and 8 and array 2

has the values 1 , 0. 4. and 6. the function assigns array 3 the values 3, 4, 9, and 12. The

function should take three array names and an array size as arguments. Test the function

in a simple program.

9. Write a program that declares a 3 x 5 array and initializes it to some values of your

choice. Have the program print out the values, then double all the values, and display

the new values. Write functions to accomplish the displaying and the doubling. Have
the functions take the array name and the number of rows as arguments.

1 0. Rewrite Listing 10. 1 1 so that the primary tasks are performed by functions instead of in

maim ).

yl 1 . Write a program that prompts the user to enter three sets of five double numbers each.

The program should do the following:

a. Store the information in a 3 x 5 array

b. Compute the average of each set of 5 values

c. Compute the average of the values

d. Determine the largest of the 15 values

e. Report the results

Each major task should be handled by a separate function.
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haracter strings form one of the most useful and important data types in C.

Although we have been using character strings all along, we still have

much to learn about them. Of course, we already know the most basic fact:

A character string is a char array terminated with a null character ( ' \0
' ).

In this chapter we learn more about the nature of strings, how to declare and initialize

them, how to get them into and out of programs, and how to manipulate them.

Listing 11.1 presents a busy program that illustrates several ways to set up strings, read

them in, and print them out. We use two new functions: gets( ), which fetches a string,

and puts( ), which prints out a string. (You probably notice a family resemblance to

getchar( ) and putchar( ).) The rest should look fairly familiar.

strings.

c

\

fajnoJV&lf

pJ*

Listing 11.1

me some.

/* s t ri ngs . c--st ri ngi ng the user along */

#include <stdio.h>
#define MSG "You must have many talents. Tell

/* a symbolic string constant */

^define LIM 5

#define LINLEN 81 /* maximum string length + 1 */

char m1CJ = "Just limit yourself to one line's worth.";
/* initializing an external character array */

char *m2 = "If you can't think of anything, fake it.";
/* initializing an external character pointer */

ma i n (

)

{

char nameCLINLEN J

static char ta lent s[ LINLEN];
i n t i ;

int count - 0;

char *m3 = "\nEnough about me--what's your name?";
/* initializing a pointer */

static char *mytalCLIMJ = { "Adding numbers swiftly",
"Multiplying accurately", "Stashing data",
"Following instructions to the letter",
"Understanding the C language"};

/* initializing an array of strings */

printfC'Hi! I'm Clyde the Computer. ");

printf("I have many talents. \n");
printfC'Let me tell you some of them.Vn");
putsC'What were they? Ah, yes, here's a partial list.");
for ( i = 0; i < LIM; i++)

puts( mytalCi] ); /* print list of computer talents */

puts(m3) ;

gets(name);
printfC'Well, %s, %s\n", name, MSG);
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printf("%s\n%s\n", ml , m2);

Listing 11.1 gets(talents);
(cont'd.) putsC'Let's see if I've got that list:");

puts(talents);
printfC Thanks for the information, %s.\n", name);

To help you see what this program does, here is a sample run:

Hi! I'm Clyde the Computer. I have many talents.

Let me tell you some of them.

What were they? Ah, yes, here's a partial list.

Adding numbers swiftly

Multiplying accurately

Stashing data

Following instructions to the letter

Understanding the C language

Enough about me

—

what's your name?

Nigel Barntwi t

Well, Nigel Barntwit, You must have many talents. Tell me some.

Just limit yourself to one line's worth.

If you can't think of anything, fake it.

Fencing, yodeling, malingering, cheese tasting, and sighing.

Let's see if I've got that list: Fencing, yodeling, malingering,

cheese tasting, and sighing.

Thanks for the information, Nigel Barntwit.

Let's sift through the program. However, rather than go through it line by line, we take

a more organized approach. First, we look at ways of defining a string within a program.

Then we look at what is involved in reading a string into a program. Finally, we study

methods to output a string.

7 7.7 Defining Strings Within a Program

You probably noticed when you read Listing 1 1.1 that there are many ways to define a

string.. The principal methods ^re the following, using string constants^using char

array s~. using char pointers, and'using arrays of character strings. A program should also

make sure there is a place to store a string. We discuss all of these topics in the

following sections.

Character String Constants

Whenever the compiler encounters something enclosed in double quotation marks, it

N
\ recognizes the phrase as a string constant. The enclosed characters, plus a terminating

A ^T) ' \0
' character automatically provided by the compiler, are stored in adjacent memory

i*j± X, locations. The computer counts out the number of characters so it knows how much
:
>**
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memory is needed . Our program uses several such character string constants, most often

as arguments for the printf( ) and puts( ) functions. Note, too, that we can #define

character string constants.

If you want to include a double quotation mark in a string, prerr^ if ";ith the* backslash

character:

printf ("V'Run, Spot, run!\" said Dick.W);

which produces the following output:

"Run, Spot, run!" said Dick.

Character string constants are placed in the static storage class . Therefore, if you use a

string constant in a function, the string is stored just once and lasts for the duration of the

program , even if the function is called several times. The entirgjhrase in quotation

marks acts as a pointer to where the string is stored. This situation is analogous to the

name of an array serving as a pointer to the array's location. If true, what kind of output

do you expect the program in Listing 1 1.2 to produce?

quotes, c

Listing 1 1.2

/* quotes.c— strings as pointers */

#incLude <stdio.h>
ma i n (

)

{

printfC" %s, %u, %c\n", "We", "Love", *"figs");
>

Let's study the program. The %s formajjmnt s the string , so that should produce a We.

The %j^form£tjTroduces an unsigned integer. If the phrase "love" is a pointer, then it

should produce the value of the "love" pointer, which is the address of the first

character in the string. (Type unsigned is not guaranteed to be large enough to hold

addresses, so newer implementations provide a %p specifier specifically for pointers .)

Finally, *"figs" should produce the y_alue of the address pointed to. which should be

the first character of the string "figs". The output follows:

Awe, 3798, f

yA
Our success inspires us to make two more predictions: putchar(" Freddy "[2]) should

print the letter e. So should putchar(2[" Freddy"]). We leave it to you to check and

explain these predictions. (Hint: Use pointer notation instead of subscripts.)

Character String Arrays and Initialization

When we define a character string array, we mu st let the compiler know how much
space is needed. One way to accomplish this is to initialize the array with a string
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s*

constant. Since automatic arrays cannot be initialized in older C implementations, we

use static or external arrays for this purpose. For example:

char m1[] = "Just Limit yourself to one Line's worth.";

V- shorthand tor the standard array initialization form

»_j~ \.j- qj^ initializes the external array ml to the indicated string. This form of initialization is

r

char mUD = { 'J', 'u', 's', 't', ' ', 'I 1

, 'i', 'm', 'i',

'f, ' ', 'y', 'o', 'u', 'r 1

, 's', 'e', 'l«,

'f, ' ', 'f , 'o', ' ', 'o', 'n', 'e', ' ',

'I', 'i', 'n', 'e'^ 'V, 's', ' ', 'w', 'o', ' r'

,

'f, 'h', '. ', '\0'

V

Note the closing null character. Without it. we have a character array, but not a string .

For either form—

a

nd we do recommend th at you use the first—the compiler counts the

characters and sizes the array accordingly. Initializing character arrays is one case when

it really makes sense to let the compiler determine the array size.

Just as for other arrays, the array name ml is a pointer to the First element of the array:

ml == SmUO: , *m1 == 'J', and *(m1+1) == mid J" == "u"

Indeed, we can use pointer notation to set up a string, for example:

char *m3 = "\nEnough about me--what's your name?";

:~n \ly_ V^\ This program line is very nearly the same as saying the following:

_pJL ^^3*1 CvA™^ V. static char m3CD = "\nEnough about me--what's your name?"

^^ These two declarations amount to saying that m3 is a pointer to the indicated string. In

both cases the string itself determines the amount of storage space set aside for the

string . Nonetheless, the forms are^not identical.

Array Versus Pointer

What is the difference, then, between an array and a pointer form? The arrav form

AnnoM (m3[]) causes an array of 38 elements (one for each character plus one for the terminat-

' vv^ « ing ' \0 ' ) to be created in static storage. Each element is initialized to the correspond-

ing character. Hereafter, the compiler will recognize the name m3 as a synonym for the

0e-v*Jt>N >!<.—--^'^--"' ^x address of the first array element. &m3[0] . One important point here is that in the array

form, m3 is a pointer constant . You can't change m3. because that would mean

changing the location (address) where the array is stored. You can use operations like

m3+l to identify the next element in an array, but ++m3 is not allowed. The increme nt

operator can be used only with the names nf variables, not with constants.

v-vv>\
The pointer form (*m3) also causes 38 elements in static storage to be set aside for the

f**
string. In addition, it sets aside an additional storage location for the pointer variable
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m3. This variable initially points to the first character of the string, but the value can be

changed . Thus we can use the increment operator; in this case, ++m3 points to the

second character (E). Note that we do not have to declare *m3 as static, because we are

not initializing an array of 38 elements. We are initializing a single pointer variable-

There are no storage class restrictions for initializing ordinary, nonarray variable s,

either~in K & R C or in ANSI C.

Such differences in form are often unimportant, although it depends on specific instan-

ces. See the box entitled "Array and Pointer Differences" for some examples.

Meanwhile, we return to the problem of creating storage space for strings.

^ Array and Pointer Differences

Let's examine the differences between initializing a character array to hold a string

and initializing a pointer to point to a string. (By pointing to a string, we really mean
pointing to the first character of a string.) For example, consider these two declarations:

static char heart CD = "I love Til lie!";
char *head = "I Love Millie!";

r
>

r̂*/
O'V

The chief difference is that the pointer heart is a constant, whereas the pointer head

is a variable. Let*s see what practical difference this makes.

First, both can use pointer addition:

for (i = 0; i < 6; i++)
putchar( *(heart + i) ) ;

putcha r( '\n' )

;

for (i = 0; i < 6; i++)
putchar( *(head + i) ) ;

putcharC ' \n' );

Here is the output:

I love
I love

^3
4

'^c^Only the pointer version can use the increment operator:

/

while ( *(head) != 'NO' ) /* stop at end of string */

putcharC *(head++) ) ;

/* print character, advance pointer */

The output follows:

I love Millie!

Suppose we want head to agree with heart. We can say

head = heart; /* head now points to the array heart */
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L
but we ciinnoi say

- ^ heart = head; /* illegal construction */

The situation is analogous to x = 3; versus 3 = x;. The lefthand side of the assignment

statement must be a variable name. Incidentally, head = heart; does not make the

1 Millie string vanish: it simply changes the address stored in head. But unless you've
*^

saved the address of " I love Millie! " elsewhere, you won't be able to access the string

once head points to another location.

You can alter the heart message by going into the array itself:

heartC7J= 'M';

v^ or

7) = 'M' ;

>y
At

The elements of an array are variables, but the name is not a variable.

Specifying Storage Explicitly

Another way to set up storage is to be explicit. In the external declaration of Listing

11.1, we can say

char m1C44D = "Just limit yourself to one line's worth. ";

instead of

char mlCJ = "Just limit yourself to one line's worth.";

Just be sure that the number of elements is at least one more than the length of the string

to accommodate the null character. As with other static or external arrays, any unused

elements are automatically initialized to 0, which in char form is the null character, not

the zero digit character. See Figure 11.1.

* extra elements initialized to \0

Figure 11.

1

Initializing an array n i c \0 \0 \0

static char petsC12] = "nice cat.";
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Note that in our program, we assign a size for the array name:

char nameC81D;

Since name is to be read in when the program runs, the compiler has no way of knowing

in advance how much space to set aside unless we tell it. There is no string constant

present whose characters the compiler can count. We therefore take a gamble that 80

characters is enough to hold the user's name. Incidentally, the array size must evaluate

to an integer constant. You can't use, say, a variable that is set at run time. The array

size is locked into the program .

Arrays of Character Strings

Often it is convenient to have an array of character strings. Then you can use a subscript

_, ^ to access several different strings:

J\ ,^^> static char *myta ICLIMD = -C "Adding numbers swiftly".
-

N£
JV Cr ^r "Multiplying accurately", "Stashing data",

^ . .Jh*
1 "Following instructions to the letter",

>^i "Understanding the C language"};
yj*

v*i

^

Let's study this declaration. Recalling that LIM is 5, we can say that mvtal is an array

of five pointers-to-char. The first pointer is mytal[0], and it points to the first character

of the first string. The second pointer is mytal[l], and it points to the beginning of the

second string. In general, each pointer points to the first character of the corresponding

string :

*mytalC0: == 'A', *mytalC1 3 •=•= 'M', *mytalC2] == 'S'

and so on.

The initialization follows the rules for arrays The braced portion is equivalent to

{{...}, {...},...,{...> >;

for which the first se t_of double quotation marks corresponds to a brace-pair and thus is

used to initialize the first character string pointer.Jhe next set of double quotation

marks initializes the second pointer, and so on. A comma separates neighboring sets.

Again, we can also be explicit about the size of the character strings by using a

declaration like_:

static char mytal 2CLIMKLINLIM:;

k$~ although one difference is that thi s second choice sets up a "rectangular" array with all

Cf the rows the same length. The first declaration,

V fj static char *myta ICLIM];
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however, sets up a "ragged" array, with each row's length determined by the string it is

initialized to. The ragged array doesn't waste any storage space.

Also, mytal and mytal_2 are of different types: mytal is an array of pointers-to-char;

mytal_2 is an array of arrays of char. In short, mytal holds five addresses, and mytal_2

holds five complete character arrays.

Pointers and Strings

Perhaps you've noticed an occasional reference to pointers in our discussion of strings.

Most C operations for strings actually work with pointers. For example, consider the

useless, yet instructive, program shown in Listing 1 1.3. (Note: Use %p instead of &u if

your compiler supports that form.)

p_and_s.c

I* p_and_s

.

c--poi nters and strings */

^include <stdio.h>
mainO
<

static char *mesg = "Don't be a fool!";
static char *copy; .^kW.sw^W^Listing 11.3
Stat1C Char * C ° Py'^ AM*** ffffiZ
codv = mesa; U x

» a*.*/^-*^ qcopy = mesg; W A ~
5 j^^aM-

printf("%s\n", copy);
printf("mesg = %s; value = %u; &mesg = %u\n",

mesg, mesg, &mesg);
printfC'copy = %s; value = %u; Scopy = %u\n",

copy, copy, Scopy);

Looking at this program, you may think it makes a copy of the string "Don't be a

fool! " Your first glance at the output may seem to confirm this guess:

Don't be a fool!

mesg = Don't be a fool!; value = 14; &mesg = 32

copy = Don't be a fool!; value = 14; Scopy = 34

But study the printf( ) output. First, mesg and copy are printed as strings (%s). No
surprises here; all the strings are "Don't be a fool!" We discuss the second item on

each line in a moment.

The third item on each line is the address of the specified pointer. The two pointers

mesg and copy are stored in locations 32 and 34, respectively.

Now let's return to the second item, the one we call value. This item is the value of the

specified pointer, which is the address it contains. Therefore, we see that mesg points to

location 14, and so does copy. In other words, the string itself is never copied. All that

copy = mesg; does is produce a second pointer that points to the same string.
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Why not just copy the whole string? Well, which is more efficient: copying one address

or copying, say, 50 separate elements? Often, the address is all that is needed to get the

job done.

7 7.2 String Input

\ S/Jj^ ^\^^ ^ow tnat we nave discussed defining strings within a program, let's turn to strings that

1 1 J^*^ vvt"^ are read in - Reading a string into a program has two steps: setting aside space to store

y ^f^ \)
the string and using an input function to fetch the string.

Creating Space

We first must set up a location to place the string once it is read. As mentioned earlier,

we therefore need to allot sufficient storage to hold whatever strings we expect to read.

Don't expect the computer to count the string length as it is read and then allot space for

it. It won't, unless you write a program to do so. For example, if you try something like

static char *name;

scanf("%s", name);

it probably will get by the compiler. But when the name is read in. it will be written over

data or code in your program. Most programmers regard this as highly humorous, but

only in other people's programs.

The simplest method to create storage space is to include an explicit array size in_the

declaration:

char nameC81D;

Another possibility is to use the C library functions that allot memory . We touch on this

topic in Chapter 16. In Listing 1 1.1, we use an automatic array for name. We can do so

even under K&RC. since we. don't have to initialize the array.

)•-

Once you have set aside space for the string , you can read the string in. The ANSI C

<Y^° ,» \ • library, recognizing past practice, provides a trio of functions that can read string s:

Ap^ v. scanf( ). gets( ). and fgets( ). The last is file-oriented, and we defer discussion of it until

Chapter 12. Both gets( ) and scant'! ) can read in strings, although gets( ) is the most

commonly used.

The gets( ) Function

The gets( ) (for get string) function is handy for interactive programs. It accepts a string

from your system's standard input device, which we assume is a keyboard. Since a

string has no predetermined length. gets( ) needs a way to know when to stop taking

characters into the string. Its method is to read characters until it reaches a newline

(
' \n '

) character, which you generate by pressing the Enter key. This function accepts

the characters before (but not including) the newline. tacks on a null character ( ' \0 ' ).
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and gives the string to the calling prograrp . The newline character itself is read and

discarded, so that the next read can begin at the start of the next line. Listing 1 1 .4 shows

a simple means of using gets( ).

nome /.c

Listing 11.4

/* namel .c— read a name */

flinclude <stdio.h>
#define MAX 81

ma i n (

)

i

char nameCMAXJ; /* a llot spa ce * /

printfC'Hi, what's your name?\n");
gets(name); /* place input in string "name" *

/

printfC'Nice name, %s.\n", name);

This program accepts any name (including spaces) up to 80 characters long. (Remember

to save one space for ' \0 '
.) Note that we want gets( ) to affect something (name) in the

calling program. Thus, we should use a pointer as an argument; and of course the name

of an array is a pointer.

The gets( ) function is more sophisticated than this last example suggests. See Listing

11.5.

name2.c

Listing 11.5

-
&\

;s

i

i,jA

/* name2

.

c--read a name */

^include <stdio.h>
#define MAX 81

mainO
{

char nameCMAXl;
char *ptr, *gets();

9m %Sd*^, ,***

printfC'Hi, what's yoj/r name?\n");
ptr = gets( name )

;"

printfC'Xs? Ah! %s!\n", name, ptr);

Here is a sample interchange:

Hi, what's your name?

Tony de Tuna

Tony de Tuna? Ah! Tony de Tuna!

Gets( ) provides two methods for transmitting input to a program:
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1 . The pointer method , which feeds the string to name.

2. The return keyword, which returns the address of the string to ptr. Notice that ptr
is a pointer to char, which means that gets( ) must return a value that is a pointer to

char . In the declaration section of Listing 1 1.5 you can see that gets( ) is properly

declared.

The declaration form

char *gets();

says that gets( ) is a function (hence the parentheses) of type pointer-to-char (hence_the

j^ and char). Note: No such declaration is necessary in Listing 1 1.4 because we never

use the return value of gets(

)

.

ANSI C mandates that the stdio.h header file include a declaration for gets( ). Thus with

newer implementations, you need not declare the function yourself as long as you

remember to include the header file.

Incidentally, you can also declare something to be a pointer to a function, such as

i' s
xv^^^ char (*foop)( );

in which foop is a pointer to a function of type char . We talk a bit more about such

declarations in Chapter 14.

,
The design of the gets( ) function is something like the following:

!

' £Di'Vn char*gets(s)

fcV J>~
char * s

;

Note that gets( ) returns the same pointer that is passed to it. Thus there is only one copy
of the input string, the one placed at the address passed as a function argument.

_^
y~^ The actual design is slightly more complicated, for gets( ) has two possible returns. If

MP'"
v

A v KlkJ) everything works properly, gets( ) returns the address of the read-in string, as we have

kjJ^
i/ *? v said. If something goes wrong or if gets( ) encounters EOF, it returns a null, or zero,

I' ^jr^'y'a' ,^1/iP address. This null address is called the null pointer and is represented in stdio.h by the

qJ-F defined constant NULL. Thus gets( ) incorporates a bit of error-checking, which make s

5. A^ it convenient to use constructions like this one:

while ( gets(name) != NULL)

The_pointer aspect provides a value for name. The return aspect provides a value for

gets(name) as a whole and allows us to check for EOF. If EOF is encountered, nothing

is read into namejhis two-pronged approach is more compact than that allowed by

getchar( ), which has a return but no argument :
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I

while ( (ch = getcharO) != EOF)

Note: Don't confuse the null pointer with the null character. The null pointer is an

address: the null character is a type char data object with the value zero.

One weakness of gets( ) is that it doesn't check to see if the input actually fitsjntojhe

assigned storage area. Extra characters simph oyerfLQWiinto the adjoining^rnemory

cells. The fgetsi ) function described in Chapter 12 improves on this behavioiiby letting

you specify an upper limit to the number of characters to be read.

The scanf( ) Function (po"u\

xAyf^^ We've used scanf( ) with the 9cs format before to read a string. The chief difference

fr(s pt between scanf( ) and gets( ) lies in how these functions decide they have reached the

•fejirH * '^r'/^r^ end of the string. Scanf( ) is more a "get word" than a "get string" function . The gets( )

\J*lJ^^ IUJirr 'on takes in all the characters up to the first new line . The scanf( ) function has two

choices. For either choice, the string starts at the first nonwhitespace character en-

e^

i°
r countered. If you use the %s format, the string runs up to (but not including) the nex t

whitespace character (blank, tab, or newline). If you specify a field width, as in % 10s.

scanf( ) collects up to 10 characters or to the first whitespace character, whichever

comes first . See Figure 1 1.2.

Recall that the scanf( ) function returns an integer value that equals the number of items

successfully read in or EOF if it encounters the end of the file. Listing 1 1.6 illustrates

how scanf( ) works when you specify a field width.

scan str.c

/* scan_str.c— using scanfO */

#include <stdio.h>
mai n( )

<

Listing 11.6 static char name1C11], name2r.1i:;

i nt count ;

printf ("Please enter 2 names. \n");
count = scanf("%5s %10s",name1, name2);
printf ("I read in the %d names %s and %s.\n",

count, namel, name2);

Here are three runs:

Please enter 2 names.

Jesse Jukes

I read in the 2 names Jesse and Jukes.
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Figure 11.2

Field widths and
scanff

)

Input

Statement

Original Input

Queue*
Name
Contents

Remaining
Queue

scanf ("Xs", name )

;

F leebertDHup F Leebert Hup Hup

scanf("%5s", name); F I eebe r tOHup Fleeb ertOHup

scanf("%5s", name);! AnnOUlar Ann DUUi*

* the D represents the space character

Please enter 2 names.

Li za Applebottham

I read in the 2 names Li za and Applebotth.

Please enter 2 names.

Jessica Fi tzwi I low

I read in the 2 names Jessi and ca.

In the first run, both names fall within the allowed size limits. In the second run, only the

first 10 characters of Applebottham are read because of our %10s format. In the third

run, the last two letters of Jessica are moved into name2 because the second call to

scanf( ) resumes reading input where the first ended, in this case still inside the word

Jessica.

If you are obtaining only text from the keyboard, you are best off using gets( ), which is

easier to use and is a faster, more compact function. The main use for scanfi ) is for

inputting a mixture of data types in some standard form. For example, if each input line

contains the name of a tool, the number in stock, and the cost of the item, you may wan t

to use scanf( ) . Or you may want to create your own, one that does some entry

error-checking.

7 7.3 String Output

i,

Listing 1 1.7

Let's now discuss the output process for strings. Again, we use library functions. ANSI
recognizes three standard functions for printing strings: puts( ), printfi ), and fputs( ).

As already noted, fputs( ) is file-oriented and is described in Chapter 12.

put_out.c

/* put_out . c--usi ng puts() */

#i nc I ude <s tdi o . h>

fldefine DEF "I am a ^defined string
mai n( )

{
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static char strlCD = "An array was initialized to me

char *str2 = "A pointer was initialized to me.";

Ush'no 11.7 putsC'I'm an argument to puts().");

(cont'd.)
' puts(DEF);

puts(stM);
puts(str2);
puts(8str1C4]);
puts (str2 + ;

The puts( ) Function

The puts( ) function is quite easy to use; just give it an argument that is a pointer to a

string. Listing 1 1.7 illustrates some of the mam ways to accomplish this task.

The output follows:

I'm an argument to putsO.
I am a ^defined string.

An array was initialized to me.

A pointer was initialized to me. .

may was initialized to me. ( AS v<t *-^> *lH J J
inter was initialized to me. «.<^<<r f hX"i ? *-4)

'

This example reminds us that phrases in quotation marks are pointers and that the names

of character arrav strings are pointers . Note. too. the final two output phrases. The

pointer &strl[4] points to the fifth element of the array strl. That element contains the

character ' r *
. which is what puts( ) uses for its starting character. Similarly, str2+4

points to the memory cell containing the '
i

' of pointer, and output therefore begins at

that location.

'^A The_puts( ) function stops accepting characters for output when it encounters the nul l

*

\< I character. When puts( ) finally finds the closing null character, it replaces it with a newhne

v**
VjC-

^*
r^haracter and then sends the string on. Thus each string displayed by puts( ) is placed r

7\ *A ; new line.IV
-

h >
v

'

Don"t try the program in Listing 1 1.8! Because dont lacks a closing null character, it is not

a string. Therefore. puts( ) doesn't know at what point to stop printing when instructed to

output characters. In this case, it simply keeps on going into the memory cells following

dont until it finds a null character. Usually, there are lots of nulls in memory, and if

you're lucky, one may be the very next cell, but luck may fail you.

The printf( ) Function

We've already discussed printf( ) fairly thoroughly elsewhere in this text. Like puts( ).

it takes a pointer to a string as an argument . The printfl ) function is slightly less

convenient to use than puts( ). but it is more versatile.
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Listing 1 1.8

/* nono. c— no ! */

//include <stdio.h>
mai n( )

{

static d = ' A ' ;

static char dontr.II = {'H', 'I', '!', '!' >;

static c2 = ' B ' ;

puts(dont); /* dont not a string */

One difference is that printfl ) does not automatically place each string on a new line.

You have to indicate where you want new lines, thus

printf("%s\n", string);

has the same effect as the following:

puts( stri ng)

;

As you can see. the first form takes more typing. It also takes longer for the computer to

execute. On the other hand, printf( ) makes it simple to combine strings for one line of

printing. For example:

printf ("Wei I , %s, %s\n", name, MSG);

combines Well with the user's name and a symbolic character string, all on one line.

7 7.4 The Do-lt-Yourself Option

You aren't limited to the standard C library options for input and output. You can

prepare your own versions, building on getchar( ) and putcharl ).

Suppose you lack a puts( ) or want to try writing your own version. Here is one way to

doit:

/* putl.c

—

prints a string */

//include <stdio.h>

void put 1 ( st ri ng)

char *string;

{

whi le(*string != '\0')

putchar(*string++);
putchar('\n');

>
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The char pointer string initially points to the first element of the called argument. After

the contents o( that element are printed, the pointer increments and points to the next

element. This process continues until the pointer points to an element that contains the

null character, at which time a newline is tagged on at the end of the string. Remember,

the higher precedence of ++ compared to * means that putchar(*string++) prints the

value pointed to by string but increments string itself, not the character it points to.

Many C programmers would use the following test for the while loop:

while ( *str ing )

When string points to the null character, *string has the value 0, which terminates the

loop. This approach certainly takes less typing than the previous version, and it may
result in more efficient code, depending on the compiler. If you are not familiar with C
practice, the merits of this version are less obvious. Nevertheless, this use of idiom is

widespread.

Suppose you have a puts( ), but you want a function that also tells you how many

characters are printed. It's easy to add this feature:

/* put2.c—prints a string and counts characte rs */

#include <stdio.h>
int put2(stri ng)

char *st r i ng;

{

int count = 0;

whi Le(*string != '\0')

{

putchar(*string++);
count++;

}

putcharC ' \n ' );

returnC count) ;

}

The following call

put2( "pi zza" )

;

prints the string pizza. The call

num = put2("pi zza" );

also delivers a character count to num, in this case, the value 5. Listing 1 1.9 presents a

slightly more elaborate version that shows nested functions.

In this listing, we assume that you place the putl( ) and put2( ) functions in the same

file. Note that we use #include stdio.h because on our system putchar( ) is defined

there, and our new functions use putcharl ).
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$ put_put.c

Listing 1 1.9

/* put_put

.

c--nested functions */

tfinclude <stdio.h>
void p u 1 1 ( ) ;

int put2();
mainO
<

put1("If I'd as much money as I could spend,");
printfC'I count %d characters . \n",

put2("I never would cry old chairs to mend.") );

Notice that we are using printf( ) to print the value of put2( ), and in the act of finding

the put2( ) value, the computer first must run the value, causing the string to be printed.

Here's the output:

If I'd as much money as I could spend,

I never would cry old chairs to mend.

I count 37 characters.

You should be able to build on your own a working version of gets( ) by using getchar( ).

7 7.5 String Functions

The ANSI C library supplies several string-handling functions, most of which have

been part of the earlier defacto C standard. We look at five of the most useful and

common ones: strlen( ), strcat( ), strcmp( ). strcpy( ), and sprintf( ).

\
The strlen( ) Function

We have already discussed strlen( ), which finds the length of a string. In this next

example, we use it to shorten lengthy strings.

/* f i t . c—procrustean function */

void f i t ( st ri ng, si ze

)

char *string;
int size;

{

if ( st rlenCst ring) > size)

*(string +size) = '\0';

>

Try it in the test program in Listing 1 1.10.
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Listing 11.10

/* test.c--try the string-shrinking function */

//include <stdio.h>
//include <string.h>

/* contains string function declarations */

ma i n ( )

i

static char mesgCD = "Hold onto your hats, hackers
void f i t ( ) ;

puts(mesg);
f i t (mesg,10);
put s (mesg) ;

void f i t ( st ri ng, si ze )

char *string;
int size;

{

if ( st r I en( s t r i ng ) > size)

(string +size) = ' \ ' ;

>

The output follows:

Hold onto your hats, hackers.

Hold onto

The strlen( ) function places a ' \0 * character in the 1 1th element of the array, replac-

ing a blank. The rest of the array is still there, but puts( ) stops printing output at the first

null character and ignores the rest of the array. Also, note that the string.h file contains

function declarations for the C family of string functions, so we include it in our

examples.

*
The strcat( ) Function

Listing 11.11 illustrates the abilities of the strcat( ) function.

str cat.c

I* st r_ca t . c-- j oi n two strings */

Listing 1 1.1 1 //include <stdio.h>
//include <string.h>/* declares the strcatO function */

//define SIZE 80

mainO
{
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Listing 11.11
(cont'd.)

static char f lowerCSI ZE]

;

static char addonC] = "s smell like old shoes

putsC'What is your favorite flower?");
gets ( f lower) ;

strcat ( f lower, addon);
puts(flower);
puts(addon);

The output follows:

What is your favorite flower?

Rose

Roses smell like old shoes.

s smell like old shoes.

As you can see. strcat( ) (for string concatenation) takes two strings for arguments. A
copy of the second string is tacked onto the end of the first, and this combined version

becomes the new first string- The second string is not altered .

Caution; This function does not check to see if the second string will fit in the first array.

If you fail to allot enough space for the first array, you will run into problems as excess

characters overflow into adjacent memory locations. Of course, you can use strlen( ) to

alert you to any potential space dilemma. See Listing 11.12. Note that we also add 1 to

the combined lengths to allow space for the null character.

join_chk.c

Listing 11.12

/* j oi n_ch k . c-- j oi n two strings, check size first */

#i nc lude <stdi o . h>

//include <string.h>
//define SIZE 80

ma i n (

)

{

static char flowerCSIZE];
static char addonCD = "s smell like old shoes.";

puts("What is your favorite flower?");
gets(flower);
if ( ( s t r len(addon) + str len( f lower ) + 1 ) < SIZE )

strcaKf lower, addon);
puts(f lower);

Strcat( ) is type char *. that is, pointer-to-char. Tt returns the value of its first argument .

which is a pointer to the first character of the string to which the second string is

appended.
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The strcmp( ) Function ^f^ ^ 0JU(rX* fS

Suppose \ ou wish to compare someone's response to a stored string:

/* nogo.c—will this work? */

^include <stdio.h>
tfdefine ANSWER "Grant"

main( )

{

char try[40];

putsCWho is buried in Grant's tomb?");

gets(try);

while ( try != ANSWER)

{

putsC'No, that's wrong. Try again.");

gets(try);

>

putsC'That's right!");

As nice as this program may look, it will not work correctly. ANSWER and try are

pointers, so what the comparison try != ANSWER really asks is not if two strings are

the same but if the two addresses pointed to by try and ANSWER are the same. Since

ANSWER and try are stored in different locations, the two pointers are never the same,

and the user is forever told that he or she has given an incorrect answer.

To fix the example program we need a function that compares string contents, not string

anVjjessps We can devise one of our own, but strcmp( ) (for string comparison) already

compare, c

/* compare. c

—

this will work */

^include <stdio.h>
#include <string.h> /* declares strcmpO */

#define ANSWER "Grant"
#define MAX 40

ma i n(

)

Listing 11.13 char tryCMAXD;

putsCWho is buried in Grant's tomb?");
gets(try);
while (( strcmpCtry, ANSWER) != ))

C

putsC'No, that's wrong. Try again.");
gets(try);
>

puts(" That's right!");
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accomplishes that task for us . See Listing 11.13. Note : Since nonzero values are

interpreted as "true ," we can abbreviate the while statement to

while (strcmp(try, ANSWER))

From this example you may deduce that strcmp( ) takes two string pointers as argu-

ments and returns a value of if the two strings are the same . One of the nice features of

strcmp( ) is that it compares strings, not arrays. Thus although the array try occupies 40

memory cells and "Grant" only 6 (including one for the null character), the com-

parison looks only at the part of try up to its first null character. Thus, strcmp( ) can be

used to compare strings stored in arrays of different sizes.

But note: If the user answers GRANT or grant or Ulysses S. Grant, that user is told he

or she is wrong. To create a more usable program, you have to anticipate other possible

correct answers. For instance, you can #define the answer as GRANT and write a

function that converts all input to uppercase characters only. This coding eliminates the

problem of capitalization; we leave you the task of solving other potential problems.

What value does strcmp( ) return if the strings are not the same? Listing 1 1.14 shows a

sample.

* compback.c

Listing 11.14

/* compback . c--st r cmp returns */

#include <stdio.h>
^include <string.h>
mainO
{

pr i nt f
( "%d\n", strcmpC'A", "A") );

pr i nt f
( "%d\n", strcmpC'A", "B") );

pr i nt f
( "%d\n" , strcmpC'B", "A") );

printf("%d\n", strcmpC'C", "A") );

pri nt f
( "%d\n", s t r cmp( "appl es", "apple") )

;

The output on one system follows:

-1

1

1

1

As expected, comparing "A" to itself returns a 0. Comparing "A" to "B" returns a

-1, and reversing the comparison returns a 1. This outcome suggests that strcmp( )

returns a negative number if the first string precedes the second alphabetically and that

it returns a positive number if the order is reversed. Thus, comparing "C" to "A"
gives a 1. Other systems may return 2, which is the difference in ASCII code values.

The ANSI standard says that strcmp( ) returns a negative number if the first string
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precedes the second alphabetically. if the strings are the same, and a positive number

it' the first siring follows the second alphabetically. The exact numerical values, hou -

ever, are left open to the implementation.

If the first characters are identical, strcmpl ) generally continued on until it finds the

first pair of disagreeing characters. It then returns the corresponding code. For instance.

in Listing 1 1.14 "apples" and "apple" agree until the final s of the first string. This

character matches up with the sixth character in "apple", which is the null character.

ASCII 0. Since the null character is the first character, s follows it. and the function

returns a positive value.

The last comparison points out that strcmp( ) compares all characters, not just letters.

So instead of saying the comparison is alphabetic, we should say that strcmp( ) follow s

the machine collaring sequence, which means characters are compared according to

their numeric representation, typically the ASCII code. In ASCII, the codes for upper-

case letters precede those for lowercase letters, so strcmpC A", "a") is negative.

Usually you don't care about the exact value returned. Typically, you just want to know

if it is zero or nonzero, that is. whether or not there is a match . Or vou mav be trying to

sort the strings alphabetically, in which case you want to know if the comparison is

positive, negative, or zero. We discuss the sorting of strings alphabetically in a later

section of this chapter.

We can also use strcmp( ) to check to see if a program should stop reading input:

/* beginning of some program */

^include <stdio.h>
#incLude <string.h>
#define SIZE 81

#define LIM 100

#define STOP "" /* a null string */

mai n(

)

{

static char i nputHLIMDCSIZED;
int ct = 0;

whileC ct < LIM SS gets( i nput [ct] ) != NULL SS

strcmp(inputCct],STOP) != 0)

{

ct++;

}

}

This program quits reading input when it encounters an EOF character (gets( ) returns

NULL in that case), when you press the Enter key at the beginning of a line (you feed in

an empty string), or when you reach the limit LIM. Entering the empty line gives the

user an easy way to terminate the entry phase. As well. STOP can be redefined to be

some other string, such as stop or quit.
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The strcpy( ) Function

k
We've already said that if ptsl and pts2 are both pointers to strings, then the expression

pts2 = ptsl;

copies only the address of the string, not the string itself. If you want to copy the string,

you can use the strcpy( ) function. See Listing 11.15.

* copyl.c

/* copy 1

.

c--s t rcpy ( ) demo */

//include <stdio.h>
//include <string.h>/* declares strcpy() */

//define WORDS "Please reconsider your last entry,

//define SIZE 40

mainO
Listing 11.15 {

static char *orig = WORDS;
static char copyCSIZED = "reserved space";

puts(orig);
puts(copy);
strcpy(copy, orig);
puts(orig);
puts(copy);

Here is the output:

Please reconsider your last entry,

reserved space

Please reconsider your last entry.

Please reconsider your last entry.

You can see that the string pointed to by the second argument (orig) is copied into the

array pointed to by the first argument (copy). You can remember the order of the

arguments by noting that it is the same as the order in the assignment statement: The

string receiving a value is on the left. Often the first string is called the target, and the

second string is called the source . Note that strcpy( ) writes over any existing conten ts

of the target string .

It is the programmer's responsibility to ensure that the destination array has enough

storage space for the incoming string. Therefore, we use the declaration

static char copyCSIZE];

and not
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static char *copy; /* allots no space for string */

In short, strcpyj ) takes two string pointers as arguments. The second pointer, which

points to the original string, can be a declared pointer, an array name, or a string

constant. But the first pointer, which points to the copy, should point to a data object,

such as an array, of sufficient size to hold the string .

The strcpy( ) function is type char *; it returns the value of its first argument, which is

a pointer to a character. The first argument need not point to the beginning of an array.

Listing 11.16 illustrates both these points.

«£ copy2. c

Listing 11.16

/* copy2 . c--st rcpy( ) demo */

^include <stdio.h>
#include <string.h> /* declares strcpyO */

tfdefine WORDS "beast"
#define SIZE 40

mainO
{

static char *orig = WORDS;
static char copyCSIZED = "Be the best that you can be

char * p s ;

puts(orig);
puts ( copy) ;

ps = strcpy(copy + 1 , orig);
puts ( copy) ;

puts(ps);

The output follows:

beast

Be the best that you can be.

Be the beast

beast

Note that strcpy( ) includes the null character from the source string when it copies. In

this example, the null character overwrites the t in that in copy, so that the new string

ends with beast. See Figure 1 1.3. Also note that ps points to the eighth element (index

of 7) of copy because the first argument is copy + 7. Therefore, puts(ps) starts printing

the string at that point.

4
The sprintf( ) Function

The sprintfi ) function is declared in stdio.h instead of string.h. It works like printfi ) ,

but instead of writing to a display, it writes to a string. Thus sprintfi ) provides a method
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fj~ e the be t that 'ou can

copy copy + 7

b e . \0

Figure 1 1.3

The strcpyl )

function uses

pointers

L

on g

\0

the beast \0 hat you can b e • \0

the command
strcpy ( copy + 7, orig );

means copy string from orig to here

to combine several elements into a single string . The first argument to sprintf( ) is the

address of the destination string. The remaining arguments are the same as for printft ):

a conversion specification string followed by a list of items to be written.

One use of sprintf( ) is to generate a system command. The C library contains a

system( ) function that allows a program to execute operating system commands. For

example, you can have a program solicit information from the user about copying a file,

then use the system( ) command to have the operating system do the copying. This

command takes a string argument that indicates what command to execute . Listing

11.17 is a simple example using the MS-DOS COPY command; changing "copy" to

"cp" converts the program to the UNIX equivalent.

command.c

Listing 11.17

/* command.c— generate
#i nc lude <stdi o . h>

#i nc Lude <stdl ib . h>

/* ANSI
tfdefine MAX 20

ma i n (

)

{

char sourceCMAXl;
char targettMAX];
char commandC2*MAX +

a command string */

C: declares the systemO function */

53.

puts(" Enter the name of the file you wish to copy:");
gets(source);
putsC'Enter the desired name for the copy:");
gets(target);
sprintf (command, "copy %s %s", source, target);
pr i n t f

(

"

Execut i ng the following command: %s\n", command);
system (command);
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\ sample run follows:

Enter the name of the file you wish to copy:

taxi ng . c

Enter the desired name for the copy:

taxi ng1 . c

Executing the following command: copy taxing. c taxingl.c

1 Fi le(s) copied

The sprintf( ) command copies the string "copy taxing.c taxingl.c" into the com-

mand array. The printfl ) command displays the contents of the string. Then the

system( ) call executes the command specified by the string. The final line of output is

produced by the operating system after it runs the copy command.

Other String Functions

The ANSI C library includes 16 string-handling functions, including strchr( ). which

finds the first occurrence of a character in a string an^ strrchr( ). which finds the las t

occurrence of a character in a string._Many implementations provide additional func-

tions beyond those required by the ANSI standard. You should check the documenta-

tion for your implementation to see what is available.

7 7.6 A String Example: Sorting Strings -j^T^Mrrk

\

Now that we have outlined some string functions, let's look at a full program that

handles strings. We take on the practical problem of sorting strings alphabetically. This

task arises in preparing name lists, in making up an index, and in many other situations.

One of the main tools in such a program is strcmp( ), since it can be used to determine

the order of two strings. Our general plan is to read in an array of strings, sort them, and

print them out. Earlier in this chapter we presented a scheme for reading in strings, and

we start the program using that method. Printing out the strings is no problem, as we use

a standard sorting algorithm that we'll explain later. We will do one slightly tricky

thing: see if you can spot it. Listing 11.18 presents the program.

sort str.c

Listing 11.18

I* sort_str.c— reads in strings and sorts them */

^include <stdio.h>
#include <string.h>
^define SIZE 81 /* size limit for string length with \0 */

#define LIM 20 /* maximum number of lines to be read */

# define HALT "" /* nu_l_l silling to stop input */

mainO
{

void stsrtO; /* string-sorting function */

static char inputCLIMDCSIZE]; /* array to store input */
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char *ptstrCLII1];

int ct = 0;

int k;

/* array of pointer variables */

/* input count */

/* output count */

pri ntf ( "Input up to %d lines, and I will sort them.Xn",
LIM);

Listing 11.18
(cont'd.)

printfC'To stop, press Enter key at a line's start. \n");

while( ct < LIM && gets( input Cct 3) != NULL &8

strcrap(inputCctD,HALT) != 0)

{

ptstrCctD - inputCctD; /* set ptrs to strings */

ct++;
>

stsrt(ptstr, ct); /* string sorter */

puts ("\nHere ' s the sorted list:\n");
for ( k = 0; k < ct; k++)

puts(ptstrCkD) ; /* sorted pointers */

\
/* string-pointer-sorting function */

void st srt (st r i ngs, num)
char *stringsC3;
int num;

{

char *temp;
int top, seek;

for ( top = 0; top < num-1; top++)
for( seek = top + 1 ; seek < num; seek++)

if ( s t r cmp( st ri ngsC top] , s t ri ngsCseekl ) > 0)

{

temp = stringsCtopD;
st r i ngsC top] = st r i ngsCseekD i ftot'

st r i ngsC seek] = temp;

^$*

In this instance, we feed the program an obscure nursery rhyme to test it:

Input up to 20 lines, and I will sort them.

To stop, press Enter key at a line's start.

that I was where I would be,

Then would I be where I am not;

But where I am I must be.

And where I would be I can not.

Here's the sorted list:

And where I would be I can not.

But where I am I must be,

that I was where I would be,

Then would I be where I am not;
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;

The tricky feature we mentioned is that instead of rearranging the strings themselves.

we simply rearrange pointers to the strings. Let us explain. Originally. ptrst[0] is set to

input[0]. and so on. Therefore the pointer ptrst[i] points to the first character in the

array input[i]. Each input[i] is an array of 81 elements, and each ptrst[] is a single

variable. The sorting procedure rearranges ptrst ,
living input nntnnrhpH if, for

example, input [ 1
1
precedes input[0] alphabetically, the program switches ptrsts, caus-

ing ptrst[0] to point to the beginning of input[l] and ptrst[l] to point to the beginning

of input[0]. This method is much easier than using, say. strcpy( ) to interchange the

contents of the tw o input strings. See Figure 1 1 .4 for another view of this process.

before sorting:

ptrstCOD points to inputCID
p t r s t C 1 D points to i n p u t C 1 ]

etc

i nput COD 01 ID
conm conn

Figure 1 1.4

Sorting string

pointers

i npu t [1

3

C13C03 [1][1]

jfnputcz: p I

T ) f~7~

3A 6 Q Lg-AJ:

C23C03 C2H13

^nput C33 0[rr.

O CJ3C03 C33C1]

after sorting:

ptrstCO] points to inputC3:
p t r s t C 1 D points to inputC2:
etc

Sorting

To sort the pointers, we use the selection sort algorithm. The idea is to use a for loop to

compare each element in turn with the first element. If the compared element precedes

the current first element, the program swaps the two. Thus by the time the program

reaches the end of the loop, the first element contains a pointer to whichever string is

first in the machine collating sequence. Then the outer for loop repeats the process, this

time starting with the second element of input; when the inner loop completes, the

pointer to the second-ranking string is placed as the second element of ptrst. The

process continues until all the elements have been sorted. We take a more detailed look

at this algorithm in Chapter 13.
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7 7.7 The ctype.h Character Functions

ANSI C and many pre-ANSI implementations provide a family of character-related

functions that are declared in the ctype.h header file. Several of these functions analyze

the nature of a character, returning a true (nonzero) value if the character belongs to a

particular class and false (zero) otherwise. Table 11.1 lists these functions.

Table 1 1.1 Character-Testing Functions

Name

isalnuml )

isalphal )

iprgtrl(

)

isdigit(

)

isgraph(

)

islower(

)

isprinti )

ispuncti )

isspacel )

isupper( )

isxdigit(

)

True if argument is

Alphanumeric (alphabetic or numeric)

Alphabetic

A control character, e.g., Control-B

A digit

Any printing character other than a space

A lowercase character

A printing character

A punctuation character (any printing character other than a

space or an alphanumeric character)

A whitespace character (space, newline, form feed, carriage

return, vertical tab, horizontal tab, and possibly other

implementation-defined characters)

An uppercase character

A hexadecimal-digit character

There also are two character-mapping functions: toupper( ) maps lowercase characters

to uppercase ones, and tolower( ) maps uppercase characters to lowercase ones. Listing

11.19 presents an program that transforms an input line by reversing the case for letters.

in vert, c

I* i n ve r t . c--modi f y a string */

^include <stdio.h>
tfinclude <string.h>
^include <ctype.h>
#define LIMIT 80

Listing 11.19 char i i neCLIMIT];
void modi f

y

( )

;

mainO
{

puts("Please enter a Line:");
gets(line);
modify ( Line);
puts(Line);
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Listing 11.19
(cont'd.)

void modi f y ( s t r

)

char * s t r ;

{

whi le ( *str != • \0' )

{

i f ( i supper(*s t r ) )

*str = tolower(*str);
else if ( islower(*str) )

*str = toupper( *s t r)

;

str++;

*

In this program, the while ( *str != ' \0 ' ) loop processes each character in the string

pointed to by sir until the null character is reached. Here is a sample run:

Please enter a line:

Hello, Mr. Potato Head!

HELLO, mR. pOTATO hEAD!

Note: In modify( ) we use isupper( ) to check to see if a character is uppercase before

trying to convert it to lowercase. Under ANSI C, this function is unnecessary, for

tolower( ) returns the original character if it is not uppercase to begin with . However,

not all older implementations offer that protection, so in the interests of maximum
portability, we use isupper( ) as a check.

Incidently. the ctype.h functions typically are incremented as macrosx These C
preprocessor constructions act much like functions but have some important differen-

ces. We cover macros in Chapter 16.

1 1.3 Command-Line Arguments

The command line is the line you type in to run your program. Suppose we have a

program in a fde named fuss. The command line may look like

% fuss

or perhaps

A> fuss

using two common system prompts.

Command-line arguments are additional items on the same line:

X fuss -p Ginger
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Listing 1 1.20

C programs can read in these arguments for their own uses. See Figure 11.5 The

mechanism is to use arguments for main( ). Listing 1 1.20 presents a typical example.

/* echo.c—mainO with arguments */

mai n( ar gc ,argv)

int argc;
char *argvL~];

{

int count;

for( count = 1; count < argc; count++)
printf("%s ", a rgvC count ] ) ; /* process each argument */

printf("\n");

If we place this program in an executable file called echo and run it, the program can

output the following:

A> echo I could use a Little help.

I could use a little help.

You can see why the file is called echo, but you may wonder how it works. We explain.

C compi lers provide for main( ) having two arguments. The first argument represents

the number of strings found on the command line. By tradition (but not necessity), th is

int argument is called argc, for argument count. The system uses spacesJo tell when

one string ends and the next begins. Thus our echo example has seven stiftngs, and our

fuss example has three. The second argument is an array of string pointers. Each string

on the command line is stored in memory and has a pointer assigned to point to it. By

convention , this array of pointers is called argv. for argument values. When possible,

argv[0] is assigned the name of the program itself. Note: Some operating systems don't

Figure 1 1.5

Command-line
arguments

executable file

called "echo"

/*echo*/

main(argc.argv)

int argc;

char *argv[];

{

*
}

- -

« run program with

echo
I

I

a r

g

vCO]

argc

three strings

I 'm f i ne
I , I

a rgvC 1 ] a rgvL~2]
I

I

command-line
arguments
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allow the argv[0] assignment. Then argv[l] is assigned the first following string, and so

forth. In Listing 1 1.20. we have the following relationships:

argv[0]

argv[l]

argv[2]

argv[6]

Points to echo (for most systems)

Points to I

Points to could

Points to help

The program uses a for loop to print each string in turn. Recall that the %s specifier

expects the address of a string to be provided as an argument. Each element (argv[0].

argv[l], and so on) is just such an address.

Many programmers use a different declaration for argv:

main(argc, argv)

int argc;

char **argv;

This declaration is really equivalent to char *argv[];. You read it as saying that argv is

a pointer to a pointer-to-char. Our example program does in essence the same thing. We
have an array with seven elements. The name of the array is a pointer to the first

element. Thus argv points to argv[0]. and argv[0] is a pointer-to-char. Hence even

w ith the original definition, argv is a pointer to a pointer-to-char. You can use either

declaration form, although we feel the one we use in Listing 11.20 more clearly

suggests that argv represents a set of strings.

Note: Many environments including UNIX let you use quotation marks to lump several

words into a single argument. For example, the command

ii/Y^/ -^ echo "I am hungry" now

assigns the string "I am hungry" to argvfl] and the string "now" to argv[2].

Command-Line Arguments in Integrated Environments

rpM c

Integrated environments like QuickC and Turbo C don't use command lines to run

programs. However, both have menu selections that let you specify a command-line

argument. In QuickC 1 .0. open the Run menu, select Set Runtime Options, and enter the

argument(s) into the Command Line box. With QuickC 2.0. select Run/Debug from the

Options menu. In Turbo C. open the Options menu, select Args. and enter the argu-

ments).

Command-Line Options J^jJt^P^ of&*i*oi^ a ^«^cwv^

One common use for command-line arguments is to indicate options for a program . For

example, you may use the combination -r to tell a sorting program to work in reverse

order. Traditionally. UNIX options are indicated using a hyphen and a letter, as in -r.

and MS-DOS options use a slash and a letter, as in It. Such "flags" mean nothing to C:

you have to include your own programming to recognize them.
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Listing 1 1.21 presents a modest example showing how a program can check for a flag

and make use of it.

*

Listing 11.21

flogs.c

/* flags. c--a modest beginning */

#i nc lude <stdio . h>

#define YES 1

ffdefine NO

ma i n( argc, argv)

int argc;
char *a rgvCD;

<

int n ;

int flag = NO;

if ( argvC13C03 == '-' 88 argvM ]C1 D == 'r' )

flag = Y E S

;

if (f lag == NO)

put s

(

"Regular sorting was selected.");
else

put s

(

"Rever se sorting was selected.");

%M^

wn4

The program checks the first string after the command file name to see if it begins with

a hyphen. Then it checks to see if the next character is the code character r. If so. it sets

a flag to cause a different sorting routine to be used and ignores any strings thereafter.

To handle more than one possible flag, you should use a while loop or for loop instead

of the if statement.

If you have used the UNIX system, you probably have noticed the variety of command-

line options and arguments that the UNIX commands offer. These are examples of C
command-line arguments, for most of UNIX is written in C.

Command-line arguments also can be filenames, and you can use them instead of

redirection to tell a program what files to work on. We describe this capability in

Chapter 12.

11.9 String-to-Number Conversions

Numbers can be stored either as strings or in numeric form. Storing a number as a string

means storing the digit characters. For instance, the number 213 can be stored in a

character array as the digits ' 2 '
,

' 1 '
.

' 3 '
,

' \0 '
. Storing in numeric form means

storing it as, say, an int.

C requires numeric forms for numeric operations such as addition and comparison. But

displaying numbers on, say, a screen, requires a string form, for there we want the digits
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jf

primed. The printf( ) and sprintf( ) functions, through %d specifiers and the like,

convert numeric forms to string forms. C also has functions to convert string forms to

numeric forms.

Suppose, for example, we have a program read a command-line argument representing

a number. Command-line arguments, however, are read as strings, so to use the numeric

value, we first mu st convert the string to a number. If the number is an integer, we can

use the atoi( ) function (for alphanume ric to integer). This function takes a string as an

argument and returns the corresponding integer value. Listing 11.22 shows a sample

use.

*

Listing 11.22

/* he L Lo .
c— conver t command-l i ne argument to number */

^include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
mai n( argc , argv)
i nt a rgc;

char *argvC];
{

int i , times;

if ( argc < 2 || (times = a toi ( a rgvC1 D ) ) < 1)

pri nt f

(

"Usage : %s pos i t i ve-number \n", argvCO]);
e Ise

for (i = 0; i < times; i++)

put s

(

"He l lo, good Looking!");

Here's a sample run:

% hello 3

Hello, good looking!

Hello, good looking!

Hello, good looking!

The % is a UNIX prompt. The command-line argument of 3 is stored as the string ' 3 '

1
\0 '

. The atoi( ) function converts this string to the integer value 3, which is assigned

to times. This process then determines the number of for loop cycles executed.

If you run the program without a command-line argument, the argc < 2 test aborts the

program and prints a usage instruction. The same occurs if test is or negative. C's

order-of-evaluation rule for logical operators guarantees that if argc < 2. then

atoi(argv[l]) is not evaluated.

What if the command line is something like hello what?. On the implementations

we've used, the atoi( ) function returns a value of if its argument is not recognizable

as a number. However, the ANSI standard does not require that behavior.
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We include the stdlib.h header because, under ANSI C, it contains a function declara-

tion for atoi( ). This file also includes declarations for atof( ) and atol( ). The atofj )

function converts a string to a type double value. The atol( ) function converts a string

^VilLX*' to a type long value. Both functions work analogously to atoi( ), so they are type double

flr? %s and long, respectively.

Many implementations also have itoa( ) and ftoa( ) functions for convening integers

and floating point values to strings. However, they are not part of the ANSI C library, so

you should use sprintf( ) for greater compatibility.

7 7.70 Summary

A C string is a series of char values terminated by the null character ( ' \0 * ). A string

can be stored in a character array. It can be represented by a string constant by enclosing

the characters, aside from the null character, in double quotation marks: the null

character is understood to be present. Thus, "joy" is stored as the four characters j. o,

y, and \0. The length of a string, however, doesn't include the null character.

String constants can be used to initialize character arrays. In pre-ANSI C implementa-

tions, only external and static arrays can be initialized, but ANSI C permits automatic

arrays to be initialized, too. The array size should be at least one greater than the string

length to accommodate the terminating null character. String constants also can be used

to initialize pointers of type pointer-to-char.

Functions use pointers to the first character of a string to identify which string to act on.

Typically, the corresponding actual argument is an array name, a pointer variable, or a

quoted string; in each case, the address of the first character is passed. In general, it is

not necessary to pass the length of the string, for the function can use the terminating

null character to locate the string's end.

The gets( ) and puts( ) functions fetch a line of input and print a line of output,

respectively. They are part of the stdio.h family of functions.

The C library includes several string-handling functions. Under ANSI C. these func-

tions are declared in the string.h file. The library also has several character-processing

functions that are declared in the ctype.h file.

By providing the proper two formal variables to the main( ) function, you can give a

program access to command-line arguments. The first argument, traditionally called

argc, is an int and is assigned the number of command-line arguments. The second

argument, traditionally called argv, is, in essence, a pointer to an array of pointers-to-

char. Each pointer-to-char points to one of the command-line argument strings, with

argv[0] pointing to the command name, argv[l] pointing to the first command-line

argument, and so on. The atoi( ), atol( ), and atof( ) functions convert string repre-

sentations of numbers to type int, long, and double forms, respectively.
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Review Questions

1 . What's wrong with this attempted declaration of a character string?

main( )

{

char

nameC: = <'F', 'e', 's', 's' };

2. What does this program print?

^include <stdio.h>
main( )

i

static char noteCD = "See you at the snack bar.";

char *ptr;

ptr = note;

putsCpt r)

;

puts(++pt r)

;

noteC7: = 'NO';

puts(note) ;

puts(++pt r)

;

}

3. What does this program print?

^include <stdio.h>
#incLude <string.h>
main( )

{

static char foodC] = "Yummy";

char *ptr;

ptr = food + st r len(f ood)

;

while ( — ptr >= food)

puts (ptr) ;

>

4. What does the following program print?

flinclude <stdio.h>
^include <string.h>
main( )

{

static char goLdwynCAO] = "art of it all ";

static char samueLC40D = "I read p";

char *quote = "the way through.";
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strcat (goldwyn, quotes-

streak samuel, goldwyn);

puts(samuel);

>

5. This exercise provides practice with strings, loops, pointers, and pointer incrementing.

First, suppose we have this function definition:

^include <stdio.h>
char *pr (str)

char *str;

i

char *pc;

p c = str;

whi le (*pc

)

putchar(*pc++);
do {

putchar(*—pc);

} whi Le (pc str);

return (pc);

}

Consider the following function call:

x = prC'Ho Ho Ho!");

a. What is printed?

b. What type should x be?

c. What value does x receive?

d. What does the expression *— pc mean? How is it different from—*pc?

e. What is printed if *— pc is replaced with *pc—

?

f. For what do the two while expressions test?

g. What happens if pr( ) is supplied with a null string as an argument?

h. What must be done in the calling function so that pr( ) can be used as shown?

6. How many bytes does ' $ ' use? What about " $ " ?

7. What does the following program print?
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^include <stdio.h>
tfinclude <string.h>
fldefine M1 "How are ya, sweetie?

char M2C403 = "Beat the clock.";

char *M3 = "chat";

main( )

{

char wordsC80];

printf (M1 );

puts(M1 );

puts(M2);

puts(M2 + 1);

strcpy( words, M2);

st rcat (words, " Win a toy.");

puts( words ) ;

wordsCA] = '\0';

puts(words) ;

whi Le(*M3)

puts(M3++);

puts(—M3);

puts(—M3);

M3 = M1;

puts(M3);

8. What does the following program print?

tfinclude <stdio.h>
main( )

{

static char strlCD = "gawsie";

static char str2CD = "bLetoni sm";

char *ps;

int i = 0;

for (ps = strl; *ps != '\0'; ps++) {

if ( *ps == 'a'
|

| *ps == 'e')

putchar(*ps) ;

else

(*ps)— ;

putchar(*ps) ;

>

putchar('\n');
while (str2Ci] != '\0' ) {

printf("%c", i % 3 ? str2Ci: : '*');

++i;

>

9. The strlen( ) function takes a pointer to a string as an argument and returns the length of

the string. Write your own version of this function.
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1 0. Design a function that takes a string pointer as an argument and returns a pointer to the

first blank in the string on or after the pointed-to position. Have it return a null pointer if

it finds no blanks.

Programming Exercises

1 . Design a function that takes a string pointer as an argument, fetches the next n charac-

ters from input (including blanks, tabs, and newlines), and stores them in the string.

2. Modify the function in Exercise 1 so that it stops after n characters or after the first

blank, tab, or newline, whichever comes first. Note: Although the blank, tab, or newline

is read and removed from the input queue, it shouldn't be stored as part of the string.

3. Design a function that fetches the first word from a line of input and discards the rest of

the line. Define a word as a sequence of characters with no blanks, tabs, or newlines in

it.

4. Design a function that searches the specified string for the first occurrence of a specified

character. Have the function return a pointer to the character if successful and a null

pointer if the character is not found in the string. (Note: This function duplicates the way
the strchr( ) function works.)

5. Write a function is_within( ) that takes a character and a string pointer as arguments.

Have the function return a nonzero value (true) if the character is in the string and zero

(false) otherwise.

6. The strncpy(sl,s2,n) function copies exactly n characters from s2 to si, truncating s2 or

padding it with extra null characters as necessary. The target string may not be null-ter-

minated if the length of s2 is n or more. The function returns si. Write your own version

of this function.

/:7. Write a function string_in( ) that takes two string pointers as arguments. If the second

string is contained in the first string, have the function return the address at which the

contained string begins. For instance, string_in("hats"," at") returns the address of

the a in hats. Otherwise, have the function return the NULL pointer.

8. Write a function that replaces the contents of a string with the string reversed.

9. Write a program that reads in up to 10 strings or to EOF, whichever comes first. Have it

offer the user a menu with 5 choices: Print the original list of strings, print the strings in

ASCII collating sequence, print the strings in order of increasing length, print the strings

in order of the length of the first word in the string, and quit. Have the menu recycle

until the user enters the quit request. The program, of course, should actually perform

the promised tasks.

10. Write a program that reads input up to EOF and reports the number of words, the

number of uppercase letters, the number of lowercase letters, the number of punctuation

characters, and the number of digits. Use the ctype.h family of functions.

1 1 . Write a program that echoes the command-line arguments in reverse word order. That

is, if the command-line arguments are see you later, the program should print later you

see.
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12. Write a program that calculates powers as specified by the command line. The first

command-line argument should be the type double number to be raised to a power. The
second command-line argument should be the integer power.

1 3. Write a program that reads input until the end of the file and echoes it to the display.

Have the program recognize and implement the following command-line arguments:

- p Print input as is

- u Map input to all uppercase

- 1 Map input to all lowercase

Let - p be the default option. If there are multiple arguments, have the program use

the last one given.

1 4. Use the character classification functions to prepare an implementation of atoi( ).
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iles are essential to today's computer systems. They are used to store

programs, documents, data, correspondence, forms, and the like. As a

programmer, you may have to write programs that create files, write into

files, and read from files. This chapter shows you how. We investigate two

levels of file communications: low-level I/O and stream I/O. We introduced these levels

conceptually in Chapter 8; here we look at the specifics.

72.7 Communicating with Files

Often we need a program to get information from a file or to place results into a fde.

One form of program/file communication is file redirection, as we saw in Chapter 8.

This method is simple, but it is limited. For instance, suppose you wish to write an

interactive program that asks you for book titles and saves the complete listing in a file.

If you use redirection, as in

books > bklist

your interactive prompts also are redirected to the file named bklist. Not only does this

redirection place unwanted text into bklist, it prevents the user from seeing the questions

he or she is supposed to answer. As well, remember that not all operating systems allow

redirection.

Fortunately, C offers more powerful methods of communicating with files. It lets you

open a file from within a program, and then use special I/O functions to read from or

write to that file. Before investigating these methods, however, we review briefly the

nature of a file.

What Is a File?

To us, a file is a section of storage, usually on disk, with a name. For instance, we think

of stdio.h as the name of a file that contains some useful information. To the operating

system, a file is a bit more complicated. For instance, a large file may be stored in

several scattered fragments. Or a file may contain data that allow the operating system

to determine what kind of file it is. But these concerns belong to the operating system,

not us (unless we are writing operating systems). Our concern is how a file looks to a C
program.

Cjegs_a file as a sequence of bytes, each of which can be read individually. This view

corresponds to the file structure in the UNIX environment, which is where C began.

Because other environments may not correspond exactly to this model, ANSI C
provides for two ways to view files.

The Text View and the Binary View

• i &hL The two mandated views of a file are binary and text. In die binary view, each byteof

" <3 *he file is accessible to a program. In the text view, what the program sees can differ

from what is in the file. With the text view, the local environment's representation of

\ V\> such things as the end of a line is mapped to the C view when a file is read. Similarly,
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the C \ iew is mapped to the local representation for output. For instance. MS-DOS text

files represent the end of a line with the carnage return, line teed combination: \r\n. C
programs represent the end of a line w ith \n. Therefore when a C program takes the text

\iew o\ an MS-DOS text file, it converts \r\n to \n when reading from a file, and it

converts n to r n when writing to a file.

You aren't restricted to using onh the text view for an MS-DOS text file. You can also

use the binary \ iew of the same file. In that case, the program sees both the \r and the \n

characters in the file: no mapping takes place. See Figure 12.1. MS-DOS distinguishe s

between text and binary files, and C provides for text and binary views of those files.

Normally. \ou use the text view for text files and the binary view for binary files, but

you can use either view of either type file, although a text view of a binary file will work

poorly.

Figure 12.1

Text view and
binary view

an MS-DOS
text file

Rebecca clutched the\r\n
j ewe L-enc rust ed scarab\r\n
to her heaving bosum.\r\n
A
Z

Rebecca clutched the\r\n
jewel-encrusted scarab\r\n
to her heaving bosum.\r\n
A
Z

the way it looks to a C
program when opened in

the binary mode
Rebecca clutched the\n
jewel-encrusted scarab\n
to her heaving bosum.\n

the way it looks to a C program when opened
in the text mode

ANSI C provides for both a binary \iew and a text view, but these views can be

implemented identically. For instance, since UNIX uses just one file structure, both

views are the same for UNIX implementations.

Levels of I/O Wjj^pUXJL?) ' ^m (m^UU
j

yfX^Xx^ Ayfc

In addition to selecting which view you wish to have of a file, you can. in most cases,

choose between two levels of I/O. that is. between two le\ els of handling access to files.

Remember from Chapter 8 that low -level I/O uses the basic I/O services provided by the

operating system. Standard I/O uses a standard package made up from a set of C library

functions and definitions jn the st(jioji_file. ANSI C supports only the standard I/O

package because there is no way to guarantee that all operating systems can be repre -

sented bylHe same low-level I/O modeLJjowever. two of the most popular environ-
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•

.. ,--M «6

merits, UNIX and MS-DOS, do offer similar low-level services. We discuss both levels

in the next sections. As well, looking at low-level I/O provides a background for

understanding why the standard I/O package was developed.

The main difference between the two levels is that low-leve l I/O is unbuffered; each call

to an input _or output routine reads from or writes to the file. On the other hand, the

standard I/O package i s buttere d. Input and output routines read from or write to an

fntenrieaiate_buffer. When a buffer is filled on output, its contents are transferred to the

file. When a buffer is empjiej ofjnpuklt is refilled from the file. By reducing the

number of times files are accessed, buffered I/O can achieve significant time savings

compared to unbjafjferedI/0^

Standard Files

(b
C programs automatically open three files : the standard input, the standard output, and

he standard error. The sjgydard input, by^ default, is the normal input device for the

system. We assume that the standard input is a keyboard. Both the standard outnuj and

the standard error , by default, are the normal output device for the system. We assume

the standard output and standard error are a display screen.

The standard input provides input to a program. It's the file that is read by getchar( ),

gets( ), and scanf( ). The standard output is where normal program output goes; it's

used by putchar( ), puts( ), and printf( ). Redirection, as discussed in Chapter 8, causes

other files to be recognized as the standard input or standard output. The purpose of the

standard error file is to provide a logically distinct place to send error messages. If, for

example, you use redirection to send output to a file instead of to the screen, output sent

to the standard error still goes to the screen. This feature is a good one, because if the

error message were routed to the file, you might not see it.

72.2 Low-Leve/Z/O

To see how low-level I/O works, we examine a short program that opens a file, displays

it on the screen, and counts the number of bytes in it. We present it in a form compatible

with UNIX System V and then discuss the changes necessary to adapt it to Berkeley

(BSD) UNIX and to MS-DOS. We use a command-line argument to specify which file

to open and read. Listing 12.1 shows the program.

countl .c

/* countl. c— use low-level I/O */

^include <fcntl.h>
Listing 12.1 # include <stdio.h>

#inc lude <stdl i b. h>

main(argc, argv

)

int argc;
char *argvC];

/* low-level I/O info */

/* declares exitO */
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{

char ch; /* place to store each character as read */

int fd; /* "file descriptor" number */

long count = 0;

if (argc != 2)

pri nt f

(

"Usage : %s f i

I

ename\n", argvCOD);

Listing 12.1 if ( (fd = open ( a rg vC 1 : , 0_RD0NLY )) < )

(cont'd.) <

printfC" Can't open %s\n", argvCI]);
e x i t ( 1 ) ;

}

while ( read(fd,&ch,1 ) > )

<

write(1,8ch,1); /* first 1 is standard output */

count++;
>

close(fd);
printfC'File %s has %ld characters\n", argvCID, count);

!AC
The program first checks the value of argc to see if there is a command-line argument.

If there isn't, the program prints a usage message; argv[0] isjhe name of the program.

Using arv[0] instead of the program name explicitly causes the error message to change

automatically if you change the name of the executable file. This feature also is handy

in environments like UNIX that permit multiple names for a single file. However, note

that some operating systems such as pre MS-DOS 3.0 don't recognize argv[0], so this

usage is not completely portable.

tO

pJU\(.)

The exit( ) function causes the program to terminate, closing any open files. The

argument to exit( ) is passed on to theUNIX operating system, where it canbg used by

some of the UNIX commands. The UNIX convention is to pass a value of for

programs that terminate normally and to pass nonzero values for abnormal termination.

Different exit values can be used to distinguish between different causes of failure.

The program uses the ppen( J_function to open the fde. The first argument to open( )

should be a pointer to a string that identifies the file by name. Here, argv[l] points to the

memory location in which the first command-line argument is stored. The second

argument indicates the mode in which the file is to be opened. The modes are identified

by manifest constants defined in the fcntl.h file. The common modes and their mean-

ings follow:

*

0_CREAT Create a new file

0_RDONLY Open the file for reading only

0_WRONLY Open the file for writing only

ORDWR Open the file for reading and writing
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This program counts bytes in the file, so we chose the read-only mode. Some older

implementations of C lack the fcntl.h file; the documentation for those versions should

list numeric values that specify the different modes.

The_open( ) functionjeturns a small integer termed a file descriptor. If it cannot open

the file , open( ) returns a value of -1 . This situation can arise, for instance, if there is no

file listed under the specified name. The importance of the file descriptor is that the

other low-level I/O functions use it to identify the file. Again, the combination of an if

statement and the exit( ) function aborts the program if there is a problem. Under ANSI,

the stdlib.h file declares exit( ),

Next, the read ( ) function reads characters a bytejitjijimg^and the while loop counts

them. The read( ) function takes three arguments. The first is a file descriptor that

Identifies which file to read. The second is the address of a memory location in which to

place the data that are read. The third is an integer that specifies the number of bytes to

be read at a time. Thus, the call read(fd,&ch,l) means to read one byte from the fde

identified by fd and to place the byte in the ch variable.

The read( ) function returns the number of bytes read, which is usually 1 in this

program. However, when read( ) reaches the end of the file, it returns the value 0. And

if therejs some sort of input error, such as a disk failure, read( ) returns the value -1.

Thus, the while loop terminates when the end of the file is reached or when a read error

occurs.

The write! ) function writes data to the indicated fde. It takes the same types of

arguments as read( ). The first argument is a file descriptor that identifies the file to be

written to. Here we use 1, which in this case identifies the standard output (the screen by

default) thati s opened automatically. The second argument is the address where the

information is to be printed. The final argument is the number of bytes to be written.

Finally, the close( ) function severs the connection to the file. It takes the file descriptor

(*0/tr3LA_(^ )
as an argument, which frees the file descriptor to be reused if the program opens

additional files. A sample run follows:

$ countl prose

I think that I shall never see

a program more lovely than one in C.

The prose file contains 70 characters

Berkeley (BSD) UNIX

To run the program on BSD UNIX, use the sys/file.h file instead of fcntl.h. Presumably,

this difference will disappear as the UNIX community moves toward standardization.

MS-DOS

Actually. Listing 12.1 will run under both Turbo C and Microsoft C, but you can make

some additions and modifications. First, you should include the file io.h. This file

contains function prototypes for the low-level I/O functions.
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Second, w ith MS-DOS. you have to choose between the binary view and the text view.

B> default. Turbo C and Microsoft C choose the text view. Therefore, for example, the

\n\r combination in a text file is mapped to \n and is counted as a single character by our

program. You can. however, use the open( ) mode argument to choose the binary view

and count \n\r as two characters. The fnctl.h file contains the following defined

constants:

O BINARY
O TEXT
O CREAT

Open file in binary mode

Open file in text mode

Create a new file

To indicate that you want to open a file in read-only, binary mode, use C*s bit-wise OR
operator (|) to combine constants. (See Chapter 15 for more about bit-wise operators.)

Thus to call up the binary mode, use open(argv[l], 0_RDONLY
|
O BINARY).

Incidentally, other approaches exist for handling these views under MS-DOS. Borland

follows the Microsoft method so that Turbo C can compile source code originally

written for Microsoft C. but other implementors do follow other paths. This situation

illustrates the problems that can arise when there is no standard.

Standard File Descriptors

The standard files jbat C opens are assigned file descriptor numbers as follows:

Standard File Descriptor Default

Standard input Keyboard

Standard output 1 Display screen

Standard error 2 Display screen

You can use these descriptors with the read( ) and write( ) functions. For instance, in

Listing 12.1, we use 1 for write( ).

Using a Buffer

Although low-level I/O is unbuffered, you can create your o\\ n buffer within a program.

To do so. simply declare an array to serve as a buffer, then have read( ) and write( ) use

larger chunks of data. See Listing 12.2.

V

Listing 12.2

count2.c

/* count2 . c--Low-Level I/O with buffer */

^include <fcntl.h>
^include <stdio.h>
^include <stdlib.h>
fldefine BUFSIZE 512

char buf CBUFSIZED; /* a buffer */

nainCargc, argv)
int argc;
char *argvC3 ;
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{

int fd; /* "file descriptor" number */

Long count = 0;

Long nbytes; /* number of bytes each read */

if (argc != 2)

{

pr i ntf

(

"Usage : %s fiLename\n", argvCOJ);
exi t (1 );

Listing 12.2 if < <fd = open( a rgvC1 1, 0_RD0NLY )) < ) SjV^~
(cont'd.) i *

'

printf ("Can't open %s\n", argvL"13); ^v*
1

exitd); >^
>

whiLe ( ( nbytes = read( f d,buf ,BUFSI ZE ) ) > )

C

write(1,buf, nbytes);
count += nbytes;

>

cLose(fd);
printfC'FiLe %s has %ld characters\n", argvC13, count);

Instead of reading data into the 1-byte variable ch in this program, we read it into the

5 1 2-byte array buf. We declare the array externally so that if we define other functions

in the file, they can use the same buffer. By using BUFSIZE as the final argument to

read( ), we instruct the program to read in chunks of 512 bytes. Normally, then, nbytes

is set to 512. But the file size is unlikely to be an exact multiple of 512. When fewer than

512 bytes are left to be read, read( ) returns the actual number read. So the expression

count += nbytes keeps an exact running total of the number of bytes read.

Performance Considerations

Using the buffer speeds up the program considerably. We ran the programs in Listings

12. 1 and 12.2 and timed them. To get a truer measure of file access time, we removed

the write( ) statement and timed the read loop. On an MS-DOS system on an AT clone,

the version in Listing 12.2 ran about 80 times faster than the version in Listing 12.1 in

counting a 20-kilobyte file. On a VAX 750 computer using UNIX, the improvement

was 300-fold for the same size file. Reading in larger chunks is clearly beneficial as far

as speed is concerned.

The exact gain is influenced by many factors. One is how the functions are imple-

mented. Another is how the operating system functions. For instance, the operating

system may do its own buffering. In other words, the "unbuffered" program in Listing

12.1 may make its single-character reads from a system buffer rather than from the

original file. Caching, in which the system temporarily copies a file into a cache area,

also affects access times. Regardless of the exact numeric differences, however, the

buffered version outperforms the unbuffered version.
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Note: There is a negative side to buttering. Suppose we want to access individual

characters in the file, as we do in a word-counting program. With the unbuffered

version, we can examine each character as it's read. With the buffered version, we have

to read a block into the buffer, then have the program examine each element of the

buffer. In short, we may add to the programming load and increase our chances for

error. The standard I/O package, however, combines the advantages of buffered I/O and

individual byte access.

Commentary

For most applications, you're better off using the standard I/O package, especially if

you wish to write portable code. However, some programmers prefer to use the low-

level I/O functions for particular situations. Such code is more compact, and with

careful programming, it may run faster. A good rule of thumb, though, is that good

implementations of the standard library match good low-level programming.

12.3 Standard I/O

The standard I/O package has several advantages over low-level I/O. First, it has many

specialized function s for handling various I/O problems. For instance, printf( ) converts

various forms of data to string output suitable for terminals. Second, i t is part of the

ANSI standard library, thus providing a highly portable solution to I/O programming

needs. As well, the standard I/O package is buffered, making_file ..access. rapi<Uu.e

buffering is_handled behind the scenes, so you have the convenience of character-by -

character access. Listing 12.3 shows the standard I/O alternative to Listing 12.1. The

overall look is rather similar, so let's look at the new features.

count3.c

Listing 12.3

**

I* count 3 . c—usi ng standard I/O */

^include <stdio.h>
main(argc, argv)
int argc;
char *argvC3;
i

int ch; /* place to store each character as read */

FILE *fp; /* "file pointer" */

long count = 0;

if (argc != 2)

{

pri nt f

(

"Usage : %s filename\n", argvCOD);
e x i t ( 1 ) ;

>
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Listing 12.3
(cont'd.)

f
r

<v>-

if ( (fp = fopen(argvC1D, "r" )) == NULL )

<

printfC Can't open %s\n", argvCN);
exi t(1 ); k

jl sjy^^
} ,

while ( (ch = getc(fp)) != EOF )

{

put c ( ch,s tdou t ) ; oj"~

count++; ^ \*> j~
'

s*

k»«r ,*"> #f
fclose(fp); -

"?

printfC'File %s has %ld character s\n", argvClH, count);

The fopen( ) Function

*

WS

First, we use fop£n(J instead of open( ) to open the file. This function is declared in

stdio.h. The first argument is the name of the file to be opened; more exactly, it's a

pointer to a string that contains the name. The secondjirgument is a string that identifies

the mode in which the file is to be opened. ANSI C provides for several possibilities:

Mode String Means

r+'

\v+-

'a+'

rb", "wb", "ab"

Open text file for reading. >

'

: '

tr
»

Open text file for writing, truncating existing file to zero

length, or creating file if it does not yet exist.

Open text file for writing, appending to the end of existing

file, or creating file if it does not yet exist.

Open text file for update, that is, for both reading and writing.

Open text file for update (reading and writing), first

truncating file to zero length if it exists or creating file if it

does not yet exist.

Open text file for update (reading and writing), appending to the

end of existing file, or creating file if it does not yet exist; the

whole file can be read, but writing can only be appended.

"ab+", "a+b", "wb+", "w+b". "ab+", "a+b"
Like the preceding modes, except using binary mode instead of

text mode.

For systems like UNIX that have just one file type, the modes with the b are equivalent

to the corresponding modes lacking the b. Caution: If you use any of the w modes for an

existing file, the old version is erased so that your program starts with a clean slate.
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Like open( ). fopen( ) returns a file identifier . Instead of returning an integer file

descriptor, however. fopen( ) returns a file pointer . The FILE type is a derived type

defined in_stdio.h. The pointer fp doesn't point to the actual file . Instead, it points to a

structure, which is a data object that can contain se\ eral data items of diverse t\ pes. The

structure set up b\ the standard I/O package contains information about the file being

read and about the buffer that has been automatically^ set up. Since the I/O functions in

the standard package use a buffer, they need to know where the buffer is^ They also

need to know how full the buffer is and which file is being used. This knowledge

enables the functions to refill or emptj the buffer when necessary; the structure pointed

to by fp has all that information. See Chapter 14 for a more detailed discussion of

structures and data objects.

The fopenl ) function retums_tjje_NlJlX_pointer (also defined in stdio.h) if it cannot

openjthejile. Our program in Listing 12.3 exits if fp is NULL. The fopen( ) function

may fail because the disk is full, the name is illegal, or because of a hardw are problem

or for some other reason. Remember: Proper error-checking can go a long way tow ard

avoiding problems.

The getc( ) and putc( ) Functions

o

The two functions getci ) and putc(. ) work much like getcharl ) and putchar( ). The

difference is that you must tell these newcomers which file to use. Thus

FcB

r
juTtS^-f^^

means get a character from the standard input, but

ch = getc(fp) ; ,Jl\j^,y\ £c

means get a character from the file identified by fp.

Similarly.

putcCch, fpout);

rgejmjyjutthe character ch into the file identified by the FILE pointer fpout. In the

putc( ) argument list, the character comes first, then the file pointer.

In Listing 12.3, we use stdout for the putcl ) second argument. It's defined in stdio.h as

being the file pointer associated with the standard output. So putcich.stdout l is the

same as putchar(ch); indeed, the latter function normally is defined as being the

former. Similarly , getchar( ) is defined as being getc( ) using the standard input.

The fclose( ) Function

LiU»juC )

Finally, the fclose(fp)_closes iheJlle identified by fp. flushing buffers as needed. For a

program less casual than this one, we would check to see if the file were closed

successfully. The function fclose( ) returns a value of if successful, and EOF if not:
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if (fcLose(fp) != 0)

printf ("Error in closing file %s\n", argvCI]);

Standard Files

The stdio.h file associates three file pointers with the three standard files opened by C
programs:

Standard File File Pointer

Standard input

Standard output

Standard error

stdin

stdout

stderr

These pointers are all type pointers-to-FILE, so they can be used as arguments to the

standard I/O functions just as fp is in our example program.-

72.4 A Simple File-Condensing Program

Let's now look at an example that creates a new file and writes to it. This time we copy

selected data from one file to another, so we open two files simultaneously, using the

"r" mode for one and the "w" mode for the other. The program in Listing 12.4

condenses the contents by the brutal expedient of retaining only every third character.

Finally, it places the condensed version in a new file whose name consists of the old

name plus .red (for reduced) appended. Command-line arguments, opening more than

one file, and filename appending are quite useful generally, although this particular

form of condensing is of more limited appeal. However, this form has its uses, which we

discuss.

reducto.c

/* reducto.c— reduce your files by 2/3rds */

^include <stdio.h>
main(argc,argv)
i n t argc;
char *argv[];
{

FILE * i n , *out; /* declare two FILE pointers */

i n t c h ;

char nameCAOl; /* storage for output filename */

int count = 0;

Listing 12.4

if ( argc < 2) /* check if there is an input file */

{

f pr i n t f ( s tder r,

"Sorry, I need a filename a rgument . \n" )

;

e x i t ( 1 ) ;

}

if ( (in = fopenCargvLI], "r")) == NULL)
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(cont'd.)

f pr intf (

s

tderr, "I couldn't open the file \"%s\".\n",
argvCI]);

e x i t ( 2 ) ;

}

st rcpy (name,a rgvC1 ] ) ; /* copy filename into array */

strcat(name,".red"); /* append .red to name */

if ( (out = fopen(name, "w")) == NULL)

^i
f

!!2L'|
2'4

< f* °P en file for writing */

- fprintf(stderr," Can't create output file.\n");
e x i t ( 3 ) ;

>

while ( (ch = getc(in)) != EOF)

if ( count++ % 3 == )

putcCch, out); /* print every 3rd char */

fclose(in);
fclose(out);

First, we place the program in a file called reducto. We apply it to a file called eddy.

which contains a single line:

So even Eddy came oven ready.

The command

reducto eddy

and the output then produce a file called eddy.red. which contains the following:

Send money

In the next few paragraphs we discuss some program notes. The fprintf( ) function is

like printf( ) except that it requires a file pointer as its first argument. We use the stderr

pointer to send our error messages to the standard error; this use is a standard C practice.

To construct the new name for the output file, we use strcpy( ) to copy the name eddy

into the array name. Then we use the strcat( ) function to combine that eddy with .red.

producing the new fdename eddy.red. We also check to see if the program succeeds in

opening a file by that name. This step is especially important in the DOS environment

since a filename like, say, strange.c.red is invalid; you can't add extensions to exten-

sions. (The proper MS-DOS approach is to replace an existing extension with .red. so

that the reduced version of strange.c becomes strange.red.)

Listing 12.4 involves having two files open simultaneously, so we declare two FILE
pointers. Note that each file is opened and closed independently of the other. There are

limits to how many files you can have open at one time. This limit depends on the

system and implementation, but it often is in the range of 10 to 20. You can use the same

pointer for different files providing the files are not open at the same time.
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12.5 File I/O: fprintf( ), fscanf( ), fgets( ), and fputs(
)

The I/O functions we have used in the preceding chapters all have file I/O analogs. The

main distinction between those and the functions we describe now is that you need to

use a FILE pointer to tell the new functions which file to work with. Like getc( ) and

putc( ), these functions are used after fopen( ) opens a file and before fclose( ) closes it.

The I/O functions we describe here, together with those you are already familiar with,

should give you tools aplenty for reading and writing text files. Thus far in the text and

throughout this section, we use I/O functions for sequential access, that is, processing

the file contents in order. In the following section, we look at random access, that is,

accessing the contents in any desired order.

The fprintf
( ) and fscanf( ) Functions

These two file I/O functions work just like printf( ) and scanf( ), except that they

require an additional argument to point to the proper file. This argument is the first in

the argument list. We've already used fprintf( ). Listing 12.5 illustrates both of these

file I/O functions along with the rewind( ) function.

This program lets you add words to a file. By using the "a+" mode, the program can

both read and write in the file. The first time the program is used, it creates the words

file and lets you place words in it. When you use the program subsequently, it lets you

*
addaword.c

/* addaword.c— use fprintfC), fscanfO, and rewindO */

flinclude <stdio.h>
^include <stdlib.h>
#define MAX 20

ma i n(

)

i

FILE *fp;

char wordsCMAXD;

Listing 12.5
if ( (fp = fopen( "words", "a+") ) == NULL)
{

fprintf(stdin," Can't open \"words\" file.Xn");
e x i t ( 1 ) ;

}

puts("Enter words to add to the file; type the Enter");
puts("key at the beginning of a Line to terminate.");
while ( gets(words) != NULL && wordsCOD != '\0')

fprintf(fp, "%si", words);
puts("File contents:");
rewind(fp); /* go back to beginning of file */

while ( f scanf( fp,"'/.s", words) == 1)

put s

(

words )

;

fclose(fp);
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.k\A words to the prior contents. The append modes only let you add material to the end

of the file, but the "a+" mode does let you read the whole file. The rewind( )

command takes the program to the file beginning so that the final while loop can print

the file contents. Note that rewind! ) takes a file pointer argument.

If you enter an empty line. gets( ) places a null character in the first element of the array.

We use that fact to terminate the loop. Here's a sample run from a DOS environment:

C> addaword

Enter words to add to the file; type the Enter

key at the beginning of a line to terminate.

See the canoes

Center]

Fi le contents :

See

the

canoes

C> addaword

Enter words to add to the file; type the Enter

key at the beginning of a line to terminate.

on the

sea

Center]

Fi le contents

:

See

the

canoes

on

the

sea

The fgets( ) and fputs( ) Functions

\ The fgets( ) function takes three arguments, whereas the gets( ) takes only one. The first

/ + . jy^ \
argument, as with gets( ), is a pointer-to-char to indicate where the input should be

'
P \ ii^T '*>\

c
/stored. The second argument is an integer that represents the upper limit to the size of

/ the input string. The final argument is the file pointer that identifies the file to be read.

Jy,,'
The_fgets( ) function reads input through the first newline character, until one less than

/WA-^ -

1

the upper limit of characters is read, or until the end of the file is found; fgets( ) then

adds a terminating null character. Thus, the upper limit represents the maximum number

of characters plus the null character.

)

Note that if fgets( ) reads in an entire line before running into the character limit, i t

places the newline character that marks the end of the line into the string. Here~fgets(

)

differs from gets( ). which reads the newline but discards it-

Like gets( ). fgets( ) returns the value NULL when it encounters EOF . This feature lets

you check for the end of a file. Otherwise, it returns the value of the string pointe r

passed to it.
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Thefrjuts( ) function takes two arguments: a pointer-to-char and a file pointer. It then

writes the string found at the pointed-to location into the indicated file. Unlike puts( ) ,

fputs( ) does not append a newline when it prints .

Because fgets( ) keeps the newline and fputs( ) doesn't add one, they work well in

tandem . Listing 12.6 shows an echo program using these two functions.

echo.c

Listing 12.6

/* echo.c— using fgets() and fputsO */

#include <stdio.h>
fldefine MAXLINE 20

mai n( )

<

char lineCMAXLINET;

while ( fgetsdine, MAXLINE, stdin) != NULL &&

lineCO] != '\n')

fputs(line, stdout);

When you press the Enter key at the beginning of a line, fgets( ) reads the newline and

places it in the first element of the array. We use that fact to terminate the input loop.

Encountering EOF also terminates the loop. (Note: In Listing 12.5 we test for ' \0

'

instead of ' \n ' because gets( ) discards the newline.)

Here is a sample run:

It is Spri ng

.

It is Spring .

The hills are green and the sea is sparkling.

The hills are green and the sea is sparkling.

Center]

The program works fine, but do you notice something odd? The second line we enter

contains 45 characters, and the line array holds only 20, including the newline charac-

ter! What is happening here? When fgets( ) reads the second line, it reads just the first

19 characters, through the second e in green. These characters are copied into line, and

f'pulsi ) prints the 19-character line. Because fgets( ) hasn't reached the end of a line.

line does not contain a newline character, so fputs( ) doesn't print a newline. The third

call to fgets( ) resumes where the second call leaves off. Thus, it reads the next 19

characters into line beginning with the n in green. This next block replaces the previous

contents of line, and in turn, is printed on the same line as the output (remember, the last

output didn't have a newline). In short, fgets( ) reads the second line in chunks of 19

characters, and f'putsl ) prints it in the same size chunks.
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You may wonder why the program doesn't print the first 19 characters of the second

line as soon as we type them. That's where keyboard buffering comes in (Chapter 8).

The second line isn't sent to the program until the entire line is entered.

Commentary: gets( ) and fgets(
)

Because fgets( ) can be used to prevent storage overflow, it's a better function than

gets( ) for serious programming. Because it reads a newline into a string and because

puts( ) appends a newline to output, fgets( ) should be used with fputs( ), not with

puts( ). Otherwise, one newline in input can become two in output.

72.6 Random Access: fseek( ) and ftell(
)

Uuki)

The fseek( ) function lets you treat a file like an array and move directly to any byte in a

file opened by fopen( ). To see how it works, we create a program that displays a file in

reverse order. See Listing 12.7. Borrowing from our earlier examples, it uses a com-

mand-line argument to obtain the name of the file that it affects. Note that fseek( ) has

three arguments and returns an int value. The ftelK ) function returns the current

position in a file.

Listing 12.7

reverse.

c

/* reverse . c--d i splay file in reverse order */

//include <stdio.h>

/* eof marker in DOS text files */

//include <stdlib.h>
//define CNTL_Z '\032

main(argc,argv)
int argc;
char *argvC];
{

char c h ;

FILE *fp;

long count, last;

if ( argc != 2)

€

printf ("Usage: reverse file\n");
e x i t ( 1 ) ;

}

if ( ( fp = f open(argvC1],"rb") ) == NULL )

•C /* read-only and binary modes */

pr i ntf

(

"reverse can't open %s\n", argvC13);
e x i t ( 1 ) ;

>

f seek(f p,OL,SEEK_END ) ; /* go to end of file */

last = ftell(fp);
for ( count = 1L ; count <= last; count++)

12.6 Random Access: fseek( ) and ftell(
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fseek(fp, -count, SEEK_END); /* go backwards */

ch = getc(fp);
Listing 12.7 if ( c h != CNTL_Z && ch != '\r')
(cont'd.) putchar(ch);

>

fclose(fp);
>

Here is the output using the file named prose from the beginning of the chapter:

.C ni eno naht ylevol erora margorp a

ees reven Llahs I taht kniht I

We now discuss three topics: how fseek( ) and ftell( ) work, using a binary stream, and

portability.

How fseek( ) and ftell( ) Work

The first of the three fseek( ) arguments is a FILE pointer that points to the file being

|, UJU afrvwA searched . The file should have been opened using fopeni ).

The second argument is called the offset, which tells us how far to move from the

starting point (discussed w ith regard_to_fhe third argument). This argument must be a

Ufl furo.A^A .—MyAm^ long value. It can be positiyejmove forward) or negative (move backward).

The third argument is the modejjmd it identifies the starting point. The ANSI standard

specifies the following manifest constants for the mode:

lAt^M\jl_ Mode Measure Offset From

SEEK_SET fll_ Beginning of file

SEEK_CUR 1 L_ Current position

SEEK_END <p\_ End of file

3, JfVmi

Under ANSI C, the modes are defined in stdio.h. Older implementations may lack these

definitions and, instead, use the numeric values OL, 1L, and 2L, respectively, for these

modes. Recall that the L suffix identifies these modes as type long values.

The value returned hy fa^M ) is if the program works properly. It returns a -1 if there

is an error such as attempting to move beyond the file bounds .

The ftell( ) function is type long, and it returns the current file location . Under ANSI C.

it's declared in stdio.h. As originally implemented in UNIX, ftell( ) specifies the file

position by returning the number of bytes from the beginning, with the first byte being

byte 0, and so on. Under ANSI C, this definition applies to files opened in the binary

mode, but it does not necessarily apply to files opened in the text mode. This fact

represents one reason why we use the binary mode for Listing 12.7.

Let's look at how fseeki )and ftell( ) are used in the sample program.
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We use the statement

fseek(fp,OL,SEEK_END);

to take us to an offset of zero bytes from the end of the file. That is, the statement takes

us to the end of the file. Next, the statement

Last = ftell(fp);

assigns to last the number of bytes from the beginning of the file to the end.

Next, we have a loop:

for ( count = 1L ; count <= last; count++)

{

fseek(fp, -count, SEEK_END); /* go backward */

ch = getc(fp);

The first cycle positions the program at the first character before the end of the file, that

is, at the final character of the file. Then the program prints it. The next loop positions

the program at the preceding character and prints it. This process continues until the first

character is printed.

Binary Mode Versus Text Mode

$&*

The program is written so that it works in both the UNIX and the MS-DOS environ-

ments. With UNIX, there is only one file format, so no special adjustments are needed.

MS-DOS, however, requires extra attention. First, many MS-DOS editors mark the end

of ajext file with the character Control-Z. When such a file is opened in the text mode ,

C recognizes this character as marking the end of the file. When the same file is opened

in the binary mode, however, the Control-Z character is just another character in the file .

and the actual end of the file comes later. It may come immediately after the Control-Z.

or the file may be padded with null characters to make the size a multiple of. say. 256.

XM characters don't print, and we included code to prevent the program from trving to

print the Control-Z character

A second difference is one we've mentioned before: MS-DOS represents a text file

newline with the \r\n combination. A C program opening the file in a text mode "sees"

\r\n as a simple \n. But when using the binary mode, the program sees both characters.

Therefore, we include coding to suppress the printing of \r.

The ftelK ) function may also work differently in the text mode than in the binary mode.

Many systems have text file formats that are different enough from the UNIX model

that a byte count from the beginning of the file is not a meaningful quantity. ANSI C
states that for the text mode, ftelK ) returns a value that can be used as the second

argument to fseekQ . For MS-DOS, for example. ftelK ) can return a count that sees \r\n

as a single byte. Note: Because a UNIX text file normally contains neither Control-Z

nor \r, this extra coding therefore does not affect most UNIX text files.
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Portability

Ideally, fseek( ) and ftell( ) should conform to the UNIX model. However, differences

in real systems sometimes make such a case impossible. Therefore, ANSI C provides

lowered expectations for these functions. Here are some limitations:

1 . In the binary mode, implementations need not support the SEEK END mode.

(Thus Listing 12.7 is not guaranteed to be portable.)

2. In the text mode, the only calls to fseek( ) that are guaranteed to work are the

following:

fseekifile, OL, SEEK_SET)
fseekifile, OL, SEEK CUR)
fseekifile, OL, SEEK_END)
fseekifile,ftell-pos, SEEK_SET)

Go to file beginning

Stay at current position

Go to file end

Go to position ftell-pos from the beginning,

in which ftell-pos is a value returned

by ftell(

)

Fortunately, many common environments allow stronger implementations of these

functions. Let's look at a text mode example.

12.7 Using Random Access in a Text Mode

Listing 12.8 uses the function approach to write a program that takes a list of file names

from the command line and prints the name of each file followed by the last line of that

file.

Listing 12.8

lastline.c

/* last I i ne . c--pr i nt s last lines of files */

^include <stdio.h>
void show_end ( )

;

ma i n( ar gc ,a rgv)
i nt a rgc;
char *argvC];
{

FILE *fp;
i n t file;

if ( argc < 2)

{

pr i ntf ("Usage : %s file(s)\n", argvCOD);
exitd );

}

for (file = 1; file < argc; file++)
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{

if ( ( fp = fopen(argvCf i le],"r") ) == NULL )

f printf (s tderr, "%s can't open %s\n", argvCO],
argvCfi I e 3 ) ;

else
s h o w_e n d ( a r g v L" f i le3,fp);

>

>

void show_end( name, f i le)

char *name;
FILE * f i I e ;

{

i n t c h ;

int newlines = ;

long count, start, last;

printf("%s:\n", name);
Listing 12.8 start = ftell(file);
(cont'd.)

f seek(f i Le,0L,SEEK_END); /* go to end of file */

last = ftell(file);
for ( count = 1L ; count <= last; count ++)

{

fseek(file, -count, SEEK_END); /* go backward */

ch = getc(file);
if ( ch sa ' \n'

)

new I i nes + + ;

if ( newlines == 2 ) /* or maybe 3 */

{

start = ftell(file);
break;

>

>

fseek(file, start, SEEK_SET);
while ( (ch = getc(file) ) != EOF)

put char ( ch) ;

fcloseCfi le);

We let maim ) handle the command-line arguments and the opening and closing of

files. The show_end( ) function takes care of finding and displaying the final line. Here

is a sample run from the MS-DOS environment:

c> lastline prose p rod pro duce

a p rogram more love ly than one i n C.

las 1

1

ine can * t open prod

red potatoes

C>

The main! ) program contains a loop for processing the command-line arguments.

Recall that argc includes the command name in the count, so it is one greater than the
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number of command-line arguments. Also, since argv[0] is the command name,

argv[count - 1] is the last argument. Thus the loop cycles through all the arguments. If

the argument is the name of a file the program can open, the file is processed. Other-

wise, the loop goes on to the next argument. Note that you can use this form for any

program that is expected to handle a list of files.

The show_end( ) function assumes the text file ends with a newline. It searches back-

ward from the end of the file until it finds a second newline, which marks the end of the

next-to-last line. By reading the character, we move to the next character, which is the

first character on the final line. The fragment

if ( newlines == 2 ) /* or maybe 3 */

{

start = ftelKfile);
break;

}

saves the location of this character and breaks the for loop. It's possible, however, that

the file has only one line, so that the test newlines == 2 never becomes true. In that case,

the loop runs to completion, examining all the characters in the file. Then the program

prints the entire file, using the value of start that was set before the loop was entered.

The files are opened in the text mode, so we shouldn't have to worry about detecting the

\r character. However, with Turbo C 2.0, we find we must use 3 instead of 2 for the

number of newlines. The reason: Although this version of Turbo C transforms \r\n to \n

when moving forward through a file, it transforms \r\n to \n\n when moving backward.

Apparently the \n is passed as \n, and then the \r is detected. Turbo C notes that it is

immediately followed by a \n. so it maps the combination to a second \n. Earlier

versions of Microsoft C do so also.

The program in Listing 12.8 works in the UNIX and MS-DOS environments, but notice

that it goes beyond the ANSI guarantees for fseek( ). For example, we use offsets from

the file end, and the offsets are not values returned by ftell( ).

72.8 Behind the Scenes v/ith Standard I/O

Now that you've seen some of the features of the standard I/O package, let's examine a

representative conceptual model. Normally, the firststep to using standard I/O is to use

fopen( ) to open a file although the stdin, stdout, and stderr files are opened automat-

ically. The fopen( ) function not only opens the file, it sets up a buffer (two buffers for

the read and write modes), and it sets up a data structure that contains data about the file

and buffer. Also, fopen( ) returns a pointer to this structure, so other functions will

know where to find it: we assume this value is assigned to a pointer variable fp. Fopen( )

is said to open a stream: If the file is opened in the text mode, we get a text stream, and

if the file is opened in the binary mode, we get a binary stream. The data structure

typically includes a file position indicator to specify the current position in the stream ,

indicators for errors and end-of-file. a pointer to the beginning of the buffer, a file

identification such as the file descriptor provided by open( ). and a holder for the

number ot bytes actually copied into the buffer.
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I et's concentrate on file input. Usually, the next step is to call on one of the input

functions declared in stdio.h. such as fscanf( ). getc( ). or fgets( ). Calling any one of

these functions causes a chunk of data to be copied from the file to the buffer. The

buffer si/e is implementation-dependent, but it typically is 512 bytes or some multiple

thereof. In addition to filling the buffer, the initial function call sets values in the

structure pointed to by fp. In particular, the current position in the string and the number

of bytes copied into the buffer are set. In most cases the current position starts out at

character 0.

Once the data structure and buffer are initialized, the input function then reads the

requested data from the buffer. As it does so, the file position indicator is set to point to

the character following the last character read. Because all the input functions from the

stdio.h family use the same buffer, calls to any one function resume where the previous

call to any of the functions stopped.

When an input function finds that it has read all the characters in the buffer, it requests

that the next chunk of data be copied from the file to the buffer. In this manner, the input

functions can read all the file contents up to the end of the file. After a function reads the

last character of the final buffer's worth of data, it sets the end-of-file indicator to true.

The next call to an input function then returns EOF.

Output functions write to a buffer in a similar manner. When the buffer is filled, the data

are copied to the file.

Comment

jf \)J(i^- >/" ft's possible to use low-level I/O and standard I/O simultaneously on the same file, but

d>/° it is a bad idea to do so. The reason is that input from, say, read( ) and getc( ) is not

I Vl-X ftj»V<l
*> & coordinated. Read! ) reads from the file; getc( ) reads from the buffer. So read( ) can be

positioned on character 10. and getc( ) positioned on character 59.

12.9 Other Standard I/O Functions

The ANSI standard library contains over three dozen functions in the standard I/O

family, and we don't wish to cover them all. However, we briefly describe a few more

to give you a better idea of what is available. We list each function by its ANSI C
prototype to indicate its arguments and return values. See Appendix F for the full ANSI
C standard I/O package.

int ungetc(int c, FILE *fp)

This function pushes the character specified by c back onto the input stream. If you push

a character onto the input stream, the next call to a standard input function will read that

character. See Figure 12.2. Suppose, for example, you want a function to read charac-

ters up to. but not including, the next semicolon. You can use getchar( ) or getc( ) to

read characters until a semicolon is read, then use ungetc( ) to place the semicolon back

in the input stream. ANSI C standard guarantees only one pushback at a time. If an
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command input queue

Figure 12.2

The ungetcf )

function

(initial state)

|
w ha I e s o n g s

A

|

fr

tcharO; h a I e s o n g

|

J^

s t d i n ) ; w h a I e s o n g •

implementation permits you to push back several characters in a row, the input func-

tions will read them in the reversed order of pushing.

int fflush(FILE *fp)

If fp points to an output stream, calling this function causes any unwritten data in the

buffer to be sent to the output file. This action is called flushing a buffer, as we've

mentioned earlier. If fp is the NULL pointer, all output buffers are flushed.

int servbuf(FILE *fp, char *buf, int mode/ size t size)

This function sets up an alternative buffer to be used by the standard I/O functions. It's

called after the file has been opened and before any other operations have been per-

formed on the stream. The pointer fp identifies the stream, and buf points to the storage

to be used. If the value of buf is not NULL, it's up to you to create the buffer. For

instance, you can declare an array of 1024 chars and pass the address of that array.

However, if you use NULL for the value of buf, the function also allocates a buffer.

The size variable tells setvbuf( ) how large the array is. (The size_t type is a derived

type; see Chapter 16.) The mode is selected from the following choices: _IOFBF for

fully buffered. _IOLBF for line buffered, and _IONBF for nonbuffered. The function

returns zero if successful, nonzero otherwise. If a program works with stored data

objects having, say, a size of 3000 bytes each, you can use setvbuf( ) to create a buffer

whose size matches that of the data object.

Binary I/O: fread( ) and fwrite(
)

Let's look at some background before plunging into the fread( ) and fwrite( ) functions.

Up to this point, the standard I/O functions we have used have been text-oriented,

dealing with characters and strings. What if you want to save numeric data in a file?
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True, you can use fprintf( ) and the %f format to save a floating-point value, but such

coding saves it as a string. For instance, the sequence

double num = 1 . /3.

;

f printf (fp/'Xf", num ) ;

saves num as the string of 8 characters: 0.333333. Using a %.2f specifier saves it as 4

characters: 0.33. Using a %.12f specifier saves it as 14 characters: 0.333333333333.

Thus, changing the specifier alters the amount of space to store the value; it also can

result in different values being stored. Once the value of num is stored as 0.33, there is

no way to return to the full precision when reading the file. In general. fprintf( )

converts numeric values to strings, possibly altering the value.

The most accurate and consistent way to store a number is to use the same pattern of bits

that the program does. Thus, a double value should be stored in a size double container.

When data are stored in a file using the same representation the program uses, we say

the data are stored in binary form. There is no conversion from numeric forms to strings.

In C. the low-level I/O functions read( ) and write( ) perform binary I/O; the standard

I/O functions fread( ) and fwrite( ) perform binary I/O. See Figure 12.3.

Actually, all data are stored in binary form, for characters are stored using the binary

representation of the character code. However, if all data in the fil_e_are interpreted as

being character codes, we say the file contains text data. If some or all of the data are

interpreted as being numeric data in binary form, we say the file contains binary data.

\ \ L! 1
L- rrrtr-mnrr-4 12345; J

S7
fjrsiff ^\i\\ stores 12345 as binary number in num

SZ
00110001

j
00110001

fprintf(fp,"d", num);

sz
Fiqure 12 3 writes the binary codes for the characters

T, '2\ '3\ '4', '5' to the file

Binary and text

output sz
00110001 00110001 00110011 ' 00110100 ' 00110101

fwriteC&num, sizeof (int), 1, fp);

sz
writes the binary codes for the characters 12345 to the file

sz
00110001 ! 00110001

(this figure assumes an integer size of 16 bits)
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(Also, note that files in which the data represent machine language instructions are

binary files.)

The uses of the terms "binary" and "text" can become a bit confusing. C recognizes two

modes for opening files: binary and text. Many operating systems recognize two file

formats: binary and text. Information can be stored or read as binary data or as text data.

These are all related, but not identical. You can open a text format file in the binary

mode. You can store text in a binary format file. You can use getc( ) to copy files

containing binary data. In general, however, you should use the binary mode to store

binary data in a binary format file. Similarly, you most often should use text data in text

files opened in the text format.

size_t fwrite(void *ptr, size_t size, size_t nmemb, FILE *fp)

This function is the standard I/O counterpart to write( ). The size_t type is defined in

terms of the standard C types. It's the type returned by the sizeof operator; typically it is

unsigned int. but an implementation can choose another type. The pointer pt points to

the location from which the output should be read. The size represents the size, in bytes,

of the chunks to be read, and the nmemb represents the number of chunks to be read. As

usual, fp identifies the file to be written to.

For instance, suppose you want to save a data object (such as an array) that is 256 bytes

in size. The statements

char bufferC256D;

fwrite(buf fer, 256, 1, fp);

copy one chunk of 256 bytes to the file. Or to save an array of 1 double values, you can

use

double earni ngsC103;

f wri te(earnings, sizeof double, 10, fp);

which copies data from the earnings array to the file in 10 chunks of size double.

Notice the odd declaration of void *ptr. One problem with fwrite( ) is that its first

argument is not a fixed type. For instance, our first example uses buffer, which is type

pointer-to-char. The second example uses earnings, which is type pointer-to-double.

Under ANSI C function prototyping, these actual arguments are converted to the

pointer-to-void type, which acts as a sort of catch-all type for pointers.

The fwrite( ) function returns the actual number of items written. Normally, this num-

ber equals nmemb, but it can be less if there is a write error.

size_t fread(void *ptr, size t size, size_t nmemb, FILE *fp)

This function takes the same set of arguments that fwrite( ) does. This time ptr points to

the memory storage into which file data are copied, and fp identifies the file to be read.
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I se this function to read data that were w ritten to a file using fwrite( ). For example, to

recover the arra\ o\~ 10 size double chunks o\' data saved in the last section, use the

following call:

double earni ngsCIOJ;

f read(earnings, sizeof double, 10, fp);

This coding copies 10 size double values into the earnings array.

The fread( ) function returns the actual number of items read. Normally, this number

equals nmemb. but it can be less if there is a read error or if the end of the file is

reached.

int feof(FILE *fp) and int ferror(FILE *fp)

An Example

When the standard input functions return EOF. that usually means they've reached the

end of a file. But it also can indicate that a read error has occurred. The feof( ) and

ferror( ) functions allow you to distinguish between the two possibilities. The feof( )

function returns a nonzero value if the last input call detected EOF and returns zero

otherw ise. The ferror( ) function returns a nonzero value if a reading (or writing) error

has occurred.

Let's use some of the functions we've been describing. Our goal is a program that

appends the contents from a list of files to a particular file. One problem is passing the

file information to the program. This procedure can be accomplished interactively or by

using command-line arguments. We take the second approach, letting the final com-

mand-line argument represent the name of the append file. That is. a statement such as

append filel file2 file3

appends filel and file2 to file3. This command suggests a plan along the follow ing

lines:

If there arefewer than two command-line arguments, quit.

Open the final command-line file in the append mode.

For each remaining command-line file , open it in the read mode and copy it to the

appendfile.

To illustrate setvbuf( ). we use it to specify a different buffer size. We can include this

function in the next stage of refinement. For instance, consider opening the append file,

which we can break down into the follow ing steps:

Open the final command-line file in the append mode.

If this step cannot be accomplished, quit.

Establish a 1024-byte bufferfor this file.

If this step cannot be accomplished, quit.
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Similarly, we can refine the copying portion this way:

For each remaining file in the command-line list:

If it is the same as the appendfile, skip to the nextfile.

If it cannot be opened in the read mode, skip to the next file.

Append the contents of the file to the appendfile.

Listing 12.9 shows the result.

»* append, c

I* append. c

—

appends files to a file */

#include <stdio.h>
tfdefine BUFSIZE 1024
char tempCBUFSIZE];
void appendO;

main(argc,argv)
i nt a rgc;

char *argvC3;
{

FILE *fa, *fr;

i n t file;

Listing 12.9

if (argc<3)
{

f pri nt f

(

stderr ,

"Usage: %s source-f i Le ( s ) dest i nat ion-f i le\n",
argvCOD);

e x i t ( 1 ) ;

>

if ( (fa = f openCargvtargc - 1], "ab")) == NULL)
{

fprintfCstderr, "Can't open %s\n", argvCargv - 13);
e x i t ( 2 ) ;

}

if (setvbuf(fa, NULL, _I0FBF, BUFSIZE ) != 0)

{

fputsC Can't create output buffer\n", stderr);
e x i t ( 3 ) ;

}

for (file = 1; file < argc - 1; file++)

if ( st remp (a rgvCargc - 1], argvCfile]) == 0)

fputsC Can't append file to itself\n", stderr);
else if ((fr = f open(argvCf i leD, "rb")) == NULL)

f pri ntf( stderr , "Can't open %s\n", a rgvC f i I eD )

;

el se

{

if (setvbuf(fr, NULL, _I0FBF, BUFSIZE) != 0)
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{

fputsC'Can't create output buffer\n", stderr);
continue;

}

append(fr,fa);
fclose(fr);

}

Listing 12.9
(cont'd.)

*

void append( source, dest)
FILE *source, * d e s t ;

v

si ze_t bytes ;

extern char tempCH;

while ((bytes = fread( temp, s

i

zeof ( char ) ,BU FS IZE,

source)) > 0)

f wri te

(

temp, sizeof (char), bytes, dest);
}

Notice that we opt to use the binary mode for reading and appending so that the program

is not restricted to text files.

In the program, the code

if (setvbuf(fa, NULL, _I0FBF, BUFSIZE ) != 0)

{

fputsC'Can't create output bufferW, stderr);

e x i t ( 3 ) ;

}

creates a buffer 1024 bytes in size to be used with the append file. If setvbuf( ) is unable

to meet this requirement, it returns a nonzero value, and the code then terminates the

program. Similar coding establishes a 1024-byte buffer for the file currently being

copied. By using NULL as the second argument, we let the function allocate storage for

the buffer.

Another code fragment

if ( st rcmp(argvCargc - 1], argvCf i Le] ) == 0)

fputsC'Can't append file to i tself\n", stderr) ;

prevents the program from trying to append a file to itself. The argument argv[argc - 1]

represents name of the final command-line argument, and argvffile] represents the

name of the file currently being processed.

The append! ) function does the copying. It uses fread( ) and fwrite( ) to copy 1024

bytes at a time, instead of one byte at a time:
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void append( source, dest)

FILE *source, *dest;

{

size_t bytes;

extern char tempC3;

while ((bytes = fread( temp, si zeof( char) ,BUFSIZE, source) ) > 0)

f wri te( temp, sizeof (char), bytes, dest);

}

Because the file specified by dest is opened in the append mode, each source file is

added to the end of the destination file.

12.10 Summary

Writing to and reading from files is essential for some C programs. Most C implemen-

tations offer low-level and standard I/O services for these purposes. Because the ANSI

C library includes the standard I/O services and not the low-level ones, the standard

package is more portable.

The standard I/O package automatically creates input and output buffers to speed up

data transfer. The fopen( ) function opens a file for standard I/O and creates a data

structure designed to hold information about the file and the buffer. This function

returns a pointer to the data structure, and the pointer is used by other functions to

identify the file to be processed.

ANSI C provides two file-opening modes: binary and text. When a file is opened in the

binary mode, it can be read byte for byte. When a file is opened in the text mode, the file

contents may be mapped from the system representation of text to the C representation.

For UNIX systems the two modes are identical, for the C model for text files is derived

from the UNIX file model.

The most common input functions

—

getc( ), fgets( ), fscanf( ), and fread( )—normally

read a file sequentially, starting at the beginning of the file. However, the fseek( ) and

ftell( ) functions let a program move to an arbitrary position in a file, enabling random

access.

Review Questions

1 . What's wrong with this program?
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main( )

{

i n t * f p ;

int k ;

fp = f open( "geLat i n")

;

for (k = 0; k < 30; k++)

fputs(fp, "Nanette eats gelatin.");

f c Lose( "geLat i n")

;

}

2. What does the following program do?

^include <stdio.h>

^include <ctype.h>

main(argc,argv)

int argc;

char *argvC3;

{

int ch;

FILE *fp;

if ( (fp = fopen(argvC1], "r")) == NULL)

exitd );

while ( (ch = getc(fp)) != EOF )

if( isdigit(ch) )

putchar ( ch);

fclose (fp);

3. Suppose we have these statements in a program:

^include <stdio.h>
FILE *fp1,fp2;

char c h

;

fp1 = f open( " terky", "r");

fp2 = fopen( "jerky", "w");

Also suppose all files are opened successfully. Supply the missing arguments in the

following function calls:

a. ch = getc( );

b. fprintf(, %c\n ,);

c. put c ( , ) ;

d. fclose( ); /* close the terky file */

4. Write a program that takes either zero or one command-line argument. If there is one

argument, it is interpreted as the name of a file. If there is no argument, the standard

input (stdin) is to be used for input. Assume that the input consists entirely of floating-

point numbers. Have the program calculate and report the arithmetic mean (the average)

of the input numbers.
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5. Write a program that takes two command-line arguments: The first is a character; the

second is a filename. The program should print those lines in the file that contains the

given character. Note: File lines are identified by a terminating ' \n '
. Assume that no

line is more than 256 characters long. Also, you may wish to use fgets( ).

6. What's the difference between binary files and text files on the one hand versus binary

streams and text streams on the other?

7. What's the difference between the following:

a. Saving 8238201 using fprintf( ) and saving it using fwrite( )

b. Saving the character S using putc( ) and saving it using fwrite( )

8. What's the difference among the following?

printf ("Hel Lo, %s\n", name);

fpri ntf

(

stdout, "Hello, %s, name);

fpri ntf

(

stderr, "Hello, %s, name);

9. The " a+ "
.
" r+ "

. and " w+ " modes all open files for both reading and writing. Which
one is best suited to altering material already present in a file?

Programming Exercises

1 . Write a file copy program that uses the original filename and the copy filename as

command-line arguments. Use low-level I/O and the binary mode, if possible. Copy in

chunks of 512 bytes. To open the copy file, use the mode 0_CREAT
|
0_WRONLY

|

O BINARY.

2. Write a file copy program that uses the original filename and the copy filename as

command-line arguments. Use standard I/O and the binary mode, if possible.

3. Write a program that will take all files given by a series of command-line arguments and

print them one after the other on the screen. Use argc to set up a loop.

4. Modify the program in Listing 1 2.8 so that it recognizes an optional flag of the form -n,

in which n is an integer. Have the program print the last n lines of listed file(s).

5. Write a program that opens two files whose names are provided by command-line

arguments.

a. Have it print line 1 of the first file, line 1 of the second file, line 2 of the first file, line

2 of the second file, and so on, until the last line of the longer file (in terms of lines)

is printed.

b. Modify the program so that lines with the same line number are printed on the same

line.

6. Write a program that takes as command-line arguments a character and zero or more

filenames. If no arguments follow the input character, have the program read standard

input. Otherwise, have it open the files in turn. Have the program report on how many
times the given character appears in each file; the filename and the character itself
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should be reported along with the count. Include error-checking for the number of

argument and to see if the files can be opened. If a file can't be opened, have the

program report that fact and go on to the next file.

7. Modify Programming Excrete b so that it recognizes a -t option that causes it to report

the cumulative total for all files read.

8. Modify the program in Listing 12.5 so that each word is numbered according to the

order in which it is added to the list, with the first word being number 1. Make sure that

when the program is run a second time that new word numbering resumes where the

previous numbering left off.

9. Write a program that opens a text file whose name is obtained interactively. Set up a

loop that asks the user to enter a file position. The program then prints out the part of the

file starting at that position and proceeding to the next newline character. Let non-

numeric input terminate the user-input loop.

10. Write a program that reads two command-line arguments:. The first is a string: the

second is the name of a file. The program then should search the file, printing all lines

containing the string. Because the objective is line-oriented rather than character-

oriented, use fgets( ) rather than getc( ). Use a function like string_in( ) from Chapter

1 1 . Programming Exercise 7. to search each line for the string.

1 1 . Write a function that reads one word from a file, leaving the boundary character (a tab.

space, or newline) in the input buffer. The function should skip over initial whitespace.

Have it take as arguments a string pointer and a file pointer. Have it return the pointer to

the string if successful and the NULL pointer if EOF is encountered. Don't use scanfl >

orfscanft ).

1 2. Programs using command-line arguments rely on the user remembering how to use

them correctly. Rewrite the program in Listing 12.9 so that instead of using command-
line arguments, it prompts the user for the required information.
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ne of C's strengths is that it lets you control the fine points of a program.

C's storage classes are an example of such control; they allow you to

determine which functions know which variables and how long a variable

persists in a program. Storage classes form the first topic of this chapter.

A second topic is that there is more to programming than simply knowing the rules of

the language, just as there is more to writing a novel (or even a letter) than knowing the

rules of English. In this chapter, we reinforce some of the general principles and

concepts of program design that we've introduced earlier. We also develop several

useful functions. As we do so, we try to demonstrate some of the considerations that go

into the designing of a function. In particular, we emphasize the value of a modular

approach.

73. 7 Storage Classes and Scope

We gave storage classes passing mention in Chapter 10. We take a longer look now. In

Chapter 9, we mentioned that local variables are known only to the functions containing

them. C also offers the possibility of global variables known to several functions.

Suppose, for example, we want both main! ) and critic( ) to have access to the variable

units. We can accomplish this task by assigning units to the external storage class, as

shown in Listing 13.1.

globaic

/* global .c */

^include <stdio.h>
int units; /* an external variable *

/

void criticO;
mainO
i

extern int units;

Listing 13.1
printf("How many pounds to a firkin of butter?\n");
scanf("%d", &units);
while ( units ! = 56)

criticO;
printf("You must have looked it up!\n");

void criticO
{

extern int units;

printf("No luck, chummy. Try again. \n">;
scanf("%d", Sunits);
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Here is a sample output:

How many pounds to a firkin of butter?

14

No Luck, chummy. Try again.

56

You must have Looked it up!

(We did. )

Note how the second value for units is read by the critic! ) function, and main( ) also

knows the new value when it quits the while loop.

We made units an external variable by defining it outside (external to) any function

definition. Then inside the functions that use the variable, we declare the variable by

preceding the variable type with the keyword extern. This keyword informs the com-

puter to look for the definition of this variable outside the function.

If we omit extern (but retain int units;) in. say. maim ). the computer sets up a separate

variable private to maim ) but also named units. The new units is visible while maim i

is running. But when control passes to critic* ). the program interprets units to be the

externally defined variable, and the value assigned to units in maim ) does not affect

the value of units in critic( ).

If we omit any units w ithin main! ). then main( ) uses the external definition of units

by default. Thus, declaring units in maim ) as storage class extern primarily is an act of

documentation.

As we know, each variable has a type. In addition, each variable has a storage class.

Four keywords are used to describe storage classes: extern (for external), auto (for

automatic), static, and register. Variables declared within a function are considered to

be class auto unless declared otherwise. The formal arguments to functions necessarily

are class auto.

The storage class of a variable is determined by where it is defined and by what

keyword, if any. is used. The storage class determines two things. First, it controls

which functions have access to a variable. The extent to which a variable is available is

called its scope. Second, the storage class determines how long the variable persists in

memory. Let" s go over the properties of the four types of storage class.

Automatic Variables

U^ .1 By default, variables declared in a function are automatic. You can. however, make
t

ItS^Q your intentions clear bv using the keyword auto :

main( )

auto int pLox;

You mav choose to declare a variable explicitly, for example, to document that vou are

huentionallv overriding an external function definition .
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An automatic variable has local scope. Only the function in which the variable i s

defined knows the variable . (Of course, arguments can be used to communicate the

value and the address of the variable to another function, but such communication is

partial and indirect knowledge.) Other functions can use variables with the same name .

but they are then independent variables stored in different memory locations .

An automatic variable comes into existence when the function that contains it is called .

When the function finishes its task and returns control to its caller, the automatic

variable disappears. The memory location can then be used for something else.

An additional point about the scope of an automatic variable: the scope is confined to

the block (paired braces) in which the variable is declared . We have always declared our

variables at the beginning of the function block, so the scope is the entire function. But

in principle, one can declare a variable within a subblock. Then that variable would be

known only to that subsection of the function. Normally, you don't use this feature

when designing a program. However, harried programmers sometimes use this option

when trying to make a quick fix.

Initialization of Automatic Variables

Automatic variables are not initialized unless you do so explicitly . Consider the follow-

ing declarations:

main( )

{

int repid;

int tents = 5 ;

The tents variable is initialized to 5, but the repid variables value is determined by

whatever bits happen to occupy the space previously assigned to repid. Note: You
cannot rely on these bits being set to 0.

External Variables

A/ IjaA J\
A variable defined outside a function belongs to the external storage class. As

( 0\\^ of documentation, an external variable also should be declared in a function th

x^ . by using the extern keyword. Declarations look like the following:

a matte r

that uses it

int errupt; /* 2 externally defined variables */

char coal;

double upC100]; /* externally defined array */

main( )

{

extern int errupt; /* declaring that 2 variables are */

extern char coal; /* defined externally */

extern double upCD; /* plus one array */

The group of extern declarations may be omitted entirely if the original definitions

occur in the same file and before the function that uses theirs Including the extern

keyword allows a function to use an external variable even if it is defined later in a file
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or in a different file . (Both files, of course, have to be compiled, linked, or assembled

together.)

If only the extern variable is omitted from the declaration in a function, then a separate,

automatic variable is set up by that name. You may want to label this second variable

auto to show that your coding is a matter of intention and not of oversight.

Three examples show the four possible combinations of extern declarations. In the first

example, there is one external variable hocus, and it is known to both maim ) and

magic( ):

/* Example 1 */

int hocus;
i nt magi c ( );

main( )

C

extern int hocus; /* hocus declared external */

}

int magicO
{

extern int hocus;

In the second example, there is also one external variable hocus known to both func-

tions.

/* Example 2 */

int hocus;

int magicO;
main( )

{

extern int hocus; /* hocus declared external */

}

int magi c(

)

{

/* hocus not declared at all */

This time, magic! ) knows this information by default.

In the third example, three separate variables are created:
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/* Example 3 */

int hocus;

int magi c ( );

mai n(

)

{

int hocus; /* hocus declared, is auto by default */

}

i nt magi c ( )

{

auto int hocus; /* hocus declared automatic */

The hocus in mainl ) is automatic by default and is local to maim ). The hocus in

magic( ) is automatic explicitly and is known only to magic( ). The external hocus is

not known to mainl ) or magic( ) but is known to any other function in the file that does

not have its own local hocus.

These examples illustrate the scope of external variables. They persist as long as the

program runs, and since they aren*t confined to any one function, they don't disappear

when a particular function ends its task. Note: If you use just the keyword extern

without a type, the compiler interprets that as being extern int.

Initializing External Variables

Like automatic variables, external variables can be initialized explicitly . Unlike auto-

matic variables, external variables are automatically initialized to zero if you don' t

initialize them: this feature also appl ies to elements of an externally defined array.

External Names

The rules for external variable names are more restrictive than those for local variables.

The reason is that external names need to comply with the rules of the local environ-

ment, which may be more limiting. For local names, the ANSI C standard requires that

a compiler distinguish between uppercase and lowercase characters and that it recog-

nize the first 3 1 characters in a name. For external variables, the compiler need not

distinguish between uppercase and lowercase, and it need only recognize the first 8

characters in a name. These rules also apply to function names.

Definitions and Declarations

Consider this example:

int tern;

mainO
{

external int tern;
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Here tern is declared twice. The first declaration causes storage to be set aside for the

variable; hence, it constitutes a "definition" of the variable. The second declaration

mere I \ tells the compiler to use the tern variable that previously has been created; thus,

it is not a definition. The first declaration is also called a defining declaration; the

second form is called a referencing declaration. The keyword extern always indicates

that a declaration is not a definition, since it instructs the compiler to look elsewhere.

Suppose, for instance, you write the following code:

extern int tern;

main( )

{

Then the compiler assumes that the actual definition of tern is somewhere else in your

program, perhaps in another file. This declaration does not cause space to be allocated;

so don't use the keyword extern to create an external definition. Use extern only to

refer to an existing external definition.

An external variable can be initialized only once, and that must occur when the variab le

is defined. A statement like
"

extern char perm is = ' Y'; /* error */

is in error, for the presence of the keyword extern indicates that this statement is a

referencing declaration, not a defining declaration.

Static Variables

The name static variable sounds like a contradiction, like a variable that can't vary .

Actually, the term
"
static" means the variable stays put. These variables have the same

scope as automatic variables, but they don't vanish when the containing function ends

its job. The computer remembers their values trom one function call to the next . The

example in Listing 13.2 illustrates this point and shows how to declare a static variable.

static.

c

Listing 13.2

I* static. c— using a static variable */

^include <stdio.h>
void trystat();
mainO
{

int count ;

for (count = 1; count <= 3; count++)
{

pr i ntf ( "Here comes iteration %d:\n", count);
trystat ( );

}
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void t rystat (

)

Listing 13.2
{

.

(cont'd.)
int fade " 1;

static int stay = 1;

printf ( "f ade = %d and stay = %d\n", fade++, stay++);
>

Note that trystat( ) increments each variable after printing its value. Running the

program gives this output:

Here comes iteration 1:

fade = 1 and stay = 1

Here comes iteration 2:

fade = 1 and stay = 2

Here comes iteration 3:

fade = 1 and stay = 3

The static variable stay remembers that its value was increased by 1, and the fade

variable starts anew each time. This situation points out a difference in initialization:

fade is initialized each time trystat( ) is called, whereas stay is initialized just once,

when trystat( ) is compiled.

Static Initialization

Like external variables, static variables are initialized to zero if you don't explicitly

initialize them to some other value.

External Static Variables

fM V)&K \o\ You can also declare a static variable outside any function. This act creates an externa l

" (wyMj static function. The difference between an ordinary external variable and an external

^» ./ static variable lies in the scope. The ordinary external variable can be used by functions

•X JEL i n any file, and the external static variable can be used only by functions in the same file

r\ vjjir^ \ and following the variable definition . To set up an external static variable, place the

V)/^ definition outside any function:

static randx = 1;

i nt rand(

)

i

See Figure 13.1. Later in this chapter we show you an example for which you need this

sort of variable.
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Multiple Files

Complex C programs often use several files of code, and sometimes these files may
need to share an external variable. The ANSI C method for accomplishing this task is to

have a defining declaration in one file and referencing declarations in the other files

using that variable. That is. all but one declaration (the defining declaration) should use

the extern keyword, and only the defining declaration can be used to initialize the

variable.

Note that an external variable defined in one file is not available to a second file unless

it is also declared in the second file: external variables are not automatically made

available to all files. Historically, however, many compilers have followed different

rules in this regard. Many UNIX systems, for example, allow you to declare a variable

in several files without using the extern keyword, providing that no more than one

declaration includes an initialization. If there is a declaration with an initialization, it is

taken to be the definition.

Scope and Functions

Functions, too, have storage classes. A function can either be external (the default) or

static. An external function can be accessed by other files, and a static function can be

used only within the defining file. Consider, for example, a file containing these

function declarations:

double gammaO; /* external by default */

static double betaO;
extern double deltaO;
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The functions gamma( ) and deltal ) can be used in other files that are part of the

program, whereas beta( ) cannot. Because this beta( ) is restricted to one file, you can

use a different function having the same name in the other files. One reason to use the

static storage class is to create functions that are private to a particular module, avoiding

the possibility of name conflicts.

Under ANSI C the recommended practice is to use the extern keyword when declaring

functions that are defined in another file. This recommendation is mostly a matter of

clarity, since a function declaration is assumed to be extern unless the keyword static is

used.

Register Variables

\n G<3-Xv Variables normally are stored in computer memory. With luck, register variables are

. stored in the CPU registers, where they can be accessed and manipulated more rapidly

^0> J)tf^ |f
than in memory. In other respects, register variables are the same as automatic vari -

\JLr™*\ able s. They are set up this way:

main( )

{

register i nt quick;

We say "with luck," for declaring a variable as register class is more a request than a

direct order . The compiler has to weigh your demands against the number of registers

that are available. Depending on this number, the compiler may designate the variable

as an ordinary automatic variable. The types of variables that can be declared register

may also be restricted. For example, the registers in a processor may not be large

enough to hold type double. In addition, a processor may not have addresses for its

registers, so the & operator may not work with register variables.

Scope Summary

At this point, let's summarize the scope of the various storage classes. The scope of an

automatic variable, including formal arguments to functions, is confined to the defining

function. When a variable is declared external to any function in a file, that external

variable is known to all functions following it in that file, whether or not those functions

explicitly declare the variable as extern. If you want a function in a second file to access

an external variable in the first file, then you must declare the variable in the second file

using the keyword extern.

A static variable defined inside a function is local to the function. A static variable

defined outside a function is local to that file.

Which Storage Class?

The answer to the question "Which storage class?" most often is "automatic." After all,

auto is the default. At first glance, external storage is quite alluring: Just make all your

variables external, and you'll never have to worry about using arguments and pointers

to communicate back and forth between functions. Unfortunately, you do have to worry
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about function A( ) sneakily altering variables in function C( ), although such was not

your intention. The evidence of untold years of collective computer experience is that

the latter danger far outweighs the superficial charms of using external storage indis-

criminately .

One of the golden rules of protective programming is to observe the "need to know"

principle. Keep the workings of each function as private as possible, sharing values only

as they are needed.

Since there are times when the other classes are useful, they are available. But ask

yourself if it is necessary to use one before doing so.

^ Summary: Storage Classes

Keywords: auto, extern, static, and register

General Comments. The storage class of a variable determines its scope and how long

the variable persists. Storage class is determined by where the variable is defined and

by the associated keyword. Variables defined outside a function are external and have

global scope. Variables declared inside a function are automatic and local unless one

of the other keywords is used. External variables defined before a function are known

to it even if not declared internally.

Properties.

Those preceding the dotted line are declared inside a function. Those following the

line are defined outside a function.

Storage Class Keyword Duration Scope

Automatic auto Temporary Local

Register register Temporary Local

Static static Persistent Local

External extern* Persistent Global (all files)

External static static Persistent Global (one file)

*The keyword extern is used only to redeclare variables that have been defined

externally elsewhere; the act of defining the variable outside a function makes it

external.

73.2 ANSI C Type Qualifiers

We've seen that a variable is characterized by its type and its storage class. ANSI C
adds two more properties to that list: constancy and volatility The presence of these

properties is indicated by the keywords const and volatile: these keywords are used in

declarations to create qualified types.
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The const Type Qualifier

jSf^

J&«^

#?*>^ ^£

The const keyword in a declaration establishes a variable whose value cannot be

modified by assignment, incrementing, or decrementing. On an ANSI-compliant com-

piler, the code

const int nochange; /* qualifies m as being constant */

nochange = 12; /* not allowed */

should produce an error message. However, you can initialize a const variable, there-

fore the following code is valid.

const int nochange = 12; /* ok */

This declaration makes nochange a read-only variable; once initialized, it cannot be

changed.

Use of the const keyword with pointers is more complicated, for we have to distinguish

between making the pointer itself const and making the value that is pointed to be

const. The declaration

const float *pf; /* pf points to a constant float value */

establishes that pf points to a value that must remain constant. The value of pf itself can

be changed, which means it can be set to point at another const value. In contrast, the

declaration

float * const pt; /* pt is a const pointer */

says that the pointer pt itself cannot have its value changed. It must always point to the

same address. However, the pointed-to value can change. Finally, the declaration

const float * const ptr;

means that ptr must always point to the same location and that the value stored at that

location also must not he changed by the program

One common use of const is to declare pointers that serve as formal function

parameters. For example, consider the function strlen( ). We pass it a pointer to the

beginning of the string whose length it is to find. In general, passing a pointer to a

function enables the function to alter data in the calling function. But the declaration

int strlen(const char * str) /* ANSI form */

prevents any modification of data, for it says that the data str points to cannot be

changed. Thus, expressions like *str = '
!

' are not allowed. Yet str itself can be

altered, so the program can use str++ in its code.

The ANSI C library follows this practice. If a pointer is passed just to give a function

access to values in the calling program, it's declared a pointer to a const-qualified type.
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If the pointer is passed so the program can alter data in the calling program, then the

const keyword isn't used. For instance, the ANSI C declaration of strcat( ) is the

following:

char *strcat(char *, const char *);

Recall that the strcat( ) function adds a copy of the second string to the end of the first

string. The action modifies the first string but leaves the second string unchanged.

The volatile Type Qualifier

The volatile qualifier indicates that the concerned v ariable can have its value altered by

agencies other than the program . T\ pically it is used for addresses used by hardware .

For instance, an address may hold the current clock time. The value changes as time

changes. Or the address may be used to receive information transmitted from. say.

another computer.

The volatile syntax is the same as the const:

volatile int loci; /* lod is a volatile location */

volatile int *ploc; /* ploc points to a volatile location */

Actually, a value can be both const and volatile. For instance, the clock setting should

normally not be changed by the program, making it const: and it may be changed by an

agency other than the program, making it volatile. For such a declaration, use both

qualifiers in any order.

volatile const int loc;

const volatile int *ploc;

At this point, you may think that volatile is an interesting concept but be wondering

why the ANSI committee felt it necessary to make it a keyword. The reason is to

facilitate compiler optimization. Suppose, for example, you have code like the follow-

ing:

vaU = x;

... /* some code not using x */

val2 = x;

A smart compiler may notice that you use x twice and temporarily store the x value in a

register. Then when x is needed for val2. it can save time by reading the value from a

register instead of from the original memory location. This procedure is called caching.

Ordinarily, caching is a good optimization, but it is not if x is changed between the two

statements by some other agency. If there were no volatile keyword, a compiler would

have no way of know ing whether this situation might occur. Therefore, to be safe, the

compiler couldn't cache. This scenario represents the pre-ANSI situation. Now how-

ever, if the volatile keyword is not used in the declaration, the compiler can assume a

value hasn't changed between mentions, and it can attempt to optimize the code.
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73.3 A Random Number Function

Let's now look at a random number function that makes use of an external static

variable. The ANSI C library provides a ranch ) function for random numbers, but it's

instructive to make one ourselves. Actually, we create a "pseudorandom" number

generate!, in which the actual sequence of numbers is predictable although they are

spread fairly uniformly over the possible range of values.

The scheme starts with a number called the seed. The function uses the seed to produce

a new number, which becomes the new seed. Then the new seed can be used to produce

a newer seed, and so on. For this scheme to work, the random number function must

remember the seed it used the last time it was called, which calls for a static variable.

In the program in Listing 13.3. the static variable randx starts out with the value 1 and

is altered by the magic formula each time the function is called. The result in systems

with a two-byte short is a number somewhere in the range of -32768 to 32767. (We use

the short cast because the size of short is more standard than the size of int.)

rondO.

c

Listing 13.3

/* randO . c— produces random numbers */

randOC )

{

static int randx = 1 ;

randx = (randx * 25173 + 13849) % 65536;
/ * magi c f ormu La */

return( (short) randx);

Let's now add a simple driver. See Listing 13.4.

r drivel .c

I * r_dr i ve1 . c */

U i nc I ude <s tdi o . h>

extern int randOO;
Listing 13.4 ma in()

{

int count;

/* extern keyword is optional */

for(count = 1; count <= 5; count++)
printf ("%d\n", randOO);

Here's a good chance to practice using multiple files. Use one file for Listing 13.4 and

one for Listing 1 3.3. See Chapter 9 or your compiler manual for guidance. The extern

keyword reminds us that randO( ) is defined in a separate file. The output follows:
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-26514

-4449

20196

-20531

3882

This output seems random enough. Let's run it again:

-26514

-4449

20196

-20531

3882

The output is the same. This represents the "pseudo" aspect of the function. Each time

the main program is run, we start off with the same seed of 1. We can get around this

problem by introducing a second function srandll ) that lets you reset the seed. The

trick is to make randx an external static variable known only to randl( ) and stand 1 1 ).

(The ANSI equivalent to srandll ) is called srand( ).) Keep randl( ) and srand li ) in

their own file and compile that file separately. See Listing 13.5.

/* s_and_r . c--f i I e for rand1() and srand1() */

static int randx = 1 ;

int rand1()
{

Listing 13.5 randx = (randx *25173 + 13849) % 65536;
returnt (short) randx);

>

int srandKx)
unsigned x;

{

randx = x;

>

Notice that randx now is an external static variable, meaning that it can be used by both

randll ) and srandK ) but not by functions in other files. To test these functions, use

the driver in Listing 13.6.

r drive2.c

Listing 13.6
I * r_dr i ve2 . c */

#incLude <stdio.h>
extern int srand1(), rand1();
m a i n ( )

{
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int count;
i n t seed;
pri nt f

( "P lease enter your choice for seed.Vn");
Listing 13.6 * f „°,^„ o j\~ scanf(/£d, Sseed);

srandl(seed); /* reset seed */

for(count = 1; count <= 5; count++>

printf ( "%d\n", randK));

Again, use two files. Run the program once:

Please enter your choice for seed.

1

-26514

-4449

20196

-20531

3882

Using a value of 1 for seed yields the same values as before. Let's try a value of 3:

Please enter your choice for seed.

3

23832

20241

-1858

-30417

-16204

We now get a different set of numbers. If your system provides a time function, you can

use the time value to automate the reseeding of this function.

73.4 Roll 'Em

Let's develop a use for our set of random number functions by simulating dice-rolling.

The most popular form of dice-rolling uses two 6-sided dice, although there are other

possibilities. Many adventure-fantasy game players use all of the five geometrically

possible dice: 4 sides, 6 sides, 8 sides, 12 sides, and 20 sides. (The ancient Greeks

cleverly proved that there are but five regular solids having all faces the same shape and

si/e. and these solids are the bases for the dice varieties. One could make dice with other

numbers of sides, but the faces would not all be the same, so they wouldn't all have

equal odds of turning up.)

Computer calculations aren't limited by geometric considerations, though, and we
devise an electronic die that can have any number of sides we want. Let's start with 6

sides, then generalize. We want a random number from 1 to 6, but randli ) produces

the range -32768 to 32767, so we must make some adjustments. Here's one approach:
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1. Divide the random number by 32768. which results in a number x in the range -1

<-\ < 1. (We have to convert to type float so that we can have decimal fractions.)

2. Add 1 . Our new number satisfies the relationship <= x < 2.

3. Divide by 2. Now <= x < 1

.

4. Multiply by 6. Now <= x < 6. (0 is not a desired value.)

5. Add 1. Now 1<= x < 7. (Note: These are still decimal fractions.)

6. Truncate to an integer. Now we have an integer in the range of 1 to 6.

7. To generalize, just replace 6 in step 4 by the number of sides.

Listing 13.7 shows a function that follows the steps listed previously. We include some

explicit type casts to emphasize where type conversions take place.

diceroll.c

Listing 13.7

I * diceroll.c */

tfdefine SCALE 32768.0
extern int rand1();
int rollem(sides)
int sides;
{

float roll;

roll = ( (float) randl O/SCALE + 1.0) * sides / 2.0 + 1.0;
return ( (int) roll);

Listing 13.8 shows a program that uses the tools we've developed thus far.

lydice.c

Listing 13.8

I* manydice.c—multiple dice roll */

#include <stdio.h>
extern int srand1(), rollemO;
ma i n ( )

<

int dice, count, roll, seed;
int sides;

printf(" Enter a seed value. \n")

;

scanf("%d", &seed);
srand(seed);
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Listing 13.8

pri nt f

(

"Enter the number of sides per die, to stop.Xn");
while (scant ("%d", &sides) == 1 && sides > 0)

{

printf("How many dice?\n");
scanf("%d", &dice);
for ( roll = 0, count = 1; count <= dice; count ++)

(cont'd.) roll += rollem(sides); /* running total ot dice pips * /

printf("You have rolled a %d using %d %d-sided dice.Xn",
roll, dice, sides);

printf("How many sides? Enter to stop.Xn");
>

printfC'GOOD FORTUNE TO Y0U!\n");

Compile it with the files containing Listings 13.7 and 13.5. Then use it:

Enter a seed value.

1

Enter the number of sides per die, to stop.

6

How many dice?

2

You have rolled a 4 using 2 6-sided dice.

How many sides? Enter to stop.

6

How many dice?

2

You have rolled a 7 using 2 6-sided dice.

How many sides? Enter to stop.

GOOD FORTUNE TO YOU!

You can use rollem( ) in many ways. With sides equal to two, the function simulates a

coin toss with "heads" = 2 and "tails" = 1 . or vice versa. You can also easily modify the

program to show the individual results as well as the total. Or you can construct a craps

simulator. If you require a large number of rolls, as may occur in some role-playing

games, you can modify the program with little trouble to produce output like the

following:

Enter a seed value.
10

Enter the number of sets; enter q to stop.
18

How many sides and how many dice?
6 3

Here are 18 sets of 3 6-sided throws.

7 5 9 7 12 10 7 12 10 14 9 8 13 9 10 7 16 10

How many sets? Enter to stop.

q
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\gain. remember that if your C implementation gives you access to some changing

quantit) such as the system clock, you can use that value (possibly truncated) to

initialize the seed value. Another use of randll ) (but not of rollem( )) is to create a

number-guessing program. In such a program, the computer chooses and you guess.

iX J 3,5 Sorting Numbers

Let's develop some more functions. One of the most common tasks for a computer is

sorting, therefore our next project is to design a program that reads in a list of integers

and sorts them. Let's take a black-box approach and think in terms of input and output.

Our overall plan is fairly simple. See Figure 13.2a.

At this point, the program is still too vaguely defined to code. The next step is to identify

the main tasks that the program must do to accomplish our goals. We can break down

our example into three main tasks:

1 . Read in the numbers.

2. Sort them.

3. Print out the sorted numbers.

Figure 13.2b shows this breakdown as we move from the top level of organization down

to a more detailed level.

numbers

Figure 13.2

Sorting program:

(a) a black-box view

/bj peeking inside

numbers

J>fr

(a) a black box view

(b) peeking inside
sorting program

sorted

numbers

^

J
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'em

sort

'em

print

'em

w^mm:
p

sorted
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Global Decisions

Before designing the individual modules, we need to make some global decisions: We
need to choose a data form and decide what information need be passed to the in-

dividual modules.

Data Form

How do we represent a collection of numbers? We can use a collection of variables, one

for each number—a method that is just too much trouble to even think about. More

<
$^nC practically, we can use an array, one element for each number.

But what kind of array? Type int? Type double? We need to know how the program is

going to be used. Let's assume it is to be used with integers, so we develop an array of

integers to store the numbers we read.

Information F/ow

The first module gathers input. It should know where to place the data it gets, and it

should know the maximum number of values that can be accepted. Also, it should report

back the actual number of items read. The sorting module should know which array to

sort and how many elements are present. The printing module needs to know which

array to print and how many elements to print.

These considerations suggest the maim ) function shown in Listing 13.9, in which we

get the overall view of the program.

v*

^ ^

sort int.c

/* sor t_i nt

.

c--sort s integers */

•Tv^.' vj jtV #define MAXSIZE 100/* limit to number of integers to sort */

\ ^y*" (nT* ° / extern int getarrayO;

^ W oV 4 extern void sortO, print();
* Listing 1 3.9 \ m a i n ( )

\ {

I int numbersCMAXSIZE]; /* array to hold input */

]
int size; /* number of input items */

/ size = getarrayCnumbers, MAXSIZE);
/ /* put input into array */

/ sort(numbers, size); / * sort the array */

/ pr i nt ( numbe r s, size); /* print the sorted array */

/ }

The function getarray( ) places the input into the array numbers and reports back how

many values are read in; that value is assigned to size. Then sort( ) and print) ) sort the

array and print the results.
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Now that we have refined our picture of the information flow, we should modify our

black box sketch. See Figure 13.3. As you can see. we have three black boxes, each with

its own input and output. We can assign each part to a different programming team,

providing we make sure that the numbers output by "read 'em'* are in the same form that

they are sorted for input.

We are emphasizing modularity: We have broken the original problem into three

smaller, more manageable problems. Now we apply our efforts to each of the three

boxes separately, breaking them down into simpler units until we reach a point at which

the code is obvious. As we do so, we pay attention to three important points: dataform

choice, error-trapping, and information flow.

Reading In Numeric Data

Let's continue with our example, tackling the reading module first. See Figure 13.4.

Many programs involve reading in numbers, so the ideas we develop here will be useful

elsewhere. The general form is clear: Use a loop to read in numbers until all the

numbers are read. But there is more to it than vou mav think!

Ending Input

How will the program know how many numbers to read? We faced a similar problem in

Chapter 10. in which we had a read_array( ) function that quit reading numbers when

the user simulated EOF or entered a nonnumeric value. This time we take a different

Figure 13.4

Sorting program:

the first task
numbers P

read

'em P numbers
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tack. The main change is in the handling of nonnumeric input. Now we instruct the

program to alert the user that the input is nonnumeric and then let the user try again.

Why this change? Suppose you are entering data at the keyboard and accidentally enter

lo instead of 10. Would you rather have the program terminate, forcing you to reenter

all the data, or have it reject only the one entry and let you continue? Of course, it is

simpler to rely on the "perfect user theory," which states that the user makes no entry

errors. However, we recognize that this theory may not apply to all users. This checking

of input for suitability is termed data validation. Here is one approach:

read a word

while not EOF
if the word is an integer, assign it to an array

else skip word and request numeric input

read the next word if the array isn'tfull

Note that two separate conditions can terminate this section of the program: an EOF
signal or filling the array.

Further Considerations

Before we set down any C code, we still have decisions to make. The data validation to

which we've committed ourselves has two aspects: detecting an error and reporting the

error to the user. We can try to code these instructions directly into getarray( ), or we

can put the code into an input function used by getarray( ). We adopt an intermediate

approach here that follows a common C style: We give the input function the respon-

sibility to detect errors, and we give the calling function (getarray( )) the responsibility

to handle the error. This method provides flexibility, for the same input function can be

used in programs that process errors differently.

The getarray( ) Function

Let's look at the getarray( ) function. See Listing 13.10.

getarray.c

/* getarray.c— reads in an array */

#include <stdio.h>
#include "get i n t . h" /* declares getintO, constants */

int getarray( array, limit)
int arrayl], limit;
{

int num, status;
int index = 0; /* array index */

printfC'This program stops reading numbers ");

pr i n t f
(
" af t er %d values\n", limit);
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while( index < Limit && (status = get i n t ( &num ) ) != EOF )

{

if ( status == YESNUM)
i

arrayCindex++D = num;
printf("The number %d has been accepted. \n", num);

Listing 13.10
(cont'd.) else if ( status == NONUM)

printf("That was no integer! Try again. \n");

else
printfC'This can't happen! Something's very wrong. \n");

>

if ( index == Limit ) /* report if array gets filled */

printfC'All %d elements of the array were filled. Xn",

limit);
return( index) ;

>

Explanation

The function is not a simple one. and we have quite a few points to note.

The getarrayl ) function is premised on the existence of a getint( ) function with the

following properties:

1 . The getint( ) function returns a status of YESNUM if it has read an integer, and it

places the value in the location pointed to by its argument, which should be a

pointer-to-int.

2. It returns a status of NONUM if it reads a noninteger, and it discards the invalid

input.

3. It returns a value of EOF if it encounters end-of-file.

4. The getint.h file contains the function declaration and definitions of the status

values.

The implementation of this function comes on the next level of our top-down approach.

Using the status codes, we set up getarray( ) to handle each of the possible status

values. An EOF status causes the reading cycle to end when getint( ) detects an EOF
signal. A YESNUM status results in the number being stored in the awaiting array.

Also, the number is echoed back to the user to let him or her know that it was accepted.

A NONUM status sends the user back for another try.

But notice in Listing 13.10 that there is also another else statement. Logically, the only

way that statement can be reached is if getint( ) returns a value other than -1. 0. or 1.

Yet those are the only values that can be returned, so this statement seems useless. We
include it as an example of defensive programming, the art of protecting a program from

future fiddling. We, or someone else, may someday decide to add a few more possible
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status values to the getint( ) repertoire. Most likely we will have forgotten, and they

may never have known, that getarray( ) assumes that there are just three possible

responses. We therefore include this final else statement to trap any new responses that

may show up at that time.

We use the keyword return to communicate back the number of items read. Thus our

function call

size = getarray(numbers, MAXSIZE);

assigns a value to size and gives values to the numbers array.

In functions involving counters and limits, like this one, the most likely place to find

errors is at the boundary conditions, where counts reach their limits. Are we going to

read a maximum of MAXSIZE numbers, or are we going to be off by one? We need to

pay attention to details such as ++index versus index++ and < versus <=. We also have

to keep in mind that arrays start their subscripting with 0. not 1. Check through Listing

13.10 and see if it works as it should. The easiest way to do so is to imagine that limit is

1 and then walk through the procedure step by step.

Finally, the function informs the user when the array is full so that he or she is not taken

by surprise.

The getint( ) Function

We need to supply a getint( ) function, which we can create from the existing library

functions. Listing 13.1 1 shows an implementation based on scanfl ).

Listing 13.11

* getint.c

I : Wm w*I * getint.c */

^include <stdio.h>
tfinclude "get i nt . h" -*>

r7X?»i^ ywr^frW-X,

int getint(ptint)
int * p t i n t ; /* pointer to integer output */

{

int status;

status = scanf("%d", ptint);
if (status == NONUM)

scanf("%*s");
return status;

'<*& Ur\ &t /V^f* AV^AJr^

We also need a getint.h file:

/* getint.h — definitions used by getintO */

^define NONUM

#define YESNUM 1

extern int getintO;
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Recall that scanfi ) returns the number of items successfully read. If it finds an int. it

returns 1. or YESNUM. If it finds a noninteger. it returns 0. or NONUM. And it returns

EOF on detecting the end of the file. Our getintl ) function merely passes these return

values along. If the return value is 0. the function skips over the invalid input. Recall

that the 9c*s specifier causes scanf( ) to skip over the next word. If status is 0. then the

input is not an integer, so we want to skip it. Otherwise, scant'! ) remains stuck on that

data item.

Often the most difficult part of a program is getting it to interact in a convenient and

dependable manner with the user. Such is the case with this program. Now that we have

completed getarrayt ) and getint( ). we find sort( ) and print( ) easier to implement.

Sorting the Data

Let's look at maim ) again:

/* sort_int.c—sorts integers */

tfdefine MAXSIZE 10 /* Limit to number of integers to sort */

int getarrayO;
void s o r t ( ) , printO;
mai n(

)

{

int numbersCMAXSIZED; /* array to hold input */

int size; /* number of input items */

size = getarray (numbers, MAXSIZE);
/* put input into array */

sort (numbers, size); /* sort the array */

pri nt ( numbers, size); /* print the sorted array */

>

We see that the input to sort( ) is an array of integers to be sorted and a count of the

number of elements to be sorted. The output is the array containing the sorted numbers.

We still haven't decided how to accomplish the sorting, so we need to refine this

description further. See Figure 13.5.

One obvious point to decide is the direction of the sort: from large to small or small to

large. We arbitrarily select to sort from large to small. (We can also make a program sort

numbers
Figure 13.5 f SOll'em
Sorting program:
the second task size

P
P P numbers
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Figure 13.6

in either direction , but then we would have to develop a way to tell the program which

choice we want.)

Let's consider our method. Many sorting algorithms have been developed for com-

puters. Here we use one of the simplest, the selection sort we introduced in Chapter 1 1.

Here is our plan in pseudocode:

for n = first ton = next-to-last element,

find largest remaining number and place it in the n-th element

It works as follows. First, n = 1. We look through the entire array, find the largest

number, and place it in the first element. Then n = 2, and we look through all but the

first element of the array, find the largest remaining number, and place it in the second

element. We continue this process until we reach the next-to-last element, at which

point only two elements are left. We compare these elements and place the larger in the

next-to-last position, which leaves the smallest element in the final position. See Figure

13.6.

The procedure looks like a for loop task, but we still have to describe the "find and

place" process in more detail. One way to select the largest remaining value is to

compare the first and second elements of the remaining array. If the second is larger,

switch the two values. Now compare the first element with the third. If the third is

larger, switch those two. Each time, the larger element floats to the top. Continue in this

fashion until you have compared the first with the last element. When you finish, the

largest number is now the first element of the remaining array. In essence, we have

sorted the array for the first element, but the rest of the array is in a jumble.

In pseudocode

for n = second element to last element,

compare nth clement with first element;

if nth is greater, swap values

looks like another for loop, which is nested in the first for loop. The outer loop indicates

which array element is to be filled, and the inner loop finds the value to put there.

Sorting program:

the third task size

P
P

sorted

numbers %f print

em P
sorted
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Combining the two pieces o( the previously listed pseudocode and translating into C,

we achieve the function in Listing 13.12.

Listing 13.12

/* sort .c

—

sorts an integer array in decreasing order */

void sort(array, limit)
int a rray C ] , Limit;

int top, search, temp;

for ( top = ; top < Limit -1 ; top++)
for ( search = top + 1; search < Limit; search++)

if ( arrayC search] > arrayCtop])
{

temp = arrayCsearch];
arrayCsearch] = arrayCtop];
arrayCtop] = temp;

}

Here we remember that the first element has for a subscript. Also, we use the

swapping technique we discussed in Chapter 9. Notice that we use top as the subscript

for the array element that is to be filled, since it is at the top of the unsorted part of the

array. The search index roams over the array below the current top element.

Printing the Data

The program in Listing 13.13 is fairly straightforward.

print.

c

Listing 13.13

/* print. c

—

print an array */

#incLude <stdio.h>
void print(array, Limit)
int arrayC], Limit;
{

int i ndex;

for ( index = 0; index < Limit; index++)
printf("%d\n", arrayCindex]);

If we want something a little different, such as printing in rows instead of in one

column, we can always alter the function, leaving the other functions untouched.

Similarly, if we find a sorting algorithm we like better, we can replace that module. That

is one of the nice features about a modular program.
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Results

Let's compile and test the package. To make checking the boundary conditions simpler,

we temporarily change MAXSIZE to 5. For our first test, we feed numbers into the

program until it refuses to take more:

This program stops reading numbers after 5 values

or if EOF is encountered.

12 34 54 23 67 232CenterD

All 5 elements of the array were filled.

67

54

34

23

12

Our first test is a success; the program halts when five numbers are read, and it sorts the

results.

Now we test to see if the program stops when end-of-file is encountered.

This program stops reading numbers after 5 values

or if EOF is encountered.

456 928
-23 +16

Hcontrol-dD <=(Transmits EOF on UNIX system)

928

456

16

-23

The four-element array is sorted, and the program halts input on encountering EOF.

(Recall that Control-Z transmits EOF on MS-DOS systems.)

Note: We should point out that the Microsoft C version of this program requires us to

press Enter twice if the EOF signal (Control-Z) is the first entry on a line. Apparently,

the Micosoft version of scant! ) works slightly differently from the Turbo C or the

UNIX.

73.6 Another Example

Our last example used interactive input from the keyboard. Another common model for

programs, especially in the UNIX environment, is the noninteractive program that takes

information from a file. We now adapt the last example to this model, examining some

of the pertinent differences. The modular approach lends itself to such revision.
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Changing the Plan for main(
)

Rather than process keyboard input, we let the program process a list of files given in

the command line. Because we are not eliciting responses from the user, we drop the

user prompts. To process a list of files, we can use a loop that opens each file in turn,

and we use standard file I/O functions to read the file contents.

The chief difficulties we face concern the termination of input. Since there may be more

than one file, the program can't stop at the first end-of-file marker. Instead, it should test

to see that the program has run out of storage space and if it has run out of input files. If

the program runs out of space before it runs out of files, it should let the user know. The

program should also let the user know if it runs out of space in the middle of a file.

A related question is how big an array should be used. The size depends on the intended

use of the program. Conceivably, the data files may contain many integers, but using.

saj . an array of 30.000 elements borders on the wasteful if the program only needs to

sort 8 numbers. The best way of handling the problem is to request additional memory

as needed. We don't cover memory allocation functions until Chapter 16. therefore we

use a 100-integer limit at this time.

Our considerations lead us to the modified maim ) function shown in Listing 13.14.

sort fik

I* sort_f ile.c—sorts integers from files */

#include <stdio.h>
#include "fgetarr.h"
tfdefine MAXSIZE 100/* Limit to number of integers to sort */

extern void sortO, print();
i nt part_f i le = FALSE; /* an external variable */

Listing 13.14

mai n(argc,argv)
int argc;
char *a rg vC 1

;

{

int numbersCMAXSIZED;
int size = 0;

int file;
FILE *fp;

/* array to hold input */

/* number of input items */

if (argc<2 )

{

fprintf(stderr," Usage: %s filenameCsJXn", argvCO]);
e x i t ( 1 ) ;

}

for ( file = 1; file < argc 88 size < MAXSIZE; file++)
{

if ( ( fp = f open(argvCf i le],"r") ) != NULL)
size += f geta r ray ( fp, numbers + size, MAXSIZE - size);
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else
f pr i nt f (

s

tder r,

"

F i L e %s could not be opened. Nn",

argvCfi le] )

;

>

Listing 13.14 if (file < argc)
(cont'd.) f pri ntf (stderr, "The last file read was %s\n",

argvCf i le-1 3 )

;

i f (part_f i le == TRUE)
fprintf(stderr,"%s: EOF not reached. \n", argvCfile-11);

sort(numbers, size); /* sort the array */

pri nt ( numbe rs, size); /* print the sorted array */

The program is accompanied by a new include file, called fgetarr.h:

/* fgetarr.h— fgetarrO info */

#define TRUE 1

fldefine FALSE

extern int fgetarrO;

As usual, we have the program print an error message and terminate if there are no

command-line arguments. If there are arguments, the for loop processes them in turn.

Two conditions can terminate the loop. First, argc is one more than the number of

command-line arguments, so the loop terminates if the counter file reaches argv.

Second, size is the running total of the number of elements read, and the loop terminates

once this number reaches MAXSIZE.

Note the arguments to the function fgetarray( ). First, fp tells the function which file to

read. Second, numbers + size points to the first vacant location in the array. Third,

MAXSIZE - size tells fgetarray( ) how much space is left in the array. If a file cannot

be opened, the program passes over it and proceeds to the next file.

The for loop increments the variable file at the end of each cycle, thus when the loop

ends, file is one greater than the number of files processed. This value makes file equal

to argc if, indeed, all the files have been processed. If this equality is not true, then the

program has run out of room before processing all files. The statement

if (file < argc)

f print f (stderr, "The last file read was %s\n" , argvCf i le-1 ])

;

test tor this fact. If some files have not been processed, this statement prints the name of

the last file that was processed.

The statement

if (part_f i le == TRUE)

fprintf ( stderr, "%s : EOF not reached. \n", argvCf i le-1 ])

;

tests to see if the array is filled before end-of-file is detected. It uses an external variable

(part_file) that is initialized to FALSE, a value defined in the fgetarr.h file. It*s the
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responsibility of the fgetarray( ) function to set part_file to TRUE if a file is not fully

read. Note that we can also create a different variable in fgetarray( ) to pass this

information, but we want to illustrate using an external variable.

The fgetarray( ) Function

We make four modifications to getarray( ) to develop fgetarray( ). First, we add a

pointer-to-FILE argument so that the function can read opened files. Second, we

remove the interactive print statements. Third, we use the external variable part_file to

report if a file is abandoned before EOF. Finally, to read files, we use an fgetint( )

function instead of getinti ). Listing 13.15 shows the fgetarrav( ) function.

/* i nar ray . c--usi ng fgetintO */

#incLude <stdio.h>
#include "getint.h"
flinclude "fgetarr.h"
extern int part_file;

Listing 13.15

int f geta r ray ( f p, array. Limit)

FILE *fp;

int arrayCD, Limit;
i

int num, status;
int index = 0; /* array index */

whiLe(index < limit && (status = f get i nt (

f

p,&num) ) != EOF)

{

if (status == YESNUM)
arrayCindex++D = num;

}

i f (status != EOF)

if (f getint (f p,8num) != EOF)

part_fiLe = TRUE;
return(index);

Note that we use the extern keyword to declare that part_file is defined in another file.

If status is EOF when the function exits the while loop, then the entire file has been

read. This suggests using the statement

if (status != EOF)

part_f i Le = TRUE;

to report that the file is not completely read. However, it can happen that the integer that

filled the array is also the last entry in the file. The statement
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if (status != EOF)

if (fgetint(fp,8num) != EOF)

part_file = TRUE;

checks for this eventuality by attempting to read one more value.

The fgetint( ) Function

The only changes necessary from getint( ) to fgetint( ) are adding a FILE pointer

argument and switching from scanf( ) to fscanf( ). See Listing 13.16.

* fgetint.c

Listing 13.16

/* fgetint.c */

#include <stdio.h>
#include "getint.h"
int f get i nt ( f p,pt i nt

)

FILE *fp;
int *ptint; /* pointer to integer output */

{

int status;

status = fscanf(fp,"%d", ptint);
if (status == NONUM)

f scanf ( f p,"%*s" )

;

return status;

The sort( ) Function

The sorting algorithm we've used is one of the simplest, but it also is one of the slowest,

particularly for large numbers of items. The ANSI C library implements a much more

effective algorithm called quick sort, with the qsort( ) function. Because this function

involves using pointers to functions, we delay covering it until Chapter 16. In the

meantime, we continue to use our selection sort function.

The print( ) Function

We alter print! ) so that it prints seven integers per line. See Listing 13.17.

print.

c

I* pr i n t . c--pr i nt an array */

tfinclude <stdio.h>
Listing 13.17 void print(array, Limit)

int arrayCD, limit;
(

int index;
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for ( index = 0; index < Limit; index++)

I

Listing 13.17 printf("X10d ", a rray C i ndex 3 ) ;

(cont'd.) if (i ncjex % 7 == 6)

putchar('\n');
}

}

The modular approach lends itself to such step-wise refinements.

13.7 Summary

In this chapter we developed a random number generator and an integer-sorting pro-

gram. In the process we developed a getintf ) function that we can use in other

programs. We also illustrated some general principles and concepts useful in designing

programs.

The most fundamental point to note is that programs should be designed rather than

allowed to evolve through a random process of growth, trial, and error. You should

think carefully about the form and content of input and output for a program before

sitting down to code it. You should break the program into well-defined tasks, then

program these tasks separately, but with an eye to how they interface with one another.

The idea is to achieve modularity. When necessary, break a module into smaller

modules. Use functions to enhance program modularity and clarity.

When designing a program, try to anticipate what may go wrong, and then program

accordingly. Use error-trapping to circumvent potential problems or. at least, to alert the

user if a problem occurs. It's much better to give the user a second chance to enter data

than to send the program crashing in ignominy.

When designing a function, first decide how it will interact w ith the calling function.

Decide what information flows in and what information flows out. What will the

arguments be? Will you use pointers, return, or both? Once you have these design

parameters in mind, you can turn your attention to the mechanics of the function.

As you put these ideas to use. you'll produce programs with greater reliability. You will

acquire a body of functions that you can use in other programs. Your programming w ill

take less time.

Don't forget about storage classes. Variables can be defined outside functions, in which

case they are called external (or global) variables and are available to more than one

function. Variables defined within a function are local to that function and arc not

known to other functions. When possible, use the automatic variety of local variables to

prevent variables in one function from being contaminated by the actions of other

functions.
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Review Questions

1 . Which storage classes create variables local to the function containing them?

2. Which storage classes create variables that persist for the duration of the containing

program?

3. Which storage class creates variables that can be used across several files? restricted to

just one file?

4. What may make the selection sort algorithm inefficient?

5. How can you modify the sorting routine to make it sort in increasing order instead of

decreasing order?

6. How can you modify getintl ) to handle strings that represent octal numbers?

7. Which functions know each variable in the following? Are there any errors?

/* fi Le 1 */

int daisy;

main( )

{

int lily;

}

int peta L (

)

{

extern int daisy, Lily;

}

/* f i le 2 */

static int Lily;

int rose;

int stem( )

{

int rose;

}

void root (

)

{

extern int daisy;

}

8. What does the following program print out?

flinclude <stdio.h>
char coLor= ' B '

;

main( )

{

extern char color;

void firstO, secondO;
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pri ntf ( "color in main() is %c\n", color);

firstO;
printfC" color in main() is %c\n", color);

secondC );

pri ntf ( "color in mainO is %c\n", color);

}

void f i rst (

)

char color;

color = 'R';

pri ntf ( "color in firstO is %c\n", color);

}

void secondC)

{

color = ' 6 *

;

pri ntf ( "color in secondC) is %c\n", color);

>

9. a. What does the following function heading tell you about the intent of the programmer?

static int plink;
int value_ct( const int arrCD, int value, int n)

b. Does replacing int value and int n with const int value and const int n enhance the

protection of values in the calling program?

Programming Exercises

1 . Some users may be daunted by being asked to enter an EOF character. Modify getar-

ray( ) and getint( ) so that a # character also terminates input.

2. Create a program that sorts float numbers in increasing order.

3. Write and test in a loop a function that returns the number of times it has been called.

4. Write a program that generates a list of 100 random numbers in the range 1-10 in

sorted, decreasing order.

5. Write a program that generates 1000 random numbers in the range 1-10. Don't save or

print the numbers out, but do print out how many times each number appears. Have the

program use 10 different seed values. Do the numbers appear in equal amounts? You
can use this chapter's functions or the ANSI C randl ) and srandl ) functions, which

follow the same format our functions do. This is one way to test the randomness of a

particular random number generator.

6. Write a program that behaves like the modification of Listing 13.8 that we discuss after

showing its output.
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7. Write an interactive program that lets the user enter up to 20 words. Have the program

display the words in sorted order (recall the string-sorting example in Chapter 1 1 ) and

then ask the user if he or she wishes to save the sorted words in a file. If the user

responds "yes," have the program request a name for the file, then write the words into

a file by that name.

8. Write a function that skips over input until encountering a digit. It then stores that digit

and subsequent digits in a string until encountering a nondigit. The nondigit is placed

back in the input string, and the function converts the digit string to a numeric value.

The function should use a pointer argument to provide the numeric value to the calling

program. Use the function return value to return EOF if the function encounters

end-of-file. It should return 1 otherwise. Use getc( ) and ungetc( ). In short, this

function finds the next integer in output, whether it be isolated or embedded in text. For

example, the function can locate the integer 22 in be22again.

9. Modify Exercise 8 so that the function recognizes an optional minus sign. That is,

confronted with input of be-22now, it extracts the value -22.

1 0. Construct a text file that contains 20 lines of a name, a colon, and three integers each.

Write a program that reads the file and prints the lines in order of increasing average

value of the line. That is, the line Shalla Booger: 80 70 84 should precede the line

Hagar Joe Plinty: 70 90 80 because the average of its three values is less than the

second average. Also have the program append the average to each line when it is

printed. Note that the name part of the input need not consist of exactly two names.
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ften a program's success depends on finding a good way to represent the

data with which the program must work. Through design, C possesses a

powerful means to represent complex data. This data form, called a struc-

ture, not only is flexible enough in its basic form to represent a diversity of

data, but it also allows the user to invent new forms. If you are familiar with Pascal

"records," you should be comfortable with structures.

74. 7 Example Problem: Creating an Inventory of Books

Let's study an example to see why a structure may be needed and how to create and use

one. Gwen Glenn wishes to print out an inventory of her books. There is a variety of

information she would like for each book: its title, author, publisher, copyright date,

number of pages, number of copies, and dollar value. Some of these items, such as the

titles, can be stored in an array of strings. Other items require an array of int or float

values. Keeping track of so many different arrays can become quite hectic, especially if

Gwen wishes to have several complete lists sorted by various criteria (a list sorted by

title, one sorted by author, one sorted by value, and so on). A much better solution is to

use one array, in which each member contains all the information about one book.

We therefore need a data form that can contain both strings and numbers and somehow

keep the information separate. We use the C structure for this purpose. To see how a

structure is set up and how it works, we start with a limited example. To simplify the

problem, we impose two restrictions: First, we include only title, author, and value;

second, we limit the inventory to one book. We extend the program later in the chapter.

Let's look at the program in Listing 14. 1 and its output.

Listing 14.1

/* book.c— one-book inventory */

#include <stdio.h>
tfdefine MAXTIT 41 /* maximum Length of title + 1 */

fldefine MAXAUT 31

/* maximum length of author's name + 1 */

struct book { /* first structure template: tag is book */

char ti tleCMAXTITD;
char authorCMAXAUTD;
float value;
} ; /* end of structure template */

ma i n( )

<

struct book libry;
/* declare libry as book-type variable */

printfC Please enter the book title. \n") ;

gets(libry. title); /* access to the title portion */

printfC'Now enter the author. \n");
gets( libry. author);
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printf("Now enter the value. \n");
scanf ("Xf", Slibry. value );

Listing J4.?
printfC'Xs by Xs: $X . 2f \n" , li bry . t i 1 1 e,

(cont'd.) libry. author, libry. value );

printfC'Xs: \"Xs\" \ ($X . 2f \ ) \n", I i bry

.

author,
libry. title, libry. value );

Here is a sample run:

Please enter the book title.

Urban Swine R ai si ng

Now enter the author .

Godfrey Porce lot

Now enter the va lue.

27.50

Urban Swine Raising by Godfrey Porcelot: $27.50

Godfrey Porcelot: "Urban Swine Raising" ($27.50)

The structure consists of three parts, called members orfields: one to store the title, one

to store the author, and one to store the value. We describe three main points in detail in

the following sections:

1 . How to set up a template (format) for a structure

2. How to declare a variable to fit that template

3. How to gain access to the individual components of a structure variable

74.2 Setting Up the Structure Template

The structure template is the master plan that describes how a structure is put together.

Our template looks like this:

struct book -C

char titleHMAXTITII;

char authorHMAXAUTH;
float value;

>;

This template describes a structure made up of two char arrays and one float variable.

Let's look at the details. First comes the keyword struct, which identifies that which

comes next as a structure. Then comes an optional tag, the word book. The tag is a

shorthand label we can use later to refer to this structure. Thus, later on we declare

struct book libry;

which declares libry to be a structure of the book type.
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Next we find the list of structure members enclosed in a pair of braces. Each member is

described by its own declaration. For instance, the title portion is a char array with

MAXTIT elements. The members can be any data types, including other structures.

Finally, a semicolon ends the template definition. The template may be placed outside

any function (externally), as we have done, or it may be placed inside a function

definition. If the template is defined inside a function, then it can be used only inside

that function. If the template is external, it is available to all the functions that follow the

definition in the program. For example, in a second function, you can define

struct book dickens;

and that function would have a variable dickens that follows the form of our template.

Note: We earlier said that the tag name is optional, but you must use one when you set

up structures as we have done here, with the template defined one place and the actual

variables defined elsewhere. We return to this point shortly.

74.3 Defining a Structure Variable

The word "structure" is used in two senses. One is the sense "structure template," which

we just discussed. The template is a plan; it tells the compiler how to represent the data,

but it doesn't cause the computer to allocate space for the data. The next step is to create

a structure variable, which is the second sense of the word. The following line in

Listing 14.1 causes a structure variable to be created:

struct book libry;

On receiving this instruction, the computer creates the variable libry. Following the

plan laid down by book, the computer allots space for a char array of MAXTIT
elements, for a char array of MAXAUT elements, and for a float variable. See Figure

14.1. This storage is lumped together under the single name libry. (In the next section

we describe how to access the structure members as needed.)

Figure 14.

1

Memory allocation

for a structure

struct stuff

code(O)

i

int number;
char codeC 4D
float cost;
>;

code(3)

number code[4] cost
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In this declaration, struct book plays the same role that int or float does in a declara-

tion. For example, we can declare two variables of the struct book type or even a

pointer to that kind of structure:

struct book doyle, panshin, *ptbook;

In this case, the structure variables doyle and panshin each have title, author, and

value parts. The pointer ptbook can point to doyle. panshin. or any other book

structure.

\s far as the computer is concerned.

struct book libry;

is short for

struct book {

char titleCMAXTIT:;

char authorCMAXAUT];

float value;

> libry;
/* follow template with variable name */

In other words, the process of defining a structure template and the process of defining

a structure variable can be combined into one step. Combining the template and the

variable definitions is the one circumstance in which a tag need not be used:

struct { /* no tag */

char ti tleCMAXTIT:;

char authorCMAXAUT:;

float value;
> libry;

However, note that the tag form is handy if you use a structure template more than once.

Initializing a Structure

One aspect of defining a structure variable has not come up in our example: initializa-

tion. Let's take a quick look at this topic. We've seen how to initialize variables and

arrays:

int count = 0;

static int fiboCD = {0,1,1,2,3,5,8};

Can a structure variable also be initialized? Yes. although many pre-ANSI implementa-

tions limit initialization to external or static structure variables. The point here is that

whether or not a structure variable is external depends on where the variable is defined,

not on where the template is defined.
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In our example program, the template book is external, but the variable libry is not, for

it is defined inside the function and is, by default, placed in the automatic storage class.

Suppose, though, that we make the following declaration:

static struct book libry;

Then the storage class is static, and we can initialize the structure this way (pre-ANSI or

ANSI):

static struct book libry = -C

"The Pirate and the Damsel",

"Renee Vivotte",

1 .95

>;

Each member is given its own line of initialization, and all the compiler needs are

commas to separate one member's initialization from the next.

74.4 Gaining Access to Structure Members

Let's now continue with our study of structure properties. A structure is like a superar-

ray in which one element can be char, the next element float, and the next an int array.

We access the individual array elements by using a subscript. We access the individual

members of a structure by using a period (.), which is the structure member operator.

For example, libry.value is the value portion of libry. You can use libry.value exactly

as you use any other float variable. Similarly, you can use libry.title exactly as you use

a char array. Thus, we can use expressions like the following:

getsdibry. title);

and

scanf("%f", 81 ibry . va lue) ;

In essence, .title, .author, and .value play the role of subscripts for a book structure.

Note that although libry is a structure, libry.value is a float type and is used like any

other float type. For example, scant (

" %f ", ...) requires the address of a float location,

which is what &libry.float is. The period has higher precedence here, so the expression

is the same as &(libry.float).

If you have a second structure variable of the identical type, you can use the same

system:

struct book spiro, gerald;

gets(spiro. title) ;

gets(gerald. title);
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The .title rotors to the first member of the book structure. Notice how in our initial

program in Listing 14.1 we print out the contents of the libry structure in two different

formats to illustrate our freedom when using the members of a structure.

The preceding discussion takes care of the basics. Now we explore several ramifications

of structures, including arrays of structures, structures of structures, pointers to struc-

tures, and functions and structures.

74.5 Arrays of Structures

Let's extend our book program to handle a greater number of books. Clearly each book

can be described by one structure variable of the book type. To describe two books, we

use two variables, and so on. To handle several books, we use an array of such

structures. See Listing 14.2. (Note: With Microsoft C, either set the stack size to 9000 to

accommodate the array of structures or else make the array static.)

manybook.c

Listing 14.2

I* manybook.c—multiple book inventory */

^include <stdio.h>
tfdefine MAXTIT 40

#define MAXAUT 40

#define MAXBKS 100 /* maximum number of books */

#define STOP "" /* null string, ends input */

struct book { /* set up book template */

char ti tleCHAXTITD;
char authorCMAXAUT];
float value;

>;

mainO
t

struct book I i bryCMAXBKS]

;

/* array of book structures */

int count = 0;
int index;

pr i ntf( "P lease enter the book title. \n");
printfC Press Center] at the start of a line to stop.Xn");
while ( count < MAXBKS &&

strcmp(gets(libryCcountl. ti tie), STOP) != 0)

{

printfC'Now enter the author. \n");
gets( libryCcountl. author);
printfC'Now enter the value. \n");
scanfC'Xf", 8 I i bryCcount + + ] . val ue );

whi le ( getcharO ! = ' \n* )

; /*clear input line */

if ( count < MAXBKS )
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(cont'd.)

printf( "Enter the next title. \n");

}

Listing 14.2 pr i nt f ( "Her e is the List of your books:\n");
for( index = 0; index < count; index++)
printf("%s by %s: $% . 2f \n", li bryC i ndex ] . t i t le,

I i bryCi ndex] . author, I i bryC

i

ndex] . va lue );

A sample program run follows:

Please enter the book title.

Press Center] at the start of a line to stop.

My Life as a Budgie

Now enter the author.

Mack Zackles

Now enter the value.

12.95

Enter the next title.

...more entries...

Here is the list of your books:

My Life as a Budgie by Mack Zackles: $12.95

Thought and Unthought by Kindra Schlagmeyer : $33.50

The Anatomy of an Ant by Salome Deschamps: $9.99

Power Tiddlywinks by Jack Deltoids: $13.25

UNIX Primer Plus by Waite, Martin, S Prata:

Coping with Coping by Dr. Rubin Thonkwacker:

Delicate Frivolity by Neda McFey: $29.99

Fate Wore a Bikini by Mickey Splats: $8.95

A History of Buvania by Prince Nikoli Buvan:

Mastering Your Digital Watch by Miklos Mysz:

A Foregone Confusion by Phalty Reasoner: $25.66

The two main points to note about an array of structures are how to declare them and

how to access individual members. Let's look at both of these topics. Following this

discussion, highlight several aspects of the program.

$19. <?5

$10 .00

$50 .00

$13 .95

Declaring an Array of Structures

The process of declaring a structure array is analogous to declaring any other kind of

array:

struct book I ibryHMAXBKS];

This statement declares libry to be an array with MAXBKS elements. Each element of

the array is a structure of book type. Thus, libry[0] is a book structure, libry[l] is a

second book structure, and so on. Figure 14.2 may help you visualize this concept. The

name libry itself is not a structure name; it is the name of the array that holds the

structures.
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title author value

libry[0]
l ibryCO] . title libry[03. author LibryCOD. value

libry[1] I i bryC1 3 . title I i b ry [ 1 3 . author libryC13. value

Figure 14.2

An array of

structures

libry[2] l i bryC23 . title libry [23. author

1 dot operator

libry[99] libry[993 .title

char array[40] char array[40] float type

declaration: struct book LibryCMAXBKS]

Identifying Members of a Structure Array

We identify members of a structure array by applying the same rule we use for

individual structures: Follow the structure name with the member operator and the

member name:

li bryCOj' . value /* the value associated with the first array
element */

libryr.43 . ti t le /* the title associated with the fifth array
element */

Note that the array subscript is attached to libry and not to the end of the name:

libry. valued: /* WRONG */

libryr.2]. value /* RIGHT */

The reason we use libry[2].value is that libry[2] is the structure variable name, just as

libry[l] is another structure variable name, and our earlier doyle was also a structure

variable name.

Incidentally, what do you suppose

libry:2].title:4:
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represents? It's the fifth element in the title (title[4]) of the book described by the third

structure (libry[2]). In our sample run, this would be the character A. This example

points out that subscripts found to the right of the . operator apply to individual

members, whereas subscripts to the left of the operator apply to arrays of structures.

Program Details

Let's now return to the major points of the program. The main difference between

Listing 14.1 and Listing 14.2 is that the new program incorporates a loop to read in

successive books. We begin the loop with the following while condition:

while ( count < MAXBKS &&

strcmp(gets ( L

i

bryCcount ] . ti t Le) ,STOP) != 0)

The expression gets(libry[count].title) reads an input string for the title of a book. The

strcmp( ) function compares this string to STOP, which is just " ", the empty string. If

the user presses the Enter key at the beginning of a line, the empty string is transmitted,

and the loop ends. We also have a check to keep the number of books read in under the

size limit of the array. Then we have these lines:

while ( getchar( ) != '\n')

; /* clear input line */

As you may recall from earlier chapters, this code handles the fact that the scanf( )

function ignores spaces and newlines. When you respond to the request for the book's

value, you type something like

12.50Center]

which transmits the following sequence of characters:

12.50\n

The sea nil ) function collects the 1. 2, ., 5, and 0, but it leaves the \n alone, awaiting

whatever read statement is to follow. If the preceding code were missing, the next read

statement is gets(libry[count].title) in the loop control statement. So it would read the

leftover newline character as its first character, and the program would think we had

sent a stop signal. The code we did insert collects characters until it finds the newline. It

doesn't do anything with that character except remove it from the input queue, which

gives gets( ) a fresh beginning.

14.6 Nested Structures

Sometimes it is convenient for one structure to nest within another. For example.

Shalala Pirosky is building a structure containing information about her friends. One

member of the structure, naturally enough, is the friend's name. The name, however,

can be represented by a structure itself, with separate entries for first and last name.

Listing 14.3 is a condensed example of Shalala's work.
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friend.

c

Listing 14.3

* friend. c

—

example of a nested structure */

inc lude <s tdi o . h>

define LEN 20

define H1

define M2

define M3

define M4

define M5

' Thank you for the wonderful evening, "

'You certainly prove that a
"

'is a special kind of guy. We must get together"
'over a delicious "

' and have a few laughs."
/* first structure template */

second template */

nested structure */

truct names {

char f

i

rstCLEND;
char lastCLENl;

>;

truct guy {

struct names handle;
char favfoodCLEN];
char jobLLEND;
float income;

>;

ai n( )

static struct guy fellow = {

/* initialized a variable */

i "Franco", "Wathall" },

"eggplant",
"doormat customizer",
15435.00
>;

printfC'Dear %s, \n\n", f e I low . hand le . f i r st ) ;

printf("%s%s.\n", M1, fellow. handle. first);
pri nt f

(

"%s%s\n" , M2, fellow. job);
printf ("%s\n", M3);

pri ntf

(

"%s%s%s\n\n" , M4, f e I low . f avf ood, M5);
', "See you soon,");
', "Shalala");

printf("X40s%s\n",
printf ("%40s%s\n".

Here is the output:

Dear Franco,

Thank you for the wonderful evening, Franco.

You certainly prove that a doormat customizer

is a special kind of guy. We must get together

over a delicious eggplant and have a few laughs,

See you soon,

Shalala
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The first point to note is how the nested structure is set up in the template. It is simply

declared, just as an int variable would be:

struct names handle;

This statement says that handle is a variable of the struct names type. Of course, the

file should also include the template for the names structure.

The second point to note is how we gain access to a member of a nested structure. We
simply use the . operator twice:

f el low . handle . fi rst == "Franco"

We interpret the construction this way, going from left to right:

(fellow. handle). first

That is, first find fellow, then find the handle member of fellow, and finally find the

first member of member.

14,7 Pointers to Structures

Pointer lovers will be glad to know that you can have pointers to structures. This is

useful for at least three reasons. First, just as pointers to arrays are easier to manipulate

(in a sorting problem, say) than the arrays themselves, so are pointers to structures easier

to manipulate than structures themselves. Second, in some older implementations, a

structure can't be passed as an argument to a function, but a pointer to a structure can be.

Third, many data representations are actually structures containing pointers to other

structures.

The next example shows how to define a pointer to a structure and how to use it to

access structure members. See Listing 14.4.

Listing 14.4

« friends.c

/* f r i ends . c— uses pointer to a structure */

# i nc luc e <s tdi o . h>

#def i ne LEN 20

struct names {

char f

i

rstCLENH;
char lastCLEND;
>;

struct guy {

struct names handle;
char favfoodCLEN];
char jobCLEN];
float income;
>;
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Listing 14.4

mai n ( )

{

static struct guy felLowC23 = {

{ { "Franco", "Wathall" },

"eggplant",
"doormat customizer",
15435.00

>,

{ { "Rodney" , "Swillbelly" >,

" sa Lmon mousse" ,

"interior decorator",
35000.00

}

>;

struct guy *him; /* a pointer to a structure */

printf ("address #1: %u #2: %u\n", &f e I lowCOH, &f e l lowC1 3 );

him = SfelLowCOD; /* tell the pointer where to point */

pri nt f
( "poi nt er #1 : %u #2: %u\n", him, him + 1);

pri nt f
( "hi m->i ncome is $%.2f: ( *h im) . i ncome is $%.2f\n",

him->income, ( *hi m) . i ncome) ;

him++; /* point to the next structure */

pri nt f
(
" h i m->f a vf ood is %s: h im->hand Le . I ast is %s\n",

him->favfood, him->handle. Last);

The output follows:

address #1 : 12 #2: 96

pointer #1 : 12 #2: 96

him->income is $15435.00: (*him) . i ncome is $15435.00

him->favfood is salmon mousse: him->names . Last is Swillbelly

Let's look first at how we create a pointer to a guy structure. Then we study how to

specify individual structure members by using the pointer.

Declaring and Initializing a Structure Pointer

Declaration is an easy process:

struct guy *him;

First is the keyword struct, then the template tag guy, then an * followed by the pointer

name. The syntax is the same as for the other pointer declarations we have seen.

The pointer him now can be made to point to any structures of the guy type. We
initialize him by making it point to fellow[0]. Note that we use the address operator:

him = SfellowtO];
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The first two output lines show the success of this assignment. Comparing the two lines,

we see that him points to fellow[0] and him + 1 points to fellow[l]. Note that adding 1

to him adds 84 to the address. This situation occurs because each guy structure occupies

84 bytes of memory: names.first is 20, names.last is 20, favfood is 20, job is 20, and

income is 4 (the size of the float type on our system).

Member Access by Pointer

We have him pointing to the structure fellow[0]. How can we use him to get a value of

a member of fellow[0]? The third output line shows two methods.

The first and most common method uses a new operator, ->. This operator is formed by

typing a hyphen (-) followed by the "is greater than" symbol (>). The example helps

make the meaning clear:

him->i ncome is f e I lowCO] . i ncome if him == SfeLLowCO]

In other words, a structure pointer followed by the -> operator works the same as a

structure name followed by the . operator. (We can't properly say him.income because

him is not a structure name.)

It is important to note that him is a pointer but him->income is a member of the

pointed-to structure. Thus in this case, him->income is a float variable.

The second method for specifying the value of a structure member follows from this

sequence: If him == &fellow[0], then *him -- fellow[0]. The conclusion is true

because & and * are reciprocal operators. Hence

f el LowCO] . income == (*him) . income

by substitution. Note that the parentheses are required because the . operator has higher

precedence than *.

In summary, if him is a pointer to the structure fellow[0], then the following are all

equivalent:

fe

L

LowCO] . income == (*him) . i ncome == him->income

14.8 Telling Functions About Structures

Recall that function arguments pass values to the function. Each value is a number,

perhaps int. float, ASCII character code, or an address. A structure is a bit more

complicated than a single value, so it is not surprising that older implementations do not

allow a structure to be used as an argument for a function. This limitation has been

removed in newer implementations, however, and ANSI C states that structures can be

used as arguments. Thus modern implementations give us a choice between passing

structures as arguments or passing pointers to structures as arguments. Or if we are
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concerned with just part of a structure, we can pass structure members as arguments.

Let"s look at each of these methods.

Using Structure Members

As long as a structure member is a variable with a single value (that is, an int or one of

its relatives, a char, a float, a double, a pointer, or in modern C, another structure), it

can be passed as a function argument. A primitive financial analysis program that adds

the client's bank account to his or her savings and loan account illustrates this point. See

Listing 14.5. (Incidentally, note that we combine the template definition, the variable

declaration, and the initialization into one statement.)

Listing 14.5

. ;btA

funds 1 .c

/* fundsl.c— passing structure members as arguments */

flinclude <stdio.h>
struct funds {

char *bank;
float bankfund;
char * s a v e ; —

>

float savefund;
> stan = {

"Garlic-Melon Bank",
1023.43,
"Snoopy's Savings and Loan",
4239.87
>;

mainO
{

float total, sum();
extern struct funds stan; /* optional declaration */

printfCStan has a total of $%.2f.\n",
sum(s tan . bankfund, st an . savefund) ); &A4A44 JV^M/ul

/* adds two float numbers */

float sum ( x,y

)

float x, y

V

Jbf
1

.

,V|»> ' ' return(x + y)

r^ jl^

V .\k?
J Stan

J?

result of running this program follows:

has a total of $5263.30.

§>T Notice

argumi

that the function sum( ) neither knows nor cares whether or not the actual

arguments are members of a structure; it only just requires that they be type float.
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Of course, if you want a program to affect the value of a member in the calling program,

you can transmit the address of the member:

modi fy(&stan. bankfund);

Such a statement is a function that can alter Stan's bank account.

Using the Structure Address

The next approach to telling a function about a structure involves letting the summing

function know that it is dealing with a structure. To illustrate, we solve the same

problem as before, but this time we will use the address of the structure as an argument.

Since the function must work with the funds structure, it too must use the funds

template. See Listing 14.6.

Listing 14.6

/* f unds2 . c--passi ng a pointer to a structure */

^include <stdio.h>
struct funds {

char * b a n k ;

float bankfund;
char * s a v e ;

float savef und;
} stan = i

"Garlic-Melon Bank",
1023.43,
"Snoopy's Savings and Loan",
4239.87
>;

ma i n ( )

{

float sum( )

;

printf("Stan has a total of $%.2f.\n", sum( Sstan) );

}

float sum(money)
struct funds * money ;

{

returnt money->bankf und + money->sa vef und );

}

The output follows:

Stan has a total of $5263.30.

The sum( ) function uses a pointer money to a fund structure. Passing the address

&stan to the function causes money to point to the stan structure. We then use the ->

operator to gain the values of stan.bankfund and stan.savefund.
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Note that the sum( ) function also has access to the institution names, although it

doesn't use this information. Also note that we must use the & operator in the function

call to get the structure address. Unlike the array name, the structure name alone is not a

synonym for its address.

Passing a Structure as an Argument

For compilers that permit you to pass structures as arguments, we can rewrite the last

example as shown in Listing 14.7.

Listing 14.7

I* f unds3 . c—pass i ng a pointer to a structure */

^include <stdio.h>
struct funds i

char * b a n k ;

float bankfund;
char * s a v e ;

float savefund;
} s tan = {

"Garlic-Melon Bank",
1023.43,
"Snoopy's Savings and Loan",
4239.87
>;

mainO
{

float sum();

printfCStan has a total of $%.2f.\n", sum( stan) );

>

float sum(moolah)
struct funds moolah;
{

returnC moo lah . bankfund + moo lah . savefund );

>

V ^X'

i

$$'

A

Again, we get the same output:

Stan has a total of $5263.30.

In this example, we replace money, which points to the struct funds variable in Listing

14.6, with moolah, which is a struct funds variable. When sum( ) is called, an automat-

ic variable moolah is created according to the funds template. The members of this

structure are then initialized to the values held in the corresponding members of the stan

structure. Thus the computations are performed using a copy of the original structure,

whereas the preceding program uses the original structure itself. Because moolah is a
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structure, we use moolah.ban kfund. not moolah- >bank fund. In Listing 14.6, we use

money->bankfund because money is a pointer, not a structure.

More on the New, Improved Structure Status

Under modern C, including ANSI C, not only can structures be passed as function

arguments, they also can be returned as function values. To make the return mechanism

workable, the values in one structure can be assigned to another. That is, if n_data and

o_data are both structures of the same type, you can do the following:

o_data = n_data;

This statement causes each member of o_data to be assigned the value of the cor-

responding member of n_data.

The fact that structures can be used as function arguments lets us convey structure

information to a function. The fact that functions can return structures lets us convey

structure information from a function to the calling program. Structure pointers also

allow two-way communication, so often you can use either approach to solve program-

ming problems. Let's look at two examples that illustrate these approaches.

To contrast the approaches, we write a simple program that handles structures by using

pointers; we then rewrite it to use structure-passing and structure returns. The program

itself asks for your first and last name and reports the total number of letters. This

project hardly requires structures, but it provides a simple framework for seeing how

they work. Listing 14.8 presents the pointer form.

nameln 7

Listing 14.8

I* namelnl.c— uses pointers to a structure
tfinclude <stdio.h>
struct namect i

char fnameC20];
char LnameC20H;
int letters;

>;

ma i n (

)

{

struct namect person;
void getinfoO, makeinfoO, showinfoO;

getinfo(&person);
makeinfoC&person);
showinfo(Sperson);

*/

void getinfo ( pst )

struct namect *pst;
{
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pr i nt f

(

"Please enter your first name:\n");
gets(pst->fname);
pr i nt f ("PI ease enter your Last name.Xn");
gets(pst->lname);

}

void makeinfo ( pst )

struct named * p s t

;

Listing 14.8
^

- pst->letters = st

r

len (pst->f name) +

strlen(pst->Lname);
}

void showinfo ( pst )

struct namect * p s t ;

{

printf("%s %s, your name contains Xd Letters.",
pst->fname, pst->lname, ps t-> Let ters ) ;

>

(cont'd.)

Compiling and running the program produce results like the following:

A> namelnl

Please enter your first name:

Nathan

Please enter your last name:

Hale

Nathan Hale, your name contains 10 characters.

We allocate the work of the program to three functions. In each case, we pass the

address of the person structure to the function. The getinfo( ) function transfers infor-

mation from itself to maim ). In particular, it obtains names from the user and places

them in the person structure, using the pst pointer to locate the structure. Recall that

pst->lname means the lname member of the structure pointed to by pst. Thus pst-

lname is equivalent to the name of a char array, hence a suitable argument for gets( ).

Note that although getinfot ) feeds information to the main program, it does not use the

return mechanism, so it is type void.

The makeinfoi ) function performs a two-way transfer of information. By using a

pointer to person, it locates the two names stored in the structure. It uses the C library

function strlen( ) to calculate the total number of letters and then uses the address of

person to store the datum. Again, the type is void. The third function, the showinfo) )

function, uses a pointer to locate the information to be printed.

In all of these operations, there has been but one structure variable, person, and each of

the functions uses the structure address to access it. One function transfers information

from itself to the calling program: one transfers information from the calling program to

itself: and one does both.
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Now let's see how we can program the same task using structure arguments and return

values. First, to pass the structure itself, we use the argument person rather than

&person. The corresponding formal argument is then declared type struct namect

instead of being a pointer to that type. Second, when we need to provide structure values

to the main program, we can return a structure. Listing 14.9 presents the nonpointer

version.

nomeln2.

/* nameln2 . c--passes and returns structures */

^include <stdio.h>
struct namect i

char fnameC203;
char lnameE2Q3;
int letters;

>;

ma i n(

)

{

struct namect person;
struct namect getinfoO, makeinfoO;
voi d showi nf o( )

;

person = getinfoO;
person = makei nf o(person);
showi nfo( person);

Listing 14.9 struct namect getinfo ( )

i

struct namect temp;
pr i nt f

(

"PI ease enter your first name.Xn");
gets(temp.fname);
printfC Please enter your last name.Nn");
getsCtemp. Iname )

;

return temp;
}

struct namect makeinfo ( info )

struct namect info;
t

info. letters = st r lenC i nf o . f name ) + st r Len( i nfo

.

Iname) ;

return info;
>

void showinfo ( info )

struct namect info;
{

printfC'Zs %s, your name contains %d letters. \n",
info.fname, info. Iname, info . let ters);

>
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This version produces the same final result as the preceding one. but it proceeds in a

different manner. Each of the three functions creates its own copy of person, so this

program uses four distinct structures instead of just the one.

Consider the makeinfo( ) function, for example. In the first program, the address of

person is passed, and the function fiddles with the actual person values. In the second

program, a new structure called info is created. The values stored in person are copied

into info, and the function works with the copy. So when the number of letters is

calculated, that datum is stored in info, but not in person. However, the line

return info;

and the line

person = makei nf o(person) ;

copy the values stored in info into person. Also note that the makeinfoi ) function must

be declared type struct namect because it returns a structure.

Structures or Pointers to Structures?

Suppose you have to write a structure-related function. Should you use structure

pointers as arguments? Or should you use structure arguments and return values? Each

approach has its strengths and weaknesses.

The two primary advantages of using pointers as arguments are that this method works

on older as well as newer C implementations and is quick—you pass a single address.

The disadvantage is that you have less protection for your data. Some function opera-

tion may inadvertently affect data in the original structure.

The ANSI C addition of the const qualifier offers the means to protect against acciden-

tal changes. For example, the pointer version of showinfo( ) (Listing 14.8) prints the

structure contents and should not alter them. Therefore, we would use the following

function heading:

void showinfo( pst )

const struct namect *pst;

This states that pst points to a structure whose values cannot be changed.

One advantage of passing structures as arguments is that having the function work with

copies of the original data is safer than working with the original data itself. Also, this

method tends to make for a clearer programming style. Suppose, for instance, we define

the following structure type:

struct vector = { double x; double y;} ;

Suppose we want to set the vector ans to the sum of the vectors a and b. We can write a

structure-passing and returning function that creates a program like the following:
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struct vector ans, a, b, sum_vect();

ans = sum_vect (a,b);

This code is more natural looking to an engineer than a pointer version is. which may

look as follows:

struct vector ans, a, b;

void sum_vect ( );

sum_vect(&a, 8b, Sans);

Also, the user has to remember whether the address for the sum should be the first or the

last argument.

The two main disadvantages to structure-passing are that older implementations may
not handle the code and that it's wasteful of time and space to pass large structures. It's

especially wasteful to pass large structures to a function that uses only one or two

members of the structure. In such a case, it makes more sense to pass a pointer or else to

pass only the required members as individual arguments.

Functions Using an Array of Structures

Suppose we have an array of structures that we wish to process with a function. The

name of an array is a synonym for its address, so it can be passed to a function. Again,

the function needs access to the structure template. Listing 14.10 expands our monetary

program to two people, so that we have an array of two funds structures.

funds4.

I* f undsA . c--pa ss i ng an array of structures to a function
# i nc I ude <stdio.h>
#def i ne N 2

struct funds {

char * b a n k ;

float bankfund;
char * s a v e ;

Listing 14.10 float savefund;
> j ones EN] = i

i

"Garlic-Melon Bank",
1023.43,
"Snoopy's Savings and Loan",
4239.87

>,

i

"Honest Jack's Bank",
976.57,

*/
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"First Draft Savings",
1760.13

>

>;

>ai n( )

Listing 14.10
(cont'd.)

float total, sum();

printfC'The Joneses have a total of $%.2f.\n",
sum( jones,N));

}

float sumCmoney ,n

)

struct funds *money;
i n t n ;

{

float total;
i n t i ;

for( i = 0, total = 0; i < n; i++, money++)
total += money->bankf und + money->savef und;

returnC total >;

The output follows:

The Joneses have a total of $8000.00.

The array name jones is a pointer to the array. In particular, it points to the first element

of the array, which is the structure jones[0]. Thus initially, the pointer money is given

by this expression:

money = SjonesCOD;

Using the -> operator lets us add the two funds for the first Jones. This is really very

much like the Listing 14.6. The for loop then increments the pointer money by 1 . Now
it points to the next structure, jones[l], and the rest of the funds can be added to total.

These are the two main points:

1 . We can use the array name to pass a pointer to the first structure in the array to a

function.

2. We then can use pointer arithmetic to move the pointer to successive structures in

the array. Note that the function call

sum ( & j ones CO J . N

)

has the same effect as using the array name, since both refer to the same address.

Using the array name is simply an indirect manner of passing the structure address.
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74.9 Saving Structure Contents in a File

Because structures can hold a wide variety of information, they are an important tool for

constructing databases. For example, you can use a structure to hold all the pertinent

information about an employee or an auto part. Ultimately, you want to be able to save

this information in a file and to retrieve it from a file. A database file contains a number

of such data objects. The entire set of information held in a structure is termed a record,

and the individual items are called fields. Let's investigate these topics.

Perhaps the most obvious, and least efficient, method to save a record is to use

fprintf( ). For example, recall the book structure we introduced in Listing 14.1:

fldefine MAXTIT 40

#define MAXAUT 40

struct book {

char titleCMAXTITD;
char authorCMAXAUTll;

float value;

>;

If pbooks identifies a file stream, we can save the information in a struct book variable

called primer with the following statement:

printf("%s %s %.2f\n",primer. title, primer. author,.primer.value);

Such a setup becomes unwieldy for structures with, say, 30 members. It also poses a

retrieval problem, for the program still needs some way of telling where one field ends

and another begins. This difficulty can be fixed by using fixed-size fields, for example,

%39s%39s%8.2f, but the awkwardness remains.

A better solution is to use fread( ) and fwrite( ) to read and write in structure- sized

units. Recall that these functions read and write using the same binary representation the

program uses. For example,

f wri t

e

(Sprinter, sizeof (struct book), 1, pbooks);

moves to the beginning address of the primer structure and copies that structure to the

file associated with pbooks. The sizeof (struct book) term tells the function how large

a block to copy, and the 1 indicates it should copy just one block. The fread( ) function

with the same arguments copies a structure-sized chunk of data from the file to the

location pointed to by &primer. In short, these functions read and write a record at a

time instead of a field at a time. Also, fread( ) returns the number of structure-sized

items read.

To show how these functions can be used in a program, we modify the program in

Listing 14.2 so that the book titles are saved in a file called book.dat. Also, if the file

already exists, the program shows you its current contents, then lets you add to the file.

Listing 14.1 1 presents the new version.
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savebook.c

/* maximum number of books
/* null string, ends input
/* set up book template */

*/

*/

/* savebook.c— save structure contents in a file */

^include <stdio.h>
tfdefine HAXTIT 40

#define MAXAUT 40

#define MAXBKS 10

fldefine STOP ""

struct book <

char ti tleCMAXTIT];
char authorCMAXAUTD;
float value;

>;

ma i n (

)

{

struct book I i bry CMAXBKS3;
/* array of book structures */

int count = ;

int index, filecount;
FILE *pbooks;
int size = sizeof (struct book);

Listing 14.11

if ( (pbooks = fopenCbook.dat", "a + b")) == NULL)
{

fputsCCan't open book.dat f i le\n", s t de r r ) ;

e x i t ( 1 ) ;

>

reui ndCpbooks ) ; /* go to start of file */

while ( count < MAXBKS &8 f read (8 I i bry C count 1 , size,

1 , pbooks ) == 1

)

i

if (count == 0)

puts ("Current contents of book.dat:");
printf("%s by %s: $% . 2f \n", I

i

bryCcount ] . t i t le,

LibryCcountD. author, libryCcountT. value );

count++;
}

filecount = count;
if (count == MAXBKS)
{

putsC'The book.dat file is full.");
e x i t ( 2 ) ;

}

putsCPlease add new book titles.");
puts( "Press Center! at the start of a line to stop.");
while ( count < MAXBKS &&

strcmp(gets( libryCcount] . ti tie), STOP) != 0)

{

putsC'Now enter the author.");
gets(libryCcountD. author);
putsC'Now enter the value.");
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Listing 14.11
(cont'd.)

scanf("%f", &libryCcount++]. value );

whi le ( getcharC ) != ' \n ' )

;
/* clear input line */

if ( count < MAXBKS )

putsC'Enter the next title.");
>

putsC'Here is the list of your books:");
for( index = 0; index < count; index ++)

printf("%s by %s: $% . 2f \n" , I

i

bryCi ndex] . t i 1 1 e,

I i bryC

i

ndex] . author, I

i

bryC i ndex] . va lue );

fseek(pbooks, 0L, SEEK_EN0); /* go to end of file */

fwrite(&libryCfilecount], size, count - filecount, pbooks);

f

c

lose (pbooks ) ;

Let's look at a couple of sample runs:

% booksave

Please add new book titles.

Press Center] at the start of a line to stop.

Metric Merriment

Now enter the author.

Po I ly Poet i ca

Now enter the value.

18.99

Enter the next title.

Epicurean Dreams

Now enter the author.

Waldo Snid

Now enter the value.

15.99

Enter the next title.

Center]

Here is the list of your books:

Metric Merriment by Polly Poetica: $18.99

Epicurean Dreams by Waldo Snid: $15.99

% booksave

Current contents of book.dat:

Metric Merriment by Polly Poetica: $18.99

Epicurean Dreams by Waldo Snid: $15.99

Please add new book titles.

Nit for Gnat

Now enter the author.

Nellie Nicely

Now enter the value.

21 .99

Enter the next title.

Center]
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Here is the list of your books:

Metric Merriment by Polly Poetica: $18.99

Epicurean Dreams by Waldo Snid: $15.99

Nit for Gnat by Nellie Nicely: $21.99

X

Running the program again shows all three books as current file members.

Program Points

First, we use the "a+b" mode for opening the file. The a+ portion lets the program read

the entire file and append data to the end of the file. The b is the ANSI way of signifying

that the program will use the binary file format. For UNIX systems that don't accept the

b. you can omit it, since UNIX only has one file form anyway. For other pre-ANSI

implementations, you may need to find the local equivalent to using b.

We choose the binary mode because fread( ) and fwrite( ) are intended for binary files.

True, some of the structure contents are text, but the .value member is not. If you use a

text editor to look at book.dat. the text portion appears all right, but the numeric part is

unreadable. The rewind( ) command ensures that the file position pointer is situated at

the start of the file, ready for read operations.

The initial while loop reads a structure at a time into the array of structures, stopping

when the array is full or when the file is exhausted. The variable filecount keeps track

of how many structures are read.

The next while loop takes user input. As in Listing 14.2, this loop quits when the array

is full or when the user strikes the Enter key at the beginning of a line. Note that the

count variable starts off with the value it has after the preceding loop. This action

causes the new entries to be added to the end of the array. The for loop then prints out

the data from the file and from the user.

The fseek( ) call places the file position pointer at the end of the file, ready to append

new data. Note that ANSI C specifies that SEEK_END is defined in stdio.h. If you use

a pre-ANSI system, you may have to use the numerical value 2 instead.

To append the new data to the file, we could have used a loop to add one structure at a

time. However, we use the fwrite( ) function's ability to write more than one block at a

time. The term count - filecount represents the number of new book titles added, and

the call to fwrite( ) writes that number of structure-sized blocks to the file. The expres-

sion &libry[filecount] is the address of the first new structure in the array, so copying

begins from that point.

This example is perhaps the simplest way to save structures to a file and to retiie\ c

them. However, it can waste space, as the unused parts of a structure also are saved. The

size of this structure is 2 x 40 x sizeof (char) + sizeof (float), which totals 84 bytes on

our system. None of our entries actually needs all that space. However, the fact that each

data chunk is the same size makes it simple to retrieve the data.
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Another approach is to use variably sized records. To facilitate reading such records

from a file, each record can begin with a numerical field that specifies the record size.

This method is a bit more complex. It normally involves "linked structures," which we

describe next and follow up with an example in Chapter 16, and using dynamic memory

allocation, which we also discuss in Chapter 16.

14.10 Structures—What Next?

We won't take the explanation of structures any further, but we want to mention one of

the more important uses of structures: creating new data forms. Computer users have

developed data forms much more efficient for certain problems than the arrays and

simple structures we have presented. These forms have names such as queues, binary

trees, heaps, hash tables, and graphs. Many such forms are built from linked structures.

Typically, each structure contains one or two items of data plus one or two pointers to

other structures of the same type. The pointers serve to link one structure to another and

to furnish a path to let you search through the overall structure. For example, Figure

14.3 shows a binary tree structure with each individual structure (or "node") connected

to two below it.

Figure 14.3

A binary tree

structure

level 1 I I, I I

level 2

level 3 rrn

level 4 cm cm cnn eld eld he cm en

Is such a hierarchical or tree structure more efficient than an array? Consider the case of

a tree with 10 levels of nodes. It has 2 - 1, or 1023, nodes in which you can store, say,

1023 words. If the words are arranged according to some sensible plan, you can start at

the top level and find any word in at most 9 moves as your search moves down one level

to the next. If your words are housed in an array, you may have to search all 1023

elements before finding the word.

You can consult a computer science text on data structures if you are interested in more

advanced material. With the C structure feature, you will be able to create virtually

every form presented in these texts.

14.11 Unions—A Quick Look

Let's now take a quick look at two other C features for dealing with data: the union and

typedef. A union is a device that lets you store different data types in the same memory

space (but not simultaneously). A typical use is in creating a table to hold a mixture of
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types in some order that is neither regular nor known in advance. The union allows you

to create an arra\ of equal-sized units, each of which can hold a variety of data types.

Unions are set up in much the same way as structures, with a union template and a union

\ ariable. They can be defined in one step or, by using a union tag, in two. The following

illustrates a template with a tag:

union holdem -C

i nt digit;

double bigfl;

char letter;

>;

Next is an example of defining union variables of the holdem type:

union holdem fit; /* union variable of holdem type */

union holdem saveCIO]; /* array of 10 union variables */

union holdem *pu; /* pointer to a variable of holdem type */

The first declaration creates a single variable fit. The compiler allots enough space so

that it can hold the largest of the described possibilities. In this case, the largest

possibility listed is double, which requires 64 bits (8 bytes) on our system. The array

save has 10 elements, each 8 bytes large.

We use unions in the following manner:

fit. digit = 23; /* 23 is stored in fit; 2 bytes used */

fit. bigfl = 2.0; /* 23 cleared, 2.0 stored; 8 bytes used */

fit. letter = '
h

'
; /* 2.0 cleared, h stored; 1 byte used */

The membership operator shows which data type is being used. Only one value is stored

at a time: you can't store a char and an int at the same time, even though there is

enough space to do so. It is your responsibility to keep track of the data type currently

being stored in a union. The next sequence shows what not to do:

fit. letter = 'A'

;

flnum = 3.02*f it. bigfl; /* ERROR ERROR ERROR */

This sequence is incorrect because a char type is stored, but the next line assumes the

content of fit is a double type.

However, sometimes it can be useful to use one member to place values into a union and

then to use a different member for viewing the contents. We show an example in Listing

15.4.

You can also use the -> operator with unions in the same fashion you do with structures:

pu = &fit;

x = pu->digit; /* same as x = fit. digit */
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^ Summary: Structure and Union Operators

The Membership operator. The . operator is used with a structure or union name to

specify a member of that structure or union. If name is the name of a structure and

member is a member specified by the structure template, then

name .member

identifies that member of the structure. The type ofname.member is the type specified

for member. The membership operator can also be used in the same fashion with

unions.

Example. The following program fragment assigns a value to the code member of the

structure item:

struct i

int code;
float cost;
> item;

item. code = 126 5;

Indirect membership operator. This operator is used with a pointer to a structure or

union to identify a member of that structure or union. Suppose ptrstr is a pointer to a

structure and that member is a member specified by the structure template. Then

ptr st r->member

identifies that member of the pointed-to structure. The indirect membership operator

can be used in the same fashion with unions.

Example. The following program fragment assigns a value to the code member of

item:

struct {

int code;
float cost;
} item, * p t r s t

;

ptrst = & i t e m ;

ptrst->code = 3451;

These three expressions are equivalent:

ptrst->code item. code ( *ptrst )

.

code

74. 72 typedef—A Quick Look

The typedef feature lets you create your own name for a type. It is a lot like #define in

that respect, but with three differences:
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1 . Unlike #define, typedef is limited to giving symbolic names only to data types.

2. The typedef function is performed by the compiler, not the preprocessor.

3. Within its limits, typedef is more flexible than #define.

To see how typedef works, let's suppose you want to use the term real for float

numbers. In this case, you define real as if it were a float variable and precede the

definition by the keyword typedef:

typedef float real;

From then on, you can use real to define variables:

real x, yClfJ], *z;

The scope of this definition depends on the location of the typedef statement. If the

definition is inside a function, the scope is local, confined to that function. If the

definition is outside a function, then the scope is global.

Sometimes, uppercase letters are used for typedef definitions to remind the user that the

type name is really a symbolic abbreviation:

typedef float REAL;

This last example can also be duplicated with a #define:

tfdefine REAL float

Here is one that can*t be duplicated with #define:

typedef char *STRING;

Without the keyword typedef, this example identifies STRING itself as a pointer-to-

char. With the keyword, it makes STRING an identifier for pointers-to-char. Thus:

STRING name, sign;

means

char *name, *sign;

We can also use typedef with structures. Here is an example:

typedef struct COMPLEX {

float real;

float imag;

>;
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We then can use type COMPLEX to represent complex numbers. One reason to use

typedef is to create convenient, recognizable names for types that turn up often. For

instance, many people prefer to use STRING or its equivalent.

A second reason for using typedef is that typedef names are often used for complicated

types. Foi example, the declaration

typedef char (*FRPTC ()) £511;

makes FRPTC represent a type that is a function that returns a pointer to a five-element

array of char. (See the box entitled "Fancy Declarations.")

A third reason for using typedef is to make programs more portable. Suppose, for

instance, that your program needs to use 16-bit numbers. On some systems, this requires

type short; on others, it is type int. If you use just short or int in your declarations, you

must then alter all the declarations when you move from one system type to the other.

Instead, insert in an #include file the following definition:

typedef short TWOBYTE;

Use TWOBYTE in your programming for those short variables that must be 16 bits.

Then when you move the program to a system that requires type int, simply change the

single definition in your #include file:

typedef int TWOBYTE;

This example illustrates how portable C is.

When using typedef, bear in mind that it does not create new types; it creates con-

venient labels. For example, variables of the STRING type can be used as arguments

for functions expecting type pointer-to-char.

^ Fancy Declarations

C allows us to create elaborate data forms. In this text we try to stick to simpler forms,

but here we point out the potentialities. When we make a declaration, the name (or

identifier) we use can be modified by tacking on a modifier:

Modifier Significance

* Indicates a pointer

(

)

Indicates a function

[ ] Indicates an array

C lets us use more than one modifier at a time, which allows us to create a variety of

types:
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int boa rdC8DC8D ; /* an array of ar rays-of-i n t */

int **ptr; /* a pointer to a pointer-to-int */

int *risksC10D;
/* a 10-element array of poi nters-to-i nt */

int <*rusks)C10D; /* a pointer to an array of 10 ints */

int *oofC3DC4D; /* a 3 x 4 array of pointers-to-int */

int (*uuf)C3DC4]; /* a pointer to a 3 x 4 array of ints */

int (*uof C3] ) C4D; /* a 3-element array of pointers to a

4-element array-of-int */

The trick to unravel these declarations is figuring out the order in which to apply the

modifiers. You can use the following precedence rules as a guide.

1 . The [ ] to indicate an array and the ( ) to indicate a function have the same

precedence, which is higher than the precedence of the * indirection operator.

Therefore.

int *risksC10D;

makes risks an array of pointers rather than a pointer to an array.

2. The [ ] and ( ) associate from left to right. Thus.

int goodsC123C50D;

makes goods an array of 12 arrays of 50 ints, not an array of 50 arrays of 12

ints.

3. Parentheses used for grouping have the highest precedence. For example.

int (*rusks)C103;

makes rusks a pointer to an array of 10 ints.

Let's apply these rules to the following code:

int *oofC3DC4];

The [3] has a higher precedence than the *, and because of the left-to-right rule, it has

a higher precedence than the [4]. Hence oof is an array with three elements. Next in

order is [4], so the elements of oof are arrays of four elements. The * then tells us these

elements are pointers. The int completes the picture: oof is a three-element array of

four-element arrays of pointers-to-int. or for short, a 3 x 4 array of pointers-to-int.

Now look at this declaration:

int (*uuf )C3DC4D;

The parentheses cause the * modifier to have first priority, making uuf a pointer to a

3x4 array-of-ints.
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These rules also yield the following types:

char *fump(); /* function returning pointer-to-char */

char (* f rump) ( );

/* pointer to a function that returns type char */

char (*flumpC3D) ();
/* array of 3 pointers to functions that

return type char */

When you bring structures into the picture, the possibilities for declarations grow truly

baroque. And the applications—well, we leave that for more advanced texts.

74. 73 Functions and Pointers

As the box entitled "Fancy Declarations" illustrated, it's possible to declare pointers to

functions. Naturally, you probably wonder what is the use of a function pointer. Typi-

cally, a function pointer is used as an argument to another function, telling the second

function which function to use. In Chapter 16 we show an example using the qsort( )

sorting function from the C library. Thus far, we've used one sorting function for

integers and another for strings. The algorithm was the same, but we used > for

comparing integers and strcmp( ) for strings. The qsort( ) function takes a more general

approach. You pass it a pointer to a comparison function appropriate to the type you

wish to sort, and qsort( ) then uses that function to sort the type, whether it be integer,

string, or structure.

To show the essential ideas, the program in Listing 14. 12 uses function pointers to print

a command-line argument in normal and in reverse order.

func_ptr.c

Listing 14.12

/* func_ptr.c— uses function pointers */

#include <stdio.h>
int rputsO;
void showO;
ma i n( ar gc , argv)
int argc;
char *argvCD;
{

if (argc < 2)

e x i t ( 1 ) ;

show(puts, argvCID); /* use putsO */

show(rputs, argvCl]); /* use rputsO */

}

int rputs(str)
char * s t r ;
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(cont'd.)

{

char *start = str;

whi le (*str != '\0'

)

str++; /* go to end of string */

while ( str != start)
putchar(*--str);

fii-"£i'
4'' 2 return put cha r (

' \n ' )

;

>

void show ( fp, str)

int (*fp)(); /* fp points to function returning int */

char * s t r ;

{

(*fp)(str); /* pass str to the pointed-to function */

}

Here are two sample runs:

C> funct_ptr pretty polly

pretty

ytterp

C> funct_ptr "fabulous duo"

fabulous duo

oud suolubaf

As we mentioned in an earlier chapter, some operating systems allow you to use quotes

to group several words into a single command-line argument.

The first point to make about this program is that the name of a function used without

parentheses acts as a pointer to a function. So the function call show(puts, argv[l])

passes a pointer to the puts( ) function, and show(rputs, argv[l]) passes a pointer to the

rputs( ) function. Both also pass a pointer to a string. Incidentally, you also can use

function names in assignment statements. For instance, if pfun is declared to be a

pointer to a function that returns double, you can do the following:

pfun = atof;

Second, the show( ) function definition must declare its argument types. Both puts( )

and rputs( ) return an int, so the proper declaration for fp is this one:

int (*fp)();

In ANSI C, you also can (and should) indicate what type arguments the pointed-to

function takes:

int (*fp)(char *); /* ANSI C prototyping */
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Note that we define rputs( ) so that it has the same type arguments and return value as

puts( ). Passing pointers of different types of functions can cause problems; the ANSI C
function prototyping helps catch this sort of error.

Third, the example shows how to use a function pointer. Because fp points to a function,

the expression *fp represents the function that is pointed to, and (*fp)(str) is a call to

that function, passing str as an argument to it. Similarly, given the definition

pfun = atofO;

you can use this call to invoke the atof( ) function:

(*pf un) (st ri ng);

Some C compilers have allowed the following usage when pfun is a pointer:

pf un(stri ng)

;

/* rogue usage */

Note: Neither ANSI C nor K & R C supports this form.

14.14 Summary

The structure provides a means to store several data items, usually of different types, in

the same data object. You can use a tag to identify a specific structure template and to

declare variables of that type. The membership operator (.) lets you access the in-

dividual members of a structure by using labels from the structure template.

If you have a pointer to a structure, you can use the pointer and the -> operator instead

of a name and the . operator to access individual members. To obtain the address of a

structure, use the & operator. Unlike the case for arrays, the name of a structure does not

serve as a pointer to the structure.

Traditionally, structure-related functions have used pointers to structures as arguments.

Modern C. including ANSI C, permits structures to be passed as arguments, to be used

as return values, and to be assigned to structures of the same type.

Unions use the same syntax as structures. However with unions, the members share a

common storage space. Instead of storing several data types simultaneously, the union

chooses which single data item type from a list of choices is stored. That is, a structure

can hold. say. an int. a double, and a char, whereas the corresponding union can hold

an int. a double, or a char.

The typedef facility enables you to establish aliases or shorthand representations of

standard C types.

The name of a function can be used as a pointer to a function. Such pointers can be

passed as arguments to functions which then use the pointed-to function. Figure 14.4

illustrates the four uses of function names: in defining a function, in declaring a

function, in calling a function, and as a pointer.
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Figure J 4.4

Function name
uses

function name used in a prototype declaration: int comp(int x, int y ) ;

function name used in a function call: status = comp(q,r);
function name used in a function definition: int comp(x,y)

int x , y

;

{ . . .

function name used as a pointer in assignment: pfunct = comp;
function name used as pointer argument: slowsort(arr,n,comp);

Review Questions

1 . What's wrong with this template?

structure {

char itable;

int numC20];

char *togs

>

2. What does the following program portion print?

struct house {

float sqft;

int rooms;

int stories;

char *address;

>;

main( )

{

static struct house fruzt = { 1560.0, 6, 1, "22 Spiffo Road"};

struct house *sign;

sign = &fruzt;

printf("%d %d\n", fruzt . rooms, si gn->stor i es)

;

printf("%s \n", fruzt . address);

printf("%c %c\n", si gn->addressC3], fruzt . addressC4]);

3. Devise a structure template that holds the name of a month, a three-letter abbreviation

for the month, the number of days in the month, and the month number.

4. Define an array of 12 structures of the sort in Question 3 and initialize it for a nonleap

year.

5. Write a function that when given the month number returns the total days in the year up

through that month. Assume that the structure template and array developed in Ques-

tions 3 and 4 are declared externally.

6. Given the following typedef, declare a 10-element array of the indicated structure:
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typedef struct { /* Lens descriptor */

float foclen; /* focal length, mm */

float fstop; /* aperture */

char *brand; /* brand name */

> LENS;

Then, using individual member assignment, let the third element describe a Remarkatar

lens of focal length 500 mm and aperture f/2.0.

7. Consider the following programming fragment:

struct name { char f

i

rst C20H;

char lastC20];

>;

struct bem { int limbs;

struct name title;

char typeL"30];

>;

struct bem *pb;

struct bem deb = { 6,

{ "Berbnazel", "Gwolkapwolk"},
"Arcturan"

>;

pb = Sdeb;

a. What does each of the following statements print?

printf("%d", deb. limbs);
printf("%s", pb->type);
printf("%s", pb->type + 2);

b. How can you represent "Gwolkapwolk" in structure notation (two ways)?

c. Write a function that takes the address of a bem structure as an argument and prints

out the contents of the structure in the form shown:

Berbnazel Gwolkapwolk is a 6-limbed Arcturan.

Assume that the structure definitions are in a file called starfolk.h.

8. Consider the following declarations:

struct fullname {

char fnameL"203;

char lnameC20];

>;

struct bard <

struct fullname name;

int born;

int d i e d

;

>;

struct bard willie;

struct bard *pt = Swillie;
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a. Identity the born member of the willie structure using the willie identifier.

b. Identity the born member of the willie structure using the pt identifier.

C. Use a scanf( ) call to read in a value for the born member using the willie identifier.

d. Use a scanf( ) call to read in a value for the born member using the pt identifier.

e. Construct an identifier for the third letter of the first name of someone described by

the willie variable.

f. Construct an expression that represents the total number of letters in the first and last

names of someone described by the willie variable.

9. Define a structure template that is suitable for holding the following items: the name of

an automobile, its horsepower, its EPA city-driving mpg rating, its wheelbase. and a

pointer to another structure of the same type. Use car as the template tag.

1 0. Suppose we have this structure:

struct gas -C float distance;

float gals;

float mpg;

>;

Define a function that takes a pointer to a gas structure, computes miles per gallon from

the distance and gals members, places the answer in the mpg member, and also returns

that value.

11. Accomplish the main objective of Question 10 (getting a miles-per-gallon value into the

mpg member) using a function that doesn't take pointers.

1 2. a. In Listing 14.5. can we use char bank[30] and char save[30] as structure members

instead of char *bank and char *save?

b. What effect does this change in structure members have on the structure?

c. Can either form be used if the names are to be read from the keyboard instead of being

supplied as initialization data?

1 3. Declare a pointer to a function that returns a pointer-to-char.

1 4. Declare four type void functions and initialize an array of pointers to point to them.

Programming Exercises

1 . Redo Review Question 5, but have the argument be the spelled-out name of the month
instead of the month number. (Note: Don't forget about strcmpi ).)

2. Write a program that asks the user to input the day, month, and year. The month can be

a month number, a month name, or a month abbreviation. The program then returns the
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total number of days in the year up through the given day. It should use the year

information to identify and handle leap years correctly.

3. Revise Listing 14.2 so that it prints out the book descriptions alphabetized by title and

the total value of the books.

4. a. Write a program that creates a structure template with two members. The first element

is a Social Security number. The second element is a structure with three members.

Its first member contains a first name; the second member contains a middle name:

and the final element contains a last name. Create and initialize an array of five such

structures. Have the program print out the data in this form:

Dribble, Flossie M. 302039823

Note that only the initial of the middle name is used and that a period is added. Neither

the initial nor the period should be printed if the middle name member is empty. Write

a function to do the printing: pass the structure address to the function.

b. Modify a by passing the structure value instead of its address.

5. Write a program that fits the requirements listed in parts a-c.

a. Externally define a name structure template with two members: a string to hold the

first name and a string to hold the second name.

b. Externally define a student structure template with three members: a name structure,

a grade array to hold three floating-point scores, and a variable to hold the average

of the three scores.

c. Have the maim ) function declare an array of CSIZE (with CSIZE = 4) student

structures and initialize the name portions to names of your choice.

Use functions to perform the tasks described in d-g.

d. Interactively acquire scores for each student by prompting the user with a student

name and a request for scores. Place the scores in the grade array portion of the

appropriate structure. The required looping may be performed in maim ) or in the

function, whichever you prefer.

e. Calculate the average score value for each structure and assign it to the proper

location.

f. Print out the information in each structure.

g. Print out the class average for each of the numerical structure elements.

6. Modify Listing 14.1 1 so that as each record is read from the file and shown to you, you

are given the chance to delete the record or modify its contents. If you delete the record,

use the vacated array position for the next record to be read.

To accomplish this assignment, you should alter several aspects of the original program.

First, you should modularize the program further. Second, you need a way to indicate

that a structure is deleted. You can do so by, say, using a special title such as

"ZZZXXXZZ" or by adding a new member to the structure to indicate its deletion
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Status. Your program will then chock for the special title or the status member before

displaying and saving the structure contents. Third, the "a+b" mode no longer is

appropriate, for it doesn't let you alter existing parts of a file.

Probabh the simplest approach is first to open the file in the "rb" mode to report the

current contents and then to close the file and reopen it in the "wb" mode when it's

time to save the array of structures. Opening the file in the "rb" mode truncates the

current contents, giving you a clean slate with which to work. Thus the approach: Copy
the file to the array of structures, modify and extend that array as desired, and save the

new array contents to the file.

7. The Colossus Airlines fleet consists of one plane with a seating capacity of 1 2. It makes

one flight daily. Write a seating reservation program with the following features.

a. It uses an array of 12 structures. Each structure should hold a seat identification

number, a marker that indicates whether or not the seat is assigned, the last name of

the seat holder, and the first name of the seat holder.

b. It displays the following menu:

To choose a function, enter its Letter Label:
a) Show number of empty seats
b) Show List of empty seats
c) Show alphabetical list of seat assignments
d

)

Assign a customer to a seat

e) Delete a seat assignment
f) Quit

c. It successfully executes the promises of its menu. Choices d and e require additional

input, and each should allow the user to abort entry.

d. After executing a function (other than choice f). the program redisplays the menu.

e. Data are saved in a file between runs. When the program is started up, it first loads

in the data, if any. from the file.

For programs of this sort, you should follow top-down programming practices, develop-

ing the overall structure first, using a modular approach, and using simple stub functions

(functions that do nothing but act as placeholders) initially. Once the overall design

works, start replacing the stub functions with working functions.

8. Colossus Airlines now acquires a second plane also with a seating capacity of 12 and

expands its service to four flights daily (flights 102, 311, 444, and 519). Expand the

program you developed in Exercise 7 to handle the four flights. Have a top level menu
that offers a choice of flights and quitting. Selecting a particular flight then should bring

up a menu similar to that of Exercise 7. However, one new item should be added:

confirming a seat assignment. Also, the quit choice should be replaced with the choice

of exiting to the top-level menu. Each display should indicate which flight is currently

being handled. The seat assignment display should also indicate the confirmation status.
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9. Write a program that implements a menu by using an array of structures. Each structure

contains a type char member, a pointer-to-char member, and a pointer-to-type-void

function member. The char member is initialized to a menu label; the pointer-to-char

member is initialized to point to a string to attach to the label; and the function pointer is

initialized to point to a function to be executed if the user selects the corresponding

label.

The program should pass over invalid label selections, prompting the user to try again.

One approach is to pass the array of structures and the array size to a menu! ) function

in a while loop. This function shows the menu, reads the response, runs the correspond-

ing function, and returns a value indicating whether or not the loop should continue.
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he C programming language has the ability to manipulate individual bits in

a byte or word. This facility endears C to programmers who find it neces-

sary, or at least desirable, to do precisely that. For example, many a

hardware device is controlled by sending it a byte in which each bit has

special meaning to the device. Also, often operating system information about, say, files

is stored using particular bits to indicate specific items. In this chapter, we investigate

C's bit powers, but first we supply you with some background about bits, bytes, binary

notation, and other number bases.

75. 7 Binary Numbers, Bits, and Bytes

The way we usually write numbers is based on the number 10. For instance, 3652 has a

3 in the thousand's place, a 6 in the hundred's place, a 5 in the ten's place, and a 2 in the

one's place. Therefore, we can think of 3652 as being the following:

3 x 1000 + 6 x 100 + 5 x 10 + 2 x 1

But 1000 is 10 cubed, 100 is 10 squared, 10 is 10 to the first power, and by convention,

1 is 10 (or any positive number) to the zero power. So we also can write 3652 in this

way:

Because our system of writing numbers is based on powers of ten, we say that 3652 is

written in base 10.

Presumably, the decimal system evolved because we have ten fingers. A computer bit,

in a sense, has only 2 fingers, for it can be set only to or 1, which is off or on. Thus

base 2 system is a natural number for a computer. It uses powers of 2 instead of powers

of 10. As we mentioned in earlier chapters, numbers expressed in base 2 are termed

binary numbers. For instance, a binary number such as 1 101 means

1 x 2
3

+ 1 x 2
2

+ x 2
1

+ 1 x 2°

which becomes

1x8 + 1x4 + 0x2 + 1x1= 13

in decimal numbers. The binary system lets us express any number (if we have enough

bits) as a combination of Is and 0s. This facility is convenient for digital computers,

which express information in combinations of on and off states that can be interpreted

as l s and 0s. Let's see how this system works for a one-byte integer.

Binary Integers

By modern definition, a byte contains eight bits. (A few, rare, older systems use a bigger

byte.) We can think of these eight bits as being numbered from 7 to 0, left to right. Bit 7
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bit number

Figure 1 5.

1

Bit numbers and
values

bit value 128 64 32 16 8

This example show bits 6. 3. and set to 1.

The value of this byte is 64 + 8 + 1 or 73.

is called the high-order bit: bit is the low-order bit. The bit number corresponds to an

exponent of 2.

Imagine a byte as looking like Figure 15.1. Here. 128 is 2 . and so on. The largest

number this byte can hold is one with all bits set to 1: 11111111. The value of this

binary number follows:

128+64+32+16+8+4+2+1 255

The smallest binary number this byte can hold is 00000000. or a simple 0.

A byte can store numbers from to 255 for a total of 256 possible values. Or by

changing the interpretation, a byte can store numbers from -128 to +127. again a total of

256 values.

Signed Integers

The representation of signed numbers is determined by the hardware, not by C. Proba-

bl\ the simplest way to represent signed numbers is to reserve one bit, such as the

high-order bit to represent the sign. In a one-byte value, seven bits are therefore left for

the number itself. In such a sign-magnitude representation. 10000001 is -1 and

00000001 is 1 . The total range, then, is -127 to +127.

One disadvantage of this approach is that it has two zeros: +0 and -0. This situation is

confusing, and it also uses up two bit patterns for just one value.

The two'' s-complement method avoids the preceding problem and is the most common
system used today. Let's discuss it as it applies to a one-byte value. In that context, the

values through 127 are represented by the last seven bits, with the high-order bit set to

0. So far. the setup is the same as for the sign-magnitude method. Also, if the high-order

bit is 1. the value is negative. The difference between the two representations comes in

determining the value of that negative number. Subtract the bit pattern from the nine-bit

pattern 100000000 (256 in binary), and the result is the magnitude of value. For

example, suppose the partem is 10000000. As an unsigned byte, this pattern represents

128. As a signed value, it is negative (bit 7 is 1) and has a value of 100000000 -

10000000. or 10000000(128). Thus the number is -128. Similarlv. 10000001 is -127.
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and 11111111 is -1. The two's-complement method represents numbers in the range

-128 to 127.

The one' s-complement method forms the negative of a number by inverting each bit in

the pattern. For instance, 00000001 is 1, and 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 is -1. This method also has a-0:

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1. Its range for a one-byte value is -127 to +127.

Binary Floating Point

Floating-point numbers are stored in two parts: a binary fraction and a binary exponent.

Binary Fractions

The ordinary fraction .324 represents

3/io + 2/ioo + V1000

with the denominators representing increasing powers of 10. In a binary fraction, we use

powers of 2 for denominators. Thus the binary fraction .101 represents

1/2 + % + 1/8

which in decimal notation is

0.50 + 0.00 + 0.125

orO.625.

Many fractions, such as Vi, cannot be represented exactly in decimal notation. Similar-

ly, many fractions cannot be represented exactly in binary notation. Indeed, the only

fractions that can be represented exactly are combinations of multiples of powers of l/2.

Thus V4 and 1/% can be represented exactly as binary fractions, but Vi and V5 cannot be.

Floating-Point Representation

To represent a floating-point number in a computer, a certain number (system-depen-

dent) of bits is set aside to hold a binary fraction. Additional bits hold an exponent. In

general terms, the actual value of the number consists of the binary fraction multiplied

by 2 to the indicated exponent. Thus multiplying a floating-point number by, say, 4,

increases the exponent by 2 and leaves the binary fraction unchanged. Multiplying by a

number that is not a power of 2 changes the binary fraction and if necessary, the

exponent.

75.2 Other Bases

Computer workers often use number systems based on 8 and on 16. Since 8 and 16 are

powers of 2, these systems are more closely related to a computer's binary system than

the decimal system is.
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Octal

Octal refers to a base 8 system, as noted in earlier chapters. In this system, the different

places in a number represent powers of 8. We use the digits to 7. For example, the

octal number 45 1 (.written 0451 in C) is represented by the following:

4 x 8
2

+ 5 x 8
1

+ 1 x 8° = 297 (base 10)

A handy thing to know about octal numbers is that each octal digit corresponds to three

binary digits. Table 15.1 shows this correspondence, which makes it simple to translate

betw een the two systems. For example, the octal number 0377 is 11111111 in binary:

we replace the 3 with Oil. drop the leading 0. then replace each 7 with 111. The only

aw kw ard part is that a 3-digit octal number may take up to nine bits in binary form, so

an octal value larger than 0377 requires more than a byte. Note that internal 0s are not

dropped: 0173 is 01 111 011. not 01 111 11.

Table 15.1 Comparison of Octal Digits and Binary Equivalents

Octal Digit Binary Equivalent

000

1 001

2 010

3 011

4 100

5 101

6 110

7 111

Hexadecimal

Also as noted in earlier chapters hexadecimal or hex, refers to a base 16 system. Here

we use powers of 16 and the digits to 15. But since we don't have single digits to

represent the values 10 to 15. we use the letters A to F for that purpose. For instance, the

hex number A3F (written 0xA3F in C) represents

10 x 16 2 + 3 x 16
1

+ 15 x 16° = 2623 (base 10)

since A represents 10 and F represents 15.

Each hexadecimal digit corresponds to a four-digit binary number. Thus, two

hexadecimal digits correspond exactly to an eight-bit byte. The first digit represents the

first four bits: the second digit represents the last four bits. Therefore, the hexadecimal

system is a natural choice for representing byte values. Table 15.2 shows the correspon-

dence. For example, the hex value 0xC2 translates to 1 1000010.
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Table 1 5.2 Comparison of Decimal and Hexadecimal Digits and
Their Binary Equivalents

Decimal Hexadecimal Binary Decimal Hexadecimal Binary

Digit Digit Equivalent Digit Digit Equivalent

0000 8 8 1000

1 1 0001 9 9 1001

2 2 0010 10 A 1010

3 3 0011 11 B 1011

4 4 0100 12 C 1100

5 5 0101 13 D 1101

6 6 0110 14 E 1110

7 7 0111 15 F mi

Now that we've seen what bits and bytes are, let's examine what C can do with them.

We discuss the two facilities that help you manipulate bits. The first is a set of six

bitwise operators that act on bits. The second is the field data form, which gives you

access to bits within an int.

75.3 C's Bitwise Operators

C offers bitwise logical operators and shift operators. In the following sections, we write

out values in binary notation so that you can see the mechanics. In an actual program,

you should use integer variables or constants written in the usual forms. For instance,

instead of 0001 1001, you should use 25, 031, or 0x19. For our examples, we will use

eight-bit numbers, with the bits numbered 7 to 0, left to right.

Bitwise Logical Operators

The four bitwise logical operators work on integer-class data, including char. They are

termed bitwise because they operate on each bit independently of the bit to the left or

right.

One's Complement, or Bitwise Negation: -

This unary operator changes each 1 to a and each to a 1, for example:

"(10011010) == (01100101)

Suppose, for instance, that val is an unsigned char that has been assigned the value 2.

In binary, this number is 00000010. With -val, the value is 1 1 1 1 1 101, or 253. Note that

the operator does not change the value of val, just as 3 * val does not change the val

value; val is still 2. But this operator does create a new value that can be used or

assigned elsewhere:
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newval = "val;

printf("%d", "val);

It > ou w ant to change the value of val to ^val. use simple assignment:

val = "val;

Bitwise AND: &

This binary operator produces a new value by making a bit-by-bit comparison between

two operands. For each bit position, the resulting bit is 1 only if both corresponding bits

in the operands are 1 . (In terms of true-false, the result is true only if each of the two bit

operands is true.) Thus.

(10010011) & (00111101) == (00010001)

since only bits 4 and are 1 in both operands.

C also has a combined AND-assignment operator: &=. For example.

val &= 0377;

produces the same final result as the following:

val = val 8 0377;

Bitwise OR: I

This binary operator produces a new value by making a bit-by-bit comparison between

two operands. For each bit position, the resulting bit is 1 if either of the corresponding

bits in the operands is 1. (In terms of true-false, the result is true if one or the other bit

operands are true or if both are true.) Thus.

(10010011) | (00111101) == (101111111)

since all bit positions but bit 6 have the value 1 in one or the other operands.

C also has a combined OR-assignment operator: |=. The statement

val |= 0377;

produces the same final result as the following:

val = val | 0377;

Bitwise EXCLUSIVE OR: A

This binary operator makes a bit-by-bit comparison between two operands. For each bit

position, the resulting bit is 1 if one or the other (but not both) of the corresponding bits

in the operands is 1. (In terms of true-false, the result is true if one or the other bit

operands—and not both—are true.) Thus.
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(10010011) A (00111101) == (10101110)

Note that since bit position has the value 1 in both operands, the resulting bit has

value 0.

C also has a combined OR-assignment operator: A =. The statement

val A = 0377;

produces the same final result as the following:

val = val A 0377;

Usage: Masks

The AND operator often is used in conjunction with a mask, which is a bit pattern with

some bits on (1) and some bits off (0). To see why a mask is so named, let's see what

happens when a quantity is ANDed with a mask. For example, suppose we #define

MASK to be 2. that is, binary 00000010, with only bit number 1 being nonzero. Then

the statement

flags = flags & MASK;

causes all the bits of flags (except bit 1 ) to be set to 0, since any bit combined with via

the & operator yields 0. Bit 1 is left unchanged. (If the bit is 1. then 1 & 1 is 1; if the bit

is 0, then & 1 is 0.)

This scenario is called using a mask because the zeros in the mask hide the correspond-

ing bits in flags. Extending the analogy, we can think of the 0s in the mask as being

opaque and the Is as being transparent. The expression flags & MASK is like covering

the flags bit pattern with the mask; only the bits under the MASK Is are visible. See

Figure 15.2.

We can also shorten the code by using the AND-assignment operator:

flags 8= MASK;

One common C usage of masks is the following:

ch 8= 0377;

The value 0377. recall, is 11111111 in binary. This mask leaves the final 8 bits of ch

alone and sets the rest to 0. Thus regardless of whether the original ch is 8 bits, 16 bits,

or more, the final value is trimmed down to something that fits into a single byte.

Usage: Turning Bits On

Sometimes you may need to turn on particular bits in a value while leaving the

remaining bits unchanged. For instance, the IBM PC controls its hardware through
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Figure 15.2

A mask

MASK P 1

*^^AND /

fag p 1 1 1 1

'^^QUALS/

values sent to ports. To turn on, say, the speaker, you may have to turn on one bit while

leaving the others unchanged. This task can be accomplished using the OR operator.

For example, consider our MASK, which has bit 1 set to 1 . The statement

flags = flags | MASK;

sets bit number 1 in flags to 1 and leaves all the other bits unchanged. This action

follows because any bit combined with via the
|
operator is itself, and any bit

combined with 1 via the
|
operator is 1 . For short, you can also use the OR-assignment

operator

flags |= MASK;

which sets to 1 those bits in flags that also are on in MASK, leaving the other bits

unchanged.

Note: Recall from our discussion of open( ) in Chapter 12 that we use the combination

0_RDONLY
|
0_BINARY to open a file in the binary mode. This expression uses the

OR operator to set to 1 the bits corresponding to the 1 bits of the defined constants.

Usage: Turning Bits Off

Just as it is useful to be able to turn particular bits on without disturbing the other bits,

it's sometimes useful to be able to turn them off. Suppose, for instance we want to turn

off bit 1 in the variable flags. Once again MASK has just the 1 bit on. We can do the

following:

flags = flags 8 "MASK;
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Since MASK is all Os except for bit 1 , then MV1ASK is all 1 s except for bit 1 . A 1 AND
any bit is that bit, so our statement leaves all the bits other than bit 1 unchanged. Also, a

AND any bit is 0, so bit 1 is set to regardless of its original value.

You can also use the short form:

flags 8= "MASK;

Usage: Toggling Bits

Toggling a bit means turning it off if it is on or turning it on if it is off. You can use the

EXCLUSIVE OR operator to toggle a bit. The idea is that if b is a bit setting (1 or 0),

then 1
A b is if b is 1 and is 1 if b is 0. Also, A b is b, regardless of its value. Thus if

we EXCLUSIVE OR a value with a mask, values that correspond to Is in the mask are

toggled, and values that correspond to 0s in the mask are unaltered. So to toggle bit 1 in

flag, we can do either of the following:

flags = flags A MASK;

flags A = MASK;

Usage: Checking the Value of a Bit

We've seen how to change the values of bits. Suppose, instead, that you want to check

the value of a bit. For example, does flags have bit 1 set to 1? You shouldn't simply

compare flag to MASK:

if ( flags == MASK )

puts( "Wow !

" ); /* doesn't work right */

Even if bit 1 in flags is set to 1, the other bit setting in flags can make the comparison

untrue. Instead, we must first mask the other bits in flags so that we compare only bit 1

of flags with MASK:

if ( (flags & MASK) = = MASK)

put s( "Wow !

" );

We use parentheses around flags & MASK because the bit-wise operators have lower

precedence than ==.

Bitwise Shift Operators

Now let's look at C's shift operators. The bitwise shift operators shift bits to the left or

right. Again, we use binary numbers explicitly to show the mechanics.

Left Shift: <<

This operator shifts the bits of the value of the left operand to the left by the number of

places given by the right operand. The vacated positions are fdled with 0s, and bits

moved beyond the end of the left operand are lost. Thus, in the statement
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(10001010) « 2 == (00101000)

each bit is moved two places to the left.

This operation produces a new bit value, but it doesn't change its operands. For

example, suppose stonk is 1. Then stonk«2 is 4, but stonk still is 1. You can use the

left-shift-assignment operator («=) to change the variable's value. This operator shifts

the bit in the variable to its left by the number of places given by the righthand value.

For instance:

int stonk = 1;

int onkoo;

onkoo = stonk << 2; /* assigns 4 to onkoo */

stonk <<= 2; /* changes stonk to 4 */

Right Shift: »
This operator shifts the bits of the value of the left operand to the right by the number of

places given by the right operand. Bits moved beyond the right end of the left operand

are lost. For unsigned types, the places vacated at the left end are replaced by 0s. For an

unsigned value, in the statement

(10001010) » 2 == (00100010)

each bit is moved two places to the right. For signed types, the result is machine

dependent. The vacated places may be filled with 0s, or they may be filled with copies

of the sign (leftmost) bit.

The right-shift-assignment operator (»=) shifts the bits in the lefthand variable to the

right by the indicated number of places. For example:

int sweet = 16;

int ooosw;

ooosw = sweet >> 3; /* ooosw = 4, sweet still 16 */

sweet »= 3; /* sweet changed to 4 */

Usage

The bitwise shift operators provide swift and efficient multiplication and division by

powers of 2:

number« n Multiplies number by 2n

number » n Divides number by 2n if

number is not negative

This system is analogous to the decimal system procedure of shifting the decimal point

to multiply or divide by 10.
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Programming Example

In Chapter 9 we used recursion to write a program to convert numbers to a binary

representation. Now we solve the same problem using bitwise operators. The program

in Listing 15.1 reads an integer from the keyboard and passes it along with a string

address to a function called itobs( ) (for integer to binary string). This function then

uses bit-wise operators to select the correct pattern of 1 s and Os to put into the string.

* binary.c

/* binary.c— using bit operations to display binary */

#include <stdio.h>
mai n( )

i

char bin_strC1 + 8 * sizeof(int)3;
char *itobs();
i nt numbe r;

putsC'Enter integers and see them in binary.");
put s

( "Nonnumeri c input terminates the program.");
while ( scanf("%d", Snumber) == 1)

Listing 15.1 printf("%d is %s\n", number, i tobs ( number ,bi n_st r ))

;

char *i tobs (n, ps)

i n t n ;

char *ps;
{

i n t i ;

static int size = 8 * sizeof(int);

for ( i = size - 1; i >= 0; i— , n >>= 1)

psCi] = (01 & n) + '0';

psCsizeD = ' \ '

;

return ps;

This program assumes the system uses eight bits to a byte. Thus, the expression 8 *

sizeof(int) is the number of bits in an int. The bin_str array has that many elements plus

one to allow for the terminating null character.

The itobs( ) function returns the same address passed to it so that we can use the

function as. say, an argument to printf( ). In itobsi ) we make size a static variable so

that it is initialized just once instead of every time the function is called.

The first time through the for loop, the function evaluates the quantity 01 & n. The term

01 is a mask with all but the zero bit set to 0. Therefore 01 & n simply just the value of

the final bit in n. This value is a or a 1. but for the array, we need the character ' '

or the character ' 1
' . Adding the ASCII code for * ' accomplishes this conversion.
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The result is placed in the next-to-last element of the array, the last element being

reserved for the null character.

Then the loop executes the statements i— and n »= 1. The first moves us one element

earlier in the array, and the second shifts the bits in n over one position. Thus the next

time through the loop, we find the value of the bit that used to be next to the end. The

corresponding digit character then is placed in the element preceding the final digit. In

this fashion, the function fills the array from right to left. Here is a sample run:

Enter integers and see them in binary.

Nonnumeric input terminates the program.

7

7 is 0000000000000111

255

255 is 0000000011111111
30000

30000 is 0111010100110000
-1

-1 is 1111111111111111

q

Another Example

Let's work through one more example. Our goal this time is to write a function that

inverts the last n bits in a value, in which both n and the value are function arguments.

The *" operator inverts bits, but it inverts all the bits in a byte, not just a select few. But,

the EXCLUSIVE OR operator can be used to toggle bytes. Suppose we create a mask

with the last n bits set to 1 and the remaining bits set to 0. Then EXCLUSIVE OR-ing

that mask with a value toggles, or inverts, the last n bits, leaving the other bits

unchanged. See Listing 15.2.

in vert, c

Listing 15.2

I * i nvert . c */

int i nver t_end( num,bi ts

)

int nun, bits;
i

int mask = 0;

i nt bi tva L = 1

;

whi le (bits— > 0)

i

mask \= bitval;
bitval <<= 1;

}

return num A mask;
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The while loop creates the mask. Initially, mask has all its bits set to 0. The first pass

through the loop sets bit to 1 and then increases the value of bitval to 2. That is, this

pass sets bit to and bit 1 to 1. The next pass through then sets bit 1 of mask to 1, and

so on. Finally, the num A mask operation produces the desired result.

To test the function, we can slip it into Listing 15.1. See Listing 15.3.

invert4.c

/* invertA.c— invert Last 4 bits of integers */

#include <stdio.h>
mai n( )

{

char bin_strC1 + 8 * si zeof ( i nt ) 3;
char *itobs();
i nt i nver t_end( )

;

int number;

putsC'Enter integers and see them in binary.");
put s( "Nonnumeri c input terminates the program.");
while ( scanf("%d", Snumber) == 1)

{

printf("%d is %s\n", number, itobs ( number, bi n_st r) )

;

pr i nt f
(" Invert i ng the Last 4 bits gives %s\n",
itobs( i nvert_end (number, 4) )) ;

}

Listing 15.3 char *itobs(n, ps)

int n ;

char * p s ;

{

int i ;

static int size = 8 * sizeof(int);

for ( i = size - 1; i >= 0; i — , n >>= 1)

psCi] = (01 8 n) + ' '

;

psCsize] = ' \ '

;

return ps;

}

int i nver t_end( num, bi ts

)

int num, bits;
(

int mask = 0;

int bitval = 1;

while (bi ts— > 0)

{

mask |= bitval;
bitval <<= 1;

}

return num A ma sk;

>
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\ sample run follows:

Enter integers and see them in binary.

Nonnumeric input terminates the program.

7

7 is 00000000000000111

Inverting the last 4 bits gives 0000000000001000
255

255 is 00000000011111111

Inverting the last 4 bits gives 0000000011110000

q

15.4 Bit Fields

The second method of manipulating bits is to use a bit field, which is simply a set of

neighboring bits within an unsigned int. A bit field is set up via a structure definition

that labels each field and determines its width. The following definition sets up four

one-bit fields:

struct {

unsigned autfd : 1;

unsi gned bldf c : 1

;

unsigned undln : 1;

unsigned itals : 1;

> prnt;

The variable prnt now contains four one-bit fields and is stored in an int-sized memory
cell, although only four bits are used in this example.

The structure membership operator can be used to assign values to individual fields:

prnt. itals = 0;

prnt. undln = 1;

Because each field is just 1 bit, 1 and are the only values we can use for assignment.

However, fields aren't limited to one-bit sizes. For example.

struct {

unsigned codel : 2;

unsigned code2 : 2;

unsigned code3 : 8;

> prcode;

creates two two-bit fields and one eight-bit field. We can make assignments such as:

prcode. codel = 0;

prcode. code2 = 3;

prcode. code3 = 102;

Just make sure that the value doesn't exceed the field's capacity.
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If the total number of bits you declare exceeds the size of an int, then the next int

storage location is used. A single field is not allowed to overlap the boundary between

two ints; the compiler automatically shifts an overlapping field definition so that the

field is aligned with the int boundary. If this compiler shift occurs, it leaves an unnamed

hole in the first int.

You can "pad" a field structure with unnamed holes by using unnamed field widths.

Using an unnamed field width of forces the next field to align with the next integer:

struct {

fieldl 1;

2;

field2 i;

0;

field3 1;

} stuff;

Here, there is a two-bit gap between stuff.fieldl and stuff.field2; and stuff.field3 is

stored in the next int.

One important machine dependency is the order in which fields are placed into an int.

On some machines the order is left to right; on others it is right to left. Also, machines

differ in the location of boundaries between fields. For these reasons, bit fields tend not

to be very portable. Typically, however, they are used for nonportable purposes such as

putting data in the exact form used by a particular hardware device.

Bit Field Example

As mentioned, bit fields typically are used in programs dedicated to a specific piece of

hardware. Our example is IBM PC-based, but if you aren't using that platform, you still

can read through the example to see how it works.

Table 1 5.3 Equipment Word for the Original IBM PC

Bit(s) Meaning

Diskette drive

1 Not used

2-3 Motherboard memory
4-5 Initial video setup

6-7 Number of drives

8 Not used

9-1

1

Number of command
cards

1

2

Game port

13 Not used

14-15 Number of printers

Value

1 if present

00 = 16k, 01 = 32k. 10 = 48k. 1 1 = 64k

01 = 40x25, 10 = 80x25, 1 1 = mono
Number of diskette drives -

1

Number of cards

1 if present

Number of printers
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The original IBM PC has various configuration switches that have to be set on the

motherboard. When the computer is turned on, it copies information from these switch

settings to a two-byte memory location. Within that two-byte word, the bits have the

meaning shown in Table 15.3.

We can use a structure with bit fields to represent the data:

struct equip_word {unsigned has_drive

unsi gned

unsigned mother_bd
unsigned vid_setup
unsigned num_drives
unsi gned

unsigned num_comcds
unsigned gameio

unsi gned

unsigned num_ptrs

>;

1;

i;

2;

2;

2;

1;

3;

1;

1;

2;

Note that we use the unnamed bit fields to represent the unused bits in the equipment

word.

To find if. say. a game I/O card is present, we can test if the gameio member is 1 or not.

The tricky part is getting the correct values into the structure. Listing 15.4 shows one

way.

Listing 15.4

/* ibmchk.c— check IBM PC equipment word */

tfinclude <stdio.h>
#i nc lude <dos . h>

#define DSKTE 0x0001
tfdefine DRV_MASK OxOOCO
^define DRV_SHFT 6

#define GAMES 0x1000
#define PRN_SHFT 14

#define EQCK 0x11
struct equip_word {unsigned has_drive

unsi gned
unsigned mother_bd
unsigned vid_setup
unsigned num_drives
unsi gned
unsigned num_comcds
unsi gned gamei o

unsi gned
unsigned num_ptrs
>;

MS-DOS specific declarations */

diskette drives are present */

drive count bits */

shift drive bits to right end */

/* game 1/0 1*1

I* printer count shift */

/* equipment check interrupt */

1;

1;

2;

2;

2;

1;

3;

1;

1;

2;
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Listing 15.4
(cont'd.)

m<

<

iin()

union REGS rin, rout;
unsigned int equip;
union -C

struct equip_word s_view;
unsigned int i_view; } eq_data;

equip = int86 ( EQCK, Srin, Srout);
e q_d ata.i_view = equip;
if ( equip & DSKTE != DSKTE )

printfC'No disk drives\n");
else
i

printf ("Bit operations: %u floppy drive(s)\n".
( (equip & DRV_MASK) >> DRV_SHFT) + 1 );

printf ("Bit fields: %u floppy drive(s)\n".
eq_da t a . s_vi ew . num_dri ves +1 );

>

printfCBit operations: %u printer(s) attached\n",
equip >> PRN_SHFT );

printfCBit fields: %u printer(s) attached\n".
eq_data . s_vi ew . num_pt rs )

;

}

The int86( ) function, found both in MS C and Turbo C, uses interrupts to obtain

information. Interrupts, more or less, are subroutines built into the IBM PC. The int86( )

function, then, is implementation specific and is not part of any general C library. The

particular interrupt we use here, represented by EQCK, causes int86( ) to return the

value of the equipment word in integer form.

To convert this integer to a structure, we used a trick. The union eq_data has two

members, an equip_word structure and an unsigned integer:

union {

struct equip_word s_view;

unsigned int i_view; > eq_data;

On a PC, both members are 16-bit data objects. We make the following assignment:

eq_data . i_vi ew = equip;

The i_view member views the union as an unsigned int, and we read in the equipment

word in that form. Then by using eq_data.s_view, we can look at the same data as a

structure. That is, bit of the integer eq_data.i_view also is the has_drive member of

the structure eq_data.s_view. Thus the eq_data union lets us view the equipment word

two ways: as a structure with bit fields and as an unsigned int. This correspondence

depends on the implementation-dependent feature that structures are loaded into
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eq data. i_view

Figure 15.3

A union as an

integer and as

structure

the eq_data union I

seen as an integer L

num_prt rs
gamei o

num_comcds
num_d rives
vi d_se t up
mot he r_bd
has drive

10 10 10
bit
15

the eq_data union £
seen as a structure I

1

10 110 1

eq_data.s_view

1 1 1 1 1

bit

memory from the low-bit end to the high-bit end of a byte. That is, the first bit field in

the structure goes into bit of the word. See Figure 15.3. Incidentally, the type REGS
union (defined in dos.h) uses a similar approach to provide both word view and a byte

\ iew of the CPU registers.

The program then proceeds to use both the bit-operator approach and the bit-field

method for examining the contents of the equipment word. Once the bit fields are set up.

they are easier to use. For example, eq_data.s_view.num_drives represents the value

stored in the two bits that represent the number of floppy drives. Using bit operations,

we first evaluate equip & DRV_MASK to turn off all other bits. At this point we have

a value in the form OOOOOOOObbOOOOOO. We then use a right-shift operator to move

these two bits to the low end of the word: OOOOOOOOOOOOOObb. Now we can evaluate the

expression numerically to determine the number of drives.

75.5 Summary

Computing hardware is closely tied to the binary number system because the Is and 0s

of binary numbers can be used to represent the on and off states of bits in computer

memory and registers. Although C does not allow us to write out numbers in binary

form, it does recognize the related octal and hexadecimal notations. Just as each binary

digit represents 1 bit, each octal digit represents three bits, and each hexadecimal digit

represents four bits. This correspondence makes it relatively simple to convert binary

numbers to octal or hexadecimal form.

C features several bitwise operators, so called because they operate independently on

each bit within a value. The bitwise negation operator (•*) inverts each bit in its operand,

converting Is to 0s and vice versa. The bitwise AND operator (&) forms a value from

two operands. Each bit in the value is set to 1 if both corresponding bits in the operands

are 1 : otherwise the bit is set to 0. The bitwise OR operator (|) also forms a value from

two operands. Each bit in the value is set to 1 if either or both corresponding bits in the

operands are 1; otherwise the bit is set to 0. The bitwise EXCLUSIVE OR operator (
A

)
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acts similarly, except that the resulting bit is set to 1 only if one or the other, but not

both, corresponding bits of the operands is 1

.

C also has a left-shift («) and a right-shift (») operator. Each produces a value formed

by shifting the bits in a pattern the indicated number of bits to the left or right. For the

left-shift operator, the vacated bits are set to 0. For the right-shift operator, the vacated

bits are set to if the value is unsigned. The behavior of the right-shift operator is

implementation dependent for signed values.

Bit fields in a structure let you address individual bits or group of bits in a value. The

details are implementation independent.

All of the bit tools discussed in the chapter assist C programs in dealing with various

hardware matters. Therefore, they most often appear in implementation-dependent

contexts.

Review Questions

1 . Convert the following decimal values to binary values:

a. 3

b. 13

c. 59

d. 119

2. Convert the following binary values to decimal, octal, and hex values:

a. 00010101

b. 01010101

c. 01001100

d. 10011101

3. Evaluate the following expressions, assuming all values are one byte:

a. "3

b. 3 & 6

c. 3 | 6

d. 1 | 6

e. 3
A 6
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f. 7 >> 1

g. 7 << 2

4. Evaluate the follow ing expression^ assuming all values are one byte:

a. "0

b. !0

c. 2 & 4

d. 2 && 4

e. 2 | 4

f- 2
| | 4

g. 65 << 3

5. Because the ASCII code uses only the final seven bits, sometimes it is desirable to mask
off the other bits. Explain the appropriate masks for use in binary, decimal, octal, and

hexadecimal.

6. In Listing 15.2. we can replace

while (bits— > 0)

{

mask | = bi tva I

;

bitval <<= 1;

}

with

while (bits— > 0)

{

mask += bitval;
bitval *= 2;

>

and the program still works. Does this fact mean that the operation *= 2 is equivalent to

«= 1? What about |= and +=?

7. In Listing 15.4. we mask equip with drive_mask before using the right-shift operator to

obtain the drive number. Yet we don"t mask equip before using the right-shift operator

to obtain the number of printers. Why doesn't this omission cause problems?

8. a. The Tinkerbell computer has a drive byte with the following bit assignments:
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Bit(s) Meaning

0-1 Number of 1 .4M floppy drives

2 Not used

~i-A Number of 1 .2M drives

5 Not used

6-7 Number of hard drives

Like the IBM PC. the Tinkerbell fills in structure bit fields from right to left. Create

a bit field template suitable for holding the information.

b. The Klinkerbell, a near Tinkerbell clone, fills in structures from left to right. Create

the corresponding bit field template for the Klinkerbell.

Programming Exercises

1 . Write a function that converts a binary string to a numeric value. That is, if we have

char *pbin = "01001001";

then we can pass pbin as an argument to the function and have the function return an int

value of 25.

2. Write a program that reads two binary strings as command-line arguments and prints

out the results of applying the * operator to each number and the results of applying the

&. |. and A operators to the pair. Show the results as binary strings.

3. Write a function that takes an int argument and returns the number of on bits in the

argument.

4. Write a function that takes two int arguments: a value and a bit position. Have the

function return 1 if that bit position is 1 ; have it return otherwise.

5. Write a function that returns the result of rotating the bits of an unsigned int by a

specified number of bits to the left. For instance, rotate_l(x,4) should move the bits in x

four places to the left, and the bits lost off the left end should reappear at the right end.

That is, the bit moved out of the high-order position is placed in the low-order position.
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was developed to meet the needs of working programmers, and working

programmers like having a preprocessor. This useful aid looks at your

program before it gets to the compiler (hence the term "preprocessor"),

and following your preprocessor directives, replaces the symbolic ab-

breviations in your program with the directions they represent. It looks for other files

you request. It can also alter the conditions of compilation. However, this description

does not do justice to the true utility and value of the preprocessor, so let's turn to

examples.

76. 7 Manifest Constants: #define

We've already introduced the #define preprocessor directive in earlier chapters to

define symbolic, or manifest, constants in our programs. But this directive also has

greater range. Listing 16.1 illustrates some of the possibilities and properties of the

#define directive.

preproc.c

Listing 16.1

/* pr eproc . c--s impl e preprocessor examples */

#include <stdio.h>
#define TWO 2 /* you can use comments if you like */

tfdefine MSG "The old grey cat sang a merry \

song. "

/* a backslash continues a definition to the next line */

tfdefine FOUR TWO*TWO
#define PX printfC'X is %d.\n", x)

#define FMT "X is %d.\n"
ma i n( )

{

int x = TWO;

PX;

x = FOUR;

printfCFMT, x);

printf ("%s\n", MSG);
printfC'TWO: MSG\n");

Like all preprocessor directives, #define begins with a # symbol in the left-most

column. (Note: ANSI C permits the # symbol to be preceded by spaces or tabs, and it

allows for space between the # and the remainder of the directive.) It can appear

anywhere in the source file, and the definition holds from its place of appearance to the

end of the file.

Preprocessor directives run until the first newline is encountered following the #. That

is, a directive is limited to one line in length. However, the combination back-
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#define px printf("x is %d.\n",x)

Figure 16.1

Parts of a macro
definition macro

preprocessor replacement

directive tokens

slash/newline is treated as a space, so that the one "logical line" can use more than one

physical line in the file.

Each logical line consists of three parts. The first part is the #define directive. The

second part is our chosen abbreviation, known as a macro. The macro must have no

spaces in it. Its name must conform to the same rules that C variables follow: Only

letters, digits, and the _ character can be used, and the first character cannot be a digit.

The remainder of the line is termed the body. See Figure 16.1. When the preprocessor

finds one of your macros within the program, it almost always replaces it with the body.

(There is one exception, which we describe shortly.) This process of going from a

macro to a final replacement is called macro expansion. Note that we can insert

comments in standard C fashion, as they are ignored by the preprocessor. Also, as just

mentioned, most systems (and the ANSI C standard) allow you to use the backslash (\)

to extend a definition over more than one line.

Let's run the example program from Listing 16.1 and see how it works.

X is 2.

X is 4.

The old grey cat sang a merry song.

TWO: MSG

Here's what is happening. The statement

int x = TWO;

becomes

int x = 2 ;

as 2 is substituted for TWO. Then the statement

PX;

becomes

printfC'X is Xd.\n", x);
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as the entire substitution is made. This feature represents a new wrinkle in our program-

ming abilities, since up to now we've used macros only to represent constants. Here we
see that a macro can express any string, even an entire C expression. Note, though, that

this string is a constant string; PX can print only a variable named x.

The next line of the program also represents something new. You may think that FOUR
is replaced by 4, but the actual process is that

x = FOUR;

becomes

x = TWO*TWO;

which becomes

x = 2*2;

The macro expansion process ends at this point. The actual multiplication then takes

place, not while the preprocessor works but during compilation, for the C compiler

evaluates all constant expressions (expressions consisting only of constants). The

preprocessor does no calculation; it simply makes the substitutions. Note also that a

macro definition can include other macros (although some compilers do not support this

"nesting" feature).

In the next line

printf (FMT, x );

becomes

printfC'X is %d.\n",x);

as FMT is replaced by the corresponding string. This approach can be handy if you

have a lengthy control string that you use several times.

In the next line MSG is replaced by the corresponding string. The quotation marks

make the replacement string a character string constant; that is, once the program gets

hold of it, it is stored in an array terminated with a null character. Thus

tfdefine HAL 'Z'

defines a character constant, but

tfdefine HAP "Z"

defines a character string: Z\0.

In the example program, we use a backslash immediately before the end of the line to

extend the string to the next line:
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Tokens

tfdefine MSG "The old grey cat sang a merry \

song .

"

The space between the y and the \ is so that we don't print merrysong. Also note that

song is flush left. Suppose, instead, that we use the following:

#define MSG "The old grey cat sang a merry \

song .

"

Then the output becomes as follows:

The old grey cat sang a merry song.

The space between the beginning of the line and song counts as part of the string.

In general, wherever the preprocessor finds a macro in your program, it literally

replaces it with the equivalent replacement string. If that string also contains macros,

they. too. are replaced. The one exception to this replacement rule is a macro found

within double quotation marks. Thus.

printf ("TWO: MSG");

prints TWO: MSG instead of

2: The old grey cat sang a merry song.

If you want this last line printed, you must use the following:

printf("%d: %s\n", TWO, MSG);

Here, the macros are outside the quotation marks.

When should you use symbolic constants? You probably should use them to represent

most numbers. If the number is some constant used in a calculation, a symbolic name

makes its meaning clearer. If the number is an array size, a symbolic number makes it

simpler to alter your program to handle a larger array. If the number is a system code

for. say. EOF. a symbolic representation makes your program much more portable, as

you must change only the one EOF definition to move between systems. Mnemonic

value, easy alterability. and portability all make symbolic constants worthwhile.

Technically, the body of a macro is considered to be a string of tokens rather than a

string of characters. C preprocessor tokens are the separate "words" in the body of a

macro definition. They are separated from one another by whitespace. For example, the

definition

fldefine FOUR 2*2

has one token, the sequence 2*2. But the definition
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tfdefine SIX 2*3

consists of three tokens: 2, *, and 3.

One difference between character strings and token strings is in how multiple spaces in

a body are treated. Consider this definition:

fldefine EIGHT 4*8

A preprocessor that interprets the body as a character string replaces EIGHT with the

following: 4*8. That is, the extra spaces are part of the replacement. But a

preprocessor that interprets the body as tokens replaces EIGHT with three tokens

separated by single spaces: 4 * 8. In other words, the character string interpretation

views the spaces as part of the body, whereas the token interpretation views the spaces

as separators between the tokens of the body. In practice, some C compilers view macro

bodies as strings rather than as tokens. The difference is of practical importance only for

usages more intricate than those we attempt here.

Incidentally, the C compiler takes a more complex view of tokens than the preprocessor

does, for the compiler understands the rules of C and doesn't necessarily require spaces

to separate tokens. For instance, the C compiler views 2*2 as three tokens, for it

recognizes that the 2s are constants and the * is an operator.

Redefining Constants

Suppose you define LIMIT to be 20, and then later in the same file define it again to be

25. This action is called redefining a constant. Implementations differ on redefinition

policy. Some consider it an error unless the new definition is the same as the old one.

Others allow redefinition, perhaps issuing a warning. The ANSI standard takes the first

view, allowing redefinition only if the new definition duplicates the old.

Having the same definition means the bodies must have the same tokens in the same

order. Thus, these two definitions agree:

tfdefine SIX 2*3
fldefine SIX 2*3

Both have the same three tokens, and the extra spaces are not part of the body. But the

next definition is considered different:

fldefine SIX 2*3

It has just one token, not three, so it doesn't match.

If you want to redefine a macro, use the #undef directive. We discuss this directive

later in the chapter.
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76.2 Using Arguments with #define

By using arguments, we can create macros that look and act much like functions. A
macro with arguments looks much like a function, since the arguments are enclosed

within parentheses. Listing 16.2 illustrates how such "macro functions" are defined and

used. Some of the examples also point out possible pitfalls, so read them carefully.

> mac_org.c

/* n»ac_arg . c--nac ros with arguments */

^include <stdio.h>
#define SQUARE(x) x*x

#define PR(x) printfC'x is %d.\n", x)

mai n(

)

i

i nt x = 4;

i n t z ;
Listing 16.2

z = SQUARE(x);
PR(z);
z = SQUARE(2);
PR(z);
PR(SQUARE(x));
PR(SQUARE(x+2)>;
PR(100/SQUARE(2)>;
PR(SQUARE(++x));

Wherever SQUARE(x) appears in our program, it is replaced by x*x. What is different

from our earlier examples is that we are free to use symbols other than x when we use

this macro. The x in the macro definition is replaced by the symbol used in the macro

call in the program. Thus, SQUARE(2) is replaced by 2*2; the x really does act as an

argument.

However, as we shall soon see, a macro argument does not work exactly like a function

argument. Here are the results of running the program:

z is 16.

z is 4.

SQUARE(x) is 16.

SQUARE(x+2> is 14.

100/SQUAREC2) is 100

SQUARE(++x) is 30.

Note that some of the answers are different from what you may expect. The first two

lines are predictable. However, notice that even the x inside the double quotation marks

of the PR definition is replaced by the corresponding argument. All arguments in the

definition are replaced.
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The third line is interesting:

PR(SQUARE(x));

becomes

printf ("SQUARE(x) is %d.\n", SQUARE(x));

after the first stage of macro expansion. The second SQUARE(x) is expanded to x*x,

but the first is left as is, for it is now inside double quotation marks in a program

statement and thus is immune to further expansion. The final program line

printf ("SQUARE(x) is %d.\n", x*x);

produces this output:

SQUARE(x) is 16.

Let's review the consequences of double quotation marks one more time. If your macro

definition includes an argument within double quotation marks, then that argument is

replaced by the corresponding string in the macro call. After that, it is not expanded

further, even if the string is another macro. In our example, x becomes SQUARE(x) and

stays that way.

Returning to the output of Listing 16.2, we come to some peculiar results. Recall that x

has the value 4. This fact may lead you to expect that SQUARE(x+2) will be 6*6 or 36.

But the printout says it is 14. There is a simple explanation: As we've already stated, the

preprocessor doesn't make calculations; it only substitutes strings. Wherever our defini-

tion shows an x. the preprocessor substitutes the string x+2. Thus

x*x

becomes

x+2*x+2

The only multiplication is 2*x. If x is 4, then the value of this expression is:

4+2*4+2 =4+8+2= 14

This example pinpoints an important difference between a function call and a macro

call. A function call passes the value of the argument to the function while the program

is running. A macro call passes the argument string to the program before compilation;

it's a different process at a different time.

Can our definition be fixed to make SQUARE(x+2) equal to 36? Sure. We simply need

more parentheses:

tfdefine SQUARE(x) (x)*(x)
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Then SQUARE(x+2) becomes (x+2)*(x+2), and we obtain our desired multiplication

as the parentheses carry over in the replacement string.

However, such modification doesn't solve all our problems. Consider the events leading

to the next output line:

100/SQUAREC2)

becomes

100/2*2

By the laws of precedence, the expression is evaluated from left to right: (100/2)*2, or

50*2, or 100. This mix-up can be cured by defining SQUARE(x) as:

fldefine SQUARE(x) (x*x)

which produces 100/(2*2) and eventually evaluates to 100/4, or 25.

To handle both of the last two examples, we need the following definition:

tfdefine SQUARE(x) C(x)*(x>)

The lesson here is to use as many parentheses as necessary to ensure that operations and

associations are done in the correct order.

Even these precautions fail to save the final example:

SQUARE(++x)

becomes

++x*++x

and x is incremented twice, once before the multiplication and once afterward:

++x*++x = 5*6 = 30

(Because the order of operations is left open, some compilers render the product 6*5,

but the end result is the same.)

The only remedy for this last problem is to avoid using ++x as a macro argument. In

general, don't use increment or decrement operators with macros. Note, however, that

++x will work as a function argument, for it evaluates to 5 and then the value 5 is sent to

the function.
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76.3 Macro or Function?

Figure 16.2

Faulty spacing in a
macro definition

Many tasks can be accomplished by using a macro with arguments or by using a

function. Which one should you use? There is no hard-and-fast rule, but here are some

considerations.

Macros are somewhat trickier to use than regular functions, for they can have odd side

effects if you are unwary. Some compilers limit the macro definition to one line, and it

is probably best to observe that limit even if your compiler does not.

The macros-versus-function choice represents a trade-off between time and space. A
macro produces in-line code; that is, a statement is inserted in your program. If you use

the macro 20 times, then 20 lines of code are inserted in your program. If you use a

function 20 times, you have just one copy of the function statements in your program, so

less space is used. On the other hand, program control must shift to where the function

is and then return to the calling program, which takes longer to run than in-line code.

Macros have an advantage in that they don't worry about variable types because they

deal with character strings, not with actual values. Thus, our SQUARE(x) macro can be

used equally well with int or float values.

Programmers typically use macros for simple functions like the following:

^define MAX(X,Y) ( (X) > (Y) ? (X) : (Y))

fldefine ABS(X) ((X) < ? -(X) : (X))

#define ISSIGN(X)( (X) == '+' || (X) =='-'? 1 : )

(The last macro has value 1—true—if x is an algebraic sign character.) Here are some

points to note:

1 . Remember that no spaces are used in the macro name, including in the argument

list, but spaces can appear in the replacement string. The preprocessor thinks the

macro ends at the first whitespace, so anything after that space is lumped into the

replacement string. See Figure 16.2.

2. Use parentheses around each argument and around the definition as a whole. This

procedure ensures that the terms are grouped properly in an expression like forks =

2 * MAX(guests + 3, last);

first space ends macro name

#define sum(x, y) ((x)+(y))

macro replacement tokens
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3. Use uppercase letters for macro function names. This convention is not as

\\ idespread as that of using uppercase letters for macro constants, but one good

reason for using it is that it reminds you to be alert to possible macro side effects.

4. If you intend to use a macro instead of a function primarily to speed up a program,

see if you can first determine if it is likely to make a significant difference. A macro

that's used once in a program most likely will make no noticeable improvement in

running time. A macro inside a nested loop is a much better candidate for speed

improvements. Many systems offer program profilers to help pin down where a

program uses the most time.

76.4 File Inclusion: #include

Suppose you have developed some macro functions you like. If you use the #include

directive, you do not have to retype these macros each time you write a new program.

We review #include now.

When the preprocessor spots an #include directive, it looks for the following filename

and includes it with the current file. The #include directive in your source code file is

replaced with the text from the included file; it's as if you sat down and typed in the

entire contents at that particular location in your file. The directive comes in two

varieties:

# include <stdio.h> <=Filename in angle brackets

^include "mystuff.h" <=Filename in double quotation marks

On a UNIX system, the angle brackets tell the preprocessor to look for the file in one or

more standard system directories. The quotation marks tell it to look first in your

directory (or some other directory, if you specify it in the filename) and then in the

standard places. For example:

#incLude <stdio.h> £=Searches system directories

^include "hot.h" <=Searches your current working directory

^include "/usr/bi f f /p. h" <=Searches the /usr/biff directory

Depending on the implementation, the two forms of the directive may be synonymous,

and the preprocessor looks through the indicated disk drive:

flinclude "stdio.h" <=Searches the default disk drive

tfinclude <stdio.h> <=Searches the default disk drive

^include "a:stdio.h" <=Searches disk drive a

However, many newer microcomputer implementations use conventions similar to

UNIX's. Consult your compiler manual.

ANSI C doesn't demand adherence to this directory model for files, for not all computer

systems are organized similarly. In general, the method used to name files is system

dependent, but the use of angle brackets and quotation marks is not.
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We #include files because they have information the compiler needs. The stdio.h file,

for example, typically includes definitions of EOF, NULL, getchar( ), and putchar( )

(the last two are defined as macro functions). The .h suffix conventionally is used for

header files, which we've earlier defined as information files that are placed at the head

of your program. Header files usually consist of preprocessor statements. Some, like

stdio.h, come with the system, but you are free to create your own.

Note that including a large file doesn't necessarily add much to the size of your

program. The contents of #include files, for the most part, are information used by the

compiler to generate the final code, not material to be added to the final code.

Header Files: An Example

Suppose, for instance, that you like using Boolean values. That is, instead of having 1 be

true and be false, you like to use the actual words TRUE and FALSE. You can create

a file called, say, bool.h, which contains these definitions:

/* bool.h file */

fldefine BOOLEAN int

#define TRUE 1

^define FALSE

Listing 16.3 is an example of a program that includes this header file:

cnt_sp.c

Listing 16.3

I* cnt_sp.c— counts whitespace characters */

^include <stdio.h>
#i nc I ude "boo I .

h"

ma i n ( )

{

int c h

;

int count = 0;

BOOLEAN whitespO;

while ( (ch = getcharO ) != EOF)
if ( whitesp(ch) )

count + +;

pr i nt f

(

"There are %d whitespace c ha rac t er s . \n", count);

BOOLEAN whitesp(c)
char c

;

{

if ( c == ' '
| | c == '\n'

| | c == 'Xf)
return(TRUE);

else
return( FALSE);

}
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Note the following points about this program:

1 . If the maim ) and \vhitesp( ) functions are to be compiled separately, you use the

#include "bool.h" directive with each.

2. The expression if ( whitesp(ch) ) is the same as if ( whitesp(ch) == TRUE ), since

whitesp(ch) itself has the value TRUE or FALSE.

3. We have not created a new type BOOLEAN, since BOOLEAN is simply int. The

purpose of labeling the function BOOLEAN is to remind the user that the function

is being used for a logical (as opposed to arithmetic) calculation.

4. Using a function for involved logical comparisons can make a program clearer. It

also can save effort if the comparison is made in more than one place in a program.

5. We can use a macro instead of a function to define whitesp( ).

Header File Uses

A look through a standard header can give you a good idea of what kinds of information

are found in a header. Typical header contents include the following:

1 . Manifest constants: A typical stdio.h file, for instance, defines EOF, NULL, and

BUFSIZE (the size of the standard I/O buffer).

2. Macro functions: For example, getchar( ) usually is defined as getc(stdin), and

getc( ) usually is defined as a rather complex macro. The ctype.h header typically

contains macro definitions for the ctype functions.

3. Function declarations: The string.h header, for instance, contains function declara-

tions for the family of string functions. Under ANSI C, the declarations are in

function prototype form.

4. Structure template definitions: The standard I/O functions make use of a structure

containing information about a file and its associated buffer. The stdio.h file

contains the template for this structure.

5. Type definitions: You may recall that the standard I/O functions use a pointer-to-

FILE argument. Typically, stdio.h uses a #define or a typedef to make FILE
represent a structure type.

Many programmers develop their own standard header files to use with their programs.

Some files may be for special purposes; others may be used with almost every program.

Since included files can incorporate #include directives, you can create concise, well-

organized header files if you like.
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Consider this example:

/* header file mystuff.h */

//include <stdio.h>

#i nc Lude "bool .h"

//include "funct.h"

//define YES 1

//define NO

First, it's a good idea to use a comment to identify the name of the header file. Second,

we #include three files. Presumably the third one contains some macro functions we use

often. Third, we define YES to be 1, whereas in bool.h we define TRUE to be 1. There

is no conflict here, as we can use YES and TRUE in the same program. Each is replaced

by a 1.

Also, you can use header files to declare external variables to be shared by several files.

Some programmers think it's okay to do so. Others think it is a poor style, since you

have to check another file to see if a variable is declared or not.

76.5 Other Directives

The #include and #define directives are the most heavily used C preprocessor features.

We treat the other directives in less detail.

The #undef directive cancels an earlier definition. The #if, #ifdef, #ifndef. #else, #elif,

and #endif directives are typically used with larger blocks of programming. They allow

you to produce files that can be compiled in more than one way.

The #undef Directive

This directive undefines a given macro. That is, suppose we have this definition:

//define LIMIT 400

Then the directive

//undef LIMIT

removes that definition. Now if you like, you can redefine LIMIT so that it has a new

value. Even if LIMIT is not specifically defined, it still is valid to undefine it. Thus if

you want to use a particular name and you are unsure whether it has been used

previously, you can undefine it to be cautious.

Some compilers allow you to redefine a defined name and to nest #defines and #undefs

so that undefining a name causes it to revert to its original value. However, such

practice is not standard, and it is not part of the ANSI standard. More typically, you get

a warning or error message if you redefine a name. So use #undef first if you wish to

redefine.
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Conditional Compilation

The other directives we mentioned previously let you set up conditional compilations.

That is. they allow you to tell the compiler to accept or ignore blocks of information or

code according to conditions at the time of compilation.

The #ifdef, #6156/ and #endif Directives

A short example may clarify the concept of conditional compilation. Consider the

following:

flifdef MAVIS

^include "horse. h" /* gets done if MAVIS is ^defined */

tfdefine STABLES 5

tie Lse

^include "cow.h" /* gets done if MAVIS isn't ^defined */

#define STABLES 15

#endi f

Here we've used the indentation allowed by newer implementations and by the ANSI
standard. If you have an older implementation, you may have to move all the directives

to flush left.

The #ifdef directive says that if the following identifier (MAVIS) has been defined by

the preprocessor, then follow all the directives up to the next #else or #endif. whichever

comes first. If there is an #else, then everything from the #else to the #endif is done if

the identifier isn't defined. Incidentally, an "empty" definition like

tfdefine MAVIS

is sufficient to define MAVIS for the purposes of #ifdef.

The structure is much like that of the C if else. The main difference is that the

preprocessor doesn't recognize the { } method of marking a block, so it uses the #else (if

any) and the #endif (which must be present) to mark blocks of directives. These

conditional structures can be nested.

You can also use ifdef, #else, and #endif to mark blocks of C statements. See Listing

16.4.

:hecking.

Listing 16.4

I * checking. c */

tfinclude <stdio.h>
#define J UST_CHECKING
tfdefine LIMIT 4

ma i n( )

{

i n t i ;

int total = 0;

for (i = 1; i <= LIMIT; i++)
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{

total += 2*i*i + 1;

Listing 16.4 #ifdef JUST_CHECKING
(cont'd.) print f ("i=%d, running total = %d\n", i, total);

#endif
>

printfC" Grand total = %d\n", total);
}

Compiling and running the program produces this output:

i =1, runni ng total = 3

i = 2, runni ng total = 12

i = 3, runni ng total = 31

i = 4, runni ng total = 64

G rand total -= 64

If you omit the JUST_CHECKING definition and compile the program, only the final

line is displayed. You can use this approach, for instance, to help in program debugging.

To do so. define JUST_CHECKING and use a judicious selection of #ifdefs. The

compiler will include program code for printing out intermediate values for debugging.

Once everything is working, you can remove the definition and recompile. If. later, you

find you need the information again, you can reinsert the definition and avoid having to

retype all the extra print statements. Another possible use for #ifdef is to select among

alternative chunks of codes suited for different C implementations.

The #ifndef Directive

The #ifndef directive can be used with #else and #endif in the same way. This directive

asks if the following identifier is not defined; it is the negative of #ifdef. The #ifndef

often is used to define a constant if it is not already defined:

tfifndef SIZE

fldefine SIZE 100

flendif

(Again, older implementations may not permit you to indent the #define directive.)

Suppose this preprocessor code were in an #include file called arrays.h. Placing the

line

^include <arrays.h>

at the head of a file results in SIZE being defined as 100. But placing

^define SIZE 10

^include "arrays.h"

at the head sets SIZE to 10. Because SIZE is defined before the lines in arrays.h are

reached, the #define SIZE 100 line is skipped. You may use this procedure to test a

program with a smaller array size, for example. Once it worked to your satisfaction, you
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can remove the #define SIZE 10 statement and recompile. In this way, you don't have

to woirj about modifying the header array itself.

The #if and #elif Directives

The #if directive is more like the regular C if. It is followed by a constant integer

expression that is considered to be true if nonzero. You can use C's relational and

logical operators:

#if SYS == 1

^include "ibm.h"

#endif

The #elif (not available in some older implementations) directive allows you to extend

an if else sequence. For example:

#if SYS == 1

^include "ibmpc.h"

#elif SYS == 2

^include "vax.h"
#elif SYS == 3

flinclude "mac.h"
ftelse

^include "general. h"

#endif

Also, many newer implementations offer a second way to test whether a name is

defined. Instead of using

#ifdef VAX

we can use this form:

#if defined (VAX)

Here defined is a preprocessor operator that returns 1 if its argument is #defined and

otherwise. The advantage of this newer form is that it can be used with #elif. Using it.

we can reexpress the last example this way:

#if defined (IBMPC)

^include "ibmpc.h"

#elif defined (VAX)

#incLude "vax.h"
#elif defined (MAC)

#include "mac.h"

#else
#include "general. h"

#endi f

Therefore, if we are inputting this code on, say, a VAX, we must include the following

line earlier in the file:
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#define VAX

One use for these conditional compilation features is to make a program more portable.

By changing a few key definitions at the beginning of a file, we can set up different

values and include different files for different systems.

The #error and #pragma Directives

The ANSI standard creates two new directives designed to increase control over the

compilation process. The #error directive provides a mechanism for printing a message

and terminating compilation when certain errors occur, and the #pragma directive

provides a mechanism for modifying the behavior of a compiler.

To use the #error directive, you follow the directive with an error message. On
encountering the directive, the system prints a diagnostic message that includes the

error message you've provided. The framers of the standard recommend that compila-

tion stop when an #error directive is encountered, but that is not yet a requirement.

Normally, you use #error following a preprocessor if statement so that the #error

directive is acted upon only in the event of some test failing. For instance, you can code

like the following:

#if (FILES < 20)

//error FILES must be set to 20 or greater

flendif

This checks if the manifest constant FILES has been set to an acceptable value.

To use the #pragma directive, you follow the directive with a directive name specific to

the compiler being used. For example, with Turbo C 2.0, the directive

tfpragma inline

instructs the Turbo C compiler to expect in-line assembly code. With Microsoft C 5.1,

the directive

flpragma I inesi ze( 1 32)

causes the source listing to have 132 characters per line.

In general, different implementations offer different pragmas, and a compiler ignores a

pragma if it doesn't recognize it.

76.6 Enumerated Types

The enumerated type lets us define symbolic names to represent integer constants, and

it is a common C extension that has been incorporated into the ANSI C standard. By

using the enum keyword, we can create a new "type" and specify the values it may
have. (Actually, enum is type int, so we really create a new name for an existing type.)
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The purpose of enumerated types is to enhance program readability. The syntax is

similar to that used for structures. For example, we can make these declarations:

enum spectrum {red, orange, yellow, green, blue, violet);

enum spectrum color;

The first declaration establishes spectrum as a type name; the second declaration makes

color a variable of that type. The identifiers within the braces enumerate the possible

values that a spectrum variable can have. Thus, the possible values for color are red,

orange, yellow, and so on. We can therefore use statements like the following:

color = blue;

if (color == yellow)

enum Constants

Just what are blue and red? Technically, they are type int constants. For instance, given

the preceding enumeration declaration, we can try the following:

printfC'red = %d, orange = %d\n", red, orange);

Here is the output:

red = 0, orange = 1

What has happened is that red has become a named constant that represents the integer

0. Similarly, the other identifiers are named constants that represent the integers 1

through 5. The process is similar to using defined constants, except that these defini-

tions are set up by the compiler rather than the preprocessor.

Default Values

By default the constants in the enumeration list are assigned the integer values 0, 1, 2,

and so on. Thus, the declaration

enum kids {nippy, slats, skippy, nina, liz);

results in nina having the value 3.

Assigned Values

You can choose the integer values you want the constants to have simply by including

the desired values in the declaration:

enum levels {low = 100, medium = 500, high - 2000);
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Usage

If you assign a value to one constant but not to the following constant, then the

following constant is numbered sequentially. For example, suppose we have this decla-

ration:

enum feline {cat. Lynx = 10, puma, tiger};

Then cat is 0, by default, and lynx, puma, and tiger are 10, 11, and 12, respectively.

As we said earlier, the purpose of enumerated types is to enhance the program

readability. For example, if you are dealing with colors, using red and blue is much

more obvious than using and 1. Note that the enumerated types are for internal use. If

you want to input a value of orange for color, you must read in a 1, not the word

orange. Otherwise, you can read in the string "orange" and have the program convert

it to the value orange.

The ANSI C standard provides that enumerated variables be considered type int vari-

ables. Therefore, compliance with the standard implies that enum variables can be used

in expressions in the same manner as int variables.

16.7 The C Library

Originally, there was no official C library, but a de facto standard emerged based on the

UNIX implementation of C. The ANSI C committee, in turn, developed an official

standard library based largely on the de facto standard. However, recognizing the

expanded C universe, the committee sought to define the library so that it can be

implemented on a wide variety of systems.

We've already discussed several I/O functions and string functions from the library. In

this chapter we browse through other areas. First, however, let's discuss how to use the

library.

Gaining Access to the C Library

How you gain access to the C library depends on your implementation, so you must

check to see how our more general statements apply to your system. First, there are

often several different places to find library functions. For example, getchar( ) is

usually defined as a macro in the file stdio.h, and strlenl ) is usually kept in a library

file. Second, different systems have different ways to reach these functions. We
describe three possibilities in the following sections. Clearly, we can't go through all the

specifics for all systems, but these discussions should alert you to what you should look

for.

Automatic Access

On many systems, library access is automatic. You simply compile your program and

the more common library functions are made available automatically.
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But keep in mind that you should declare explicitly the function type for functions you

use. Usually you can do so by including the appropriate header file. User manuals

describing library functions tell you which files to include. On some older systems.

however, you may have to enter the function declarations yourself. Again, the user

manual indicates the function type.

In the past, the header filenames have not been consistent among different implementa-

tions. The ANSI C standard groups the library functions into families, with each family

ha\ ing a specific header file for its function prototypes.

File Inclusion

If a function is defined as a macro, then you can #include the file containing the

definition. Often, similar functions are collected in an appropriately titled header file.

For example, many systems have a ctype.h file that contains several macros that

determine the nature of a character: uppercase, digit, and so forth.

Library Inclusion

At some stage in compiling or linking a program, you may have to specify a library

option. Even a system that checks its standard library automatically may have other

libraries of less frequently used functions, and these libraries must be requested explicit-

ly by using a compile-time option. Note that this process is distinct from including a

header file. A header file provides a function declaration or prototype. The library

option tells the system where to find the function code.

Using the Library Descriptions

We haven't the space to discuss the complete C library, but we can discuss some

representative examples. First, though, let's take a look at documentation.

You can find function documentation in a number of places. Your system may have an

on-line manual. As well, C implementors supply printed user guides to library func-

tions. Several publishers have also issued reference manuals for C library functions.

Some are generic in nature: some are targeted toward specific implementations.

The key skill you need in reading the documentation is the interpretation of function

headings. The idiom has changed with time. Here, for instance, is how fread( ) is listed

in older UNIX documentation:

^include <stdio.h>

fread(ptr, si zeof (*pt r), nitems, stream)

FILE *stream;

First, the proper #include file is given. No type is given for fread( ). ptr. sizeof(*ptr).

or nitems. By default, then, these are taken to be type int. But the context makes it clear

that ptr is a pointer. However, in C's early days, pointers were handled as integers. The

stream argument is declared as a pointer-to-FILE. The declaration makes it look as if

you are supposed to use the sizeof operator as the second argument. Actually, it's saying
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that the value of this argument should be the size of the object pointed to by ptr. Often,

you use sizeof as illustrated, but any type int value satisfies the syntax.

Later, the form changed to the following:

#incLude <stdio.h>

int fread(ptr, size, nitems, stream);

char *ptr;

int size, nitems;

FILE *stream;

Now all types are given explicitly, and ptr is treated as a pointer-to-char.

The ANSI C standard provides the following description:

#incLude <stdio.h>

size_t fread(void *ptr, size_t size, size_t nmemb, FILE *stream);

First, it uses the new prototype format. Second, it changes some types.

The size_t type is defined to be the unsigned integral type that the sizeof operator

returns. Usually this type is either unsigned int or unsigned long. The stddef.h file

contains a typedef or a #define for sizet. So do several other files, including stdio.h.

Many functions, including freadl ), often use the sizeof operator as part of an actual

argument. The size_t type makes the formal argument match this common usage.

Also. ANSI C uses pointer-to-void as a kind of generic pointer for situations in which

pointers of different types may be used. For instance, the actual first argument to fread( )

may be a pointer to an array of double or to a structure of some sort. The idea is that if

the actual argument is, say, a pointer-to-array-of-20-double and the formal argument is

pointer-to-void, then the compiler will make the appropriate type version without

complaining about any type clash.

Let's now turn to some specific libraries and their functions.

16.8 The Math Library

The math library contains many useful mathematical functions. The math.h header file

provides the function declarations or prototypes for these functions.

To show some of the features of the library, we calculate the motion of a weight on the

end of a spring. Physics tells us that such a system oscillates in sinusoidal motion. Thus

the position of the mass can be described by this equation:

x = A sin (w t)

Here x is the displacement of the mass from its equilibrium position, A is the maximum

displacement (called the amplitude), t is time, and w is a constant that depends on the

mass and the strength of the spring. Physics also tells us that if m is the mass of the
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weight and k is the spring constant (a measure of its strength), w is the square root of

k m. Also, the velocity of the mass is given by the following:

v = -w A cos (h> t

)

We're not going to try to teach you physics here; we just want to show how to use the

math library to represent these equations. We need a sine function, a cosine function,

and a square root function. Looking through the documentation, we find that the C math

library answers our needs. The sin( ). cos( ), and sqrt( ) functions are all type double,

and all require one type double argument. Listing 16.5 uses these functions. The

math.h file contains the function declarations or prototypes for these functions, so

we've included it.

/* spring. c— mass on a spring
^include <stdio.h>
tfinclude <math.h>
#ifndef PI

#define PI 3.141592654
#endi f

#define DIVISIONS 20

ma i n(

)

{

float mass;
float k_s p r i n g ;

float amp;
double w, t, tmax;

Listing 16.5
putsC'Enter the object's mass in grams:");
scanf("%f", &mass);
if (mass <= )

e x i t ( 1 ) ;

putsC'Enter the spring constant in dynes/cm:");
scanf("%f", &k_spring);
if ( k_spr i ng <= 0)

e x i t ( 1 ) ;

putsC'Enter the amplitude in cm:");
scanf("%f". Samp);
w = sqrt ( k_spr

i

ng/mass) ;

tmax = 2 * PI / w;

printf("%5s %10s %10s\n", "Time", "Position", "Velocit
for ( t = 0; t <= tmax; t += tmax /D IVIS IONS )

printf ("%5.2f %10.2e %10.2e\n", t, amp * sin (w*t),
-w * amp * cos(w*t));

y">

The time needed for one complete cycle (tmax) equals 2 * PI / w. The program

computes that number, then calculates data for increments of 1/20 that size. Some
implementations may provide a pi value as a courtesy, so we use #ifndef PI to avoid

redefining it. Compiling and running the program on our system produces these results:
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Enter the object's mass ; in grams:

1000

Enter the spring constant in dynes/cm

100

Enter the amplitude in cm:

10

Time Posi tion Veloci ty

0.00 0.00e+000 -3.16e+000

0.99 3.09e+000 -3.01e+000

1 .99 5.88e+000 -2.56e+000

2.98 8.09e+000 -1 .86e+000

3.97 9.51e+000 -9.77e-001

4.97 1.00e+001 6.49e-010

5.96 9.51e+000 9.77e-001

6.95 8.09e+000 1.86e+000

7.95 5.88e+000 2.56e+000

8.94 3.09e+000 3.01e+000

9.93 -4.10e-009 3.16e+000

10.93 -3.09e+000 3.01e+000

11.92 -5.88e+000 2.56e+000

12.91 -8.09e+000 1 .86e+000

13.91 -9.51e+000 9.77e-001

14.90 -1.00e+001 -
1 .95e-009

15.90 -9.51e+000 - 9.77e-001

16.89 -8.09e+000 -1 .86e+000

17.88 -5.88e+000 -2.56e+000

18.88 -3.09e+000 -3.01e+000

19.87 8.20e-009 -3.16e+000

If you receive a message like

Undef i ned

:

_sqrt

or

'sqrt': unresolved external

or something similar, then your compiler/linker is not finding the math library. For

instance. UNIX systems require that you instruct the linker to search the math library.

Use the -Im flag after the filename to accomplish this task:

cc spring . c -Im

In QuickC, creating a program list file for the program will cause QuickC to search the

math library.

The equations we use in the sample program for position and velocity assume that the

quantity wt is measured in an angular unit called a radian. The trigonometric functions
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in the C librar\ make the same assumption, so there was no problem. But it you want to

use degrees \\ ith these functions, you should convert angles in degrees to radians before

using them as arguments. To convert degrees to radians, multiply by pi. then divide by

1 80.

If we calculate tmax exactly correctly, the final output line should show x as being 0.

for one full cycle brings the system to its starting point. However, the calculation is

limited by the precision to which we specify pi.

The close but not exact correspondence of an answer to an expected result is a common
e\ ent in floating-point calculations. Indeed, when we run this program on a VAX. the

program stops one line short of tmax. In adding increments of tmax/DIYTSIONS. a

slight rounding error causes the presumed final value of t to slightly exceed tmax

instead of equaling it. That is. adding tmax/20 20 times can produce a value not exactly

identical to tmax. With floating-point values, you shouldn't rely on tests of equality.

Rather, you should test if a value obtained is within an acceptable amount of a particular

ranae.

16.9 The General Utilities Library

This family contains a general grab bag of functions including a random number

generator, searching and sorting functions, conversion functions, and memory manage-

ment functions. Under ANSI C. prototypes for these functions exist in the stdlib.h

header file. Let's now look closely at the qsort( ) function and two memory manage-

ment functions.

The qsort( ) Function

The quick sort method is one of the most effective sorting algorithms, especially for

larger arrays. Developed by C. A. R. Hoare in 1962. it uses a recursive approach to

partition arrays into ever smaller sizes until the element level is reached. First the array

is divided into two parts, with every value in one partition being less than every value in

the other partition. This process continues until the array is fully sorted.

We look at qsort( ) because it exemplifies a function that uses function pointers. To

keep the example short and to the point, we have it generate an array of random strings.

then sort it. Also, we use #ifdef to provide for differences between ANSI and pre-ANSI

C. Listing 16.6 presents the program.

qsort_str.c

I* qsor t_st r . c--s t r i ng functions, qsort */

#include <stdio.h>
Listing 16.6 # include <string.h>

#define LEN 8

tfdefine NUM 40
#define ANSI /* omit for non-ANSI implementation */

#ifdef ANSI
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^include <stdlib.h>
#define VOID void

tfdefine SIZE_T size_t

void f i 1 1st rings( char ( *ar

)

CLENJ, int n);

void showst ri ngs( char (*ar)CLENJ, int n);

int comp(char ( *str1 ) CLEN], char (*st r2 ) CLEN3 )

;

#e I se

#define VOID char

fldefine SIZE_T int

int randO;
void qsortO;
void fillstringsC );

void showstrings( );

int comp( )

;

#endif
char thingsCNUMKLEN];

mainO
{

f i llstrings(things, NUM);
shows

t

rings ( t hi ngs, NUM);

qsortUVOID *)things, (SIZE_T) NUM, ( S IZE_T) ( LEN*

.._.. ... (sizeof(char))), comp);
Listing 16.6 , , . .

,

(cont'd.) put char (' \n' );

shows tr i ngs ( t hi ngs, NUM);
}

void f i L L st ri ngs ( ar, n)

char (*ar)CLEN3;
int n ;

{

int word, Letter;

for( word = 0; word < n; word++)
{

forCletter = 0; letter < LEN 1; Letter++)
a r[word][ letter] = 'a' + randO % 26;

arCwordHLEN - 1] = ' \0'

;

}

>

void showst ri ngs( ar, n)

char (*ar)[LEN3;
int n ;

{

int word;
for (word = 0; word < n; word++)
{

printf("%s ", arCwordD);
if ( word % 8 == 7)

putchar('\n');
}
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Listing 16.6
(cont'd.)

if (word X 8 != )

putchar('\n');
}

int comp( s t rl ,s t r2)

char (*str1 )CLEN], (*st r2

)

CLEND;
{

return strcmp(*str1, *str2);
>

A sample run follows:

phqghum eaylnlf dxfircv scxggbw kfnqdux wfnfozv srtkjpr epggxrp

nrvystm wcysyyc qpevike ffmznim kkasvws renzkyc xfxtlsg ypsfadp

ooefxzb coejuvp vaboygp oeylfpb npljvrv ipyamye hwqnqrq pmxujjL

oovaowu xwhmsnc bxcoksf zkvatxd knlyjyh fixjswn kkufnux xzrzbmn

mgqooke tlyhnko augzqrc ddiutei ojwayyz pvscmps ajlfvgu bfaaovl

ajLfvgu augzqrc bfaaovl bxcoksf coejuvp ddiutei dxfircv eaylnlf

epggxrp ffmznim fixjswn hwqnqrq ipyamye kfnqdux kkasvws kkufnux

knlyjyh mgqooke npljvrv nrvystm oeylfpb ojwayyz ooefxzb oovaowu

phqghum pmxujjl pvscmps qpevike renzkyc scxggbw srtkjpr tlyhnko

vaboygp wcysyyc wfnfozv xfxtlsg xwhmsnc xzrzbmn ypsfadp zkvatxd

Let's look at three main areas: the ANSI/pre-ANSI adjustment, the use of qsort( ), and

the definition of comp( ).

ANSI Differences

The qsort( ) and rand( ) functions have prototypes in the stdlib.h file: older im-

plementations don't include that file. Therefore, if ANSI is not defined, the program

provides old-fashioned function declarations for qsort( ) and rand( ). If ANSI is

defined, then the program uses the prototypes in stdlib.h.

The ANSI library uses the size_t type for some of the qsort( ) arguments, whereas

pre-ANSI uses int. Also, ANSI uses pointer-to-void as the type for the first argument,

and pre-ANSI uses pointer-to-char. Our program uses type casts to VOID and

SIZE_T. These are defined as void and size_t if ANSI is defined and as char and int if

ANSI is not defined. As well, the program uses function prototypes if ANSI is defined

and the older function declarations if it isn't.

Listing 16.6 shows ANSI being defined, so that version can be used in an ANSI
implementation. Remove the definition, and you can compile the program on an older

implementation.

Using qsort(
)

The qsort( ) function sorts an array of data objects. Its first argument is a pointer to the

beginning of the array to be sorted. In our case, things is a pointer to an array of arrays

of characters. We type cast the pointer to agree with the declared pointer type for the
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qsort( ) first argument: pointer-to-char for pre-ANSI implementations or pointer-to-

void for ANSI implementations.

The second argument is the number of items to be sorted. In this case, N is the number

of strings. Again, we use a type cast to achieve type agreement.

One consequence of the qsort( ) pointer type for its first argument is that qsort( ) can't

tell just from the pointer what size object is being pointed to. If you write your own
function to sort an array of structures, you can declare the formal argument of the

function to be a pointer to the structure type, and the function will then know with what

it is dealing. By being more general, qsort( ) loses that insight. To compensate, we must

tell qsort( ) explicitly the size of the data object, which is the third argument. We use

the number of array elements multiplied by the size of an individual array element to

represent the size of each string.

Finally, qsort( ) requires a pointer to the function to be used to determine the sorting

order. The comparison function should take two arguments: pointers to the two items

being compared. The function should return a positive integer if the first item should

follow the second value, zero if the two items are the same, and a negative integer if the

second item should follow the first. The qsort( ) function uses the comparison function,

passing it pointer values that it calculates from the other information given to it.

Defining comp(
)

In this case, we are comparing elements of the things array. Each element of this array

is itself an array of LEN char elements, so comp( ) should take pointers-to-char arrays

of that size as arguments. Hence the declaration char (*strl)[LEN];. Therefore, *strl

is syntactically the same as the name of a char array, and we can thus use it and *str2 as

arguments to strcmp( ). The strcpy( ) function returns a positive value if the second

string follows the first, a negative value if the first string follows the second, and zero if

the strings are the same. This behavior is the exact one we need for comp( ), so we use

strcmp( ) to calculate the return value.

Memory Allocation: malloc( ) and calloc(
)

Now let's look at memory management. All programs have to set aside enough memory

to store the data they use. Some of this memory allocation is achieved automatically.

For example, we can declare

char placeC] = "Pork Liver Creek";

and enough memory to store that string is set aside. Or we can be more explicit and ask

for a certain amount of memory:

int platesCIOOD;

This declaration sets aside 100 memory locations, each able to store an int value.

C goes beyond such simplistic memory management. It lets you allot more memory as a

program runs. The main tool is the mailoc( ) function, which takes one argument: the
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Listing 16.7

number of bytes of memory desired. Then malloc( ) finds a suitable block of free

memory and returns the address of the first byte of the block. Since char represents a

b>te. malloci ) has traditionally been defined as type pointer-to-char. The ANSI C
standard, however, uses a new type: pointer-to-void. This type is intended to be a

'generic pointer." The malloci ) function can be used to return pointers to arrays,

structures, and so on. so normally the return value is type-cast to the proper value.

Under ANSI C you still should type cast for clarity, but assigning a pointer-to-void

\ alue to a pointer of another type is not considered a type clash. If malloc( ) fails to find

the required space, it returns a NULL pointer.

Listing 16.7 presents an unsophisticated program showing how malloci ) can be used. It

creates an array of 100 pointers, and it reads in strings. The malloci ) function is used to

set aside storage for each string, and the addresses of the strings are stored in the array.

memsym.c

/* laemsyin.c—memorize symphony orchestras */

#include <stdio.h>
tfdefine ANSI
#ifdef ANSI

^include <stdlib.h>
#el se

char *ma L Loc ( )

;

#endi f

#define LINE 81

tfdefine MAX 100
mainO
{

char tempCLINE];
char *ps:MAXD;
i nt index = 0;

int count;

/* ANSI C header for mallocO */

/* pre-ANSI declaration */

/* maximum Line length for input */

/* maximum number of symphonies */

/* temporary input storage */

/* array of ptrs to strings */

/* number of input lines */

/* for loop counter */

puts("Name some symphony orchestras.");
put s (

"Enter them one at a time; press Center] at the start");
putsC'of a line to end your list. Okay, I'm ready.");
while (index < MAX && f get s (

t

emp, LINE, stdi n ) != NULL
8& tempCO] != ' \n'

)

i

psCindexD = (char *)maltoc( strlen(temp) + 1 );

strcpy (psCindexD, temp);
if ( ++index < MAX )

pri nt f
( "Tha t

' s %d. Continue if you like.Xn",
i ndex ) ;

>

puts("0kay, here is what I've got.");
for ( count = 0; count < index; count++)

fputs(psCcountD, stdout);
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Here is a sample run:

Name some symphony orchestras.

Enter them one at a time; press Center] at the start

of a line to end your list. Okay, I'm ready.

San Francisco Symphony

That's 1. Continue, if you like.

Chicago Symphony

That's 2. Continue, if you like.

Berlin Philharmonic

That's 3. Continue, if you like.

The Concertgebouw

That's 4. Continue, if you like.

London Symphony

That's 5. Continue, if you like.

Vienna Philharmonic

That's 6. Continue, if you like.

Pittsburgh Symphony

That's 7. Continue, if you like.

Center]

Okay, here is what I've got:

San Francisco Symphony

Chicago Symphony

Berlin Philharmonic

The Concertgebouw

London Symphony

Vienna Philharmonic

Pittsburgh Symphony

Let's look at the coding. The input is controlled by these lines:

while (index < MAX && fgets( temp, LINE, stdin) != NULL

&& tempCOD != '\n'>

First, the program checks to see if any more string pointers are left by comparing index

to MAX. Next, it attempts to read the input into a temporary storage area; if the

end-of-file (indicated by a return value of NULL) is reached, the loop quits. Finally, the

program checks to see if the first character in temp is the newline character. This occurs

if the user presses the Enter key with no other input; the program responds by quitting

the loop.

Next, suppose input has been placed in temp. Then the following line allocates enough

space to hold the string:

psCindex] = (char *) malloc( strlen(temp) + 1 );

The strlen( ) function gives the length of the input string, which most likely is sig-

nificantly less than the length of the temp array. The program adds 1 for the null

character and stores the beginning address of the still empty storage block in ps[ index).

The malloc( ) function now finds a chunk of memory large enough to hold the string
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and returns a pointer to its beginning. We then type cast the pointer to agree with the

lefthand side. (In pre-ANSI C. malloci ) already returns pointer-to-char, but in ANSI C
it returns pointer-to-void.)

The next program line copies the contents of temp into the allocated storage. This

action frees temp to be reused for the next input string:

strcpy (psCi ndexD, temp);

What have we gained by using this approach? Well, suppose we do not use malloci ).

Instead of declaring an array of 100 pointers-to-char. we could declare an array of 100

character arrays, with each character array capable of holding 81 characters. Therefore,

we allocate 8100 bytes of memory, much of which never would be used, since most of

the strings are smaller than the maximum size and since we are not likely to enter the

full 100 symphonies. With the malloci ) approach, we only use the amount of memory

that is needed. We allocate 281 bytes to hold ps[ ] and temp[ ]. but this amount is more

than made up if we have a large number of input values.

Now suppose you want to use int memory, not char. You still can use malloci ). Here

is the procedure:

int *newmem;

newmem = (int *) mal loc(100) ; /* use cast operator */

Again. 100 bytes are set aside. The cast operator converts the returned value from a

char pointer to an int pointer. If, as on our system, int takes 2 bytes of memory, then

newmem + 1 increments the pointer by 2 bytes, just right to move it to the next integer.

As well, the 100 bytes can be used to store 50 integers.

Another option for memory allotment is to use callocl ). A typical use looks like the

following:

Long *newmem;

newmem = (Long *) caLLoc( 100, sizeof (Long) )

;

Like malloci ). calloc( ) returns a pointer-to-char in its pre-ANSI version and a pointer-

to-void under ANSI. You must use the cast operator if you want to store a different type.

The callocl ) function has two arguments, both of which should be unsigned integers

(type size_t under ANSI). The first argument is the number of memory cells desired.

The second argument is the size of each cell in bytes. In our case, long uses 4 bytes, so

the preceding instruction sets up 100 4-byte units, using 400 bytes in all for storage. By

using sizeof (long) instead of 4. we make this coding more portable. In other words, our

code can work on systems on which long is some size other than 4.

The callocf ) function throws in one additional feature. It sets all the bits in the block to

zero. (Note, however, that on some hardware systems, a floating-point value of is not

represented by all bits set to 0.)
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Another common memory function is free( ), which takes as an argument the address of

a memory block previously allocated by malloci ) or callocl ). It then returns the block

of memory to the free memory pool, so that it can be used by future calls to malloci )

and calloci ). The various assignments expire with the program. Your C library proba-

bly offers several other memory-management functions, and you may wish to check on

them.

76.70 Linked Lists

We mentioned earlier that the example in Listing 16.7 is unsophisticated. One reason is

because we still use an array to store the pointers. Thus, the maximum capacity of the

program is limited by the array size. A less limiting approach is to use malloci ) to

allocate space for the pointers as well as for the strings. To keep track of the pointers,

you can define a structure that holds two pointers. Then each structure can hold a

pointer to a string and a pointer to the next structure, which holds a pointer to the next

string and a pointer to the next structure, and so on. Such systems of structures are called

linked lists. A second example of the program's naivete is that it fails to check if

malloci ) succeeds in finding more space. This problem can be remedied by using an if

to check the malloci ) return value.

Let's apply the linked list approach and add the missing if. At the same time, let's use

functions to modularize the program. First, we need to design an appropriate structure.

We can have each structure hold a string and a pointer to the next structure, but it's

better to have each structure hold a pointer to a string and a pointer to the next structure.

This way. each structure doesn't need to have enough space for the longest string. That

is. instead of using

struct symp {

char nameC81 ];

struct symp *next;

>;

we can use the following:

struct symp {

char *name;

struct symp *next;

>;

We use malloci ) to store the strings themselves elsewhere in memory. See Figure 16.3.

Note that the next member is a pointer to a struct symp and not a struct symp itself. A
C structure cannot contain a member of the same type as itself, but it can contain a

pointer to its own type.

The program uses the symp structure and pointers to that structure. We can use typedef

to create convenient synonyms for those types:

typedef struct symp SYM;

typedef SYM *PT_SYM; /* type PT_SYM is poi nter-to-st ruct symp */
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Figure 16.3

Linked structures

points to name

{ h name; p next) 1

*" < h name; p next)

'—*- { h name; p next)

San Francisco Symphony

points to next structure

Chicago Symphony

Berlin Philharmonic

Now we can put together the essential features of the main( ) function:

mai n(

)

{

PT_SYM start;

start = f i LL_list();

if (start == NULL)

putsC'No symphonies");
else

show_list (start);

The fill_list( ) function reads in the symphonies and creates the linked list of structures.

Also, it returns a pointer to the first structure in the list. The way we've written maim )

implies that fill_list( ) should return the NULL pointer if there is no input. The

show_list( ) function takes a pointer to the beginning of the list and prints out the

associated strings.

The next step is to write these functions and to fill in other details. Listing 16.8 shows

the result.

linked.

c

I* Li nked

.

c--memori ze symphony orchestras with linked
list*/

^include <stdio.h>
#include <string.h>
#define ANSI

Listing 16.8 #ifdef ANSI
tfinclude <stdlib.h> /* ANSI C header for mallocO */

#el se

char *ma

I

loc ( )

;

#endi f

tfdefine LINE 81 /* maximum line length for input */

struct symp i

char *name;
struct symp *next;
>; /* linked structure template */
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Listing 16.8
(cont'd.)

typedef struct symp SYM;

typedef SYM *PT_SYM;
void show_list();
PT_SYM f i U_List();

mai n (

)

i

PT_SYM start;

puts("Name some symphony orchestras.");
put s(

"Enter them one at a time; press Center] at the start");
putsC'of a Line to end your list. Okay, I'm ready.");
start = f i I l_li st ();

if (start == NULL)
puts("No symphonies");

else
show_list(start);

>

PT_SYM fill_list()
{

char tempCLINE]; /* temporary input storage */

PT_SYM pfirst, pprev, pnow;
int count = ;

pfirst = pprev = NULL;
while ( (f gets(temp, LINE, stdin) != NULL)

&& tempCO: !='\n')
<

pnow = (PT_SYM) mallocC sizeof (SYM) );

if (pnow == NULL)
{

f pu t s
( "Unab I e to allocate more memory", stderr);

e x i t ( 2 ) ;

}

if (pprev == NULL)
pfirst = pnow;

else
pprev->next = pnow;

pnow->name = (char *) ma I loc ( st r I en ( t emp) + 1);

if (pnow->name == NULL)
{

f put s
( "Unab le to allocate more memory", stderr);

e x i t ( 2 ) ;

>

s t rcpy

(

pnow->name, temp);
pnow->next = NULL;
pprev = pnow;
pri nt f

( "Tha t
' s %d. Continue if you like.\n", count);

}

return pfirst;
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}

void show_tist( ps)

PT_SYM ps;

Listing 16.8
(cont'd. ) puts("Okay, here is what I've got.");

do

{

printf("%s", ps->name);
ps = ps->next;

} whi Le (ps != NULL);

From the user"s vantage, this program runs the same as that of Listing 16.7 except that

there is no 100-symphony limit. Now you can keep adding symphonies until the system

runs short of memory. Let's look at the filMist and show_list functions.

The fill_list( ) Function

This function begins by declaring an array for temporary storage of input. Then it

declares three pointers to structures. The pointer pfirst is intended to save the address of

the first structure in the list. The pnow pointer points to the structure currently being

processed. The pprev pointer points to the previous structure.

The pfirst and pprev pointers are set to the NULL pointer initially. Eventually, the

function returns the value of pfirst. If there is no input, pfirst never receives another

value, and the function returns NULL, as expected by main! ). The pprev pointer is set

to NULL to indicate that initially there is no previous structure.

The while loop uses fgets( ) to read a line of input. Once the program determines that

there is, in fact, an input line, it calls on mallocl ) to create storage for a type struct

symp structure. The address is assigned to pnow. The first time through the loop, pprev

still is NULL. In this case, pfirst is set to the address of the first structure created. Later,

pprev is set to pnow so that the next loop cycle will know the address of the previous

structure. This information is used to set pprev->next to the new pnow value. That is.

during the second passage through the loop, the next member of the first structure is set

to the address of the second structure. In this manner, each structure winds up contain-

ing the address of the next structure in the line. The most recent structure has its next

member set to NULL. Thus, the structure with its next member set to NULL is the last

structure in the linked list.

The loop also uses mallocl ) to create storage for the input string. The address of the

string is stored in the name member of the structure. The end result is that each structure

holds the address of a string and the address of the next structure. The program keeps

track of the first structure with the pointer pfirst. This value is assigned to the start

structure in maim ). Each structure is linked to the next by storing its address, and the

end of the list is marked by a structure having its next member set to NULL.
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The show list( ) Function

The program passes the address of the first structure to show_list( ). This action causes

the actual argument ps in show_list( ) to be set to that address. Then the structure

member ps->name contains the address of the first input string. The program uses this

address to print the string. To go to the next structure, the program does the following:

ps = ps->next;

Because the ps->next member holds the address of the next structure, this statement

causes ps to point to the next structure. Note that something like ps++ doesn't work

because there is no guarantee that the structures are stored sequentially. The loop

continues until ps->next is NULL. Since NULL marks the end of the list, the loop goes

no further.

76. 7 7 Other Directions

In this book we've covered the essential features of C, but we've only touched on the

library. The ANSI C library contains scores of useful functions. Most implementations

additionally offer extensive libraries of functions specific to particular systems.

Microsoft C and Turbo C. for instance, offer functions to facilitate hardware control,

keyboard input, and the generation of graphics for IBM PCs and clones. You should

take the time to explore what your system has to offer. If it doesn't have what you want,

you can create your own functions. That's part of C. If you think you can do a better job

on, say, an input function, do it!

And as you refine and polish your programming technique, you will go from C to

shining C.

Once you are comfortable with C, you may wish to investigate C++ or Objective C.

These object-oriented languages have their roots in C. C includes the use of data

objects. These range in complexity from a simple char variable to large and intricate

structures. Object-oriented programming systems (OOPs), such as C++ and Objective

C, carry the idea of the object further. For instance, the properties of an object include

not only what kinds of information it can hold but also what kinds of operations can be

performed on it. As well, objects can inherit properties from other objects. OOPs carry

modularization to a higher level of abstraction and facilitate the writing of large

programs.

16.12 Summary

The C preprocessor and the C library are two important adjuncts to the C language. The

C preprocessor, following preprocessor directives, adjusts your source code before it is

compiled. The C library provides many functions designed to help with tasks such as

input, output, file handling, memory management, sorting and searching, mathematical

calculations, and string processing, to name a few.
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Review Questions

1 . Here are groups of one or more macros followed by a source code line that uses them.

What code results in each case? Is it valid code?

a. ^define FPM 5280 /* feet per mile */

dist = FPM * miles;

b. fldefine FEET 4

tfdefine POD FEET + FEET
plort - FEET * POD;

c. fldefine SIX = 6;

nex = SIX;

d. fldefine NEW(X) X + 5

y = N E W ( y ) ;

berg = NEW(berg) * Lob;

est = NEW(berg) / NEW(y);
ni Ip = Lob * NEW(-berg);

2. Correct the definition in Question Id to make it more reliable.

3. Define a macro function that returns a minimum of two values.

4. Replace the whitesp( ) function of Listing 16.3 with a macro of your own devising.

5. Define a macro function that prints the representations and the values of two integer

expressions. For example, it may print

3+4 is 7 and 4*12 is 48

if its arguments are 3+4 and 4*12.

6. Create #define statements to accomplish the following goals:

a. Create a named constant of value 25.

b. Have SPACE represent the space character.

c. Have PS( ) represent printing the space character.

d. Have BIG(X) represent adding 3 to X.

e. Have SUMSQ(X,Y) represent the sums of the squares of X and Y.

7. Define a macro that prints out the name, value, and address of an int variable in the

following format:

name: fop; value: 23; address: 4016

8. Suppose you have a block of code you wish to skip over temporarily while testing a

program. How can you do so without actually removing the code from the file?
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9. a. How can you create an enumerated type days that makes the abbreviations sun, mon,

tue. wed. thu, fri, and sat stand for the integers 0-6?

b. How can you create a variable visit of that type?

1 0. What's wrong with this program?

^include <stdio.h>
main(argc, argv)

int argc;

char argvCD;

{

pri ntf ("The square root of %f is %f\n", argvCI],

sqrt (argvCI ]) )

;

>

1 1 . Suppose scores is an array of 1000 double values that you wish to sort into descending

order. You use qsort( ) and a comparison function called comp( ).

a. What is a suitable call to qsort( )?

b. What is a suitable definition for comp( )?

1 2. How can you allot space to hold an array of structures?

1 3. Why can't the symp structure used in Listing 16.8 allow the symphonies to be listed in

reverse order? What change could you make in the definition of symp to allow the list

to be traversed in both directions?

Programming Exercises

1 . Start developing a header file of preprocessor definitions that you wish to use.

2. The harmonic mean of two numbers is obtained by taking the inverses of the two

numbers, averaging them, and taking the inverse of the result. Use a #define directive to

define a macro function that performs this operation.

3. Polar coordinates describe a vector in terms of magnitude and the counterclockwise

angle from the v-axis to the vector. Rectangular coordinates describe the same vector in

terms of v and v components. See Figure 16.4. Write a program that reads as input the

magnitude and angle (in degrees) of a vector and then displays the x and y components.

The relevant equations are these:

x = r cos A

v = r sin A

To perform the conversion use a function that takes a structure containing the polar

coordinates and returns a structure containing the rectangular coordinates. (Or use

pointers to such structures, if you prefer.)
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Figure 16.4

Rectangular and
polar coordinates

4. Modify the program in Listing 16.7 so that it uses qsort( ) to sort the array of pointers so

that the final list is displayed in alphabetical order. Keep in mind that the pointers

should be sorted according to the strings they point to, not according to their own
values.

5. Modify the program in Listing 16.8 so that it uses a doubly-linked list as described in

Review Question 13. Have the program print the list both in normal and reversed order.

6. Modify the program in Listing 16.8 so that it saves the symphony names in a file. Also,

if the file already exists when the program is run, have it first load the contents into

memory and then display them. Keep in mind that you should store the strings, not the

contents of the structures, which are just addresses. Use a fixed-size record for storing

each string, and use fread( ) and fwrite( ).

7. This exercise is the same as Exercise 5, except you should use variable-sized records to

store the strings. Each string should be preceded in storage by a byte that holds the

length of the string. On input, the program should first read the byte number and then

use that information to determine the number of bytes to read for the string.

8. The ANSI library features a clock( ) function with this description:

#include <time.h>
clock_t clock (void);

Here clock_t is a type defined in time.h. The function returns the processor time, which

is given in some implementation-dependent units. (If the processor time is unavailable

or cannot be represented, the function returns a value of -1.) However, CLK_TCK.
which is also defined in time.h, is the number of processor time units per second. Thus,

dividing the difference between two return values of clock! ) by time.h provides the

number of seconds elapsed between the two calls. Type casting the values to double

before division lets you obtain fractions of a second. Write a function that takes a

double argument representing a desired time delay and then runs a loop until that

amount of time has passed.
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9. Write a function that takes as arguments the name of an array of type int elements, the

size of an array, and the value that represents the number of items picked. The function

should then select the indicated number of items at random from the array and print

them. No array element is to be picked more than once. (This scenario simulates picking

lottery numbers or jury members.) Also, if your implementation has available clock! )

or a similar function, use its output in conjunction with srand( ) to initialize the rand( )

random number generator.
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Additional Reading

If \ou wish to leam more about C and programming, the following references may be

useful.

The C Language

BYTE 8, no. 8 (August 1983). This issue of BYTE magazine is devoted to C. It

includes articles that discuss the history, philosophy, and uses of C. Also included is an

extensive bibliography of books and articles on C. Each bibliographic entry contains a

short summary of the book or article.

Feuer, A. R. The C Puzzle Book. Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, 1982. This

book contains a large number of programs whose output you are supposed to predict. It

gives you a good opportunity to test and expand your understanding of C. The book

includes answers and explanations.

Kernighan, B. W., and D. M. Ritchie. The C Programming Language. Englewood

Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, 1978. This book is the first text on C. (Note that the creator

of C. Dennis Ritchie, is one of the authors.) It constitutes the definition of K & R C, the

unofficial standard for many years. The book includes many interesting examples. It

does, however, assume that the reader is familiar with systems programming.

Kernighan, B. W., and D. M. Ritchie. The C Programming Language. 2d ed.

Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, 1988. This second edition incorporates ANSI

changes based on the ANSI draft standard at the time the book was written.

Koenig, A. C Traps and Pitfalls. Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley, 1988. The title

says it all.

Ritchie, D. M., S. C. Johnson, M. E. Lesk, and B. W. Kernighan. "The C Program-

ming Language." The Bell System Technical Journal 57, no. 6 (JulyVAugust 1978).

This article discusses the history of C and provides an overview of its design features.

Stroustrup, B. The C++ Programming Language. Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley,

1986. This book, by the creator of C+, presents the C++ language and includes the

reference manual for C++.
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Programming

Kernighan, B. W., and P. J. Plauger. The Elements of Programming Style. 2d ed.

New York: McGraw-Hill, 1978. This slim classic draws on examples from other texts

to illustrate the do's and don'ts of clear, effective programming.

Kernighan, B. W., and P. J. Plauger. Software Tools. Reading, Mass.: Addison -

Wesley, 1976. This book develops several useful programs and systems of programs,

while emphasizing good program design. It comes in a RATFOR (rationalized

FORTRAN) and in a Pascal version. Since RATFOR represents an attempt to make

FORTRAN work like C, the first version is the choice of C users.
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C Operators

C is rich in operators. The following table lists them in order of decreasing precedence

and indicates how they associate. All operators are binary (two operands) unless other-

wise indicated. Note that some binary and unary operators such as * (multiplication)

and * (indirection) share the same symbol but have different precedence. The text

following the table summarizes what each operator does.

Operators

()[]•->
(from high to low precedence) Associativity

L-R

- + ~ ! * & ++ -- sizeof (type) (all unary) R-L

* / % L-R

+ - L-R

<< >> L-R

<><=>= L-R

== != L-R

& L-R

A L-R

|
L-R

&& L-R

II L-R

?: (trinary operator) L-R

= *= (= %-.= += -= «= »= &= |= a- R-L

L-R
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Arithmetic Operators

+ Adds value at right to value at left

- Subtracts value at right from value at left

As a unary operator, changes sign of value at right

* Multiplies value at right by value at left

/ Divides value at left by value at right; answer is truncated if both operands are

integers

% Yields the remainder when value at left is divided by value at right (integers

only)

++ Adds 1 to value of variable to right (prefix mode) or to value of variable to left

(postfix mode)

Like ++, but subtracts 1

Relational Operators

Each of these operators compares the value at its left to the value at its right.

< Is less than

<= Is less than or equal to

== Is equal to

>= Is greater than or equal to

> Is greater than

!= Is unequal to

Relational Expressions

A simple relational expression consists of a relational operator with an operand on each

side. If the relation is true, the relational expression has the value 1. If the relation is

false, the relational expression has the value 0.

Examples

5 > 2 is true and has the value 1

( 2 + a ) = = a is false and has the value
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Assignment Operators

Assigns value at right to lvalue at left

Each of the following assignment operators updates the lvalue at its left by the value at

its right, using the indicated operation. We use r-h for righthand, and 1-h for lefthand.

+= Adds r-h quantity to 1-h variable

-= Subtracts r-h quantity from 1-h variable

*= Multiplies 1-h variable by r-h quantity

/= Divides 1-h variable by r-h quantity

9c= Gives the remainder from dividing 1-h quantity by r-h quantity

&= Assigns 1-h & r-h to 1-h quantity

|= Assigns 1-h | r-h to 1-h quantity

A = Assigns 1-h A r-h to 1-h quantity

»= Assigns 1-h » r-h to 1-h quantity

«= Assigns 1-h« r-h to 1-h quantity

Example

rabbits *= 1.6; is the same as rabbits = rabbits * 1.6;

Logical Operators

Logical operators normally take relational expressions as operands. The ! operator takes

one operand. The rest take two: one to the left, one to the right.

&& And

II Or

Not

Logical Expressions

expression 1 && expression! is true if and only if both expressions are true

expressionl
|| expression2 is true if either one or both expressions are true

lexpression is true if the expression is false, and vice versa
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Order of Evaluation for Logical Expressions

Example

Logical expressions are evaluated from left to right; evaluation stops as soon as some-

thing is discovered that renders the expression false.

6 > 2 88 3 == 3 is true

! ( 6 > 2 88 3 == 3 ) is false

x!=08820/x<5 the second expression is evaluated only if x is nonzero

The Conditional Operator

Examples

This operator takes three operands, each of which is an expression. They are

arranged this way:

expression! ? expression! : expression3

The value of the expression equals the value of expression! if expression! is

true. It equals the value of expressions otherwise.

( 5 > 3 ) ? 1 : 2 has the value 1

( 3 > 5 ) ? 1 : 2 has the value 2

( a > b ) ? a : b has the value of the larger of a or b

Pointer-Related Operators

& (Address Operator) When followed by a variable name, & gives address of

that variable.

* (Indirection or Dereferencing Operator) When followed by a pointer, * gives

value stored at pointed-to address.

Examples

&nurse is the address of the variable nurse.

nurse = 22;

ptr = Snurse; /* pointer to nurse */

val = * p t r ;

The net effect is to assign the value 22 to val.
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Sign Operators

- Minus sign: reverses sign of operand

+ Plus sign: leaves sign unchanged

Structure and Union Operators

The Membership Operator: .

This operator is used with a structure or union name to specify a member of

that structure or union. If name is the name of a structure and member is a

member specified by the structure template, then

name . membe r

identifies that member of the structure. The type of name.member is the type

specified for member. The membership operator can also be used in the same

fashion with unions.

Example

struct {

int code;
float cost;
> item;

item. code = 1265;

This program fragment assigns a value to the code member of the structure

item.

The Indirect Membership Operator: ->

-> This operator is used with a pointer to a structure or union to identify a member

of that structure or union. Suppose ptrstr is a pointer to a structure and

member is a member specified by the structure template. Then

pt r st r->member

identifies that member of the pointed-to structure. The indirect membership

operator can be used in the same fashion with unions.
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Example

struct {

int code;
float cost;
> item, * p t r s t ;

ptrst = Sitem;
ptrst->code = 3451;

This program fragment assigns a value to the code member of item.

The following three expressions are equivalent:

ptrst->code item. code ( *pt rs t ) . code

Birv/ise Operators

Examples

All but * are binary operators.

(Unary Operator) Produces a value with each bit of the operand inverted.

& (AND) Produces a value in which each bit is set to 1 only if both correspond-

ing bits in the two operands are 1

.

(OR) Produces a value in which each bit is set to 1 if either or both correspond-

ing bits of the two operands are 1

.

A (EXCLUSIVE OR) Produces a value in which each bit is set to 1 only if one or

the other (but not both) of the corresponding bits of the two operands is 1

.

« (Left-Shift) Produces a value obtained by shifting the bits of the left hand

operand to the left by the number of places given by the righthand operand;

vacated slots are filled with zeros.

» (Right-Shift) Produces a value obtained by shifting the bits of the left hand

operand to the right by the number of places given by the righthand operand.

For unsigned integers, the vacated slots are filled with zeros; the behavior for

signed values is implementation dependent.

Suppose we have the following:

int x = 2 ;

int y = 3 ;

Then x & y has the value 2, for only bit 1 is on for both x and y. Also, y«x has the

value 12. for that is the value obtained when the bit pattern for 3 is shifted two bits to the

left.
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Miscellaneous Operators

Example

sizeof Yields the size, in bytes, of the operand to its right. The operand can be a

t\ pe-specifier in parentheses, as in sizeof (float), or it can be the name of a

particular variable, array, and so forth as in sizeof foo.

(type) (Cast Operator) Converts following value to the type specified by the enclosed

ke\ word(s). For example, (float) 9 converts the integer 9 to the floating-point

number 9.0.

(Comma Operator) Links two expressions into one and guarantees that the

leftmost expression is evaluated first. The value of the entire expression is the

value of the righthand expression. It is typically used to include more informa-

tion in a for loop control expression.

for ( step = 2 , fargo = 0; fargo < 1000; step *= 2

)

fargo += step;
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Basic Types and
Storage Classes

Basic Data Types

Keywords:

The basic data types are set up using the following eight keywords: int. long, short,

unsigned, char, float, double, signed (signed is new with ANSI C).

Signed Integers

These can have positive or negative values:

int The basic integer type for a given system.

long or Can hold an integer at least as large as the largest int and possibly

long int larger.

short or The largest short integer is no larger than the largest int and may be

short int smaller. Typically, long is bigger than short, and int is the same as

one of the two. For example, Turbo C and MicroSoft C for the IBM
PC provide 16-bit short and int and 32-bit long. It all depends on the

system.

Unsigned Integers

These have zero or positive values only and extend the range of the largest possible

positive number. Use the keyword unsigned before the desired type: unsigned int.

unsigned long, unsigned short. A lone unsigned is the same as unsigned int.
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Characters

These are typographic symbols such as A, &, and +. Typically, just one byte of memory

is used.

char: The keyword for this type.

Some implementations use a signed char; others use an unsigned char. ANSI C allows

you to use the keywords signed and unsigned to specify which form you want.

Floating Point

These can have positive or negative values:

float: The basic floating-point type for the system.

double: A (possibly) larger unit for holding floating-point numbers. It may

allow more significant figures and perhaps larger exponents than

float does.

long double: A (possibly) even larger unit for holding floating-point numbers. It

may allow more significant figures and perhaps larger exponents than

double does. (Long double is new with ANSI C.)

How to Declare a Simple Variable

1 . Choose the type you need.

2. Choose a name for the variable.

3. Use the following format for a declaration statement:

type-specifier variable-name;

The type-specifier is formed from one or more of the type keywords. Here are some

examples: int erest; and unsigned short cash;

4. You may declare more than one variable of the same type by separating the

variable names with commas, for example: char ch, init, ans;.

5. You can initialize a variable in a declaration statement, for example:

float mass = 6.0E24;.

Storage Classes

Keywords

The storage classes are set up using the following keywords: auto, extern, static,

register.
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General Comments

The storage class of a variable determines its scope and how long the variable persists.

Storage class is determined by where the variable is defined and by the associated

keyword. Variables defined outside a function are external and have global scope.

Variables declared inside a function are automatic and local unless one of the other

keywords is used. External variables defined before a function are known to it even if

not declared internally. The following table summarizes the use of storage classes.

Those above the dotted line are declared inside a function: those below the line are

defined outside a function.

Storage Class Keyword Duration Scope

Automatic

Register

Static

auto

register

static

Temporary

Temporary

Persistent

Local

Local

Local

External

External static

extern*

static

Persistent

Persistent

Global (all files)

Global (one file)

*The keyword extern is used only to redeclare variables that have been defined externally

elsewhere: the act of defining the variable outside a function makes it external.
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Expressions, Statements,

and Program Flow

Expressions

An expression is a combination of operators and operands. The simplest expression is a

constant or a variable with no operator, such as 22 or beebop. More complex examples

are 55 + 22 and vap = 2 * (vip + (vup = 4)).

Statements

A statement is a command to the computer. There are simple statements and compound

statements. Simple statements terminate in a semicolon:

Declaration statement: int toes;

Assignment statement: toes = 12;

Function call statement: printf(" %d\n", toes);

Control statement: while ( toes < 20 )

toes = toes + 2;

Null statement:
;

/* does nothing */

Compound statements, or blocks, consist of one or more statements (which themselves

can be compound) enclosed in braces. The following while statement contains an

example:

while ( years < 100 )

{

wisdom = wisdom + 1

;

printf("%d %d\n", years, wisdom);
years = years + 1;

}
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The while Statement

Keyword: while

General Comments

Form

Examples

The while statement creates a loop that repeats until the test expression becomes false,

or zero. The while statement is an entry-condition loop; the decision to make another

pass through the loop is made before the loop is traversed. Thus, it is possible that the

loop is never traversed. The statement part of the form can be a simple statement or a

compound statement.

while ( expression )

statement

The statement portion is repeated until the expression becomes false, or zero.

while ( n++ < 100 )

printfC %d %d\n",n, 2*n + 1 );

while ( fargo < 1000 )

{

fargo = fargo + step;
step = 2 * step;
}

The for Statement

Keyword: for

General Comments

The for statement uses three control expressions, separated by semicolons, to control a

looping process. The initialize expression is executed once, before any of the loop

statements are executed. If the test expression is true, or nonzero, the loop is cycled

through once. Then the update expression is evaluated, and the test expression is

checked again. Like the while statement, the for statement is an entry-condition loop;

the decision to make another pass through the loop is made before the loop is traversed.

Thus, it is possible that the loop is never traversed. The statement part of the form can be

a simple statement or a compound statement.
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Form

Example

for ( initialize : test ; update )

statement

The loop is repeated until test becomes false, or zero.

for ( n=0;n<10; n++)
printfC %d %d\n", n, 2*n + 1 );

The do while Statement

Keywords: do, while

General Comments

Form

Example

The do while statement creates a loop that repeats until the test expression becomes

false, or zero. The do while statement is an exit-condition loop; the decision to make

another pass through the loop is made after the loop is traversed. Thus, the loop must be

executed at least once. The statement part of the form can be a simple statement or a

compound statement.

do

statement

while ( expression );

The statement portion is repeated until the expression becomes false, or zero.

do

scanf C7d", &number)
while( number != 20 );
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Using if Statements for Making Choices

Keywords: if, else

General Comments

In each of the following forms, the statement can be either a simple statement or a

compound statement. A true expression, more generally, means an expression with a

nonzero value.

Form I

Form 2

Form 3

Example

if ( expression )

statement

The statement is executed if the expression is true.

if ( expression )

statement]

else

statement!

If the expression is true, statement} is executed; otherwise statement! is executed.

if ( expression 1 )

statement 1

else if ( expression! )

statement!

else

statement3

If expression I is true, then statement 1 is executed. If expression! is false but expres-

sion! is true, statement! is executed. Otherwise, if both expressions are false, state-

ments is executed.

i f ( legs == 4)

printf("It might be a horse. \n");
else if (Legs > A)

printf("It is not a horse. \n");
else /* case of legs < 4 */

{

I e g s + + ;

printf("Now it has one more leg.Nn")
}
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Multiple Choice with switch

Keyword: switch

General Comments

Form

Program control jumps to the statement bearing the value of expression as a label.

Program flow then proceeds through the remaining statements unless redirected again.

Both expression and labels must have integer values (type char is included), and the

labels must be constants or expressions formed solely from constants. If no label

matches the expression value, control passes to the statement labeled default, if present.

Otherwise, control passes to the next statement following the switch statement.

switch ( expression )

{

case label 1 : statement!

case labe!2 : statement!

default : statement^

}

There can be more than two labeled statements, and the default case is optional.

Example

switch ( Letter )

{

case a
'

case ' e
'

case ' c
'

case ' n '

default
}

printf("%d is a vowel\n", letter);

printf("%d is in \"cane\"\n", Letter);
pr i nt f

( "Ha ve a nice day.\n");

If letter has the value ' a ' or ' e '
, all three messages are printed; ' c ' and ' n ' cause

the last two to be printed. Other values print only the last message.
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Program Jumps

Keywords: break/ continue, goto

General Comments

These three instructions cause program flow to jump from one location of a program to

another location.

The break Command

Example

The break command can be used with any of the three loop forms and with the switch

statement. It causes program control to pass over the rest of the loop or switch that

contains the break and to resume program flow with the next command following the

loop or switch.

switch ( numbe r )

{

case 4: printfC "That's a good choice. \n");
break;

case 5: printfC "That's a fair choice. \n");
break;

default: printf(" That's a poor choice. \n");
}

The continue Command

Example

The continue command can be used with any of the three loop forms but not with a

s\\ itch. It causes program control to skip the remaining statements in a loop. In a while

or for loop, the next loop cycle is started. In a do while loop, the exit condition is tested

and then, if necessary, the next loop cycle is started.

while ( (ch = getcharO) != EOF )

{

if ( ch == ' ' )

continue;
putcharCch);
chcount++;
}

This fragment echoes and counts nonspace characters.
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The goto Command

Form

A goto statement causes program control to jump to a statement bearing the indicated

label. A colon is used to separate a labeled statement from its label. Label names follow

the rules for variable names. The labeled statement can precede or follow the goto.

goto label;

label : statement

Example

top : ch = getcharO;

if ( ch != 'y ' )

goto top;
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ASCII Table

DEX HEX OCT Binary ASCII Key

Xio Xl6 X8 x2

00 000 0000 NUL CTRL/1

1 01 01 000 0001 SOH CTRL/A
-1

02 02 000 0010 STX CTRL/B

3 03 03 000 0011 ETX CTRL/C

4 04 04 000 0100 EOT CTRL/D

5 05 05 000 0101 ENQ CTRL/E

6 06 06 0000110 ACK CTRL/F

7 07 07 0000111 BEL CTRL/G

8 08 10 000 1000 BS CTRL/H. BACKSPACE
9 09 11 000 1001 HT CTRL/I, TAB
10 OA 12 000 1010 LF CTRL/J, LINE FEED

11 OB 13 000 1011 VT CTRL/K

12 OC 14 000 1100 FF CTRL/L

13 OD 15 000 1101 CR CTRL/M, RETURN
14 OE 16 000 1110 SO CTRL/N

15 OF 17 ooo mi SI CTRL/O

16 10 20 001 0000 DLE CTRL/P

17 11 21 0010001 DC1 CTRL/Q

18 12 22 001 0010 DC2 CTRL/R

19 13 23 0010011 DC3 CTRL/S

20 14 24 001 0100 DC4 CTRL/T

21 15 25 0010101 NAK CTRL/U

22 16 26 001 0110 SYN CTRL/V

23 17 27 0010111 ETB CTRL/W
24 18 30 001 1000 CAN CTRL/X
25 19 31 001 1001 EM CTRL/Y
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DEX HEX OCT Binary ASCII Key

Xio Xl6 X8 x2

26 1A 32 001 1010 SUB CTRL/Z

27 IB 33 001 1011 ESC ESC, ESCAPE

28 1C 34 001 1100 FS CTRL<
29 ID 35 001 1101 GS CTRL/

30 IE 36 001 1110 RS CTRL/=

31 IF 37 ooi mi US CTRL/-

32 20 40 010 0000 SP SPACEBAR
33 21 41 010 0001 ! i

34 22 42 0100010 " "

35 23 43 010 0011 # #

36 24 44 0100100 $ $

37 24 45 0100101 Vi Vi

38 26 46 0100110 & &
39 27 47 0100111 ' i

40 28 50 010 1000 ( (

41 29 51 010 1001 ) )

42 2A 53 010 1010 * *

43 2B 53 010 1011 + +

44 2C 54 010 1100
' '

45 2D 55 010 1101 - -

46 2E 56 010 1110

47 2F 57 oio mi / /

48 30 60 on oooo

49 31 61 Oil 0001 1 1

50 32 62 Oil 0010 2 2

51 33 63 on oon 3 3

52 34 64 Oil 0100 4 4

53 35 65 on oioi 5 5

54 36 66 Oil 0110 6 6

55 37 67 Oil 0111 7 7

56 38 70 Oil 1000 8 8

57 39 71 Oil 1001 9 9

58 3A 72 Oil 1010

59 3B 73 Oil 1011 ; ;

60 3C 74 Oil 1100 < <

61 3D 75 Oil 1101 = =

62 3E 76 on mo > >

63 3F 77 on mi ? ?

64 40 100 100 0000 @ @
65 41 101 100 0001 A A
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1

DEX HEX OCT Binary ASCII Key

Xio Xl6 Xs x2

66 42 102 100 0010 B B

67 43 103 100 0011 c C

68 44 104 1000100 D D
69 45 105 1000101 E E

70 46 106 1000110 F F

71 47 107 1000111 G G
72 48 110 100 1000 H H
73 49 111 100 1001 I I

74 4A 112 100 1010 J J

75 4B 113 100 1011 K K
76 4C 114 1001100 L L

77 4D 115 100 1101 M M
78 4E 116 1001110 N N
79 4F 117 ioo mi
80 50 120 101 0000 p P

81 51 121 101 0001 Q Q
82 52 122 1010010 R R

83 53 123 1010011 s S

84 54 124 101 0100 T T

85 55 125 101 0101 u U
86 56 126 1010110 V V
87 57 127 1010111 w w
88 58 130 101 1000 X X
89 59 131 101 1001 Y Y
90 5A 132 101 1010 z Z

91 5B 133 101 1011
[ [

92 5C 134 101 1100 \ \

93 5D 135 101 1101
] ]

94 5E 136 101 1110 A A

95 5F 137 ioi mi —
96 60 140 110 0000

* *

97 61 141 110 0001 a a

98 62 142 110 0010 b b

99 63 143 1100011 c c

100 64 144 1100100 d d

101 65 145 1100101 e e

102 66 146 1100110 f f

103 67 147 1100111 g g

104 68 150 110 1000 h h

105 69 151 no looi i i
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DEX HEX OCT Binary ASCII Key

Xio Xi6 x8 x2

106 6A 152 110 1010
J J

107 6B 153 110 1011 k k

108 6C 154 110 1100 1 1

109 6D 155 110 1101 m m
110 6E 156 1101110 n n

111 6F 157 1101111

112 70 160 1 1 1 0000 P P

113 71 161 1110001 q q

114 72 162 111 0010 r r

115 73 163 111 0011 s s

116 74 164 1110100 t t

117 75 165 1110101 u u

118 76 166 mono V V

119 77 167 111 0111 w w
120 78 170 111 1000 X X

121 79 171 111 1001 y y

122 7A 172 111 1010 z z

123 7B 173 111 1011 R R

124 7C 174 111 1100 1 1

125 7D 175 111 1011 T T

126 7E 176 111 1110 ~ ~

127 7F 177 in mi DEL DEL, RUBOUT
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Standard I/O Functions
(ANSI C)

The ANSI C Standard library includes several standard I/O functions associated with

streams and the stdio.h file. The following list presents the ANSI prototypes for these

functions along with a brief explanation of what they do. For complete descriptions,

consult the documentation for your implementation or a reference manual.

ANSI Prototypes Description

void clearerr-CFILE *) Clears end-of-file and error indicators

int fcloseCFILE *) Closes indicated file

int feofCFILE *) Tests for end-of-file

int ferror(FILE *) Tests error indicator

int fflushCFILE *) Flushes indicated file

int fgetcCFlLE *) Gets next character from indicated input stream

int fgetpos(FILE *, f pos_t *)

Store current value of file position indicator

char * fgets(char *, int, FILE *)

Gets next line (or indicated number of characters)

from indicated stream

FILE * fopen(const char *, const char *)

Opens indicated file

int fprintfCFILE*, const char*, ...)

Writes formatted output to indicated stream

int fputc(int, FILE *) Writes indicated character to indicated stream

int fputs(const char *, FILE *)

Writes indicated character to indicated stream
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size_t fread(void *, si ze_t , s i ze_t , FILE *)

Reads binary data from indicated stream

FILE * f reopen(const char *, const char *, FILE *)

Opens indicated file and associates it with

indicated stream

int fscanfCFILE*, const char*, ...)

Reads formatted input from indicated stream

int fsetposCFILE *, const f pos_t *)

Sets file position pointer to indicated value

int fseekCFILE*, long, int)

Sets file position pointer to indicated value

Long ftelKFILE *) Gets current file position

size_t fwrite(const void *, si ze_t , size_t, FILE *)

Writes binary data to indicated stream

int getcCFlLE *) Reads next character from indicated input

int getcharf ) Reads next character from standard input

char * gets(char *) Gets next line from standard input

voidperror(const char *) Writes system error messages to standard error

int printf(const char *, . . .

)

Writes formatted output to standard output

int putc(int, FILE *) Writes indicated character to indicated output

int putchar(int) Writes indicated character to standard output

int puts(const char *) Writes string to standard output

int remove(const char *) Removes named file

int rename( const char *, const char *)

Renames named file

void rewindCFILE *) Sets file position pointer to start of file

int scanf (const char *, ...)

Reads formatted input from standard input

void setbufCFILE *, char *)

Sets buffer size and location
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int setvbuf(FILE *, char *, int, size_t)

Sets buffer si/e. location, and mode

int sprintf(char *, const char *, ...)

Writes formatted output to indicated string

int sscanf (const char * , const char * , ...)

Reads formatted input from indicated string

FILE * tmpfi Le(void) Creates temporary file

char * tmpnam(char *) Generates unique name for temporary file

int ungetc(int, FILE *) Pushes indicated character back into input stream

int vfprintf(FILE * , const char * , va_list)

Like fprintf( ), except uses single list argument

instead of variable argument list

int vprintf (const char *, va_list)

Like printf( ), except uses single list argument

instead of variable argument list

int vsprintf (char *, const char *, va_list)

Like sprintf( ), except uses single list argument

instead of variable argument list
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Answers to

Odd-Numbered
Review Questions

Chapter 7

1 . A perfectly portable program is one whose source code can, without modification, be

compiled into a successful program on a variety of different computer systems.

3. (1) Defining program objectives; (2) designing the program; (3) coding the program;

(4) compiling the program; (5) running the program; (6) testing and debugging the

program; (7) maintaining and modifying the program.

5. Top-down programming means to break down a program into modular form and to

write the code for the top-level modules first, then write the code for the next level, and

so on.

7. A linker combines object code from several sources into a single, executable program.

Chapter 2

1 . They are called functions.

3. A syntax error is a violation of the rules governing how sentences or programs are put

together. Here's an example in English: Me speak English good. Here's an example in

C: printf "Where are the parentheses?"

5. Line 1 : Begin the line with a #; spell the file stdio.h: place the filename within angle

brackets.

Line 2: Use ( ), not { }; end comment with */, not /*.

Line 3: Use { . not ( .

Line 4: Complete the statement with a semicolon.

Line 5: Mr. IBM got this one (the blank line) correct!
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Line 6: Use = and not := for assignment (apparently Mr. IBM knows a little Pascal);

use 52, not 56, weeks per year.

Line 7: Should be printf( " There are %d weeks in a yearAn", s);.

Line 8: There isn't a line 8, but there should be; it should consist of the closing brace

(})•

7. a. Baa Baa Black Sheep. Have you any wool?

(Note that there is no space after the period. We could have had a space by using

" Have instead of "Have.)

b. Begone!
creature of lard!

(Note that the cursor is left at the end of the second line.)

c. What?
No/nBonzo?

(Note that the slash ( / ) does not have the same effect as the backslash ( \ ).)

d. 2 + 2 = 4

(Note how each %d is replaced by the corresponding variable value from the list.

Also note that + means addition and that calculation can be performed inside a printf( )

statement.)

9. int and char

11. pr i nt f

(

"There were %d words and %d lines. Xn", words, lines);

1 3. After line 5. a is 5 and b is 2. After line 6, both a and b are 5. After line 7, both a and b

are 5. Note that a can't be 2 because by the time we say a = b;, b has already been

changed to 5.

Chapter 3

1 . a. int, possibly short or unsigned or unsigned short; population is a whole number

b. float; it's unlikely the average will be an exact integer

C. char

d. int, possibly unsigned

3. Line I : Fine.

Line 2: Should have a parentheses pair following main; that is, main( ).

Line 3: Use { , not (

.
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Line 4: Should be a comma, not a semicolon, between g and h.

Line 5: Fine.

Line 6. (.blank) Fine.

Line 7: Should be at least one digit before the e: either le21 or 1.0e21 is okay.

Line 8: Fine.

Line 9: Use } . not )

.

Missing lines: First, rate is never assigned a value. Second, the variable h is never

used. Also, the program never informs us of the results of its calculation. Neither of

these errors will stop the program from running (although you may be given a warning

about the unused variable), but they do detract from its already limited usefulness.

5. a. int, 9co

b. long double, %Le

c. char, 9c c

d. int. 9c d or long. 9c\d. depending on the size of the int type

e. char, 9cc

f. float, %f

g. int, 9c\

7. Line 0: It's better form to use #include <stdio.h>

Line 1 : Use /* and */

Line 3: int cows, legs;

Line 5: count?\ntl);

Line 6: 9c d. not %c

Line 6: &legs

Line 8: %d, not 9c f

Chapter 4

1 . The program bombs. The first scanf( ) statement reads only your first name, leaving

your last name untouched but still stored in the input "buffer" (a temporary storage area

used to store the input). When the next scanfl ) statement looks for your weight, it picks

up where the last reading attempt ended, and it reads your last name as your weight.

This produces garbage. On the other hand, if you respond to the name request vt ith
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something like Lasha 144, the program uses 144 as your weight even though you typed

it before your weight was requested.

3. Remember the escape sequences discussed in Chapter 3 and try the following:

pr i nt

f

("\"%s\"\nhas %d characters . \n", Q, strlen(Q));

5. Recall the % % construction for printing %:

printf ("Thi s copy of \"%s\" sells for $%0.2f.\n", BOOK, cost);
printf("That is %d%% of list.\n", percent);

7. a. %151u b. %#4x c. %-12.2E d. %+10.3f e. %8.8s

9. a int dalmations;
scanf("%d", &dalmations);

b. float kgs, share;
scanf("%f%f", Skgs, Sshare);

(Note that for input, e, f, and g can be used interchangeably. Also, for all but %c, it

makes no difference if you leave spaces between the conversion specifiers.)

c. char nameC20];
scanf ("Xs", name);

d. char actionC20D;
int value;
scanf("%s %d", action, Svalue);

e. int value;
scanf("%*s %d", Svalue);

1 1 . The substitutions would take place. Unfortunately, the preprocessor cannot discriminate

between those parentheses that should be replaced with braces and those that should

not. So

ma i n(

)

(

print fC'Hel lo, Great One!\n");
)

becomes

ma i n< >

{

printf{" Hello, Great One!\n">;
}
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Chapter 5

1. a. 30

b. 27 (not 3). (12 + 6)/(2*3) would give 3.

c. x = 1. y = 1 (integer division)

d. x = 3 (integer division), and y = 9

3. Line 3: Should end in a semicolon, not a comma.

Line 8: The while statement sets up an infinite loop, for the value of i remains 1 and is

always less than 30. Presumably we meant to write while(i++ < 30).

Lines 8\10: The indentation implies we wanted lines 9 and 10 to form a block, but the

lack of braces means the while loop includes only line 9. Braces should be added.

Line 9: Since 1 and i are both integers, the result of the division is 1 when i is 1. and

for all larger values. Using n = 1.0/i; would cause i to be converted to floating point

before division and yield nonzero answers.

Line 10: We omitted a newline character (\n) in the control statement, which would

cause the numbers to be printed on one line, if possible.

5. Here is the output:

%s is a string
is a string
1

1

2

1

Let us explain. The first printf( ) statement is the same as the following:

printf("%s is a st r

i

ng\n" ,"%s is a string\n");

The second print statement first increments num to 1, then prints the value. The third

print statement prints num. which is 1. then increments it to 2. The fourth print

statement prints the current value of n. which still is 2, then decrements n to 1. The final

print statement prints the current value of n. which is 1.

7. It prints the digits 1 through 10 in five-column-wide fields on one line and then starts a

new line:123456789 10

9. Here is the output for each example:

a. 1 2

(Note that x is incremented, then compared. The cursor is left on the same line.)
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b. 101

102

103

104

(Note that this time x is compared, then incremented. In both this case and in part a,

x is incremented before printing takes place. Note, too, that indenting the second

printf( ) statement does not make it part of the while loop. Thus, it is called only once,

after the while loop ends.)

c. stuvw

(Here there is no incrementing until after the first printf( ).)

11. a. x = x + 10;

b. x++;

c. c = 2*(a + b);

d. c = a + 2*b;

Chapter 6

1. 2.7.70,64,8,2

3. a. x>5 b. scanf("%lf",&dnum)!=l c. x == 5

5. For style, should start with #include <stdio.h>.

Line 3: Should be list[ 10].

Line 5: Commas should be semicolons.

Line 5: Range for i should be from to 9, not 1 to 10.

Line 8: Commas should be semicolons.

Line 8: >= should be <=. Otherwise, when i is 1, the loop never ends.

Line 10: Should be another closing brace between lines 9 and 10. One brace closes the

compound statement: one closes the program.

7. a. Hi! Hi! Hi! Bye! Bye! Bye! Bye! Bye!

b. ACGM
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9. Here is the output:

11121314
***

1

4

7

** *

1 5

2 7

4 9

8 11

** *

+ + + + +

+ + + +

+ + +

+ +

1 1 . Because the first element has index 0, the loop range should be 1 to SIZE - 1, not 1 to

SIZE. Making that change, however, causes the first element to be assigned the value

instead of 2. Therefore, rewrite the loop this way:

for( index = 0; index < SIZE; index ++)

by_twosC i ndex ] = 2 * (index + 1);

Similarly, the limits for the second loop should be changed. Also, an array index should

be used with the array name:

for( index = 0; index < SIZE; index++)
printf("%d ", by_twosC

i

ndex ] ) ;

13. long square(num)
i n t num;

{

return num * num;

>

Chapter 7

1 . True: b

3. Line 5: Should be scanf("%d %d", &weight, &height); (don't forget the & for

use with scanf( )). Also, this line should be preceded by a line prompting input.

Line 9: What is meant is (height > 72 && height > 64). However, the first part of the

expression is unnecessary, since height must be less than 72 for the else if to be reached

in the first place. Thus, a simple (height > 64) will serve.
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Line 11: The condition is redundant; the second subexpression (weight not less than or

equal to 300) means the same as the first. A simple (weight > 300) is all that is needed.

But there is more trouble. Line 1 1 gets attached to the wrong if ! Clearly this else is

meant to go along with line 6. By the most recent if not rule, however, it is associated

with the if of line 9. Thus, line 1 1 is reached when weight is less than 100 and height is

64 or under. It is therefore impossible for weight to exceed 300 when this statement is

reached.

Lines 7-9: Should be enclosed in braces. Then line 1 1 will become an alternative to

line 6, not to line 9.

Line 12: Simplify' the expression to (height > 48).

Line 14: This else associates with the last if. the one on line 12. Enclose lines 12 and 13

in braces to force this else to associate with the if of line 11. Note that the final message

is printed only for those weighing between 100 and 300 pounds.

5. The program prints the following:

*#%*#%$#%*#%*#%$#%*#%*#%$#%*#%*#%

(Despite what the indentation suggests, the # is printed during every loop since it is not

part of a compound statement.)

7. The comments on lines 5-7 should be terminated with */. The expression
' a ' <= ch >= ' z ' should be replaced with ch >= ' a ' && ch <= ' z

'

Incidentally. ' a ' <= ch >= ' z ' is valid C; it just doesn't have the right meaning.

Since relational operators associate from left to right, the expression is interpreted as

(
' a ' <= ch) >= ' z '

. The expression in parentheses has the value 1 or (true or false),

and this value is checked to see if it is equal to or greater than the numeric code for * z *

.

Neither nor 1 satisfies that test, so the entire expression always evaluates to (false).

In the second test expression, || should be &&. Also, although !(ch < ' A ' ) is both

valid and correct in meaning, ch >= ' A ' is simpler. The ' Z * should be followed by

two closing parentheses, not one. The oc++; statement should be preceded by an else.

Otherwise, it is incremented every character. The control expression in the printf( ) call

should be enclosed in double quotes.

9. Here is the resulting run using the given input:

q

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

c

Step 1
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g

Step 1

Step 3

b

Step 1

Done

(Note that both b and # terminate the loop, but that entering b elicits the printing of Step

1 whereas entering # doesn't.)

Chapter 8

1 . The statement putchar(getchar( )); causes the program to reach the next input charac-

ter and to print it; the return value from getchar( ) is the argument to putchari ). No,

getchar(putchar( )) is invalid because getchar( ) doesn't use an argument and

putchari ) needs one.

3. count <essay >essayct or count >essayct <essay

5. It's a signal returned by getchar( ) and scanf( ) to indicate that an EOF has been

detected.

7. C's standard I/O library maps diverse file forms to uniform streams that can be handled

equivalently.

Chapter 9

1 . A formal argument is a variable defined in the function being called. The actual

argument is the value appearing in the function call: this value is assigned to the formal

argument.

3. a. char n_to_char(n)
i nt n

;

or

char n_to_cha r ( i n t n)

b. int digits(x,n)
double x;

int n ;

or

int di gi t

s

(double x, int n)
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c. int randomC)

or

int r andom( voi d)

5. float sum( j , k)

float j , k;

(Also, declare float sum( ) in the calling program.)

7. Yes: num should be declared before the first brace, not after. Also, it should be

count++, not num++.

9. Here is the minimal program; the showmenu( ) and getchoice( ) functions are possible

solutions to parts a and b:

void showmenuC); /* declare functions used */

int getchoiceC);
ma i n(

)

{

int res;

showmenu( ) ;

res = getchoice(1,4);
printf ("I don't know how to do choice %d: bye!\n", res);

1

vo i d s howmenu ( )

{

pri nt f
( "P lease choose one of the f o I lowi ng : \n" )

;

printf("1) copy files 2) move files\n");
printf("3) remove files 4) quit\n");
printfC" Enter the number of your choice:\n");

}

int ge t choi ce( low, high)

int low, high;

{

int ans;

scanf("%d", &ans);
while ( ans < low || ans > high )

(

printf("%d is not a valid choice; try again\n", ans);

showmenuC);
scanf("%d", Bans);

}

return ans;
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Chapter 10

1. The printout follows:

D D

L L

T T

3. The array name ref points to the first element of the array, the character D. The
expression ref + 1 points to the second element, the character O. The construction

++ref is not a valid C expression; ref is a constant, not a variable.

5. a. 12 and 16

b. 12 and 14 (just the 12 goes in the first row because of the braces)

7. a. intdigits[10];

b. float rates[6];

c. int mat[3][5];

d. char (*pstr)[20]; (Note that char pstr[20]; is incorrect. This statement would make

pstr a constant pointer (not a variable) to a single char, the first member of the array;

pstr + 1 would point to the next byte. With the correct declaration, pstr is a variable,

and pstr + 1 points 20 bytes beyond the initial byte.)

e. char *pstr[20]; (Note that the [ ] have higher precedence than *, so in the absence

of parentheses, the array descriptor is applied first, then the pointer descriptor. Hence,

this declaration is the same as char *(pstr[20]);.)

9. 0-9

Chapter 1

1

1 . Storage class should be external or static for pre-ANSI implementations; initialization

should include a ' \0 *

.

3. y

my

mmy
ummy Yummy

5. a. Ho Ho Ho ! !oH oH oH

b. pointer-to-char

c. The address of the initial H
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d. *

—

pc means decrement the pointer by 1 and use the value found there. —*pc

means take the value pointed to by pc and decrement that value by 1 (for example,

H becomes G).

e. Ho Ho Ho ! ! oH oH o

(Note that a null character comes between ! and !, but it produces no printing effect.)

f. while(*pc) Check that pc does not point to a null character (that is, to the end of the

string). The expression uses the value at the pointed-to location.

while(pc - str) Check that pc does not point to the same location that str does (the

beginning of the string). The expression uses the values of the pointers themselves.

g. After the first while loop, pc points to the null character. On entering the second loop.

pc is made to point to the storage location before the null character (that is, to the

location just before the one str points to). That byte is interpreted as a character and

is printed; the pointer then backs up to the preceding byte. The terminating condition

(pc= str) never occurs, and the process continues until you or the system gets tired.

h. pr( ) must be declared in the calling program: char *pr( );

7. Here is what we get:

How are ya, sweetie? How are ya, sweetie?
Beat the clock.
eat the clock.

Beat the clock. Win a toy.

Beat
chat

hat

at

t

t

at

How are ya, sweetie?

9. Here is one solution:

int strlen(s)
char * s

;

{

int c t = ;

while (*s + + != '/0') /* or while (*s++) */

c t + + ;

return(ct);
}
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Chapter 12

1 . It should have #include <stdio.h> for its file definitions. It should declare fp a file

pointer: FILE *fp; . The function fopen( ) requires a mode: fopen(" gelatin", "\v",)

or perhaps the "a" mode. The order of the arguments to fputs( ) should be reversed.

The felose( ) function requires a file pointer, not a filename: fclose(fp);

.

3. a. ch = get c

(

f p1 ) ;

b. fprintf(fp2,"%c",ch);

C. putc(ch,fp2);

d. fclose(fpl); /* close the terky file */

(Note that fpl is used for input operations, since it identifies the file opened in the

read mode. Similarly. fp2 was opened in the write mode, so it is used with output

functions.)

5. Here is one approach:

^include <stdio.h>
tfdefine BUF 256
ma i n(a rgc,argv)
i n t a rgc;

char *argvCD;
i

FILE *fp;

char c h

;

char Line CBUF];
char *fgets();

if (argc != 3)

{

printfC" Usage: %s character filename\n", argvCOH);
e x i t ( 1 ) ;

}

ch = argvd HO];
if ( (fp = fopen(argvC2], "r")) == NULL)

{

printf ("Can't open %s\n", argvL"23);

e x i t ( 1 ) ;

}

while (fgets( Line, BUF, fp) != NULL)
{

if ( has_ch ( ch, L i ne) )

fputs( Line,stdout );

}

fclose(fp);
>
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int has_ch ( ch, I i ne

)

char c h;

char * I i n e ;

{

while (*Line)
if (ch == *li ne + +)

return(1 );

return(O);
>

(The fgets( ) and fputsl ) functions work together, for fgets( ) leaves the \n produced by

Enter in the string, and fputs( ) does not add in a \n the way puts( ) does.)

7. a. When 8238201 is saved using fprintf( ), it's saved as seven characters stored in seven

bytes. When saved using fwrite( ), it's saved as a four-byte integer using the binary

representation of that numeric value.

b. No difference; in each case it's saved as a one-byte binary code.

9. The "r+" mode lets you read and write anywhere in a file, so it's best suited. The
"a+" mode only lets you append material to the end of the file. The " w+" mode starts

with a clean slate, discarding prior file contents.

Chapter 13

1 . The automatic and the static storage classes

3. The external storage class; the external static storage class

5. Replace array[search] > arras | top | with array[search] < array[top].

7. daisy is known to main( ) by default and to petal( ) and root( ) because of the extern

declaration. The extern int daisy; declaration in root( ) makes daisy known to all the

functions in file 2. The first lily is local to main! ): the reference to lily in petal( ) is an

error, because there is no external lily in either file. There is an external static lily, but it

is known only to functions in the second file. The first external rose is known to root( ).

but stem( ) has overridden it with its own local rose.

9. a. It tells us the program will use a variable plink that is local to the file containing the

function. The first argument is a pointer to an integer, presumably the first element

of an array of n members. The important point here is that the program will not be

allowed to use the pointer arr to modify values in the original array.

b. No. Already value and n are copies of original data, so there is no way for the function

to alter the corresponding values in the calling program. What these declarations do

accomplish is to prevent the function from altering value and n within the function.

For example, the function can't use the expression n++ if n is qualified as const.
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Chapter 14

1 . The proper keyword is struct, not structure. The template requires either a tag before

the opening brace or a variable name after the closing brace. Also, there should be a

semicolon after *togs and at the end of the template.

3. struct month {

ch

char name C10D;

char abbrevC4D;
int days;
int monumb;

>;

5. extern struct month monthsC];
int days (month )

int month;
{

int index, total;
if ( month < 1 || month > 12 )

return(-1); /* error signal */

else
for ( index = 0, total = 0; index < month; index ++)

total += monthsr.indexH.days;
returnC total);

(Note that index is one less than the month number, since arrays start with the subscript

0; hence we use index < month instead of index <= month.)

7. a. 6

Arcturan
c t u ran

b. Use the structure name and the pointer:

deb. title . last

pb->ti t le . last

c. Here is one version:

^include <stdio.h>
#include "starfolk.h" /* make the struct defs available */

void prbem ( pbem )

struct bem * p b e m ;

{

printf("%s %s is a %d-limbed %s.\n", pbem->t i t I e . f i rs t

,

pbem->t i t le

.

last, pbem->limbs, pbem->type);
>
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9. Here is one possibility:

struct car {

char namer.203;

float hp;

float epampg;
float wbase;
struct car *pcar;

>;

1 1 . The function can be set up like the following:

struct gas < float distance;
float gals;
float mpg;

>;

struct gas mpgs (trip)

struct gas trip;

£

if (trip. gals > 0)

trip. mpg = t r i p . d

i

stance / trip. gals) ;

else
trip. mpg = -1.0;

return trip;

}

Note that this function cannot directly alter values in the calling program, so we must

use the return value to convey the information:

struct gas idaho, ;

idaho = mpgs(idaho);

13. char * (*pfun)();

Chapter 15

1. a. 00000011

b. 00001101

c. 00111011

d. 01110111

3. a. 252 b. 2 c. 7 d. 7 e. 5 f. 3 g. 28

5. In binary, the mask is 1111111. In decimal, it's 127. In octal, it's 0177. In

hexadecimal, it'sOxFF.
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7. The two printer number bits are the leftmost bits of an unsigned quantity. When they are

right-shifted to bit positions 1 and 0. all the vacated bits are replaced with 0s, so there is

no need for further masking.

Chapter 16

1 . a. dist = 5280 * miles: is valid.

b. plort = 4*4 + 4; is valid, but if the user really wanted 4 * (4 + 4). he or she should

have used #define POD (FEET + FEET)

c. nex = = 6;; is not valid: apparently the user forgot that he or she was writing for the

preprocessor, not writing in C.

d. y - y + 5; is valid.

berg = berg + 5 * lob; is valid but is probably not the desired result.

est = berg + 5/ y + 5; is valid but is probably not the desired result.

nilp = lob *-berg + 5; is valid but is probably not the desired result.

3. #defineMIN(X,Y) ( (X)<(Y) ? (X) : (Y) )

5. #define PR2(X,Y) printfC'X is %d and Y is %d.\n",X,Y)

(Since X and Y are never exposed to any other operatons such as multiplication in this

macro, we don't have to cocoon everything in parentheses.)

7. Try this:

#define PR(X) pri ntf ( "name : X; value: %d; address: %u\n",X,&X)

Or. if your implementation allows, use the % p specification for the address.

9. a. enum days {sun, mon, tue, wed, thu, fri, sat};

b. enum days visit;

1 1 . a. We show it using the ANSI C type casts:

qsort( (void *)scores, (size_t) 1000, si zeof (double) , comp);

(Note that the sizeof expression, by definition, is type size_t.

b. i nt comp( )

double *p1, * p 2 ;

f

if ( *p1 > *p2 )

return - 1 ;

else if ( *p2 > *p1 )

return 1 ;
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else
return 0;

}

or for admirers of compactness,

int comp (double *p1, double *p2) /* ANSI form */

{

return *p1==*p2?0:(*p1>*p2?-1 : 1 )

;

}

1 3. Each structure contains the address of the next structure but has no knowledge of where

the preceding structure is located. To remedy this problem, we can have each structure

hold the addresses of both the preceding structure and the following structure:

struct symp {

char * n a m e ;

struct symp *next;
struct symp *prec;

>;
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Active position. 61

Actual argument. 143. 280

Add to end of file operator (»). 249

Addition operator (+). 118. 141

Additixe assignment operator (+=). 169

Address operator (&), 288-290. 297

Addresses. 288-290

^ning. with pointers. 328

of pointer variables. 328

of structures. 480-481

Alert character. 61

Algorithms. 10

Aliases. 87-88

Ampersand operators (&. &&). 62, 63. 66. 102,

213-215.288-290.512-513

And operator (++), 213-215

Angle brackets. 539

ANSI C. 19

data types in. 29. 47. 49-69. 68. 98. 579

sizes for data types, 67

standard library. 7. 284. 403^106

for storage classes, 43

1

type qualifiers. 439—441
Arguments

actual. 143.280

array names as. 324-325

command-line. 383-386

declaration list. 303

formal. 143.279-280

of functions. 31. 70. 142-143. 278-280

mismatched. 286-287

none. 287-288

offset. 412

passing. 99-100

pointer. 325-326

for printff ). 90. 99. 288

separating, with commas, 70

structures used as, 478, 481-482, 485-486

and type conversion, 142-143

unspecified. 287-288

using, with #define. 535-537

Arithmetic operators, 572

Arrays, 79-80, 183-186, 312-348

array names as arguments, 324-325

of arrays, 334, 336

assigning values to, 319-320

automatic. 315

character string. 356-362

of character strings, 360-361

external, 315

for loops with. 184-186

form compared to pointer form, 357-359

functions as, 323

initializing. 314. 316-319. 359

multidimensional. 330-331. 334-341

pointers to. 320-322

ragged. 361

rectangular, 360

static. 316

storage classes for, 314-316

of structures. 47 1-474, 486-487

two-dimensional. 331-334

ASCII

code. 59, 375

files, 16

table. 591-594

Assembly language. 3

Assigned values, 547-548

Assignment operator (=), 116-117. 135. 141.

159-160.573

to update variables, 173-174. 176

Assignment statement. 26. 30. 32, 135, 139, 583

Asterisk. 26, 104, 105-107. 1 19-120. 292-293.

496^197

Atoi( ) function, 387-388

Automatic variables. 315, 431-432

initializing, 432

Backslash notation. 31. 60. 62. 71-73. 356. 531

in preprocessor directives, 531

with quotation marks. 356

to split strings, 102
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Backspace (\t), 31.62, 71-72

Badlimits( ) function. 262

Base 2, 508

Base 8.511

Base 10, 508

Base 16,511-512

Basename, for files, 12

BASIC, 2

Bell Labs, 2

Berkeley (BSD) UNIX, 399. 400

Beta( ) function. 438

Binary- data. 419-420. 508-510

Binary system

ASCII table. 591-594

code. 50

compared to hexadecimal. 512

compared to octal, 511

floating point, 510

fractions. 510

mode. 413—414

numbers. 419, 508-510

operators. 1 19

stream, 416

tree structures, 492

Binary view files. 396-397, 401

Bit fields. 521-525

Bits. 50

checking value of, 516

high-order, 509

low -order. 509

manipulation of, 508-526

toggling, 516

turning off selectively. 5 1 5-5 1

6

turning on selectively, 514-515

Bitwise logical operators (~, &. |.
A

), 512-514,

519^576-577

Bitwise shift operators (<. >). 516-517. 519, 576

Blank lines. 33

Blocks (compound statements). 136-138, 139. 583

marking. 543

Body, of preprocessor directives. 531

Boolean values. 540-541

Borland. See Turbo C
Boundary conditions. 452. 456

and errors. 452

Braces (| ]). 26. 28. 131. 137. 138.200.201,

209 210

for initializing two-dimensional arrays. 333

Brackets. 80. 314.496-498

empty. 318

Break statements. 220-226, 227, 588

Breaking lines of code, 82

Brief editor. 1 7

Buffered input. 241-242. 252-254

Buffers. 72, 241-242

alternative, for I/O, 418

creating in programs, 401—403

flushing, 72, 405

read by input functions, 417

Bytes, 50, 508

C language

features of, 2-3. 5

portability of, 3, 414

preprocessor, 27. 530-548

programming in. 24^10

standards for, 19

where used. 6

See also Library for C
C++ language. 564

Caching, 402, 441

Calloc( ) function. 556-560

Carriage return (\r). 62. 72

Cast operator. 141-142

Character (char) data type. 29. 47. 59-63, 69, 580

ASCII code for. 59

compared to strings, 8

1

constants. 59-60. 62

conversion of. 138

declaring variables, 59

for filled-in sketches, 258-262

initializing, 59-60

keywords for, 59

mixing with numeric data, 255-257, 265-268

nonprinting. 60-62

null. 79-80, 81,365

printing. 62-63

signed and unsigned, 59, 69

size. 67

strings. 79-83. 354-362, 360. 534

See also Strings

Character-mapping functions. 382

Character string arrays, 356-362

Character-testing functions, 382-383

Clock( ) function, 168

Close( ) function, 400

Closing files, 405

Code

ASCII. 16.59.375.591-594

binary. 50

breaking lines of. 82

compiling. 7

executable, 7

in-line. 538. 546

writing, 6—7

Command-line arguments. 383-386

Commas
for multiple variables, 34. 69
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as operators. 174-176. 577

to separate arguments. 70

Comments in programs. 26, 28, 32

C'ompi ) function, 556

Compile time substitution. 84

Compiled languages. 4

Compilers. 7. 15

Compiling

conditional. 543-546

in Microsoft C. 17.306

multiple functions. 305-310

in QuickC. 306

reasons for. 18

in Turbo C. 306

in UNIX C. 15-16.306

Compound statements (blocks), 136-138, 139, 583

Concatenation of strings. 102. 372

Condensing files, program for, 406-407

Conditional compilation. 543-546

Conditional loops. 157

Conditional operator (?:), 217-219. 574

Constants, data type. 48. 53-54, 57-58, 59-60,

61.86

character. 59-60, 62

character string, 355-356

enum. 547-548

floating-point, 64-66

integer, 53-54. 57-58. 61, 546-548

long integer. 57-58

manifest. 84. 530-534, 541

redefining. 534

symbolic. 83

Continue statements, 226-228, 588

Control statements. 139. 152-190. 198-232, 583

branching and jumping, 198-232

looping, 152-190

Control strings. 90-91

Conversion

of data types. 138-143

flags. 93

string-to-number. 386-388

Conversion specifications

mismatched. 97

modifiers. 92. 104

for printf( ), 89

forscanfl ). 103-104

Copying strings. 376-377

Cos( ) function. 551

Count! I function. 265-266

Counting loops. 166. 168-173

for mixing character and numeric data. 265-266

program example, 215-217

CP/M systems, and end of file marker. 244

Critic) ) function, 430-431

Ctype.h header file. 382-383

Data. 48-70

binary, 419-420. 510

character. 29. 47. 59-63, 69, 580

constants. 48. 53-54. 57-58. 59-60. 61. 86

floating-point. 29, 47. 49-52. 63-66. 69, 580

forms. 466-500

integer, 29, 47, 49, 52-59, 68-69. 121-122. 186.

509-510.546-548,579

mixing character and numeric, 255-257.

265-268

sizes of. 67

sorting, 453-455

stream, 243, 416

text, 419^20
type conversion. 138-143

types, 29, 47. 49-69, 98. 579

See also specific data type. Variables

Databases, 488-492

Debugging, 7, 36-39

semantic errors, 37-38

syntax errors, 36-37

tracing programs, 38, 39

DEC
PDP-11 systems, 67

VAX systems, 67

Decimals

compared to hexadecimal and binary, 512

dex code in ASCII table, 591-594

See also Floating-point data

Declaration statements, 26, 28. 32. 135. 139. 583

compared to definition, 284

defining, 435

fancy, 496-498

format for, 69

forward, 189

multiple, 34, 69

operators in, 496-497

referencing, 435

Declaring

floating-point variables, 64

variables, 53, 59. 69. 580

Decomposition process, 10

Decrementing operator (—). 131-132

avoid, in macros, 537

and pointers, 328-329

and precedence, 132-134

Default

options, 94

values, 547

Defensive programming, 451

#define, 86-87. 105. 306-307, 495. 530-534

compared with typedef. 495
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with EOF, 105

with #include, 86-87

using arguments with, 535-537

Defining

declarations, 435

strings, 355-362

Delay functions, 168

Delta( ) function, 438

Demotions in type conversion, 139, 140

Dereferencing operator (*), 292-293, 297, 326, 328

Dice-rolling, simulated, 444-447

Differencing, between two pointers, 328

Digit-strings, as modifiers, 92

Directives

#define, 86-87, 105, 306-307, 495, 530-537

#elif, 545-546

#else, 543-544

#endif, 543-544

#error. 546

#if, 545-546

#ifdef, 543-544

#ifndef. 544-545

#include. 27, 87, 307-309, 539-542, 549

#pragma. 546

#undef, 534, 542

Division operator (/), 121-122, 141

Division, with bitwise shift operators, 517

Do while statements, 178-180,585

compared with while. 178-179

Documentation, 34

DOS, 7, 12

and end of file marker, 244

and low-level I/O, 400-401

redirection with, 247-250

See also IBM PCs

Double floating-point data, 64

size of, 67

Drivers, 188,281

EBCDIC code. 59. 60

Echoing

input, 240

values. 186

Editing programs

on IBM PCs. 16-17

on UNIX systems, 14-15

Edlin editor, 16

Elements of an array, 183

#elif directive, 545-546

#else directive, 543-544

Else if statements, 200-201, 202, 207-208

compared with if, 202

End of file (EOF), 105, 244-246, 413, 421

End recursion, 300-301

#endif directive, 543-544

Entry-condition loops, 157, 180

Enum keyword, 546-548

Enumerated types, 546-548

Environments

freestanding, 28

hosted, 28

Equality operator (= =), 153, 159-160

Equals (=), 116-117

#error directive, 546

Errors

boundary conditions and, 452

checking for, 262

compared to warnings, 286

debugging, 7, 36-39

and #error directive, 546

and ferror( ) function, 421

roundoff, in floating-point data, 51, 160

semantic, 37-38

syntax, 36-37

Escape sequences, 31, 62

Exclamation point (!), 213-215

Executable files, 13

Execution time substitution, 84

Exit( ) function, 399

Exit-condition loops, 178-180

Exponential notation, 50, 64, 120-121

in binary representation, 510

ranges of, 67

Expression trees, 123

Expressions, 134, 155, 583

compared to statements, 135, 139

relational, 155

truth in. 160-164

Extension, in filenames, 12

External arrays, 315

External static variables, 436-437

External variables, 315, 432-435

initializing, 434

shared by multiple files, 437

Fclose( ) function, 405

Feof( ) function, 421

Ferror( ) function, 421

Fflush( ) function, 418

Fgetarray( ) function, 458, 459-460

Fgetint( ) function, 460

Fgets( ) function, 409-4 1

1

Fields

in databases, 488

specifying widths, 107-108

File position indicator, 416

Filenames, and #include directive, 539

Files, 242-250, 396-397
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\SC11. lo

binar> mow. 396-397,401

closing. 405

communicating with. 396-398

condensing. 406-407

descriptors. 401

input and output of. 396-424

modes for opening. 401. 404

naming. 12, 14. 17-18. 249

opening. 401.404^05
standard. 398

text. 247

text view. 396-397. 401

See also Executable files. Header files. Object

code files. Source code files

FillJisU ) function. 563

Flags. 92.93.210. 514

Floating-point (float) data. 29, 47. 49-52, 63-66,

69. 580

binary, 510

compared to integer, 49, 51

constants, 64-66

declaring. 64

and division, 121-122, 141

double, 64. 67, 69. 99

long double. 64, 69

overflow and underflow, 66

printing, 66

promotion to double. 142

and relational operators, 160

roundoff errors in, 51. 160

size of, 67

Flow control in programs, 152

Flushing the buffers. 72, 405

Fnctl.h file. 401

Fopen( ) function. 404-405, 416

For loops, 167-177

with arrays, 184-186

commas with, 174-176

For statement, 584-585

Form feed (\f), 62

Formal arguments, 143, 279-280

Format specifications, 70

Forward declarations, 188

Fprintfl ) function, 407, 408^09
Fputsl ) function, 366, 409-41

1

Fractions, binary, 510

Freadl ) function, 418-420, 488, 491

Free memory pool, 560

Freestanding environment, 28

Fscanf( ) function, 408-409

Fseek( ) function. 411—414

FtelK ) function, 41 1-414

Function call statements, 32

Function declarations, 541

Function pointers, 498-500

Function return values, 186-190

structures used as, 482-485

Function statements, 135, 139, 583

Functions, 11,33,274-310

arguments of, 31, 70, 142-143, 278-280

as arrays, 323

atoi, 387-388

badlimits, 262

beta, 438

calling, 31

calloc, 556-560

character-mapping, 382

character-testing, 382-383

clock, 168

close, 400

communicating between, 294-297

comp, 556

compared to macros, 538-539

count, 265-266

critic, 430-43

1

definitions, form for, 288

delineated with braces, 26, 28

delta, 438

exit, 399

external static, 436-437

fclose, 405

feof, 42

1

ferror, 421

fflush, 418

fgetarray, 458, 459-460

fgetint, 460

fgets, 409-411

filllist, 563

fopen, 404-405,416

fprintf, 407, 408-409

fputs, 366, 409-411

fread, 418^20, 488, 491

fscanf, 408-409

fseek, 411-414

fteil, 41 1-414

fwrite, 418^20, 488, 491

gamma, 438

getarray, 450-452

getc, 405

getchar, 201-204, 240-241, 244-245

getchoice, 264

gethours, 309

getinfo, 483

getint, 451,452-453

gets, 354, 362-365, 411

imax, 285-287, 288

imin. 281-283.285
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input/output. 88, 240-268, 397-398. 403-406,

417-^424,595-597

int86, 524

int feof. 421

int ferror, 421

int fflush, 418

int setvbuf. 418

int ungetc, 417-418

interchange, 290-292, 296

iprgtrl. 382

isalnum. 382

isalpha. 382

isdigit. 382

isgraph. 382

islower, 382

isprint, 382

ispunct. 382

isspace, 382

isupper. 382

isxdigit. 382

library of, 243, 397-398, 403-406, 417-424.

595-597

main. 1 1 . 27. 28, 304-305, 430^43

1

makeinfo. 483-485

malloc. 556-560

math, 550-553

mean, 345

menu. 309

and multidimensional arrays, 337-341

multiple. 35. 305-310

open. 399-400. 405

parentheses with. 26. 27, 83, 132

printf, 27. 31. 32, 48, 54-55, 62-63, 66, 70,

71-72, 88-102, 105-107. 288, 367-368,

460^161

prototyping. 70. 143. 285-288

putc. 405

putchar. 201-204, 240-241

puts. 354. 367

qsort. 460. 553-556

rand. 555

read. 400.401

readarray. 343-344

rewind. 409

scanf. 47. 48. 63. 81, 88-89, 102-107, 152-155,

244, 288, 343-344, 365-366

setvbuf. 418. 421

show_array, 344—345

show end. 416

showlist. 564

show info. 483

sizet fread. 420-42

1

sizet fwrite. 420

sort. 460

sprintf, 377-379, 388

sqrt. 100,551

starbar. 275-279

storage classes of, 437-438

strcat, 371-372, 407

stremp, 373-375. 556

strcpy, 376-377, 378, 407

string-handling, 370-379

strlen, 81-83,370-371

terminating with return, 282

testing with drivers, 188

tolower, 382

toupper. 382

two-dimensional. 340-341

types, 283-284, 304

ungetc. 417^418

using an array of structures, 486-^487

void, 277

write, 400, 401

Fwrite( ) function, 418-420, 488, 491

Gamma! ) function, 438

General utilities library, 553-560

Getarray( ) function. 450—452

Getc( ) function, 405

Getchar( ) function, 201-204, 240-241, 244-245

Getchoicef ) function, 264

Gethours( ) function, 309

Getinfo( ) function, 483

Getint( ) function. 45 1 . 452-453

Gets( ) function. 354, 362-365, 41 1

Goto statements. 228-231, 589

avoiding, 228-230

Greater than operator (>), 159, 248

Greater than or equal to (>=), 159

Header files, 27, 33. 284, 306-310, 540-542

for BSD UNIX, 400

contents of, 541

ctype.h, 382-383

fnctl.h. 401

io.h. 400

math.h. 284, 550

stdio.h. 27, 241. 244, 284, 364, 377. 397, 404,

406,412,540,595-597

stdlib.h, 388

string. h. 371

uses for, 541-542

Hexadecimal (HEX) system

ASCII table, 591-594

compared to decimal and binary, 512

integers, 54, 60

representation, 511-512

High-order bits, 509
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Hosted environment. 2S

IBM PCs. 12

compiling C on. 17

editing on, 16-17

and end of tile marker. 244

equipment words for. 522

sizes for data types. 67

#if directive. 545-546

If else. 200-201.202

compared with if. 202

compared with switch. 225

If statements. 198-21 1. 586-587

else if. 204-207

nested. 206. 207-212

#ifdef directive. 543-544

#ifndef directive. 544-545

Imax( ) function. 285-287, 288

Imin( ) function. 281-283. 285

In-line code. 538

and #pragma directive, 546

#include directive. 27. 539-542, 549

with #define. 87, 307-309

Incrementing operator (++), 128-131, 141,326

avoid, in macros. 537

and pointers, 328-329

and precedence. 132-134

Indefinite loops, 166

Indentation in code. 138

Indices for arrays. 183, 314

Indirect membership operator (-). 493. 494,

575-576

Indirection operator (*), 292-293, 297, 326, 328

Initializing

arrays. 314. 316-319, 359

automatic variables, 432

character data, 59-60

character string arrays, 356-357, 358

external variables, 434

pointers. 360

static variables. 436

structure pointers, 477-478

structure variables. 469

structures. 469—1-70

two-dimensional arrays, 333-334

variables. 53. 69

Input, inputting

buffered. 241-242, 252-254

do-it-yourself. 368-370

of files. 396-424

mixing character and numeric data. 255-257,

265-268

redirecting, 247-248

withscanf( ). 104

skipping over. 106-107

strings, 362-366

terminating. 242-246, 457

Input/output (I /O)

formatting functions. 78-108

functions, 88. 240-268, 397-398, 403-406,

417^124,595-597

levels of, 397-398

low-level, 243, 398-403

simultaneous low-level and standard, 417

standard package of functions, 243, 397-398,

403-106, 417- 424, 595-597

See also Functions

Int86( ) function, 524

Int feof( ) function. 421

Int ferror( ) function, 421

Intfflush( ) function, 418

Int setvbuf( ) function, 418

Int ungetc( ) function, 417-418

Integer (int) data, 29, 47, 49, 68-69

adjective keywords for, 55-56

compared to floating-point, 49, 51

constants, 53-54, 57-58, 61, 546-548

and division, 121-122

hexadecimal, 54, 60

int, 52-55, 68

long, 56, 68

octal, 54, 60

overflow, 57

printing, 54-55, 58

raising numbers to, 186

short, 55, 68

signed, 52, 68, 97, 509-510. 579

size allowable. 56, 67

unsigned, 55-69, 579-580

Interchange( ) function, 290-292, 296

Interface, user, 252-257

with menus, 263-268

Interpreted languages, 4

Interrupts, 524

Io.h header file, 400

IprgtrK ) function, 382

Isalnumi ) function, 382

Isalphal ) function, 382

Isdigit( ) function, 382

Isgraph( ) function, 382

Islower( ) function, 382

Isprintl ) function, 382

Ispunctl ) function, 382

Isspace( ) function, 382

Isupper( ) function, 382

Isxdigit( ) function, 382

Iteration cycles, 155
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Jumps, program, 225-231

Kedit editor, 17

Kernighan, Brian, 19

Keyboard input, 47

stdin stream. 243

terminating, 242-246

Keywords in C, 29, 39

adjective, for integers, 55-56

auto, 431-432

character data, 59

const, 440-441

for data types, 49, 68, 579

enum. 546-548

extern, 317, 431^135

register, 438

for statements. 584-587

static, 316

for storage classes, 431, 439, 580, 581

volatile, 441

Labels, 221,222

multiple, 223-225

naming, for goto, 228

Languages, programming

comparison of, 2

compiled vs. interpreted, 4

machine, 7

Less than operator (<), 159, 247

Less than or equal to (<=), 1 59

Library for C. 548-564

access to, 548-549

documentation for. 549-550

general utilities, 553-560

I/O functions in. 397-398, 595-597

math. 550-553

routines, 7, 13

Line-buffered input, 241-242

Line length. 260

Linked lists. 560-564

Linked structures. 492, 560-564

Linker programs, 7. 13, 14

Lint program in UNIX, 138

Local variables, 277

Logical operators, 212-215, 573-574

Long values, 57, 58

integer, 68

size of, 67

Loops, 114-116, 152-190

conditional, 157

counting, 166, 168-173,215-217,265-266

do while. 178-180

entry-condition. 157, 180

exit-condition. 178-180

for, 167-177, 184-186

indefinite, 166

nested, 181-193, 206, 207-212, 230, 250-252

terminating, 153, 155-157

while, 115-116, 136, 139, 152-154, 155-159,

165

Low-order bits, 509

Lvalue, modifiable, 117

Machine language, 7

Macros, 531-533

compared to functions, 538-539

expansion, 531

faulty spacing in definition, 538

naming, 539

redefining, 534

that act like functions, 535-537, 539, 541

undefining, 542

uppercase for functions, 539

Main( ) function, 1 1 , 27, 28, 304-305, 430^*3

1

Makeinfo( ) function, 483-485

Malloc( ) function, 556-560

Manifest constants, 84, 530-534, 541

Masks, 514, 515, 519-520

Math library, 550-553

Mathematical functions. See Operators

Math.h header program, 284, 550

Mean( ) function, 345

Membership operator (.), 493, 494, 575

Memory
allocation, 556-560

allocation for structures, 468

free memory pool, 560

storing different data types, 492-494

Menu! ) function, 309

Menus, programming with, 263-268

Microsoft C, 16-17

compiling in, 306

int86( ) function in, 524

overflow and underflow with, 66

sizes for data types, 67

Microsoft Editor, 16

Microsoft QuickC, 17-18, 306

Microsoft Word, 16

Modes

binary and text, 413, 414^16
forfseek(), 412

of incrementing operators 128, 130

for opening files, 401, 404

Modifiable lvalue, 1 17

Modifiers

for conversion specifications, 92, 104

in declarations, A96-A91
* with printf( ) and scanf( ), 105-107
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Modules, program. 9-10. 11. 186

Modulus operator (%). 126-127. 141

MS-DOS. See DOS
Multidimensional arrays. 330-341

functions and. 337-341

pointers and. 334-341

Multiplication in C, 35

with bitwise shift operators, 517

Multiplication operator!*), 119-120, 141

Multiplicative assignment operator (*=), 171

Naming

files. 12. 14. 17-18.249

labels for goto, 228

macro functions, 539

variables, 29, 434

Nested loops. 181-183

example program. 250-252

and goto. 230

if else, 206. 207-212

Nested structures, 474—476

Newline(\n), 31,62, 72, 73

checking for, 243

Nodes, on binary trees, 492

Nonprinting character data, 60-62

Not operator (!), 213

Not equal to operator (!=), 159

Notation in C
for arrays and pointers, 326-327

for prefixes, 55

See also Operators

Null characters, 79-80, 81

and brackets, 80

compared to null pointer, 365

Null pointer. 365, 405

Null statements, 139, 583

Numbers

binary, 419, 508-510

seed, 442

sorting, 447-^56

string-to-number conversions, 386-388

Numeric data

mixing with character data, 255-257, 265-268

saving in a file, 418^120

storing, 286

See also Floating-point data, Integer data

Object code files, 13

Object-oriented languages, 564

Objective C language, 564

Objects, 117

Octal system

ASCII table, 591-594

compared to binary, 5 1

1

integers, 54, 60

representation, 5 1

1

Offset arguments, 412

OneVcomplement method, 510, 512-513

Open( ) function, 399-400, 405

Opening files, 404-405

modes for, 401, 404

Operands, 117-118, 134

Operating systems, 3

Operators, 116-134, 141,571-577

add to end of file (»), 249

addition (+), 118, 141

additive assignment (+=), 169

address (&), 288-290, 297

and (&&), 213-215

arithmetic, 572

assignment (=), 116-117, 135, 141, 159-160,

173-174, 176,573

binary, 119

bitwise logical (~, &, |,
A

), 512-514, 519, 576

bitwise shift («, »), 516-517, 519, 576

cast, 141-142

comma, 174-176,577

conditional (?:), 217-219, 574

in declarations, 496^197

decrementing (— ), 131-134, 328-329, 537

dereferencing (*), 292-293, 297, 326, 328

division (/), 121-122, 141

equality (==), 153, 159-160

greater than (>), 159

greater than or equal to (>=), 159

incrementing (++), 128-131, 132-134, 141,

326, 537

indirect membership (->), 493, 494, 575-576

indirection (*), 292-293, 297, 326, 328

less than (<), 159

less than or equal to (<=), 159

logical, 212-215, 573-574

membership (.), 493, 494, 575

modulus (%), 126-127, 141

multiplication (*), 119-120, 141

multiplicative assignment (*=), 171

not(!), 213

not equal to (!=), 159

or (||), 213-215

overloading, 322

pipe (|), 249, 401

pointer, 326, 574

precedence of, 122-126, 132, 164,213-215,

326,337,497,571

redirection (< and >), 247-249

relational, 159-165, 572

sign (- and +), 118-119,575

sizeof, 68, 83, 126, 141, 325, 577
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structure member (.), 470, 575

subtraction (-), 118, 141

trinary (?:), 571

unary, 119, 141

union, 575

Or operator (||), 213-215

Output

do-it-yourself, 368-370

of files, 396^24
line length, 260

redirecting, 248

strings, 366-368

Parameters, formal, 143

Parentheses, with functions, 26, 27, 31, 83, 132,

496-497

Pascal, 2

PC-DOS. See DOS.

PDP-11 systems, 67

Per cent (%) notation. 54-55, 58, 62, 66. 80. 89.

91. 92, 98. 103-105, 126-127, 289

Period, as operator, 470, 493, 494

Pfun pointer, 500

Pi. 83

Pipe operator (I), 249,401

Plus sign (+), 93,95, 118

Pointer operators, 326. 574

Pointers. 66, 292-297. 320-330, 334-341

addresses, 328

arguments, 325-326

to arrays, 320-322

basic operations of, 327-329

to communicate between functions. 294-297

declaring. 293-294

differencing, 329

form compared to array form. 357-359

function. 498-500

incrementing-decrementing. 328-329

initializing. 360

and multidimensional arrays, 334-341

null. 365, 405

pfun. 500

sorting. 381

in stdio.h file. 406

and strmes. 361-362

to structures. 476-478. 485-486

Portability of C. 3. 414

Postfix mode of incrementing operators. 128, 130

Pound sign (#). 27.93. 178,530

#pragma directive. 546

Precedence of operators. 122-126, 497, 571

decremental and incremental. 132

logical, 213-215

pointer, 326, 337

relational, 164

Prefix mode of incrementing operators, 128, 130

Preprocessor, for C, 27, 530-548

and aliases, 87-88

directives and #, 530

Prime numbers, 210

Print statements, 26, 32

Printf( ) function, 27, 31, 32, 48, 54-55, 62-63, 66,

70. 71-72, 88-102, 105-107, 288, 367-368,

460^61
* modifier with, 105-105

arguments for, 90, 99, 288

return value of, 100

Printing, 455

character data, 62-63

floating-point values, 66

long strings, 101-102

strings, 366-368

Program jumps, 588-589

Program profilers, 539

Program state, monitoring, 39

Programming, 24-40, 342-347

bottom-up, 1

1

breaking lines, 82

defensive, 451

design, 9-10

flow control in, 152

indentation in, 138

maintaining. 8

and pseudocode, 1 54

readability, 34

seven steps in, 4-9

structured, 12

testing and debugging, 7

top-down, 1 1, 342

writing programs. 1

1

Programs

character sketch, 258-262

to choose between alternatives, 220-221

energy costs, 204-205

file condensing, 406-407

letterhead, 275-279

menu, 266-268

payroll, 307-309

random number generator, 442^444

running, time conversion, 144—145

simulated dice-rolling, 444^47
sorting numbers, 447^156

word count, 2 1 6-2 1

7

Promotions in type conversion, 138

Prototyping, function, 70, 143, 285-288

partial, 288

Pseudocode, 154

Putc( ) function, 405
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Putchar function. 20 1-204. 240-241

Putst ) function, 354. 367

QsorH ) function. 460. 553-550

Qualified types. 439

QuickC,
7*

and command-line arguments. 385

compiling in. 300

programming in. 17-18

Quick sort. 553-550

Quotation marks, in C. 26. 62. 79. 385

to initialize pointers. 360

in macro--. 530. 539

single. 00. 02

in strings. 00. 79. 356

Ragged arrays, 361

Randi ) function. 555

Random access. 411-416

Random number generator, 442-444

Read( ) function, 400, 401

Read_array( ) function. 343-344

Real numbers. See Floating-point data

Records, in databases. 488

Ractangular arrays. 360

Recursion, 297-303

and reversal, 301-303

tail. 300-301

Redefining

constants, 534

macros, 534

Redirection, 246-250

combined input and output, 249

of input. 247-248

of output. 248

Referencing declarations, 435

Register variables. 438

Relational expressions, 165

Relational operators, 159-165, 572

precedence of, 164

Return values, 186-190, 281-283

of printfl ). 100

ofscanfO. 105

Rewind) ) function, 409

Ritchie. Dennis. 2. 19

Roundoff errors, in floating-point data, 51, 160

Run-time speed, 402-403, 539

Scanf( ) function, 47, 48, 63, 81, 88-89, 102-107,

152-155, 244, 288, 343-344, 365-366
* modifier with, 105-107

arguments for, 288

conversion modifiers, 104

conversion specifiers for, 103-104

and input. 104-105

return value, 105

Scientific notation, 64

Scope of storage classes, 430-439

Seed numbers, 442

Selection sort algorithm, 381

Semantic errors, 37-38

Semicolons (;), 29, 135

Setvbuf( ) function, 418, 421

Short values, 58

conversion of, 138

integer, 68

size of, 67

Show_array( ) function, 344-345

Show_end( ) function, 416

Show_list( ) function, 564

Showinfo( ) function, 483

Sign operators (+, -), 1 18-1 19, 575

Sign-magnitude representation, 509

Signed integers, 52, 68, 97, 509-510, 579

Signed variables, 97

character, 59, 69

Sin( ) function, 551

SizeJ fread( ) function, 420-421

Size_t fwrite( ) function, 420

Sizeof operator, 68, 83, 126, 325, 577

Slash (/), division operator, 121-122

Sort( ) function, 460

Sorting, 553-556

data, 453—455

numbers, 447-456

Source code files, 6, 12-13

Spaces in strings, 93, 102

Speed in run time, 402-403, 539

Sprintf( ) function, 377-379, 388

Sqrt( ) function, 100, 551

Stack, storage area, 286

Standard file descriptors, 401

Starbar( ) function, 275-279

Start-up code, 1

3

Statements, 135-138, 139, 583-589

assignment, 26, 30, 32, 135, 139, 543, 583

break, 220-226, 227, 588

compared to expressions, 135, 139

compound (blocks), 136-138. 139. 583

continue, 226-228

control, 139, 152-190, 198-232, 583

declaration, 26, 28, 32, 34, 69, 135, 139, 189,

284, 435, 596-498, 583

do while, 178-180,585

else if, 200-201, 202, 207-208

for, 584-585

function, 135, 139,583

goto, 228-231,589
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if, 198-211,586-587

keywords for, 584-587

null, 139,583

switch, 220-225, 263, 587

terminating, 155-157

while, 136, 139, 155-159, 165, 263, 584

Static arrays, 316

Static variables, 316, 356, 435^37
initializing, 436

Stdio.h system header file, 27, 241, 244, 284, 364,

377, 397, 404, 406, 412, 540, 595-597

Stdlib.h system header file, 388

Step-wise refinement, 10

Storage classes, 314-316, 430^6 1 , 580-58

1

for arrays, 314-316

duration of, 581

of functions, 437—438

keywords for, 431, 439, 580, 581

scope of, 430^139, 581

specifier, 80, 359-360

Strcatt ) function, 371-372, 407

Strcmp( ) function, 373-375, 556

Strcpyl ) function, 376-377. 378, 407

Stream of data, 243, 416

stdin (keyboard input), 243

stdout (output). 243

String-handling functions, 370-379

String.h header file, 371

Strings, 70, 354-388

character, 79-83, 354-362, 534

compared to characters, 81

comparing. 373-375

concatenation of. 102. 372

constants. 355-356

control. 90-9!

conversion to numbers, 386-388

copying, 376-377

creating space for, 362

defining. 355-362

input. 362-366

length of. 81-83

output. 366-368

pointers and. 361-362

printing. 366-368

printing long strings, 101-102

and quotation marks, 60. 79, 356

shortening, 370-371

spaces in, 102

splitting, 101-102

Strlent ) function, 81-83, 370-371

Structure operators, 470, 575-576

Structured programming, 12

Structures, 466-500

access to members. 470-471

addresses for, 480-48

1

arrays of, 471-474, 486-487

binary trees, 492

and databases, 488-492

as function values, 482-485

functions using arrays of, 486^87
initializing, 469^70
linked, 492, 560-564

memory allocation for, 468

nested, 474-476

pointers to, 476-478, 485-486

telling functions about, 478-487

template for, 467-468, 541

used as arguments, 478, 481-482, 485-486

variables, 468-470

Subscripts for arrays, 183, 314

Subtraction operator (-), 118, 141

Switch statements, 220-225, 263, 587

compared with if else, 225

for menus programs, 263

Symbolic constants, 83

Symbols in C
1.513

\ 513-514

-,512-513

/* and */, 26

See also Operators

Syntax

errors, 36-37

for while loops, 157-159

System files. See Header files

Tabs, 103

horizontal (\t), 31.62. 72

vertical (\v), 62

Tags, 467, 469

Tail recursion, 300-301

Templates

structure, 467-468, 541

union, 493

Terminating

compilation, for errors, 546

functions with return, 282

input, 242-246, 457

keyboard input, 242-246

loops, 153, 155-157

statements, 155-157

Testing

functions with drivers, 188

programs, 7

Text data, 419-420

Text files, 247

Text mode, 413-416

Text stream, 416
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Te\t \ tew files. 396-397, 401

Thompson. Ken. 2

Toggling bits on and off. 516

Tokens, 533-534

compared to character strings. 534

Tolowen ) mapping function. .

;s I

Top-down programming. 1

1

Touppert I mapping function. ; ^2

Tracing programs. 3 s

Trinary operator (?:). 571

Truncation. 122

Truth in expressions. 160-164

Turbo C. 7

and command-line arguments. 385

compiling in. 306

int86( ) function in. 524

programming in. 17-18

sizes for data types. 67

Tw o-dimensional

arrays. 331-334

functions. 340-341

Two"s-complement method. 97. 509

Type conversions. 138-143

Type qualifiers, for variables. 439—441

Typedef. 494-498. 541

compared to #define. 495

Unary operators. 119-141

#undef directi\e. 534. 542

Underscore (_). 29

Ungetc( I function, 417^418

Union operators. 575

Unions. 492-194. 525

UNIX s> stems. 3. 4. 7

Berkeley (BSD). 398. 400

compiling on. 15-16. 306

editing on. 14—15

and end of file marker. 244. 245

filenames in. 12

lint program on, 138

redirection with. 247-250

System V. 398

Unsigned variables

character. 59. 69

integer. 55-56. 58. 69. 579-580

Uppercase letters for macro functions, 539

User interface. 252-257

with menus. 263-268

Utilities library. 553-560

Values

altering. 290-292

assigned. 547-548

assigning, to arrays. 319-320

default.
;

multiple. 35

returning. 186-190. 281-283

Variables. 48. 297

automatic, 315, 431^432

declaring. 53. 64. 69. 580

definitions. 53

external. 315. 432-434

external static. 436-437

gathering in one place. 29-30

initializing. 53. 69

local. 277^

multiple, and comma. 34. 69

multiple integer. 53

naming. 29

register. 438

static. 316,435-437

structure. 468-470

swapping. 290-292

type qualifiers for. 439^441

types of, 29, 47

variables. 493

VAX computers. 7. 67

VMS. 7

Void functions, 277

Warnings, compared to errors. 286

While loops. 115-116. 137. 138. 155-159. 165

compared with do while. 178-179

syntax for. 157-159

terminating. 155-157

While statements. 136. 139. 155-159. 165.584

for menus programs. 263

Whitespace. 103. 105

Word. Microsoft. 16

WordPerfact, 16

Words, as memory units. 50

WordStar. 16

Write( ) function. 400. 401

Zeros, leading. 93
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The Waite Group
100 Shoreline Highway, Suite 285 Mill Valley, CA 94941 (415)331-0575

CompuServe: 74146,3515 usernet: bplabstwelllmitch AppleLink: D2097

Dear Reader:

Thank you for considering the purchase of our book. Readers have come to know prod-

ucts from The Waite Group for the care and quality we put into them. Let me tell you a little

about our group and how we make our books.

It started in 1976 when I could not find a computer book that really taught me anything.

The books that were available talked down to people, lacked illustrations and examples, were

poorly laid out, and were written as if you already understood all the terminology. So I set out to

write a good book about microcomputers. This was to be a special book—very graphic, with a

friendly and casual style, and filled with examples. The result was an instant best-seller.

Over the years, I developed this approach into a "formula" (nothing really secret here, just

a lot of hard work— I am a crazy man about technical accuracy and high-quality illustrations). I

began to find writers who wanted to write books in this way. This led to co-authoring and then

to multiple-author books and many more titles (over seventy titles currently on the market). As

The Waite Group author base grew, I trained a group of editors to manage our products. We now
have a team devoted to putting together the best possible book package and maintaining the high

standard of our existing books.

We greatly appreciate and use any advice our readers send us (and you send us a lot). We
have discovered t Hat our readers are detail nuts: you want indexes that really work, tables of

contents (hat dig deeply into the subject, illustrations, tons of examples, reference cards, and

more.

I think you w ill find that C: Step-by-Step is a good example of The Waite Group formula

for a computer book, you'll find facts, tips, boxes, quizzes, projects, icons, warnings, and much
more. This book has been specially designed to make your learning of C as painless as possible

and hopefully enjoyable too. We have gone to lengths to make the book follow a structured

approach and lo present C in a problem-solving manner so that you learn the best programming

habits from (he start. Ifyou'd like to extend your C programming experience further, you'll want

to study our hook Advanced C Primer ++. If you are interested in a specific implementation of

( \ i hi II \\ ant t<> examine our best sellers Microsoft C Programming for the PC and TUrbo C

Programming for the PC. finally, if you need a comprehensive reference to the C libraries,

check out our Microsoft, Turbo, and QuickC Bibles. A list of all our titles can be found in the back

of this book. In fact, let us know what you want and we'll try to write about it.

I hanks again for considering (he purchase of this title. II you care to tell me anything you

like |or don I like) about the book, please w rile or send email (o (he addresses on this letterhead.

Sincerely,

Mitchell Waite

The Waite Group
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* * Microsoft C Bible. Barfcakati
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The W'aite Group's

C++ Programming
John Berry

This new guide and tutorial is

aimed at developers and

intermediate-level students who
already know the C language. It

teaches the use of object-oriented

programming skills and in-

troduces the major features of the

C++ language with explanations

followed by practical examples

that will work on both UNIX and

MS-DOS systems.

The book includes quizzes, exer-

cises, and key words and is ideal

for self study or as a complete

course.

Topics covered include:

How the C + + Translator

Works

New Structure Operators and

Data Types

Input and Output Message

Streams in I

Pointers and Reference

Classes and Inheritance

Function and Operator Over-

loading

In-line Functions

All About C++ Pointers

Private and Public Structures

The Operator Function

Derived Classes

Softbound

ISBN (K672-2261

No. 22619. $24.95

Programming in ANSI C
Stephen G Kochan

This comprehensive programming

guide is the newest title in the

Hayden Books C Library, written

by the series editor Stephen G. Ko-

chan. A tutorial in nature, the book

teaches the beginner how to write,

compile and execute programs even

with no previous experience with

C.

The book details such C essentials

as program looping, decision mak-

ing, arrays, functions, structures,

character strings, bit operations,

and enumerated data types. Exam-

ples are complete with step-by-step

explanations of each procedure and

routine involved as well as end-of-

chapter exercises, making it ideally

suited for classroom use.

Topics covered include:

Introduction and Fundamentals

Writing a Program in ANSI C

Variables, Data Types, and

Arithmetic Expressions

Program Looping

Making Decisions

Arrays, Functions. Structures

Character Strings, Pointers

Operations on Bits

The Preprocessor

More on Data Types

Working with Larger Programs

Input and Output

Miscellaneous Features and Topics

Appendices: ANSI C Language

Summary, The UNIX C Library,

Compiling Programs Under

UNIX. The Program LINT, The

ASCII Character Set

450 Pages, Vk x 9%, Softbound

ISBN: 0-672-48408-0

No. 48408, $24.95

Advanced C: Tips and

Techniques

Paul L Anderson and Gail Anderson

If you have a working knowledge

of the C language and want to en-

hance your programming skills, the

examples and techniques found in

this new book are just what you

need. It is an in-depth look at the

C programming language with spe-

cial emphasis on portability, execu-

tion efficiency, and application

techniques.

With entire chapters devoted to

special areas of C such as debug-

ging techniques, C's run-time en-

vironment, and the memory object

allocator, the book contains detailed

explanations and examples that will

show you how to speed up your C

programs. Techniques for creating

and deciphering expressions, mov-

ing data, and coding expressions

that execute predictably are includ-

ed as well as end-of-chapter exer-

cises that help you learn what has

been explained.

Topics covered include:

C Refresher

The Run-Time Environment

Bits of C

There's No Such Thing as an

Array

A Closer Look at C

C Debugging Techniques

A Memory Object Allocator

Appendices: Portable C Under

UNIX System V, Microsoft C

Under XENIX, Microsoft C

Under DOS, Turbo C Under

DOS

325 Pages, 7'/2 x 9%, Softbound

ISBN: 0-672-4841 7-X

No. 48417, $24.95

Visit your local book retailer or call

800-428-SAMS.

Topics in C Programming
Stephen G Kochan and Patrick H Wood

Here is the most advanced and

comprehensive coverage of the

maturing C market. This sequel to

Programming in C describes in de-

tail some of the most difficult con-

cepts in the C language— structures

and pointers. It also explores the

standard C library and standard

I/O library, dynamic memory allo-

cation, linked lists, tree structures,

and dispatch tables.

Experienced C programmers can

examine the UNIX System Interface

through discussions on controlling

processes, pipes, and terminal I/O.

Topics in C Programming also

explains how to write terminal-

independent programs, how to

debug C programs and analyze

their performance, and how to use

"make" for automatic generation of

a programming system.

Topics covered include:

Structures and Pointers

The Standard C Library

The Standard I/O Library

UNIX System Interface

Writing Terminal-Independent

Programs with "curses" Library

Debug and Performance

Analysis of C Programs

Generating Programs with

"make"

528 Pages, Vk x 9%, Softbound

ISBN: 0-672-46290-7

No. 46290, $24.95

I



Portability and the C Language

Rex Jaeschke

Portability, the feature that distin-

guishes C from other programming

languages, is thoroughly defined

and explained in this definitive

reference work. The book primarily

addresses the technical issues of

designing and writing C programs

that are to be compiled across a

diverse number of hardware and

operating system environments.

Organized around the ANSI C

Standard, it explains the C

preprocessor and the run-time

library- and tackles portability from

a C language perspective, discuss-

ing implementation-specific issues

as they arise.

Topics covered include:

Introduction and Overview

The Environment

Conversions. Expressions,

Declarations, and Statements

The Preprocessor

Diagnostics, Character Handling.

Errors

Numerical Limits and Locali-

zation

Mathematics, Non-Local Jumps,

Signal Handling

Variable Arguments and

Common Definitions

Input/Output, General Utilities,

String Handling

Date and Time

Appendix: Keywords and

Reserved Identifiers

400 Pages, Vh x 9%, Softbound

ISBN: 0-372-48428-5

No. 48428. $24.95

Exploring the UNIX 1 System,

Second Edition

Stephen G Kochan and Patrick H Wood

Updated and revised to reflect the

latest changes to System V, Release

3, this is an excellent choice for

the computer novice who needs a

clear basic introduction to the

UNIX operating system. The book

covers everything needed to be-

come operational—how operating

systems work; how the UNIX file

system is organized and how to

identify files; how to create, copy,

rename, and remove files; and

much more.

Topics covered include:

What is an Operating Svstem?

The UNIX File System

Getting Started

Using the UNIX System

The Old Shell Game
Screen Editing with vi

UNIX in the Office

Program Development

Security

Communications

Administrating Your System

Appendices: For More

Information, Overview of Com-

mands. Complete Command
Summary. Administrative Com-

mands, Comparison of sh and

csh. Adding New Users

450 Pages. Vk x 9 3A, Softbound

ISBN: 0-672-48447-1

No. 48447, $24.95

UNIX Shell Programming,
Revised Edition

Stephen G Kochan & Patrick H. Wood

Complete revised and updated to

reflect System V Release 3 changes,

this revision of the widely-respected

classic deals specifically with the

techniques of "shell" programming.

For non-programmers who need to

use shell programming to automate

computer tasks, UNIX programmers

and system administrators, the

book provides a comprehensive

overview of shell programming

concepts.

Organized in a step-by-step fashion,

the book explains how to use the

shell and its functions, with numer-

ous practical programs to illustrate

the concepts. It covers all the fea-

tures of the standard shell, shows

how to use the shell to tailor the

UNIX instructions in the use of the

Korn shell.

Topics covered include:

Introduction

A Quick Review of the Basics

What Is The Shell?

Tools of the Trade

And Awav We Go

Can I Quote You on That?

Passing Arguments

Decisions. Decisions

Round and Round She Goes

Reading Data

Your Environment

More on Parameters

Loose Ends

Rolo Revisited

Introducing the Korn Shell

Appendices: Shell Summary.

Korn Shell Summary

460 Pages, Vh x 9%, Softbound

ISBN: 0-672-484484

No. 48448, $26.95

Visit your local book retailer or call

800-428-SAMS.

UNIX 5 System V Primer

Revised Edition

Waite. Martin, and Praia,

The Waite Group

This primer provides a comprehen-

sive overview and introduction to

the UNIX System V operating sys-

tem for the beginning UNIX user. It

gives the reader review questions

and exercises at the terminal, for

an applied, hands-on approach to

learning not found in other books

on the subject.

New material has been added to

the second edition. It includes a

new chapter on the extended elec-

tronic mail programs and new in-

formation detailing the use of the

new shell layer manager for mul-

tiprocessing and the enhanced

screen display page.

Topics covered include:

Introduction to UNIX

Getting Started

Electronic Mail and On-Line Help

Files and Directories

Using Editors

The vi Screen Editor

Manipulating Files and

Directories

Using Programming Languages

The UNIX Shell

File Management Commands

More Text Processing

Information Processing

Extended Electronic Mail

Program

450 Pages. Vh x 9%. Softbound

ISBN: 0-672-22570-0

No. 22570. $22.95



UNIX
5

Primer Plus

Waite. Martin, and Praia.

The Waite Group

Another excellent Waite book. For

those who want to learn about the

amazing UNIX operating system,

this primer presents UNIX in a

clear, simple, and easy-to-

understand style. This classic is ful-

ly illustrated and includes two

handy removable summary cards to

keep near your computer for quick

reference.

Topics covered include:

An Introduction to UNIX

Electronic Mail and On-Line

Help

Files and Directories

Using The ed Line and Screen

Editor

Manipulating Files and

Directories

Using Programming Languages:

Fortran, Pascal and C
File Management Commands
Adjusting Your Environment

Special C-Shell Features

Information Processing

416 pages, 7% x 9'A, Softbound

ISBN: 0-672-22028-8

No. 22028. $22.95

UNIX® System V Bible

Praia and Martin,

The Waite Group

You'll never have to open the

UNIX manual again! This is a com-

prehensive reference to UNIX com-

mands and utilities, focusing on the

basic and advanced command
groups found in standard UNIX

System V manuals.

Commands are listed alphabetically

and explained in down-to-earth lan-

guage. Each entry states the pur-

pose of a command, what it does,

and how it is used. A graduated set

of example programs goes far be-

yond the UNIX manuals, showing

you each command in several

different situations.

Features of this unique resource

include:

Detailed Table of Contents for

Quick Reference

Cross-Referencing of Com-

mands and Features

Friendly Format for Beginning

and Advanced Users

Coverage of All Major UNIX

Features

Guidance to UNIX Command
Idiosyncracies

528 Pages, Vh x 9%. Softbound

ISBN: 0-672-22562-X

No. 22562, $24.95

The Waite Group's

Microsoft® C Programming
for the PC, Revised Edition

Robert Lafore, The Waite Group

This entry-level programming book

assumes no previous knowledge of

C as it moves quickly through the

fundamentals of the language using

step-by-step, hands-on tutorials. The

author shows exactly what to do

and how to do it, from simple

topics to advanced features, moving

the reader in an orderly fashion.

The new edition is based on the

5.1 compiler and includes a

chapter on the newest graphics fea-

tures, the newest updates to

Codeview, ANSI C prototyping,

VGA graphics, MCGA control, and

details on the QuickC optimizing

compiler have been added.

Topics covered include:

Getting Started

C Building Blocks

Loops, Decisions, Functions

Arrays, Strings, and Pointers

Keyboard and Cursor

Structures, Unions, and ROM
BIOS

Memory and the Monochrome

Display

Library Graphics

Direct CGA, EGA, and VGA
Color Graphics

New Microsoft Graphics

Functions

Files

Larger Programs and

Advanced Variables

750 Pages, Vk x 9%, Softbound

ISBN: 6-672-22661-8

No. 22661, $24.95

Visit your local book retailer or call

800-428-SAMS.

Understanding C
Carl Townsend

This is an entry-level tutorial

providing the novice C programmer

with a complete overview of the

language in the MS-DOS® environ-

ment. Using the successful Under-

standing Series format which

features key terms, marginal notes,

and end-of-chapter questions and

answers, the book can be used

with the Turbo C or QuickC com-

pilers as well as with other ANSI

C compilers on the market.

Beginning with an overview of the

language itself, the book then dis-

cusses file input and output, the

basic concepts of program design,

strategies for debugging a program,

and preprocessor directives.

Topics covered include:

The C Language

C Data Types

Arithmetic Operations and

Expressions

The User Interface: Input and

Output

Program Control: Conditional

and Loop Structures

Using Pointers

Using Functions and Macros

Managing Variable Storage

Building Arrays

Using Data Structure

Files and Other Inputs and

Outputs

Using Graphics

Using BIOS Services

Structured Programming

Appendices: Turbo C/QuickC

Comparison, Glossary, ASCII

Character Set, C Operators, C

Data Types, C Keywords, Tips

288 Pages, 7 x 9, Softbound

ISBN: 0-672-272784

No. 27278, $17.95





HOWARD W. SAMS & COMPANY

C: Step-by-Step
If you teach C, get this book. It's based on the "wish lists" of an advisory board of C instructors. The book's

best-selling authors have years of experience teaching C in the classroom. C: Step-by-Step is designed

specifically for a one- or two-semester course in C programming, and no other C textbook comes close to

presenting with as much depth the full range of C topics, including pointers, structures, and bitwise operators.

This is the definitive C learning text, for both beginning programmers and professionals looking for a practical

guide to this popular language. Interactive tutorials emphasize today's methods of structured code, stepwise

refinement, and top-down design, yet assume no programming experience. This textbook:

• Contains extensive review questions with answers and programming exercises.

• Uses short, interactive examples students can type in and try out immediately.

• Is compatible with UNIX^-based C, as well as Microsoft* C, Borland Turbo C®, and QuickC®

commercial compilers.

• Uses techniques of top-do\ua design, stepwise refinement, and a problem-solving approach.

• Includes the latest ANSI C standard features.

• Develops skills of finding and avoiding programming errors.

• Is available with an instructor's guide for additional exercises and problems, as well as answers

to odd-numbered questions in the book.

• Covers such topics as: C Programming; Character Strings and Formatted Input/Output; Operators,

Expressions and Statements; Looping; If Statements, Relational and Logical Operators; Character I/O

and Redirection; Functions, Arrays, and Pointers; File I/O; Storage Classes and Program Development;

Bit Manipulation; and The C Preprocessor and the C Library.

Mitchell Waite, founder of The Waite Group, is coauthor and a frequent contributor to the group's successful

computer and technology books.

Stephen Prata, a best-selling author with The Waite Group, teaches C at the College of Marin.

The Waite Group is a developer of computer, science, and technology books. Acknowledged as a leader in

its field. The Waite Group creates book ideas, finds authors, and provides development support throughout the

book cycle, including editing, reviewing, testing, and production control for each title. The Waite Group has

produced over 70 titles, including the best-sellers C Primer Plus, MS-DOS Bible, and Tricks of the MS-DOS
Masters. The Waite Group can be reached at 100 Shoreline Highway, Building A, Suite 285, Mill Valley, CA
94941.(415)331-0575.

$27.95 US/2265
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